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the
Public
Eye
REACTION: according to Webster's
Third International Dictionary, "an action
induced by vital resistance to another action." Although, strictly speaking, this definition is physiological, its analogue is in the
political arena where reactionary groupings
act, reflex-like, to defend the current social
order from changes demanded by the most
vocal advocates of a more just and humane
society.
In this journal. we probe the recent history
of political reaction in America and the continuing project of broadening and deepening
our understanding of how these groups function: how, in other words, they can disrupt
and subvert the movement for social and
political change as, for example, when government spy agencies and right wing political organizations act in tandem, casting a
wide net of infiltration and surveillance over
the Left.
A question often asked is: "Where are "you
at politically7" Officially, we are non-partisan researchers. But it is important to realize
that we have a slant, albeit a general one .
We do believe in progressive social change,
in the strict adherence to the principles of ,
human rights, and in incorporating the dynamic notions of change and st~uggle into
' '
everyday life. We recognize the need for developing a party of the people. And we are
devoted to the process of educational exchange which will bring that about. We also
'.
see the need for experimenting with new lifestyles and stretching the boundaries of
human work, thought, and expression into
:•. ·.
areas as ·yet unfathomed. Alongside this
widening outlook is an unswervingly focussed awareness of divisive, ant-i-.demo- . -cratic, anti-community tendencies in society
'·
at larg~. Our human concerns" and political

.

"
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aspirations must be forever intertwined.
As public researchers whose goal is public
enlightenment we present this study for
popular consideration of the historical significance of reaction, answering questions
about its roots, its class composition, and its
ability to counteract progressive political activity by trying to deny activists their basic
rights. The repressive movements described
herein are Cl!'lti-democratic, anti-change by
nature. And, while lacking the cohesiveness
of a tight-fighting ideology and organizational structure, they are like shackles on the
struggle for more advanced social forms.
In this issue of The Public Eye, we resume
our ongoing report on the National Caucus
of Labor Committees, a small political sect
which both maintains a rigidly authoritarian
internal structure and wages campaigns to
terrorize and dismantle legitimate political
formations..
Documents show that the National Caucus of Labor Committees, also known as the
U .S. Labor Party, has won an audience at
government intelligence agencies, for whom
it acts as a voluntary informant, targeting
the left-wing which it has been out to decimate since 1973. After viewing 5000 pages of
the FBI's files on the NCLC/ USLP, obtained
through the Freedom of Information Act, we
conclude that NCLC has become what is
possibly the largest political intelligence outpost in America. Files from state and local
police reveal, without a doubt, a continual
effort by NCLC to offer these agencies information about political organizations. In one
conspicuous case, the Labor Committee sent
an "Open Letter to the Philadelphia Police
Department" taking ten pages and flow
charts to outline most of the progressive political organization in Philadelphia.

Eyes Right

Since last year, NCLC has been wo rking
ever more closely to ultra-conservative and
far right-wing camps . Recently, NCLC's organizing attempts on the Right became public, a fact which requires covering up the
contradictory position of its former, selfproclaimed association with the Left and adherence to the principles of Marxism-Lenin"ism. At GOP fundraising dinners or on
speaking tours with George Wallace's American Independent Party chairman, the USLP
is not only warning of imminent nuclear
war, as it has been for years, but is now also
hysterically predicting "an explosion of
socialist revolutions." Most intriguing, however, is that, despite the group's seemingly
dramatic "defection" to the Right, its stated
goals and tactics have not changed a bit. The
only difference is that, in place of its vaunted
hegemony over the Left is its now . equally
vaunted hegemony over the counter-revolutionary vanguard. To make our analysis
complete, NCLC will be put where it belongs, in the context of protofascism in
America.
But there is still another perspective from
which to view the group. The fanaticism and
hysteria which characterizes the NCLC's behavior makes the group not only a political,
but also a cult organization. Accordingly, it
is used as an example of political cults past
and present, such as the Fundamentalism of
the '20s and the Scientologists and Jesus
people of today. In this section, we particularly emphasize the authoritarian temper of
political cults which offer salvation in exchange for absolute obedience.
Other issues to be covered include a detailed report, reflecting over a year's research of the Information Digest network.
The 10, a right-wing newsletter published biweekly since the late '60s, was originally exposed during an inquiry conducted by the

New Yo rk State legislature. Since then,
much more has been learned, establishing its
links to infiltrators, the John Birch Society,
Congressman Larry McDonald (0-Ga. ),
government agencies and private security organizations. These findings represent the
most comprehensive published documentation on the topic to date.
The last sections place the research and
analyses in a general context of the rightwing in America and give an historical perspective on repression in the U.S. T o combat
the Right's anti-democratic thrust-potentially liberal democracy's reserve repressive
army- we've tried to provide counter-strategies for organizing throughout.
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NCLC/U.S. Labor Party

-Political
Chameleon
to
Right-Wing
Spy
History
NCLC began as one of many groups
which came out of the SDS community in
the late '60's. In 1968, it was known as the
SDS Labor Committee, which became a
dissident faction purged from the Columbia
University chapter for taking an unpopular
position supporting the New York City
school teachers on strike against community control of schools in Black neighborhoods.
Lyndon Hermyle LaRouche, also known
as Lyn Marcus, is the founder, leader,
guru, father figure of NCLC. The 55-yearold LaRouche was born in Rochester,
N.H., the son of a ·Quaker family which
formed its own fundamental sect. One exNCLC member described him as "some
kind of mad genius." People who knew
him well in the 1950's thought he was a
genius who had a messiah complex. "Healways talked about phallus and castration.

In the last pamphlet on the National Caucus of Labor Committees, we constructed an
argument, based on the history, tactics, programs, and internal structure of the organization, that the group was working to discredit and disrupt the work of progressive
political groups and individuals. In the process of doing everything possible to gain
state power, NCLC was doing the work, we
claimed, of a repressive apparatus, a government-blessed institution of social control.
Since that study, we have obtained the
proof.
The following section includes remarks
and accounts which could expose our
sources to harm and harassment. Some have
been threatened in the past for discussing
their various group affiliations.' Out of consideration, therefore, those interviewed require complete anonymity.
6

History
LaRouche began, in this violent
stage, to interpret all of reality.
The group began to emerge as
a cult. Members were put
through intense indoctrination
sessions and provided new
father images.
He presupposes phallus more than Freud
does."
In describing himself, Marcus says he
was an "egregious child; I wouldn' t say an
ugly duckling, but a nasty duckling." He is
now gaunt and sports thick, black-rimmed
glasses. A college drop-out, bored with
school, Marcus left Northeastern University in Boston during his first year. He
neither had nor claims to have formal
training in psychology or related fields
which would give him the expertise he implies in his brainwashing techniques. He
has been employed as a management consultant, a marketing researcher and computer programmer and systems designer
first for his father and later, on his own.
After years of membership in the SWP,
beginning in 1948, LaRouche left in 1957
having failed to achieve the recognition he
tried hard to attain. He and his wife, Carol
Schnitzer, then attempted to start various
left-wing organizations. In 1967-68, LaRouche, under the name of Marcus, taught
a course entitled, " Elementary Marxist' Economics," at the Free University · of New
York-a one-time successful free university
and center of political activity in New
York. The course description Marcus wrote
said, in part: "Because of their ignorance of
how the U.S. economy operates, a variety

of socialists accept the delusion of' the ·Triple Revolution Committee."
The Free University and LaRouches' activities in the Village Committee for Independent Action provided him a small following. The 30-member SDS Labor Committee became the NCLC after being
thrown out of SDS.
From the beginning, NCLC set itself
apart from the rest of the socialist movement. The combination of their unpopular
support of the New York Teachers Union,
their eccentric, bespectacled, gaunt authoritarian leader, and their early signs of a fascination for fascist history, were all indicators that NCLC's political evolution would
be tainted by largely voluntary mounting
antagonism against the rest of the Left. In
the September, 1968, issue of The Campaigner, a publication of NCLC, the lead
article began with two entire paragraphs of
Benito Mussolini quotes and spent the remainder of the article trying to show that
the New Left could head in the direction of
fascism. The 13-page article gives the reader a basic knowledge about how to launch
a fascist movement. Marcus was obviously
enthralled by the ideas he was writing.
NCLC remained small and unnoticed in
the 1968-72 period. In 1969, three Philadelphia LC members were arrested and
7

NCLC/U.S. Labor Party: America's
Largest ·Political Intelligence Army
ln April 1973, NCLC launched Operation Mop-up, a clean sweep of the CPUSA.
LaRouche returned from a long trip to
Europe in March, declared the physical attack mop-up strategy and tightened his
reins even more.
NCLC attacked various action groups on
an estimated 60 occasions, using "goon
squads" that contained 25 to 50 members.
Many activists were sent to the hospital;
others chose to leave organizations like
NWRO, one of the key NCLC targets. Still
others lashed back in self-defense, generally
ending in legal trouble. All the major incidents of violence generated FBI and local
police investigations of the groups and individuals involved.
During this six-month attack phase,
NCLC established a front organization,
called NUWRO, to absorb all of the members of NWRO when it fell apart. Even
though NUWRO received sizeable participation at a few conferences, for reasons
that are not fully understood, it never did
much .
LaRouche began, in this violent stage, to
interpret all of reality. The group began to
emerge as a cult. Members were put
through intense indoctrination sessions and
provided new father images. Total time
commitments were required, mostly filled
with trivial tasks which brought the average
member to the point of exhaustion. Possessions were turned over to the organization,
and all members were expected to live together in apartments with each other, or
live alone.
As the conspiracy theories began to emerge, NCLC was found to be in the trap
it had warned the Left ab~ut five years earlier. Since the two required reading books
were LaRouches' Dialectical Materialism ,
an almost incomprehensible tract, and his

charged with illegal possession of explosives and conspiracy. In 1970, they began
their publication, at the time called Solidarity, but changed the name to New Solidarity. The timing was apparently too late
to avert a UAW trademark suit, one of
several legal actions the UAW initiated against the NCLC, totalling $30 million. The
UAW newspaper is called Solidarity.
In 1970, ELC, NCLC's European organ,
after much persistance by ELC organizers,
combined with a German Vietnam Veteran
deserter group, which was responsible for a
publication called the Next Step . During
this relatively brief relationship there were
continual clashes. As one Next Step member recalled, "ELC was extremely tolerant
in the early 1970's, though even back then, ,
they couldn't learn from other people. The
group drifted away from this openness .
Consequently, we clashed continuously."
The Americans who · had contact With
the ELC thought it employed a "used car
sales approach, which now would be best
described as messianic," one Next Step
member noted. Members of Next Step
published a critique expressing their disaffection with NCLC, calling it 'The Politics
of Appearances." This dealt the death blow
to their relationship. (See Cults sections.)
Marcus' wife began to take opposing positions within the NCLC when during
meetings, she raised alternative viewpoints
to those of her husband. This led to her
separation from him in I!'id-1972.
After she left the organization, in great
part due to the increasing wrath she incurred in meetings, Marcus centralized
power around himself. This is when he
started labelling all dissenters as "CIA
agents" or accusing them of suffering from
a "mother complex ."
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NCLC on the Right
Beyond Psychoanalysis, it was easy to control knowledge inside the group . The
groundwork was laid for conspiracies, to
establish their adversarial relationship with
the rest of the world. From Rockefeller nuclear holocaust plans, to work speed-up
programs, to CIA brainwashing of NCLC
members, to FBI harassment, their conspiracies were usually incomprehensible.
The member's hypnotic facial expression,
lack of a sense of humor and the ever present apocalypse has raised many questions
about their internal structure. The ultimate
goal is to convince the member that the
world is in great danger and that NCLC
and only NCLC offers hope for humanity.
LaRouche's paranoia is manifested in the
membership . His sexual vengeance is ex:pressed by the inferior role women play in
the group. Dissent is not tolerated. The
member constantly lives in a world where
a catastrophe is imminent, thinking that
only LaRouche and NCLC can save the
world from it.
LaRouche's political vengeance has been
distilled by years of consistent rejections by
SWP and by SDS. He felt that he had to
eliminate from the political arena all political
groups and activists who would not recognize his destiny as the leader of his own
movement.
It would seem, his plan is to cle.ar the
way to power by disorganizing every
movement and all segments of the political
spectrum. He started with the CPUSA and
the SWP in 1973. He then went to attacks
on ultra-left sects in 1974-75. In 1976,
NCLC attacked the bicentennial demonstration organizations and passed intelligence information to local police and the
FBI. In 1977, the targets have been Ralph
Nader and his organizations and the antinuclear movement. Simultaneously, the

NCLC has been acquainting itself with the
Right.
Just as Hitler saw his destiny as ruler of
the Master Race, LaRouche envisions a
similar destiny for himself. He told the
Washingto1;1 Post in a February 17, 1974,
interview that since the 1930s, " . . . I was
resolved that no revolutionary movement
was going to be brought into being in the
USA unless I brought it into being ."

NCLC On The Right
According to a dialectical proposition
it is the whole which determines the
truth-not in the sense that the whole is
prior or superior to its parts, but in the
sense that its structure and function determine every particular condition and
relation. Thus, within a repressive
society, even progressive movements
threaten to turn into their opposite to
the degree to which they accept the rules
of the game.
from A Critique of Pure Tolerance
Herbert Marcuse
"Repressive Tolerance"
from A Critique of Pure Tolerance
Beacon, 1965
pages 81-123

When LaRouche dreams of leadership today, it's of a counterrevolutionary movement. NCLC has been working to establish
hegemony on the right! reactionary side of
the political spectrum since as early as July,
1976. It appears now that a major policy
shift took place in June, 1976. NCLC began,
as part of its daily work, to pass detailed information to all levels of intelligence and police organizations nationwide . The group also began initiating contact with right-wing
people.
9

NCLC on the Right
NCLC's drift to the Right wasn't
only because the USLP's contempt for the Left erased their
future in progressive organizing,
but because the far Right conspiratorialists found LaRouche
curious and his Party's theories
attractive.
big GOP fund-raising dinner here last
month ." The USLP, together with the chairman of the American Independent Party of
Georgia, Army Col. Thomas A . McCrary,
have been travelling around the country,
visiting cities like St. . Louis, Chicago, and
Los Angeles, soliciting support. This vigorous drive in conservative communities has
brought a new and peculiar wave of publicity to the USLP.
Over the last few years, their attempted
alliances with the Right have become more
obvious. ln a campaign speech in Baltimore
last year, Lyndon H. LaRouche, eccentric
chairman of the USLP and presidential candidate on the 1976 ballot in 25 states, stated :
"Our closest political allies are the Republican National Committee and the John Birch
Society." The night before the presidential
election, LaRouche demanded during a
prime-time TV half-hour that a nation-wide
NBC audience vote for Gerald Ford. The
USLP delivered $95,000 cash in a paper bag
to pay for the time only hours before the
telecast to allow their leader to insist, as the
many NCLCers do daily on streetcorners,
that thermo-nuclear war is months away .
And when we sneak by without catastrophe,
we will know it was the saving grace of the
USLP which prevented it.

These facts were finally exposed through
documents obtained by the Clamshell Alliance, an anti-nuclear coalition in New England. The information showed the USLP had .
briefed New Hampshire State Police about
the Seabrook Demonstration held last April
30th. USLP claimed the demonstration was a
"cover for terrorist activity." Included in the
16 pages of state documents were .several
pages from Information Digest, a controlledcirculation right-wing newsletter, which
NCLC provided to state police. It is assumed
that NCLC shares information with the publishers of the 1.0. (see section on the 1.0.)
NCLC was forced to explain its actions, and
with few creditable alternatives, announced
its new and ongoing right-leaning programs
and affiliations.
Since then, NCLC/ USLP has been working hard to ma!<e inroads into virtually every
major conservative and far Right organization . According to an October 3, 1977 Los
Angeles Times article the once leftist party,
"the Labor Party, under the same leadership,
has moved to the Right, has joined with
Southerners who are heir to George C. Wallace's American Independent Party tradition, is soliciting help from orthodox Republicans and even had an information table at a
10

NCLC/U.S. Labor Party
LaRouche's $500,000 presidential campaign got him some 40,000 votes in 25 states.
The Federal Election Commission claims to
still be conducting an investigation of the
Party's public records.
There are many more examples that repeatedly expose USLP ties to the Right. A
right-wing propaganda outpost on Capitol
Hill called Liberty Lobby, has advertised
and sold several hundred copies of a 129page report by NCLC entitled, Carter and
the Party of International Terrorism." The
book conspiratorially links the "terrorist"
apparatus of left-wing activists (including
the author of this article), government agencies, foundations and research organizations
to the Carter administration and the Rockefellers. All are charged with trying to "deindustrialize" the U.S. while fomenting a
world nuclear holocaust by 1978. When
Spotlight, Liberty Lobby's newspaper, was
asked why it sold an NCLC publication , the
·response was, "We agree with it, otherwise
we wouldn't sell it !" Spotlight told the Washington Post that NCLC was "probably the
onl y honest Marxist group in the US because
it is not supported by Rockefeller money, as
are all similar groups. "
The only way Spotlight, a respected Right
publication, would have received that distorted impression was from NCLC itself. But
Spotlight failed to delete NCLC's former
Marxist identification. Not only does NCLC
now insist that its audience is "Republican
and conservative", but the group is also denying that it was ever Marxist. Most recently
it has tried to reject the notion that it was a
self-described Communist organization.
Since the November elections, the UStP
has launched an intensive drive to recruit
support from the traditional rightist forces.
They have approached the Young Americans for Freedom, the American Conserva-

tive Union (which has 100,000 members),
the Conservative Caucus, the Young Republican National Federation, the Committee
for the Survival of a Free Congress, and
others. Morton Blackwell, the assistant publisher of the conservative newsletter known
as Right Report, told Zodiac News Service
that the USLP representatives have been
making numerous contacts with conservative Republican groups in recent months, including the systematic telephoning of Young
Republican State Chairpersons· in states
around the country.
NCLC is a political chameleon which bebelieves in a conspiracy connecting governments, capitalists and terrorists, in a plot to
kill LaRouche. This belief prompted NCLC
to hire a body guard, Mitchell L. WerBell,
III. A Tough , reputable, Atlanta-based gun
manufacturer and commited anti-communist, WerBell is best known for assisting expresident Fulgenio Batista up until Fidel Castro and the Communist Party assumed power in Cuba. LaRouche is convinced that there
are governments and organizations out to
kill him, which is at best a paranoid fantasy,
stemming from his enlarged self-concept and
grossly overstated public importance.
WerBell was an operative for the Office of
Strategic Services during WWII. WerBell
said in an August 16, 1977 Washington Post
article on NCLC, "Sometimes they're on the
left. Sometimes they're to the right of Genghis Khan ."
In New Solidarity, NCLC's twice weekly
newspaper, there was an article which attacked the reporters who were investigating
organized crime in Arizona in the wake of
the Don Bolles murder as out to "get" their
"friend" Barry Goldwater. In another New
Solidarity article, which admitted cooperation with the FBI they stated you can't trust
an FBI man under 40.
11
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social change." Nothing could be further from the truth. Far from sponsoring the USLP, the Establishment sponsors the rest of the American Left to
promote its "movement for social
change." State capitalist foundations
and government agencies forthrightly
created this synthetic "American Leftism" to further tyrannical programs~
We can only admire the job the USLP
has done in exposing the RockefellerRothschild ties of almost the entire
American Left.
More realistically, the Right suspects
the USLP to be a KGB project. Whether
this is true or not, the USLP does support most of the Soviet Union's policy
and propaganda lines. It is well to remember that most of the American Left,
contrary to naive conservatives, does
not support the Soviet Union. A key
point is that the Soviet Union joins the
underdeveloped nations in resisting the
no-growth ecology hysteria promoted
by the Rockefeller-Rothschild financed
Club of Rome which is extremely popular with the American Left.
One of the publications described iri Suppressed Truth Review is the USLP's 'The Political Economy of the American Revolution"
which reads:
The Federalists, especially Hamilton
and Ben Franklin, were much more statist and conspiratorial than conservatives would like to admit. Like the USLP
they believed in centralized national
planning and a Central Bank to achieve
"economic progress." This is a challenging view of American history as a conflict of the American statist Federalists
against the British-Rothschild agents
who eventually seized America through
an alliance with Rockefellers.

Executive Intelligence Review, is a weekly
NCLC publication peddled to businesses for
$225 a year. One issue ran an article written
by Ronald Reagan, reprinted from the Los
Angeles Times, called "Energy-Cover-up."
Reagan's piece was one of two articles in the
May 31 Review's energy section, which appeared to reflect NCLC's opinions on the issue. Other sections of the publication report
on every geo-political region in the world,
and one section is entitled "Counterintelligence", and generally rehashes the Rockefeller funded terrorist network.
To boost the USLP's sales, the Suppressed
truth Review, billed as a "catalog for independent thinkers, " advertised ten USLP publications. Among the publications being sold
· are: Willy Brandt: Socialist CIA Agent?;
Papa Doc Baraka: Fascism in Newark; The
Rothchilds; Stop Ralph Nader: Nuclear
Saboteur; and others. The eight-page catalog dedicated to the proliferation of conspiracy theory in the John Birch Society tradition, gave the USLP the entire second page;
the most space occupied by any single
group. The catalog offers hundreds of the
right-wing's most noted books. Peter McAlpine of Alpine Enterprises in Dearborn,
Michigan, its publishers, also edits a publication called Conspiracy Digest. The Digest
covers every major issue of interest to a
broad spectrum of right-wing readers. The
catalog describes the USLP in the following
way :
The US Labor Party remains a mystery
to both Right and Left. Few believe that
their voluminous propaganda is financed by literature sales alone. Nor is
their small membership thought to be
able to make up the deficit.
The Left thinks the USLP is an Establishment police-gang set-up to disrupt
the American left-wing "movement for
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NCLC's drift to the Right wasn' t only because the USLP's contempt for the Left erased their future in progressive organizing,
but because the far Right conspiratorialists
found LaRouche curious and his Party's
theories attractive. A USLP inner circle
member told the Los Angeles Times that
there was a decision at one point concerning
its political placement. "Axios (USLP National Executive Committee) said that intellectually the party membership decided that
it really belonged on the Right, along with
those who believe in the Hamiltonian and
Whig philosophies that were so important in
19th century America." This was decided for
them because their conspiracies could only
be accepted by the far Right.
At the core of NCLC' s conspiracy is its belief that it alone has the answers which will
save the world from famine, war and general
decline. They see the end in sight. It is engineered by the no-growth, zero-population
drive, cannibalizing, war-mongering Rockefeller cabal. Among Rocky's many co-conspirators is the Carter Administration and
the entire Left-wing. "There is no terrorist incident in the world that is not tracked back
to (Marcus) Raskin (IPS co-director),"
NCLC claims.
Like NCLC, the John Birch Society believes their theories are supreme. In The
Radical Right by Benjamin ;pstein, the JBS
is described as beset by an influx of emotionally unstable people, known for their "hoodlum tactics in disrupting meetings, and heckling speakers with whom they disagree ." He
observed that "the members of the Birch Society are believers in the conspiracy theory
of history, and in absolute political truth
which they alone claim to possess. It is
through the conspiracy theory of recent American history that fear is aroused-fear,
the essential ingredient of extremist

strength." To the Birchers, the fear is not of
Communism, though they give that impression. The fear is modem progress and
change. And, similarly to NCLC, the greatest fear is that they won't be in control if and
when changes occur.
The USLP' s use of Hamiltonian economics
seems to be a patriotic return to the "American System" which proposed rapid growth
and development, along with the creation of
a third national bank. On a radio talk show
in Washington, D.C. last July 12, Susan Pennington, a local perennial USLP candidate
(in this case for city council), stressed the importance of instilling in today' s students, a
concern for the American heritage. She said
her party was "seeking ·a politically mature
population to insure the implementation of
the constitution. " The USLP's suspicious
pro-industrial position, not only brought
them into the right-wing camp, and allied
them with reactionary capitalists as well, but
also, through a disconnected historical reference to 19th century Hamiltonian economic
concepts, gave them a ready-made patriotic
pitch for a public unaware of the group's underlying motives for domination and control.
National plans are advocated by the USLP
for such issues as housing and education.
The USLP claims to have the only plans to
put the country back on its economic feet.
The catch is that applying just one of their ·
economic plans requires using the rest of
them. Their hope, however unrealistic, is
that one of their plans will be implemented,
such as their national economic recovery,
which proposes to build and nationally distribute cheap, pre-fabricated houses. This
would, in their logic, bring them closer to
power. Regardless of the facts, the LP already claims that some of their plans are being utilized. The ultimate goal of their plans
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is to bring new capital into the U.S. , raise the
standard of living, guarantee municipal·services, and quickly develop nuclear power,
which all would generate new technologies.
This list could easily be confused with a
meeting agenda for a government agency.
And what's comforting to both is that neither the USLP or the hypothetical govern 7
ment agency have any idea of how to meet
these goals.
NCLCs natio.nal plans are reminiscent of
the ambitions of the national socialists in
Germany. Under Hitler, the,promise was to
provide for all, without mentioning how this
was to be achieved. In economic terms,
when the state, or the party ruling the state,
seizes control of the economy, without altering the ownership of the productive facilities, the system can best be described as national socialist. A Washington Post article
described NCLC: "This syndrome is familiar
to anyone.who has studied the rise of Hitler ."

NCLC targets a number of different
groups and individuals they see as part of a
giant byzantine conspiracy.
Public Interest Research Groups (PIRGs),
Ralph Nader and the consumer movement
have come under slanderous attack from the
Labor Party around the country for "sabotaging scientific inquiry" and pushing for a
"controlled environment" that would
squelch industrial, scientific and cultural
achievement.
They blame Ralph Nader for building " a
pseudo-scientific Zero Growth empire, with
fiefdoms (P/RGs) on every major campus"
that threaten a return to the Stone Age.
"Nader and his network attempt to turn the
American population against the Tudor
(guardian , custodian) values of scientific development on w hich the nation w as fou nded ." They demand a "purge" of PIRG and
the Rockefeller-instigated ecology movement for seeking to shut down construction
of nuclear and hydroelectric facilties which
they claim will curtail the potentially vast
growth-rate of industrial production and accompanying increase in human living sta ndards . They urge students, and others, to support the U.S. Labor Party's legislation for
"brute force nuclear fusion development by
1985" and "environmental development
through technological overhaul of U.S. industry" as weapons to "destroy the Carteri Nader energy emergency. and restore industrial Democracy as our national identity." In
response to LP tirades, Nader yells "Fascist
. I"
plg.
Blacks, Chinese, Latinos and women have
also historically been targets of the LP and
have received the brunt of their racist, anticommunist, anti-semitic and pseudo-Freudian attacks. NCLC charges:
• Blacks are subhuman: "Can we imagine
anything more viciously sadistic than the
Black ghetto mother?"

Targets
Since our first pamphlet on NCLC, the
gro up's vicious verbal and, to a decreasing
degree, physical assaults have continued.
The targets of these attacks have shifted increasingly to liberal groups and individuals.
Originally, NCLC set its sights on MarxistLeninist groups and individuals with a similar perspective. By 1976, the Institute for
Policy Studies, left-wing establishment
think-tank located in Washington, D.C. ,
which for years was under government surveillance, became the nucleus of NCLCs
"international
terrorist"
conspiratorial
harangue. More recently, NCLC has attacked Ralph Nader and his Public Interest
Research Group to draw attention to itself
on college campuses. NCLC has been largely
unsuccessful a t discrediting the work of the
Naderites.
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• Women a re subhuman : "The confused
· identities of women stem from the proximity
of anus and vagina; therefore excretion is
forever confused with reproduction."
• Chicano males are impotent.
• FBI agents screw dogs.
• Feminists are lesbian-whores.
The kingpin in NCLC/ USLP conspiracy is
the Rockefeller family. Rockefeller, says
NCLC propaganda, aims to control or slow
down industrialization to keep his worldwide economic position intact, which results
in famine, starvation, and eventually will
lead to world nuclear war. Rockefeller's control extends over the entire American leftwing from the ultra-left to liberal and Nadertype groups . Because there are some alleged
" terrorists" who the media consider leftists,
and who may have had some indirect historical overlap with IPS associates, the USLP
surmises that the entire Left is terrorist .
At a June, 1977 press conference, the
USLP boasted that it was " the leading counterterrorist organization ." Weeks later the

group launched its fourth operation since
1973, called Operation-Counterterror, es~
sentially a rerun of its first three ope,rations.
The operation is partly designed to distort
the concern the government or progressive
forces have about the USLP. The operation
afso draws battle plans for. raids against 50
listed targets published in a leaflet inaugurating the program . The LP declares that the
operation responds to an organized attempt
to assassinate its chairman, LaRouche-a
terror produced by NCLCs own terrorized
imagination.
A two-page leaflet describes the cohtrived
assassination program against them as follows :
"The technically 'covert' character of
Zbigniew Brzezinski's current international terrorist action is obtained by
running the technical control of the assassinations with terrorists requiSItioned from the international networks
headed by Marcus Raskin, Richard Barnett (the co-directors of IPS), Noam
Chomsky, Jean Paul Sartre, et al., 'the
neo-Fabian' or Institute for Policy Studies' New Left anarchist network."
"The covert character of these assassinations is prouided by deploying masses
of the 'New Left' auxiliaries, such as
Maoists , Troskyists, and Naderites, as
political cheering sections for the political outlook identified with the terrorists
themselves. The terrorists deployed by
Brzezinski are not professionals in the
conscious employ of the US National
Security Council. They are largely
dupes who are supplied artificial motives for killing persons Secretary
Blumenthal dislikes. ··

~
••

Besides being completely unbelieveable and,
to many, laughable, the linkages in their terrorist network are founded on false assump,'
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tions puzzled together with bits and pieces of
fact-related material and capped with the
current favorite enemy. The objects of the
LP's vengeance will probably remain the
same in the future. Any changes that do
come in their targeting will be in part defined
by the necessity to accommodate potential
right-wing converts.

NCLC, Intelligence
Outpost
As many have suspected, government
documents now prove without a doubt that
the NCLC/USLP has been offering intelligence information to local, state and federal
agencies at least since the spring of 1976.
Though there are no signs that the government purchases this information, the documents, obtained either through Freedom of
Information Act or during legaf proceedings,
do show varying degrees of acceptance and
encouragement. From the most willing partnership in New Hampshire, to the most
skeptical on the part of the CIA, detailed information about the USLP's "international
terrorist conspiracy", continuously slips into
government files . Included are reports on
many progressive activists, and funding
charts of liberal and Left organizations in
communities throughout the U.S.
NCLC has gone through several changes
since its inception. In 1973, it attacked
people physically; by 1974 the group began
to "turn the corner from protest to espionage," an FBI document pointed out. A U.S.
Department of Commerce memorandum
dated February 1, 1974, obtained through
the Freedom of Information Act, reported on

a meeting with two NCLC members. The
memo began: "Mr. Shulman (of NCLC) suggested that his organization had substantial
evidence which would exonerate President
Nixon from Watergate charges." By 1976
NCLC is documented doing what many
people close to the situation expected they
were doing all along-passing information
to government agencies. 5000 pages of FBI
documents on NCLC obtained through
FOIA give proof of NCLC's informant/ vigilante role.

NCLC Helps the FBI

\
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The FBI watched ·and collected information on NCLC for nine years, ending its investigation last September. The files disclose
that in mid 1976, NCLC instituted its role as
voluntary information source on "Terrorist"
activity, usually in the form of phone calls to
FBI headquarters or visits to FBI offices, with
follow-up packets promised at the end of
each interaction. One such instance took
place at FBI headquarters in Washington on
Tuesday, June 1, 1976 at 1 p.m. Jeff Steinberg attended the meeting with two members
of the eight member USLP National Execu-

device; harass targets with obscen"e phone
calls; get themselves arrested and occasionally get involved in physical confrontation . . . They hawk newspapers on street
corners and at plant gates just as the Moon
children hawk ginseng tea and candy."
Most of the FOIA-obtained files were reports submitted by each FBI field office on a
periodic basis. Occasionally, FBI sources,
usually informants in the general employ of
the FBI, would include interesting comments
along with their reports. The following are
samples:
NCLC in the past practiced brainwashing its own members to indoctrinate
them in NCLC theory.

tive Committee. One of the purposes of the
meeting was to "furnish information concerning Rockefeller and Institute for Policy
Studies plan(s) of nuclear attack on Philadelphia during the People's Bicentennial Celebration on July 4, 1976. "
The USLP began its persistent FBI intelligence briefings in May of 1976. By the end of
July, the files showed 11 information exchanges; four in person, at FBI offices, with
the rest made by telephone. Curiously, the
FBI hasn't made public their files on the
group since July, 1976, so the nature of the
emerging relationship remains unknown.
What is certain, based on the documents,
is that the FBI indiscriminantly accepts whatever information comes their way. Though
the fBI rates the quality of its informants, it
still incorporates any incoming information
to files if the data relates to ongoing interests. The information NCLC has to offer is
accepted. Also, reflected in the FBI documents is that NCLC generates FBI investigations of every group it attacks which has the
effect of helping to update files, keep informant networks alert , and information on the
left-wing current. It's safe to say that when
NCLC produced hate literature on activists
or groups, there is a chance the leaflet will
find its way into the FBI's file on that person
or organization, and if a file doesn't exist,
one may be started .
The FBI has also accumulated just about
every analysis and article ever written about
the NCLC (including some written by the
author-The FBI files made mention of our
first pamphlet on NCLC one week after it hit
the stands). One analysis, by the New York
FBI office, described the work of NCLC this
way: "They carry on intelligence gathering
and recruitment campaigns. They disrupt
meetings; shout until they get thrown out;
file lawsuits apparently as an intimidation.

Membership in Milwaukee NCLC has
dropped due to the fact that lengthy periods of time are devoted each meeting
to theoretical lectures of no interest to
the working man . .
It would seem possible this group has
created a facade to cloak its true purpose as a "goon squad" to combat the
Left.
The picture which emerges of the NCLC
is one of a clandestinely oriented group
of political schizophrenics who have a
paranoid pre-occupation with Nelson
Rockefeller and the CIA.
Unlike the FBI, the CIA was cool to NCLC
overtures. Calls similar to those received by
the FBI were reported in the roughly 200
pages of ClA documents on the group.
NCLC requested an audience with the CIA,
but was refused . Though the CIA referred
them to the FBI, it nonetheless wrote up
seemingly routine "incident reports" during
every call, which contained some of the details of "the Institute for Policy St.udies and
17
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its control of international terrorists. ·· Finally, after weeks of USLP efforts to convince
the CIA of the importance of their information, the CIA official agreed that "if they had
any information concerning international
terrorism and felt obliged to report it, they
should submit it in writing to the Central Intelligence Agency."

gence information. Included were tour pages
of "intelligence reports" filed by New Hampshire State Police Lieutenant Donald Buxton
outlining his meetin~s and conversations
with Boston Labor Party members Graham
Lowry and Larry Sherman, both full-time
USLP activists who have run for public offices; five pages from the USLP publication
Counterintelligence, and another six pages
of documents from the sophisticated righfwing Information Digest, a recently-exposed
intelligence newsletter, circulated to exclusive audiences of private corporations and
government intelligence agencies. Also released by New Hampshire was a page-long
report from an FBI informant concerning a
March July Fourth Coalition meeting in New
York City .
Detective Lt. Donald Buxton was instruct~d to contact Sherman' and · Lowry at
their Boston USLP headquarters. The next
day, April 13, Buxt.o n made the two-hour
drive to Boston and met with "them as ·
planned. "These very well informed gentlemen felt that the planned demonstration on
April 30, 1977 at the site of the Seabrook
Nuclear Power Plant is no thing but a cover
for terrorist activity," read the beginning of
the "intelligence report" Buxton filed on April 14. "The method of operation will be the
same as recently used at a bloody antinuclear power plant demonstration in West
Germany. The support for this terrorist
group is based on the east coast, and is essentially the same network which worked with
the Fourth of July Bicentennial Committee,
and is now working with the Clamshell Alliance."
Coincidentally, a few days before the Buxton report was filed, an FBI informant filed
what appeared to be a routine report with
the New Hampshire State Police. This one
page document, was a telephone call from
the Portsmouth office of the FBI relating

NC~C and Ne~ Hampshire vs.
Clamshell Alliance
¢ertain state-level investigative apparatuses have welcomed the "intelligence" of the
USLP. In an April1, 1977 telephone conversation between New Hampshire Governor
Tho~son's ·press officer and several members of the USLP, USLP member Stuart Pettingell warned: "What is developing in West
Germany is a mass movement which can
best be characterized as what developed out
of the Weimar period in Germany, leading
into .Hitler's Nazi youth and eventually the
SS, is wha( (today's U.S.) radical ecology
movement is based on. " The Governor's
press secretary lapped it up: 'This is very,
very interesting to me because I see a lot of
logic here... I understand much of it. You
have given us a lot of good information that
we shall study and make use of." Later in the
conversation, a USLP spokesperson offered:
"We do' have a full brief on the environmentalist movement and where every group is
funded from , and we have another brief
which we drew up for the Bicentennial
Movement, which we could send you both
of them and you could cross grid them and
we could discuss exactly how to have a Congressional investigation-that is the idea."
One month after the Seabrook demonstration (the largest occupation/ protest of a nuclear power plant in the U.S.). the·Ciamshell
Alliance obtained 16 pages of documents
showing the sources of the police's intelli18
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"that the New York office of the FBI had ·mformation from an informant that attended
the March 26th meeting of the July Fourth
Coalition in New York City. The informant
revealed that the Coalition endorsed the
sched).lled April 30th sit-in and encouraged
their members to take part in the demonstration. He advised that the Coalition predicted
a 'violent encounter with the police' when
the police attempted to remove the demonstrators from the area," read the bulk of the
report the informant filed. In effect, the
USLP reinforced and carried further the FBI
intelligence information of a few days earlier. Both the FBI and the USLP were watching the July Fourth Coalition, both made the
link to the Clamshell, and both saw violence
as a logical extension of that relationship.
Also important-the FBI documents prove
continuing efforts by the government to spy
on the Left.
The USLP has admitted that in the past, it
has supplied intelligence to other states.
Sherman, the Boston USLP leader, recalled
for the Concord Monitor that: " the Labor
Party has served before as informers for 1
State Police." He cited what he called a 1opage 'massive intelligence report' prepared
for state police during 1976 bombings in
Maine, New Hampshire and Massachusetts.
Four men of a terrorist group known as the
"Fred Hampton Unit" were subsequently
"convicted for transporting explosives over
state lines in connection with the bombings."
NCLC/ USLP also takes credit for urging
Mayor Frank Rizzo to draw national attention to Philadelphia's expectation of violence on July 4th, 1976. In a 1o-page August
3, 1977 "Open Letter to Philadelphia Police,"
complete with local Left funding flow charts,
NCLC reminded the police: "As the Labor
Party documented last year, the IPS was the
agency which was coordinating what was to

have been terrorist deployments by the Rich
Off Our Backs Coalition and the July 4th
Coalition during the Bicentennial celebration. After the Labor Party informed Mayor
Rizzo and police officials of this, the mayor
acted to defuse the situation by focusing national attention on that danger." The open
letter serves as yet another example of Labor
Party vigilantism for intelligence and police
agencies . The information and charges, as is
often the case, were not accurate.
In July, 1976, the USLP wrote a three-page
letter to 10 police and government agencies
warning of a terror/ harassment network
which had the goal of assassinating thenpresidential candidate LaRouche. The letter
was a feeble attempt to show how the TIP
pamphlet, "Brownshirts of the Seventies,"
our first expose of NCLC, caused five incidents of harassment during the first two
weeks it was sold. The letter was sent to Detroit-area police departments, the Secret Service, the FBI and the U.S. Bureau of Alcohol,_
Tobacco, and Firearms of the Treasury de- ·
partment. The letter solicited assistance in
preventing harrassment and threats.
It wasn't the first time the ATF had heard
of the USLP. The two intelligence organizations had worked simultaneously in Hartford, Connecticut, targeting a union organizer at Colt Industries, which resulted in job
termination.
Lee Rosenblatt worked at Colt for a year
and a half. During that time he had been
heavily involved with the union, and with
more militant organizing. When he was fired
by Colt for allegedly falsifying his employment application, they told him they became
suspicious of him after the A TF started an investigation of him and after reading about
his run-ins with the U.S. Lab9r Party.
The USLP passed out leaflets calling him a
terrorist, and made various obscene refer20

Coit's contentions were false.
Whether or not the ATF and tne USLP
consciously planned the campaign against
Rosenblatt isn't really the point. The point is
that both worked toward the same goal : getting Rosenblatt fired .
Close examination of the NCLC/ USLP
track record speaks for itself. Their disruptions over the last four years have spanned
most of the social change movement. It attacks moderates and revolutionaries, intellectuals and activists, environmentalists and
factory organizers. The net result is that the
NCLC/ USLP appears more thorough than
any FBI informer, and effectively acts as an
agent provacateur. They are possibly the
largest private intelligence organization in
the American political community.

ences to him. They claimed on radio and television that he was part of a complex plot to
assassinate President Ford, through smuggling weapons out of Colt Industries. They
called his house constantly in the early hours
of the morning, sent over exterminators to
his home and finally, they physically attacked him.
While the Labor Party was harassing him,
the ATF was questioning his neighbors
about him and warned them that if they told
him about the questioning they could end up
in jail, Rosenblatt recalled. The ATF also
contacted Colt in the course of the investigation.
Finally, Colt fired him for claiming on his
employment form that he had finished college when he hadn't. Rosenblatt says that
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many, the headquarters of the "group's European branch . An audio voice data terminal is
a voice telex computer unit of the type "only
governments, oil companies or the largest
press services can afford, " a communications
expert commented after double-checking the
information on NCLCs telexes. The question of how they can afford this network has
many experts befuddled. Most speculate that
NCLC has obtained multi-national corporate help for the telex. Thus far, no proof has
been obtained. NCLC/ USLP also spends an
estimated $200,000 a year for printing alone.
The only possible means of income other
than donations would be from the sale of
publications. The weekly " Executive Intelligence Review" costs the subscriber $225-ayear to receive . Their "Daily Energy Report"
requires $2000 yearly which they admit has
generated only a few subscriptions.
Unfortunately, finances remain one of the
least understood aspects of NCLC/ USLP.

Finances
The question most often asked is where
does the money come from to s upport the
organization's approximately $1.5 million
yearly expenditures? Unfortunately, little is
known, and although theories abound, there
is no proof. One thing is clear; the many
front organizations of NCLC. like the USLP;
Campaigner Publications, Inc; New Solidarity International Press Service; the Fusion
Energy Foundation; to na me a f.ew, are
skilled credit jugglers in the best tradition of
Bert Lance. The only significant visible
means of income is a compu ter business
called Computron Systems, located in the
NCLC/ USLP Wes t 29th Street New York
headquarters, which in 1975 brought an estimated $75,000 into the organization. With
large bills from technological toys like their
fancy international telex systems, offices in
large cities around the country and expensive election campaigns in 25 states, donations from even wealthy members couldn' t
cover operating costs. There must be major
backers. When asked, USLP members reluctantly confess that industrialists kick in substantial sums. This is quite believable, considering the many and varied services NCLC
performs which would have the effect of disrupting or a t least dividing. union organizing
efforts in factories. With pro-nuclear and
pro-rapid indus trial development platforms,
few would question in whose interests the
NCLCworks.
The NCLC New Solidarity Interna tional
Press Service maintains a n international telex network that spans four continents. It
costs $150,000 a year for this service alone.
Of the six circuits in service, according to
their records of early last year, one is a n
A VD (audio voice data) model operating between New York City and Wiesbaden, Ger-

,
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NCLC and its Extended
Political"Community"
"Collecting names and keeping·
them on file is doing the work of
the police. Look, it's too
obvious!"
ex-member

goals set the suspicions in motion.
The true political oasis of the National
Labor Federation (Natlfed) itself-an umbrella for loc~ls like the Eastern Farmworkers Association (EFWA), California
Homemakers Association (CHA), Eastern or
Western
Serviceworkers
Association
(E-WSWA), and Western Massa-chusetts
Labor Action (WMLAC}-is a mystery.
Local Natlfed organizers tend to tease potential cadre with informational tidbits, only to
retreat while muttering about a loose coalition somewhere. Later, the same organizer
whispers of a party then smiles in response
to a battery of questions, verifying that no
leadership actually exists. Natlfed members
have also aroused curiosity by claiming to
have large gun stockpiles. They promise to
deliver all this and more.
In seeking answers about the Natlfed,
more than forty ex-members and others familiar with the group's doings were closely
questioned. What emerged was a rough oral
history of the p olitical and social movements
in the 1970's. Moreover, wrestling with these
issues sparked debates concerning organizing strategies, and what it means for any
group to completely conceal its political
practices and affiliations from the unrecognized, unorganized and unemployed workers who are, allegedly, the object of organizing efforts.
This sensitive research effort proved to be
a difficult task. Nonetheless, a series of fruitful discussions internally resulted in this exposition. Here are the facts. And theories.
We hope additional information and further
debates will fill in the gaps.
I'i-t 1973, a man named Eugenio (Gino) Perenti, then the leader of EFWA, and now of
Natlfed as well, attended a Philadelphia convention of the National Unemployed and
Welfare Rights Organization (NUWRO).

Couples of organizers, one male and one
female, have been touring the country over ·
the last several years tryi ng to set up cadres
to aid and organize unrecognized farmworkers and the unemployed: America's poor .
They represent the National Labor Federation. These organizers then hustle to gather
up contacts, lists of key activists, and academics. All are pressured to lend their
names, host organizers in town, and give
more names of local people to contf!Ct-according to some, a typical, though aggressive, organizing drive . But before long, the
organizers, who appear fatigued from overwork and undernourishment, have assembled files complete with 3x5 index cards
which show personal data on most of the
community's activists.
Suspected Front
In response to questions raised by community people all over the country, we began researching a suspected NCLC front
group, the National Labor Federation. Virtually everywhere the organization has gonethey say they've launched organizing drives
in 24 areas since 1972-activists almost immediately recognize the organization as
NCLC-related . Either that or the members
are dismissed as police agents. Often, they
are engaged in patented NCLC acts, that is,
simply collecting and filing names of activists and poor people working for change.
Usually, its organizing style or its political
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NUWRO is an NCLC-spawned group which
tried to destroy the National Welfare Rights
Organization (NWRO), a legitimate national
organization which, at its height in the early
70's, had chapters in nearly every state in the
country. NUWRO demonstrated its indifference as NWRO began falling apart, neither
able to rescue the collapsing local NWRO
structures nor develop new ones in their
place. It did, however, _score two successes:
It unveiled its undefined "class-wide" organizing theory; secondly, it began to form a
phantom political community consisting of
Perenti, members of the International Workers Party/ Fred Newman group, an NCLC
split-off group, and NCLC itself. The issue
was class-wide or so-called "strata" organizing, which targeted outside the existing
union structures.
The affiliation of Perenti and his organization with NCLC/ NUWRO continued,
though the nature of the relationship isn't
clear. Several years later Perenti was seen
with NCLC top brass, according to one person interviewed. A Natlfed member was
quoted as saying: "We work with NCLC
from time to time on specific issues." An~
other Natlfed organizer said : "We're not
working with NCLC anymore." As NCLC
failed to sustain working ties with any other
groups after the 1973 violence began, the relationship between Perenti and NCLC, immediately evoked questions concerning their
political aspirations .
Paul Goldman, an NCLC press flak, said
during a telephone interview that, "We
(NCLC) had no principle agreements with
him (Perenti) . He must have been involved
with gun-running. He believed we must have
anned struggle. " Goldman continued by
charging that Perenti is "essentially an
agent." NCLC often practices agent baiting,
":Vith or without the proof. Here, for ex-

ample, Perenti's commitment to armed
struggle and gun stockpiling has ·been confirmed by a number of ex-Natlfed associates
who were close to him.
One version of his past puts him in the ,.
Bay Area Radical Union. In the late 1960's
the group split : many got involved in the
anti-war movement while others went the
terrorist route, some of whom formed the
Symbionese Liberation Army. In recounting
his experiences in that period to a once close
comrade and Natlfed ideologist, he· expressed regret at having rejected the SLA
path.
·
Perenti, an intense, compelling, charismatic Mexican-American, was elected president of the now defunct Nationwide Unemployed League (NUL) while still the leader of
the Eastern Farmworkers Association, now a
part of Natlfed. NUL was organized by the
IWP, the 40 member NCLC splinter group.
When Perenti was elected President, IWP
member AI Goldstein, answering a question
about their departure from NCLC said only:
'Theoretically, Marcus is of value, and has
input to left struggles." And from what can
be observed, IWP and its many front groups
(Union W.A.G.E., New York City Unemployed and Wel_fare Council, Lake County
Coalition for Survival, School for Progress
in New York, and the recently formed New
York Working People's Party) have implemented much of the organizational structure
they saw in NCLC. IWP leaders Fred Newman and Hazel Daren wrote in Manifes to on
M ethod, a serious, detailed discussion of the
polemics of Lyn Marcus: "From the very beginning our contact with comrades from the
ICLC (NCLC international branch) we have
worked hard to change that organization
while respecting its historically just claim to
hegemony." Hazel Daren at a speech last
April on "Women in Struggle" said that,
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Local Natlfed organizers tend
to tease potential cadre with
informational tidbits, only to
retreat while muttering about a
loose coalition somewhere.
Later, the same organizer whispers of a party, then smiles in
response to a battery of questions, verifying that no leadership actually exists. Natlfed
members have also aroused
curiosity by claiming to have
large gun stockpiles. They
promise to deliver all ~his and
more.

"God created women to lead the struggle."
One activist on the west coast claimed that
"Daren caused more dissention on the west
coast among women's groups, and inside the
People's Party. " He compared Moon, the
USLP and IWP saying "similar psychological
games manipulate all of them. "
IWP and Natlfed have a continuing collaboration. Western Mass. Labor Action (a
Natlfed local) has passed out IWP literature
including the IWP's monthly publication,
The Struggle, which reports on various Natlfed locals; IWP never fails to include the
work of Natlfed as important. Perenti has
privately told members of his plans to take
overthe IWP.
There are three entities in question: the
NCLC-intelligence vigilantes now operating on the Right; the IWP, actively pursuing
inheritance of the beleaguered People's Party
(through that affiliation, has one of two
People's Party seats for meetings of the
People's Alliance, a national coalition which
emerged out of the July 4th Coalition); and
Natlfed, organizing local structures under
varying names in 24 targeted communities.
Besides the historical link NCLC has to the
other two, there are many similarities which
could point to ongoing collaboration. The
groups have applied systems techniques as a
way of guiding internal structure. The three
leaders dream of hegemony. LaRouche/ Marcus and Perenti speak of social change
around the corner, and of a leadership ready
to grab the reins of power. Moreover, the
three employ psychological techniques some
call brainwashing, to keep followers close at
hand and tightly in line. The memberships
seem comparably devoted to and mesmerized by their gr.oup and its leaders.
Natlfed hews to Communist Party strategy in the depression years which, "in the
summer of 1929, had proclaimed the "Third

Period" of capitalist crisis and revolutionary
offensive," according to an article in Radical
America (vol. 10 no. 4). The goal of the
Third Period was "to set up Councils of Unemployed Workers," the CP described .
Briefly put, unemployment organizing at
that time became central to the CP program.
But it was part of a two-pronged approach.
While organizing within industrial unions
they would be building structures in the unemployed sector, representing a solid onethird of the workforce. The CP strategy took
a quantum leap further. It sought to dominate and bring under CP leadership every
labor or unemployed organization in existence .
In this context, the NCLC, IWP and Natlfed, whether conspiratorial or not, could exist as the agenda for any of these organizations. NCLC discredits and disrupts; IWP infiltrates and tries to organize the left; the
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Natlfed delivers the unorganized.
To the extent that Natlfed sees present
conditions as ·comparable to the level ot economiC ·turmoil in the early 30's, it is inclined
to employ those strategies and incorporate
that criticism.

much untouched. It is our aim to ra1se
our strata as a whole. This demands the
organization of the entire strata.
Since 1972, Natlfed has been involved in
only a few union recognition battles, and, in
general, has not been organizing according
to their claims. One labor battle, on Long Island, New York, resulted in a sticky legal is.sue concerning union recognifion. "Though
they've entrusted a lot of people," another
social worker explained, "the members don't
do anything, Natlfed doesn' t build anything." And the relationships with members,
from all accounts, are very much like that of
social worker to client; it's one to one, and
specifically concerned with immediate
needs.
They claim to have 40,000 members in
their various locals, such as Sacramento,
New Brunswick, Philadelphia, Bellport,
Long Islapd, Binghamton, New York, and
Western Massachusetts, to name the larger
ones. Members represent the fifth and outer
rung in Natlfed's systems-obsessive organization. The fourth rung is volunteers or
VOLS . All procedures and activities are
coded. At this level recruits are those most
likely to accept their ultimately cultic internal structure-usually young, naive college
students, who, once in , are expected to leave
college- and placed into the cadre or CDR
level. The CDR is classified into two types:
tabular on the third rung and viqble on the
second. Viable CDR are consid~red candidates for the inner circle, the party-there
are between 30 and 50 in the clandestine
party-which has no name and is· referred to
cryptically, by assumed members, like
Perenti, to keep viable cadre intrigued.
The members receive social services from
the locals. VOLS ar~ engaged in organizing
other members. and goin~ out to raise mon-

Natlfed Detailed
A social worker familiar with Natlfed
work said, "They are doing the work state
agencies should be providing. If they were
interested in feeding or clothing people, it's
the state they should press, not themselves."
And rather than organize educational structures, which would nip the low or no wage
contradiction in the bud, Natlfed has formed
volunteer-run "benefits programs," which
include, in its words: "free dental care for
members and their families. In addition,
USWA-CHA (California Homemakers Association) provides free legal aid. Free emergency food and clothing are also collected
and provided to members in severe need. "
Natlfed explains its "strata" organizing in its
only public document, Sociology and the
Unrecognized W orker, as follows:
Our strata is made up of people who circulate through many statuses during the
course of a lifetim<! or even in a single
year. Sometimes our members work in
the fields, sometimes in domestic work,
in a car wash, at service work, in a laundry or restaurant, are unemployed or .
on welfare. This demands that organizational emphasis be placed on the entire strata. Poverty programs, educational systems, etc., have generally
pulled from our strata, the most beautiful, intelligent or healthy, others have
fallen into our strata, leaving the basic
statistical contours of the strata pretty
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ey, either by organizing bake sales, or by
passing the can in shopping centers. Cadre
are the only ones brought into the fold. They
are told of gun stockpiles, the party, and future plans, and they are the ones who are expected to "be on duty 24 hours a day. " CDR
are almost completely occupied by clerical
work, which entails phoning, typing, and filing forms and 3x5 index cards in the 12 br so
boxes of files. For each contact made by a
cadre, there is a card made out in triplicate;
one for the master file, another for the FIIN
(financial input) file , and the third in the
VOb file_, for example.
Each time Natlfed enters an area to set up
OPS (Operations) an organizer's first duty is
hassling key activists for names of all the
people they know. And, in some cases, without prior approval, they begin to use the
activist's name; thereby boosting credibility.
Immediately systems and files are created.
The 3x5 cards begin accumulating: name,
address, schooling, activities and political
background. Thus, before organizing efforts
were launched names go to cards and cards
go in order. The master file cards are then
sent to POPS or permanent operations located in Perenti's browns tone house in
Brooklyn . One ex-member charged: "Collecting names and keeping them on file is
doing the work of the police. Look, it's too
obvious!" Another ex-member saw cards
with social security numbers on them .
Another piece of evidence for the claim
that Natlfed has been an intelligence outpost
was furnished last year in a memo from
Natlfed Central Operations to a memper:
We request that you conduct an inquiry
into the groups and/ or individuals who
are working in either the Joanne Chesimard Defense Committee or the Phil
Shinnick Defense Committee. Any information that you can find out about

these people would be very useful to us
at this time. What we want is an overview of who is involved and where
these grou ps are moving. This will enable us to get an idea of other forces
moving in the New Brunswick entity
loco. Thanks .
The member withdrew from the organization shortly thereafter. Over a year period in
the New Brunswick area, there were ten
break-ins of organizations' offices and
homes of activists . In all cases, they were
people close to or involved in the Natlfed
group. One TV was the only piece of property stolen . Five of the break-ins occurred during a two week period, all of which were
Natlfed-connected . During the fif th break-
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in, a key Natlfed field organizer was caught
in the act.
Virtually everyone we talked to who had
contac t with Natlfed confirmed that the inner circle people, including Perenti, have referred to gun stockpiles in Sacramento. This
information, which some found shocking,
usually was noted casually a t parties and
meetings. And it didn't seem to matter who
was told. One ex-member told of Perenti's
master plan: "He told us that there was. ~.
plan to surround and takeover police stations, as part of some sort of romantic revolutionary plot."
"This is tht> carrot and the stick principle,"
another ex-member described . 'The carrot is
that there is a party, or that there are training camps all over the state. The s tick is his
(Peren ti's) violent, intimidating manner.
First, we take you to Montauk Point; break
your legs; then into the water; if you fuck
with us," the ex-member explained .
The question always posed at this point is:
"Why do people join these groups?" Apparently, there are attrac tive elements. Their
ideas, especially to naive political ears,
sound perceptive and fresh. Natlfed, like
NCLC, admits that, "We don't rely on the
Left." "We're organizing outside the Left,"
Natlfed organizer Anthony •County recited.
This is new . Their energy is exciti ng. A
commitment to a cause is appealing. Replacing the pressure of late adolescent, college
life, the group guarantees a 24 hour-a-day
routine filled with predetermined commitments, chores, and ideas. One present member says, "I was searching for some political
ties. I had nothing to give up. All I had was
two years of college and a lot of hard work
in front of me."
In the no-alcohol, no-sleep, bad-health,
canned-food and cigarette-filled life of the
cadre, there is too much work and more than
enough pressure to keep members devoted to

a cause they once understood conceptually
from the outside. An ex-member recalled:
"A lot of the time you wanted to go up to
somebody and ask them 'what are we doing?', but there was no one to go up to."
And if the member should venture a criticism, retaliation should be expected. One exmember explained that on several occasions
she sat for 12 hours forced to listen to Perenti
reading. "This is how they get you to stay.
It's like the Moonies. First they give you a
meal with meat, which is real special. Gino's

"This is the carrot and the stick
principle. The carrot is that
there is a party, or that there are
training camps all over the state.
The stick is his (Perenti's) violent and intimidating manner.
First we take you to Montauk
Point; break your legs; then into
the water, if you fuck with us."
ex-member
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(Perenti's) three women make you comfortable, put you in a room. When you're .tired,
he comes in and reads and talks to you. After this long process, I felt trapped . I just
knew that."
This review of Natlfed, shows that more
information is needed before firm conclusions can be made, though many of the suspicions seem justified. The historical links
between NCLC, IWP and Natlfed constitute
only one chain of evidence for the group's
clandes~ine, unsavory connections. The pen-
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chant for "systems" theory, along with the
adoption of its jargon; the references to archenemy Rockefeller; the focus on "strata"
rather than the masses-all these attributes
place Natlfed and similar organizations in a
dubious political light. Whether these groups
work with NCLC directly or not, they are a
distinct coalition which, beyond their cultic
trappings, form an intelligence network
whose effect is to destabilize structures all
along the political spectrum, while dreaming
of hegemony.
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Halloween 1977 in the District of Columbia was
the setting for Operation Pumpkin's covert prank
on the federal intelligence apparatus. Citizens ·
outraged by repeated violations and violence
committed in the name of national security let
their ire loose in the form of wit, parody, and general fun. On the poster, for example, The Company
advertizes Undercover Necessities (Black bags for
all occasions), Revolutionary Deals (The Bay of
Pigs Air Support Brigade-Never Used), and much
more. . .

9rder one for $2.00
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rfCLC and the Cults: Politics Meets Religion
I

~ClCers, Scientologists, and
Moonies are all part of a

sidious than in the '20s . At that time, it was a
Soviet specter which haunted the American
imagination like none· other since the nation's founding, permitting an efflorescence
of political zealotry among groups like the
John Birch Society and the Minutemen. Robert Welch, the Society's Lyn Marcus,
mapped out a conception of the Communist
conspiracy which he would not submit either
for criticism or empirical verification.
The Minutemen and other extremist
groups stocked their ideological arsenal with
real weapons, preparing a patriotic resistance with rifles and mortars for the fatehd
day when America was communist-run. At
about the same time, anti-Communist
"schools" were springing up all over the
_country, led by crusading teachers . w.ho ·
adapted old revivalist techn~ques to the
modem idiom.
Traditionally, right-wing messianism has
found fertile soil during periods of social.instability in which old attitudes can no longer
accommodate a suddenly changed societal
reality-what Daniel Bell calls antimodernism.
Throughout the iOth Century, Americans
have been confronted by an ever-expanding
universe of bewildering social reconstructions-from the urbanization of the nation
to the counter-capitalist developments in
other parts of the world. In response, religious right-wing groups have s<iught to "revive" simpler worldviews, delegitimizing the
threatening outside, thereby preempting or
at least postponing a fuller, more meaningful
understanding of the changed conditions.
Today, in the era of the "multi-national
community," one perceived threat is indistinguishable from another. The -paradox of
indefinite detente amid continuing international crises presents this picture: The Mideast is in a constant state of military pre-

ntovement which uses a volatile
'
mixture
of absolute doctrine and
promises of salvation to induce
.
.
t tl
~e conversiOn expenence.
I

I

I
I

'
I

Now that the crusading NCLC has openly
declared its quest for right-wing support, the
gro~p seems less inscrutable than ever. Unmasked, it suddenly resembles organizations
which have stirred similar passions, both politictl and religious. Not only are there his-

~~~~~l g~~~e~~~t~o~~tte~~~a&iar~~: f:r;
lessens about authoritarian cults.
The question is: How do these other reactionary cults operate and what is the social
dyn~mism which keeps them going? ,
D,uring the 1920's, the right-wing rose as
pm.,er shifted away from America's heartla~4 and toward the immigrant-swollen
cities, where for the first time in history, just
ove: half the population resided .
hi response, the openly religious Fundamerltalist movement was formed among
sma~ town farmers and professionals. The
Fundamentalists erected their rural ramparts
agafust the "heresy" of an encroaching federal!government, urbanization, and, in the
wor~s of social scientist Daniel Bell, a "na-.
tiona} popular culture" with its radio, motion,. pictures and automobiles. The reactionary , Fundamentalists set out to conserve
"simple religious virtues," even if they flew
in the face of scientific fact, as when one
Tenhessee sub-sect repudiated Darwinism.
1ri the two decades following World Wai
II, the perceived peril seemed much more in1

I
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LCers join up to submerge their· egos in
complete adoration of Lyndon LaRouche.
Rather than incorporate and cri~ique their
leader's assertions (sometimes called
"reality-testing"), LCers seem to fuse into a
of
single,
dehumanized
instrument
LaRouche's rule. Orie ex-member was told
not to trust even his own beliefs until they
were "checked out with a competent authority first. " The "competent authority" is
LaRouche and a handful of specially selected
assistants who have gone through "depth
analysis" sessions with the psychological
oracle LaRouche.
From extensive interviews with both pre~nt and former LC culties, it is clear that
"change" does not adequately convey the essentially transformative experience undergone by the typical sect joiner . The word
"brainwashed," on the other hand, while
rightly criticized for its ambiguousness, is a
much closer approximation. Members who
succumb to LaRouche's will are rewarded
with a complete framework of thought and
action . Often lacking in logic and unruffled
by deliberate distortion, LaRouche provides
a cl~ss analysis of modern social structure, a

paredness, _racial tensions on the African
continent rise in endlessly more portentous
stalemates and the United States and the
Soviet Union strain year after year in the
SALT talks to maintain a balance of nuclear
terror. .\'__t
In this "'·post-fear" world, the demarcation
line between psychological shelter and alien
milieu is fUFY. Indeed, President Carter, b.y
establishing "human rights" as the guiding
principle of his foreign policy, confirms
what Americans were already intuiting:
Sanctums beyond the individual are no
longer inviolable.
For many Americans, adrift in a sea of
shattered institutions, the new right-wing
cults provide some spiritual relief-albeit, as
usual, with authoritarian overtones.
NCLCers, Scientologists, and Moonies are
all part of a movement which uses a volatile
mixture of absolute doctrine and promises of
salvation to induce the conversion experience. One measure of the size of the trend is
that 2.5 million Catholic charismatics have
abandoned reason for faith. As Dwayne
Walls notes in a recent issue of the Saturday
Review,·they are "speaking -tongues," eager
for "Jesus' love and His presence here among
us." Not all cultic converts give up their old
beliefs voluntarily, however . To break the
will to resist, proselytizers have been known
to harass people on street corners and intimidate them over the phone. In Charlotte,
N .C., business people have lost trade for refusing to become born again Christians.
To be a person responsible to oneself and
others is to engage the mind in a continuing
cycle of self-criticism and self-recreation, a
trying task which many cult enlistees have
dropped by default. One Moonie, for example, when asked if he was disturbed by
the sect's demand that he not think for himself, replied unabashedly, "No, not at all, it's
great."
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Jews have historicaily been a favorite target
on which baffled, cowardly individuals and
groups have projected their inner pathology.
In many contemporary cults-Scientology, Jesus groups, Moonies and LCersJews are both a sizable portion of the membership and a target of their most vicious
propaganda.
In recent years, Jewish youth from affluent backgrounds have · become their own
worst enemies: LCers of Jewish heritage are
told that their extended kin are "terrorists"
and "exploitative bankers," and Moonie lecturers teach Jewish apostates that six million
of their forbearers were exterminated to indemnify sins committed against Jesus Christ
2, 000 years earlier.
Why do these children of the suqurban
well-to-do take such punishment? According
to Jean-Paul Sartre, the polemicist and
author of Anti-Semite and Jew, it is their "inauthenticity", an unwillingness to confront
their real existential-historical condition.
While the "authentic" Jew struggles witr selfeffacement imposed by hundreds of years of
anti-semitism, says Sartre, the "inauthentic"
Jew yearns to fulfill the anti-Semite's wish
that he be annihilated. _
Ironically, as a follower of today's cultic
fashion, the Jew's situation differs little from
that of his non-Jewish counterpart. Both lack
a firm sense of moral autonomy. Both suffer
from a weak identification with either father
or mother. And Jew and non-Jew alike seek
to fill this psychological void by submitting
to the will of a stern authoritarian figure.
Some journalists, notably Tom Wolfe,
have taken great strides to dub contemporary cult worship as another Spectacular
American Happening. Once demystifif'd,
however, what emerges is not the Thrrd
Great Awakening, but remembrances of reaction past. The classically authoritarian, of-

Freudian revisionist anaiysis of the contemporary psyche and a war-like program for
seeking new converts which has, in the past,
justified the most vicious, militaristic street
tactics.
Individuals will tolerate excesses as LCers
which they would have condemned formerly
because, in exchange, they find intellectual
and emotional calm, unconditional acceptance by their fellow groupies, the satisfaction of animalizing the enemy as "scum" and
"vermin" and an opportunity to vicariously
share in LaRouche's seemingly clairvoyant
prediction of certain world disasters. For the
individual plagued by a cacophonous competition of ideas, NCLC programming is
potent nostrum .
As gurus everywhere know, triggering the
conversion response is a two-step process.
First, a discipline must be imposed. Moonies
have spent 18-hour days in homage to leader
Sun Myung Moon; NCLCers attend grueling
meetings where member dissent is prohibited; other cults have established taboos
even against urinating during the sessions.
Equally important for a successful conversion is the ritualistic repudiation by wouldbe initiates of any lingering doubts .
Ex-Moonie David Needle recalls waxing
suspicious of the programming during one
session. Appropriately, the very next lecturer admonished his listeners to rid themselves
of their skepticism. Following the talk, as reported in the Boston Phoenix, "David's
group got together for a set of 'throwing out
your negativity' exercises in which group
members stood in a circle and literally went
through the motions of stooping over gathering up their nega tivity and tossing jt over
their shoulders."
Acculturation into a political cult nearly
always entails trashing sectors of humanity
whose "heresy" is their rival worldview .
33
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ten paranoid aspects of groups like the
NCLCers, Scientologists and Moonies resemble forces which have opposed the tides
of progress before . The anxious search for a
unique mantra or perfect sitting posture remains a socially isolated act. Instead of applying new knowledge to change and revitalize existing inStitutions, culties seek a personal savior to remedy problems which seldom extend beyond the realm of one's "personal space."

also suggests a change in the nature ot that
individualism. Christopher Lasch, social historian who authored The Agony of the
American Left, advances this thesis: The
self-love of submitting to the "prophets of
psychic and political transformation" has replaced the outlook, once considered rock-·
durable, of self-sacrifice for family and future. At one time, says Lasch, "economic
man" was the dominant American type.
Now, however, we witness the dawn of
"psychological man," "both the logical fulfillment and the negation of bourgeois individualism."

While salvation , '70s-style, continues a
long-standing tradition of individualism, it
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NCLC: Approaching Fascism

Fascism is a word that has been used indiscriminately as an epithet against disagreeable political tendencies. It has been used to
describe conservative and authoritarian governments ana persons. However, referring to
Nixon or Rockefeller as fascists negates Fascism's historical basis. This conception of the
term fascism as it is associated with Hitler,
Mussolini, Pinochet or Franco, doesn't explain prospects for fascism in the US. For
these reasons fascism and pro-fascist tendencies must be studied to enhance understanding of concrete political conditions and
where they may lead. A comparative study
of the history of revolutions as applied to the
unique historical conditions of the Unitea
States today is imperative. Similarly, fascism can't be understood by simplistic analogies to European examples in the 1920s and
'30s.
In strict terms, fascism is a mythology created to bind together diverse groups in society, forming a mass-based dictatorship of
the most reactionary sectors ot the ruling
elite. It has two main ingredients: ideology
and a mass base. The ideology and mass
base are determined by fascism's need to
maintain power in a given period.
The ideology of fascism is heterogeneous
in that it must serve the function of binding
together various factions (right-wing, labor,
agricultural workers, professionals, merchants, youth, etc.), yet cannot be encumbered by a principle. It must be able to reverse itself. Fascist ideology promulgates
false contradictions, promoting racial ·o r
conspiratorial analyses instead of analyses
organic to society. Palmiro Togliati observed, "nothing more closely resembles a
chameleon than fascist ideology. Don' t look
at fascist ideology without considering the
objectives which fascism proposes to reach
at a given moment with a given ideology."

A meaningful study should consider the
composition oj a given society (class nature,
concentrati~ of capital, etc.), the political
cliinat{( which breeds fascism (where traditional forms of social control are breaking
down), and the changing nature of the fascist
organization as social contradictions manifest themselves within it.
Fascism should be seen in its connections
with realities of the political and economic
world and in the context of those contradictions . It is not synonymous with repression.
Many institutions of the state and society are
repressive. When the repression and cooptation of parliamentary forms of government
fail , fascism emerges with new forms to preserve and consolidate power for the ruling
elite. Repression and terror are no longer
random but systematic. The fascist party resembles in effect, not a party at all, but a
civilian militia. Thus, it is necessary to deal
with the NCLC in that light as a fascist organization, and not merely as a harasser of
progressive movements.
The NCLC/ USLP internally and externally reflect patterns of fascism as it was manifest in other countries at other times.
Above all, the NCLC is anti-democratic in
its internal structure. Instead of a theory of
democratic centralism, for instance, it demands total subordination from its members . LaRouche said in Centrism as a Social
Phenomena that ·:the true determining factors in the life of a political organization are
not program, principles and the material
things of the class struggle which they reflect , but are organizational routinism, bureaucratism and ultimately the personal
qualities of the leader." This statement alone
reveals that the principle of political struggle
is abandoned in the NCLC in favor of the attainment of sheer unprincipled power:
power pursued "ultimately" by "the personal

.

NCLC: Approaching Fascism

··we shall not say now exactly how we intend to do this. We have an exact tactical
plan for this mopping-up operation. It is
more convenient to our purpose to let the CP
leadership perplex itself on the matter." This
is concommitant with the absence of discussion within the party and the necessity of
demonstrating political courage of the "will"
to lead. When their predictions fail (predictably), they take credit for averting the predicted crisis. LaRouche claims omniscience;
no aspect of human inner life, social life or
global activity escapes his complete comprehension.
.
As successful fascisms evolved, they allied
themselves with the reactionary elements of
finance capital. The NCLC similarly offers
"advice" to bankers, proposes so-called solutions to the private sector, allies itself with
John Birchers, American Party elements,
takes pro-industry stands and fights their
political enemies-all consistent with patterns of other- fascisms. Their activi"ties in
connection with military/ police will be detailed elsewhere.
Fascism combatted mass organizations,
including
_left-wing parties, etc. w~th

qualities of the leader ."
The pers_onal qualities ~that LaRouche repeatedly extolls are ruthlessness and determination, the old will-to-power ideas
praised by European fascists. Such values
were unique to Fascism, as it allowed the
maximum flexibility for opportunistic alliances and anti-progressive activities without
accountability to the membership. Thus, La
Rouche could at one time call NCLC Marxist-Leninist and presently deny those politics, now allying himself with the political
right.
Fascist ideology is ever-changing and presents itself as proceeding on a predetermined
course, pretending that everything going on
in the present was anticipated, that it is rational and that all other political expressions
are irrational. Many today still believe that
was true of fascism in Germany. Guerin observed in Fascism and Big Business that "Hitler would contradict himself from one speech
to the next." Similarly the N<;:LC presents itself as having "exact plans," certainty in predicting the future, unfettered by reasonable
doubt. In reference to NCLC's mopping up
operation of the CP i 1973, LaRouche
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Conclusion

Fascist ideology promulgates
false contradictions, promoting
racial or conspiratorial analyses.

NCLC/ USLP regularly furnishes data to
all levels of government agencies. NCLC has
sought support for its programs at the furthest reaches of America's Right. NCLC denies
the Left label which it once so proudly displayed. But it's not only the Right's problem
if NCLC achieves any credibility or acceptance within its new found community. For
even the embryo of an NCLC power base on
the Right would immediately increase the
value of the group's intelligence work.
Murky, byzantine analyses and evidence
which is at best circumstantial make up the
essence of NCLC-speak. The urgency of
their message adds fuel to its hysterical fires
and rationalizes its self-imposed isolation.
As cult or political chameleon, NCLC is a
group whose monomania in search of power
heightens its desperate mission to interrupt
and disrupt fragile political development in
this country. Moreover, there are no indications that their unsatisfactorily explained
drivenness should change because of their recently revealed shift right-ward.
NCLC s status in the world is no longer a
secret. Though the sources of funds remain
mired in mystery, its true allegiences and
goals are now plain. Unwittingly, the NCLC
community has conveyed a political lesson.
Political organizations today and those yet
unborn, can view NCLC's structural faults
as tendencies ·which must be exposed.
Wherever a leader scorns dissent and
preaches from a pedestal, an organization's
basic vitality is seriously threatened .
Iri the United Nations, on street corners, in
shopping centers, in cities small and large,
from Paris or Mexico City to Morgantown,
West Virginia, whenever NCLC hawks and
harrangues, the result could be disconcerting. For all these reasons, the truth about
NCLC must be heard.

an attempt to disorganize the masses of
people. Later, they planned to bring them into fascist organizations over which they
would have little or no control. Similarly the
NCLC tried to break up organizations
(NWRO, CP, SWP) on the left and attack
only conservatives that· shun them. In disrupting NWRO, NCLC created a do-nothing
NWRO, which collapsed, leaving people unorganized .
Finally, a mystique of violence (and in one
period much real violence) shades the
NCLC. Along with ruthless determination
must be a rationale for violence, especially
in the pursuit of unprincipled power. Their
newspaper reveals a fascination with war,
terrorism and violence. They have conducted military training on a New York
state farm, practicing hand to hand combat
training. Fascism in Europe, with similar
structures and goals, glorified valor, war
and death with honor. To Mussolini, peace
was the degeneration of man, and those virtues that he thought were man's essence
could only be realized in war. Fascism glorified violence as a means to its goals.
NCLC closely follows the pattern of Fascist tradition which classically:
• Is anti-democratic
• Stresses political will of the leadership
• Mystifies others with the inexorability of
their plans
_
• Allies with finance capital and supporters
• Attempts to disorganize other political
groups
• Exhibits a fascination with violence
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The Information

Digest:

Network exposed

Right-Wing
Intelligence
Network e~posed
gressional investigations and public interest
research, and the image of their investigative
powers consequently restricted, it is being
discovered that there is a parallel private sector to do the government's dirty work, including: information-gathering, spying, pro. pagandizing and in some instances terrori:aing. It is the logical ex~ensi_on of, a ~overn- .
ment intelligence apparatus caught with its ·
pants down .
_
Frank Donnor of the American Civil Liberties Union PolitiCal Surveillance Project
warns to expect a resurgence of private surveillance and dissemination similar to .the
1920's, when there was extensive file-trading
among conservative and anticommunist organization·s. With the Xerox machine . so
easily available today, it is a farce to thmk
that files have been destroyed by executive
fiat; in fact, Donner says, they are constantly being added to from bootlegged FBI fil~s,
state police agencies and local red squads, Industrial security firms as well as what he
calls the "diehards," like the Church League
and the Law Enforcement Intelligence Unit
(LEIU).

-by The Guild Investigative Group*

In 1972, the District of Columbia chapter
of the Nationa! Lawyers Guild needed. an organizer. Sheila O'Connor volunteered for
the job after one of her comrades at the political commune where she lived with her boyfriend, John Seeley, brought her to the office . She was a talented organizer, typist, reporter and was known as a hard worker.
After 12 to 14 months at the chapter, she
simply vanished.
The organization was stunned and rumors
started that she had "freaked out", gone to
New York and her boyfriend had taken off
to Atlanta . Her roommates complained that
she took the rent. Weeks later a national car
rental agency called looking for the car they
had given O'Connor.
In early 1976, the New York State Office
of Legislative Oversight and Analysis called
looking for Sheila O'Connor, aka Rees, aka
Seeley. In the course of their investigation,
they had uncovered the Information Digest.
* * *
The Information Digest-a bjweekly
newsletter published secretly since 1968 by
John and Louise Rees-is one of t~e propaganda arms of a right-wing intelligence. network in America that seriously raises the
spectre of McCarthyism 25 years later .
The network has ties to the John Birch Society, conservative Congressman Larry McDonald of Georgia, the blacklisting operations of the Church League of America and
private international security services, and
the intelligence apparatu~ of tbe a_overnment
at all levels. As the agencies' illegal activity
has been exposed through the media, con-

Information Digest Chronicles Left
Information Digest is the fruit of this era
of "private" intelligence-gathering and dissemination. The ID-allegedly copyrighted,
although a search conducted by the U.S.
Copyright
.
. . Office has yet to find a registra~

The Guild Investigative Group is a project of
the D. C. chapter of the National Lawyers
Guild. It was formed in early 1976 to· research the J.D. network, and offer lawyerl support for subsequent legal action. GIG
and the Repression Information Project have
worked closely throughout this research
effort.
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The ID offers a compendium of
gossip, newsclips, innuendos,
rumors, biased analyses and ·
outright lies, intermingled with
documents admittedly obtained
illegally through wiretap, surreptitious entry and direct infiltration.

tion-otters a compendium of gossip, newsclips, innuendos, rumors, biased analyses
and outright lies, intermingled with documents admittedly obtained illegally through
wiretap, surreptitious entry and direct infiltration . Periodic notes remind subscribers
that particular informaton is "confidential"
or :'sensitive" and if disseminated, should be
"scrambled" and rewritten so as not to jeopardize the source. Throughout are sexual
slurs against movement people that the Central Intelligence Agency particularly has
been eager to absorb into its domestic files.
The targets of the ID are liberal and left individuals and groups, induding politicians,
antiwar and Third World political activists,
lawyers, writers and show business personalities. Occasionally, the authors will throw
in a right-wing paramilitary group like the
National States Rights Party or the Minutemen to broaden its credibility and to utilize
all of the information collected.
The focus of the ID follows that of government interest concerning movements for
social change. In the anti-war years and before, the danger was the Communists and
their sympathizers; lately, it is terrorism and
organized crime.
For the past several years, the government
has used the threat of organized crime to enable it to pass restrictive legislation such as
the wiretap law. In practice, however, these
laws most often have been used against dissenting people. Similarly, the "riot act" laws
were passed allegedly in response to major
urban riots in the '60s but frequently have
been used against demonstrators.
A prime example is the June 17, 1972 review of Beat the Heat, in which the ID editorializes: "It is indeed rare that organizations dominated by the Communist Party,
USA, such as the National Lawyers Guild
and the Medical Committee for Human

Rights, are allowed to "publicly advocate
armed and violent resistance to lawful authority ."
The ID is circulated to a select and secret
list of over 100 subscribers, including police
departments, private corporations and security services, news media, the Readers Digest, one major TV network and even the
U.S . Labor Party. Most government intelligence agencies, such as the Federal Bureau of
Investigation; CIA; Internal Revenue Service; Drug Enforcement Administration; .
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms;
National Security Agency; Secret Service;
Senate Internal Security Committee and
U.S. Customs Service, have received "complimentary" copies. Raw, often false, data
have been indiscriminately incorporated into
domestic intelligence files on individuals and
organizations.
The issues of Information Digest spanning
six years, which are available to the Guild
Investigative Group, do not show the same
dates the CIA has turned over through Freedom of Information Act requests. This raises
the question of whether special "editions" of
the ID have been prepared for the CIA or
other intelligence .agencies. Also likely, the
CIA may be incorporating the ID, along
with other source information, into their
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was my impressron that the federal intelligence community was more dependent on
him than he was on them."
The Maryland and New York State Police
and the Baltimore Police, are all members of
the Law Enforcement Intelligence Unit, established "independently" in 1956 by police
and sheriffs' departments disgruntled with
the FBI for upstaging their intelligence work.
Under an elaborate organizational structure
-four regional zones, national and zone officers, a board of directors, bylaws-the
LEIU exchanges information and agents,
"outside the channels of routine, interdepartmental communication" among its 224 members.
The FBI, in coordination with the LEIU,
computerized the LEIU manual file on "organized crime," creating the Interstate Organized Crime Index (lOCI). The project
was funded originally by the Law Enforcement Assistance Agency and even today receives substantial monies to support the system .
The lOCI, links the red squad files of nearly every major city in the nation as well as
some in Canada. The criteria for inclusion in
the LEIU!IOCI system is vague and subjective and based on " the integrity of the individual member." A person can be deemed
a member of organized crime even though he
doesn' t belong to the Mafia, has never been
convicted of anything and has never even
been arrested. According to counsel for the
LEIU, the Assistant District Attorney for
Orange County, California, the lOCI even
includes atto.rneys representing LEIU subjects as an "associate" -a catchall category
of arrested or identified terrorists coverswherever the LEIU wants to snoop.
Beyond the ID reportage is also a system
of files with questionable criteria. A note in
April 2, 1971, ID alerts that "with the many
anti-war events planned for the next six

own intelligence product .
The New York State Police took the unevaluated information from the lD, condensed and referenced it in their files and
then claimed the newsletter as a "confidential informant," immune from disclosure,
when the State Office of Legislative Oversight and Analysis began its investigation of
police intelligence abuses. Each page of the
ID obtained by GIG is stamped: 'The information contained herein is of a classified nature intended solely for the use of the New
York State Police and any other Agency
authorized by them." The Michigan State
Police has since admitted to receiving the ID,
with Congressman Larry McDonald's office
as the return address.
Most recently the ID has surfaced among
documents presented to the New Hampshire
State Police by members of the U.S . Labor
Party to justify their charges that the antinuclear Clamshell Alliance is a cover for terrorist activity .
The fact that the U.S. Labor Party included excerpts from the ID in its "intelligence"
on the Clamshell Alliance builds links that
were only speculation before, that the Labor
Party and the ID are right-wing operations.
What remains is the same question surrounding the Labor Party: Who is supporting this
right-wing spy ring? The fine line between
public and private is fading fast.
In 1974, the Maryland State Police helped
obtain a Baltimore Post Office box for ID
correspondence. The Reeses, with various
aliases, were authorized to pick up the mail,
along with John Norpel, Jr., who until 1975
was Research Director for the Senate Internal Security Committee, before which John
Rees informed on the Venceremos Brigade
and the New Left. According to Norpel:
"Rees' information was invaluable to the intelligence community. . . I don't think Rees
got his information from (ederal agencies. It
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weeks, it may not be possible to maintain the
Digest production scheoule. Starting with
this issue, it will also be necessary to restrict
the content. Until May 30, a listing will be
included of more important items received,
but excluded. Raw material is available on
file at your request. Material on file:
Student Take-over of Merrit College
Women's Conference in Canada
East Coast Conspiracy Trial
Right-Wing Activities in Louisiana
Young Lord's rally, New York
Planning for Antiwar Activities"
Later in '71, with a special appeal for
funds, the Reeses confirmed that much information in the ID is obtained by sources active in radical, so-called "revolutionary
groups ."

in l{epression and the Law). which was advertised in the original edition of Iron Fist
and Velvet Glove, a booklet analyzing the
U.S. police, as an organization to combat
police repression, illegal surveillance of protest groups, grand juries, political trials, and
promote prisoners' rights and the abolition
of capital punishment.
' CCERL was successful in duping liberal
funding sources to finance its activities, including an educational campaign defining
grand jury abuse complete with ideas on
how to be a witness. It continues to exist today at P. 0 . Box 35 in College Park, Md. ,
where it is used to collect material that is
funnelled into the ID. In 1976, one Martin
Perry used the box to receive his subscription to a movement periodical.

Movement Years

In the summer of 1972, Louise Rees, aka
Sheila O 'Connor, volunteered to staff the office of the D .C. chapter of the National Lawyers Guild. In a whirlwind of efficiency, she
updated the membership list, kept meticulous minutes of every meeting which were at
once copied and distributed and enhanced
the chapter's newsletter to include detailed
reports, quotes and names.
On the other hand, O 'Connor attempted
to sabotage a community prison conference
by failing to contact the speakers for a panel
the Guild had assumed responsibility for organizing. When the dispute between the organizer and her became known to others, her
charges against the organizer's "sexism"
clouded the issue sufficiently that the problem was rendered a personality clash. She
threatened to sue the conference organizer if
he fingered her as an agent and later physically threatened him.
A~ the 1973 national conveption of the
National Lawyers Guild in Austin, Tex.,
Sheila and John continually interfered with

*

The Reeses themselves have a long history
ot movement infiltration and disruption. In
1968, they infiltrated the radical New York
Crazies; in 1970, they identified themselves
with the Woodstock Nation at the Revolutionary Peoples Constitutional Convention
in Philadelphia; in 1971, they joined the May
Day antiwar demonstration in Washington,
D .C. Later, they infiltrated the Institute for
Policy Studies and the National Lawyers
Guild.
While in D .C., John Rees worked with the
Metropolitan Police, who paid the rent on a
community bookstore, Redhouse, which the
Reeses operated for almost a year with a
dwindling group of community people. The
Redhouse, equipped with mimeograph
machine and one of virtually every movement periodical, became a gathering place
for D.C. activists.
Also around this time, the Reeses created
another
information-gathering
scam :
CCERL (Coordinating Center for Education
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sensitive press relations, at one point physically attacking a reporter who attended a
plenary session. The conference registration
list eventually appeared in the Information
Digest and in an expanded version in a
Church League report entitled "Attorneys
for Treason" . Given the Guild's policy of
keeping membership lists confidential, the
only possible explanation as to how the ID
obtained the list is that it was purloined.
Nevertheless, like many duped before by an
informant's "good work" , the Guild was
quick to excuse O'Connor's idiosyncracies
and suspicious actions.
During their Washington years, the Reeses
opened their home to meetings and social
gatherings of progressive organizations like
the National Lawyers Guild, the Institute for
Policy Studies and the YIPs . 1616 Longfellow St., NW became the Yippie headquarters and stash for the 1973 Annual Fourth of
July Smoke-in. The Yippies w'ound up $200
short and the subject of extensive intelligence
reports, which later surfaced in their FBI
dossiers. The Smoke-in was one of seven
entries in the July 14, 1973, issue of Information Digest, which carried reports on the National Defense Organization (the original
name of the National Alliance Against Racist
and Political Repression ), the Prison Project,
Afric.a n Liberation Day, the Center for Constitutional Rights, the Wounded Knee Legal
Defense Fund · and the National Welfare
Rights Organization.
It has never been established that the
house was bugged, but at one point a suspicious roommate gained entrance into the
Reeses' perpetually locked room and found
wire-tapping equipment and arms. The police had John's permission to install electronic equipment there and a key to get in. They
also re~:tted and bugged an office for him to
use.

-John Rees
John Rees' conduct is typical of LEIU
agents; he has worked hand-in-hand with
police across the country. According to areport of the New York State Office of Legislative Oversight and Analysis, Rees told D.C.
police he operated in Houston, on the West
Coast, in Maryland, in New Jersey and in
New York State. Law enforcement officials
say he would tantalize police with stories of
violent plots, and developed a reputation by
taking information he had learned from one
department and relaying it to another.
Continually, since his arrival from Britain
in 1963, Rees has percolated intelligence
through the private and public sectors. It is
now known that John Rees alleges to have
spent 10 years in the Royal Air Force, Special Investigations Branch, from 1943 to
1945 and again from 1948 to 1955, with interruptions to study economics and industrial psychology. Is there any significance in
the fact that he rejoined the Specia1 Investigations Branch in the same year the CIA was
fo.u nded?
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In 1968, John Rees tounded a New York
corporation, National Goals, Inc., "to provide an investigative service for various
branches of government and prepare memoranda, reports, etc." One of the most revealing examples of Rees's opportunism was the
proposal of National Goals to create a community peace patrol in New Jersey to quell
racial unrest. The proposal was . submitted
by Rees and Newark Police Director Dominick Spina to the U.S. Department of Justice
in April of 1968 which reported that: "We do
not have the funds to support such a project"

John Herbert Rees is not the British author
John Rawlings Rees, who wrote The Shaping
of Psychiatry by War and The Case of Rudolph Hess, though he has gone out of his
way to feed that confusion. Interestingly, the
U.S. Labor Party also joined their identities
in an August 31, 1973, article in New Solidarity and in an August 1973 pamphlet
"Papa Doc Baraka: Fascism in Newark".
After Rees arrived in the United States he
worked variously as a freelance journalist, a
nurse and a doctor in a midwestern hospital. .
Within months of his arrival in this country,
he had plunged into a romance with the controversial Peyton Place novelist, Grace
Metalious . Her deathbed will left her millions to John Rees who declined the money
when the IRS claimed it for back taxes.
Rees again surfaced in 1967 in racially tom
Newark, N.J. where over a period of less
than two years, he became a central figure in
a controversy which required the City of
Newark to repay the Department Of Labor
the $8,000 salary he had been paid through a
CETA program. Rees was employed simultaneously by the city and a private contractor under the same DOL grant and at the
same time, was pushing his own corporation, National Goals. Under the employment
contract with the city, R~ was to prepare a
series of manpower training seminars for
entry level employees. The racism and rna. nipulation are inherent in the course titles: ·
Nature of Leadership
Concepts of Work Ethics
Straight Thinking Techniques
Freedom vs. License
Political and Economic Significance
of Opposfng Black Po~er
Rees· financial manipulations were part of
an Essex County grand jury probe which investigated the political corruption and slipshod management of the program overall.

Rees has worked hand-in-hand
with police across the country.
Law enforcement officials say he
would tantalize police with stories of violent plots, and developed a reputation by taking information he learned from one
department and relaying it to
another.
but found it "most interesting.''
The $743,000 plan for Newark would outfit the community patrols with uniforms,
helmets, walkie-talkies, tape recorders, cameras, 20 patrol cars and other police equip.ment as well as four offices and two warehouses. Black neighborhoods would be patrolled by blacks, white neighborhoods by
whites and mixed neighborhoods by mixed
teams.
In reality, the National Goals plan created
a second police force, pitting Anthony Imperiale's right-wing forces of the North Ward
Citizen's Committee against black militant
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vestigation committees and intelligence divisions of Government . . . hired and working under the direction of a national board of
lay and clerical leaders."
The Church League brochure admits to
the use of undercover operatives who sat in
on Communist and leftist meetings around
the globe "who ingratiated themselves with
leftists that accepted their volunteer help to
work in various headquarters."
'To the League's basic files of cross-referenced items clipped from current periodicals,
are added the personal reports of the League's
investigators from across the country.
Church League librarians also administer the
Tocsin files on campus radicals initiated
some years ago in California, the files on
subversion compiled over four decades by
the House Committee on Un-American Activities researcher Dr. ]. B. Matthews, and
Counter-Attack documentation on left-wing
assembled by the Honorable John Keenan of
New York . . . instantly available to virtually every police department and security
agency in the country."
The Church League's own document further states that "National, state and local law
enforcement and security agencies and individuals turn to the Church League with confidence for new leads, unimpeachable evidence, for detailed background materials.
In addition to the newsletter, National
Laymen's Digest, the Church League publishes special reports on various groups, such
as "Attorneys for Treason," a 70-page. description of the National Lawyers Guild and
their 1973 Austin, Tex . convention. That report is an expansion of the February 23, 1973
edition of the ID, large portions of which
were inserted into the Congressional Record
by radical rightist Rep. Larry McDonald
(D.-Ga.)

Brother Kamiel Wadud's United Brothers of
Newark. National Goals" stood to gain approxim~tely $70,000 for wllat one Newark
newspaper described as a "dangerously harebrained scheme to· train white vigilantes and
black militants."

THE CHURCH LEAGUE'
CONNECTION
National Goals was·also the first publisher
of the Information Digest, under its corporate letterhead. ID was then advertised in the
National Laymen's Digest, a publication of
the Church League of America, which Rees
himself edited in 1969-70.
The Church League, a right-wing taxexempt blacklisting operation, was founded
in 1937 by Frank Loesch-head of the Chicago Crime Commission, prosecutor of AI
Capone, and counsel for the Pennsylvania
Railroad-with other Christian ·stalwarts
and corporate moguls, like Henry P. Crowell, Chairman of the Board of Quaker
Oats, who were dedicated to keeping tabs on
every person "attacking and ridiculing a rna- ·
jor doctrine of Christian faith or the American way of life ." .
Since the '50s, the Church League has been
headed by former Air Force intelligence officer and ordained Baptist minister, Edward
G. Bundy. A Church League brochure
boasts that the "largest and most compre-'
hensive files on subversive activity, with the
single exception of the FBI, are located in the
Research library in Wheaton, Illinois."
Into·these (Church League) headquarters
come thousands of· requests for original
source materials and documents from every
part of the Free World." The brochure goes
on to describe a 40-year history of information-gathering by " top Christian scholars,
former staff members ofrCongressional ini.

,,,. .
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home address, warning: "Regular readers
know that your reporter is a man of modera·
lion so extreme that it approaches the f~natic
-which is why he is fearful of the possibility
that something unpleasant might happen . .."
McDonald himself is the youngest member of the NatiQnal Council of the John Birch
Society and a major expol;lent of radical
right causes in public. He has been touted as
the Birchers' theoretical genius on questions
of national security . .
The John Birch Society (JBS), a predominantly secret society of 80,000 of America's
middle class.es. believes in the conspiracy
theory of history: nearly everyone to the left
of its. founder, retired Massachusetts candy
manufacturer Richard Welch. is a member of
thr "Communist conspir.acy" or ~low
traveler. The organization, founded in Indianapolis in 1958, operates at the grass roots
level through front groups and inside other
organitations across the country under a
zealous, disciplined and thoroughly indott. rinated cadre of organizers. In fact , it is or·
ganized like a "vanguard party" of the right .
larry McDonald is, in effect, a member of
the "Central Committee" and a part of their
propaganda machine.
Among the other ranks on the right which
have sung praises is the Council Against
Communist Aggression (CACA) which rewarded larry McDonald and his "patriotric
researcher" and her husband during its 9th
annual awards dinner in August, 1976 "for
their efforts to block · communjsm."
McDonald, according to an advertisement
for the fete in Human Events, "has been effectively using the Congressional Record to
expose leftists activities since the liberals ·
managed to abolish HSIC."(sid
The ad went on to identify "John and
Louise Rees, who infiltrated left-wins groups
to funnel information about· their activities

Rep. larry McDonald systematically uses
the "Extension of Remarks" section of the
Congressional Record to target every liberal
to left group in the country, just as Joe McCarthy before him, citing the ID and relying
more openly now on the "intelligence" of the
ID. and legitimizing it in the eyes of the intelligence and police bureaucracies, and co·
incidentally making the information libelproof. He has ordained himself as the oneman House Internal Security Committee,
since its abolition in 1975, and was n<!med as
the "Secretary of ~fense" in a "shadQ':V ·cabinet" formed by Congressional conserva. lives.
·
Unlike many politicians, McDonald seems
to put his right-wing line "into his daily practice. In his profession, as a urologist. he has
long prescribed to his patients the controver·
sial "cancer antidote," laetrile; which has the
. political and financial backing or the John
Birch Society.· He is currently being investi·
gated on charges of stockpiling guns, which
he would allegedly have his dying patienls_
register and then have transferred illegally.
without a trace, to him or his friends in the
John Birch Society. As all Birchers are instructed, he stores dried and canned foods in
his Atlanta home in case of Communist in·
vasion or internal insurrection.lnterestingly,
in his last two filings with the Federal Election Commission, he gave two different addresses, neither of which exists.
As McDonald. his staff and their nefarious
activities are revealed, the right-wing has
jumped to their defense.
The November, 1976, issue of the John
Birch Society magazine, Americau Opiuiou,
condemned attacks on McDonald's "patriotic" researcher Louise Rees and her hus- ·
band. The article. entitled "The National Security Mousetrap," targeted activists in the
anti-intelligence movement by name and
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PSYCHOLOGICAL AND
PHYSICAL ABUSE

to Kep . McDonald and thus spotlight the
radicals' plans. " The awards were presented
by none other than Herb Philbrick, ViceChairman of CACA and author of the book
I Led Three Lives. and one of the more wellknown FBI "Communists."
CACA, a tax-exempt "educational" association, was formed in 1951 at a national
conference called by Sal B. Hoffman, president of the Upholsterers International Union,
AFL-CIO. The national headquarters of
CACA is currently located in the national
headquarters of the UIU in Philadelphia, Pa .
Marx · Lewis, national Chairman of
CACA, retired union leader and member of
the National Advisory Board of Accuracy in
Media (AIM). lists a second office in Orlando, Fla. Lewis, in support of the foreign
policy positions of George Meaney and the
AFL-CIO was quoted in the December, 1976,
AIM Report as saying "If the American labor
movement had made foreign policy, we
wouldn' t be in the mess we are today . They
have consistently fought every step we have
taken toward accommodating ourselves to
communisms aggression ."(sic)
The Council regards the international
Communist conspiracy as overwhelming
and intent on consuming the world, after the
conquest of the USA. According to its own
literature, "It was the first, and remains the
only, organi zation of its kind formed under·
the leadership and with the active participation of trade ·union officials . . ." At the first
annual dinner, the speaker was William
Green, president of the American Federation
of Labor who expressed his concurrence with
and approval of the objectives of the council.
According to papers filed with the IRS in
support of the request for tax exemption, the
Council notes that in the 1967 budget of
$8,000, $5,500 came from the UIU.

Papers filed by the Reeses in three civil
lawsuits in which they have been named
either as defendants or witnesses yield more
background material about the couple.
Louise Rees has worked for the Digest as
reporter and researcher in the periods from
early 1969 to late 1973 and from fall1974 to
early 1975. During the time she worked for
Information Digest her articles also appeared '
anonymously or under pen names in the National Layman's Digest. N ational Review.
Human Events and Review of the News.
John, in company with known police and
suspected agents, has appeared randomly
among community coalitions and demonstrations. The sense in Baltimore, where they
now live, is that many people know the
Reeses' story, but no one will confront them
directly because of the fear of physical retaliation . The Reeses have a history of abusing
people, which has included physical and
psychological violence. A number of sordid
stories have been documented from the time
of John Rees' arrival in the U.S.
• People who knew and respected Grace
Metalious are bitter about her premature
death . While success of her novel Peyton
Place brought her instant fame and wealth , it
also brought angry isolation from her small
New England town and unbearable pressure
to produce more. John Rees came to her aid
as the bright, young journalist who would
rescue her from a declining literary career by
collaborating on THE NEXT BIG NOVEL.
Actually, she sank deeper into drink, and as
she lay near death in a Boston hotel, he ushered in a lawyer to sign over her fortune .
• According to sources at the Manchester,
N .H. Free Press, for whom Rees worked as a
reporter in 1963, Rees relied on the ghostwriting of a woman at home to keep his job.
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His employer called him "an absolute illiterate."
• The Rees home at 1616 Longfellow in
Washington, D.C. was actually commandeered from their roommate, whom they
eventually drove from the house with few
possessions. The roommate on several occasions was beaten by the Reeses after confronting them about the theft of movement
funds, possession of guns and wiretap equipment and spying for the state. To this day
the woman blames the Reeses for her loss of
credibility on the Left.
·
·
• Throughout their involvement in the
National Lawyers Guild, the Reeses successfully manipulated movement "friends" and
disrupted activities intended to expose governmental abuses and advocate reforms,
particularly around law enforcement, intelligence and prisons. One of the most blatant
examples is their manipulation of a friend
who suffered acute paranoia with his firsthand realization of the computer capabilities
of the federal government. Not only did they
thwart his every effort to publicize Project
SEARCH and its tri-state support arm, the
Council of Governments, but, under the
guise of support, they gossiped, backbit and
planted false seeds of doubt , creating and exacerbating problems with family and friends
and in his professional life.
While the Reeses cannot be held directly
responsible for anyone's problems, they definitely exhibit a pattern of preying on vulnerable people who do not have the strength to
fight back . In effect, they become "the straw
that breaks the camel's back." The pattern
continues today.

and commuting to U.C.
Louise, who served as a researcher for the
House Internal Security Committee until its
demise in 1975, is now in the employ of Rep.
Larry McDonald. She conducts her research
from her house which doubles as a commercial kennel named Llareggub (Buggerall
spelled backwards) . She is rarely seen, although during their two-year residence in
Baltimore, she has attempted to penetrate
the lesbian community. Coincidentally, over
the years John has also cast himself as a homosexual in professional and social circles.
John is now masquerading as a freelance
journalist to cover up his intelligence work.
At times he fraudulently uses the name of a
legitimate consumer credit company-Capitol Reports, Inc. - to publicize a news service
"to provide the press, parliamentarians and
progressive public opinion makers in the
United States and in the developing areas of
the world with up-to-date background information on the issues and events now making
headlines and about to make headlines." The
post office box for the allege~ news serviceBox 1523, Washington, D.C. 20013- is registered to L. Reese (sic), whom the post office
reports is a man producing a newsletter. The
office address of L. Reese (sic) is the office of
Congressman Larry McDonald, and the
home address of a Maryland State policeman .
On one occasion, John called WIN Magazine after it published a n article on Information Digest, posing as a correspondent for
Review of the News , a publication of the
John Birch Society.
Review of the News is frequently used by
him as a cover for collecting information,
which is then channeled into a column on the
Left in the more well-known JBS publication, American Opinion. Reporters for
Review of the News traditionally deny anv

REESES TODAY
Currently the Reeses are living under the
name Seeley on the fringes of Baltimore's
radical community at 2828 North Howard,
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derground sut;,versives and disseminate their
literature to the collective's network along
the eastern seaboard .. In his own hand, using
the surname Seeley, John wrote to one California-based group:

connection to the John Birch· Society in the
.
course of their.interv'iews.·
Where the journalist angle would be inappropriate to extract information, the Reeses
have expanded into .the James Allen CollectiVe, anxaous to share intormation with un-

.
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Periodically John sports a clerical collar,
which he explains away to movement.
"friends" as ·a TIUsiTe to"get ruscounts onliquor and travel, but actually uses it as an entree into the church community, the local
establishment and the criminal justice system, particularly prisons. In fact , his unpublished number is listed with Baltimore Information under Rev. John Seeley. Lately, he
was spotted in clerical garb at a Baltimore
art gallery.
Under the name John O 'Connor, Rees has
also posed as a lawyer. In the early '70's,: he
hung a diploma from a New York law school
on the wall of his home.

-PRIVATE POLICE-

John may also work for Wackenh.ut C~rp. -'
the nation's third largest internation~l securi- ~
ty and investigative firm, based in Coral
Gables, Fla., whose services include private
investigatioh, physical and mechanical security emergency support for labor-manage:·
ment disputes, patrols and rescue and first
aid . A personnel check at Wackenhut confirmed Rees' employment on two occasions,
by name, address and social security number. After Congressional hearings before the •
Privacy Protection Study Commission ,
however, Wackenhut denied the earlier confirmations. A personnel employee said that
"perhaps he worked at the Washington Post
during the strike and left."
According to the 1975 Annual Report,
Wackenhut "investigative services are designed to develop reliable and factual infor- c ••
mation which can be utilized by management in the decision-making process . Major
clients include general business, industrial
and professional communities, the insurance
industry and financial interests. A wide
range of professional Services is provided including insurance background reports, preemployment screening, polygraph examina-

t~on~ counter busmess espiOnage, protection
of proprietary information, interf)al intelligence and general criminal, fraud and arson
investigations ."
Before the Privacy Protf,ction Study Commission, Wackenhut admitted to using raw
information from the Church League of
America files. "If you were a member of the
Communist Rarty USA, it would be valuable
information," ' Wackenhut Vice President
John Ammarell said. When asked , however,
if they checked for accuracy, he conceded,
"it would be practically impossible. " Ammarell further said that at on~ time Wackenhut did have indices for both the Congressional and Californ~a :Committees on OnAmerican Activities, primarily the Attorney
General lists and the Comm'Unist Party lists,
because they felt it was !mportant to provide
business· and industry with a central listing
of criminal and subversive activities. He did
recognize, however, that a problem with using the date of HUAC and the Church
League was that it was often overbroad. According to Ammarell Wackenhut had also
received the files of Karl Baarslag, the research director for Sen. Joseph McCarthy's
investigating subcommittee in the 'SO's, but
hac( ~i nce donated them, in 1975, to the
Church League because they did not sell.
This reduced Wackenhut's one million files
down to a mere 300,000.

In addition to Rees' apparent connection
to Wackenhut , there is clear evidence of his
·work with the private security department of
~he Georgia Power Co. in Atlanta. Activist
Father John Seeley infiltrated the dissident
G~orgia Power Project in 1973 to collect information on "subversives, i.e. anyone who
spoke against Georgia Power," not only for
the power company but also for the Information Digest and for Seventh District Congressman Larry McDonald. According to
Atlanta Journal sources familiar with the op-

Georgia Power's security department's $750,000 budget made available sophisticated equipment like a night-time photographic telescope, fingerprint
kits, drug analysis kits and videotape unit. Each investigator was equipped
equal to or better than any police detective unit in the state-with pistol,
shotgun, radio, camera and a company car complete with adjustable lights
to confuse a possible tail.

on the west coast. Given the common pur- ·
pose and cooperative employment with
Georgia Power, it would be reasonable for
Research West Inc. and the Information Digest to share information.
An article in the August 20, 1976, issue of
New Times by Warren Hinckle and William
Turner describes the activities of one of
Western Research's operatives, Jerry Ducote, a former Bircher and crime-busting
sheriff:
For two years, he performed burglaries
at the brazen rate of almost once a
month for wealthy California ranchers
and prominent Republicans. His targets were strictly left-wing. The goods
he stole were distributed to leading
conservatives across · the country
through a secret network of right-wing
intelligence organizations that maintained millions of files on the left. In
sheer volume these files rival the FBI's.
But they are not rivals-local and state
police, and the FBI itself, cooperated
with the burglar and helped cover his
tracks. In return, . they shared in the
forbidden fruit of his break-ins.
Ducote told the Atlantic journal that the
firm exists to provide clients (Southern Pacific Railroad, Pacific Gas & Electric, Standard Oil of California and Hearst newspapers) with information on "leftists."
"If you had signed an ad to stop the war in

erations of the Georgia Power security department, "the security department not only
received the ID but helped subsidize Rees' activities."
Rees was supplied with a company van
and a Georgia Power credit card. The Security department's $750,000 budget made available sophisticated equipment like a
night-time photographic telescope, fingerprint kits, drug analysis kits and a videotape
unit. Each investigator was equipped equal
to or better than any police detective unit in
the state-with pistol, shotgun, radio, camera and a company car complete with adjustable lights to confuse a possible tail.
John refuses to confirm or deny any interchange with Georgia Power, though he did
admit a "mutuality of interests" in such
groups as the Georgia Power Project, the
National Lawyers Guild, Southern Christian
Education Fund and the October League because these organizations "have been antagonistic to Georgia Power."
Another source of private intelligence
used by Georgia Power to screen Atlanta
dissidents, as well as prospective employees
of the Hatch Nuclear Plant, is Research West
Inc. of California, formerly known as Westem Research. Rees has advertised his connections with police agencies across the
country, but rarely has alluded to any connection in California. Yet the Information
Digest concentrates considerable coverage
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Vietnam," he said, "then your name would
be in these files. If you signed three ads, you
would be described in the files as a leftist : ·
Security personnel, according to Atlanta
Journal sources, arranged and paid for a

There are many examples of FBI informants who were at the same time members of
far-Right groups. One example is Timothy
Redfearn. who spied on Denver activists while
maintaining membership in the Socialist
Workers Party's youth group, the Young Socialist Alliance, ·for over a five year period, at
the same time he was a member of the American Nazi Party.
Another example is Howard Godfrey, who
reported to the FBI as far back as the late '60s
on the southern California Left, while simultaneously seNing as tactical leader for the
now defunct Secret Army Organization, a
right-wing paramilitary organization, which at
its height in 1972-73, spanned 11 states.
Tim Redfearn was considered one of the
best of the FBI's 66 informants inside the
SWP, and someone who always was given
" excellent" ratings by the special agent in
charge of the Denver office. For years, providing names, addresses, dates of meetings.
events along with his general impressions of
the level of activity during any given week, he
filed a regular report on political activity in
Denver. 1900 pages of FBI documents released to the SWP as part of their lawsuit
against the BUreau revealed the details of
Redfearn's infiltration of the SWP, his meetings with "friends," his obseNations of meetings and demonstrations, and his efforts to
confuse the student body of Denver University with frequent divisive letters to the student

hotel room tor conservative columnist Lester
Kinsolving prior to a Georgia Power Co.
shareholders meeting where he delivered the
company line. Kinsolving admitted that the
Georgia Power stock he owned was purchased by a South African interest group.

newspaper. A 11ve-part art1cle on Redtearn iS
filed in Straight Creek Journal, a Denver weekly, revealed that the FBI was the author of
some of these letters to the student newspaper. Doing damage to the communist and
socialist groups by obtaining (sometimes
through office break-ins), information for the
FBI tends to be an act which has underlying
political motivations. Like the Reeses, and Jerry Ducote, Redfearn developed a fascination
for a staunchly anti-communist group. For him
it was the Nazis. Two friends recall Redfearn
showing off his Nazi membership card.
Howard Godfrey first worked for the FBI reporting on the Minutemen back in 1967. He
liked his work and found no conflict of interest
reporting their activities. The group didn't
seem to concern the FBI, nor did Godfrey's
participating in the Minutemen's dealings w ith
guns and explosives. Godfrey also spied on
the Left in San Deigo from time to time, but
did much of his Cointelpro work for the FBI by
organizing his right-wing friends into acts of
anti-left violence, including lootings and breakins. Godfrey played a major role in the formation of the Secret Army Organization. The partially FBI -funded SAO harassed and terrorized
many activists, and made extensive plans to
harass and repress demonstrators during the
Republican National Convention, originally
slated to be held in San Deigo but moved to
Miami Beach "for security" reasons.

lice, in a home in Bowie, Md. - an area
where the Klan is mushrooming in numbers
and notoriety .
Depositions have begun but have produced few answers. The Reeses continue to
play the same evasive games which have
maintained their mystery these many years.
When together, they contradict each other.
Alone, they contradict themselves. At one
deposition taking, Louise did not even honor
the subpoena. John appeared not only with
his lawyer-a former.staff attorney to the infamous Wayne Hays' House Administration
Committee- but with Herbert Romerstein, a
former Chief Investigator for the House
Committee on Internal Security who alleged
to be escorting Rees as a private citizen,
nevertheless persisted in interrupting the
proceedings and answering for or coaching
his client.
Since the expose of the Information Digest
and its connections with the McDonald office, Romerstein has operated as McDonald's
mouthpiece, bullying journalists and researchers seeking what should be public information. Romerstein has even come so far
as to assault a magazine photographer who
attempted to photograph Rees while they
were walking on the street.

SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM
An interesting coincidence is John Rees's
continual dabbling with South African issues. Has his interest shifted to an international scope? Rees has an extensive home library on South Africa and advertises his expertise via his CapitoJ ,Reports news service.
In a resume he once floated , he claimed to
have been a reporter for the London Daily
Mirror, doing on-the-spot reporting from
Ghana and Nigeria. Recently Rees sought
out information on South Africa from the
Church of Scientology. Larry McDonald has
promoted Rees' interest in South Africa by
publishing in the Congressional Record information that showed up simultaneously in
the South African press.
Such is the charlatan life of John Rees, aka
John Seeley, aka John O'Connor-doctor,
lawyer, journalist, priest and mercenary
spy.
Both John and Louise have been subpoenaed in massive lawsuits against illegal surveillance and disruption filed by the National Lawyers Guild, the Institute for Policy
Studies and the Socialist Workers Party .
They unsuccessfully petitioned the courts to
protect thei_r First Amendment rights as journalists. When the Criminal Division of the
U.S. Justice Department steps in-even temporarily- to represent them, when the
Washington Post apparently sabotages a
Jack Anderson column on the ID, and various government agencies continue to stonewall requests for public information, the
"journalist.. argument floats like a "lead balloon.
It is time to ask: who actually controls the
ID operation? Also unknown, is the scope of
the ID network. John Rees once told a friend
that there are six couples around the country
with a similar modus operandi. He also told
her he keeps an arsenal, supplied by the po-
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What the Guild Investigative Group has
documented is that there are operating intelligence networks far more sophisticated than
any simplistic explanations previously considered. Most of these networks feed directly
into files and computers, laundering the information through data processing; information goes in raw and comes out cleansed and
stamped with the government imprimatur
to be used to support any expression ·of official ideology. Recognizing the serious threat

to basic treedoms posed not only by the police/intelligence community but by the complementary right-wing intelligence apparatus
is imperative. As the thr.?ads of alliances tying the Reeses .a nd the In formation Digest
continue to unravel, it is clear that they represent only a part of the total machinery.
Meanwhile, the 10, despite exposure and
legal pressure, continues to be publishedsanctioned by federal. state and local police,
as well as powers of the organized Right.
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The.New Reaction

The New Reaction
social change, its ~eal causes and social bases
are usually ignored. A reading of the socalled comprehensive articles from the major
magazines leaves one with the false impression that a newly-energized and unified
movement is emerging. The "New Right" has
been discovered just as the "New Left" was
discovered in the press a decade ago . Aside
from the deeply held beliefs of its activist
leaders, this current bout of reaction can be
viewed superficially as a fad , a social happening for bored Americans, who resent the
changes of the last 20 years which have left
them behind.
The resurgence of the Right has stretched
political tolerance to its extremes. Paramilitary groups like the Nazis and the KKK have
burst into public view. So have the weekly
incidents of disruption and violence which
go along with them-from the KKK attacks
on Black marines in Camp Pendleton, California , to Nazi store bombings and murders.
The fact is that there is really nothing new
about the "New Right." Today's reactionaries are plagued by the same lack of ideological cohesiveness that plagued the Birch Society's attempts to organize a united front on
the Right in the early '60s. What is new are
the social and political conditions of the
United States today, and the implications
these conditions have for the populace.
Foremost amongst these changes has been
the restructuring of the role that the United
States plays in the world. The defeat of the
United States in Vietnam; increased competition in the free-world economy (by Japan
and Germany); our national vulnerability to
international cartels; increased contention
with the Soviet Union; and the incessant demands of underprivileged nations have
served to substantially alter the political
economy of the US.
The capitalist world as a whole has suf-

Although they have been building for
nearly a decade, suddenly it seems as though
they are everywhere-the shock troops of
reaction. Variously labeled the "New Right,"
the "New Conservatism," and the "Anti- ·
Movements," they are confronting and confounding progressives in nearly every community .
Well-organized and funded, their causes
are widely varied: They oppose gay rights,
the Equal Rights Amendment, pot, gun control, welfare, affirmative action, busing,
and abortion. And because they have emerged from the realm of crackpots offering
token opposition to a point where they are
actually winning many battles, they are beginning to be taken seriously.
The leaders of these shock troops are becoming national celebrities. The establishment-oriented Jesse Helms' signature is appearing on so many fundraising appeals that
the Republican Party is formally protesting
because its own fundraising efforts are being
hampered. Phyllis Schlafly draws large
crowds everywhere she speaks. And the denizens of the shadow-worlds of the Ku Klux
Klan and the American Nazi Party are
emerging into open public view on a regular
basis for the first time in a generation.
The shock-troops of this reactionary
movement are not easily stereotyped. They
are not necessarily the John Birchers who
have spent the last 15 years lamenting the
Communist take-over of the United States
and quietly reading American Opinion. Nor
are they uneducated boors out to smash intellectualism . But they do have something in
common; something that is likely to be overlooked in the rush to find stereotypes and
labels to hang upon this upsurge of reaction
-they are of the middle-class.
Amidst the rush of the news media to categorize and explain these movements against
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fered through a period of high inflation and
~onomic depression, meaning that "national progress," the much vaunted goal of
the past, has been severely blunted. National
economies have suffered while the corporate
economies have internationalized themselves, thus insuring increased profitability .
In concrete terms, this means that the "quality of ·life" for Americans has quantitatively
slowed down, and the handwriting is on the
wall for all to see. The chances of real improvement are slim if not non-existent .
A decade ago, buying a home was a realiuble dream for many Americans. Today it
has become a privilege reserved for those
with already existing real estate equity .
. Th~ services that .government is capable of
.
; . ..
provjdi.ng are being sharply curtailed by fis;·._.;;~~. ~al · prob.l~ms,-~ancl in~ some c~ses are neat_
.: ·
bankruptcy, even though "demand for these
services steadily increases. Medical costs
have soared beyond the ,reach of most wage
earners, and medical insurance is becoming
an expensive commodity .
Unemployment and . under-employment
represent long-range problems to which only
partial and temporary solutions are being
proposed . Factories are closing with increasing ~egularity around the country as manufacturers find labor cheaper overseas.
What all of this means is that the American Dream , for many people, is coming to
em end~an end that appea~:s to have night. marish qualities. That great middle classthe class that wanted to believe that it had
'. ·
transcended financial insecurity-now finds
itself increasingly threatened with a return
ticket to its humbler origins.
It is this insecurity that pr.ovides the social
basis for the current revival of reactionary
forces in the United States today . Those elements of the middle-class that are dispossessed or see themselves threatened with dispossession are seeking scapegoats.

<::. .

Although this "New Right" is far from
having a coherent ideology, their causes do
have a common theme, aside from their
backlash tactical approaches. The sanctity of
the nuclear family is the one thing that provides common ground for the anti-abortionist, the conservative senator and the Klansman to stand upon. And once. this commonality is understood, the influences of forces
much larger than traditional reactionary
groupings like the Birch Society become
mo.re evident. Here the ideology becomes
dear.
The republic, so goes the rationale of the
new reactionaries, is under attack from sinister. forces . While the real roots of the family's
crisis lay in a combination of fluid sexual
Hfe-styles, fewer econ'omic incentives. and
· :·<·~ .additional centripetal pressures, the boogeymen of the scenario are the "minorities"
whose "special advantages" have come jlt the
family's expense.
The new reactionaries are born of changes
in ~he relative status of empire . They are a
defense mechanism for purifying an ailing
imperialism that can see clearly the seriousness of the challenges that lay ahead, both
from competing imperialist forces and the
nations that are oppressed by imperialism .
And_ironically enough, these new reactionaries are being recruited from the middle
class, the group facing the most cu't-backs.
In the United States there has long been an
inclination on the· part of the left and liberal
intellectuals to label any reactionary element
.as "fascist ," a label that usually does not apply. Richard Nixon, for all his carryings on
was NOT a fascist. Neither is George Wallace . Alld nor is the John Birch Society. To
be sure, each has had its totalitarian trappings, but totalitarianism and fascism are
not alw.ays the same. Thus, it behooves one
to go slowly in labeling the new reaction as
fascist '?r proto-fascist .
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Any mass reactionary movement has the
potential for contributing to the development of pro-fascist tendencies. But it is the
relationship between the relative maturity of
political economy on the one hand and ideological leadership on the other which is the
key question. Although the middle-class
does not look upon its economic prospects
as optimistically as it did in the recent past, a
major depression has yet to occur. The dislocation and disruption of the lives of the citizenry have been due in part to unemployment benefits, welfare payments and other
crisis-preventing measures, spawned by the
New Deal. But the current cycle of declining
expectations does not a defunct American
empire make-especially in the absence of
world war or other international catastrophe. An empire's decline is a slow and painful process.
The leadership of these new reactionaries
is divided over questions of strategy and tactics. No unified movement or party could
ever be built in this political community because of their historic reactionary role-their
drives for unity have always been hampered
by the parochial aims of the would-be constituents. A gaggle of conservative political
action committees is becoming active at the
grass-roots level where, through the Republican Party, they are able to wield great power and influence inside their broad ranks.
The strength of the right-wing faction of the
GOP is manifested by Ronald Reagan's ability to fill the leadership slot, however tenuously.
The mere act of taking over an existing
litical party may not provide the shortest
road to real power for.the reactionaries. Past
attempts by groups with a narrow_ideological base to dominate existing institutions,
like political parties, have never met with
lasting success. This is due in part to their
steadfast disregard of an institution's basic

The sanctity of the nuclear
family is the one thing that
provides common ground for
the anti-abortionist, the
conservative senator, and the
Klansman to stand upon.

binding glue-compromise.
Thus, assuming a party take-over were
possible, it would- be ephemeral. At its
moment of triumph, the activist core of the
new reaction is already defused. But the
scenario is strictly hypothetical. Barring unforeseeable future developments, it is likely
to be a long time before a Republican Party
lead by its most conservative elements can
capture any significant portion of the electorate.
So it is important to understand the various forces of the New Reaction for what they
are, what they aren't and what they could
become. The New Reaction is basically a
middle-class response to the end of unlimited
growth in the American Empire. It is not fascist, but has elements which could be utilized
by any fascist group seeking state power.

Repression In America
What we've outlined in The Public Eye are
examples of rightist groupings- in the intelligence gathering, anti-movement, and cult
spheres- that contribute to an informallyinstitutionalized superstructure of repression
in America. Repression, though a large and
often overused concept, is an unavoidable
one for our purposes. When we speak of
counter-revolutionary forces-forces commingling with government apparatuses

Po-
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which aim at limiting or undermining the efforts of progressives to alter political and social reality-then the word repression must
be applied. We've shown that rightist vigilante groups like NCLC and right-wing intelligence networks like the Information Digest , serve as a reserve army of repression
which can be employed when and where
government agencies or the corporate sector
deems it advantageous. The first order of
battle is to understand how activists have
been, and continue to be, targeted and harassed by this informal network. Exposing
and spreading the truth about this dangerous
situation can only help many struggles move
forward.
Repression isn' t by any means limited to
.the areas covered here, or even just a factor

Get the pamphlet, NCLC: Brownshirts of the Seventies

Collector's Item

NCLC
$

Brownsh~rtsOf the

in political work. Repression is a part of
everyday life affecting most people. Emphasis. in recent times, has been placed on curtailing the abusive, illegal and status-quo-defensive activities of police and intelligence
agencies as used against those in the civil
rights and anti-war struggles . More work in
broader areas of repression is vital . What
seems to be the primary focus of rightist intelligence groups has been its direct threats
against those criticizing the economic foundations of this society, and those working
for fundamental social change. With the degeneration of the economy, we are seeing a
rapid consolidation of government and corporate power, inevitably more systematic
moves to suppress dissent.
Though repression is a basic defense

Seventies

In NCLC: Brownshirts of the Seventies, we expose
a recent upsurge in reactionnary activity. The
pamphlet shows how NCLC, led by chief despot
aod propagandist Lyndon LaRouche, has tried to
rout progressive wprk with terror tactics and mis·
information.
NCLC: Browmshlrts of the Seventies· was written

in 1976 by the Terrorist Information Project, npw
the Repression Information Project. These con·
cerned ·researchers assembled their · analytic.
skills to alert progressive people everywhere· to
the group's bizarre behavior.

"A factual account worth reading"
Washington Post, September 24, 1976.

The pamphlet documents this and delves deep
into the group's
• street tactics
·• leadership cult
• organizational structure
• resemblance to classical fasci~m
The pamphlet is available for $1.00 plus 25¢ pqst·
age. Bulk rates are also available.
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and precedents including: the appointment
of J. Edgar Hoover to lead the Radical Division of the Justice Department; the first extensive use of deportation as a political
weapon; the first use of nationally-planned
raids on local political group's offices; the
first use of the Selective Service System; the
first attempt by the government to hire un. dercover agents to report on "subversive activity"; the first extensive recruiting of labor
leaders by the state to work directly in repressing their own memberships. Often considered one of the most liberal and progressive in history, the W~lson administration
was actually one of the more repressive.
Wolfe continues his trenchant analysis of
liberalism:
'The presidents most inclined to use the
instruments of state violence for purposes of repression in this country have
been liberal Democrats, not Republicans. . . Liberals are more likely fo use
the state as an instrument of corporate
rule, playing a 'progressive' role in helping the economy resolve, at least temporarily, some of its contradictions."
It was President Kennedy who initially escalated the Vietnam war, became fascinated by
the Green Berets, and contributed to the
growth of the FBI.
Key to explaining repression in America,
is understanding the nature of liberalism and
reformism. Liberals believe in the system
they helped create. There is a sense that they
must control the flow of change, that they
can do it best, while reformers limit the
scope of change proposals to single issues.
This enables reactionaries to launch efforts
against the single issues, as has been doni'!
with, for example, the Equal Rights Amendment. If movements are broad in scope, and
reveal the fissures in the system, their organizing efforts cannot be so readily countered.
In this fashion, most importantly, substan-

mechanism ot a capitalist society at any historical phase, the state took its task as repressor more seriously as its role in a blossoming economy became more defined. In
the late nineteenth century, U.S. industry
had already established foreign markets and
the government was forced to grapple with
formal/informal empire building. Anti-capitalist activity flourished at that time. Note,
for instance, the formation of the Populist
Party, a socialist movement. and heightened
labor activity like the Pullman strike of 1893.
It was these conditions that ultimately gave
birth to sophisticated repressive apparatuses
during capitalism's advancing technological
stage.
The National Association of Manufacturers, a smalL conservative organization
formed in the 1890's, was opposed to creating a coordinated state-run repression agency. Liberals were the ones who suggested it.
'The creation of a modern repressive statt
was the work of reformers, liberals who had
to fight vested interests in order to get what
they wanted," wrote Alan Wolfe in Tire
Seamy Side of Democracy: Repression in America. Early in this century, groups like the
National Civic Federation feared both Right
and Left. "They wished to fashion a new corporate order in which the state would play a
major role, upholding the capitalists as a
class (rather than the selfish interests of any
one particular capitalist). rationalizing the
economy to make it run more smoothly, and
providing welfare benefits to cut off potential revolutionary movements." This created
a more expanded role for the sta te. "Capitalism was becoming too important to be left to
th~ capitalists."
The Russian revolution in 1917 found
much support in this country. Realizing this,
the administration of liberal Woodrow Wilson established new repressive structures
61

tive social changes-ones uncompromise<t
by reformism-can begin to be actualized.
Liberals raise expectations the system can't
satisfy . This causes tensions, social movements emerge. Our present economy, it
could be argued, will induce a situation
where more social controls will be required
to keep societal institutions intact. More repressive policies would then be enacted.
In a speech to high school students this

past summer, President Carter warned:
"You also have the freedom which won't last
very much longer, to act in an unrestrained
way against the status quo." Carter's message should be taken as an indicator of future state plans for repression, plans which
will be aided and abetted by rightist tendencies and their intelligence arms such as
NCLC/ USLP and Information Digest.
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Letter to·Our Readers
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We've received many letters from readers and
subscribers asking where our third issue has
been. Well, we can 't deny that we have had some
financial problems. It would somehow, in these
days of inflation and economic hard times for
many of us, seem inappropriate for it to be any
different. Public Eye was founded with few funds,
but will continue to do its work while seeking a
firmer economic base.
There's more work in Washington, D.C. than
there are those to do it. This is probably true
everywhere. However, there is a need to dig
deeper into many of the scandals and issues
which haunt the nation's capital and threaten to
expose the nature of the system at its very roots.
For these reasons we feel our unique services
must continue and grow. And we are trying tire lessly and not without personal strain, to define
our efforts to achieve organizational stability. In
1979, we are planning to form a National Investiga tive Assistance Center (NIAC), which will be an
expansion of the scope of the work of the Publ1c
Eye. The Center will serve as a resource center
and clearinghouse on investigative efforts around
the country, will assist journalists, lawyers, students, and c·o mmunity activists, will conduct peoples' investig{ltions, and provide training in
investigative techniques. The Center will continue its research into a number of special topics
which we will regularly report on in Public Eye.
We will continue to publish and will broaden the
scope of coverage to include a variety of investigations the public needs to know about. This
issue of the Public Eye is a step in that direction.
Write us and tell us what you think.
How can you help? By sending ideas, comments, story ideas; by distributing the Public Eye
in your area; by arranging for speaking engagements for our staff; by organizing workshops on
the investigative process; by having your local
university place us on their list cf available intern
programs; and by subscribing.
Thanks for your patience.

The PubUc Eye
--------
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Memorandum

Liberal elected officials frequently say that the "New
Right" is striking harder than ever at the gains they made in
tecent times; the media establishment echoes this suspitjously timed observation in a constant and consistently
shallow and misleading flurry of articles on right-wing reYival and rightward shifts in public mood. Not surprisingly,
many begging questions about the old, radical right connections to this new version- its alliances in government and in
the private sector, the various less noticed activities and
functions it performs, its factions and tendencies, scope,
proto-fascist potential, and its net effect- are rarely
addressed. While trying to grapple with some of these lingerIng questions about the temperat ure of political reaction
ioday, a number of observations will be made about the
Tight's inherent limitations, its dependence on progressive
forces to locate and launch issues to oppose, and its role in
the fight against the development of new progressive
jdeologies.
In this issue as well as in future issues, the Public Ere will
address some of these questions. One of our exclusive
exposes attacks a subject previously hidden from the AmeriCan public, the International Right. The World AntiCommunist League (WACL), comprised of neo-nazis, rightwing terrorists and scientific racists, is the largest single
international right-wing network. In an article last May
devoted to this insidious organization, the Washington Post
called W ACL "the fascist spectre." The Public Eye's expose
is based on a Danish work b"y Henrik Kruger that appeared
i!l Under Daekke (Under Cover), an antholo~y on the
right-wing ..published in Copenhagen, and translated by
E.C. Reed.
' Kirkpatrick Sale probes the depth of the current rightwing tide and seriously questions whether the "New Right" is
Something new. Public Eye correspondent Eda Gordon filed
~n exclusive report detailing the right-wing activities against
Native Americans and their remaining lands and their
accompanying valuable energy resources.
• Rightist forces have an effect much beyond the identifi~ble communities who applaua their activities and pay the
tens of millions to their numerous sin~le-issue causes. The

right has had a serious impact on foreign policy. Exploiting
banal fears and grasping desperately at traditions and faith
in myths, the right generated the xenophobic hysteria of the
1950's and threatens to recreate some form of low level hysteria again. To prevent this, a serious. but not stifling, an
informed but not preoccupying look at rightist forces is
appropriate to develop political strategies for social change.
Though it is true that the right dependably rises when progressive political activity ebbs, it has had a substantial
impact on government policy. Iran, Korea, and Chile stand
out as just a few examples of the victories of right-wing influence in post-World War II official U.S. foreign policy. Since
the Cold War began, "the center in American poltic~ ha)
increasingly had to adopt the politics and outlook of the
right," wrote Chistopher Lasch in The Agony of the Amertcan Left. "Thus the Truman administration, after first
ridiculing the rightist myths of an internal communist
conspiracy, set up a loyalty program based on the premise
that this myth was reality." And Eisenhower made Senator
Joseph McCarthy's anti-communi~t crusade official policy.
John Kennedy accomodated the right-wing's hysterical
attacks on Fidel Castro. During the 1964 election, thenPresident Johnson denounced Barry Goldwater's demands
to "liberate" South VietNam, only to implement that policy
shortly after the election. Cold War politics find centrist liberals constantly trying "to outmaneuver the right by
preempting it," Lasch wrote during the height of the Viet
Nam War. Liberals forged their Cold War alliances with
anti-communists o( all stripes: organizations like the Americans for Democratic Action (ADA) and the Congress on
Cultural Freedom (CCF), co-opted themselves in the process of collaborating with the right.

Appeasing the

~ight

The rightward bent of U.S. foreign policy failed to
appease the right. The demands stretched further, until in
the late 1960's, those policies showed clear signs of crumbling. It was at this point when drastic domestic measures
began to escalate under a law-and-order banner. Dominant
political forces began to connect a vicious circle of reaction.
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Progressive approaches to governmental policies have
been abandoned because-.Qfthe predictable injection of compromises designed to appease the right. Henry Kissinger and
Richard Nixon, despite such moves as the 1972 trip to
China, still remained loyal to the rightist forces they represented. And today, leading democrats like President Carter
and Governor Jerry Brown go liberal to conservative
depending on which is more politically (or personally) expedient, rendering at the least, confusion, and mutually canceling political trade-offs. As Gov. Brown told then-campaign
aid James Lorenz, who has since written a book about
Brown, The Man on the White Horse: "You watch. I'm
going to move right and left at the same time."
Since World War II ended, not only has official policy
been increasingly conservative, but the two main political
parties have been breaking down and apart. Both parties
have strong factions which fantasize about and flirt wit h new
party structures. Meanwhile, special interests and si ngle
issue campaigns have replaced party platforms. In reality,
the so-called "New Right" is the result of the proliferation of
this contemporary political technique: the single-issue campaign. Today's right applies the tactics of liberals to achieve
what liberals were achieving a decade ago. And many of
theSe single-issue causes, from gun owning, right - to- life,
anti-ERA, anti-union and now tax reduction- fundraised
through Richard Viguerie's direct mail kingdom-are
reversing the reformer's gains of the recent past.
The single-issue campaign is the primary tactic of the new
right. The right recently brought 60,000 people to Washington, D.C. to demonstrate against abortion. It continues to
try to put the right-to-work law into effect in states around
the country (a campaign the right started back in 1936), and it
campaigns to end restrictions on monopolies, repeal consumer legislation, and fight SALT II. Secondarily, the right
helps launch vigorous election campaigns, and publishes
voluminously on everything from the Bakke decision,
human rights, internal security (with typical McCarthyesque
attacks on key civil rights activists), nuclear waste, civil
defense, and labor reform.
SALT II enemies on the right formed the latest Cold War
lobby, the Committee on the Present Danger (CPO), in
November, 1976, because "our country is in a period of
danger, and the danger is increasing." Among the Executive
Committee of the group are former Under-secretary of State
Eugene V. Rostow, Henry W. Fowler, Edward Bennett
Williams and Paul H. Nitze. And under the CPO umbrella
are such "neo-conservatives" as Norman Podhoretz, editor
of Commentary, scfciologists Nathan Glazer and Seymour
Lipset, and author Saul Bellow, with the likes of Paul
Weyrich, formerly associated with the Heritage Foundation,
a four-year old think-tank financed by beer baron Joe Coors.
Podhoretz has voiced support in recent times for leading
anti-ERA activist Phyllis Schlafly and anti-gay rights campaigner Anita Bryant, and has pushed the presidential candidacy of Daniel Moynihan, has stated that an unhealthy
pacifism is corroding the national will and is a major cause
of homosexuality.
Richard Viguerie is more than a direct mail fundraiser.
He's a strong right-wing third party advocate, and raised $6
million for George Wallace's last presidential try to illustrate

!

this commitment. Viguerie Communications Corporation~
publishes books and pamphlets, a monthly magazine, The:
Conservative Digest, a weekly newsletter, The New Rixhtf
Report, and more. Viguerie helps conservative election cam_.
paign groups raise money. Besides his own campaign ar~
The Conservative Caucus, which has pumped money into
the anti-ERA battle and will help defeat pro-abortion can1
dates in the 1980 election, the Viguerie organization rai •
money for the National Conservative Political Action Co
mittee, which assisted roughly 300 campaigns in the last election and dispersed about $3 million, according to its own
figures. Citizens for the Republic, another election can'-"!"
paign group, was created to run Reagan's campaigns.
:·
Looking to the far right, there are still the old standb~!
There's the openly racist Liberty Lobby, a D.C. based gro~
with an $850,000 a year budget, which spends some:.
of its money maintaining its recorded call-in number,
202-543-1776, and publishing a bi-weekly newspaper called
Spotlight. Inside the newspaper are frequent ads for
Ku Klux Klan t-shirts and Nazi paraphenalia. The Lobby
helped with organizin~ the Eleventh Annual World AntiCommunist League Conference held in Washington, D.O.
Willis Carto, who heads the Lobby, is a "sometime associate:'
of Roger Pearson, the sponsor of theW ACL conference and
current U.S. representative in WACL. He has written books
and articles promoting concepts of Aryan or Nordic racial
superiority.
lj

,,
From Class to Cult

'•

The right attracts support from the middle classes, and has
a well-developed knack for tying into the basest of attitudes.
The right has captured the ability to speak to its potential
constituents in a language they can understand, from peopl~
they can identify with, about things that affect them directly,
on issues seemingly possible to change.
·
For those middle class people who don't engage in rightL
wing politics, or who participate in the evangelical movement (which now claims 50 million supporters), ttley can
submerge into one of the 3000 cults in the U.S., with between
three million (CBS figure) and eight million (NBC figure)
members. And the cults have a broad audiehce to pick from;
some 60 million people in the country maintain no affiliation
with a church.
Some of the cults of the 1970's have involved themselves
with right-wing groupings. The People's Temple, Synanon,
the Unification Church, and the U.S. Labor Party, see their
own perpetuation as the single most important activity of
cult members. The leaders pursuasively argue that their
growth is for the benefit of all. The People's Temple worked
for the Republican Party in several elections in California,
and canvassed for Nixon while fighting against the Viet
Nam War at the same time. Charles Dederich began making
unreasonable demands on Synanon members, centralized
power and control over members, and engaged in acts of violence against potential enemies. The Reverend Moon helped
found the increasingly fascist World Anti-Communist
League, supports the authoritarian South Korean president, .
and held a rally in support of Nixon in the last days of his
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failing presidency. The U.S. Labor Party's application of
European fascist strategies and tactics. such a~ tryi ng to del
stroy o r at least disorganit.e the U.S. left while s hifting to the
· right. ha s even evo ked suspicion among most rightist group" ings (sec Public Ere. Vol. I. No. I). And all of the above sects
.. have attempted some form of mind con trol.
.
~
Prc~cnt day cults attempt to fill the individual's desire for
strong leadership. the need for direction. family, protection.
the ill-concei,ed lust for control over one's life, and the
search for identification and security. Membership in a cult
replaces political activism with religious devotion. Instead of
promoting communi!) or political o rganizations and the
skills which help bring them about. it extracts the cult
member from ~oc iet y at large and hoists him or her into
isolation. Rather than keeping o n top of current eve nts. the
cult~ disguise them o r redefine them for their own purposes.
Instead of developing the critical faculties of the mind. the
1
cult demands obedience. The 1970's cults are antidemocratic. When reinforced human obedience is complicated by pre\ ailing social and econo mic chaos. one resu lt is
contributing to an environmen t where an overt fascism is
possible.
·
l

t

Whether or not the U.S. right also contributes to a fascist
environment (or feed~ the ·need ed mass psychology for fascism to flouri ~h) is anal) tical guess work. However, certain
hi~to rical parallels are v.orthy of note: Mussolini's Italy.
Hitler's Germany. Peron's Argentina. F ranco's Spain....
Cries for strong leadership. law-and-order and simple
answers, plant the seed and keep the ground wet for fascism
to grow. The continued racial and sex ual divisions reinforce
the ever resilient ideology of fca r.
The right's \ igilantism and other attempts to repress progres ive forces makes it clear what their ultimate goals are
and with whom their alliances might be. Imagine an economic crisis the cu rrent administration co uldn't solve. Hysteria breaks out among the people. the domina nt economic
powers and their allies opt for strong leadership to restore
and maintain law and order. And by now. the majority of the
people, it would be claimed, have been thoroughly convinced that they must sacrifice civil liberties and accept a
·'lean but merciful" and ·•austere" economic reality. Then a
new social order would be announced based on "New Foun:la tions" which would be even leaner and less merciful. Is this
the dista nce the U.S. sits from an unleashed brand of
fascism?
The current rightist thrust is cause for concern. While
reactionary. anti-change forces are dangerous ·at this or any
other time, it would be more dangerous to overestimate the
right's strength or enduring support. Much can be explained
by the current weakness of progressive movements, a weakness that is caused by the need for time to rethink and
regroup. It's s till important to study and expose what the
government does to destroy social change movements, and
fight to minimize it. In the interim- while progressive movements are being revived- it is clear that long-term solutio ns
tp America's problems will be complicated bot.h by the
right's s~mple answers and by government-attempted ones.

How Many.More?
Death at Duck Valley
Water rights activist, T ina Manning Trudell,
pregnant wife of American Indian Movement
National Chairman, John Trudell, was killed in a
fire on 12 February 1979 along with their children
and her mother Leah Manning. Arthur Manning,
Tina's father and past Tribal chairman, was
critically injured in the blaze. All five were killed in
an apparent arson attack on their home on the
Duck Valley Reservation in northern Nevada.
The apparent attack follows a pattern of threats,
repression and murders carried out against
members of the American Indian Movement.
Tina Trudell had been a leading organizer in the
struggle to retain the water rights to the Wild horse
Reservoir which was built in the 1930'~ by the
Bureau of Indian Affairs for the exclusive purpose
of supplying irrigation water to the Duck Valley
reservation. Wildhorse Reservoir is the only
potential source of ~ater for the reservation but
local non-Indians have begun using the reservoir
for recreational purposes and have applied to the
state of Nevada for exclusive rights to the water
as well as the surrounding lands. Tina also
worked with John to organize the Minnesota
Citizens' Review Commission on the FBI in
Minneapol is.
John Trudell, as one of the coordinators of the
Leonard Peltier Defense Commitee, was in D.C.
when he was notified of the deaths. John had
been a featured speaker at the rally on 11
February 1979 in front of the FBI building where
he spoke of the abuses perpetrated by the FBI
against the Native American people and other
movements for social change. At approximately
2:00 pm , during the speech, Trudell burned the
American flag as a symbdl of the contempt and
anger at the continued policy of genocide of the
United States government against the Indian
people. At 2:00 am, some twelve hours later, the
Trudell home was burned by a fire which
consumed the cinder block structure. Local
peole on the Duck Valley Reservation believe that
the fire was intentionally set.
In December 1977, while serving 60 days for
cursing a! a U.S. Marshal in the hallway outside
an adjourned court, word came to John Trudell
from the FBI that if he didn't cease his activities
on behalf of the people or leave the country, the
FBI would get him or his family.
AIM has called for a "Red Alert of all our
members in what seems to be an escalation of the
war against Indian people to rip off all our energy
resources and water following the critical situation facing the United States following their
defeat in Iran."
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Eyes Only
FOIA Stall
Attacks by the intelligence apparatus (FBI, CIA, etc.,) on the Freedom
of Information Act (FOIA), designed
to give every citizen access to their
government have been followed by FBI
Director William Webster quietly
reassigning twenty people out of the
FOIA processing section, even though
there are huge backlogs. This action
ensur_es a continuing log jam.
Webster also is planning to cut
back use of the reading room where
approximately 630,000 pages of
documents already released by the
FBI can be reviewed. Currently
available five days a week, the FBI
wants to cut access to only Tuesdays
and Thursdays. Neither the House nor
Senate subcommittees charged with
FOIA oversight had been informed of
the decision.
. The attack on access to government
information and the FOIA is being
carefully nurtured with periodic press
statements about alleged threats to
national security- in spite of the fact
that Section B-1 of the Act clearly
exempts such material. It may have its
effect on Congress in a year or two.

NCLC Updates

_Among some of USLP antics are the
following:
• The Teamsters for a Democratic
Union was recently trashed in USLP
propaganda distributed by Robert
Lins, the pro-Fitzsimmons president
of Local 299. This local was the home
of both Hoffa and Fitzsimmons and it
symbolizes corrupt Teamster leadership. USLP literature has been spread
around the union hall.
• A USLP member working for
Central Cartage, organized by Local
299, has charged Pete Camarata, the
TDU leader, with "undermining the
ability of the union to represent its
members." The USLP has no chance
of success, but it serves as a
harassment within the local. Such
attacks have occurred in other locals.
• PROD has found that a truck
driving school organized by
Teamsters Local 70 in Oakland,
California, has purchased 3,000 copies
of the Campaigner. The SeptemberOctober, 1978, PROD Dispatch says
that business agents of Local 70
distribute them just before the
elections. PROD candidate Marv
Kaylor, who is contesting a.-recent
election in the local, was charged by
the USLP with being a drug dealer, as
were his running mates.

• PROD claims that the union
leadership' in about 10 locals used
USLP literature in union halls. In a
PROD public meeting in Chicago,
Moving into Unions
business agents of Local 705
The U.S. Labor Party(USLP)
distributed
leaflets faithful to the
continues its involvement in labor
USLP position: "PROD, TDU, and
union politics across the country. In
other rank and file groups" are out to
support of the corrupt, antidestroy the Teamsters in order that
democratic leadership of the
Teamsters the USLP has attacked the members can be manipulated by
Ralph Nader, the Ford Foundation,
Professional Drivers organization,
PROD, Teamsters for a Democratic · and British Inielligence. This is
standard USLP propaganda. The
Union(TDU), Overdrive magazine,
and the Fraternal Association of Steel Kennedy family is thrown in too, for
those in the leadership who still
Haulers (FASH). These independent
remember Robert Kennedy's investiunion caucuses are vehemently opof Teamster corruption.
gation
posed by the Teamster hierarchy. All
•
At
Local 641 in Jersey City, New
these groups are fighting to change
Jersey, the September 1977 issue of
the way workers organize in relation
Dispatch describes a local meeting
to each other and their workplace_.

where a local officer introduced a
USLP member to speak against
reform in the union. After his
speech, no questions were allowed
from the floor.
• Steve Early, a PROD leader,
notes in the article that this same
tactic was used by union bureaucrats
of the steelworkers union against the
Sadlowski campaign for presidency of
the union.
In response to a FASH strike, the
USLP claims the Teamster leadership
has distributed an USLP "information
bulletin" to truckers showing FASH
"as part of a conspiracy to wreck the
U.S. economy and the Teamsters·
union," an open admission that the
Teamsters and the USLP are working
closely together. In response to a
demand from the TDU that the
Teamsters disassociate itself from the
US.LP, a Teamster board meeting
adopted a resolution disclaiming any
association with the USLP. So
whether the USLP was lying when it
claimed to be working with the
Teamsters, or whether the Teamsters
lied in saying they had no truck with
the- USLP is hard to say. When it
comes to lying, both groups are too
good to tell.

Moving into
Anti-Semitism
For anyone who has read the
NCLC/ USLP's New Solidarity this
year, it comes as no surprise that the
NCLC has formed a front group to
advance anti-Semitism. Recent headlines such as "Brandeis and the Jewish
Lobby1" and "Did the Zionist Lobby
_ kill ... ?" etc., point to
the NCLCf USLP's new-found antiSemitism, probably so that it
can forge new links with the
extreme right.
The Berkeley Barb in its August 18,
1978 issue quotes a B'nai B'rith leader
as saying the NCLC had formed a
coalition with "the most virulent right
,wing groups" in Southern California
to establish The Provisional Commit-
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tee to Clean Up the B'nai B'rith.
Included in this latest attempt by
the NCLC to ally with and organize
the right is the Liberty Lobby. an
openly anti-Semitic pressure group
slightly to the right of the John Birch
Society.
New Times. of October 16. 1978
also reported on ot her far right
alliances. Our last iss ue ( P£ 112) noted
alliances with white citizens councils.
the KKK and the American
Independent Party in Georgia.

growth . . : ) but was rejected. The
NAACP did, however, endorse a pronuclear position last year during the
week of July 4th. The USLP has long
been an advocate of nuclear power.
The acceptance of USLP members
in the NAACP contrasts with an
earlier time when Roy Wilkins
received FBI reports on NAACP
members who were in the Communist
Part y and then quietly expelled them.

Games People Play
NCLC/USLP /FEF
:rhe Fusion Energy Foundation
(FEF). another NCLC front held a
conference in Pittsburgh on
November 14th. Claiming 60 persons
attended, New Solidarity noted that
representatives were there from
Wt:stinghouse. Babcock and Wilcox.
Combustion Engineering. Pennsylvania Power & Light. a number of
local industries (including a steel mill)
and six engineering firms.
A representative from the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE), gave
the second major presentation. the
first coming from an FEF Director.
DOE has been represented at a
number of FEF functions. They
regard FEF as "very dedicated'' and
ignore their politics. always foremost
in NCLC USLP FEF thinking. A
similar conference was given thi s
summer in France.
The Internal Reve nue Service has
given FEF a boost by granting it a
tax-exempt status. causing increased
fu~drai s ing activity.

Drugs
And to compound alliances, the
USLP has courted the Veterans of
Foreign Wars (VFW), on opposing
liberalization of drug laws. The VFW
meeting hall in Detroit will be the
meeting spot for the Michigan AntiDrug Coalition.
Speakers at the anti-drug meeting
include two members of the NAACP
from Flint, Michigan. One, Max
Dean, is a member of the USLP, and
has been in the NAACP for over 20
years. In 1976 he tried to get the
NAACP to adopt some USLP
positions, (Resolved: The NAACP
opposes all concepts of zero

proxy is the most extreme....
Terrorism is nothing new. In
previous ages what is known today as
terrorism was called anarchism. But
the difference was that anarchism
might have been committed by only
one person or small group of people
where today's terrorists are very well
organized and can sometimes count
on government support."

Something Bugging You?

On I January 1979 the WashinKrun
The Institute for International
Post carried a front page story ~ntitled
Scientific Exchange recently spon"Two FBI Agents Sue N.C. Bank
sored the International Conference on
Over Bugging." The article reports the
Terrorism. a meeting financed by the
basics of the suit was well as stateSenate of the City of West Berlin and
ments made by the agents during
the Volkswagen Foundation of
depositions about their feelings on
Germany. according to an article in
being bugged:
the Temple (University) Times,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The conYou wouldn't believe the anger
ference split into five committees:
that took place inside of me that
psychology of the terrorist, the socionight when I found out ... You
cultural determinants of terrorism, the
go home and all you do is think
attitudes to terrorism and possible
about it . : . You go to work.
ways of changing them, the possible
You work and you forget about
ways in which democratic societies
it. You come home at night and
can prevent and protect themselves
you go to bed and you don't
against terrorism and the various
forget about it. You know
ideologies and forms of international
you've been bugged . There's no
terrorism. Attendees included reprequestion about it now. How arc
sentatives from Germany, Italy, U.S.,
they going to use it against you
England, Israel and other countries.
or when are they going to usc it
The U.S. Department of State, the
against you? It keeps playing on
· Rand Corporation, the New York
your mind."
City Police Department, the FBI, and
The article credits the agent with
the British Broadcasting Company
feeling "humiliated and embarrassed
sent representatives to the conference
as an FBI agent and [he] suffered
also.
increased hypertension and new cysts
Midway through the conference,
on his eyes." The second agent bugged
there was a simulated game which
also had medical problems; in deposiabout half of the conference particition. he stated "a hemorroid condition
pants joined; the game was a Rand
worsened after the incident."
Corporation design with three
One of the agents also testified that
groups-a government, terrorist and
the publicity "had totally changed my
a control group-all involved with an
prospects for administrative advanceextortion plot. The outcome of the
ment within the FBI . .. Any individgame, according to the rules, must not
ual who is the subject of controversy
be revealed, but according to the
. or publicity is automatically regarded
Berlin press accounts, the hotel was
as a problem area and certainly not
taken over by terrorists.,
someone to be considered for an
Dr. Presseisen, history professor at
·ve post."
Temple University, spoke of his findings on terrorist ideology: ":rhe worst
kind of terrorist is fhe terrorist by
proxy .... people like the Japanese
landing in Israel or the Germans in
Italy. Tpese people cannot take action
in their own counties. Terrorism by
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Smoke and FHe:
A Round-Earth View of the "New Right"

... ---

- - -· · - ------

by Kirkpatrick Sale
When I was a kid, I remember betting an older boy a
dollar to prove the truth of the adage, which I had only
recently learned , that " where there's smoke there's fire." He
agreed to the bet, far too readily I thought, and took out a
pack of matches from his coat pocket. He lit one, blew it out,
and as the smoke curled up. from the extinguished match, he
waved it before my eyes, and then before I could say a word
pulled open my shirt pocket and dropped it in. In addition to
being instantly poorer by a considerable sum,l was of course
mortified, and considerably jaded about the worth of
ancient wisdom.
Ever since then, I have held to the firm belief that "where
there's smoke there's smoke."
Which is precisely my reaction to the current spate of
newspaper articles and cover stories and polls and programs
and symposia designed to show that America is in the grips
of a "new right." I don't deny that there may be a right at
work out there, and I don't deny that there are a bunch of
current issues that has stirred it up in recent months. But I
don't believe for a minute that this represents any major new
force in American politics, that it is a movement comparable
to the new left of a few years ago, or that it represents a
serious threat to progressive and right-thinking forces,
however defined. There's a lot of smoke, to be sure; but
where there's smoke there's smoke.
On the surface, these past two years have seemed like a
time of strong right-wing activity. The recurrent issues are all
familiar: the Panama Canal treaties, ERA, abortion, "right
to work," laetrile. homosexual rights, the death penalty,
nuclear power, gun control, women's liberation, bussing,
Proposition 13. And the names have become household- or
at least headline- words: Anita Bryant, Phyllis Schlafly,
Jesse Helms, Ronald Reagan, Richard Viguerie, Howard
Jarvis.
But the first thing to notice about these issues and names is
that, by and large, they all imply reaction: the new right is
not initiating but reacting, reacting against ideas and policies
coming against it from other parts of the political spectrum,
more often than not from the dominant, mainstream
political and economic forces in the country. The anti-ERA
forces, for example, are up in arms about a perfectly
innocuous and straight-forward amendment because they
are upset, in incoherent and subliminal ways, with the
changes that have taken place in the last decade in the
perception and status of women, and they are chosing this as
a concrete and coherent way to react. The anti-marijuana
and anti-"pornography" people, similarly, are trying to fight
against a sweeping process that they don't quite understand
that has altered for the far-foreseeable future the very nature
of the society they live in. They all may be vociferous, they
may even win a victory here or there, but essentially they are

...
howling into the wind; theirs is not so much a threatening ;
war or even a dangerous battle as it is a last-<iitch stand.
The second thing to note about the new right is that mo.st ..
of the ballyhoo to confirm its existence is offered to us by the
media, who are of course the real experts in finding smoke
and making it into apocalypse. For starters, anything new· ,
will always sell papers and boost ratings, so whenever .
possible the media hucksters will cook up some new •
phenomenon, no matter how insubstantial, to promulgate as .
innovative and original: the new morality, the new cuisine,
the new sc:x, the new wave, the new left, the new right. But I . •
think the recent hoopla about resurgent conservatism has a '
deeper reason than that: it is that the media, in their role as ..
mediators of politics iri service to the pluralist state, have felt ,
the need to balance the power of the liberal-left coalition .
which was gaining such headway in the land in the wake of
Watergate and VietNam. They have found this balance in • .
people who will come out against government bureaucracy, • ,
domestic budget increases and welfare cheats, people who .
are shaken and worried about homosexuality, crime, th" :
young, and the decline of the social role of the family, and ..
they proclaim that as a new right. Look, look- their
message goes- there is a new right, the system does work;
America is still the land of the free.
But the media are not the only ones who see advantages in · .
trumpeting this new right. All kinds of organizers on the left,' •
from NOW, women and gay-rights activists to the SierraClub and the Naderites, find it convenient to conjure up a ...
backlash threat so that they can stir their supporters and ·gain new converts. Liberal politicians, too, especially in a~ · '
election year, did not mind posing to their constituents as - '
honest champions beleaguered by the dark and dangerous
forces of the right whose power must be met by mort}~ .
contributions and greater turnouts. Union officials find ·
advantages in being able to wave what we might call a
brown-shirt flag before their members, exhorting thj!lll to ..J·
greater participation to stave off the elements who are out t6 · •
take away their union shops. And conventional mainstream - ·
figures, poli~icians and business leaders and academics and . •
the sort, like to have a rising threat from the demons of the
right they can conjure with to match the constant danger · ·
from the madmen of the left allowing them to pose as wise
and judicious moderates in the middle, impervious to the ·
evils of extremism.
Above all, the creation of a new right is helpful for any :
American government (or agency thereof) desiring to ·
disguise its own repressive operations. It is a familiar pattern
by now, known to all of us from the machinations of the ·
Johnson and Nixon regimes. Pretending to be hard-hats or . ·
offended conservative citizens, goons from the FBI and local . ·
Red Squads charge into peaceful marches and create the
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violence that might discredit the protesters or debilitate their
for<;es; encouraging and financing tiny right-wing antiCastro or proto-KKK ba nds, government operatives get
them to bomb the Communist Party headquarters or pillage
and destroy the local activists' office. There is nothing quite
so useful to agencies bent upon repression as allies and dupes
serving their interests and providing their cover, through
which they can pull the full range of their dirty tricks while
keeping themselves well hidden and to all appearances
lawful. I am not suggesting that I have any specific evidence
that the agencies of repression in the Carter administration
are necessarily behind the resurgence of the right. although
since Jimmy Carter had demonstrated every bit as much
concern for the First Amendment and freedom of dissent as
Richard Nixon. I see no necessary reason to presume that
they are not. I am only suggesting that there is no doubt that
those agencies would clearly find it in their interest to foster
and promote such forces.
A confluence of interests, then, would do more to account
for all the attention given to the new right, I would suggest.
than any notion that the nation is going through a genuine
period of hoary reaction or neo-McCarthyism. It's a basic
principle of mine, the first question I've come to aS'k, and it
generally makes a lot of things clear: cui bono?-who
benefits? In this case I think the answers tell a lot about the
phenomenon of. and attention given to, the resurgent right.
But there is another, in its way profounder, question to
consider here in the course of determining what the smoke of
the new right is all about. For if you study the movement for
any length of time at all, you quickly discover that it is a very
peculiar kind of "right" indeed; and if you get away from
label-thinking you find that the attitudes expressed are not
particularly conservative in any familiar way, not even
terribly cranky or para noid , and some of th~m are
downright .. liberal". (What is more liberal, after all, than the
defense of those who want to take laetrile, as entitled to their
rights as those who want to smoke marijuana?)
This is the sort of complexity that drives the media and the
pollsters into a tizzy. of course, because it defies all their neat
boxes; the labels begin to peel off at the corners just as soon
1S the pundits paste them down. Indeed , the New York
Times a while back found itself contorted into a head line
Jver their Times-C BS poll reading "More '•conservatives'
4.re Found to Share 'Liberal' Views," which gives you some
dea how confused they must be. But that is the reality
xhind the new right.
The fact is that there is a very strong mood in the nation,
1urtured through Viet Nam and brought to fruition with
Watergate and the succeeding depression, of opposition to
he way things are in America and fundamental dissatisfacion with the functions of government. It cuts across all
K>litical viewpoints, and includes those who have no
,articular politics at all. It is found in different ways in all
1arts of the country, and among all classes of people. It is the
~ntral, overriding malaise of our age. And it is from that
hat almost all the major socio-political forces of midentury America have stemmed.
The new left was an expression of that mood. Its well>rings were a thorough-going disenchantment with the
'nited States as it was constructed in the 1960's, even before
te worst elements of it were exposed by Viet Nam; and,

later. a thorough-going understanding that the Federal
government, being a part of the problem, could not possibly .
do anything to correct that.
The election of Carter was also an expression of that
mood, though in a more modest form. Carter had the wit to
see that the electorate of all stripes was deeply troubled by
the interlocking political and economic systems they found
themselves in. though as often as not they had no coherent
way to express that dissatisfaction and as often as not were
going around voting people out of office just because they
had been in o ffice- and, as Carter knew, vice versa. He also
had the perspicacity to see that a campaign against
Washington- a sophisticated form of the earlier Wallace
appea l. itself another manifestation of the national moodwould speak to all parts of the populace, from the
McGovernite Democrats and big-city blacks to the pseudopopulist Southerners and the neighborhood ethnics.
It is remarkable how virtually every national poll taken
over the last 20 years has attested to the A!llerican malaise in
findings on the declining levels of satisfaction of the people
with their lives and the rising levels of disenchantment with
their governmt:nts. Although the 1977 polls showed a
sudden upsurge of optimism, especially when compared
with those of the 1973-76 period, nonetheless the overall
tre nd has demonstrated profound unease among a great
cross-section of Americans.
Some 53 per cent of the citizens have regularly agreed that
there is "something dee ply wrong in America," and some 45
per cent declare that the "quality of life had deteriorated in
the last 10 years." Well over half say every year that ~most
people with power only try to take advantage of you" and
"what you think doesn't count." A consistent three-quarters
of t.he population are resigned to the proposition that "the
rich get richer and the poor get poorer." Not a one of the
institutions that make up the daily fabric of the country
inspires the confidence of a majority: only 43 p~r cent have a
"great deal" of confidence in doctors, 30 per cent in the press,
20 per cent in the Congress, and 19 per cent in the major
corporations.
As for the organs of governll'\ent, public trust and allegiance have been eroding every year since 1958 when the
pollsters first thought to ask about it. By now every single
survey bespeaks the total disillusionment of a clear majority:
recent polls have counted 58 per cent "alienated and disenchanted by the government," 72 per cent who believe the
government is run "on behalf of a few special interests," and
55 per cent who feel that .. public officials don't care much
about what people like me think"; from 1966 to 1977 the
Harris poils show that public confidence in the Presidency
dropped from 41 per cent to 23 per cent, and in the Congress
from 42 per cent to 17 percent ...A central fact," the Harris
organization concluded in our bicentennial year, ..is that in
our nation, our people, disaffection and disenchantment
abound at every turn. That disaffection has now reached
majority proportion."
Now that is what this so-called new right is made of: the
basic dissatisfaction of the people with the political and
economic institutions of the country.
That is what lies behind the opposition to, say, government 9Upervision and control of laetrile: many people suspect that Washington is trying to keep a legitimate cancer
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cure off the market in order to protect the major drug companies, another example of big government and big business
working hand-in-hand to screw the average Jane and Joe.
That's not a left-wing analysis. mind you. that's the ordinary
perception of ordinary people who have spent a lifetime at
the short end of the stick. Whether or not it is true, it makes a
lot of sense, and when they want to find some form for their
anti-government mood, the laetrile issue seems as good as
-any. But it is not only that issue. In the energy crisis, in
foreign aid, in the metric system, in rising prices. in the
Panama Canal treaties. citizens can easily perceive actions
by a businessmen's government which will mostly end up
helping big business and costing the taxpayers more
money- and if they end up opposing them, that can hardly
be called rightism of the traditional kind.
A similar perception lies behind ·opposition to gun control, the ERA. abortion laws. the 55-mph speed limit, EPA.
bSHA, and bussing, to name a few .. right-wing" issues: that
latent sense that a government which has so far killed tens of
thousands of us in a foolish war in Viet Nam. spent billions
of dollars without beginning to solve everyday problems of
crime and pollution. and proven itself incapable of solving
either unemployment or inOation, is probably out to put
another shackle, straightjacket, tax, or levy on us, and for no
gaod reason. It is not always an explicitly realized perception, of course- after all, the heavy weight of statist propaganda tends to make everyone assume that the government
really is capable of solving our problems, despite the evidence to the contrary- but it is there, nonetheless. behind
all the .flag-waving, and it surfaces when threatening or
unsettling issues come along.
That malaise is, finally. but more complicatedly. what lies
at the root of the opposition to those issues such as women's
liberation, homosexual rights. a nd abortion seen as "antifamily" or ..anti-home". Here the target is less specifically the
Federal government and more generally the processes of
society-at-large: but still the same sense of getting messed
over by large and uncontrollable forces is at work, and whenever the government enters the fray, as with the ERA. it
usually seems to be on the side of the enemy. It is particularly the feeling of uncontrollahility that riles and torments
so, especially since these matters go directly to the heart of
the everyday fa mily arrangements of many millions of people. Why can't we have some control over what's in the
movies, what they're showing on TV, what the publishing
houses are putting out, what is being taught in our schools?
Why must our family, our community, our town. be fed
these disturbing new ideas if we don't want them? And what
the hell can we do about it?
·
This, then, is what I see to be the real source of all the
smoke on the "new right." It is nothing particularly rightwing, as usually defined , or particularly conservative. except
of certain social values, or freaky, repressive, dangerous,
kooky, or fascistic. It is rather a malaise that almost all of us
are feeling, whether we are socialists or mainst ream voters or
libertarians or in-betweens. It takes different forms for different people. of course. depending on their circumstances,
their inOuences, and their socialization. But a dark and
dangerous resurgence of evil it is not.
I think the lesson is clear enough. It is time that we stopped
being prisoners of what Michael Marien, of the Information

for Policy De.sign Clearinghouse. calls the "Oat-earth view of
politics." That's the idea that over here on the far left are
anarchists and revolutionaries. then come the communists
and socialists over here. next the liberals and democrats.
shading over to varieties of middle-grounders. then the
Republicans and conservatives. next the arch-conservatives
and troglydites and racists, and finally the Ayn Randers and
libertarians on the far right. But politics is not that way at all:
life is not that way at all. It's time that we grew up to the
Columbian perception that the world is round. that there are
not all that many broad gulfs between the politics of the true
left and the politics of the true right where one can mark.
"Here There Be T ygers." The left and the right come around
to join each other in the real world. a nd there. for all their
difference); (real differences: I do not mean to minify them).
they stand in 180-degree opposition to the center-ofthe-road. business-as-usual. pluralism-first. Ict-us-avoid
extremes. middle-ground miasma-. Left and right both can
number the same enemies and. within limits. they both arc
seeking the absence of the same restraints.
That is not meant to be read as a plea for solidarity \\it~t
the Nazis and John Birchers. It is rather mea nt to suggest
that there ar~ many thousands of peo ple out there who arc
being called. and written off as. the "new right ~ who arc ordinary souls with many of the same pcm:ptions as the new left
and its successors. souls with whom the left can make common cause at the very least and from whom it can draw even,
tual comrades in the best of cases. It is meant to assert that.
with a careful view of round-earth politics. those on the left
can find allies a nd conve rts among those who share similar
ideas of at a minimum the dangers of excessive government. the evils of bureaucracy. the falsity of the free market.
the threat of the big cor poratio ns. the rapacity of banks. thcuncontrollability of elected official~. the mcaninglc~~ne~s of
election~ . and the insufficient voice of the ipdividual.
You know what's happening out in Minnesota'! There a
group of old-fashioned farmers has been t rying to protest the.
intrusio n through their lands of a· potentially dangerous
800.000-volt power line. They wrote to the governo r and
petitioned their state representatives: no help. They tried to
get support from local media. and businessmen's group~.
and veteran's organ intti ons: no help. Finally a grou p that
runs a bunch of successful food co-ops in Minneapolis heard
about this struggle and was so impressed they pa id for one of
their bearded. long-haired organi7crs to go o ut to the little
farm village that was the sca t of the farm protest and work
full-time in the farmers' cause. Soon thereafter some black
groups j oined in. and Native American. and some antipoverty coalitions. a nd the old anti-war activists. and hippies past a nd presen t. and before long there was a full-scalesu pport group going. Today the left and the embattled
farmers in Minnesota have made common cause. to the.
advantage and wisdom of both. and the old animosities that
surfaced in the da ys of VietNam protests arc long fo rgotten.
The respectable citi7cns who once would never dream of
protesting the system arc now o ut there harassing the power
company's surveyors. a nd now they have begun to rcalitc
what the system is really made up of and who the enemy
'
really is.
I don't know how much smoke they're generating. but the
way I sec it. thai\ fire.
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American Justice:

hnanl (Johnny Ha•'lis)
·o n Death Row
by Sheila O'Donnell
In 1970. Johnny Harris purchased a small-sized American
Dream- 107 years after the Emancipation Proclamation. 26
-y-ears after the U.S. Supreme Court outlawed school segregation, and 2 years after passage of the Fair Housing Act
outlawing discrimination on the basis of race. Johnny
· Harris. his wife, in-laws, and two children moved from rural
Bessemer to Birmingham. where a friendly white realtor sold
: them a modest home in a quiet residential neighborhood.
· His two juvenile scrapes with the law were behind him: he
· was employed as a machinist, he was a family man. and he
'Was a home owner. True. his home was located in an all
' white neighborhood , but the realtor never mentioned that
there might be racial problems.
• Today lmani (who considers Johnny Harris to be his slave
name) sits on death row in the Fountain Correctional Unit.
• The American Dream is Jmani's nightmare. Since 1970
~ ~mani has the following history:

•

He was charged with the murder of a prison guard
under an Alabama statute that automatically defines
punishment as death. The statu te is an obscure Confederate law rarely used in that county prior to the
Imani case.

•

The "Johnny Harris Case" was used by Alabama
Attorney General William Baxley as a law and order
issue while running for office.

•

As the hour for the execution. March 10. 1978 drew
near. the press became interested. The international
press declared the case a clear human right s violation.
The C IA screamed that the KGB had fabricated the
facts a nd was using the case as ammunition for the
Cold War. The American establishment press never
questioned the CIA's interpretat ion. Articles in Time.
the Ne11· York Times and the Washington Star published completely incorrect information o n the case,
never once checking the facts with trial transcripts.
Imani or his attorneys. Ro nald Reagan has echoed the
CIA theory in hi s syndicated talk s how and in s peaking
engagements.

•

Today, lmani sits on death row in the Fountain
Correctional Unit while the state lega l system
considers the case.

He was sentenced to five consecutive life sentences in
1971. His legal counsel conducted no investigation anq
made no defense.
.... ~-
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Thousands of hours of research and energy have been donated by many
~ople in support of lmani. This article reflects those effons combined with
ilur own investigation. For more information write: Committee to Defend
~ohnny 'lmani' Harris and Stop the Death Penalty, P.O. Box 46,
Atlanta. Ga. 30301.
Photo by Chip Bcrlct

The Wrong Time & Place
What the Harris family had not taken into account with
their plans to move was the mettle of the neighborhood and
the tenor of the times. Their home. located in a triangular
section of land bordered by highways on two sides and a culvert on the third. is in the western sectio n of Birmingham.
Physically isolated, many of the area residents were steadfast
racists who simply didn't intend to have a black family destroy their neighborhood. The residents own most of the
30 homes in the two block a rea; some ha ve lived o n the street
for over 50 years; some are related to each other by blood
or marriage.
For some the bond is financial, By virtue of ownership, the
control of the racial mix was absolute. While the rest of Birmingham was struggling with integration during the 1960's,
the enclave protected its interests by buying houses as they
could. In 1970, the Birmingham Pol ice Department (BPD)
had several members residing on the street, several widows
on the street had been married to BPD officers. and one
resident was an FBI agent.

Racial tensions were high in Birmingham. The civil rights
movement had made its mark despite massive resistance and
the FBI's program COl NTELPRO to disrupt political activity. particularly militant black activity, was in high gear. The
Alabama Black Libera tion Front was a target of such
ha rassment. A media campaign against black extremists
exacerbated the problems. Angela Davis, born and raised in
Birmingham, was being sought with a vengence by both the
FBI and the BPD.
Police Commissioner "Bull" Connor. a volatile racist. had
been gone for two years but his legacy. the Birmingham
Police D~partment . remained stable. George Wallace was a
hero for the residents of the area. Alabama Lt. GovernorElect Jere Beasley addressed the national klonvocation of
the United Klans of America at Tuscaloosa to which Governor Wallace sent a spokesperson to represent him because he
couldn't attend.
In this climate. a black, rural Alabama family was
befriended by a realtor who would "help." The realtor knew
that in all white neighborhoods "For Sale" signs were not
posted. The adjacent neighborhood, a,lthough solidly black,
is physically separated by a culvert,alongside Border Street.
From 1969 through 1972 the black neighborhood had
o rga ni1.ed a community patrol fo.; protection from vigilantes. Although many neighborhoods in Birmingham were
changing drastically. this particular all whjte corner of the
city remained stable and prices were still fairly low. For the
realtor, the Harris family was a tool to blockbust the
neighborhood; for the neighbors. the Johnny Harris family
was the enemy.

with a hat on at 3 a.m. and he was whistling." Another neighbor recalled that the family was just not the Kind "you wo-.ld
want to neighbor with. Why.l work with niggcrs down at tlle
store and they're just as nice. But living with them. it's'riot
right." Another neighbor rationali7ed. " If God had wanted
us to mix together. he'd have made us all the same." The

"If God had wanted us to
mix together, he'd have made us ~:
all the Same."
(Neighbor)
preacher of the Hunter Street Baptist Church told us thattbe
church is buying property in Fairview to keep it freJll
"going." Asked why the church is not integrated . he sa iclt.J:te
"members are not spiritually ready." He nostalgically addt;d
tha t "the neighborhood was a prominent neighborhood b~t
then the blacks started to move in." This is the chu rch where
Johnny Harris' neighbors were praying for guidance. ~ ~~s
also widely rumored to be the meeting place of the lo~a l
Ku- Klux Klan.
The BPD had cruisers and scooters patrolling the a rca day
and night. The Harris family a nd frie'nds were co nsta ntly

Getting Rid of Blight
The neighbors emba rked o n a multi-level campaign: they
prayed that God would guide them and that this terrible
blight would disa ppear; they confronted the realtor who
admitted to blockbusting (unknown to the Harris family)
and asked her not to sell the property to the Harris' but, "she
got ugly" a neighbor said and they decided that they
"couldn't work with her;" a nd they organized all the area residents to sign a petition appealing for the Harris' removal.
They watched day a nd night but the fa'mily didn't move.
After a month of praying and petitioning, the campaign
escalated. Garbage bega n to appear on the lawn; verbal
threats were made against the adults as well as the children;
acid was thrown on the Harris family car; Kla n literature
appeared on the seat; Klan robes and hoods were hung
on the car antennas; a nd racial epithets were painted on sides
of garages.
·
The only two white area families who were friends of the
Ha rris· began to be ha rassed al)d physically threatened. In a
signed affidavit o ne friendly neighbor certified that the Klan
"poured white shoe polish and wrote KKK on our car. The
Ku Klux Klan put raw eggs down in our car engine, left a
white hood on our car antenna and put a cross up in our
yard." This family was run out when their rent was raised so
high that they couldn't afford to stay.
Neighbors began a campaign of calling the police but were
told nothing could be done unless they "caught them" doing
something. One neighbor called the police because "that boy
(23-year old Johnny Harris) was walking down the street
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14-----------------------------------------------------------------------harassed and ticketed. Still. the neighbors were in a frenzy;
for all their prayers, surveillance and dirty tricks the family
remained. They hired some local teenagers to pour gasoline
over the Harris' fence and torch the family out but one neighbor prevented the teenagers from carrying out the plan.
In this atmosphere, Johnny Harris was taken into custody. along with his father-in-law, to "help in a neighborhood investigation." They were fingerprinted. photographed, and taken to the line-up. They were never told of
their rights. After the line~up an officer told Johnny Harris
he had been identified. In the police officer's hand was the
photograph they had taken earlier that day- more than
· likely it had been shown to the witness in the line-up rooma practice illegal even in Alabama.
Johnny Harris never went home again.The prayers of the
neighbors were answered. His family moved out in the next
couple of months. The friendly realtor had sold the house for
$11 ,000 to the Harris family; the family next door purchased
it for $23,000 less than a year later.
The few black families who moved into the area shortly
after the Harris' remain. but they are specifically and overtly
unwelcome even today. eight years later.
Johnny Harris was charged and forced to plead guilty to
five capitaroffcnses. four robberies and one rape. Five attorneys were appointed over an eight month period to defend
Harris. His legal defense did not start well. His first c~urt
appointed lawyer. Robert Esdale. was the son of James
Esdale. a former Grand Dragon of Alabama and a member
of the Imperial Kloncilium of the Ku Klux Klan. James
Esdale was also once owner of the local bail bond company.
making it impossible for a black to arrange for bail through
his company. None of the lawyers filed a pre-trial motion
(i.e. bond review, supression of illegally gained evidence,
etc.). very 'basic. almost knee-jerk reaction in a criminal
defense for even the most incompetent lawyer. One lawyer
waived the preliminary hearing, closing a major avenue of
discovery. even after his law clerk who had visited Johnny
Harris in jail wrote "seems like the officers may be out to
get"on the Johnny Harris file. Harris was given five life sentences to be served i.n the Atmore Holman state penitentiary
complex. the contender for the worst prison in the U.S. In
1973, Johnny Harris appealed to the court for a reexamination of the facts. The same judge, who accepted a
plea to five capital offenses with no questions and meted out
the punishment. denied the request without a hearing.

a

Alabama Prison
Conditions in the prison were unbearable. The inmates
organi1.ed a work stoppage which brought the farm to a virtual standstill and forged a bond between the men whic~
they came to call the Inmates for Action (I FA). The administration responded to the work stoppage by beating the troublemakers. putting them in solitary confinement, and j or
dispersing them to other prisons. Whites were pressured to
separate from blacks and abandon the I FA. As the official
pressures mounted and the need for support heightened, the
IFA nourished and continued its educational activity and
research. Discussions were held by shouting from cell to cell;
basic hygiene. reading. writing and research skills were
shared . Politics were discussed and the prisoners talked of
ways to improve their lot. They began to research the eco-

nomics of their prison farm - the labor they engaged in was
no different than that of the slaves who toiled on the same
earth generations before. For 25 cents a week the inmates
work thousands of acres. growing produce which never
appears on their dinner table.

His first court-appointed lawyer,
Robert Esda/e, was the son
of James Esdale, a former Grand
Dragon of Alabama.

/

In a deposition filed in this case, Dr. Thomas, the prison
physician since 1951 , testified that sanitary conditions "are
horrible" at the facility. When questioned about the food fed
to the inmates, the doctor stated that while there was not
much variation, it was "staple." When questioned about the
food for prisoners in segregation he replied, "I might stand
corrected on this, because it used to be bread and water every
other day. I think it's a meal a day, but I would have . .. to be
checked. I think they get one square meal a day."
By April 1974 Judge Douglas Webb, Circuit Court of
Escambia County, Alabama, wrote in a transmittal letter
accompanying a grand jury. report to Governor Wallace,
" We live and attempt to raise our children on the perimeter
of a boiling, seething caldron that can explode at any given
moment into tragedy . .. Our citizens have seen their hospitals overrun in recent months by the end product of state
neglect .. . I am now advised that these hospitals are at this
very moment seeking legal counsel in order to determine
whether or not under existing laws they are legally obligated
to continue to accept for treatment such state victims of
neglect." The judge begged the governor to do something
about conditions.
The neglect and horror of the prison was so notorious that
the city of Atmore petitioned and won the right to remove
the city name from the state prison .facilities. The prison was
renamed Fountain Correctional Unit. As the judge himself
said, admitting he was not a "bleeding heart," the people of
Escambia County were simply stating a "demand for
decency". The mayors of the county and the county commissioners were alarmed enough that they petitioned the state
officials to do something about "the deplorable and outrageous conditions" existing at the Atmore Prison Farm
because they "are detrimental not only to the undersigned
but to 'the majority of prison inmates from throughout the
state." The Alabama Medical Association sent Dr. Julius
Michaels to the prison complex for a report. The doctor
ended his report, " When I walked out of Atmore Prison, I
was depressed. I wanted to wash my clothing and take a
shower. As I got into my automobile, nausea welled up
inside me. I looked back and I cried."
The tensions within the prison reached the boiling point
when guards announced on January 18, 1974, that they had
murdered an IFA member. The inmates seized two guards as
hostages and demanded a visit from four outsiders to view
the conditions under which they lived. The warden
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responded by leading a~ armed charge of the unit; inmates
jumped back into cells and waited for the gunfire to cease.
One inmate and one guard were killed and scores injurea .
Jesse David Jett, a small, white, middle-aged man with graying hair swears in an affidavit, that Chagina (George
Dobbins) the chairman of the IFA was murdered by a prison
official and guard. The prison official went to Chagina.
picked up a knife and "started stabbing Dobbins in the forehead. Then they threw him in the shower so none of us
(inmates) could see him."
After months of investigation by the state, indictments
came down against the inmates. The state's investigation
found no evidence to link lmani to the death of the guard.
One of the prosecutors testified in court that: "It is not our
position that the defendant was actually holding the knife or
anything else. We 'don't contend that this defendant stab&ed
the guard." lmani, however, was tried for the murder of
'the guard.
One prison guard's original statement did not implicate
lmani. The guard later changed his testimony to include
Harris and he explained the discrepancy away because he
was ill for a period after the uprising. A pre-trial defense

trial motions, the defe nse requested the court to appoin1
local counsel to help in the jury selection process. The j udge
obliged and appointed a local lawyer telling him to " Helj:
him strike the jury, but don't help him free that nigger." The
defense filed a Motion to Recuse and went before the sa me
judge fo r a hea ring on January 15, 1975. In his defense the
judge disputed·" using the word nigger" saying. " If I said it at
a ll. I said Negro and I wa-s only joking," and refused to recuse
himself. The Ala bama Court of Crim inal Appeals d id o rder
the judge to recuse himself after the defense briefed several
complicated a nd novel issues of law a nd held a full hearing
on the merit of the judge withd rawing.
The Attorney General spun drama tic "revolutiona ry"
tales of the I FA's pla n to seize the prison. release the inma tes
and liberate prisoners across the country, murdering those
who would stop them along the way. He asked the a ll wh ite jury to convict lmani on circum!>tantial evidence. He
instructed them that ifthcy found lmani was imolved in the
uprisi ng, then he was as guilty of murder as the perpetrator
of the murder. T he jury. responding to the prosecutor's
hysterics. found lmani guilty of murder. even though
testimony showed that the guard died of knife wounds and
lmani never had a kni fe in his hand.

"When I walke_d out of
Atmore Prison . .. I wanted to
wash my clothing and fake
a shower . . . nausea welled up
inside me. /looked back
and I cried. "
(AMA Medical Examiner)
motion quotes this guard a s saying that since the other
inmates involved in the case were not serving life sentences,
and since lmani was, he was just going to use him as an
example because the electric chair is. the only means of keeping order in the institution. Under a Confederate statute, still
on the books in Alabama, a lifer convicted for murder of a
guard is automatically sentenced to death. In court, the
guard denied having made the above statements even though
there was a witness. The state's Attorney General decided to
personally prosecute the case even though he admitted that
there was no evidence. The Attorney General began to
include the Harris case in his speeches, announcing on television that he "intended to get the death penalty." In an
attempt to thwart any defense investigation the Attorney
General also instructed the warden to refuse to allow access
to the prison or the prisoner to anyone but the attorney of
record. The court ordered the warden to allow access to
members of the defense team.
lmani faced jncredible odds in defending his life in the
Alabama court system. It would be virtually impossible to
find a jury who •could make a judgment of not guilty when
,· ;, ',.1~ prison- was such an issue in the. locale. The jury and
· · proseclltor would not be the only obstacles to the defense
effort. On December 18, 1974, during an argument on pre-

.
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lmani
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lmani was scheduled to die by electrocution on March 10,
1978. Some 59 hours before the electrocution was to take
pJace, a 60-day stay was granted. Subsequently the Alabama
S'upreme Court refused to set a new date for execution while
court matters are still pending.

His interview notes with one of the alleged robbery victims
was exactly the same as a Birmingham News article.
He admitted that possibly those notes came from the article,
not from any actual interview. No one interviewed the
rape victim.

Ready, Your Honor

His file, as lead counset was
seven pages long and contained
the original indictments
(three pages) and a jour page
jury list.
• April 1978 brought lmani the first possible opportunity to
view the police and prosecution records detailing the original cases against him. The original trial judge, who refused
to recuse himself from the case, had denied lmani access to
those records. He did, however, allow him access to his
court-appointed attorney's skimpy records. lmani's curr~nt
attorneys also had the chance to examine the appointed
attorneys under oath. Testimony showed that although
there were two attorneys appointed to handle the five specific charges, they took it upon themselves to consolidate the
de.fense without discussing it with their client; the "team"
spent a total of five hours together on five capital offenses.
One testified that he and Harris took an immediate dislike to
each other but he "didn't take no crap" from his client.
Although he was the lead tactician, he never went to the jail
to visit his client. His file, as lead counsel, was seven pages
long and contained the original indictments (three pages)
and a four page jury list.
The other defense attorney did interview a couple of people who would testify to Harris' whereabouts. His analysis
was, however, that Johnny had "five alibis" although he
admitted on the stand that the only discrepancies in the witness' stories were the exact time that Johnny arrived home,
not any confusion about where or with whom he had been.

j

On Fixing a Jury

One of the arresting officers on the case was Tom
. Cook, now a private investigator in Birmingham. A
(ecently released FBI document from April 24, 1961,
+lmost 10 years before Johnny Harris was arrested,
otes Cook as saying he could frame a reported .
Bl informant in the local KKK: "this person would
prosecuteG and a jury could be fixed to have that
if"dividual sent to the penitentiary. (He stated) that a
charge could very easily be made against any
lerson . .." Another FBI document shows the
~irmingham Police Department giving the Klan 15
Tinutes to beat up Freedom Riders when they
itopped in Birmingham. The Birmingham Police
Department was across the street hiding in a parking
l9t while the Klan did its dirty work and then came
across the street to "assist" the civil rights workers.
1

~
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Both attorneys testified on the day of the trial that they
were " ready to try all five cases" and that they had a "rough
game plan" which neither could recall. There were no notes
on trial strategy nor any indication that they intended to put
their client on the stand. They had not subpoenaed one witness to the trial nor had they had any discussion with their
client about the case. One·attorney did visit Johnny Harris in
jail 15 days earlier but no trial preparation was done.
Johnny Harris testified that he was determined to go to
trial and to take the stand in his own defense because he "was
innocent of the charges" and felt that his testimony was
important. The defense started to pick a jury and then,
according to Har(is, his attorney said "he didn't see how he
was going to win the case when the court was going to take
the white woman's word over mine because I was black and
he didn't have any intention of bucking the system." His

Johfllly Harris was forced to
plead guilty to jive capital
offenses, jour robberies and
one rape.
advice was to "take the DA 's offer because if I didn't I would
otherwise get the chair. " Harris persisted, and the jury was
sworn in. The court transcript from 1971 shows a pause in
the proceedings so that the defense could confer. At that
point Harris learned that his attorneys never intended to go
to trial. They had no witnesses subpoenaed. Their best
advice was to plead to avoid the chair. Harris changed his
plea but not "because I wasn't innocent, I changed my plea
because I had no choice."
Had those att.orneys done an investigation they would
have found ample evidence for a solid defense. The neighbors wanted the family out. The police had embarked on a
documentable program of harassment of the Harris family
and their friends. There are serious questions about whether
any rape actually occurred. The medical report on the
alleged victim shows that the examining doctor had questions about whether there had been a rape. The alleged rape
victim had friends who lived on the street and were part of
t~e organized efforts to remove the Harris family. She had
two brothers-in-law in the Birmingham Police Department,
one of whom was recently considered for chief of police, the
other of whom is now and was then part of the squad which
had harassed the Harris family. The alltged assailant's description did not fit Johnny- she described her assailant to
be in his early 30's weighing 175- 180 pounds with a mustache.
' Johnny was 22 years old, clean shaven and 150-155 pounds.

I·
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The alleged victim's boyfriend disappeared just prior to her
alleged abduction and his name has not yet surfaced even
though he would be a critical witness for both sides. Eight
people were ready to testify that Johnny had been with them
that night. Two disagreed about what specific time he
returned home (they were trying to remember eight months
later) but they were all in agreement about what he had been
doing and with whom and the exact locations.
According to the press accounts in 1970, the following
facts surround the case: On August 8. 1970, a white female.
aged 17. stopped at a gas station where her boyfriend used
the bathroom. While she waited. the gas station was robbed,
and the robber jumped into her car and held her at gun point,
took , her to a parking lot, raped her and took her money.
The boyfriend. returning from the bathroom. discovered
that his girlfriend had been kidnapped and the attendant
had been robbed.
Our investigation has det~rmined that the attendant was a
close friend of the teenage gang who had days before talked
of burning the family out and was a twice-convicted felon.
The station where the robbery took place was one block
from the Harris home. He was charged wit!t two robberies of
the same gas station- one of which had happened two weeks
earlier but hadn't been reported.
In March 1978. an article appeared in the Birmingham
p,apers about an electronic trace~ which allegedly led the
police to Johnny Harris. The article claimed that the police
had monitored the alleged rape victim's phone when the
rapist called to demand $1500 for the return of her purse. The
police traced the call to Banjo's Grocerette one block from
the Harris residence. The article claimed that the grocer
identified the caller as Johnny Harris. The newspaper reporter alleged the trace proved conclu'sively that Johnny Harris
had placed a call to the victim. A phone company official
denied that the trace could physically have been done. The
corner grocery store owner from where the call was allegedly
placed never heard such a story-yet he is the person who,
according to the reporter. identified Johnny Harris. When
asked if he recognized the! name, he told me that they "all
give different names every time." When asked if he remembered Johnny Harris, the grocer replied:"Why, honey. I
can't tell the difference, all them niggers look alike." When

"Why, honey, I can't tell
the difference, all them niggers
/00k a/ike. "
(Grocer)
asked if he remembered the dramatic occasion when the Birmingham Police Department traced a call to his phone it
meant nothing to him: Johnny Harris'attorneys were denied
access to those records referred to in the article by the trial
judge because they were not relevant to the issue of whether
or not Johnny Harris had competent attorneys- although.
for the original trial attorneys not to have investigated
or even discovered the trace is a travesty, not just
simple incompetence.
There is currently a team of attorneys and le.gal workers

from Kentucky, Georgia and Alabama who have spent the
last five years defending lmani and other victims ofth<!judicial system. They are involved in trying to secure a new trial :
in Birmingham on the original five cases and in Bay M ineue·,
Alabama. on the prison uprising. The Birmingham cases ,
were reviewed by the judiciary on the competency of counsel .
issue and are currently pending review by the Alabama
Supreme Court. If they continue to affirm the decision th~Jf.
the attorneys provided a competent defense to I mani. the··
case will be appealed to federal court.
)-::
In the prison uprising case. several new development~
have recently occurred. The white inmate. Jesse David Jet}~\
has come forward and signed an affidavit stating that lmani.
is innocent of the prison guard's murder. Jett did not comA\
forward before because he was threatened by the same pri_...
son official who killed the inmate. As a result of the ne"'\..
information the Alabama Attorney General, Charles Grad...ick, has agreed to reopen the investigation of the incident.
Representative John Conyers of the U.S. House Judiciary
Committee is asking the Justice Department to conduct it!!;.,
own investigation. The American Civil Liberties Union has:.•
also called for an investigation.
•
· -: ,
· When a visitor meets lmani at Fountain Correctional",
Unit, they meet in a room that overlooks the electric chair i~" .
which he is sentenced to die. Conditions remain the same as• #
they were before the 1974 uprising. Yet lmani remains strong• -:
and retains his dreams of freedom.
. w~

,--'------------------------'!•')
Mayor's Files Released
Documents discovered in an abandoned fire station in 1978 detail massive Birmingham surveillance of civil rights activists. A Public Eye
investigator read the papers in the Birmingham
Public Library. The library archivists permitted
only lim'ited access to the files of the mayor at the
time, Alfred Boutwell, during the early months of the
discovery beca4se they were afraid that until they
secured the files, there were those in Birmingham
who would not wish to see the information released.
The files show physical, photo and electronic
surveillance, informants and undercover agents as
well as friendly press contacts. The Birmingham
News lead-in to the announcement of the discovery
said: "Birmingham was a city where anything from a
chance remark in a barber shop to a telephone ·
conversation of the United States Vice-President
might end up in a memo on a city hall desk."
In 1967, _a memo written by the county sheriff's
office detailed an intelligence operation in Nashville
that was to be used as a model. The intelligence
unit used sophisticated cameras capable of night,
long distance, and document photography-"highly
sophisticated electronic surveillance equipment"and it "kept its files secret so they wouldn't have to
be surrendered to a court subpoena." These are
tactics developed and adhered to by the Law
Enforcement Intelligence Unit (See Public Eye,
Vol. 1, No. 2). Mel Bailey, sheriff, adm itted that there
V(as a special intelligence unit set up that "Kept files
on people who were active on ·both sides of the civil
r[ghts movement."
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World Anti-COnununlst

league

\

\
Edited by Chartes Goldman
In fifteen years' time, people will start
talking about us again, and in twenty
years Nazism will once more be a force to
be reckoned with."
Alfred Rosenberg, Nazi ideologue
on the scaffold, Nuremberg, 1946
Federal Republic of Germany
Thirty years after 55 nations across six continents
engaged in the world's greatest single confrontation we
are still being plagued by the shadow of Hitler, M~,Jsso
lini, and their devoted followers. The warriors .of the
prophesied Fourth Reich since the end of World War II have
continued to shed blood and spread terror from Santiago _
to Rome via Buenos Aires, Madrid, Paris, and countless
other cities which had previously succumbed to the
infernal sound of Hitlerian marching boots.
This continuous reign of terror has been financed in
large part by $500 million smuggled out of Germany just
shortly before the end of the war to be used for postdefeat reorganization of the Nazi movement.
These funds were used by former German Nazi officials and their ardent disciples to launch neo-Nazi and
racialist movements throughout the industrial and developing world.
Angelo De Boca identifies these forces ..in certain
sectors of the economic and political right-wing, among
the military and bureaucratic castes and in Catholic
Integralism." They have in the last two decades increasingly found their expression of ideals in one single
organization- the secretive World Anti-Communist League
(WACL).
Since its formation in 1966, WACL has evolved from a
behind-the-scenes cold war lobby specializing in psychological warfare into the foremost neo-fascist umbrella organization in today's world with an increasing
share of responsibility for international terrorism.
For instance, the December 1973 bombing of Rome
airport by the Paladin group mercenary army which
killed 32 people was coordinated from offices the mercenaries shared with the W ACL, the CIA.' and a division
of Spanish intelligence.2
'
This article was adopted from Undu Dal'kkl' (Undl'r Covu}, an anth'otogy
edited by Erik Jensen and Petter Sommerfelt, published by Demos
(Copenhaggen, 1978). The article was translated by E.C. Reed.

Yet, WACL's profile remains low, which is a feat in
itself considering the roles it has played in the arms
bazaar and in such cold war areas as Viet Nam. Latin
America and Africa.
.
WACL is a staunch upholder of Christian conservatism. anti-Semitism, racialism and the corporate organization of the State so dear to Mussolini, Peron, and
Franco. It has forged a fragile yet frightening alliance
between businessmen, religious fundamentalists, military
officers, conservative politicians, government leaders, and
diehard "nostaligics" from over 70 nations.
Supporters of WACL 's ideals are considerable in
number. They attract the sympathy of many sectors of
public opinion- eSpecially among the middle classes.
They have organized themselves into international associations, refugee organizations and mutual aid groups
for war veterans. Their incitements to violence are
echoed by the disgruntled youths of the post war
world. Their calls for the construction of a New Order
modelled after those of Petain, Salazar, Peron, Mussolini and Franco are taken up by minorhy political groups.

WA CL has evolved from a behindthe-scenes war lobby to the foremost
neo-fascist umbrella organization in
today's world.
The II th WACL conference, held in Washington, D.C.
in May, 1978. confirmed the essence of this new mission. Co-financed by Taiwan, South Korea, Saudi
Arabia, and Venezuela, the League emerged as an
increasingly unified neo-fascist umbrella group stretching its tentacles across several continents. Delegates
represented nationalist, anti-Semitic, anti-communist,
and arch-conservative Catholic parties and cells from
over 70 nations. The U.S. delegation consisted of Rep.
Jake Garn (R.-Utah), Senator Strom Thurmond (R.-S.C.)
and the conference host and sponsor, Robert Anderson,
a D.C.-based anti-Semitic anthropologist, who is currently the director of the Council on American Affairs.
The highlight of this event was the chartering into
WACL of Giorgio Almirante's Movimento Social Italiano
(MSI), Italy's leading neo-fascist formation .
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Post War Routes
On July 2. 1945. Orvis A . Schmidt. Director of Foreign
Funds Control. Treasury Dept. told a U .S. Senate Committee on Military Affairs that :
''The extensive plans for an underground movement can
only be successful if the Germans can utili1e the
reserves already accu mulated a broad and presently
being added to by various devices.
If these resources arc left uncontrolled. we can expect
the re-em.:rgence of a pow.:rful Germany agai n seeking
world domination.··
As World War II came to a close. a secret meeting was
held to discuss the post-defeat reorga ni7ation of the
Nazi movement. On August 10. 1944. representatives of
German industry a nd functionaries of the German Foreign Office and Ministry of Munitions suggested that
$500 million be deposited in ''secret numbered or rubric
accounts, trusts. loans. holding companies. and bearer
shares. b'y dummy persons and companies claiming
neutral nationality" in Swit7erland. Lichtenstein. Austria. Portugal. Spain. Argentina. and the S.outhcrn Cone
nations. which had remained neutral during World War
II. The crucial Strasbourg. France meeting pl otted controlling interests in 214 companies in Switzerland; 158
in Portugal; 112 in Spain; 98 in Argentina and .35 in
Turkey.-• The structure needed to administer these vast
clandestine funds emerged shortly thereafter.
Toward the end o f the war. former SS commando
leader Col. Otto Skor1.eny. and former Luftwaffe ace
pilot. H ans Ulrich ·Rudel. created. in a st roke of organi7.ational genius. the Organi:aricm 1'/l('ma/igl'n SSAngehorigen (ODESSA) the Na7i evacuatio n route to
freedom o r the B-B line (Bremen to Bari). The rou te
extended for 2500 . kilemet,;:rs and was ·s"iaffea by"L50
permanent age nts. Some were sta ti oned throughout
Argentina and Spain. as well as in many cities in the
Middle East. In exchange for a fcc ranging from f 175 to
£500. fugitives were equipped w ith new identities. false
documents. and appropriate travel passes.
In the case of Argentina alone. the government of that
country helped delive r 7000 false identity cards from
1945 to Peron's fall in 1955. for use by Na7i and fascist
escapees from all corners of Europe.
In mid-1946. the Allied powers occ upyi ng Germany
realized that. by purging milli ons of suspected National
Socialists from the establishment. and interning tens of
thousands of others. they were in effect reconstituting
the Nazi party. NSDAP. thro ugh the creation of a class of
millions of ex-Nazis. The dena7ifica tion progra m becam e
the logical answer 10 the problem. in the eyes of the
occupation forces.
Shortly thereafter. although the SS had been bra nded
as a "criminal organi7.ation" at Nuremberg. ex-SS se rvicemen went forward and founded the H lAG . upo n
whom official status was rapidly conferred by the West
German government. Its mission was to loca te former
SS members for relief assistance. Acting as a "mu tual
aid society," the HIAG was able to penetrate all sectors
of the West German civil service and effectively hamper
any reprisa ls against alleged Nazis. After being accepted

American-Affiliated Individuals
The following individuals are affiliated wit~WACL in
the United States. These names are taken from, among
other sources, a partial list of participants at the WACL
Fifth General Assembly and reports from the sixth and
seventh assemblies. An asterisk (") is used to denote a
WACL general assembly participant.
lev Dobrlansky-Professor; lieutenant colonel in the
reserve; co-founder of the WACCFL and WACL; member
of the American Security Council.
Robert Dornan-Congressman from California;
participant at the March 1977 3rd Congress of the Latin
American Anti-Communist Confederation (CAL) in
Paraguay, which was characterized by outrage with
President Carter's "demagogic 'use of human rights," and
where a decision was made to seek economic aid from
other nations for the struggle against communism in
Latin America.
Jesse Helms-Republican senator from North Carolina;
delivered one of the most rabid speeches at the key 1975
WACL general assembly in Brazil.
Raymond de Jaegher*-Priest; member of the American
Chilean Council (the pro-junta lobby) and Free Pacific
Association.
Walter Judd*-Former congressman : member of the
China Lobby and American Chilean Council.
Marvin llebman-Well known rightwing propagandist
and head of Madison Avenue Public Relations office; key
figure in U.S. anti-communist activism; co-founder of
WACL and American Ch ilean Council; member of just
about every far right grouping in the United States.
Stefan T. Possony*-Professor; member of the
American Chilean Council; associated with the American
Security Council and the U.S. Labor Party's Fusion
Energy Foundation.
David N. Rowe*-Professor; member of the China Lobby
and American Chilean Council.
Phyllis Schlafly*-Editor of the Phyllis
P.O. Box 618, Alton, Illinois, 62002.

ScFii;Jtiy Report;

Strom Thurmond-Important Republican senator from
South Carolina; closely connected to Marvin Liebman;
member of the American Security Council; key figure in
Tongsun Park/ Koreagate scandal (was Park's Senate
contact) ; visited in 1975 by Italian fascist kingpin Georgio
Almirante and Aginter Press (terrorist combine) member
Jean Denis Ia Rangeard.
Young Americans for Freedom-AFABN; co-founder of
the American Chilean Council.
Among the many influential Americans connected with
the WACL are General Thomas A . Lane, Nebraska
Senator Carl Curtis (1964 Goldwater campaign leader),
Spruille Braden of the John Birch Society and American
Security Council, Congressman Daniel J. Flood and
publisher/columnist William Buckley. It is also _wOfthy of
mention that Cuban exile terror group Atplla66 is
directly connected to the WACL.
American magazines that propagandize on behalf on
the WACL include: the National Review, Human Events,
the Moon movement's Rising Tide, the Phyllis Schlafly
Report, the Herald of Freedom, American Mercury, and
the John Birch Society's American Opinion.
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as an organization of "public utility" in 1956, it
proceeded to officially propagandiz.e Nazi and antidemocratic ideas througheut West Germany. Today. the
HIAG has an estimated 2 million members in West Germany alone.
In 1950. the HIAG grew into the first neo-Nazi international association. Its "external organization" was
assembled by Skorzeny and Rudel. To reach their
brethren was no difficult task. The number of foreigners
enlisted in the SS divisions disbanded at the fall of
the Reich was considerable: 6.000 Danes. 10.000 Norwegians, 75,000 Dutchmen, 25,000 Flemings. 15.000 Walloons, 22,000 Frenchmen. There was also a Croatian
division (Kama), a Muslim one (Handschar) and one from
Albania (Skandenberg). HIAG's main centers of activity
were established in Spain, Sweden. Switzerland, Egypt,
and Argentina. The external arm's headquarters were
set up in Madrid- a thriving center of National Socialist
activity.

Nazi Fascist Internationals
Since the end of World War II, dozens of international
sects have flourished world-wide, claiming to be the heirs
to Hitler's Third Reich. With headquarters in Europe and
in the Americas, their operational networks are tightly
organized inside the Middle East and the African
continent. They advocate direct action, they fight
mercenary wars and engage in counterinsurgency
drives wherever these may occur, in order to uphold
the threatened values of the Christian, white,
anti-Communist West.
European Soc:lal Movement
(Europaische Sozial Bewegung-ESB)
Founded in May 1951 at Malmo, Sweden, by Per
Engdahl, the MSI, Sir Oswald Mosley, Maurice Bardeche,
and other ex-Nazis.
New European Order
(Neue Europaische Ordnung- NEO)
Founded in Sept. 1951 at Zurich, Switzerland, as a
dissident factional split from the ESB.
European Liaison Center of National 'Forces
(Europaishe Verbindungsstelle-EVS)
Founded in Paris, France by the NEO as a coordinating
arm of nee-fascist strategy throughout Europe.
Social Organic Order Movement of Europe (SORBE)
Founded in Graz, Austria, by Theodor Soucek.
Jeune Europe
(Young Europe,
formerly Movement d'Action Civique-MAC)
Founded by Maurice Thiriart, a Belgian Fascist, in 196061 . Chapters in Belgium, Spain, Austria, West Germany,
Italy, Great Britain, Holland, South Africa, Brazil,
Columbia, Portugal, Canada, Argentina, Uruguay,
Sweden, Denmark, Switzerland, Ecuador. Also linked to
the Iron Guard of the Rumanians in exile (Europa Tanara

The coordinated effo rts of HIAG. its "external organization." and ODESSA. produced the lifeline for the
fallen Third Reich. From latin America to Egypt. scores
of National Socialists resumed normal lives under
assumed identities. Their target became the fragile
fabri£ of the postwar world, weakened by an ideological
rift between East and West. The U. S. and the U.S.S.R ..
two superpowers both feared and emulated by their
respective allies and satellites. were concentrating the
brunt of their foreign policy on Europe which had. once
again. been transformed into a battlefield.
East European anti-communist refugees flocked by the
thousands in a diaspora across Western Europe, into the
United States. and throug h the Southern Cone. Soon
"cultural" and "humanitarian" organizations for Croats.
Serbs. Hungarians. and Rumanians emerged. structuring themselves int ~ a loose International. seeking
revenge for the loss of their motherlands to the Communist bloc. Deeply motivated by Christian integralist prin-

in West Germany) as well as to Bulgarian, Slovak, and
Ukrainian refugees in the U.S. and South America.
None of these organizations, except for Jeune Europe,
have survived the Algerian independence, formally
decreeed in 1962.

Another Nazi
In German opposition circles these days people are
asking whether it V'Ouldn't be simpler to choose a
president by limiting the nominees to those with a Nazi
past. The reason is it now appears almost' definite that
President Walter Scheel 's successor will be another man
with those kinds of credentials.
The candidate of the CDU/CSU rightist coalition,
wh ich commands a majority_of the 1038 members of the
West German parliament and local officeholders who will
do the voting, will be current parl iament chairman Karl
Carstens, who joined the Nazi party in 1940. Recently
Carstens was subpoenaed in connection with the
reopening of the Guillaume spy case which brought
down Willy Brandt a few years ago. It's suspected that
Carstens gave false testimony to the parliamentary
commission which first investigated the scandal.
Wh,en German eyeQrows were raised by revelation_s of
Carstens' WWII Nazi party membership, it came out that
current president Scheel had joined in 1942. He was
allegedly forced to join Hitler Youth in 1937, and
more or less automatically became a party member
five years later.
In 1937 Carstens appl ied for Nazi membership,
ostensibly to promote his law career, but he remained on
the waiting list for three years . That he was a true Nazi
was clear from the presence of the party gold pin on the
lapel of his army officer uniform. Such zeal was rare,
even then . Carstens was officially "denazified" in 1948.
Before Scheel there was Heinrich Lubke, who was
president from 1959 to 1969. He was not an official
member of the Nazi party. On the other hand, during the
war he led a testing program for the V-2 rocket bomb
which was carried out by forced slave labor.
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ciples and conservative at heart. such groups have
flourished in proportions grea t enough to create significan t anti-communist agitation through out the "free
world."
Under the cloak of the Cold War and the instabilit y of
post-war libaal conservative governments. they have
established netwo rk s of training camps from the Appennine mountains in central Italy to the highlands of
Scotland . The di ctatoria l systems of Spain. Portugal. and
Greece pro vid ed them excellen t hide-out capabilities
following their terro ristic endeavours. ifhc ex iste nce o f
hundreds of such groups across Europe has laid the
groundwork for a vast s tat e within a state. staffed by the
mercenaries of the Fourth Reich and the dep osed leaders of the new Germany.
Over the last t\VO decades. the global extension of the
East-West confrontation donned the mask of regional
military conflicts opposing. on one side. revolutionary
guerrilla armies. and on the other. cou nte ri nsurgent~
trained and equi pped by the U.S. intelligence co mmunity and military establishment. and financed by local
business lob hies ( Katanga. 1961: Indochina. 1960\).

The APACL Backbone
The Asian Peoples' Anti-Communist League (APACL)
is the organizational backbone of WACL and remai ns to
this day a powerful force in most non-comm unist Asian

Police identified Chung Wing Fong
as the key to a narcotics deal after
nabbing couriers with nearly 300 pounds
of heroin~
countries. Founded in 1954 to mobilize a political front
against the two communist giants. The People's Republic of China in particular. it emerged from and remained
in the hands of Chiang Kai-Shek's Kuomintang party
(KMT). The KMT furnished the APACL its president. Ku
Cheng Kang, and vice preside nt. Fang Chih- leaders. as
well. of the Free China Relief Agency from which several
APACL activities originated.4
In the late 1950's APACL was implicated in the first of
a series of onerous affairs. San Francisco police identi- _
fied Chung Wing Fong, a leader of the Chinese AntiCommunist League (the Chinese-American subsidiary
of the APACL). as the key to a narcotics deal after nabbing couriers with nearly 300 pounds of pure heroin.
Strings were soon pulled and Chung, a high-standing
Korean intelligence agent with C IA connections. slipped
off to Taiwan.s
A primary source of funds to Taiwan and all APACL
members was the smuggling of opium from the "Golden

Georgio Almirante. secretary of the neo-fascist MSI-DN Italian Party, addresse~ a closing rally of his party in the Piazza Del Popalo in Rome.
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A coalition of former intelligence agents. industrialists and politicians of the far right. the American Security Council was formed in 1955 on the initiative of
From its incepti(!n the WA CCFL
former
FBI G-men. 7 It was to play sister to the West Gerwas to be modelled after the
man Volkshund fur Frieden und Freiheit. in whose mold
Anti-comintern of Hitler and Goebbels.
it conducted security checks on applicants for employment in private firms. Its more than one million files
on allegedly dangerous persons was derived from the antiTriangle" junction of Burma, Laos and Thailand. AvailSemitic archives assembled by Harry A. Jung's Ameriable evidence indicates that Ku Cheng Kang and Fang
can Vigilante Intelligence Federation. which worked
Chih themselves organized the Triangle's opium smugclosely in the 1930's with the Goebbels Anti-comintern."
gling KMT forces, conducted negotiations with opium
. Regarded as the Ukrainians' number one U.S. spokescultivating Meo tribesmen and Laotian generals, andman. 'Lev Dobriansky is a professor at Washington's
with CIA assistance- arranged the opium airlift via Civil
Georgetown University. He taught at the U.S. Army's
Ail' Transport, a 50-50 Taiwan- CIA proprietary. The
National War College during World War II. In 1958 he
enormous funds were invested in influence, above all in
was made a Lt. Colonel in the reserve's special departthe U.S. where a secret APACL contact group forming
ment for Military Government Civil Affairs. a quasi{he heart of the China lobby was chaired by New Jersey
junta ever alert to the outbreak of war.9 predating Se1•en
governor and Navy Secretary Charles Edison of the
Days in May. Dobriansky wields unusual influence in
World Anti-Communist Congress for Freedom and Libintelligence circles, while belonging to rightwing groups
eration (WACCFL) steering committee.
like the American Security Council and s itting on the
In March 1958. as the Cold War appeared to cool off.
board of directors of Young Americans for Freedom (Y AF).
representatives of the most fanatically anti-red groupA leading figure of American Friends of the Anti-Bolschevik
ings met in Mexico City to plan the semi-clandestine
Bloc of Nations (AF-ABN). he authored Congress's
WACCFL to stoke the fires of confrontation. A dozen
"Captive Nations Week Resolution. "
countries and a string of organizations were repreMarvin Liebman may well be the most important
sen ted ino:'~ding APACL members. Elected to its steering
American elected to the W ACCFL steering committee,
committe:: ·Here:
to the extent that he's the key to the outer fringe of the
Dr. K~ Cheng Kang .... ._.. .... . ..... .. . .. .. .. . .... Taiwan
U.S. right. All threads lead to his Madison Avenue public
· · Dr. L. George Paik .... ... ....... . ... . . . .. . .... s. Korea
relations office where pressure lobbies generate spon.. Dr..Nguyen Huu Thong ...... ... ... . ..... . . . s. Viet Nam
taneously each time the country is in "danger". Closely
Admiral Carlos Penna Boue .. ... ... . .... . . .. . . . ... Brazil
tied to the China lobby, he's also a standard-bearer of
Jorge Prieto Laurens ........ . . . .... . ..... . ..... . Mexico
the Chile-Rhodesia-South Korea-Panama Canal lobby
Salvador Diaz Verson .......... .. .. . .. .. . Cuba (secretary)
on Jimmy Carter's back.w and a confederate of CongresSergio Fer~ande7 Larrain : · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Chile
sional rightists like Strom Thurmond, Jesse Helms and
Chari~ ~tSon. Lev Dobr.•ansky,
Carl Curtis.
Marvtn Ltebman &. Francts J. McNamara
··
. ... .. .. . . ... .. .. . ..... . . ... .... . .. : . Unit~..S.llUCS--~mo.ng-tho .organizatt? tis · of which Liebman is a
Fritz Cramer . .. .. . . . ..... .. . . . ... .. . . ... .. . w. Germany
member. and tn many mstances co-founder. are the
. _ ~ :_9~o..r&U2allas-- ........... .. ....... .... Great Britain
American Security Council, Committee of One Million to
Yaroslav Stet7ko (alias Vasili Donkiv &. Sernon Karbowilsh)
Aid Katanga Freedom Fighters (which dates to when the
& General Ferenc Farkas Kisbarnakt
Kaiangans were on the "right" side), Young Americans
... .. .. ... . .. . . Anti-Bolschevik Bloc of Nations(ABN)
Additional places were reserved for Africa and the Middle
East.

• Marvin Liebman was elected general secretary and
Frllncis J . McNamara vice general secretary. Alfred
Gitlen (W. Germany). Ernesto de Ia Fe (Cuba) and
Inamullah Khan (Pakistan) were elected regional secretaries for, res~ectively, Europe, Latin America and Asia.~>
L et •s ta ke a c 1oser 1ook at t hese men and the enorJT.IOUS concentrations of political and economic power
t~ey represented. remembering that the majority remain in
~ WACL hard core.

Dr. lev Dobriansky

Or. Lev E. Oobrian!>ky. Chairman of the Na-
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terns. Georgetown University , Washington.
D.C., will be moderator of the panel on "The
Human Coat of Communism", to be held April
9. at2 p.m.
Well known among ethnic groups in North
' America. or. Oobriansky is a Member or the
Executive Comm,ittee of the American Council
for world Freedom.
'
Along with his duties at Georgetown he has also served_on the faculty of
the
the National War Co~~t. .nas.been.a.Gonsuttanno-many Congressional
- One of the big four groupings in the WACCF-.1.-ltteerint--~~ni·~~.~~on the Editorial Board of the Ukrainian Ouanerly,
advisor to the American Security Council, advisor, Young Americans lor
committee came from the American far right. As menFreedom. President. Ukrainian Congressional Commiuee of America,
tioned earlier, former Navy Secretary Charles Edison
Consultant to the Department of State, Founding Member ot the
Committee to Unite America.
headed the APACL's secret U.S. connection and was
Besides testifying before Congres sional commiuees Or. Oobriansky
part of the China lobby's hard core. He was also a
has lectured at many universities, the Naval War College, and the
member of the John Birch Society and American SecurNational War College. He is an author and world traveler.
ity Council, the latter one of the most powerful W ACL
links to the U.S.
Photo: WACL
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for Freedo m, America n Afro-Asian Educational Exchange.
American Jewish League Aga inst Communism. Emergency
Committee for Chinese Refugees. Committee fo r the
Monroe Doctrine. Christia n Anti-Communism Crusade.
and the Alexis d e Tocqueville Society. 11 In 1975 Lie bma n
established the American Chilean Council. fo ur of whose
founding members were from the eight-perso n U.S. delegation to the official WA CL charter meeting in Seoul in 1966.

The Man in the White Porsche
Fritz Cramer was the only West German elected to the
WACCFL steering committee. Another. Alfred Gielen.
became its European regional secretary. Bui this is
hardly a complete picture of the influence of the Ge rman
right. In fact . from its ince ption the WACCFL was to
be modelled after the Anti-comintern of Hitler and
Goebbels.
Cramer's role in Mexico was as a straw man for
Eberhard Taubert. the Anti-comintern's mastermind . As
head of the propaga nda m in ist ry's notorio us 2nd Division. Taubert's responsibilities during World War II
included the campaign against the J ews.11 After the war
he found refuge in Iran a nd South Africa . In 1950 he
returned to West Germany to resume his fo rmer vocation, starting a rightwing extremist vigi lante organizat ion. Volksbund fur Frieden und Freiheit. Its leader
would be Cramer. then secretary genera l of the Com m ittee for Informa tion and Social Activity (CISA). 11 Bot h
organizations maintained lengthy files on German leftists during the 1950's. Bo th Taubert a nd Cramer were
close friends of Gerhard Frey. editor of the neo-Na7i
Deutsche National Zeitung und So/daten Zeitung which
emerged as the Europea n orga n in the campaign to
create the second Anti-comintern.
In the late 1930's and through World War II Alfred
Gielen worked d irect ly under Taubert in Propaga nd a
Ministry Division II. In 1937 Gicle n wrote Das Rothuch
uher Spanien ( Redbook on Spain). which was published
by the Nei belungen Verlag whose political edito r was
Taubert. Like Cramer, Gielen was a CISA bigwig in the
1950's.
'

Taubert appea rs to have been the most effect ive a7i
infiltrator in Europe from 1950 until hi s death in 19[(1.
As the "man in the white . Porsche ... he maneuvered
his way to become psychological warfare advisor--to
rightist leader Franz Josef Strauss. and eo-organi?Cd ,tile
nco-Nazi paramilitary unit . Kampfbund Deutscher
Solda ten. 1 ~
But Taubert was not a lone. He enjoyed the clo~t
~ss istance on the international leve l of his old co llcagyc
from Pro paga nda Minist ry Di vis io n I. Dr . .Joha nnes v'.o t\
Leers. as well as the latter's assistant. Dr. Gerhard H·a r~
mut von Schubert. and war hero a nd terror ~pcciaii.~,'t:
Co lonel Otto Skorzeny. Von Leers was a major ideolo~s~
of postwa r Na1is m . a nd the archit ect of Egypt's aqi~
Israel ca mpaigns. In the la te 1960's and ca rlv 1970:5.
when Skot7c ny and von Schubert were in Spa(n as~e;l).:'
bling the Paladin group (their secret <Hlli-communi,t t~s:.:
ror army) many German member~ \\ere recruited fn~tp
Ta ubert's paramilitary unit.' '
.., . ~

Otto Skorzeny-Terror Specialist
Skoueny. who in 194.1 freed Mu~~olini from m.t.«i~
nous capt ors and later. (thank~ to the intervention •of.
Brit ish Colonel Yeo-Thomas) wa~ acquitted of war cri t'I-11..'S
including the shooti ng o f JOO American prisoners: \On.
Leers. who in the later years published post\\ar ~a7i sm'~
main mouthpiece. Der Weg (The Way). fro m Argen t ina: ami
von Schubert (who in 1971 placed a want ad. on behalf of his
Pa ladin group in t he International Herald Trihune. foe a
pilot, capta in. navigator, explosives and camouflage experts, a nd specialists in Vietnamese and Chinese) all found
thei r way to Egypt in the 1950's.\\ here they ad\ i~cd "'a\\Cr
on such matters as Jews. propaganda and the ~truggle
against Israel. Their other home-a \\ay-from-home. Argentina. was closed off to them in 1955 "hen their hmt Juan
Peron wa s exiled to Madrid. However. rrancisco Franco
had always been eq ually hospi table to fascist dictators and
their henchmen. and the Spanish capital wa~ ~oon headqua rt ers of the Paladin group mercena ry army. Paladin
actions. like the December 1"97.1 bomhing of Rom e airport
which claimed .12 li ves. were coordinated from Skoueny's

Senator Jesse Helms

Fred Schlally -

Sen Helm s os the forst Republican to serve as
Senator from North Carolina in the 20t h Cen·
tury

Fred Schlafly was elected Prestoent of the
American Council for World Freedom at the organization's annual board meeting held tn
Washington , D.C. March 1 and 2. t974. He os a
graduate of Georgetown Unoversity and Harvard Law School. He served wot h the U .S. Navy
durin9 World War II. He was a member of the
Amerocan Bar Association Special Commollee
on Communist Tactics. St rategy and Objectives, and was co-draftsman of the 1957 and
1958 reports of that Commillee. Whole an un dergraduate he debated with Arnold Johnson .
one of the top officials of the Communist Party U.S .A.

Proor to his etectoon on 1972 he was Exec . Voce
Pres .. Voce Chmn. of the Board and Ass t . Choef
Exec. Officer of Capo tot Boradcastong Co ..
Raleogh. N .C . From 1960 to 1972 he wrote and
del overed daoly editorial s on WRAL- TV and the
Tobacco Radoo Network. Hos edotoroats were
repronted in newspapers throughout the U. S
and carried by more than 70 radoo statoons

ACWF President Elect

A native North Carolinian . he attended Wake Forest College and served
in the U.S. Navy during World War II . Hos previous politocal expenence
included service as Admin . Asst. to former Senators Wollis Smoth and
Alton Lent:oon.
He is a former Exec . Dor. of the North Carolina Bankers Assn . and has
received tw o annual Freedoms Fo undato~n Awards for hos edotoroals .

Mr . Schlafly has writlen numerous articles and made many s peecHes'
exposing Communist deceit and the violatoons by the Soviet Unoon.of1
most of its agreements and treatoes. His soster. Eleanor Schlafly Is
Executive Secretary of the Cardtnal M indszenty Foundation. and h•s•
wife, Phyllis Schlafly, is a world famous author. lecturer and a commentator on Communism and Communist tactics .
- :
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"Export-Import" offices at one address shared with a
d.ivision of Spanish intelligence 1h and the CIA." and another
shared with the WACL. 1X The two Nazi heavies also
travelled freely throughout the rest of Western Europeef\ioying the guardianship of the CIA. the German BN D
(run by Hitler's masterspy Reinhard Gehlen). and other
Western intelligence agencies- as they plied one of their
fa\'oritc field s of enterprise. the international arms trade.
L•'Jhe birth of the APACL coincided with the launching
of; the Algerian War on November I. 1954. For the next
eight years. the Northern African peninsula was rocked
by a conflict which, in the eyes of most modern political
aRalysts. signaled the advent of a new 'iype of warfare.
more so phisticated than the shamele'ss ba rbary of SS
units across Europe- counterinsurgency through psychological action. In the words of Col. Rene Trinquier. one of
the leaders of the French paratrooper units in Algeria and
theoretician of tl)is new mode of combat:
,- War is now a sum of di versified actions (political.
1
social. c:conomic. psychological. military. etc.) whose
aim is the ovc:rt hrow of an established power and its
substitution for another systc:m ."

Urban Commandos
Popular support proved crucial to the French counterinsurgency drive deep inside the Algerian countryside. He
continues:
"Controi of the masses through a rigid hierarchy and
often through several parallel hierarchies. is the master
weapon of modern warfare. "

The disp!acement of thousands of Algerian villagers
ensued and•the concept of "protected villages" or ..security
perimeters 'twas born. The pillar of such organization being
information, a Politico-Military Organization was created. sectioned off into many .. Specialized squads" whose
responsibility it was to seek out the enemy by extensively
making use of torture.
European fascists and Nazis rallied in support of the
French effort, enrolling in paratrooper units and penetrating
the ranks of the Foreign Legion. Algeria was to be the first
battleground of the yet-to-come Fourth Reich, the training
medium for saboteurs. psychological warfare experts. and
urban commandos. In the period following the Algerian
war. numerous anti-communist groups and dozens of inter-

The Egyptian Axis
According to Kurt Taubert, author of Beyond Eagle
and Swastika: " Egypt ... has become a wildlife preserve
1 for Nazis, where tl}ey not only enjoy a closed season 365
days a year but also are welcomed and placed in well
: remunerated jobs if they command reQuisite skills."
Relations between West Germany and Egypt were once
1
1 defined by a German Embassy attache at Cairo as
! follows:~'lt is the wish of the Bonn authorities and the
: Defense Minister (Franz Joseph Strauss, leader of the
1
CSU) that the (Nazi) German technicians should stay
! on to prevent the Russians from coming in to take
: their places."
: Between Wilhelm Voss, former SS officer and deputy
I director of the Skoda arms works in occupied Czechol slovakia, then head of the German military mission in
Egypt, Col. Otto Skorzeny of ODESSA fame, and Johann
: von Leers, former ideological chief of the Nazi Student
League, a Nazi Underground Railroad, financed by an
1 intricate network of Egyptian-supported dummy
: corporations based in Switzerland, was created to funnel
j German advisors and specialists with Nazi pasts within
l the Egyptian state apparatus, between 1945 and 1960.

!

l

l Army and Navy (1950-1959)
: Generals Fahrmbacher and Manzel; Lieutenant Colonel
: Boehmert; Majors Nuelle and Mertins; Colonels Bouche,
· Ferchek, and Ernst Zolloing ; Navy Captain Theodor van
: Mauchenheim.
: Mlulle and Aircraft Industry
· At the Helouan jet engine and rocket center:
; Dr. Hanns Eisele, SS Captain and medical torturer in
; Buchenwald, then staff physician at the Helouan center.
·1 Heinz Krug , chief of the Research Institute for Physics
and Jet Engines in West Germany, and his assistant,
Wolfgang Pilz, both former Nazis, working on radioactive
capsules for missile warheads. They had both worked at
the V-2 rocket base at Pennemunde; during WWII.

Anti-Israel Propaganda Effort
Werner Witachale, Baron van Harder, Hans Appler, and
Franz Buensche, all trained by Goebbels in the art of
psychological warfare.
Walter Bollmann, Nazi espionage chief in Great Britain
before the war, then SS major in the Ukraine.
Louis Heiden , SS official transferred to the Egyptian
press office during the war.
Franz Bartel, a former Gestapo officer.
Werner Birge/, an SS officer from Leipzig.
Albert Thielemann . a regional SS chief in Bohemia.
Erich Bunz, SA Major and expert on the Jewish question.
SS Captain Wilhelm Boeckler, who partipated in the
destruction of the Warsaw Ghetto.
Security Force and Pollee
Joachim Daemling, former SS major and Gestapo chief
in Dusseldorf, adviser on People's Tribunals and
internment camps.
SS General Oskar Dirlewanger. chief of the famous SS
penal brigade.
SS Major Eugen Eichberger, battalion commander in the
Cirlewanger-brigade.
SS Colonel Leopold Gleim, chief of the Gestapo
Department for Jewish affairs in Poland.
SS Lieutenant Colonel Bernhard Bender, Gestapo official
in Poland and in the Soviet Union.
SA General Heinrich Sellmann, chief of the Gestapo in
Ulm, working now with Daemling under the Islamic name
of Mahammed Salaiman.
Dr. Heinrich Willermann , SS physician who demonstrated
his creativity in Dachau.
SS1Major·Joachim Schmalstich, Gestapo liaison officer to
French collaborationists.
SS Major Seipel, Gestapo official in Paris.
SS General Alois Moser.. war criminal who participated in
the extermination of the Ukrainian Jews
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national networks emerged, and powerful movements and
lobbies were created to solidify support for the front lines
against communism. The China lobby in the U.S. rallied for
a ~free China" while supplying the organizational foundation for anti-communist causes to this day, shaping U.S.
foreign policy to date along with the memory of two
interventions in Asia.
Alliances were gradually sealed between anti-Semitic panIslamic nations such as Egypt and Saudi Arabia, on the one
hand, and military dictatorships spanning three continents,
and conservative Western governments(including the U.S.).
on the other. The existence of already-established Fascist
internationals facilitated the task of coordinating the worldwide crusade against liberals. Jews. radicals, and ethnic
minorities.

bloods who. attacking their older patrons for lack of actiori!:
demanded weapons to fight the enemy.IY
Their urgings eventually bore fruit at the April 1975 meet•'
ing in Rio. The situations in VietNam. Portugal and Grcec¢l '
plus Eurocommunism's inroads in Italy. France and Spaih l
conspired to make the WACL feel pressured on several/
fronts and abandoned by the U.S. government. A united.1
front for freedom. declared the general assembly. would
march against the oncoming Communist hordes and put lf:, ·
decisive end to the aggression. Overtures would be made t<J .J
avowed fascist and nco-fascist organiz.ations.
~~
When Juan Peron, the 1945-1955 ca ~etaker of the Argen~ J.
tine home for displaced Nazis. returned to Buenos AirC!I ~
from Madrid in 1975. his evil spirit. fascist astrologist Josou
Lopez Rega. became his ~s ocial " minister. and Washingtop1l
transferred Lopez Rega's good friend, U.S. Ambassador ::'
J"'l •

WACL Birth
In the first ten days of January, 1966, delegates from some
30 countries met in Seoul, South Korea, to officially charter
the World Anti-Communist League. Its main offices were
established in Seoul's Freedom Center, which was organized
by the Korean Cultural and Freedom Foundation (KCFF).
a Reverend Sun Myung Moon fundraising arm started by
Moon's interpreter. close friend and Unification Church
member, Bo Hi Pak. Funds for the Freedom Center came
principally from the Korean government with $796,000, and
the KCFF. which derived the bulk of its money through taxexempt donations in the U.S. The remainder came from
other WACL members. RiC'hard A. Viguerie, famed rightwing direct mail pro was paid $908,000 by KCFF to raise
money for KCFF efforts, such as the WACL project.
according to public records on file in New York State.
Until a few years ago. the U.S. member/ representative in
WACL was the American Council for World Freedom.
headed by Lee Edwards, a former editor of Viguerie's
Const>rvative Digest, a weH-distributed monthly magazine.
Edwards, an old China lobby activist in its day. was a cofounder with William Buckley and Marvin Liebman of the
Young Americans for Freedom in 1962. Edwards and his
organization left WACL in recent years as it drifted rightward.
By the early 1970's, WACL had proven itself to be the legitimate flame-bearer for neo-fascist causes. The second general assembly (Saigon, 1968) established the World Youth
Anti-:Communist League (WY ACL) which since then has
held annual meetings along with those of the parent organization. The third annual meeting was held in Bangkok. Thailand in 1969; from there it travelled to Tokyo, Japan in 1970;
to Quezon, the Philippines, in 1971 ; and to Mexico City in
1972. The seventh was to have been held in London in 1973,
but was held off until the following year and held in
Washington, D.C. Number eight (Brazil, 1975) marked
something of a turning point.

I
I

Moving Rightward
Delegates to the fifth annual general assembly were much
concerned with Richard Nixon's imminent journey to the
People's Republic of China. Their sharply worded protest to
the President, however, did not placate WY ACL young

GLOSSARY
AAA-Argentina's Anti-Communist Alliance.
Af·ABN-American Friends of the Anti-Bolschevik Bloc
pf Nations.
APACL-Asian Peoples' Anti-Communist League; the
organizational backbone of the World Anti-Communist
League.
CISA-Committee for Information and Social Activity;
kept files on German leftists in the 1950's.
BND-Organization run by Hitler's master spy,
Alfred Geihlen.
Der Wee- The Way, main mouthpiece in Argentina for
postwar Nazism.
HIAG-Hilfsorganisation auf Gegenseitigkeit der Waffen
SS; two million member organization of ex-SS
servicemen whose mission is to locate ex-Nazis and
provide mutual assistance.
KCFF-Korean Cultural and Freedom Foundation; Moon
tax--exempt front group with offices in Washington, D.C.
KMT-Kuomint!lng Party of Taiwan.
MSI-Movimento Social Italiano; Italy's leading neofascist formation.
ODESSA-Organization ehemaligen SS-Angehorigen;
post-war evacuation route, also called the B-B line.
Peledln Group-Anti-Communist terrorist group
operating in Europe, organized by former Nazi officials.
NDSAP-National Socialist German Workers party;
Germany's Nazi party that brought Hitler to power.
WACCFL-Wortd Anti-Communist Congress for Freedom
and Liberation; formed in 1958.
WACL-Wortd Anti-Communist League; the organizational heart of today's extreme right.
WYACL-Wortd-Youth Anti-Communist L~ague; youth
wing· of WACL, formed in 1968.
YAF-Young Americans for Freedom; leading
rightwing youth organization in U.S.• formed in early
1960's, has approximately 55,000 members on campuses
around the country.
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Ro.bert Hill, from Madrid to Buenos Aires. Lope7 Rega's
task was to organize Argentina's Anti-Communist
Altiance (AAA) as his main weapon in an extermination
cary1paign against the Argentine left that has by now claimed
thousands of lives and outlived the regimes of Juan Peron •
an~ his wife lsab.el. Amnesty International reports. for
instance. that between March 24. and June 3. 1976, the first
days of General Vide Ia 's regime, of 326 political slayings. 59
were ·committed by leftists. 135 by the military, and 132 by
the AAA and their fellow fascists of Tacuara!. the Argentine
government's paramilitary arm. Having learned psychological; warfare from ex-OAS terrorists of Algeria and from the
a s~flsination attempts on De Gaulle. the AAA has adopted
the: habi t of executing their victims. then dynamiting their
corpses in Buenos Aires' public gathering spots.
On May 23. 1975. a WACL-financed conference was held
in Los Pal mas (Canary Islands) in the name of the "Secret
Atlantic Alliance". Gathered together were the world 's
act~ve terrorists from Argentina's Anti-Communist Alliance.
militants from the Italian-based Ordine Nuovo. extreme
right activists from Legion Afrika (South Africa). Britis h
neo-Na1is from Column 88. and like-minded extremists
from France. Swit7.erland, Spain, and Bra7.il.
In 1976. the League underwrote the foundingofthe International Anti-Communist Front. to be headed by the
Belgian heir to the Rexist Movement. Vlaamse Militante
Orden (VMO) which has ties with the U.S. Ku Klux Klan.
In 1977. during Spain's first democratic election in over
thirty years. the League. according to Triw!fo magatine.
was closely in touch with groups like the Warriors of
Ch rist the King(a para-milttary fascist unit mostly staffed by
Spanish sec urity agents). the neo-Na7.i Partido NacionaiSocialis ta Espa no l (the Spanish chapter dfthe World Union
fir~t

of National Socialists, based in Arlington, Va.) and
CEDADE. a WACL member organi7ation.
In 1978 the U.S., represented by Dr. Roger Pearson, a
British anthropologist and founder of the little known
Council on American Affairs, the sponsor of the. lith
annual .W ACL Conference held in D.C. in !978. He also
leads the Institute for the Study of Man which, according
to its articles of incorporation,"... traces the evolution of
contemporary. complex societies from extinct, prehistoric
societies." and is known to promote concepts of racial
superiority and "scientific racism."
WACL generally meets annually. electing a new world
chairman from the following year's host country. Its
honorary chairman and "spiritual leader" is Dr. Ku Cheng
Kang of Taiwan.
The 12th W ACL conference was held at Asuncion, the
capital of Paraguay. in April 1979.

* * *· * *
From all appearances it seems WACL will be around
for a while. Members are resurfacing in most noncommunist countries. a list of which matches the list of
co untries receiving foreign and military appropriations
of the U.S. government. They have access to formidable resou rces and friends and allies in corporations
and governments around the world. and represent a
key consolidation of the Na1.i network. rightist terrorists,
cold war rhetoric and obsessive anti-communists.
It is the cold war brotherhood. And the dangers of its
intentions are still nightmares to the many victims and
thei r sympathi7.ers of decades past.
It's not too late. But it's late.

UNITY FOR NATIONAL J:REEDOM

AGAINST COMMUNIST AGGRESSION

The World Anti-Communist Meeting in Washington.

Photo: Liberty Lobby
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One of Argentina's most violent paramilitary student
J
formation on the anti-semitic extreme-right, the
T ACUARA! al)tedates Jose Lopez de Rega's AAA by over
forty years.
Since its foundation in 1930 by a high school student
'
named Juan Queralta, the T ACAURA!- which means
,I
"spear" in lndean dialect- has spread its influence
throughout Latin America and into South Africa.
It has over the last two decades launched an avowed
terror campaign against the Argentine Jewish
community, 80% of wliich lives in Buenos Aires.
Members of the T ACUARA! are recruited amongst the
sons of wealthy aristocratic families, landowners and
high-ranking officers of the armed forces. They are
trained for military combat and fed racialist ideology by
former SS men and Nazi bureaucrats on large estates in
the Buenos Aires province.
Since 1960, one of the foremost leaders of the
nationalist student movement has been Alberto Ezcurra
Uriburu, whose father, Jose Felix Uriburu had weilded
power in Argentina for two years in the early 1930's.
He proclaims that TACUARA! is fighting " against
• . -~
capitalism and Zionism with one hand and with the other ~
hand against communism."
As a result of Gen . Jorge Videla's military seizure of
power in 1976, Buenos Aires has become prey to the
TACUARA's anti -Semitic violence. Synagogues have
been firebombed: and leading members of that city's
Jewish community have been systematically brutalized.
kidnapped , and often murdered, in broad daylight.
It has, together with the Argentine National Socialist
Front (a chapter of WUNS) , penetrated government
secu rity forces to facilitate its persecution campaign.

.....

.

World Union
of Nationalist Socialists
On August15, 1962, Colin Jordan, leader of the Brt tish
National Socialist Party, founded at·Cottswolds. England
the World Union of National Socialists (WUNS).
As the international embodiment of the New Reich, the
WUNS has taken up the Nazi swastika as its emblem and
the SS as its model for 1omorrow's New Man.
Following his self-appointment as the First World
Fuehrer. Colin Jordan was arrested by Briti sh autllont ies
in 1986. Soon to take the flame from his ha .r ; was
Lincoln Rockwell , the late chief of the Amf ··r l n
Nazi Party. He was assassinated in 1967 by a Minute
in Arlington, Virginia, where the WUNS headquarters
are located.
The Third World Fuehrer is now Frank Collin , who
replaced Rockwell as head of the American Nazi Party
WUNS claims chapters, since 1964, in Great Britain, the
United States, Chile, Argentina, Denmark, France, and
Austral ia. Many of its members have integrated the ranks
of the WACL, which has indirectly provoked its
neo-fascist, anti-Semitic swing to the ultra-right
in recent years.
Ronald Reagan & Kw Chcng-Kang. founder& honorary President for the
life of W ACL, and former President of Republic of China Chapter of
WACL & APACL. Photo: Asion-Owlook. WACL publication
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MBlVIOB.A.NDUlVI
The American Society for the Defense of
Tradition, Family and Property
..Reprinted from CARASA NEWS
-. Saturday. May 13. 1978. Seventh
Avenue and 52nd Street, New York.
Some 250-300 people are gathered in
front of the New York headquarters
of Planned Parenthood to protest a
'.'.blasphemy against the Blessed
Yirgin." The full page Dai~r Ne11·s ad
(\nnouncing the event drew few New
Yorkers, (most demonstrators were
.(rom out-of-town). The ad calls the
. event a public rosary. sponsored by
.the American Society for the Defense
,o f Tradition, Family and Property
(:T'FP). to defend the Virgin Mary_.
the Family. and the Holy Crusade
against abortion.
The occasion-for this "solemn service" was the publiciz.ing of a booklet
-<;ailed "Abortion Eve'' by a Planned
,parenthood local. de picting a grinning
.V.irgin Mary surrounded by cherubs
and captioned. "What. me worry?"
Planned Parenthood Federation of
America disclaims the publication and
has pu~licly apologized for its "malicious and profoundly offensive cover."
What is TFP? While appearing
fantastic and even ludicrous on some
level. the rally represents a resurgence
• of an extreme right both based in the
right-wing church and using the
church as a base. Although the form
and rhetoric of TFP are militantly
religious, it is importa nt to see that
their exploitation of religious feeling
masks a political purpose regarding
~productive issues. ~s of now.TFP's
6rganizational connections either to
• . ~e Catholic church heirarchy, the
broader "right to life" movement, or
other right wing troops are unclear.

Its own politics are clear- anti-left.
anti-feminist. anti-abortion. and
nco-fascist.
Self-described, "TFP is a civic
organization based on the principles
of Natural Law as they are interpreted
by Catholic social doctrine. It actively
and vigorously opposes socialism and
communism. The TFP defends our
Christian traditions. the sacred institutions of the family.and private enterprise based on the right of property.
the three fundaro.ental values being
undermined by Communism."
Several crucial facts about TFP's
structure and political program
emerge from studying its literature:
I. The organiz.ation's membership is
apparently all male. with at~ empnasis
on organizi ng "young men".
2. It combines a rigorous anticommunism with active opposition to
feminism and the goals of the
women's movement. including abortion, publicly aided child care, etc.
As with other right-wing organiz.ations. TFP's activities in the
area of reproductive and sexual
politics have recently overshadowed
even its anti-communism.
3. It adopts the language and tactics
of the left. For example, its organ,
Crusade for a Christian Civilization,
goes "diiectly to the people on the
streets." It hails young" A'm ericans"
who have "joined the movement"
through its study groups, SEFAC
(.Specialized Education and Formation
In Anti-Communism). In 1975, it
organized in support of South Viet
Nam, using such famili~r peace

movement methods as a candlelight
vigil; and has ·organiz.e d campus rallies
against the Panama Canal treaty.
4. There is ample evidence that TFP
is linked to. and perhaps grew out of
extreme right-wing Catholic organiz.ations in Latin America. In a summary
of its program since its founding in
the U.S. in the early 1970's. TFP indicates its affiliation with groups in
Brazil. Argentina and Chile; its frequent cultural exchanges with such
groups; and its support of the junta in
Chile. These connections are ominous.
to say the least. since it is well known
that organizations such as Partria y
Libertad in Chile which maintains
nearly identical "principles" to those
of TFP- have been engaged in violent
counter-insurgency activity. were
instrumental in overthrowing the
Allende government. and have been
heavily funded by the CIA.
In 1976. TFP held a "four month
special course for young men" in ·
Cleveland. and another "special
summer course for boys~ in that city
in 197]. These facts are part of
understanding the ties within the antiabortion movement- ties between the
Church hierarchy whifh encourages.
and the tactical organiz.ations which
mobilizes crusades. pickets and firebombings of clinics.
Tili.r arti<k i.r 1'.\'tractl'd ll'ith f>I'Tmi.uion.fmm
tl11• Jw11'. 19711 CARASA EWS. 11·ri11en hy
Ro: P1•td11·.rky. ami flllhfi.rlu•d hy till' Commit·
tl'l' .f!JT AhortitJIJ Riglll.< and Againw Stl'rili:a·
lion Ahll.f<'. For.fi.ITIII<'r il!{omwlion ctmtact
CA RASA a1 P. 0. Box 114. Clllh<'dml S1a1i<m.
N<'"' York. Ni-11· York f(H/15.
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Indian Lands

Corporate Greed vs.
Tribal Sovereignty ·
~-

by Eda Gordon

,•

The history of relations between Indians and non-Indians
Ind ia n reservations. BIA policy st ill had the effect of a ll owing business interests access to reservation labor and natu drl
in North America has been tumultuous. To insure peace.
resources. Jud ging from the Navajo experience. t his indu~
individual tribes. as sovereign nations. entered into treaties
trial"devclopment" has not been as ad vantageous to Indians
with the United States. The treaties guaranteed their selfas. it has been to private capital. "
rule on separate lands called reservations "til the grass no
longer grows and the rivers no longer flow." Never did
Indian people dream that such a day would come.
Energy and Colonialism
In 1887 Congress passed the Dawes Act. a n act which
Multinational energy co rporations treat Na tive Amcrid1-11
allotted 160 acres of reservation land to each Indian. The
land like holdings in a far off banana republic and cxplo it tlic
purpose was to integrate India n people into the dominant
vast quantities of na tural resources found on Ind ian land.
non-Indian agrarian culture. Over 100 million acres of reserThough the BIA is supposed to advocate for India n interest~
vation land left over after allotment was declared s urplus
within the federal government. it hasgm ntcd lucrative leas~s
and opened to non-Indian settlement.
of Indian na tura l resources to non- India ns. wi th a det rimcfl'The Indian Reo rga nization Act of 1934 attempted to
tal effect on Indian people and la nd . A blatant ca se in poirlt
strengthen tribal governments devastated by the cultural
is Black Mesa. la nd held sacred by both t he Na\'ajo artd
breakdown and dispersion which allotment wrought. and to
Hopi. Peabody Coal Com pa ny\ proposal to lease alnu)<,t
assure triba l cultural a nd religious rights. In fact. the act dis65.000 acres pitted "traditional" India ns. who resen ted the
rega rded traditiona l tribal life. and deceitfully imposed a
prospect of stripmining on nea rby sacred la nd. again~t "pmstandardized. alien form of tribal government subject to
gressives ... who an tici pated much -needed revenue. The lea~
federal sa nction.
was approved by the Hopi tribal co uncil with four nll· mber~
In th~-lak- I-94Q's- a nd early 195~'s Congress s~ ught once· - -shon-uf a·quorttm- a-lla.gra nt viola!iQn oft he Hopi const iagain to integrate Indian people rnto the dommant nontution. Histo rian Alvin J oscphy reports that five year~ aft~
Ind ian cultu re. this t_ime by ~assi~g termination legisl~tion
the Hopi tease had been issued . "the contract had never be~h
that unilatera lly den red certam tnbes legal status,as tnbes.
shown or read or explained fu lly to the Hopi leaders and tiT.·
Intertwined with this was the Bureau of Indian Affairs'
peo ple."
•
(BIA) attempt to relocate Indians from reservations to
..,
urban areas.
Congress passed- without Indian consultation and almost no debate- the Indian Civil Rights Act of 1968. guaranteeing Indians rights which parallel the Bill of Rights. In
1975 the Indian Self-Determination a nd Education Assistance Act recogni1.ed the right of India ns to self-determination. It brought into Indian communities "poverty" money
and the political and social experimentation that that money
could buy. It spawned cultural revivals and returned scattered peoples to their reservation homes. The"development" _
promoted, however. resembled American foreign aid programs tnaf aid the U.S. more than the foreign country. Anthropologist Louise Lamphere explains: "The position of
the Navajo reservation as an il\lernal colony has not been
substantially changed. The construction of schools, hospitals and other facilities has been in the hands of private
industry which meant that much of the rehabilitation money
went to the satellite economy surrounding the reservation,
not directly to the Navajos. Furthermore, under the
Emma Yazzi herding sheep in front of the Four Corners Power
Kennedy and Johnso n administrations' plan to "develop"
Plant.
Photo by Tom Ban.y
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In Peabod y's negotiatio ns with the Navajo. a member of
the tribal council reme mbers. "we were asked. in effect. to
say yes o r no to. the proposal" with no opportunity to cvalu. ate and debate the merits. This lease. too. was signed without
the kn owledge of ma ny Na vaj o. Even those leaders who
approved iss uance of the lease. were uninfo rmed of the
extent of the coal development a nd the environmental costs.
including loss qf the avajo's an nua l rights to 34.100 acrefeet of Co lorado Ri ver water. two-thirds of the Navajo's
entire max imum an nual allotment from the river.
. An October 1975 report by the Federal Trade Commission's Bureau of Competition o n Mineral Leasing on Indian
Lands states:
"As of June 30. 1974. the re were 380 ura nium leases on
Indian land compared with only four on public la nd and
acquired lands. The Indian leases encompassed 254.380 acre~
as com pared to the 3.808 acres fo r public and acquired lands
. . . uranium reserves on Indian lands constitute two-thirds of
the rc;crves on a ll public lands."

The Jackpile Mine. the world's largest open pit ura nium
mine. has removed thirteen million to ns of o re and ten to
twenty times as much overlying rock. devastating 2.230 acres
of Laguna Pueblo in New Mexico and con taminating
grou nd water with lo ng-lived radioactive effluen ts. Left
behind arc mountains of still-radioactive mill tai lings uncovered a nd unco nt aincd. blowing in the wind.
On a ura nium mine on t he Navajo reservatio n ncar Shiprock. miners are infected with a rare lung cancer that resists
early diagnosis. By J une 1977. the ca ncer had ki lled 18 of 100
avajo miners and 2 1 more were feared d ying. Kerr-McGee
refused to take responsibil ity or pay medical ex penses. " I
could n't pos~ib l y tell you what happened at some small
mine~ o n an Indian reserva tion." Kerr- McGee spo kes man
Bill Phillip~ told a \Va~ hingt on reporte r. "We have uranium
interests all O\.er the world.'' Indian life. like Indian la bor. is
chea p to the gia nt corpora tio ns.
T he inj ustice to In dian people is not only a question of
mo!ley. avajo residents of Burnham. New Mexico a re

fighting another "removal" in the wake of plans by Consolida tion Coal and El Paso Natural Gas companies to stripmine and gasify some 40.000 acres of coal on the eastern part
of the reservation. which would force the relocation of more
than 200 people and irrevers ibly damage Navajo life. la.nd.
air and wa ter.

·Seventy Miles of Pollution
Burnham residents have learned the lessons of the Navajo
· stripmine at Four Corners. until recently the la rgest stripmine in the world. The Four Corners region a ttained
na tional notoriety because its 70-mile flume of pollution was
the o nly man-made vestige Apollo astronauts co uld discern
from the moon. Notwit hsta nding pollution control equipment. the Four Corners generat ing units-emit 40 t ons of particulates a year. o ne hu ndred times the emissions a llowable
in Los Angeles county .
A recent stud y by the National Academy of Sciences
reported tha t stripmined lands receiving less than ten inches
a nnua l rainfall. like Four Corners and Burnham. would const itute a "Nat ional Sacrifice Area" because of the impossibility of reclamation . After 17 yea rs. Utah International.
lnG.. the compa ny behind Four Corners. has apparently
sacrificed it.
Without homes or livelihood. India n residents have been
fo rced to nearby " boom towns" where they become another
alienated welfa re statistic. On the reservation. the poverty of
people starkly contrasts the wealt h of tribal resources and
the enormous corporate profits. Median per capita income
among the Navajo in 1970. including subsistence activities,
wage work and welfa re. was $900 compared to $392 1 for the
United Sta tes. As a percentage of the nati o na l average.
Navajo income has declined from 27.3% in 1959 to 19.0% in
1974. The energy companies' promises of abundant new jobs
are unkept.
The energy corpo rations, who once engineered 99-year
leases at minimum triba l royalties and with no environmenta l constraints. are now being politically. and legally chal-
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lenged by tribes, like the Northern Cheyenne. a nd by
individual groups of Indians like the Navajos of Burnham.
In 1974, the Northern Cheyenne invalidated all its coal
leases and prospecting permits that spanned more tha n half
the reservation's total acreage. The Northern Cheyenne are
wrestling with . the prospects of a no-coal development
·
position.
The Navajo, confronted with the Depa rtment of the Interior's unwillingness to investigate the toxic emissions from
the Four Corners power plant. have enacted a law that fines
all power plants within the reservation boundaries for sulfur
emissions exceeding one million tons per year.
In response, energy companies are lobbying for an amendment to the Clean Air Act to strip Indians of the right to
request redesignation of air quality status.
.
Taxation has affected not only corporations but nonIndians living on reservations. Court victories favoring
Indian control of their land and resources have fa nned the
flames of backlash by those non-India ns whose economic
toes are stepped on as tribes reassert their jurisdic~ion. A
spate of organizations- Mashpee Action Committee. Citizens United for Resource Emergencies, Montanans Opposing Discrimination, Oregon Territorial Committee and Civil
Liberties for South Dakota Citizens-emerged in almost all
states where there are disputes between Indians a nd nonIndians over jurisdiction or taxation.
In February 1976, individuals and organizations from ten
of those states convened in Salt Lake City, Utah and
founded the Interstate Congress For Equal Rights and
Responsibilities (ICERR). Incorporated in South Dakota as
a nonprofit organization, it now has chapters in over twenty
states and a multimillion dollar budget to finance its federal
j state lobbying efforts and mass media campaigns. The
budget for 1977 was rumored to be $13 million raised from
private contributors and membership fees. ICERR accepted
donations as a tax-exempt organization; however, inquiry
with the Internal Revenue Service revealed that ICE RR has
never filed for tax-exempt status.
According to ICERR Third Vice President Hewitt C.
Wells in a June 21 , 1978 interview: "State organizations raise
the funds and a certain percentage goes to the na tional
organization. They have called for the raising of five
thousand dollars in the state of Nevada alone this year. They
expect to raise one million dollars in the state of Montana.
Other states with equally impressive problems. such as
Oregon and Washington where perhaps the problem is more
severe, are each raising more tha n Montana."

Right Wing Land Fight
ICERR maintains a Washington, D.C. office in the suite
of the Washington Legal Foundation at 17121 Street N. W.
One project of the Foundation is the Committee to Stop
Government Harassment of Business, which was promoted
by Senator Orrin Hatch of Utah in a four-page letter "not
prepared or mailed at government expense." Hatch praises
the "new non-profit pro-business foundation organized by
free enterprise lawyers to give free legal help to OSHA
victims like you" and asks for ..a donation to help me turn
the tables on OSHA."
The president of the Washington Legal Foundation, John

T. Dolan, is also executive director of the National Conservative Political Action Committee.
The public that the Foundation serves are right-wing businessmen, manufacturers and ranchers, and occasio nally a
right-wing surveillance o peration like the Information
Digest. Undoubtedly, these connections hel p to fill the
ICERR coffers.
ICERR is not alone. Organi1ations such as the National
Association of Counties and the Western Conference of the
Council of State Governments have very voca l minorities
· who oppose Indian sovereignty. The National Wildlife Federation and the Interna tional Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies and Trout Unlimited have also op posed Indian
sovereignty. Civil Liberties for South Dakota Citizens, originally a group of 100 ranchers who own or lease 75% of the
Pine Ridge reservation at substantial profit. a re typica l of
the ICERR standard bearers who propose to eliminate the
reservation system and tribal jurisdiction over non-Ind ians
on Indian land. Rallyi ng the South Dakota whitelash is the
newly-elected governor, William Janklow. Janklow earlier
won an election for state attorney general on a rabid a nt iAmerican Indian Movement campaign in 1974. one yea r
after the occupation of Wound ed Knee. Throughout his
term as attorney general, Jan klow staunchly advocated state
control on the reservation, and more tha n once mustered
heavily armed state police and national guard to the reserva~
tion borders. ready to take t he law in his own hands.

Indian Response
As U.S. citizens, a " right" grant ed to them in 1924 without
their consulta tion, Indians are subject to state law when they
are off reservatio ns and must observe county laws and
munici pal ordinances when they are with in those j urisd ictions, even though they have no political vo ice there. Likewise, when a n Indian lives, works or owns property beyond
the confines of the reservation, he o r she pays all state taxes.
All Indians pay federal taxes and, when shopping or trading
outside the reservation, pay local taxes.
It is the reverse of these facts on which such organizations
as the Interstate Congress a nd their advocates in the
U.S.Congress and state and local governments have based
their raison d'etre, i.e., the "special privileges" Indians
supposedly enjoy.
Those " special privileges" amount to naught when understood in light of the Indian people's "guard ian," the Burea u
of Indian Affairs.
.
Russell L. Barsh, professor of business administration at
the University of Washington, explains how litt le control
Native Americans are permitted t o exercise. " Regulation of
tribal Indians is both economic and political. Federal laws
limit what they can do with their property. M ost land-use
decisions must be approved by Bureau employees. There a re
no guidelines and no judicial review. Proceeds from t he use
of property are regulated. To use their own income from
their own la nd, tribes and tribal members must justify
expenditures to the bureaucrats.
"Not only do they pay federal a nd most state retail a nd
excise taxes, they also pay three special 'taxes • to federal regula tors. The Bureau deducts a fee from t he proceeds of
Indian property, reduces the value of Indian propert y by re-
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stricting its use. and further reduces its value by entangling
its development in delays. red tape. and uncertainty. Busincsses are reluctant to invest on reservations because they
must submit to more-arbitracy regylat.ions."
What about those "special privileges" Indians have'? Barsh_
continues. "The federal government spends about four times
as much on each tribal Indian within this state as it spends on
each non-Indian. However, nearly all of the difference pays
the salaries of federal employees or purchases labor and
materials from local non-Indians."

Legislation

the meetings.
At the same time, at the senators' request, the Solicitor for
the Department of the Interior, Leo Krulitz, prepared a draft
bill consistent with the senators' objectives, which was sub_ _mitted to the chief counsel of Jack:S"on-s S"ena"teEnergy and
Natural Resources Committee. The so-called Omnibus lndians Claims Act of 1978, scheduled to be re-introduced this
spring. calls for the imposition of a ten-year time limit on the
assertion of any Indian claims to land, natur(\l resources,
water rights or hunting and fishing rights. All claims would
be decided by a newly appointed U.S. Indian Claims Court.
A single claims court judge would be allowed to hold trials
anywhere "within the jurisdiction of the United States. "The
Federal Conciliation and Mediation Service. established in
1947, would have the additional duty "to prevent or minimize disruption of the free flow of commerce as a result of
the pendency of Indian claims."

The vehicle for change chosen by ICERR-type groups is
legislation. The most blatant legislation to date is a bill introduced during the 95th Congress in the House by former Rep.
C,unningham (R-Wash.). His "Native Americans Equal
Opportunity Act" proposed to "abrogate all treaties entered
i11"to by the United States with Indian tribes in order to
accomplish the purpose of recognizing that in the U.S .. no
iqdividual or group possesses subordinate or special rights,
providing full citizenship and equality under law to Native
"Regulation of tribal Indians is both
Americans, protecting an equal opportunity of all citizens
who fish and hunt in the United States, and terminating
economic and political."
federal supervision over the property and members of Indian
tribes."
Professor Russell L. Barsh
·Many people felt that Cunningham's bill was a trial balloon . Shortly after Cunningham introduced his bill, former
Rep. Meeds( D-Wash.) offered two bills, an omnibus Indian
jurisdiction bill and a water rights bill, that would have
Jackson and Magnuson also put in their order for a
national Indian water bill. The bill calls for precise quantifiseriously abridged Indian rights in those areas: Compared to
cation "in expeditious fashion" of all federal water rights,
Cunningham's bill, Meed's bills see med modest. Other antiincluding tribal water rights. James B. Hovis, tribal attorney
India n bills were offered by New York and Maine representa tives. In the Se nate. ICERR lobbyists are pressuring a
for the Yakima Nation called the bill"the biggest steal since
select few to keep the ball rolling.
.
Eisenhower gave off-shore oil to the states in the 1950's."
.Fo rtunately Rep. Meeds retired, and Rep. Cunningham
Underlying all this legislation is the paternalistic premise
that Indian rights are not rights of a sovereign nation but dislost his recent re-election bid to a man who declared that we
pensations from Congress, and that it is time Congress
should honor the agreements of our grandfathers. The
jumped in to clear up this "murky" area. In the words of
Democratic senators from the state of Washington (Jackson
a~d Magnuson), however, continue to develop strategies for
Hewitt Wells of ICERR, .. All people, not only Indians,
abrogating and abridging Indian treaty rights. In March
should decide the future of Indians." This presumption
1978. the senators wrote to Attorney G~ neral Griffin Bell
totally disregards very clear, well-founded legal theory
upheld by the Supreme Court: Indian tribes are inherently
asking for a clarification of the federal trust responsibility to
sovereign until they cede that sovereignty or yield to a
ln.dian tribes, since "the trend in recent years has been to
stronger governmental power. Congress has the political
extend the meaning of that relationship to include the
and military capability of intruding into tribal sovereignty
resources of the entire federal government ... the federal
government's advocacy of the-Indians' Glaims.ha.l£e.s.eriousJy. __ hut is morally bound to uphold tribal righJs__of selfgovernment and territorial jurisdiction.
contributed to the te nsion in relations between Indians and
It is this orchestrated climate upon which the backlash
non-Indians. especially in cases where Indian tribes claim
depends. The native people of this continent have survived
jurisdiction over non-Indians who have no right to particip"te in tribal government."
against overwhelming odds and seemingly indomitable foes.
The letter's language contained phrases identical to those
The backlash is today's Custer. It poses great threats to
that have appeared in ICERR literature and were adopted
Indian existence. Indian people know this and have united in
by the Indian committee of the National Association of
unprecedented coalitions to stem the tide, strengthening a
Counties.
position already fortified by the supreme law ofthe land and
In his response, Bell agreed that "the problem lies in the
the unique legal, cultural and spiritual relationship Indian
trust responsibility itself." The Justice Department, Bell,
people have with the land.
and later Associate Attorney General Michael J . Egan had
"'Backlash infers that things have been going well for us
up to .now," says American Indian Movement leader John
been meeting with Interior Secretary Cecil Andrus to work
on a solution, exclusive of Assistant Secretary for Indian
Trudell. ..What it is, is just more of the same. Our only
weapon is the truth."
Affairs Forrest Gerard, who for months was not told of
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Cointelpro ·c ontinues

..

It Only Takes A Spark to Start • •• An Apartment Fire

.,.

The best evidence of current government surveillance and
harassment is the Clark suit filed in New York City last year.
Clark eta/. v U.S.A. is a $100 million law suit filed against
Richard Nixon, John Mitchell, former and present officials
of the FBI, the FBI itself, as well as the U.S. Postal Service
and the N.Y. Telephone Company. The plantiffs have all
been targets of illegal activities conducted by these individuals and agencies, and are suing for damages reshlting from
over ten years of illegal surveillance and deliber~te harassment. Federal indictments of former FBI Dir'ector L.
Patrick Gray, former number-two man Mark Felt~ forrJ'(eL
Chief of Counterintelligence Edward Miller, and ex-head of
the infamous Squad 47 of the New York City FBI, John
Kearney, reveal that the plaintiffs were targets of illegal wiretapping, mail tampering, break-ins, and burglaries.
As indicated in the indictments, the government falsely
assumed that such surveillance and harassment would lead
them to members of the Weather Underground. The plaintiffs are demanding full disclosure of the government's activities, a public accounting of all those responsible, and an end
to all counterintelligence activities such as COINTELPRO.
Since this suit was filed on May 16, 1978 the FBI started a
campaign of harassment that only seems to confirm the
validity of the charges against them. While plaintiff Dana
Biberman was announcing the Committee for the Suit
Against Government Misconduct at a press conference her
home was broken into and ransacked, not burglarized. A
month later plaintiff Judy Clark was speaking at a public
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forum about FBI-COINTELPRO activities. While she was'
speaking, her apartment was destroyed by a major fire undert
suspicious circumstances. FBI agents and New York City
fire marshals were at the scene while the fire was still blazing.
It is not normal for FBI agents to come and watch fires burn.:
Only 2 months later, the front entrance of Clark's temporary~·
residence was splattered with paint. A can of "Battleship; '
Gray" paint was found <tn the doorstep, but again. despite~'
calls to the FBI and to the U.S. Attorney, no explanation '
:
was offered.
Similarly, attempts by the plaintiffs to obtain information-'
through the Freedom of Information Act and to communi~'·
cate with each other have been interfered with and disrupted.' ·
When plaintiff Natalee Rosenstein first reqp_ested her FBI '.
files, her letter was returned ha!fburnedto her attorney with ·.
a note from the FBI that they were unable to process her'
request in that condition. A second request was made and a
$25 check sent as a deposit for the files that the FBI said they;'
were processing. This time the check was returned by the'
Post Office saying it had fallen out of the envelope and-'
couldn't be sent. Letters from plaintiffs in New York to ·
plaintiffs in California have arrived torn in half with the '
envelope intact. Phone calls to and between plaintiffs havebeen interrupted and rerouted. In one instance a call to' •
, the plaintiffs' attorney in New York, made by an individual ··
in New York, ended up on the telephone of a plaintiff .
in Chicago.
More than just examples of contin~ing COINTELPRO.'.
these activities represent a clear and deliberate attempt to'
prevent this civil suit for damages from ever happening. The';
government itself has already admitted that many of th«; ·
activities alleged in the original complaint did happen:- · ·
Attorney William Gardner. chief of the Justice Depart-•·"
ment's Civil Rights Division criminal section, resigned as ' '
head of that Department's task force on FBI CO INTEL-~·
PRO because he was prevented from pursuing the investiga- '
tion to reach all those engaged in and responsible for '
criminal activities. Moreover, the Justice Department has'~
refused to prosecute officials who lied to the Senate during' ·
its hearings on intelligence activities. The indictment o( •
John Kearney was dropped by the government with no ~
further mention of the illegal activities of Squad 47. And .
now, the opinion of informed sources in Washington, D.C.''·
and New York is that the trial of Gray. Felt and Miller will;never take place.
•
For more information and to make contributions contact:
The Committee for the Suit Against
'
Government Misconduct
'·
P.O. Box 254
Peter Stuyvesant Station
New York. N.Y. 10009

...
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He Who
···uves b)'
the Sword . ••
William Sullivan, credited with being the architect of the
FBI's COINTELPRO and the chief oLthe division responsible for the FBI's investigation of the Kennedy and King
assassinations, was killed in November of 1977 in an early
morning hunting accident near his retirement ~orne in new
Hampshire. Sullivan's testimony before the Senate Intelligence Committee was critical in detailing the Bureau's systematic attempt to smash dissent frofn the left; his testimony
'"came two years before the COINTELPRO documents
'. would be released through the Freedom of Information Act.
According to · the New York Times obituary, he had
~ "'acknowledged "a few weeks ago that he had passed subordi' ·~ates instructions from Mr. Hoover to use whatever means
"necessary in tracking down fugitive members of.the Weather
tJnderground." Those subordinates were Kearney, against
·. whom the indictment was dropped, and Felt, Grey and
' · 'Miller wh'O are still under indictment and against whom the
· • 'civil suit has been filed . Sullivan was also of interest to the
' 'House Assassination Committee on both the Kennedy and
' - 'King assassinations. Mr. Sullivan's death leaves many inves• 'tlgations incomplete and creates a myriad of new questions.
The press handled the death as a simple matter of fact: shot
· 'dead, aged 65, by a hunter in his early twenties who mistook
·· -the man for a deer- at 243 feet with an automatic weapon
.With a telescopic sight in an open field in clear weather. The
: • young son of the New Hampshire state trooper was charged
·· with shooting a human being mistaken for game and plead
'rio/o contendere to the Fish and Game violation. He was
· ·nned $500.00 and his license was suspended for 10 years. End
"• 'of story. The press and William Sullivan's former brethren
- · at the FBI did not press further.
' ·'William Kunstler and the Assassination Information
' 'Bureau have pressed further and have found many contra,. . a·i~tions and questions. In an article copyright 1978 by New
· Times and reprinted in the Washington Star, Goldberg and
'· Yazijian laid out their investigation and basically found sev,,. !:rat questions with no answers.
.~ Robert Daniels, Jr., an experienced hunter, shot at what
he perceived to be a white-tailed deer and caught the 65-year'old former FBI official in the back. Accounts of what Sulli:: '!an was wearing differ. Here are the choices: a) a brown hat
'.' ~nd red and black jacket (John Rolli, prosecutor in court,
: November 1977); b) red and white checked mackinaw (au, J ·iopsy report); c) unknown (Fish and Game report); d) a red
: and black hunting jacket (Fish and Game official the day
· after the accident to the Manchester Union Leader). The
; I only
mention of the color white js his T-shirt which
was not
;.
•
visible from all accounts. The prosecutor mentioned that
Mr. Sullivan's face was pale and that could have been the
wnite; but, his face was turned from the hunter.
0

A pair of gloves were found near Sullivan's body. The
state police refused to comment. Daniels denies that they
were his and says he didn't remove them from Sullivan's
body.
Charles Brennan, Sullivan's friend and former assistant at
the FBI, says Sullivan's wife Marion said her husband was
going to meet Police Chief Young and Tom Casey, a retired
FBI agent, to go hunting. Both Daniels and Young say
Young was asleep when Daniels came to report the accident .
Young says he and Sullivan were to meet at 9:00a.m. and he
doesn't know where Marion Sullivan got the impression that
the date was at 6:30 a.m. Tom Casey spent the night at
You-ng's house and went out alone hunting and returned several hours after the accident. Casey, according to Rolli, had
been hunting on the other side of the hill from Sullivan.
Casey refused comment.
Authorities claim Sullivan was visible from the shoulders up; Goldberg and Yazijian say from their reconstruction, he would have been visible from the waist up in a field
about I00 yards by 90 yards, clear except for a small stand of
leafless apple trees.
Bill Kunstler has written to Attorney General Griffin Bell
calling for an inquiry. Goldberg and Yazijian point out that
five witnesses who were to testify bef9re Congress on the
Kennedy assassination died violently prior to their testimony. The Midnight Globe on 2/ 14/78 declared that "the epidemic of deaths . .. coincide remarkably with efforts by the
House Assassinations Committee to focus on its investigation on the JFK murder."
It is ironic that William Sullivan should die a violent death
after he was responsible for perpetrating so much violence in
the name of law enforcement. He apparently came toquestion his role in 1975 in front of the Senate Intelligence Committee when he said "Never once did I hear anybody,
including myself, raise the question, 'Is this course of action
which we have agreed upon lawful, is it legal, is it ethical or
moral?"' It is even more ironic that those against whom the
FBI has traditionally vented its hostilities should wish his
death investigated.
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Book: Review
The Retul'll
of the Bad G~s
by Alan Wolfe
There is an ugly side to the American experience, one that
rears its head at unpredictable but regular intervals. Often,
too often, it has happened that events calm down and the
United States begins to pardon its abuses of an earlier past,
when all of a sudden an outburst of political repression grabs
hold of the minds of local elites and a hysterical and
irrational attack on dissent begins. There has been no time in
American history when the spectre of repression has not
been either present or loomingjust underneath the surface of
events.
The present moment is as good an example of the persistence of repression as any. In 1977 there was a faint glimmer
of hope for America. After years of divisive intervention in
the affairs of Viet Nam, the United States had finallyhowever ungloriously- extricated itself. Moreover, a tyrannical president had been deposed , an election had taken
place under conditions that in other societies might have led
to a coup, and a new man had been e lected based upon his
promise to cleanse and unify a divided society. International
economic conditions had revealed the dependency of the
United States on the rest of the world, and a sense that an era
of unlimited expansion had come to an end. About the most
negative prediction that could have been made as Carter
assumed office was that we were in for a period of
• Eisenhower-like complacency.
One year later complacency smelled like a rose by comparison. Shattering any thought of a period of domestic tranquility, the mood of America turned mean. A determined
group of cold warriors revived the Soviet threat, and that
inevitably meant an increase in domestic repression. A
strong right came out of the woodwork, attacking the very
idea of responsibility for one's fellow persons and scoring
striking success in electoral campaigns based upon the
vehemence of its hatred. Women, blacks, gay people, and
political dissidents were on the defensive. A decade ago they
had held up to America the promise of being something better than it had been. Now they became symbols of the worst
this country can offer, its inability to accept anyone or anything that threatens c.omplacency. Determined to prove that
A n:view of Robert Justin Goldstein, Political Repression in Modern
AI'Mrica: /870 to the Prt!sent (Cambridge and New York: Schenkman and
Two Continents, 1978).
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it is a society as shortsighted and intolerant as its radicStl ~crit
ics complain- the United States seems to be doing whatever
'
it can to j ustify its reputation for nastiness.
ln searching for answers to the question of why thebad
guys are coming back, it will be of great help to pursue
Robert Goldstein's important new book, Political Repression in Modern America. Goldstein has written an encyclopedia of American abuse, a Guide Michelin to the uses of
repression in the American dissent. Goldstein convinces
beyond a shadow of a doubt even the most determined advocate of American virtue that there is something rotten iu the
state of the United States. His book will remain for s9me
time the best single catalogue of repression in the U11ited
States.
Goldstein's book had two general purposes: The first is to
establish the proposition that repression has been a constant
feature of American history. This he does admirably. o'rganizing his chapters chronologically, he shows how the last 30
years of the 19th century established a pattern in which
groups that dissented from the conservative status quoparticularly the labor movement- were required to pass
through a n initiation ritual that threatened them with
extinction. From that period to the present, Goldstein demonstrates how not only workers but anti-war protesters,
minorities, immigrants, dissidents and even (under appropriate conditions) adherents of the right suffered the force of
the sta te as they tried to implement their version o(the
American dream. One should read every word, every rep'etitive detail to experience the full impact of repression in "the
American experience.
But Goldstein has more in mind than just telling a story.
He also wants to help us understand repression so thaf we
can counter its baleful effects. This purpose of the book is
Jess successfully carried out. The very comprehensivenes~ of
his historical treatment seems to interfere with his amilytic
discussion. For when it comes to providing an explanation
for the cycles of repression that dominate American history,
Goldstein seems too close to his data, too involved with the
detail to offer sufficient help. His caution leaves the rdtae r
where he/ she started, wondering why this stain has spread so
thoroughly across the fabric of American politics.
,
Goldstein's decision to stick close? to the historical ~ata
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ieaves him weak on three points: his definition of repression;
'his account of the effects that repression has had on Ameriean life; and, his attempt at an explanation for the outbreaks
bf repressive attacks by public officials.
I? Defining repression is no easy task. and in his discussion
iof this tough problem, Goldstein notes that the only other
-a'ttempt was provided by this reviewer. He criticizes my own
.approach- which emphasizes all means by which holders of
power keep themselves in power- as too broad, and sug~ests instead that repression should be limited to
'!fgovernmental policies. because of their perceived political
'beliefs." In my view, Goldstein has drawn the field far too
'narrowly. The distinction between public and private- or
qfte actions of the government versus those of individuals or
~orporate bodies- increasingly makes no sense. either in the
ebonomy or in the realm of social life. Just as key
cbrporations are locked into government, the activities of
"'gbvernment, including repressive ones. are intertwined with
:Ostensibly .. private" bodies. If the FBI were to contract out
~ surveillance activities to a private firm, this would not be
tepression according to Goldstein. Yet more of this is
precisely what is taking place. as corporations like Research
:West or private detective agencies are assuming the burden
~f repression in the face of popular checks on the actions of
~overnment. Goldstein's definition becomes increasingly
iftelevant as more repression is ..reprivatized. "The question
..,f. whether repression is governmental or not needs to be
~Ulamined analytically, not presumed away through
'iiefinition.
!I.,Second. Goldstein's account of the effects that repression
has had on U.S. politics is a bit too restricted for my tastes.
:ro his credit, he is one of the first scholars to emphasize the
ripple effect of repression. As he rightly notes, one cannot
Onderstand why capital dominates labor or why there has
• n no strong socialist movement in the United Statesquestions frequently asked by historians- without taking
ilfto account the fears induced in ordinary people by repressive campaigns. Some of the best sections of Goldstein's
book come at the end of his chapters. when he recounts the
MY\pact of such periods as the Truman-McCarthy hysteria on
later generations. So much do I agree with his approach here
that I wish he had taken it much farther.
·, tl Repression not only destroys the left, it strengthens the
tight, yet there is little in Goldstein's book about how the
tight has gained from repression. There is not enough menlion of how local elites in specific sectors- like doctors
6pposing national health insurance or business opposing
~ulation-covertly support repressive campaigns to create
C!ftvironments favorable to their goals. There should be more
oti the poisonous effect that repression has on politicallanglhtge or the terms in which policy options are framed. We
trted to know more about how repression influences the concUkt between white and black, male and female, gay and
~ight and other divisions that need to be overcome if
,._.,ression is to be confronted. Goldstein 5ays that the major
effect of repression has been to weaken the radical left and
the labor movement in the United States, but surely there is
rraore to the story than this.
'(I,Finally, and most importantly, we need to understand the
ClWJses of repression more broadly than the terms that Goldmin offers. In his concluding chapter, and laced throughout

his book. Goldstein suggests that repression is caused by five
things: the shifting attitude of political authorities; the level
of strain and tension in the society; the degree of dissent; the
existence of target groups; and. the lack of opposition by
organized elites to a repressive campaign. The first, he suggests, is the most important. for without a decision by some
political ~uthority to engage in repression. there cannot be
· any. When the other four conditions are favorable, and
assuming a decision to repress. then an outburst will occur.
When the conditions are mixed, repression will be muted.
When none of the conditions are pre5ent, then repression
will bC minimized. One has to discover the correct balance
between all these elements.
I have numerous probte·ms with this method of trying to
understand repression. Firtt· the extent to which political
authorities are willing to us~ repression is often determined
by larger conditions in the society. Goldstein, in this context,
states that ..the pres.ident is the single 'political authority'
whose attitude has been the most important with regard to
political repression. at least since World War 1." Yet from
where do presidents get their attitudes? Presidents assess the
balance of forces in the society and react accordingly; to
know why a president moves to the left or right, one must
analyze the strengths of various political movements. To do
that is to raise economic questions, for right and left generally have different appeals depending upon the state of the
economy. It is amazing to me that at a time when the International Monetary Fund can force governments like Britain
or Italy to repress their own populations that Goldstein
never mentions the state of the economy as a significant factor in bringing about repression. Clearly one of the reasons
why the U.S. is becoming more repressive at the moment has
something to do with the decline of the dollar. stagflation,
and the limits of Keynesian macro-economic techniques.
One could argue that whatever Carter's ..attitudes" toward
repression, the state of the world economy will force him to
engage in at least some important repressive actions.
The level of strain in the society, the amount of dissent,
and the availability of target groups, in my view, are not
causes of repression but correlations of it. That is, they will
become more important when repression becomes more
important and vice versa. There are always target groups,
strains, and dissenters; the question is why they suddenly
become prominent. An answer to this question requires a
politi~l analysis. a sense of the ability of contending social
classes and political fractions to achieve domination over the
state. One must do what Marx did in his study of the Eighteenth Brumaire or what contemporary theorists of the state
try to do- which is to discover the political levers that make
a society work. On this level Goldstein's book is disappointing, for it is essentially devoid of political analysis. One never
knows why the right was so important in the late 1940's or
why it declined in the early 1960's. Yet one must know in
order to understand why repression was crucial to one era
and much less present in the other.
In the United States repression generally is most successful when the center governs. the left is weak, and the right
calls the shots from the sidelines. This was the situation in
the late 1930's, when FOR moved right; in the late 1940's,
when Truf!!8n unleashed anticommunism; and (to a lesser
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extent. given the strength of the anti-war movement) in the
mid-1960's, when Johnson relied on the FBI. Understanding
repression means bt;ing a ble to answer three political questions: what enables the center to hold power? what fuels the
right to the point where it determines the basic questions a
society asks, even if it does not provide the answers? and,
what has caused the left to be so weak? Goldstein offers
important thoughts on the last of tht;se, but not nearly
enough about the first two. If he had. his, an~ lysis of the
causes of repression would have been much mdfe ¢omplete.
I have spent so much time detailing the f~u (ts of Goldstein's analysis only beca use I was so impress~d by the scope
of his research, the briskness of his writing s'tx te, and the
sincerity of his attempt to shed light on a pheno'P.'len<?n that
so many political scientists seem determine(! 'to ignore.
Robert Goldstein has written a major work on this subject.
one that will be useful and instructive to all those who try
and combat the repressive potential of America n society.
His book stands as a reminder of the fact that, as the
bad guys come back, intelligence, reason, and commitment to humane and democratic values are the best weapons
against them.

Robert J. Goldstein Responds
With respect to definit ion, I agree with Alan Wolfe that
this is a very "touchy" problem; in fact, it seems to me that ·
when defining ~uch a controversial term as political repression it is imperative that one uses a definition that is reasonably close to the common conception of the term and is clear
and precise enough so that a reasonable person will ha ve
some idea of what one is talking about. A definition such as
Wolfe uses- "all means by which holders of power keep
themselves in power"- is so vague as to be, in my view of
very limited meaning and usefulness, since it would include
virtually all forms of political activity, including the passage
of legislation designed to make the population grateful for
providing services. If this is repression, then what is the
meaning of tolerance and concessions? 'Further, I think it is
unfair of Wolfe to quote my definition as one of"repression"
when I clearly stated it to be a definition of"political repression;" I intended by the careful use of this adjective to differentiate governmental repression from other forms of
repression. This is not to say other forms of repression do
not exist and are not important, but only that what I wanted
to study in my book was "official" discrimination carried out
on behalf of "society" and backed ·by the unique monopoly
on the legitimate use of coercive force which governments
have. Certainly when a private club refuses to allow communists to join, this could be said to be a type of repressio n, but
can it be said to have the same character as a legal prosecution in which the .. legitimate" brand of ideas is o(ficially
proscribed and that those holding them will be sent to jail? I
am studying a certain kind of repression which has unique
characteristics. No one would suggest that because one
studies discrimination against blacks that this meflns
discrimination against Mexican Americans does not also
exist or is not important. Both need studying.
Wolfe says he is "amazed"that l " never mention" the state
of the economy as a significant factor in facilitating repres-

II
sion, when in fact I spend hundreds of pages explaining hQW
economic dislocations like depressions (in 1873, 1882, 1894.
1907. 1913, and 1929). major stri ke waves ( 1877, 1886, 18CM.
1919, 1937. and 1946) and periods of high inflation (1919.
1946) help create repressive atmospheres. He suggests that !
regard the attitudes of political authorities concerning political repression as not determined by societal contexts. whc:Jl
in fact I again ha.ve spent hundreds of pages explaining pfCicisely that the attitudes of political authorities are greatb'
affected by such factors as strain and dissent in society, t.llt:
attitudes of key eliti!S and the "suitability" of potential
targets of repression. Wolfe has misunder-stood the pointr-1
made in this regard that ultimately political authorities de
make decisions as to whether or not repression will occurcit
is possi ble for the president to make such a de~ is io n solejy
beca use he has a bad night's sleep, but normally such deeir
sions are highly influenced by societal factors. This will qf
course be less so the more authoritarian society becomo~
certainly Stalin and Hitler had less reason to be concerl\ed
about possible constraints on their repressive act ions th.al)
most American political authorities have been.
''l
Finally, the general criticisms which Wolfe makes of tile
book is that I stay "too close to the,data," that the book: i~
"d evoid of political analysis," and that, in effect, I fail to cijsr
cuss all releva nt aspects of repression because I don't inclliAf
such topics as the use of symbols,psychoan~lytic categoric;$.
the role of the right and center as well as the left, and
white / black, male/ female and gay/ straight relations. T19
explain all that Wolfe is looking for- in effect to analyze all
aspects of the distribution and use of power in the Unit.ea
States- is the iask of five lifetimes. There is. however., ll
great deal of material on some of these items; for example
the book extensively d iscusses the role of repression in npJ
only we'!kening the left but strengthening the right in cov~
ing la bor repression from 1870 to 1935, the 1917-20 red scai '
a nd its aftermath in the 1920's, and the 1947-54 red scare aod
its continuing effects 'on American life.
vi>
I believe that in discussing a topic as controversial and
important as political repression, it it important to stWk
closely to the data; I am trying to convince people that
repression has been an important and neglected factor. tn
modern American development rather than speak to the
already convinced. This subject has been so neglected thaJrl
think one must build a case to make it. One of the gr~~
weaknesses in Wolfe's own book on this subject, in ~y
opinion. is that there is a great paucity of data in relation<!@
the book's broad interpretations. In terms of my alleged~~~
of political a nalysis, what Wolfe really means is that l¥.11
political analysis is not the same as his. I cannot view politif4
as only manifestation of economic class conflict, as WQij'~
larg~ly does; how would this exp'lain political repressionjn
allegedly "classless" societies? Does anyone really think UU,
and Nixon used repression because they felt their cl~
interests rather than their personal ·political power ~
threatened? In my opinion, the kind of "political analyS:~:>
that is really "devoid" is the kind which defi nes away politidt
as an independent force a nd views it a~ merely an epiphc:T
nomenon of economics, or any other si ngle factor. The only
way to reach such a conclusion with regard to American
politics, in fact, is to not stick close to the data, because tho
data will not support such an analysis.
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;' A Scars typewriter, a wooden desk. the encouragement of
people in the community. and a glaring need were the ingre~icn t s which spawned the Re pression Information Project
t~\'O years ago. The Repressio n Informa tion Project set out
document the recent hi story of repression with special
emphasis on government collusion with the private sector in ·
ifltempts to eliminate critics and suppress dissent. On the
other side of town. the Guild Investigative Group (G IG), a
eroject of the D.C. Chapter of the National Lawyers Guild
was unraveling the saga of the deepest. exposed infiltration
~1 its 40 year history. G IG was formed to researchtheactivi(tcs of John and S. Louise Rees and their publication. the

to

{n/'urmatiun

Di~:est.

; The two new groups found collaboration positive and
gecessary: in the fa ll ofl977, the organi7.ations merged within
\h.: Repression Information Project and published the first
issue of the Puhlic Ere. Since then, the staff has initiated
;esearch on the Law Enforcement Intelligence Unit (LEIU).
c11e government response to terrorism. the FBI's COl NTELPRO. right-wing and paramilitary groups, su rveilla nce of
anti-nuclear activists. the Fusion Energy Foundation and
qthers. We ha ve assisted as investigators in several casesl'mani (s.n. J o hnny Harris). Skyhorse-Mohawk. David
Truong, Ka,ren Silkwood, the Institute for Policy Studies,
the National Lawyers Guild. and the Socialist Workers
!?a rty. We've \\ o rked with congressional committees, scores
<)[p re s~ people, generated do7ens of articles on intelligence

ECONOMICS

'

issues and the authoritarian right. indexed governme nt
Freedom of Information Act d ocuments and served as a
resource center fo r ongoing investigations and research
around the country.
For the coming year, the Public Eye will seek to publish
regularly. We will broaden the scope of coverage to include
genera l investigative articles and exposes as well as book
reviews, profiles of newsmakers. critiques of culture and
more. Repression will join a growing list of issues the Public
Eye will cover. The Repression Information Project will be a
name from our past.
Our vision of a few years ago. to create a network of
researchers in the public interest- public eyes- has taken
shape. With your help our third year will achieve this goal.
The rebellious energies of the 1960's have become the
investigative energies of the 1970's. One product is the

Public Eye.
The Public Eye. a quarterly journa l, is a project of Resources for Community Change. a non-profit D .C. based
public charity which accepts tax-exempt donations. Resources for Comm unity Change was created in 1975 to assist
community groups and activists in educational work toward
social change and is currently the fiscal sponsor of the Public

Eye, the Johnny Harris Defense and Education Fund, the
Research and Education Fund and the National
!n l'estigatil'e Assistance Center.
McSure~l'

National Law

s Guild
Counterintelligence
Documentation
Center

counTERInTELLIGEncE=

343 South Dearborn Street, Room 818
Chicago, llllnola 80804

/

Now Available!

Counterintelligence: A Documentary
Look at America'• Secret Pollee. An 80 page
book that uses actual FBI documents to
show operations against Black, Puerto Rican,
Native American, and Chicano/ Mexicano
movements. Third edition, revised.

Counterintelligence book

$3.00
'\

Pollee Misconduct Litigation Report
A 12-page quarterly newsletter covering legal issues
involved in government misconduct, police brutality, and other
cases of abuse of authority. 20% discount to NLG members.

\

$15.00

$35.00

Pollee Misconduct Litigation Manual
A comprehensive 178-page manual that covers all the steps
a legal practitioner has to follow in successfully preparing,
pleading, and provir1g a police -misconduct c·i vlrtiglits action.
100-p-ages t ext: 78 pages appendices. ($25 for NLG members.)
COINTELPRO FBI FILES
Sets of COINTELPRO files covering the New Left, "Black
Extremist" groups, and "Special Operations." Divided by city
and year. Write for index and price list.

10¢
per page

I
NLG/CDC also maintains a legal Brief Bank on government
repression and police misconduct. Write for list of briefs.
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An organization calling itself "Citizens for Chicago" is hav~ ' will drive Byrne from office and save us all.
ing a fine time kicking Mayor Byrne.
About himself, he said that he has a degree in journalism
It is selling [a poster) which portrays Byrne as a witch and from Michigan State University, works as a free-lance writer
her husband-aide, Jay McMullen, as a monkey.
and organizer, and is politically independent.
Members of the organization also have distributed thousands
Then, smiling pleasantly, he departed.
of handbills calling Byrne the "mad ayatollah of City Hall,"
However, after he left, I did a little checking and ' thought
and accusing her of a range of offenses that include:
of a few more questions to ask him over the phone.
Being controlled by the Crime Synd icate; guzzling booze_and ~
Question: Mr. Leebove, you said you received a journalism
popping pills; being responsible for rats biting babies; hating degree from Michigan State?
the elderly, Poles, blacks, and the poor; encouraging prostitu"That's right."
tion and drug abuse: conniving with "Wall St. Bankers" who
They don't have any record of your receiving any degree.
want to take over Chicago, and bemg married to a "gigolo."
"Uh, I received the degree after my class graduated."
The general tone of the handbills is hysterical. They preWhen?
diet doomsday for Chicago unless Byrne is driven out of office
"What does that have to do witb anything?"
soon.
Look, do you have a journalism degree or don't you?
Baiting politicians is a grand old American spon, and Byrne · · "Uh ... no ."
shouJd not be immune.
Then why did you lie?
However. I' ve always believed that there should be a few
"I don't think that is relevant. This is about Jane and
rules of fairness in picking on politicians.
• Jay."
_
And the fi rst rule should be that you identify yourself. PeoAre you connected with the U.S. Labor Party? (That is
pte who sling mud anonymously are in the same league as those just about the looniest wide-eyed political group in the country.
who write unsigned insulting letters or make creepy phone calls.
Their paranoid political philosophy consists of foaming at the
So when I saw the posters and handbills I began wondering lips and accusing everyone in sight o[ being ·engaged in devilish
just who the "Citizens for Chicago" are. The only explana- conspiracies against them. They are bankrolled by ex-~ts.)
tion on their literature is that it is "a non-partisan organization
"No, I have no connection with them."
comrnited to preventing Jane Byrne from destroying Chicago. "
Really? Then how come your headquaners are in their ChiAn outfit ought to say more about itself than that if it's cago offices?
going to accuse somebody of being a drunk, a pill popper, and
"Uh, I just use space there?"
being married to a gigolo.
Only space? Why is your phone number also their phone
And especially if it is going to urge people to "send money number?
to help Citizens of Chicago."
"Uh, ub, they let us use their phones because they don't
So we called this organization and asked them to tell us a - like Jane Byrne."
little about themselves and their mot ives.
!
And they don 't help you in any other way? ·
. And before long, a smooth young m an named Richard Lee"Well, they have circulated our leaflets."
bove, 27, dropped by the o ffi ce to talk about Citizens for ChiBut you aren't connected with the U.S. Labor Party?
cago.
"No."
Leebove said that he is president of the organization, and that
Well, what aboot police records showing that you have been
he and its 400 other public-spirited members are motivated by a arrested at least twice? Didn' t the arrests have anything to do
deep concern for the city, nothing more.
with U .S. Labor Pany activities?
He said they banded together after deciding that Byrne was a
"I don't remember what I was arrested for."
menace.
You don't remember?
"I love this city," he said, with deep sincerity. " I want to
His suave voice suddenly grew shrill. It rose to a piercing
see it survive." And he- pred icted that he and his associates shriek as he cried: " Why are you looking at my baclcifound?

-----------------------------------------------------------5
Did Byrne put you up to this? Did \<f c ~f ull en put you up to
this? This is just a smear JOb. "
He began ranting. H is sentences son of slid into each other:
"It won't work ... digging up dirt ... trymg to smear ... people: are on our side ... go ahead, go ahead , I don't care ... smear
... dirt .... ..
Mr. Leebovc:, o n your handbills. you ask people to send
money to your organization. Just how do you earn your
living?
'' I free-lance. I write free-lance articles. "
Name some of the: publications.
"Various publications, various publications. This is a smear.
TIIis won ' t work . Byrne put you up to this, didn't she? A
smear ... go ahead ... din ... smear . . . . "
My, such sensitivity for a fellow who doesn't mind calling
someone else a pill-popping drunk, and her husband, a gigolo.
Touchy, touchy, Mr. Leebove.

P arty of Fanatica

Crass Root Laborers
The man was standing on the comer of 95th and Western,
with a sign around his neck that said: "~!ayor Byrne, you ignorant slut," in big red letters.
When a car would slow , and its occupants would gawk at his
sign, he'd walk over and give them handbills accusing Byrne of
every crime short of the Holocaust.
I watched him for more than an hour. During that time, he
gave out at least 100 handbills. Not o ne person asked him who
he was o r what his organization was. \<lost people looked at
his literature and nodded their heads.
So I go t in my car, went around the block and came to a
stop . He handed me a piece of his literature.
"Who are you with ?" I asked , although I already knew the
answer.
"I'm with Citizens for Chicago, " he said.
"Well, I'm a citizen for Chicago,·· I said, "and 1 don't
know you."
.. It 's a grass-roots organization," he said.
"Who runs it?" I asked.
He handed me another handbill. This one touted Lyndon H .
LaRouche for president of the United States.
"Who is this nut?" 1 asked.
He looked indignant and yelled: "Who are you calli ng a
nut?"
That's the U.S. Labor Party. They don't mind calling someone they dislike any vile name they C3ll think of. To them,
Byrne is a slut. They used to accuse Nelson Rocke feller of
practicing cannibalism. They've called others pinlcos, mobsters
and fascists.
But when you suggest that they might be slightly unhinged,
their lips nearly tremble at the unfairness of it all.
As I wrote a few days ago, they're trying to paper the town
with their handbills and posters. The posters, which they sell
fo r S2 each, portray Byrne as a witch and her husband, Jay
McMullen, as a monkey.
Most of the people who buy the posters don't realize that
they are contributing to one of the wack..iest, wild-eyed political
fringe groups in America.
Becal¥ the pamphlets and posters bear the name "Citizens
for Chicago, '' peo ple assume they are dealing with a grassroots organization.
·

But it' s not a grass-roots o rganization. It 's simply a front
fo r the U.S. Labo r Party and Lyndon LaRouche, a former
Trotskyite leftist who has s hifted philosophies and now appears
to be: somewhere to the right of the John Birch Society.
Or maybe he and his band of fanatics are on the far left.
Nobody is really sure, because the U.S. Labor Party, which
has nothing to do with organized labor, is made up of so many
liars and double-talkers.
About all that anybody really knows about it is' that it never
lets the truth or common decency interfere with its propaganda.
But investigations have established a few basic facts, including these:
LaRouche used to be a professor of economics and a busi:
ness consultant. During the wild 1960s, he organized a leftwin~r s tudent organization in New York.
Later, when left-wing radicalism began fading in popularity,
he changed his approach and began preaching anti-Semitism
and bizarre theories of international conspiracies, including the
belief that the queen of England was trying to have him bumped
off.
Well, when you say the queen of England is after you, and
you post armed ~rUards in front of your door t6 keep her out,
most people think you are strange.
And that's why LaRouche and his creepy followers now use
the covers to latch on to legitimate public issues and try to
seduce people: into their main organization.
Aro u nd here, lhc:ir most active front is the: m ud-slinging "Citizens for Chicago." It's run by someone: named Richard Leehove, who pretends to be a free-lance journalist, but is a longtime member of the U.S. Labor Party.
Leebove denies that he or the "Citizens for Chicago" have
any connection to LaRouche's o utfit. But when he's asked why
they have the same: offices and the same phone number, he
babbles incoherently.
As I reponed a fc:w days ago, Leebovc: and the "Citizens for
Chicago" are trying to cash in o n the current municipal problems in Chicago by claiming to be a grass-roots organization
working to unseat Mayor Byrne.
Members of the U.S. Labor Party are constantly working
downtown and neighborhood street comers, pushing their
handbills and selling the Byrne-witch posters.
Another front they use is the Illinois Anti-Drug Coalition.
The name has a respectable sound, because everyone is agaimt
drugs, right?
Leebove and other former leftists run the Illinois A nti-Drug
Coalition. They move in on community organizations in the
city and suburbs that are concerned about drug use, hold lectures, show slides, and convince them that they are a legitimate
organization trying to keep teen-agers from usin g dope.
And before you know it, they are pushing LaRouche for
president and trying to recruit members or raise money for the
U .S. Labor Party.
So if anybody tries to give you a "Citizens for Chicago"
pamphlet or sell you one of their S2 posters, tell them that you
I
•
(
'
want to len ow w hat th e1.r screwy game 1s.
. And you might ask them if they really believe the queen of
England is trying to bump them off, and ho\1( she's going to
do it.
· \
Poisoned tea bags, maybe?

..

• • •

These articles by col u mnist Mike Royko originally appeared In the February 7 and 10 Issues of the Chicago Sun·
Tlmee. They are reprinted here with permission.
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Eyes Only
legielative Watch
The U.S. House and Senate have been
considering a number of bills that
concern repression-watchers. Rachel
Rosen DeGolia, director o f Midwest
NCARL (National Committee Against
Repressive Legislation) sends along the
following tidbits:

CrtmJoa1 Code
The House Judiciary Committee
approved HR6915 , the omnibus criminal
code bill in the House, on July 2nd by a
20 to II vote. The approval followed 1
three months of delays, stalling, and
debate on numerous amendments. The
way is now clear for a vote by the full
House of Representatives on the bill later
this summer, probably during the latter
half of August.
Although HR6915 is not as repressive
as S 1722 (the descendent of the S I bill
written by the Nixon Administration), it
will be extremely vulnerable on the floor
of the H ouse to worsen amendments,
especially: changing the Extortion law to
malce it applicable to labor unions ,
permitting Government prosecutors to
appeal sentences they believe are too
lenient, eliminating the federal parole
system, raising the maximum sentenceS,
inclusion of a federal death penalty,
cutting back on improvement in civil
rights laws, and reinstating tltt Logan Act
(which prohibits private citizens from
discussion U.S. foreign policy with
foreign governments without
permission).
lntellJgenc~

Ow:ralght BIIJ -

Charter Bllb
On June 3, the Senate overwhelmingly
passed the ''Intelligence Oversight Act,''
S2284. The bill is a step forward toward
overall reform of the intelligence
agencies. It is one small part of the
comprehensive intelligence charter bill
orignally proposed.
S2284 establishes in law for the first
time the right of the Senate and the
H ouse Intelligence Committees to be kept
fully and currently informca about all
activities of U.S . intelligence agencies,
including CIA covert operations. There

is no schedule for House consideration of
the bill yet. .
·
The CIA and FBI comprehensive
charter bills have been shelved for this
year: but these are high on the agenda for
Congress next year. CIA and FBI leaders
are pushing for charters that will "wipe
the slate clean" concerning criticism of
past abuses by the agencies. They hope
to convince Congress to pass bills that
will be very general and bring little
meaningful reform or controls. In
addition, there is great pressure to use the
charters to cut back on the Freedom of
Information Act so that it can no longer
be used to expose abusive practices by the
CIA and FBI.
Thus, while charter legislation may be
our best hope to outlaw violations of
Constitutional rights by intelligence
agencies, it can also be turned into a
" legalization" and legitimation of these
same practices.

Senate Action on S1722
Now that HR6915 has come out of
Committee, the sponsors ofS1722 in the
Senate are expected to bring the bill to the
Senate floor for action soon, possibly as
late as July.
ln 1978, the Senate criminal code bill
(SI437) was approved by a 72 to I 5 vote,
after minimal debate- there is a great
danger that that may be repeated with
S l722 due to the heavy pressure for the
bill from the Carter Jus tice Department,
and the bill's sponsors (Senators Kennedy
and Thurmond). This time, Sl722 is
closely linked to SJJ 4, the death penalty
bill.
•Agents Names"
As the Public Eye goes to press there ·
is a concerted effort to push through bills
that would make it a federal crim inal
offense to release or print the names of
federal agents from such alphabet soup
agencies as the: FBI and CIA. HR5616
and S2216 are unabashedly aimed at
publications such as Covert Action
Information Bulletin and the third
generation of Counterspy. The bills are
being considered by the House and
Senate Select Co mm ittees on
lntelhgence .

FOIA, Inc. Victory
ln a resounding victory for civil
liberties, Federal Judge Greene in AFSC
v. Webster ordered the FBI and National
Archives to stop destroying the agenCY.'S
records of wiretaps, surveillance logs and
millions of other documents in the fl..les of
the FBI 's fifty-nine field offices and
headquarters.
' Judge Greene criticized not only the
FBI, but also the National Archives,
whose employees testified that they had,
for thirty years, evaluated ftles and
approved FBI destruction plans (under
which millions of pages were shredded
and burned) without examining wha·t was
in the files. He directed the U.S.
Archivist to design a file-retention
program in consultation with trained
historians and archiviSts and submit it to
the court within ninety days before ·
resuming any destruction.
·
The suit was organized by the Fund for
Open Information and Accountability
(FOlA, Inc.) for fifty well known
individuals (writers, scientists, historians,
and activists) and civil liberties
o rganizations, who claimed that the real
reason fo r the FBI's haste to destro y its
fLies is to keep a cloak of secrecy over the
agency's illegal activities of the last thirty
years.
·
Evidence was presented that after the ..
Freedom of Information Act was
strengthened foUowing Watergate in
1974, making it easier to obtain ftles,
miUions of documents were destroyed,
some in violation of a Senate resolution
and I or Court orders directing their
preservation and release. In his opinion,
Judge Green took special note of the fact
that "raw investigative data ... are
ordinarily maintained solely in the field
offices . . . " and that destruction of those
files would destroy this information "for
all time."
Since the Court decision, the FBI has
tried a number of legal dodges, including
an attempt to have the original decision
thrown out based on the recent Supreme
Court decision in Kissinger v. Reporters
Commirtee for Freedom of the Press. On
July II the trial judge rejected the FBI
mot ion. An appeal is ex,pected.
In an obviously related m atter, the
Internal Revenue Service is threatening to
pull FOIA, Inc.'s tax exempt status.
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In many cities the USLP has stopped
using that name entirely- along with the
The State of California Personnel
name ••National Caucus of Labor
Board reports that it has received an
Committees." LaRouche is ponrayed as
.anonymow accusation that the
a Democratic candidate fo r President and
California Hjghway Patrol Academy has
USLP cadre operate behind any of their
USI.P continues
do:un front groups.
shooting-range targeu similar to the
to Dupe Citizens
caricature of a running Black man found
The USLP now also publishes a
newsletter
called Jnvestipdve Leacb,
List fall at the state police firing range.
The U.S. Labor Party has been
which is aimed at private and public
An investigation has been ordered into
soliciting support. and members on the
security agents and appears to be in
the CHP. sute police and attorney
campus at Georgetown University,
competition with the Information J:>itest,
general's division of Jaw enforcement.
according to veteran USLPpublished by John and S. Louis Reese
The target, a caricature of a Black man
watchCT Julie Brooks, who repons most
with the assistance of Congressman Larry
with poinu for rutting variow partS of the
students are unaware of what the group
MacDonald (D-Ga.).
body, has been used at the CHP
represents.
According to Brooks, the USLP antiAcademy pistol ranae. along with a
Income and organizers for the USLP
Caner campaign has attracted the
. "Sink the Wet Back" target and another
are on the increase, and the group SCCil\S
attention of students who do not know of' committed to its right-wing mari:h.
with an obscene depiction of a woman,
the group's anti-democratic tendencies . .
the complaint said.
When LaRouche is destroyed in the
"It's really frightening," says Brooks
general election race, the USLP has to
It said several CHP traffic offi~ had
about the students' lack of sophistication
consolidate its right-wing ties or face
complained in writmg about
regarding USLP's rhetoric. ext inction in its present form.
discriminatory practices by superiors, but
The USLP has also launched an
"If they don't make it with the right
no thing was done.
amazingly successful campaign to recruit
wing, they're ftn.ished, " says Mark , a
Black parents into its front group, the
fo rmer USLP member, who feels the
Goodbye Frank
National Anti-Drug Coalition.
group is becoming more desperate and
As pan of its campaign, USLP has
paranoid. "LaRouche has these
Former Nazi leader Frank Collin of
published a400 page book called DOPE,
gljmmers o f sanity, but then he gets
the National Socialist Party of America
INC.- Britaffi's Opium War Against
totally screwed up." As for the
plead guilty on March 15 to taking
the
in wruch they charge America's humanist-capitalist alliance, Mark puts it
indecent liberties with 5 boys. He was
drug traffic is controUed by British and
this way: '.' What they call humanism is
sentenced to 7 years in prison.
American Jews.
really fascism ."
Police said Collin told the boys rus
DOPE, INC. is an extensive reworking
name was "Dan," took them to Socialist
of the old Jewish conspiracy theories
Settle or Aght on
Party headquarters at 2519 71st St. where
propounded by Germany's Natjonal
Say Panther Attorneys
he had sex with them, and took nude
Socialists in the 1930's, Says Public Eye
pictures of them.
Russ BeUant: "Now the AntiPlaintiffs' attorneys in the celebrated
He also reportedly showed them Defamation League has replaced the
Black Panther Case are calling on federal
RockefeUer cabal, and there has been a
pornographic movies; one of wruch he
and local officials to reassess their
very clear anti-Semitic focus in the past
was purported to have filined himself
" intransigent" position in the wake of a
year."
after paying each of his young subjects
Supreme
Court move wruch in eleven of
The
party's
anti-Semitism
appeared
S25.
twelve legal issues affliTTled a lower
shortJy after the ultra-right Liberty
• Police confiscated nude pictures of
court's strongly-worded order for a new
Lobby began praising a 1976 USLP
young boys reportedly taken by Collin,
trial.
pamphlet titled "Carter and the Party of
who posed the boys with a rifle registered
Attorneys Flint Taylor and Jeffrey
International
Terrorism."
The
pamphlet
to rum. The rifle also was conflSCaled.
Haas of the Peoples Law Office believe
outlined the "RockefeUer-ClA-Carter
"The boys, who ranged from ages I I
that it would be appropriate for the
axis," wruch was supposedly trying to
through 14, told us they did not realize he
defendants' attorneys to consider a " just
"deindustrialize" the U.S. and go to war
was a Nazi leader and thought. that the
and fuU" settlement wruch would
, with the Soviet Union by 1978.
swastika hanging in his bedroom was
compensate the victims of the 1969 raid
USLP honcho Lyndon LaRouche has
some sort of ChiN:SC design," said police.
met with a number of influential far-fight which left Panther leaders Fred Hampton
Col.l1n would cruise in a car or on a
and Mark Clark dead and several other
leaders to ask for support in his
motorcycle around New Town's Clark·
presidential campaign, but reaction so far people severely wounded.
Street and Diversey Parkway area
Attorneys at the Peoples Law Office
has been cautious. Most researchers feel
looking for young boys, and then take
j ubilant when the Supreme Court on
were
the organized far right wants to float the
them to a nearby hotel or to his
LaRouche campaign as a trial balloon, to June 3, 1980 denied ceniorari petitions· by
the federal and state defendants in the ·.
apartment located above the Nazi
see how far an extremist right-wing
case on all but one of the issues raised. ·
headquarters, police said.
candidate can go in the current
One of the 5 boys questioned said he
atmosphere of political confusion. At the Unfortunately for the law office, it was .. ·
on the question of attorneys fees for t~e·
had sex with Collin when he was 10 years
same time, the organized right wants to
appeals portion of the case that the . . , ..
be able to disavow any close connection
old, according to police.
Justices issued a ruling saying the · ~ ·
to LaRouche, since he is so clearly
Collin was owted as leader of the ncoHampton pJaintiffs had not sufficiently
unstable and paranoid.
Nazi group for being "burned out" and
qualified as a prevailing pany in the case

JU5t Part of TralnJng

no longer operating efficiently as a party
leader. Reportedly he had been taking
the boys to the headquarters for the past
year .

u.s ...
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Former Scientologist
Wins $ 2 Million Fraud Suit
By Jack Schwartz
Pacific News Service
EDITOR 'S NOTE: Ar8 churchBs subject to the samB con- . ex-members told the jury of physical and mental harassment
sumer protection laws that apply to othllr corporations? A
after leavmg the group, and of fears for their safety.
Portland jury has rullld that thlly are, at IBsst concerning
Two weeks into tlie trial, one juror was removed from the
sp8Ctflc promises which churches make to attract cottcase after receiving threatening phone calls warning her to deV8r1S. This unique spplfcstlon of consumer law in a suit
cide in favor of Scientology.
against the Church of SciBntology won a S2 million judg·
The jury also heard testimony from expert witnesses concernment on behalf of an ex-memb8r, rgports Jack Schwartz,
ing methods cults use to brainwash converts, which T ichboume
an sttornBy In the rBgion and Public Eye 8dltor who lolalleged were applied to her.
low8d the esse.

A j ury in Portland, Oregon has established what could become an important precedent by awarding a former member of
the Church of Scientology a judgment of more than S2 million.
The plaintiff, Julie Tichbourne, 22, had sued the organization,
claiming that it had victimized her with fraudulent claims of the
benefits of membership, and had harassed her to prevent her
from quitting.
What especially distinguished the case, however, was
Tichbourne's use of the consumer fraud law to sue the church.
In essence, the suit held that the church , like any corporation , can be held legally accountable for failing to deliver on specific promises used in recruitment.
Tichbourne had joined the organization in 1975, after graduating from high school. According to her testimony in the
Multnomah County Circuit Court, she was told by church
members that taking certain Scientology courses would prepare
her to excel in college and would generally improve her life.
However, she said, when she tried to leave the church to
attend Montana State University she was threatened with the
label of "suppressive person," which means an enemy of the
church.
·
The :Ute~~tive offered, she said, was to attend the church's
Delphian Foundation. She was told she could take classes in
architecture and engineering there, and receive normal college
credit.
Instead, Tichbourne claimed she was forced to work 60 hours
a week at the Foundation, hauling garbage, mopping floors and
caring for infants, for which she was paid S8 per week.
According to her complaint, during her months with the
church, her "ability to direct her life and form reasonable
judgments was intentionally impaired." She was deprograrnmed in 1976 at the direction of her parents.
Much of Tichbourne's case centered around alleged church
claims that Scientology could cure diseases and mental illneSs,
as well as improve I.Q. Tichbourne said she was also told
that Dianetics, Scientology's doctrine, could cure homosexuality, criminality and drug addiction.
Witnesses testified that " suppressive persons" were those .
who left the church, or attacked it publicly, and that such enemies were "fair game," to be "sued, cheated, lied .to, deprived
of property, attacked or destroyed ." Tichbourne and other

The defense denied all allegations and claimed that T ichbourne had joined Scientology voluntarily. Defense lawyers
attempted to halt the trial on the ground that it violated
Scientology's First Amendment rights to freedom of religion,
but both the trial court and the Oregon Supreme Court denied
the claim.
Defense witnesses admitted that some church claims were
inaccurate, but they stood by statements that Scientology cured
mental distress, and such ailments as arthritis and ulcers.
Others described how membership in the church improved their
lives.
Although church witnesses generally denied the claim that
harmful acts were conducted against enemies of the church, Dr.
Jo nathan Collin, a physician and member from Washington
state admitted under cross-examination that suppressive persons
were enemies and could be "guilty of treason." He told the jury
that to file a lawsuit against Scientology was a "high crime."
Defense witness Rodney Sawatsky, a religion teacher from
Canada, drew parallels between Scientology and the evolution
of the Lutheran, Methodist, Mormon and Christian Science
faiths, but later admitted he had never taken a Scientology
course.
In closing arguments, Tichboume's counsel Garry McMurry
charged, "The purpose of the [Scientology! courses is to destroy
the ability to function as a free-thinking person, to .make one
subservient and obedient to the cause.
"This organization took a trusting young woman and made
her into a servant, totally obedient, as it has done to 10,000
young people in Oregon. It does so for one reason -money,
wealth,
.
"Scientologists take the best and the brightest young people
and make them subservient slaves," he said. "This is your
opportu nity to stop this despicable, outrageous conduct," he
told the jury.
DefenSe attorney Jack Kennedy dwelt heavily on the 'ctaim
that the lawsuit attacked religious practices. "I never thought
I'd be in an American courtroom asking an American jury to
give someone religious freedom," he declared.
.
McMurry later rebutted, "We don't care whether these ' people are Baptists, Scientologists or whatever - we are getting at
fraud." He charged that with o ne exception "there wasn:t

•
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one defense witness who didn't have a bias or owe money to of brai nwashing used against American soldiers by the North
Scientology. "
·
Ko rean Communists."
The American Civil Liberties UniQ{l of Portland joined
In announcing the decision, jury foreman Hohn Kekel said
that all jurors "seemed to be of the same opinion, that she Scientology officials at a press conference called to denounce
the jury verdict. Charles Hinkle of the ACLU said the suit
[Tichboume] was duped from the start."
'
The jury found the Portland Church of Scienlology, the Mis- represented the use of the government to fight unpopular reli: sion of Davi, California, and the Delphian Foundation guilty gious groups. Ken Hoden, a self-styled minister of Scientology,
of fraud and "outrageous conduct." The j ury was unanimous announced that the church would begin to cooperate with the
on all but one "outrageous conduct" count, on which the vote ' FBI by provid ing data about deprogrammers and other
was 11-1.
"enemies" of the church.
Meanwhile, a North Dakota man fLied another -suit against
Tichbournc was awarded S2,067 ,000. Jury foreman Kekel
told reporters, "A lot of us felt that some of the defense Scientology, claiming the organizatiol'! took advantage of his
witnesses maybe didn't lie, but they evaded the point. We heard temporary mental illness to defraud him of S26,000. Irt that
a lot abo ut brcunwashing . . . we thought there had been some suit, filed in Denver District Court . Patrick Robertso n said
church officials knew he was under psychiatric care and told
brainwashing. "
A spokesman for the church, in announcing plans to appeal him medical care whicli he was. receiving wo uld not help him.
the decision, said, "This decision is a blow to all who cherish The church first offered to cure him for S300, he claims, but
the right to practice their religion free from the harassment of raised the fcc to ·sJO,OOO when officials learned he had thac
psychiatrists who have appointed themselves inquisitors. De- much money.
programming is nothing more than brainwashing, the same kind
' '© PNS 1979 '
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and therefore fcc awards were premature.
Both the federal and state defendants
had raised issues of immunity before the
Court. For the federal immunity claims,
the court split 5-3 in denying certiorari,
but on the state immunity claims the
court unanimously rejected the petitions.
This leaves federal and state officials in
the unenviable position of no longer
being able to teU the public that they arc
supporting their respective defendants on
questions o f law, but solely on their
conduct in the raid and the subsequent
cover-up attempts. ·
It is the issue of the federal defendants'
attempts to withhold crucial evidence
concerning ties between the raiding party
and the Federal Bureau of Investigation's
COINTELPRO operations that will
probably reach court first. The Supreme
Court ruling lets stand a Seventh Circuit
order for a hearing into possible sanctions
against the FBI defendants and their
attorneys who the Appeals Court said
"deliberately impeded discovery ...
actively obstructed the judicial process .. .
repeatedly disobeyed Court orders to
---- produce documentary material ...
.suppressed evidence and engaged in
" dilatory and obstructive tactics" which
deprived the plai ntiffs of the ·" fair trial to
which they were entitled."
"We hope to see the sanctions hearing
on the calendar before fall," says Haas,
"and the issue wiU be what is the
appropriate remedy for the governmen(·s
wrongdoing ... the Court o f Appeals is
very clear on this maHer ... the people
responsible for the cover-up are not
ignorant bureaucrats but the defendants
and their altorneys." Taylor agrees ,

adding, "Somebody is going to have to
deal with the fact that it was an unfair
trial ... one of the main reasons it was an
eighteen month trial is that the first
segment dealt almost exclusively with our
altempts to break their cover-up. ·•
Panther plaintiffs' allegations
concerning the federal role in the raid
were appended to the complaint after the
FBI 's illegal CO INTE LPRO operations
were revealed. If the case does go to
retrial. o ne of the key issues will be the
production of additional documentatio n
by the FBI. ''We want the files that show
the cover-up of the cover-up," says
Taylo r, "those fLies which show the
decisions concerning what to reveal and
withhold at the trial. and Washington's
role in the raid."
Recent cases involving Black Panthers
on both coasts have shown that despite
the massive revelations about
CO INTELPRO, the FBI still has not
released many "smoking-gun"
documents which show their role in
wi thholding exculpatory evidence in
criminal cases involving Panthers.
Judges in cases involving Panther leaders
Geronimo Pratt and Richard Dhoruba
fooro-have angrily ordered the FBI to
produce documents which show the
politically- motivated nature of the
original prosecutions.
Informatio n obtained through
Freedom of Information Act requests,
discovery in several CO INTELPROrelated cases, and the Seventh Circuit
Hampton ruling which found
"considerable evidence" of consiracies
by the state and federal defendants to
" subvert and eliminate the Black

Panther Party by conducting the raid on
Hampton's apartmem. dramatically
changes the nature of the case should it
return to trial. What were characterized
as wild and hysterical charges of
fede ral complicity in the raid during the
firs t trial, are now substamiated to the
point where they can only be comes tcd
through imaginative ci rcu mlocution.
"we' re starting again and this time we ,
are starting with j udicial fi nd ings and
other evidence of serious and gross
miscond uct 'a nd conspiracy," says
Taylor, "and that misconduct and
conspiracy is what officials are going to
have to tell the people they are trying to
de fend.'' Haas and Taylor say there are
two contradictory factors which govern
the government 's decision on whether or
not to seHie o r go to trial ~Eleven
years of imransigence in defending the
actions of the defendants, and the factual
and legal position of the case."
"It's more than a financial decision on
the part of the government,'' explains
Haas, "it's a question o f whether or not they are ready to accept the responSibilit)'
for what has occurred - as of yet we -1 ·.
have seen no evidence of their willingness
to accept that responsibility and pay
damages and fees." Taylor points out .
that federal and local government has . · ·
spend "millions and millions of taxpayer .
dollars to finance .she original cover-up,
and now they have to decide whether to ·· :
spend millions more to 'ontinue the
· _-· ·:
cover-up - everybody knows it was a · _·: ·.
political murder, when are they going "to ··
stop telling the big lie and stop using thei! ·_
power to perpet uate the lie?"
· ·'!• '•

•
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Police Brutality. During periods of economic crisis police brutality increases dramatically.
The rebellion in Miami is one indication of the anger some communities share over
official indifference to police brutality.
In this special report, The Public Eye examines several police b~tality cases, looks at ..
how complaints are handled, analyzes the role of the police in modem society, and poses
several suggestions for combatting police brutality.
We start with a short retrospective glimpse at one cause of the Miami rebellion:
institutional racism.
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Saw it coming: black leaders

Angry Fuse ·

.·

Lit For Months
By Paul L. Montgomery
New York Times News Service
MIAMI- Black leaders here could see violence coming for
months.
Erst, they said, there had been a series of accusations of
police brutality against Blacks, none of which resulted in stgnificant action against the accused while officers. Then there
was the conviction of the- metropolitan area's lead ing black
official on corruption charges, and the suspension of several
others-.
·
Next came the new wave of Cuban refugees. sharpening the
economic competition that has left Blacks on the fringe of the
city' s economy since the first Black wo rkers came here in the
1920's to work in the new resort hotels.
Finally, Saturday afternoon , May 17, 1980, it was announced

that the o nl y recent police brutality trial had ended in the acquittal of four white former Miami police officers accused of
fatall y beating a Black insurance executive, Arthur McDuffie,
in the course of a traffic arrest last December 17.
W ith in hours, people in Liberty City and Coconut Grove, the
Miami area's main Black neighborhoods, took to the streets.
"The acquittal acted as a spark after many, many m onths of
trauma involving Blacks and jusuce," said Marvin Dunn, a
Black sociologist who has studied Miami ' s Black community
extensively. "It just rocked through this community. . The peo-ple felt the system had failed , and there was no place else to JO."
That Saturday niaht, in the Liberty City slum a mile from
downtown Miami, as fires burned out of control in several
stores and sirens screamed in the steaming evening, a white

stranger asked a Blaclc youth the reason for the violence.
dealer they were seeking. LaFleur asserted that he and his son
"People lilce you all, killing us," he replied .
were beaten and their home was vandalized by the police. No
The verdict of six white men in the McDuffie case carne after action was taken , and LaFleur is suing the city.
the defense won a change of venue to Tampa on the grounds of
Last October, fn the suburb of H ialeah , a 22-yea r-old Black
extensive publicity, and anger among Blacks, had jeopardized youth was shot and killed by a white off-duty policeman who
the officers' chances of a fair trial.
was working in a warehouse. The officer said his g~ n had gone
The j urors heard testimony from two former Miami police- off accidentally in a struggle with the youth , whom he suspected
men that McDuffie had been fatally beaten and that records of being a burglar. The youth 's relatives said he had only
were then falsified to malce it appear he died in a traffic stopped outside the warehouse to urinate. T he Dade County
ar:cident. Dr. Ronald. Wright, Dade County's chief deputy grand jury voted not to indict the officer.
medical examiner, testified that McDuffie' s head injuries were
There was also a case last year in which a white highway
worst he had seen in 3,6(X) autopsies.
patrolman here was accused o f sexually molesting an 11 -year" "Even the most cynical among us did not expect an acquit- old Black girl. The original j udge in the case reco mmended
tal," Dunn said.
that the trooper be sent to an insti tution for sex o ffenders, and
"The perception is that justice in not being delivered to den ied probation. A second j udge, who entered the case after
Blacks in Dade County.
the first withdrew, granted proba tio n.
He said he had watched the mob that stormed the county
Fina lly, resentment among Blacks has been heightened by the
criminal justice offices that Saturday night and heard a lol of prosecution of several Black officials. Last o vember Neal
angry talk about the amval of 20,000 new Cuban refugees in · Adams, a Black member of the County Commission, was acthe city in the last month . ln the last 20 years, Cuban Ameri- cused o f operating an illegal bingo game and was suspended.
cans have fiUed many of the jobs traditionally held by Blacks Two other Blacks who served on the commission in recent
and have prospered, while Black poverty and unemployment decades also were accused of co rruption.
have increased.
But the case that aroused the most anger amo ng Blacks beIn a poU by the Miami Herald, 57 per cent of the Blacks fore the May rebellio n was the conviction o f Jo hnny J ones, a
quest ioned said they perceived the new arrivals from Cuba as Blad. educator of na tional reputation who wa~ superintendent
having a "largely negative impact," compared with 68 per cent of t he count y school system. the lifth largest m the nation .
of the non-Latin whites and 14 per cent of the Latins.
Jones. who was convicted of second -degree 11-rand the ft o n A pril
" All this has been put in a pot and is boiling , so that yo u 30. was charged with trying to acq uire S9.000 worth o f luxury
can't separate one cause from another, " Dunn said. "It is plumbing with school funds. He also faces tnal in a bribery
probably one of the most racially explosive situations in the case that reportedly might involve other Black officials. Black
country. Even when this one is queUed, it will talce nothing, a leaders have charged that racism was behmd J ones' prosecution.
cop writing a traffic ticket, to set it off again. lt 's going to be
touch and go here for a long time.' '
Pau l Mo ntgomery Is a report er for The New York Times
Estimates in advance of the 1980 Census pw the non-Latins . and with Howard Blum wrote seve ra l fea tures on the U.S.
white population of Dade County, whose borders are the same Labor Party. The above a rt1cle is c opyngh t 1980 by t he New
York T1mes Compa ny. Re pnnt e d w ith perm iss 1on.
as the M iami metropolitan area, at 50 per cent; the Lat in population , almost all of ·it C uban-American , at 35 per cent: and
the Black population at 15 per cen t. The metro politan area's
... .
~
a ..., o.~c,population is 1.5 millio n.
Current unemployment est imates are 8 per cent for whites ,
in~luding Latins, and 17 per cent for Blacks. State figures put
the percentage of non-Latin whites below the poverty level at 10
per cent, compared with 18 per cent for Latins and 38 per cent
for Blacks.
Miami's growth as a center for commerce with Latin America
has created jobs especially suited to bilingual Latins, further
putting Blacks at a disadvantage. American Blacks are also
forced into competitio n with Black immigrants from Haiti estimated at 20,000 in south Florida - and other West Indian
arrival.s . Estimates of the number of Jamaicans alone in south
Florida run as higH as 40,00).
There was a major racial disturbance in Miami in 1968,
during the Republican National Convention, and an outbreak
of rock-throwing and car-burning on January 24, 1979, when
the ·fU"St in the recent series o f police brutality cases arose.
Witnesses said the police had kicked and beaten an alleged
drug dealer, though he o ffered no resistance to arrest. The
police said the man had struggled and thrown a bric k at officers ,
and no charges were brought. One of the accused, Alex Mar. mo, was among the four acquitted in the McDuffie case.
Further bitterness was aroused in February, 1979, when the
police mistakenly ·raided the home of Nathaniel LaFleur, a
Black schoo¥eacher, because they thoU&ht he was a cocaine
pho to by Chip Serle\
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of the people he works with. In such cases, reassignment to
another area might change his attitude.''
If retraining, reassignment and closer su pervision didn' t solve
the problem, Dill warned, disciplinary action would be considered.

Forty One Officers Pinpointed

August of 1978, at a cost' of S60,000 for the saJary of Dr.
Kenneth Wilson and his secretary and a separate office in the
police headquarters. In addition to assisti ng the staff of the
police a~:ademy in stress-management training, Wilson conducted personal confidential counseling of individual officers
and prov1ded diagnostic and therapeutic help for officers under
mandat or) referral. Dill regards the hiring of a psychologist as
a "btg boost" to efforts to change behavior of some officers,
but \\ eller admits that "it's likely to have a limited impact.
After all, it's only one psychologist for 1300 officers."

Capt. Kennedy announced the results of the review on October 24, 1973. 41 officers had " a larger than average number"
of complaints of excessive force lodged against them since
1971. Dill later admitted that 8-10 of them were "violence
Where ARE They Now?
prone."
· Both Dill and Kennedy refused to identify the 41 . None of
But what about the original41?
them had been notified they were on the list, Kennedy said,
According to Dill, as of late 1979 all but five of them were
nor would they be until a retraining program could be insti- still on the job. One officer received a medical discharge after
tuted.
being shot. His disability benefits are paid by the city.
"In their hcans," Kennedy said, "maybe some of them know
Four officers were dismissed, Dill says, "for violations of the
who they arc. Personally, I think we have a responsibility to do rule~ and regulations of the department, tlpon a hearing." He
something. I'd like to sec this group have something specifically refu•ed to reveal the specific vtolation which led to these disaimed at them."
mi ssal~ . except for one officer "who shot a child."
Kennedy outlined four possible remedies for the situation:
peer-group counseling by other cops of the same rank; 16-hour
seminars in alternative approaches to situations that could lead
to violence; a "stress panel" of command officers who would
confront troublemakers; and a 40-hour, week-long refresher
course including 10 hours of classroom instruction in how to
handle potentially violent situations.
In December, DiU announced that a retraining program
would go into effect in April, 1974.
A year later, none of these options had been put into action.
LEAA, through the S20 million High-impact anti-<:rime program, had indeed made available the money necessary for hiring
an additional SO officers so that groups of 40 officers could
attend five-day training sessions that year. Those sessions
began in August, 1974, but they had nothing to do with pre·
venting brutality by violence-prone officers in stress sit uations.
Instead, theLEA:A grant requ ired the sessions to contribute to
efforts to cut down on the so-called "impact crimes" - burglary, robbery, assault and rape.
DiU said that he still planned to implement some kind of
retraining designed especially for the 41 officers identified the
year before as showing signs of emotional instability.
· "Maybe next year," he said .
Meanwhile, the department had undcnakcn a series of
training sessions with the assistance of the Commission on Community Relations. But a recent examination of recruits' comments on those sessions indicates that many were hostile to the
concept-or found the training less than helpful: "useless" and
"a waste of time" were common descriptions.
For those already hired and working, however, there was
nothing available. As for the 41 "unstable" officers, they were
still waiting for that elusive "something" Kennedy hoped would
be "specifically aimed at them."
In the meantime, Dill said, "Commanders were told to keep
an eye on them." Not until 1977 d id the dcpanment institute
a mandatory program of one week of training for every officer,
according to Denny Weller, director of the Denver Anti-crime
Council, which coord inates federal funding to the police. In
1977 the sessions emphasized crisis intcrvc:ntion and "sensitizing
officers to the emotional trauma people have when officers call
on them," Weller said. Only in 1979 did the department offer
in-service training "stressing personal management of their own
problems to better serve the public."
The long-promised staff psychologist was finally hired in
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: By Doug Vaughan
· Back in July 1973, one year after becoming Chief of the
Denver P olice Department , Art DiU announced that the Staff
Inspection Bureau (S IB) would conduct a special invest igation
-of the force. The idea was to determine precisely who were
the "bad apples" who were giving the rest of Denver's finest a
bad name. Allegations of police brutality, then as now, had
fractured the body politic.
DiU's announcement , made with considerable fanfare. was
intended to show that the department was making a genuine
effort to patch up relations with the citizenry- and to forestall
demands for some form of civilian reviev. of the department by
showing that Di ll and his SIB were capable of policmg their
own ranks.
Dill ordered Capt. Jerry Kennedy. then commander of the
SIB. to screen the personnel files of all of the 1300 officers for
the period of 1971, 1972 and the first half of 1973.
" What we're looking for." Dill told reporters at the time, "is
behavior patterns that would ind icate that ce rtain officers are involved in an excessive amount of 'excessi ve force complaints."'
Complaints that an officer had used more force than necessary in the course of making an arrest had been frequent duri ng
that period. and the1r number was increasing. But the number
of complaints of brutality sustained by the SIB remained consistently low , prompting charges that the SIB d id not investigate
such complaints diligentl y, that. in effect, there was a " whi tewash ."
In 1968 there had been 20 forrnaJ complaints of excessive
force wiled with the SIB, then called the Internal Affairs Bureau . Only one of those complaints was sustained after SIB 's
investigation. By 1970 the number of complaints had tripled (to
63) while the percen tage sustained by SIB remained low (only
three) . In 1971, when SIB investigated 82 forrnal complaints of
excessive force; again, only three were sustained. When Dill
too k over the D PD in 1972, the number of brutality complaints
had d ropped to 53, and the SIB again sustained just three . SIB.
deterrnined the vast majority of complaints were "unfounded"
or "not sustained."
Despite charges that SIB was engaged in a "cover-up,"
DiU maintained that the Bureau vigorously pursued complaints
of police brutality. He therefore went to great lengths to explai n
that ordering a review of these complaints shouJd not be interpreted~ an indictment of the SIB's procedures.
For example, Dill explained, where one o fficer is the subject
of several complaints, " that wouldn' t necessarily mean he was
guil ty of wrongdoing. Often it's a case of 'I say ' yea' and you
say ' nay.' But the fact that there were so many complaints
against that particular officer indicates that he m ight be having
some d ifficulty in relat ing to the public In the performance of
his du ties. Perhaps he is under a great deal of stress that makes
him respond in a situatio n that might be interpreted as excessive
force even when it's not. "

Excessive force complaints were not the o nly point of scrutiny.
"We wanted to know about incidents in which the officers
might have an inability to cope with the situation," Dill recalled
in an interview, "thus contributing to the likelihood of resistance to an arrest. " DiU mentioned such factors as crowdcontrol situa tions, situations in which an officer had some personal involvement, "an a bility to deaJ with panicular age
gro ups," "limited ability to verbally communicate, " misuse of.
d iscretionary power, cases in which suspects refused to comply
with an officer's instructions. inabilit y to control family d isturbances, and "technical use of the law."

Racism Not Studied
Amazingly, racism of police was not examined as a factor
likely to lead to resistance.
"Inability to deaJ with particular ethnic groups" was not
included, D ill said, "because in 1973 we didn 't have that problem. So we didn 't identify officers that had that problem."
A t the time o f the internal revieW, in 1973, however, Dill indicated that racism was indeed a problem, but it was not amena ble
to correction in the same way as other fo rrns of stress: "You
can't stop racism through retraining, but you might make a
man aware of racist tendencies he didn't eve n know he had ."
Racism was addressed differently, Dill said, by attempting to
sensitize police to minority concerns and attitudes through !.raining sessions conducted by the city's Commission on Community .
Relat ions.
That racism of police was not a problem seven years ago
would surprise many people, but DiU maintains: "The white .
officer doesn't have a problem with a person because he's
Black or Chicano, but probably as a result of a service call for a
violation of the law. We have a bigger proble m with complaints
of Chicanos against Chicano officers." Dill suggested SC'VeraJ
alternatives for dealing with those officers who showed signs of
emotionaJ instability in stressful situations.
Where the circumstances surrounding a complaint indicated
that the officer might be "violence prone"' or otbcrwise "u nstable," the officer wo uld be reassigned to minimize contact
with the public.
"It might j ust mean some in-service train ing- at the (police)
academy. He might undergo psychological testing which could
make these tend encies surface." Dill expressed hope that
money from the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration
might soon be available to hire an additional 50 officers so that
each officer on the force could take one more week of· in'
service training.
D ill also said there were some areas o~ city "where an
officer is more likely to have an excessive-force complaint
lodged against him . Sometimes we find that an officer migh t be
assigned to an area too long and get bitter, become too critical
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police put themselves on notice that some of these JUys may be a
36 orfi<<n, <W>t hav; b«n ,,_.,.;gn<d to
problem."
In addition to these administrative transfers, which
'Another who would like to see the list is Wes Doan. Until
·-~~t necessarily involve disciplinary action, three others have
promoted to the rank of sergeant.
1978 Doan's law f1Tlll represented the insurance policy for liADill refused to reveal'the names of the officers still on the bility claims against police for ·a premium of $l.SO,<XX> per year.
.;
·. Now would he discuss their individual ~ecords, except in . Due to the increased number of claims and the increased size of
· .' Feral- and anonymous- terms. "If I satd to one of them awards to plaintiffs, the company threatened to raise the annual
- ~~ou'·re a god-damn bad patrolman," Dill explained, "what . premium for Denver's police to nearly SSOO,<XX>. So the city
· 1:-~~illd happen later if that officer carne before me in a disci- chose to become "Self-insuring," meaning that any damaies
~~:punary hearing? Why, he'd claim I was biased and whatever would be. paid directly by the taxpayers.
Doan has, by his own account, " probably seen more SIB
.-¥):, 1 ruled would be suspect.''
<-~~
As an example, Dill cited the case of one patrolman on the repons that anybody." Each year Doan estimates he handled70-90 cases involving police, with perhaps twice that many setlist of 41. Records indicated that he' had reponed II resistances
tled out of court or dismissed befo re trial. Generally, he says, ·
during the screening period. " But this guy was a forme r probation officer and he reponed everything, even the most minor "SIB does a good\job of investigation and they'r! held up in
court."
·! •
kind of physical contact.,
But Doan says he was " never advised of the list" of 41. "I
In another case, Dill said, five excessive force complaints had
think I should have seen it," Doan said. "I don 't know why
' ·· been ftled against o ne officer during the period. "Upon examithey held it back."
ning the SIB reports, we found that be had been jumped from
Doan's concern stems from the fact that plaintifrs attorneys
behind four times." Dill recalls several other officers, "five or
often request the entire personnel flle of an officer accused of
six who were questionable. These were transferred and if they
brutality in order to accumulate evidence that would show
couldn't hack, it, they resigned." One man committed suicide
knowledge of vicious propensities and thereby support a claim
shonly thereafter.
of negligent hirin2 and retention.
One of the most interesting issues posed by Dill's handling of
"It's almost a routine matter now" to flle such claims,
the 41 supposedly " unstable'' o r "violence-pro ne" officers is Doan said, "but no one's pursued it very far. It' s never been
whether the measures used to rehabilitate them - the coun- successful in Colorado to m y knowledge."
,
seling of the psychologist hired in August of 1978, the one-week
However, Doan predicts that negligent-retention claims are
training program for all officers, and the putitive "closer super- likely to increase with attorneys pursing them more diligently
vision"- have been effective. Unfonunately, the only way to and courts more willing to consider an o fficer's past record
determine that is to examine the disciplinary records of those in determining a city's liability for hiring and retaining.
officers since they were identified. And that Dill stead fastly
Normally, Doan said, the j udge will make an examination of
refuses to do. " They're no longer under special scrutiny, "
the officer's files and allow presentation of only that portion
Dill says.
considered to be of evidentiary value in resolving the plaintifrs
claim.
Members of City Council have also expressed an interest in
Complaints Up
examining the records of the officers identified seven years ago
Meanwhile, complaints of police brutality have risen dra- as potential troublemakers. And attorneys for victims of alleged
matically, while the number sustained b y SIB stays low. Only· police brutality are itching to get their hands on it.
five of 66 complaints of excessive force were sustained in 1973.
Also anxious to examine the records of the "violence-prone"
Of the 69 complaints ftled with SIB in 1974, seven were sus- cops are proponents of a referendum which would create a
tained - the highest percentage ever. The next year, com- civilian commission to run tlle police department. If approved
plaints of excessive force jumped to 108. but only five were by the voters, the referendum would amend the City Charter to'
sustained . By 1976 only two of !52 complaints "disclosed suf- allow a five-member commission, appointed by t he: mayor with .
ficient evidence to suppon the allegations." In 1977 citizens approval of City Council, to fire the chie f of police, promulgate
filed 125· formal complaints of excessive force; the SIB sustained rules and regulations f01r the department, and conduct public
not one. In 1978 the figure was 109 to 7.
hearings into allegations of police brutality.
"The disturbing thing about this trend, aside from SIB's inMeanwhile , the list of 4 1 "unstable" policemen rests peace·
ability to find any merit in civilian complaints against their fuily locked in a drawer of the police chiers desk.
brethren, is that the same names of cenain cops keep co rning
up, " said Jim Joy, executive d irector of the American Civil
Libenies Union in Colorado. "We'd like to know if any of Psychologist Not Told
these guys was on the list."
One person who logically should have sec:n the list was the
Attorneys who represent people who claim to have been Staff psychologist hired by the Denver Police Department in
brutalized by t he police want to know who was o n the hit-list 1978, but he was not even aware of the list until recently when a
and what kind of records they've compiled since.
reponer contacted him for a comment.
Jay Breese, Denver chair of the Committee on Government
AJI but five of the 41 who were considered in need of special
Repression and Police Crimes of the National Lawyers Guild, counseling were st.ill on the force as of August 1978, when the
argues that: " If it could be shown that the police depanment psychologist, Kenneth Wilson, was hired. Wilson said he: has
knew an officer was violence-prone. and still kept him on the . "no idea" if any of the 4 1 are among the approximately 175
force, then later he goes out and thumps somebody, the victim office rs he has treated when he was asked for a comment.
wo uld be a ble to make a good case for the city being liable fo r
Wilson 's job, in large pan, is to reduce the job-related stress
negligent retention of that officer on the force. A ft er all. the policemen face. One of the purposes of the grant is to deter-
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mine if reducrion m ~t re~s "' ill result in fewer citizen complaints
about pollee beha' 10r.
. The result s of s tres~ o n the job are physical symptoms such
as migraine headaches an•! high blood-pressure . a nd problems
at home. But W ilson denred there is any tendency to "take it
out on the public. "
"Brutality is JUSt not wo rth it because of the possibility of
being sued," Wilson a rgued.
Jonothan Olom . pa rt o f .t he legal team that wo n $1 0.000 in
1978 in the civil suit for wro ngful death filed by the family of
Carl Newland agamst several Den ver police and Sherifr s Department personnel. disagrees with Wilson 's assessment of t he
deterrent effect of such su ll s:
"From an a ttorney' s standpoint you have to be very strict
abou t these cases beca use they' re so damned hard to wrn,
es~iall y when it's your client's wo rd against a cop' s. T o make
any head way you need to establish clear liability and pro vable
damages . That means. 1n practical terms, two mdependent eye
witnesses who saw everythmg or strong c ircums:ancial evidence
- expert t esum o n ~ - that demonstrates po lice misbehavior,
since the cops always cover themselves by filing charges o f resistance and Interference."

--

,-,

Wilson is enthusiastic about the response to the program so
far .
' 'I expected resistance from the police because of the attitudes
of mental health professionals towards police officers and vice
versa. A lot of mental .health professionals think police officers
are too conservative, too action oriented, too brutal and uncaring.:•
Wilson acknowledges he once shared this opinion: "I used to
think that cops were a bunch of nasty motherfuckers." Wilson's step-father was a cop, and he also brings to the job a P hD
from Kansas State University and a background in counselling
Juveniles, college teaching, and a private psychological practice.

Counseling Cops
Wilson said the officers who visit him realize the tensions o f
their jobs are having an adverse effect upon their home life.
Divorce rates are high - ~70 percent, according to Wilson because of the massive strain of exposure to physical dartger .
irregular hours, and what Wilson calls " the crap you have to pu:
up with from the public."
The program is strictly voluntary and completely confidential," Wilson said . " I'm not involved in the decision whether
they stay on the j ob or not. I might tell a client he needs this.
that or the o t!v=r thing, but what's done about it is strictly up to
h1m ."
A command officer who feels a subordinate is the subject o ;
too many complaints may " suggest" a visit, however . The
depanment also has a mandatory system of referral to psychia·
trist Dr. Gerald Starkey at Denver General Hospital. Starke~
exami nes officers dispatched by their command officers anc
submits a formal written report which may be used to determine furloughs, suspensions and releases on psychiatn ~
grounds .
By the end of W ilson ' s first year, all I 500 officers of the DPr
had taken his four-day "stress-awareness workshop" anc
" stress management seminar" at the police academy. There is ;
separate program for recruits, who "are not as ready to hea·
about it because they don ' t believe it can happen to them ."
accord ing to Wilson.
After his first year, W ilson had individually counseUed som:
175 police officers, 80 spouses, and I 5 of their children.
Wilson is reluctant to speculate on the results of the progran
so far . Despite the trend to c reate such positions tn polic:
departments around the count ry, Wilson acknowledges " there ·
little way to measure success or failure ."
In 1978, citizens filed 109 co mplaints o f excessive fNce t-·
police, o f which seven were susta ined by Sl B. Capt. L. W. Pen
nel. commander of the bureau, said the statistics "clearly depic
a continuing trend toward internal discipline and strong correc
tive measures within the department."
Critics o f the depanment d ispute th is int erpretatio n, ho"
ever. "Nobod y I kno w ad vises any client that anything w1·
come of a complaint to the District Atto rney or fili ng a ci' .
~u i t against the officer and the city for damages ," says Ja~ .
Breese, the NLG 's chair . '.' We do advise that a citLZ.en wh,
has been brutalized lile a complaint with SIB. " Breese notec
" but we warn them t hey can expect to be treated like shit."

* * *

Do ug Va ug han Is a De nver freelanc e writ e r a nd jo urna li sm
rns tructor wtto Is act ive In the Committee Aga rns t Rac rsm
Po rt rons of thr s art rcle tn a d rff erent form o rrgrna lly aooea rec
rn the Denver wee kly Westword.
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.'In the Shadourof the White House

The Terrence Johnson Case
By Brint Dillingham
Jimmy Carter's hypocritical stance on human rights hasn't
gone unnoticed, even in the establishment preSs. More than
a few commentators have observed "incongruity" of moraliiing
on human rights from the front steps of the White House while
simultaneously preparing to host the Shah, Pinochet and Somo- ·
za in the. Rose Garden. Many commentators, however, have
joined the President in largely ignoring a major human rights
scandal in the shadow of the White House.
In the nation's capitol and surrounding suburbs there has
been a massive wave of police brutality. Over the last decade,
thousands of complaints of police brutality and other forms of
serious police misconduct have been ftled in the various jurisdictions of lohe D .C . Metropolitan Area. The majority o f such
complaints have come from citizens of D.C. , where the police
fo rce numbers between fou r and five thousand officers at any
one time, and is five to six times as large as the next largest
police force in the area. But it is this next largest force - the
Prince George's County Police - that has far and away the
most notorious reputation for brutality.
While Prince George's officials have often protested that this
reputation is a media-made bum rap, many civilian critics (especially in the Blaclc community, but a substantial number of
whites as well) charge that defenders of the police "doth protest
too much." These critics say that there have been substantial
numbers of brutality cases in the county, that a disproponionate
number of these cases rank among the real " horror stories"
of D.C. area police brutality. and that the cases have occurred
agamst a backdrop of seething. sometimes thinly-veiled and
so met imes wide-open, official racism.
Predictions of a tragic showdown in Prince George's County
came true on June 26, 1978, at the HyattsviUe Police Station,
where tensions exploded, leaving two white policemen dead, and
Terrence Johnson, the 15-year-old Black youth accused of murdering them with one of their own guns, "a young man suffermg." in the words of his attorney, "an old man 's nightmare."
The combination of an often brilliant counroom defense and
a well-organized and widespread mass suppon campaign
brought panial victory for Terrence. He had pled not guilty to
all charges under a general theory of self-defense and was ac, quitted on six of eight major counts. The court was not to show
the understanding of the j ury, however. Terrence was given the
maximum 25-year total sentence.
His attorney and thousands of supponers point to solid evi·
dence that Terrence does not deserve this nightmare. He was far
from the cold calculating murderer county law enforcement officials would have us believe him to be, far fro m the ruthless
killer of two innocent policemen who were committed to, as one
county j udge put it, "protect us from ourselves." Instead, as
the evidence from his trial and its immediate and historical context shows, Johnso n was a terrorized 15-year-old fighting for his
life against police officers who had verbally, psychologically,
and physically brutalized him.

Marlboro Country
Terrence Johnson (left,
supporters.
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P rince George 's is the suburban county adjacent to the east,
ern half of D.C. Its borders are Jess than five miles from the
White House, the Capitol Building and the Supreme Coun.
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The Newcomers
As late as 1940, the huge 485-mile square county was a sparsely
populated rural area with less than 90,00) residents. lt was the
original Marlboro Country, steeped in the traditions of the old
South. During the Civil War, it was a center of brutal slaveholding and the site of bloody slave rebellions. With enormous
population growth and the influence of somewhat more subur.:
..,'. ban-oriented (but often no less racist and sleazy) politicians, the
old Sou th traditions may be somewhat submerged, but they
bave hardly drowned. Large areas of the county are still open
spaces, rolling hills and tobacco plantations, where the third
and founh generation owners of the "plantocracy" ride to the
hounds while Black sharecroppers till the fields.
Deep South traditions and their modem clones surface most
often and most sharply in the county's law enforcement establishment. Centered at the county seat in Upper Marlboro (population 686), the judiciary at the head of this establishment
holds sway in a courthouse area that has the look and feel of.a
movie set for the soon-to-be-released "Refused to Go With the
Wtnd."
The major surge in the county's population growth took place
in the 1960s when rapacious and corrupt land developers built
thousands of apartments to be filled by thousands of whites and
Blacks who "spilled over" into the country from working class
neighborhoods in the c:astem half of Washington, D.C. The
county's Black population subsequently jumped from about
32,0t;X> (or 9aJo of the county total) in 1960 to over 200,00) (and
35aJo of the total) today.
_
The plantocracy and their suburban successors let the newcomers know in the harshest ways that all they wanted to hear
was that the rent Wei$ paid. County police backed up their position . Present-day potice officials recently referred to the 1960s
as "the Middle Ages," when county potice served almost as a
"militant occupation force." A few examples illustrate the offi- .
cial brutality and racism that existed then, and more importantly, are far from dead today:
• In 1967 County Circuit Court Judge William Bowie refused
bond to and later sentenced a 53-year-old Black woman who had
pleaded guilty to fatally stabbing her common law husband. Bowie gave an all-too-representative illustration of law enforcement
establishment 's att itude on race when he declared from the bench
that if Black.s "want to live like animals, let them stay in a pen ."
At the sentencing, Bowie decided to daborate, saying that when
Blacks "get to fighting, they stan using knives. Statistics will show
there is a high incidence of this. But I don't see where there is any
prejudice on the court 's pan . It is just a pure fact of life that
Negroes and knives go together." Bow1e continued to serve on the
county bench until at least 1977 .
• A late 1970 report charged that six unarmed men - five of
them Black -had been shot and killed by county police during the
previous two years.
• A December 1975 WJUhlnrtonlan magazine anicle described
the law enforcement and racial anitudes of the county as follows:
Prince George's is rough . Its 810-member police force enjoys
a reputation as a h.am-fisted army of brutes. Some of the cops
like the notoriety. They thmk the badmoutlung discourages
criminals from coming mto the county, though crime in Prince
George's is worse than anywhere else in Washington suburbia .
• Durini late 197.S and early 1976, Jack Cornett , then president
of the county's powerful rank and file police association, the Fraternal Order of Police (FOP), was quoted as saying "I am very
pleased when I hear someone accuse us of mu~er or man- ,
slaughter. " He later added not only was he "a rac1st, but so are
80'ft of the men on thi.s force ." These statements corroborated

the charge made by Sylvester Vaughans, president of the county
NAACP , who told a County Council pand on March S, 1976:
"I've said more than once Prince George's County is tbe police
brutality capitol of the world ." Those who felt Vaughans IJliiht
be e.uggerating thought twice when one month later (in Aprill976)
WRC Radio, the local NBC affiliate, reported that the station ha.d
been told that a special unit of the Ku Klux Klan, "consisted
entirely of Prince George's County police officers, has been OI'Janiz.ed .... It has been learned that nearly SO county police offJc:ers
make up the unit." If the report was true, it means that tbe police
force then had more Klan members than it did Blacks.
• During the four-year period between 197S and 1978, ·official
statistics showed county citizens filing more than one police b rutality complaint per week. News reports showed 56 civilians nearly one per month - shot by county police during the five years
ending in December 1977. Seventeen ( 17) of these shootings were
fatal (see chart). Likewise, in the period between 1967 and 1979,
there were over a dozen major investigations of county police practices, including at least two major lawsuits. These investigations
were conducted by county and state human relations commissions,
county and state legislative panels. county and federal grand juries,
the International Association of Chiefs of Police and the National
Conference on Christians ana Jews, among others. The Justice
Department sued over discriminatory hiring practices, and the
NAACP has just reopened its suit against police brutality that was
originally brought in 1972 and only panially settled in 1975.

Prelude to the C ase
Events in the fiJ"St six months of 1978 aggravated the crisis
in pollee-community relations in Prince George's county. First,
within a one-month period, there were two fatal shootings of
unarmed Black men by county police under suspicious circum-.
stances. The first killing, on Christmas Eve, 1977, occurred
when county policeman Peter Morgan shot William "Sonny"
Ray, 32, in the back of the head as Ray fled the potice station.
Ray had been detained for shoplifting two hams worth less than
S20.00.
Then, on January 21, the day after outraged leaders of the
Black community met with county officials to protest the May
killing, Officer Lester Bethel shot and killed Abraham "Cotton" Dickens, an 18-year-old youth, as he was reportedly
emerging through the window of a closed diner. Both victims
were Black. Both were unarmed.
Dickens was the fourth civilian shot by Bethel during his fiveyear police career. In a previous incident, he had accidentally
shot an unarmed bystander while trying to kill a dog. Five and
a half mont.hs before the Dickens killing, he had shot and seriously wounded a Black youth, James McPhaul, while McPhaul
was standing across the county tine in D.C. McPhaul, who was
never charged with an offense, sued, and the county settled
out of court.
Bethel had also been disciplined five times for accidents involving police cruisers.
No county officer had ever been indicted for brutalizing or
even killing a civitian; this pair of killings proved no exception.
As County NAACP President Sylvester Vaughans said after
the failure to indict Morgan, "The State's Attorney is still batting I,CXXl. "
The failure to indict either of these officers heightened the
outrage and fear in the Black community.
As tensions
mounted, a jury awarded a record S212,CXXl in damages to John
Sarni, who had been brutally beaten by a Prince George' s County policeman in 1976. Sarni, whose wounds required extensive
hospitalization and corrective facial suraery, was a white D.C.
poticeman- not the first law enforcement officer to fall victim
to Prince George's police. The county finally tightened restrictions on firearms use by poticemen. The new controls were
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PRINCE GEORGE'S POLICE DEPARTMENT FIGURES ON
NUMBERS OF COMPLAINTS 1973· 77

. ,·
H~rasament

1974

1975

1976

24

60

83

62

10

15

36

11

5

8

2

6

4

5

11

8

41

84

129

86

35

··.~

··.Fatal.Shooting
Shooting w/ln)ury

Totals

Total

1973

J

21

250

n

5

'

·14

375

NOTE: These figures represent an average total of 75 complaints per year In these four categories combined. Of these, 50 per
year have been for excessive force.
~

PRINCE GEORGE'S HRC FIGURES
ON NUMBERS OF LAW ENFORCEMENT COMPLAINTS 1975·78
...._
1975

1976

1978

Total

Excessive Force

80

86

45

17

228

Other law Enforcement Complaints

22

10

21

9

62

Total law Enforcement Complaints

102

96

66

26

290

NOTE: These f igures represent an average of 72 law enforcement complaints per year, of w~ich 57 per year were for
excessive force.

SOME OTHER SIGNIFICANT REPORTS
ON NUMBERS OF LAW ENFORCEMENT COMPLAINTS

1973

165 law enforcement complaints backlogged, as leonard Colodny reca lls, up to 1973, in his f irst year on the Commi s·
slon.

11173

Over 50 complaints received by AClU , NAACP and Pr i ne~ George's HAC result ing from G lenarden incident alone.

1974

70 brut ality complaints investigated by Prince George's ~rand Jury Committee.

11175

10 citizens killed by P.G. police in the 10-month period ending in October, 1975, according to MCHR 1978 Report.

1978

Brutality complaints involving 23 P.G. police officers investigated by P.G. Grand Jury.

1977

56 citizens shot by P.G. police, 17 of them fatally, over the past f ive years, according to a December 30, 1977
Waahlngton Stu report .

chart by Bucky the Kangaroo

19
denounced by the Fraternal Order of Police and greeted with
citizens a t the hands of police in the " back room" of county
catcalls and curses in the station house where Morgan and
stations is a key part of Prince George's bloody police lore.
Bethel worked .
Years before (in 1971), for example, it was repOned that as part
To protect police from funher scrutiny, Couniy Executive · of a purported county ef fort to clean up its brutality act, the
Winfield Kelly in March 1978, ordered county personnel to volpolice department had :
unteer no information in the latest probe of brutality by the
Maryland Commission on Human Relations. But police anger
" .. . agreed to make r:very effon to eliminate sit'lations in which
police brutality incidents might occur. Spcci f JCally . . .arrestina
was not soothed for long.
•
officers will no longer be able to t.ake arrest.cd suspectS into closed ·
On June 21st Police Chief John Rhoades, following the rerooms alone.. .. "
commendation of his depanrnent's hearing board, fired Officer
. Morpn for his role in lcilling Ray.
The third, and perhaps most telling fact was that Clagett.
Five days later- days in which police seethed over Morgan's
the officer from whom· Johnson had wrested the gun and the
' ftrina, and a labor dispute with the county- Terrence Johnson first of the two officers shot , had been a central ftgU.fe in the
encountered Officers Albert M. Claggett and Brian A . Swart
notorious Thomas Peet incident in 1975. Claggett himself vol· at the Hyattsville Station .
unteered testimony that he hit Peet.
A U.S. Justice Department investigation summary descnbed
The Defense Movement
the December 4, 1975, beating of Peet as follows:
Terrence Johnson was the founh of five children of Melvin
Johnson , a postal worker, and Helen J ohnson, a cook (divorced
Thomas WiUiam Peet was ticketed in a 7-11 store parking lot
now for several yea.rS), for years he bad lived in the Palmer
by (Pri.ncc George's omcersJ Ariemma and Claagc-tt for leavin&
his vehicle unattended with the motor running. Pect refused to sign
Parle and Bladensburg areas of the county and , like most )IOUths
the ticket. Aricmma and Oagett then took Pect to lhcir cruiser
in these areas, was aware of the pervasive police hostility toward
where they struck Peet repeatedly with their nighuticlts, and were
his borne neighborhoods. Through the grapevine, he knew of
joined by [orficersj-Low, Panosh and Murdock .. . . Pect was also
the Ch.ristmastime death of William "Sonny" Ray. He had
choked with the leather strap of a nightstick. Pect made no effort
to escape nor to a.ssault the subjects. Pect is a Black, all [officers)
personally known "Cotton" Dickens, as well as another Black
arc white. Pect suffered three scalp wounds which· required 22
youth, M ichael Washington, who had been shot and killed,
stiches. There were 12 witnesses each of whom substantiates Pcet's
while unarmed, by the police a few years before. ·
claim that he was severely beaten without provocat ion.
For his own legal protection, prior to trial Johnson was able
to make public little of the events of the early morrung hours
One of the witnesses to the Peet beating was Hubert Maddox
of June 26, 1978. All he would say is, "When I tell m y story,
who told the Wasblneton Star:
you'll know It's true." H owever, immediately after the deaths I
of Claggett and Swart, county Jaw enforcement officials
We watched them beat this man into a pool of blood. He nr:ver
launched a campaign to portray Johnson as a heartless IS-yearraised a hand to the orficers. Would you if you were surrounded
by four with sticks and guns?
old who had somehow grabbed Officer Claggett's gun and who,
I inquired of an officer why they were doing this. He eJtplained
with no provocation, had been solely responsible for turning a
the S10 ticket to me and said. "We told him to sign it. "
ntinor arrest into a monstrou s tragedy. In the words of P rince
He said this to me like he thought the man was a child. After
George's District Court Judge Louis DiTriani, as he set a record
a few more words, the officer said to me, "If you iUYS don't want
to get your head busted, you had better get off this lot."
high bond of SI.OS million for the terrified 15-year-old, who
I teach in the public schools here. I know what I saw. I saw a
had pleaded to be released to his mother:
helpless man being beaten. kicked and choked by four orficers with
clubs and other equipment.
., This incident is so shocking, it has left the community in a state
One officer had the nerve to tell me that they were beatini the
of disbelief, that two men who were to protect us from ourselves
guy beause " when people resist arrest, we have to knock them
should be snuffed out for no apparent reason .. ..The sh~ trageunconscious." He said, "I will break his skull if I have to."
dy of it - to t.ake these two young men in the flower of their
It looks like the Klan at work . Instead of wearina sheets they
-youth, and shoot them down . ... "
' were wearing blue uniforms .... "

,

•

DiTrian.i was correct in o ne respect. Shock, disbelief and a
One of Claggett's colleagues in the Peet in Cident, Officer
deep sense of ~ragedy was the overwhelming response in the
Randolph Murdock, was eventually fired from the force for a
county and in the entire D.C. area community. But among
series of brutality attacks. In the most bizarre incident, Murlarge numbers of Blacks and a smaller but substant ial number of
dock shot a dog he claimed was attacking him and then told
whites, the shock was that what so many had prophesied as a
the dog's Black owner that he felt the dog ntight be prejudiced
"tragedy waiting to happen " had finally come, and at such cost.
against white people.
Knowing the county's history of brutality, and noting Johnson's
A chilling tie between the Peet and Terrence Johnson cases
youth .a nd size, they would not believe the state's versio"n of
is the prophetic letter another Peet witness wrote to County
events.
Police Chief John Rhoades soon after the incident. The witThree early reports further strengthened their determination
ness, . Federal Oty College professor Waynes Kong, predicted
to seek: the truth. First was the report by Terrence's mother,
that if the county police d id not mend their brutal ways, one
Helen Johnson, describing his condition when she first saw him
d~y county officers might be hun by someone who resisted
after the incident. Terry a ppeared scared, she said, and he "had
that brutality.
bruises over his eyes, a patch covering his head, cuts under his
With these facts in m ind, those who found the official vereyes, and his nose was bandaged up ." The second report indi- .sion o( the Johnson case dubious at best decided to continue
cated that the shooting had started behind the closed door of a , their own investigation. What they found quickly led to a
small back room - the breathalyzer room - attached to the
mass movement in the county, in the D .C. metropolitan area
main processing room of the H yattsville Station. The fate of
(and eventually across the nation) to free Terrence Johnson.
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movement attracted a broa.cf range of forces including

;' local chapterS of the NAACP, the local SCLC, the National
:;~ Guild and Nationai Council of Black Lawyers, the
~~Baltimore Welfare_ Rights <?rga.nization an~ D.C. Unite to

I
Now, increasingly convinced that Johnson had acted in selfdefense and stark fear in a kill-or-be-killed situation, a growing
number of Blacks and whites together were acting to ensure
that Terrence Johnson would not be victimized further.

·t·:~FJgbt ~ck, eo.:en Ronald Hamp~o~, President of theD.C. Afro,

-~encan Police Officers Associauon. As Hampton said:

,
;iA lot of people want.cd to know how did it happen, how did

In March 19, 1979, the trial opened. After two and a half
days of gruelling jury selection, a jury was chosen of four Black
:•J..:-.
men, seven white women and one white man (whom trial judge
:..·~·~ "s . be Jet ~ JUD? ••• What J ask is wlw caused him to shoot those
Jacob Levin blatantly jumped to the position of foreman) .
• t-"
two police officen. Some of the whites want to say that he shot"
Prosecutor Arthur A . Marshall had used his strikes to see that
, .';. them for not.hing. I don't believe that.
no Black women were chosen.
As his opening salvo, Marshall persuaded Judge Levin to rule
Spea.lcing of the police in Prince George's, where he had briefthat the jury could receive no evidence from the defense of •
ly lived, Hampton said:
Claggett's role in the beating of Thomas Peet. Later, Marshall
was quick to defend Claggett both to the jury and to the press.
I don't ltnow what it is, but they act out of fear , not respcc:t.
He told the j ury he was sorry he'd never gotten to know
I have been stopped by them for routine traffic checks and I throw
my hands up for fear that they might shoot me .. . and I'm a
" Rusty" Claggett. And he told the press that Oaggett had been
pouce officer. So you can imagine how that young boy must have
exonerated in the Peet case. The truth was: Marshall himself .
felt.
had chosen not to press for Oaggett's indictment for the brutal
Pressure from mass organizing in suppon of Johnson, and a Peet beating, despite its being, reponedly in Marshall's own
series of demonstrations outside the Jounry jail where Johnson words, a " prima facie case of excessive force" strong enough to
present to a grana jury. The county later took responsibility
was held, succeeded in the Fall of 1978 in lowering the Sl.OS
and
paid a money settlement to Peet's widow who filed a police
million bail to $100,000. In mid-October, Johnson's supponers
(through block parties, socials, coffees, discos, and other brutality suit against Claggett and the others involved in the
events) had raised enough to post bail, and Johnson was re- beating after Peet died suspiciously in 1977.
Meanwhile, Johnson supponers daily packed the half of the
leased.
courtroom
available to them , despite the siege atmosphere outSoon after his release, County Circuit Court Judge Vincent
side
and
inside
the counroom. Police S. W .AT. teams stood
Femia ruled that Johnson must be tried as an adult , though
.
watch
on
top
of
the counroom and surrounding buildings.
he admitted that Johnson was "amenable to juvenile treatSome police officers wore makeshift " Bum Terrence Johnson"
ment."
buttons on the underside of their lapels. Johnson supponers
Judge Femia was notorious for alternately circumventing
who waited to get into the overflowing counroom were forced
and breaking the juvenile law by placing minors in the county's
to stand in a cordoned off section of the counh~use hallway
adult jail simply to give them a taste of what they could expect
while the other counroom visitors strolled by or sat about.
if they didn't shape up.
As sheriffs harassed them and refused them basic comfons,
In Johnson's case, Femia's ruling at least in one sense backone innocent bystander commented that the scene in the hallway
frred on the county law enforcement establishment. It signi" must be a fulftllment of Judge Bowie's 1967 dream of conficantly broadened the youth's suppon, mobilizing those who,
signing Blacks to pens.''
until then, had failed to see how serious was the county's
Back inside the counroom, -even as state"witnesses testified,
intent to railroad Johnson. Tried as an adult Johnson faced
it became clear that the state's cut and dried version of evefllS
the possibility of two consecutive life senten~ plus a number
would not wash. The "wanton teenage terror vs. dutiful police
of lesser penalties that could imprison him up to 40 years.
officers" theory threatened to crumble altogether under the surAs the trial neared, division between pro- and anti-Johnson
prising testimony of Dr. Stuan Silver, a state psychiatrist whom
forces sharpened. But it was not, as some establishment forces
Marshall called on rebuttal to counter Terrence Johnson's movtried to ponray, division along clean and simple racial lines.
ing and consistent story. Dr. Silver astonished everyone (no
The pro-Johnson forces were multinational. 400Jo of those who
doubt, the prosecutor most of all) when he recalled the police
had complained of brutality in 1975-78 had been white. And ,
"minimizing" the story of their actions in the case. But he
a March 1979 poll taken in connection with the case showed
disagreed with Terrence's plea of temporary insanit y in the
a substantial minority of whites joined an overwhelming majoriSwart killing. (In addition to a plea of self-defense on all
ty of Blacks in their fear of the police.
charges. Johnson pled not guilty by reason of temporary insanity in connection with events after the shooting of Claggett.
As defense psychiatrists later testified, Johnson was suffering
from Transient Situational Distu rbance, a trance-like state
The contradictory decision on trying Terrence
brought on by the terror of events leading up to and including
Johnson as an adult was no surprise to those fathe shooting of Claggett - a state which is also experienced
miliar with Femia's career and sense of justice.
by soldiers in combat.) Silver testified that :
In the past, the judge had been most noted for
My view of what happened. the behavior that ocrurred. was that
sadistic whims, such as treatening a hapless drunk .
it was acceptable behavior. It was the land of behavior that, given
appearing before him with public hanging and,
the story that Terrence told me and was not dissimilar to what was
similarly, threatening a hotrodder with amputatold in other reports that we received, that he was an"(IOUS. territion at the knees.
fied . frightened. Th1s was appropnate, th1s d1d not reflect menlal
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Demonstration showing support tor Terrence Johnson drew
organizations.
And when questioned as to the circumstances surrounding the
shooting of Claggett, Silver said:
In an attempt to defend h1mself even at the el!pensc, in this kind
of situation, pulling a gun and shooting the gun may be considered
self-defense in such a situauon. I do not see the n~ to invoke a
psychiatric diagnosis in that situation.

•A Pyramid of Terror"
In sum, the trial testimony as well as other evidence and investigation showed that what really led to the deaths of officers
Oaggett and Swan in the early morning hours of June 26,
1978, after they panicipated in the stop and arrest of Terrence
and his brother, Kevin , was that Terrence reacted in self-defense
and overwhelming fear to the "pyramid of Terror" - as defense psychiatrist, Dr. Frances Welsing termed it- imposed on
a im by the county police who had him in their custody and at
their mercy.
The steps in that pyramid began when officers Claggett and
Richard Poma stopped the car in which Terrence was riding
with his brother who was driving. The car fit the description of
a car used by a single Black male suspected of robbing coin
boxes a few hours earlier. Kevin, who later pleaded guilty to
lhe theft, and who told Terrence about it only ;ofter the fact,
was arrested. The police then discussed whether to take Terrence in . Though he was never charged with an offense and
though there is clear evidence that they never intended to charge ·
him, Swan volunteered to take Terrence to the station and do
, the paper work on him.
After this decision to detain him (though it was clear they
could have released him). and before they reached the stationhouse, Terrence was threatened twice by officers on the scene.
First, an officer who was d issatisfied with Terrence's unwillingness to talk about his brother, asked him how he'd like to be
taken to the local juvenile jail to be "somebody's old lady"
for the night. Then, as they drov.. toward the station, Swan
answered Terrence's perfectly legal warning that his mother

~pport

from a wide variety of individuals and
- pooto trom The Ca ll

might sue for false avest by asking the youth, "You want your
teeth?"
Arriving at the station in separate police cars, Terrence (who
apparently arrived first) was handcuffed to a chair and was
again separated from Kevin, who was chained to a bench inside
an adjoining cell. As these two young Blacks sat cuffed and
bound, white youths who - unlike Terrence - were charged
w ith offenses, were allowed to move about without restraints
as they waited for their parents who - unlike Terrence 's had been contacted. When one of the white youths offered
Terrence a cigarette, Swart curtly said he wasn't allowed one.
Soon Terrence was being interrogated by Swart. And when
he moved the chair tQ which he was b,ound closer to Swan, the
officer first insulted him by telling him to get back because his
breath stank. Next, Swart, evidently angered by one of Terrence's answers, grazed Terrence's head with a light backhanded
slap. When Terrence (still handcuffed to the chair) again moved
clo~er , Swan shoved him back by placing his foot between
Terrence's legs on the chair. This had happened two or three
times when Swan finall y kicked him in the groin. When he
swung the chair (to which he was still handcuffed) to defend
himself, Terrence was attacked by officers Swan (who first hit
him in the face), Steven Gibson, and Claggett, all of whom
wrestled and forced him to the floor, pummelling and striking
htm as they did so. At the time, officer Swan was about 5'10"
and weighed about 135 pounds. Officer Claggett was 6' I'' and
wet~hed 184 and one-half pounds. Officer Gibson stood 6'3"
and weighed 225 pounds. Terrence J ohnson was 5'5", 110
pounds, and handcuffed to a chair.
Looming in the background during pan of this attack was
officer Steven Roberts, who stood 6'3" and weighed 270
pounds. H is major role during this beating in '\he comer was to
block the view and silence Terrence's brother, Kevin, who was
loudly protesting the beating of his brother.
Early in this beating Claggett grabbed Terrence by the neck
and threatened he would "break th is little black motherrucker's neck ...
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~ a.t Claggett' s direction, one o f the officers freed Terry

-~-,1h~ chair,

and Claggett, grabbing Terry by the neck and
l6(,pJdcrs from the rear. nung him into a very small adjacent
:~ room (about 6' x 9'). Wearing his gun, Cl~ett
-~ed into the tiny room after Terry and closed the door.
~ fQimediateJy after Claggeu closed the door, sounds of struggle
1 1
~ anCJ bumping against the walls of that room were heard by the
. v.o'ffiCCrS, including
. Gibson and Roberts, who had remained in
":;/ die outer procc:sstng room.
·
~~ As these sounds continued, officer Gibson (whose trial testi" ;mony that Claggett took Terrence into the breathalyzer room
· -.~··.'tp calm him down by whatever way he saw fit" was greeted
" -With komful laughter) decided to walk away and go to the
bathroom, and another officer, Gray, also left. They clearly
understood that it was Terrence Jo hnson, and not Alben Claggett, who was being victimized in that room.

.,

Over 84% of Black people and over 42% of
white people in the county agreed that "police
brutality is a serious problem" in
Prince George's County.

inside the breathalyzer room Claggett, who had vowed to
break Terrence's neck, had grasped Terrence by the head and
neck in a potentially lethal stranglehold, slamming and kneeing
him onto the table and punching him. In the ensuing st ruggle,
Terry's right hand clutched Claggett's· gun, holstered on his
right hip, and tore it out, breaking away the holster's stitching.
As Terry, now holding Claggett's gun, freed himself from the
officer's headlock, Claggen advanced on him. Terry, pointing
the gun in Claggett's direction, remembers the gun discharging
with Claggett lunging toward him and the gun, between Terry
and the door. That shot entered the lower left chest-upper
abdomen of Claggett. Seconds later, Terry o pened the door
and stepped into the processing room.
According to various witnesses, abo ut dghteen feet directly
across the processing room facing Terry stood officers Roberu
and Swart - just outside the holding cell containing Kevin
Johnson. Neither officer had reacted in a move toward the
breathalyzer-fingerprint room in the three to five second span
from the time of the shot until T~rry emerged. In a trance,
Terry fired a fusillade of shots in their direction. Two shots
entered the interior wall of the holding eeJI where Kevin was
chained and seated. Two shots hit Swart; the·fatal shot entered
his chest. Roberts and the dying Swan ned the room together,
according to state witnesses, and Terry ned behind them into
the hall, and turned in an opposite direction.
. At this point, it should be noted that Kevin Joh nson testified
that he saw Swart run into the processing room only after Terry
had left it, and it was then that he was shot. This implication
that Swart was killed accidentally by one of his fellow officers
was later corroborated by the proffe red testimony of Kenneth
Somers. But the judge withheld this evidence from the jury.
According to various witnesses, Terrence contin ued to run
after Swart was shot, racing up the hall. crying, sobbing, and
dry-firing Claggett's pistol which he st ill had . As he ran into a

IO<iked and closed steel door at the end of the corridor, officer
Paul Low (another officer involved in the Peet incident) tackled
him. Terry and Low fell to the noor as Low, overpowering
Terry, took the gun from him. As Terry was herded back to
the holding cell, he was (according to evidence volunteered Ol\
direct examination by the prosecution) attacked, kneed and
beaten again - this time by officers Roberts and Evans .
l Swart d~ed almost immediately and Claggett lived only a few
hours.

The Defense Sums Up
The summation of defense eo<ounsel R. Kenneth Mundy
provided some of the most electrifying momems of this tensionfilled trial. First, Mundy answered the state's argument that it
was an uncooperative Terrence Johnson who had provoked the
escalating violence, and that Terrence's swinging pf the chair
had been an aggressive and not defensive move:
If Terrence Johnson was being uncooperative and hadn't given
his name . . . was being uncooperative and scooting his chair so
tha t OfficeT'Swan had to push it back . . . .The simple procedure
would not have b«n an escalation .. . by an adu lt police officer
with a 1.5-year-old juvenile, of kickmg the chair back, pulling it
up, kicking it back and so forth . The simple procedure would be
to put h1m in a holdmg cell ... .
If Terrence Johnson had p1cked up a chair and tried to strike
Otficer Swart wJth 11. have you asked yourselves why would Offi.
cers Gibson and Swart let Officer Claggett take him into the breath·
aJayz.er room alone and armed? If he was that bold ... why would
those officers have sat back and permitted Officer Claggetl to take
that risk? .. Officer Gibson ... tells us that he knew o r he believed
Officer Claggett took T errence Johnson in that room to "calm him
down any way he saw fit . . . " and then he hears scufnmg and
all of a sudden, Officer Gibson says " I thmk I'll ao to the bathroom ." Detective Gray says "I thmk I'll go make a phone call."
This is after they heard scufn10g . . . . Let me tell you . . . they
knew what was go10g on 10 that room. They knew that Officer
Oaggett was d1sciplining h1m.
But tht worst shock, tht worst diSOppointmtnt thty got was
whtn tht door fltw open and thtrt stood Ttrrtnr:t Johnson . ...
I wam you to think about one thmg . .. . First of all . wh)' do you
unhandcuff a pnsoner that 's unruly? Why do you take o ff the
restraims if he is unrul y? . . . and put him in a room that's as
big as that area marked off there ... . This tells you the menlality,
this tells you the standard that wem on in that precmct.
It seems to be f;ur game and standard operating procedure when.•
you ' ve got somebody that's g1v10g you trouble, what do you do,
you take off the handcuffs and then you bust him ... what other
single act of k10dness from the time he was arrested until Officer
Low chose not to kill h1m did he get? He was handcuffed like an.
an1mal. treated no differemly and then taken into a room while
other officers knew what he was going 10 there for and stood
around.
So M r. Marshall takes the one act of grace that he rece1ved that
night. not forfe1110g hts life. and says that IS the spirit of the Prince
George's County Po llee at the H yattsville S tation . . . . He didn ' t
tell you that it seemed to be accepted practice to . . . bust h1m
· while others held him, not a man , but a IS-year-old boy. He
didn't tell you that it was perfectly proper while he was hand·
cuffed and his anns j acked up for another office r to run over and
knee h1m in the: grom and bust h1m 10 the: stomach as hard as he:
could . . . . When that door burst open. Officer Roberts, he "'c:nt
through a demonstration - clap your hands .
When that door burst open , Officer Roberts and I li med it fro m
the: fi rst shot when he thought it was a shot to the second shot with
three seconds. Offi~r Robuts sa1d ht stood thut . Do you know
what thought probably ~nt through his mmd? My god, Claggett
hos kil/td tht kid, b«aust if ht had thought tht othtr way - my
God, tht k1d hos shot Claggett- wouldn 't hem tht th~ seconds
~fo" that door burst open have drawn hiS ~un ? . . . c:an you
honestly in your ht"Ort . .. ~lie~ that {Ttrrtn~ 'sj lift wasn't m
peril m that room ?
You have: got the facts from the Government's evidence ..
about the noisel of the scu fnmg , about the first report saying that

____________ _ _ _ _ ____ _ _ _ _ _ _
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there was scufning and no officer responded . . . they s.tood by walling for Officer Claggett to finish h1s d1sciplimng. to fi nish his calming down by whatever way he: ,.anted to. mcludmg bouncmg h1m
off the walls and whatever he 53"- lit to do. and they just stood by
and wa.11ed for that. And the tragedy worked out the other way.
On March 31 , 1979, after 18 hours of deliberation , the jury
returned a compromise verd ict. Johnson was found guilty only
on manslaughter and use o f a handgun in Claggen 's death.
He was acquitted of all other charges, several of the acquittals
being by reason of temporary insanity.
Both sides were angry at the verdict. Defense co-counsel
Alan Lenchek said he was disappointed because Johnson "was
not guilty of anything. . . . Ciaggen was trying to kiU him ... A
15-year-old kid with a big cop trying to choke him to death . . . .
That 's se1f-(jefense." But if the defense was angry, police
spokesmen were rabid, with Laney Hester. Jack Cornell's
"more moderate" successor, as head of the powerful Fraternal
Order of Police (FOP) telling TV news cameras outside the
courthouse that "Anyone who threatens a Prince George's
county policeman better be prepared to meet their Maker. "
Johnson supporter Crystal Metcalf responded that this was
hardly news since "for years the police have made open war on
Black people."
The Monday following the verdict, 950Jo of the police fo rce
staged a one-day walkout to protest the jury's "leniency.··
Three days after the walkout . officer Peter Morgan - who had
been fired for killing Sonny Ray - was reinstated by the police
department.
A week and a half later, Hester continued his public tirade .
He predicted on a televised panel discussion that because of the
Johnson defense "people ar;e going to be hurt ... by the police,
and police are going to get hurt."
Finally, o n May 3. 1979, Hester and his foll owers were as-

"It looks like the Klan at work.
lhstead of wearing
sheets th'e y were wearing blue uniforms .

.Since the sentencing, interviews with the juro rs have revealed
evidence that could mandate a new trial. It was learned on
March 10 that o ne j uro r went to the judge ex-parte and complained that the foreman was disrupting the deliberations, fomenting racial tensions among the j uro rs. The judge never
reported the complaint to Terrence Johnson or his attorneys.
The defense has filed a motion for hearing on that evidence, ·
with the hope of post-conviction relief.
·

Since the Trial
Prince George's officials conti nu~ to insist that the county's
reputation is unfair and media-made. They say there's light at
the end of the tunnel. that statistics show that the police no
longer have a serious brutality problem , and that they' re making
a senous and successful effort to bring the police and the communH y together. The facts say otherwise:
A March 1979 scienti fie survey conducted b y the National
Jury Project in connection with the Johnson case showed that
fear of the police is still strong througho ut the county. The
survey's most shocking findings_showed that:
(a) Over 840Jo of Black people and over 420Jo of white people
in the cou nty agreed that " police brutality is a serious problem "
in P rince George's County.
(b) Over 670Jo of Black people and over 360Jo of white people
agreed that "Black youth have good reasons to fear the P nnce
George' s County Po lice."
(c) Perhaps most shock mg was the finding that more than
one in every four (270Jo) or the Black people in the county
agreed that " if Prince Geo rge' s County Police arrest someone,
that person's life is in danger."
.
A s for official boasts that the substant ial decrease in the number of brutality complaints lodged with count y officials means
substant ial decline in police brutality. it i$ worth considenng

II

suaged a bit by the maximum sentence of 25 years Judge Levin
gave Johnson. By way of rubbing salt in the wounds that cried
for healing, Levin told Johnson that he should be grateful for
four things:
First thing I want you to be thankful for IS that Officer Low
allowed you to live the mght of June the 26th, 197g. The second
thmg I want you to be thankful for. ts that 12 good citiz.en.s of this
county felt compassion for you. m. and legally absolved you of
the kilhng of Officer Swan. The th1rd thing I want you to be
thankful for IS that somebody had the foresight and the where·
wllhal to hire Mr. Mundy as your anomey. And t~ last thing that
you could be thankful for is that I am limited by law as to the
sentence that I can impose 10 th1s case.

,,

r,
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The age-old slavemaster's demand for the gratitude of those
upon whom he bestows the gift of chains is alive and well with
Judge Levin in Prince.George's Co unty.

Terrence Johnson (cen ter): The defense called his case
"a young man suffering an old man's nightmare.
-
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1979 statement of Leon Perry, a man who spoke
'his experience as a commissioner on the County Human
itdations panel, which is responsible (along with the police
_..c~eparunent) for receiving and disposing of citizen complaints
::'against the police. Perry (now retired from the Commission)
. ~ffered a somewhat different perspective from his former col~Fes among county officialdom explaining:
·.

;

;bn~uary.

other towns. With this choice Hogan managed to create at
least temporary harmony between the police association and
some civil rights groups who both - albeit for vastly different
reasons - joined in the success ful effort to defeat the executive's choice.
After listening to Laney Hester's tirade followi ng the Johnson
verdict, a woman told reporters that she had thought about leaving the county, but had decided that "this is nationwide ... this
~~J~\0' In a way .. . the improvement has been basically an illusion . .. .
is history. What happened here can be reflected throughout
. •'f ,; The dramatic statistical drop . . . is misleading. Things have nat
the United States."
.' ;., : improved to the degree (that the statistics might indicate). .. . It's
However, while police abuse is·a fact of cit y life nationwide ;':: . akin to unemployment SLatistics. The government doesn't count
in Los Angeles. Houston , New Orleans and Cincinatti - so is
. }.: . the millions who've given up looking for jobs that aren'tthere.
the growth of mass movements against that abuse of authority.
' I
And to explain why many have given up looking for justice
Terrence J ohnson is a living. breathing symbol of this strugfrom the county:
gle. He fough t back on June 26. 1978. and he is alive today. A
mass movement supported his struggle. and he escaped consecuWe have had several opportunities to stand up [against police
tive murder convictions and consecutive life sentences. But the
brut.ality] and we have failed miserably. . . . People say "why
struggle
to prevent the legal persecution of Terrence Johnson is
should we file complaints. Nothing ever happens anyway. . . ."
far from over. He remains incarcerated, facing a long prison
All of the controversial cases have never been resolved in [the
"people's"] favor. The people 1¥-"'er fell they have won one.
term .
They have never yet seen a case of what good filing would do.
If we are ever to be free o f the slavemaster mentalit y of
judges like Bowie and Levm and the police tactics they condone
And finally, the insistence by county officials that the coun: and encourage - from public threat' and bullying to ''death
ty's police-community relations image is merely the result of squad" vigilantism and terro r_ism - then the struggle to free
media distortions might seem at best curious to those who are Terrence Johnson must continue and must succeed .
familiar with recent developments such as the exchange bet~een
Bnnt Dillmgham •s an mvest•gator who worked on the TerCoumy Executive Larry Hogan and FOP President Laney
rence J ohnson case
Hester.
Hester - famed for his televised threats against the county
citizens - charged in November that Hogan was playing "political blackmail" with the new police labor contract. He called
the executive "Ayatollah Hogan," saying, "He's taken our contract and is holding it hostage."
Hogan, a former FBI agent who built his political career on
anti-busing and pro-police platforms, responded by calling Hester "an Alabama racist who has done nothing but tear asunder
our efforts to create harmony between the Black community
and the police depanment.''
Even hardened cynics were taken abac k by Hogan' s hypocricy in cast ing himself as the champion of racial harmony and
community confidence in the police. This was especially true
in view of the dispute that prompted his exchange with Hestera battle over who should be appointed as the new County Police
Chief. Hogan himself had helped precipitate the battle when
six months earlier (in May of 1979) he had chosen to elevate
Lt. Colonel Joseph Vasco to Acting Chief (to replace retiring
Chief John Rhoades) even though several months earlier (in
February and March of 1979) widely published news reports
revealed Vasco's alleged central role in a vigilante unit operated
by county police in the late 1960's.
The unit, known as the "Death Squad," reportedly used in.·
formers to stage holdups at convenience stores where, on at least
two occasions, disguised police officers shot and killed armed
robbers who had been lured imo the "set-up" by the policesponsored informers. As Maryland State Police investigating
the Death Squad prepared their fmdings (which clearly support
the allegations that Vasco and at least one other present-day
top police official played key roles in the squad), Hogan anYou can help in the struggle to free Terrence Johnson
nouced that he would not nominate him to be the permanent
by writ i ng hi m letters of support. Terrence Johnson,
police: chief.
When Hogan eventually announced his choice for the perma- Box 700, Jessup. MD: and by send mg bad ly needed con·
n.ent position. it was a man who reportedly had alienated Blacks tri butions to the Terrence Johnson Defense Fund at P.O.
and other rank and !ile workers in former leadership jobs in ~ox. 916 , College Park. MD 20740.
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No Justice
_For Fermin Montoya
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By Murv Glass
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Despite community commissions, City Council investigative
committees, and the grandstanding resignation of the local
police cruef, there has still been no substantive probe into the
shooting death of a Santa Barbara resident which comm~nity
leaders charge was a senseless act of police brutality, and due
to its continual efforts to press for a fuU probe into the shooting,
one community group is now being sued for Sl million by a
member of the Santa Barbara Police Department.
Fermin Montoya, age 26, was killed on December 9, 1978
after he had called the police to repon a disturbance outside
his house that had developed after he encountered two antagoists at a local bar. Ex-Viet Nam veteran Daniel Sullivan shot
Montoya, who had anned himself with his .22 caliber rifle
to chase off the intruders, after police claimed he fired at them
first, and ignored their warnings to drop his rifle.
Sullivan, in answering the Montoya call for help, arrived
in his patrol car, parked about a block from the Montoya
residence, and switched off the lights. It was at this time that
Montoya emerged from his house to look for the two antagonists who had taken off - unaware that the police had just
arrived. Sulli van, meanwhile, had taken his pump-action shotgun and walked cautiously down the street, which was extremely
dark , due to very poor lighting. Sullivan could barely see
Montoya; he was "only a silhoutte" in the darkened street,
so he took refuge berund a tree. A motorcycle back up cop,
Michael Durham, arrived at about the same time and hid behind
\ a-parked car with his drawn revolver. A split second later,
shots rang out, and Montoya was dropped to t.he ground b'y
three blasts from the shotgun.
,
The police showing up in such an unannounced fashion, as
\.tell as who fired first, are the basis for the dispute. The
police claim they found several expended .22 canridges near
Ml' ntoya's body, but only one of these was supposedly traced
to h1s rifle. Nineteen pellets were removed fro m Montoya's
body a t the hospital, where strangely enough, police - not
doctors - removed the pellets. And although Montoya was
pronounced " dead on arrival" at the hospital, police refused
to allow members of the family claim the body for burial
for fi ve days.

A subsequent coroner' s inquest by an all-Anglo jury, which
returned a verdict of "justifiable homicide in self defense,"
was rejected by El Concilio de Ia Raza, a local community
group, panty because a ~ire that was reponed to have contained bullets lodged there during the shooting was never admined as evidence, and because the Coroner was not CTOSSexamined by the attorney who supposedly represented the family. At one point in the proceedings (which the District Attorney recently admined lacked any real rules or clarity due to the
infrequent nature of inquests in Santa Barbara). many witnesses
present to testify on behalf of Montoya were not going to be
allowed to testify because they had been present to hear other
people's testimony. However, after some wrangl ing on this
ISSUe, the witnesses did testify.
Since then , El t:oncilio has continued to fight to get a
thorough and meaningful investigation of Montoya's shooting,
and to monitor and investigate incidents of police bru tality.

The Pollee Fight Back
Raising the Mo ntoya shooting issue at every turn, a nd leaf.
letting the community on a continual basis on th1s shooting,
El Concilio has now become the subject o f a un iq ue auack by
the Santa Barbara P olice Department. In mid-October . 1979 a
Sl miUion lawsuit was filed by the cop who shot Montoya.
Daniel Sullivan. With the financial backing of his police union.
Sullivan is alleging "slander," accusing El Concilio and the
Justice for the Montoya Family Committee of characterizing
the killing as a "murder" and a ... cold blooded a mbush ."

Community Reaction
Montoya's death touched off a wave of protest in the Chicano community, which was angered not only by the kiUing
itself, but by the disrespeltful manner in wruch the Montoya
family was treated by the police. (The famil y and a group of
relatives who were at the residence to celebrate a binhday were
rounded up by the police and threateningly interrogated; police
·also ate some of the binhday cake and doused their cigarettes
in the soft drinks , while refusi ng requests b y members of the
family to call the hospital to inquire about Fermin.)
g ra phic by Ed Stell

states in his suit that he has been "cleared " of any
citing the verdict of the coroner's inquest. As
of El Concilio's accusations and refusal to accept the
of the inquest, Sullivan claims that he has " suffered
·~of his reputation, shame, mortification and hurt feelings. "
~~ 'Reaction to the filing of the suit y.'as swift. Concilio Presi1'dc:iit and attorney Lorenzo Campbell told the media at a press
Y#~nference that "we will keep speaking out" and characterized
• ;~e suit as the latest in a series of political grandstanding acts
' -._by the SBPD. i \~~ The American Civil Liberties Uruon (ACLU) and the Legal
"' Defense Center have jumped to the defense of Concilio, and
· 'l:called the suit "reprehensible - intended to chill the voices
· of the people," citing the First Amendment Constitutional issue
involved. The ACLU also states that the only judicial determination the suit warrants is " dismissal."
El Concilio has questioned how Sullivan was "damaged" by
their statements, pointing out that Sullivan was prom oted to a
detective after he killed Montoya. The SBPD refused to suspend Sullivan for the shooting, and as a contrast, the Justice
for the Montoya Family points out that an investigator for the
D.A . 's office was suspended two years ago for shooting a dog.
Another reason the grou ps feel Lhe killing might not have
been justified is Police Chief AI Trembly's complete refusal
to cooperate with an investigation the District Attorney attempted to conduct into the killing. Man y feel this suggests
a cover-up. El Concilio members point to similarities between
the Montoya incident and a Milwau kee, W isconsin case where
two police recently confessed that one of them shot a Black
youth m the back, then planted a krufe on the youth, and
claimed "self defense." The officer was "cleared" of the
shooting, committed 21 years ago, by a coroner's mquest.
He recently pleaded guilty to homicide by reckless conduct
and .to perjury:
The filing of the slander suit against El Concilio on the
heels of a very heated summer, came when the SBPD was under
intense scrutiny and pressure from El Concilio and three other
community groups not only for their behavior during Santa .
Barbara's annual Fiesta celebration, held the first week of
August 1979. A celebration of Santa Barbara's Spanish heritage, Fiesta attracts tourists fro m all over the state. This year,
..nun·...
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over 130 people were arrested, most Chicanos, for charges
such as disturbing the peace, being drunk in public, and assault.
There were widespread charges that the police used ellcessive
force and outright brutality during the Fiesta. This prompted
El Concilio, along with the Community Police Review Board
(created by El Concilio in June as an outgrowth of the Montoya shooting), to go to the City Council to demand a citizens
investigation of the brutality, and police practices in general,
and the suspension of Police Chief Trembly.
·

A Surprise Move
Incredibly, the Council voted unanimously to set up such an
investigation, but before it could act on the demand on suspension of Trembly, he abruptly resigned, blarrung the Council's investigative committee, complaining it would "destroy"
the police department. Trembly's resignation touched off a
violent reaction by the conservative daily press, the News-Press,
and other right wing forces in the city. The reaction came in
the form of scores of letters to the paper severely criticizing
the City Council, as well as intense lobbying and pre.ssure to
get them to the " minorities" of the committee. This reaction
caused the City Council to totally backtrack the following week,
taking away all investigative powers of its new committee. The
Council also declared the Fiesta incidents and the Montoya
shooting off limits to the committee, as the City Attorney
advised the Council that due to pending litigation (Fiesta arrests)
and the supposed possibility of litigation (Montoya shooting),
no action should be taken on related incidents. This caused
all four community groups to decide to boycott the City Council committee. El Concilio called the committee "phony" and
charged it with bemg a "public relations arm" of the SBPD.
Regarding Trembly's resignation, El Concilio smells a rat,
noting the Police Chief had already announced in August
that he was going to retire in January, 1980. El Concilio
charges that Trembly decided to announce his resignation early
to use as a political ploy to pressure the Council into scrapping
the investigative committee (which in effect, it did). It should
be noted that Trembly was a candidate for the City Council
in March of 1979, but was resoundly defeated. As such,
several of the present Council members are his political foes.
. The community groups decided to demand a citizen investigation into the incidents because they Jacked faith in the official city committee. the Police and Fire Commission. This
Commisston is simpl y a go-between for complaints by the
public against the police, as it refers them to the SBPD to
investigate them. The Commission has no investigative power
of its own. and is not known for its swift response. for example,
the body has yet to investigate the 1976 Browning Ferris Industries (BFI) 6:00 a.m. riot between strike supporters and the
SBPD which resulted in 32 arrests and several injuries. An
inquiry by the Community Police Review Board to the Commission elicited the reply by the latter that it cannot investigate
matters where legal proceedings are pending (whtch is the reason
at least two Concilio members feel Sullivan filed his lawsuit).
Th is limitation o n the Commission is contrasted with the Los
Angeles Police Commissio n, which recently finished its investigation of the Eulia Love killing as pan of a four pan report
it will eventually issue o n police shootings. The filing of a
wrongful death lawsuit in August by s urvivors of Mrs. Love did.
not stop the L.A. Commission from conducting its investigation. Indeed, something is wrong with a structure that gives
the people being accused the incentive to stay in court and file
lawsuits of their o wn to keep their conduct from being inves-

·-

tigatcd. But as mentioned previously, the Police and Fire Com- ;:. Additionally, the Police Review Board reeently announced
mission has no real investigative power. so what it could actually · that it has had a sharp increase in brutality I harassment com·
look into once an incident is thiough in coun is highly suspect. · plaints presented to it over the past few months.
Many Concilio members welcome Sullivan's Sl million suit,
Issues Not Resolved
viewing it as a chance to thoroughly investigate the circum· Activity is likely to continue on a large scale in the Santa stances surrounding Montoya's shooting. Alreadr, an interestBarbara community for a n umber of reasons. First, there is
ing fact has been discovered; the only living witness to the sh'ootthe $ 1 million suit, which, if dismissed by the courts, will then
ing besides Sullivan, motorcycle cop Mike Durham; quietly
subject Sullivan, the police union which is baclcing him, and his · left the police department and moved to the Fresno, California_
attorneys to a counter suit for abuse of process, according to area. He has been located and has been subpoened to give ·a
attorney W illard H astings.
.
dep6sition. Vigorous discovery is now planned by CoQcilio's
Then there is the issue of a .new police chief. Concilio and
six defense attorneys, as they intend to show the SBPD that
the Police Review Board have requested a . role in the process,
filing lawsuits to stop public criticism of police killings can backbut were told by one City Councilor that "if we let one group
fire on the police.
do it, all groups will want input." In the meantime, the Council, supposedly concerned about selecting a new chief in tune
Murv Glass is on the Board of the Legal Defense Center In
to the concerns of minorities. had chosen the retired Police
Santa Barbara.
Chief of an Orange County city to head the department until
a permanent replacement is found.
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POlice Terror:

An Example And A Context
By Patti Hirtoa
In Miami, nine white cops brutally beat a Black businessman
to death; the cops are acqu med by an aU-white jury, sparking a
rebellion by angry Blacks in that city. In Detroit, police are
being sued for using cattle prods on suspects. In Oceanside,
California, the police stand by while the Ku Klux Klan marches
in full riot gear without a permit, and then brutally attacks
local residents with clubs. chains and dogs. In response to these
and many, many other incidents of police terror, cries of protest
are being heard around the country.
People across the U.S. are organizing to demand an end to
police terror. But in this struggle, many people are confused
about what should be done and what role the police have historically played in our society. In Oaldand, California, a wave
of police k illi ngs has prompted numerous citizens to call for
restraints against police brutality, but different solutions being
offered rc:nect different political perspectives. This anicle will

examine: the case of Oakland, California, specifically the: poltcc:
shooting of Charles Briscoe; but it ,will also delve into the causes
- economic, societal, and historic - of police terror, from
which we can learn the proper solutions.

Oakland Police Spark Protests
In Oakland, California today, complaints of excessive police
force: are higher than in the late 1960's, when the Black Panther
Party was organiz.ing for self-defense against police anacks on
the Black communiry. These new attacks resulted in four unwarranted shooring deaths in 1979:
• March 17: Melvin Black, a 15-year-old Black youth was shot
in the back 13 times by three officers, two of ,. hom ,.ere in
plainclothes. Black was shot while neeing unarmed. He did not
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match the polke description of the sniper they allegedly
' ~· • .;..ere pursuing. City inspector Burr found no evidence to supthe conclusion that Melvin Black was or was not a reported
.J;:.k,siUper. H is report merely charged the police with using faulty
S:W -) udgment. U.S. Attorney Hunter's federal grand jury report
-ffl~'- found "no evidence" to prosecute the police.
.
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~:~Charles Briscoe, a 37-year-old International Association of
:;-.~SMachinists (lAM} steward at the Naval Airwork Fac=:ruty, "':as
~i..~ot by police ten times at a range of 15 feet- four tunes WJth

~i~:;~iiouble-odd ~uckshot and six times with a .357 magnum. Police
~ t-"1~ came to the scene in response to a call that three shots had
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been ftred outside an Oakland restaurant, and that a man was
lying on the ground. According to one police report , an Officer
Robert Fredericks arrived at the scene, and asked Briscoe, who
was getting into his van to hold it, Briscoe took off, Fredericks
followed on a high speed chase. Briscoe puUed into a closed gas
station, and got out of the van, and aimed a rifle at Fredericks.
Fredericks ftred 4 shots from his 12-gauge shotgun at Briscoe,
Briscoe, apparently not wounded, ran into the van and reached
under the seat. Fredericks then fired 6 shots from his revolver, a
·
.357 magnum. Briscoe's rifle never f\red.
The coroner's report said that both of Briscoe's legs had been
broken by the shotgun blasts, making it highly questionable that
he could run to his van. No reports by the police, district
attorney or U.S. Attorney have been released. Accordmg to the
local newspaper, Robert Fredericks, the police officer implicated in the Briscoe shooting, has been involved in six shootings,
four resulting in death. One of the victims was young Black
Panther Bobby Hutton, who was kiUed in 1968. Fredencks has
never been prosecuted.

• December 21 : Francis John, a Black male, 'was stopped for
double parking in East Oalcland. Police claimed J ohn engaged
in hand combat with police and the police revolver "went orr·
twice- in John's chest.
In early January 1980, another Black man was shot and killed
by Oakland police a fter a quarrel with his wife. This is the
fift h controversial killing of a Black male in the last 10 months.
Still the city has taken no action. Reports, special investigations
have led nowhere. Not a single policeman has been put in)ail
or even susJ>C(:ted for these killings.

Response to Pollee Shootings
After Melvin Black's death, the Oakland City Council set up
a SJ>C(:ial task force on citizen complaints. The task force did
no t take any real action. After Briscoe's death, worlcers and
fri ends packed City Hall twice to demand a special investigation
and the release of police reports. In response to this pressure,
the City Council activated the Task Force on Citizen Complaints, which eventually proposed a five-member police review
board limited stricly to fact-finding. The purpose of the review
board was to bring the community and the police closer t~?
gether. The NAACP originally pressed for a police review
board with powers to review police policy and malce recommendations. They have since compromised and supported the
more limited fact-finding body, but with an enlarged mell_lbership.
Various political trends have begun to emerge: the city
government, the police and law and order groups, reformists

• November 18: Talmadge Curtis, a twenty-one-year-old Black
man was kiUed by Officer Tomek, who was one of two plainSolutions for legislative changes only are
clothes policemen involved in the Melvin Black shooting. Curtherefore
no solutions.
tis was shot in the head as he was fleeing unarmed from a
stalled car. Police claimed Curtis was in a car that seemed to
match the police descnption of a car connected to a store
robbery. RobertS, Curtis's fri end, was booked for Curtis' s
murder, under a California state law that says if one i~ involved
in a felony which results in murder, he can be charged whether
such as the NAACP, and the newer anti-fascist organizations
he did or not.
such as the Charles Brisc6e Committee for Justice. Each differs
on what the exact problem is and how to deal with it.
The City Council and the Ma yor are primarily concerned
with serving the interests of big business, like the Port of Oakland, the Raiders Football team. and real estate investors. To
maintam a relatively stable community, the city has assumed the
guise of mediato r - giving in to the most limited o f demands
around police review in hopes of pacifying citizen anger and preventing an explosive situation. They have not acted in any way
to restrict the powers of the police or
prosecute them, and it
is not likely that they will. The police that kill and the city
government that covers up those killings both ser:'e those in
power.
The Police Department (OPD) and local law and order
groups are calling for greater power and autonomy for the police. The O PD and the press claim that police hands are being
tied by the anti-police climate. The Oak land Police Officers Associaton held a 450-person march to City Hall protestin& the
Mayor's " anti-police" stand, and community demands for a
police review board . They called for an investigation of all
organizations ad vocating a police review board .
Man y ~r o ups , including the lAM 739, the NAA C P , OCCU R
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(Oakland Citizens on Urban Renewel), and Biack muusters
pressed for a police review board. From their perspective, the
review board would restore confuience in the police and encourage greater cooperation between police and the community.
Traditional leaders of the Black community, largely professionals, small businessmen and clergy leaders, are . urging a
strong mayor form of city government, rather than a nonelected city manager form. The mayor is now Black; the· city
manager is white. An increase in power for the mayor wiU
, "go a long way towards answering some of our problems,"
tpey argue. They see the problem as being one solely of race,
rather than one of class and national oppression. They also
think that Black police would help solve the problem. This
denies the fact that the basic role of the police, whatever
nationalit y, is repression. It poses the problem as being one of
individual cops, instead of the function of the police as a whole.
In fact, the last nine shootings of Blacks in Oakland were done l!!!!~~~f!!!!!!!!!J!!!i!!!
by white, Black, Asian, and Latino police officers.
~
Oakland has one of the highest infant mortality rates in t he
country (next to Harlem), rents have risen 50C7Jo in the last seven
years, and whites have been fleeing to the suburbs, leaving Oalcland with a 54C7Jo national minority Oargely Black) population.
Anger, discontent and frustration have grown. T o protect
The police that kill and the city government that
the class rule of the bourgeoisie, the state must use increased
covers up those killings both serve those
force and intimidation to squash attempts to organize and prein power.
vent organized resistance against the police, when the community is attacked. The repressive apparatus of the state as a
whole, in particular the police and para-military fascist organizations such as the KKK, is being strengthened and directed at
Black and other national minorities. It is precisely to maintain
These solutions for legislative change only, are therefore no this particular oppression, and to keep the working class divided
solutions. They simply channel our anger into reforms. They and under control, that the ruling class utilizes the police. They
foster the illusions that the current economic system can ·indeed . are used to help maintain the system of capitalist exploitation.
serve all classes, all the people - we just need better people in In the name of controlling crime, they attack the victims of the
those posuions. History reaffirms that legislative change bene- system of inequality that produces povert y and crime. T h1s is no
fits a small handful, while the majority are left in the same basic recent developmen t.
condition. What's more, Police Review Boards have been
around for over 25 years but they generally have not worked History of U .S . Police
because they have been emasculated of their power (and potenSome of the earliest organized police forces with wide Juris·
, tial power), or had their funding cut after they showed they diction were the southern slave patrols in the 1700's. Their job
could have some im pact.
was to catch runaway slaves and to prevent and suppress slave
insu rrections. A lthough poor whites were sometimes used b~
the plantation owners in the patrols, they were also terrorized b~
It will be impossible for community groups to develop effec- these early police when they challenged the rulers of thJs slave
tive plans for protecting against police brutality without a n societ y.
In the North and West, seulers in isolated farming commu·
understanding of why police terror is once again on the rise, and
the historical role played by the polic(" in our economic system.
nities often armed and organized themselves into their o wn mih·
Police violence of the sort currently being experienced tias. But the growth of the police as an organized, large-seal'
throughout the country is caused by the periodic economic force, a standtng capitalist army, paralelled the development o f
crisis of the system we call capitalism, which is once again hitting large-scale industry. As large-scale capitalist industry drew u:
the U .S. working class very hard . The poverty programs and the U.S., so too did the proletariat as an organized class. T he
federal aid of the early 1970s, which acted as a partial buffer to capitalist o wners of the large factories directly initiated and conthe recession of 1973-74, are being c ut back. pulling the burden trolled the modern-day police force, which today numbers ten
of the faltering economy on the backs of the working class, of thousands in a single cit y.
especially the national minorities. Proposition 13, the Bakke.
The growth of resistance by the working class to capitali ~ ·
decision, anti-school busing laws, cuts in unemployment insur- exploitation and the efforts to unionize were met by the capital
ance are a few examples. Runaway inflation, wage cuts, loss of tsts' e fforts to bust unions, pit worker against wo rlcer. whitt
cost of living allowance clauses, massive layoffs in the auto and against Black, immigrant against third and fourth generatiot.
steel industries, all mean greater hardship for the working peo- · worker. The strikes and demonstrations of the workers in tht
period were met by some of the most brutal repression the work
pie of this country.
Already an econom ically depressed area, Oakland, particu- had seen to that date. The beat ings and murders. strike:-·
larly feels the crunch from loss of industry and jobs. East breaking and assassinations were carried out by the police, 0 1
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~as bands of thugs, or in agencies
-~.The police were directed in their day

like Pinkerton's.
tion on tens of thousands of citizens by these agencies is only
to day activities by the one aspect of their repressive activities. This vast intelligence
·&Pitalists. Businessmen were appointed as Police Commis- network has been involved in everything from political assassi; Sioners or Superintendents. Anything that threatened private nation of people like Fred Hampton to the routine in filtration
~.fu{opcrt Y rights and the state rule of the capitalists was defined and disruption of every progressive political movement in the
~~ .! 'criminal." Thus all st rikes, demonstrat ions, meetings or country.
;"J,rotests by workers were illegal and subject to attack. Early
With the rise of popular o utrage over the magnitude and
·.!~American labor history is filled with examples of meetings dis- character of activity of these agencies, sparked especially by the
:_lfo.pted, labor leaders arrested, picket lines fired upon, workers disruption of the Civil Rights and anti-war mov~ments and the
murder of various political' leaders in the Black revolutionary·
. · -~ten, strikers' wives and children murdered by the police.
· ~i{.~'rhe police also served to enforce national oppression. ln <he movement, the idea of "community relations" developed. This
_-,~'South, municipal police replaced the roving slave patrols in the new approach stressed the need for the police to develop "ties"
-~job of suppressing Blacks and poor white workers and farmers. with the community. Policemen were put back on the beat,
·1:_ Jg the Southwest. the infamous Texas Rangers was o rganized to and departments were expected to maintain " fri endl y relations"
; ~land and property fro m Mexicans and Native Indians, and with their communities. By using terms like "ties, interaction
.. :io hand it over to the new Anglo capitalist landlords. Their ru le and community relations," the police seek to hide their real role
· was "Shoot first, ask questions later," and to this day the rule as a repressive agency of the capitalist class. They seek to pose
hasn't changed.
• as neutral in the class struggle.
Many citizen review boards or complaint boards were set up
History has shown that the police have never been around to
"serve and protect" the working class. They have protected in the las( fifteen years. They are based on the concept of inand served the capitalist class by suppressing the organization creasing public confidence in the police. Altho ugh the police
and revolut ionary struggles of the working class and national departmen ts put up a fight against these board s, they also realize
minorit ies.
that they can be useful, even necessary, in terms of maintaining
As capitalism has developed in the U.S .• the pohce have order and hiding the fact that police killings and repression
also developed. Though some of its forms have changed . the contin ue. These boards try to present the state as a med iator
function it serves remains the same.
of conflict between classes, rather than as an instrumen t of the
ruling capitalist class.
The police "review" boards, "community relations," special
The New Image
Today, the police are pan of an immense state repressive in- use of women or national minorit y police are programs aimed
telligence network still aimed at suppressmg the working masses. at making the problem appear to be a few "bad cops," a few
These repressive agencies include the CIA, FBI. Nauonal crazy mdtvtduals.
In real it>, these are tactics to pacify the masses, to make the
Guard, local "Red Squads" and state troopers, all the "'ay to
local police departments. The incredible gathering of informa- police more acceptable, to promote the view that police are neu-

Pollee protecting Naz is in a Chicago demonstration clash w ith an ti- Naz i demonstrators.
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lral, tha t the~ " serve and J'HOic:.:: ·· all classes of societ y. The~e
are tactics dcs1!!ncd 10 mamta1n the ;';acuces of pollee terro r and
murder agam ~1 v. o rl..mg and o rr·t:,,c:J reople m the U.S.
Any auem p1 ' 1ocomba1 r oll•.:- brutahl ' and wrongful ~ h oot
ings must tal...: lh<:\l' reahuc~ tnl<' a.:•ount or they arc doomed
to failure.

One Effort
Groups such a~ the Charle< Bnscoe Commiuee for Justice
'(CBCJ) form ed in Oakland in Ser)(ember. 1979 are beginning to
organize res1~ta ncc to the growm~ rolice terro r. The C BCJ is
an organizau on of workmg pco pk 01 all nat tonalit ies wh1ch has
- marched. p1cl..eted. leaneued and rundra1 ~ ed to demand that
police w ho murder must be brou~hr 10 mal and jailed . They
demand an end to po lice terror \\ bile th e ~ surpon genume
legislative refo rms. the~ see the mam ru sh must be lor or~a
nizing and relying on the ma~se,, not on government mstlluLions. T o make civilian re,·tev. o: r ohce meamngful. t hey have
proposed a po lice d iscip l i nar ~ hoard can elected body to d l ~ci 
pline police officer~ and recommend c1vil or cnmmal c harges).

Speakers at Charles Briscoe Committee for Justice rally
wait their turn to present thei r ·grievances and make
statements.
- pho1os I rom UNITE !

Sign at Charles Bnscoe Committee tor Just1 ce rally
reacn;: " 9 Black Men Dead. Coos Go Free. Thai' s What
The Rich Call Democracy ..

time, 3 more Blacks have been killed by the: Oakland police.
O ne was Talmadge Curtis, ano ther Francis John, and the other
was James Bc:ll. Cunis and Bell were both shot down in cold
blood . None of these: men were criminals, but were working
people with families. T his shows further that the police: are not
representing our interests. CBCJ feels that the: police are here:
only to protect property and not to protect lives. II doc:s not
mauer what nationality or race the pol ice are. The: police do not
punish the real criminals. Since these further killings the CBCJ
has taken the position that it wants 10 fight against fas--ist
terror and police auacks on workmg people and-mmorn ies.
"On December 11. CBCJ held an informat ional picket in
front of City Hall during the Cit y Council meeting. It \1-lso puts
out literature and demanded at the meeti ng that the murderers
of Briscoe and Curtis be broughc to swift trial. and to estabhsh a
' civilian disciplinary board which had the power to fire and suspend officers from I he: force."

the C BCJ ha' also mitiated a petitiOn campa1gn de manding The Solution?
that the governo r and a11orn:·' c:·neral or C aliforma rressurc to
In the immediate period. we must co ntinue to demand a n end
bring officer Fredencks 10 tna. Thcv ha ve targeted Bmcoe's
to the vicious and brutal police killings and terror aro und the
deat h as pa n of the overall rl'l' Ill rohce and fasc1st terror. The
country. We must build organizat ions that fight police and
comml!lee describe n sell a' loll"" ':
fascist auacks against all working peo ple: and nauonalitie~. and
"The goals of the C BC.I onpn a ll~ were to gel roliceman
see this as pan of the: effort to bu ild multi national umt~ tn
Frederic ks off of the r ohct• fo r.:c. 10 bnng Fredcnck ~ to erial
the st ruggle against our common enemies - the rich ov. ners
for murder. to get an mdcpcnaent mvesugation of the killing,
and those who protect them. We: must raise the: demand tha t
and to get masses of reorlr hehmd tn cse demand ~.
police and fascists who commit crimes must be brought to
"CBCJ members and other "Orl..er~ a t Bn,coe' s workrlace,
trial. and tried by j uries reOecting the multinationa l composHtOn
the auonal Air Rev.orl.. F.t.·rht~. and als0 'anous com mumt y
o f the working class. II is onl y through the for ging of su.:h
people began to aueod Oal.. land Citv Council meetings 10 have unity, and the understanding of the sou rce of our problems
t heir demands com phed w11h The C n y Council 1gnored these that we will someday build a societ y where parents will not be
demand ~ . and procrastinated Ill Jomg anythm~ 10 ~te l .rustier for
afraid to let their children out on the streets alone. and "'here "'e
Briscoe or sror repress1on 111 tlw cnmmunn ~ . Aller lour mo nt hs
will no t have to keep wondering - who will be next?
no offic1al rerons ha,·e been rclea,cd !
"On
ovembcr 3. 197\J C BCJ held a rail~ and march in
Patty Hirota is act ive In the Charles Briscoe C ommittee lor
downt own O akland 10 demand an c.:nd 10 r ol ice terror m t he Justice and a representat ive of the Communist Part y USA I
· Marx ist Len inist (CPUSA/ML); San Franc is co Bay Area Dis·
commun itY .
umerou' ' r cal..c.:r' ta lked of the need to get a. tric t. For more Informa t ion about the work of the Comm 11·
speedy t n~l for Frcdem·l.., , I<• rclc::J'l' the rolicc report< on l ht tee . and to send contribut ions. wri te c/o UNITE ! newspa pe r.
killing and I<' ~1or r ••ltn· tc.:rror tn t he com munll~ . Since that
P.O. Box 6206, Ch1cago, llhnols 60680.
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I had said I wasn't gonna write no more
poems like this .. .
But brother Torres.
common, ancient bloodline brother Torres,
is dead.
I had said I wasn't gonna write no more
poems like this.
.
I had said I wasn't gonna write no more ·
words down
about people kickin' us when we're down
about racist dogs that attack us and
drive us down . drag us down and beat us
down .
But the dogs are in the street!
-Gil Scott-Heron

by Gle n VanSlyke
Latin American Citizens (LULAC) called for a civilian review
The murder of Joe Campos Torres focused national attention
on the struggle of the Chicano people agrunst police repression.
of the Torres case and "more en forcement of federal civil
As these events unfolded in Houston, a political struggle develrights." LULAC's Houston district Director, Mamie Garcia,
oped between two programs for ending police terror - one asked U .s . Attorney Griffin BeU for an FBI investigation, as did
limited to reforms within the existing police and court appara- State Rep. Ben Reyes.
A delegation of "concerned citizens" including leaders of the
tus, the other based on fundamental criticisms of the police
function in a capnalist society. The issues in this struggle, Political Association of Spanish-speaking Organizations
and the concrete forms in·which they arose, p resent important (PASO), met with the police chief to discuss " beefing up the
questions facmg people m all communities fight ing police bru- police department 's Community Relations DiviSion, •• creating a
tality.
civilian review board, and making the police "more aware of
Police harassment is a frequent occurrence for the predomi- the Spanish language and culture." Margaret Torres, Joe's
nately working class U.S. Hispanic population. In 1977, 71 per mother, was barred from this meeting as she led a demoncent of Hispanics worked in blue-collar, restaurant, hospital and stration outside demanding "Put Torres' Murderers Behind
service jobs, and 21 per cent had incomes below the official Bars." One of the concerned citizens inside said, "I've never
poverty level. Although Houston boasts an "official" unem- worked with a police chief so candid."
ployment rate of only 4.8 per cent, the picture is different for
Demonstrators returned to city hall the next day , and later
over 100 marched to the murder scene and threw a funeral
minority youth (age 16 to 21), both for Chicanos (males 13.50io, females - 20.90io) and Blacks (males - 30.50io , fe- wreath into the Bayou. Rep. Reyes met with the fomier
males - 37.60io). Many minority youth are forced to leave president o f the police officers association about a state legisschool and hit the streets looking for work, and meet with latu re investigation, and the Mexican-American Bar Association
police harassment, arrest and jail at disproportionate rates.
asked the Mayor for a civilian review board to "re-establish
Jose Campos Torres was no exception. At 23, he was an respect between the community and the police." Finally, the
Army veteran with an eighth grade education, working odd police chief appointed LULAC's Mamie Garcia to head an adjobs. He celebrated Cinco de Mayo 1917 (a national holiday visory commiltee on " police officer sensitivny training so they
for Mexican and Chicano people) over a few beers with friends will understand the Mexican-American culture." The chief
at a barrio bar. When the bartender decided Joe had too acknowledged the importance of this committee in legitimizing
much to drink, he called the police. Joe's friends last saw him police in minority communities, noting, "It is particularly valualive when he was dragged away in handcuffs by two patrolmen. able for the chief to have assistance from a group like
Three days later, Joe's body was found floating in Buffalo LULAC."
Bayou. A rookie cop, unable to conceal the murder, confessed
that he and fiv e other cops stopped at a deserted parking lot
on the way to the jail. There, Torres was beaten so severely The Umlt of Reforms: Two VIews Emerge
the jailer suggested they take him to the county welfare hosSuch reform proposals as civilian review boards, police sensipital. Instead, they took him back, to the parking lot, beat him tivity training, civil rights investigations and police community
again, and threw him off a 22-foo( high embankment so one of relations campaigns are all limited by the perspective of their
them could "see if they wetback could swim."
proponents that police brutality results from "problems and
The day after Joe was buried, 50 people, including Joe's conflicts within the police bureaucracy itself - not primarily
mother, demonstrated at city hall demanding that the killers as the result of the basic job the police are caUed on to do in
be jailed for murder. Immediately, the "respectable" leaders I a fund amentally oppressive society. •· This is the conclusion of
of various Chicano organizations worked to channel the anger radical criminal justice researchers in T he Iron Fist and the
into existing institutions. Leaders of the League of United Velvel Glove: An Analysis o r the U.S. P o llee. In contrast to
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On the anniversary of the murder of Joe Campos Torres, there was a rebellion in Moody Pa~k.
- pno lo Irom Revolutionary Wor1ter

the "Iron Fist " side of the police (oven ly repress1ve measures . One month a fter the To rres murder. an organization was
likeS . W.A.T., etc.), the reforms represent the "Velvet Glove" formed around the fundamental outlines o f this class analysis
approach: " new forms of community pacification and other of police terror. ' Peo ple Un ited to Fight Police Brutality
auempts to 'sell' the police to the public. "
Despite their (PUFPB) and its spok esman, Travis Morales, condemned
superficial differences, lhese researchers concluded, "both sides the police and the couns each as "a tool of the rich man's
of the new police approach are strategies of repression . . . . both rule ." PUFPB foc~sed its agitation and organizing in the nonh
of them serve to suppon the structure b9 mak ing the system side barrio aro und Moody Park, particularly in the dilapidated
of repression that servc:.s it mo re po werf ul o r mo re palatable or Irvington Village public housing project adjoining the park .
Their slogan . "Joe Torres dead. cops go free- that's what the
both."
This conclusion flows from a fundamenta lly diffe ren~ analysis rich call democracy." raUied more as the invest igation of the
Torres murder dragged o n.
o f the police as an institut ion of state power:
Of the six co ps present at the murder scene, o nly two stood
trial in the T exas state courts. Both received a fi ne and a one
The Marxist analysts, deve loped most thoro ugh!)• by Len in in
year sentence (both pro bated) for negligent homicide, a charge
State and Revolution, has seen the police m .:a p11ahst society as'
o ne part - along with the military and the penal system - of the
most frequentl y used in auto collision deaths. The Chicago
apparatus o f state force and violence, which d irectly serves the
commun ity leaders called for a federal prosecution by Housinterests o f the capllalist class. The cap1talist st ate serves 10
ton 's new Chicano U.S. Auomey, and they got it.
facilitate the accumulatio n of capi1a l m the hands of the rul ing
In federal coun. three of the six cops were convicted of
class . . . . The police, ho wever, serve as the from line mcchamsm
violating and conspiring to violate Torres' rights by beating him,
of repression. As such. the central i uncuo n o f the police is to
contro l the wo rking class .
and the "respectable" C hicano leaders celebrated. But six
}
weeks later, .the federal judge sentenced them to pnly a year
Frederick Engels described the o rigins o f the police in the in prison, co ncurrent with a five year probated sentence.
Athenian slave-owning state where, although the army sup- LULAC's Mamie Garcia (now a salaried community relations
pressed slave revolts, "to keep the citizens in check -as well, a assistant to the police chief) responded with "disappointment
police force was needed." FJ'otected by "special decrees wh ich and frustration" at the light sentenc~s. Hector Garcia of the
invest them with a peculiar sanctity and inviolability," e.g., Coalition for Responsible Law Enforcement admiued that
official immunity from crim inal prosecution , "the lowest police "what was going on in the street made more sense in terms of
officer of the civilized state has more 'authority' than all the what needed to be said." Rep. Reyes complained, "I'm in
organs of gentile (primitive classless] society put together." This trouble in the streets, man. I told ' em, 'Don' t bum a bunch
protection is necessary because of the crucial ro le (in Lenin's of buildings, don't kill a bunch of people. We' U get some
view) of the police (alo ng with the standing arm as the. " chie f federal relief. ' " The sentence, a PASO spokesman regretted,
"made it impossible to convince people that there is equal
instruments of force of the state power. "
Liberal reformers whom Len in called " peuy-bourgeois ide- justice after all. We told them we lost the ftrst round but'
ologists" see the possibility of refo rming state institutions like wait until the federal court is done. What the hell can we tell
the police to ameliorate or moderate class cont1ict, "to make it them now?"
.
appear that the state is an organ for the reconciliation of classes
Travis Morales, and PUFPB knew what to teU them: "We
... and not for the oppression of one class by another. " This never expected much more than what we got out of the feds.
is opposed to Lenin 's view of the "basic of idea of Marxism" There is no way to expect justice from those who don't care."
that the " state is a product and manifestation of the irrecon- The Houston chapter of·the National Lawyers Guild later said
cilability of class contradiction . . .an o rgan o f cia·~ rule, an the s entenc~ revealed a "dual system of j ustice."
organ for the oppression of one class by another."
As anger flared in the barrios, the struggle between these op-
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lines intensified. Three days after the sentence, LULAC,
the American G.l. Forum, the mayor, U.S. Rep. Bar·
· Jordon and other politicians sponsored a city hall rally to
more chicano judges, strengthened state civil rights
, and a state human rights commission. PUFPB marched
the rally with signs reading, "It's the whole damn system,
a couple of bad cops." Chanting, "We don't want high
we want justice now," they drew people away from
rally and marched to the police station. PUFPB foUowed
up with car caravans and leafletting at the Cinco de Mayo
~ celebration in Moody Parle.
;c;,,.~_,u,
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: ' ..:.. The Rebellion and the Moody Park 3
"' ...;. On Sunday, May 7, 1978, the Cinco de Mayo gathering in
Moody Park marked the ftrst anniversary of the murder of Joe
Torres. In the early evening, a shoving match broke out among
some youths. When a police patrol car drove into the crowd
to make arrests, people surrounded, overturned and burned it.
Reinforcements with automatic weapons were called in, but the
arriving police were driven out of the area by the street fight. ing, rocks, boules and even barricades employed by the crowd,
estimated to number up to 6,<XX>. Windows in several patrol
cars were broken, three cops and two videotape cameramen
were hospitalized, and four stores were burned in the early
stages of the rebellion. Later, a PUFPB banner reading " Justice for Joe Torres" appeared. and many .gathered around iL,
chanting, "When the cops attack, the people fight back."
Over 40 people were arrested in the rebellion. wh ich resumed
the following rught.
Chicano organization leaders and politictans wasted no tim~
in deflecting the blame away from the police and the Joe TorreS
case. Rep . Reyes accused Travis Morales and PUFPB of "inciting the kids and booz.ed-up people in the park. " Other Chicano
organization leaders held an appreciation ceremony for the
police chief at a local church and asked for "better police
protection." The mayor ordered more lights and security
guards for Moody Park and the Irvington Village apartments.
Travis Morales and PUFPB defended the rebellion, saying
the police "received a smaU dose of justice they deserve."
There was a surge of activity in the community and various
leftist organizations, including the Revolutionary Communist
Party, around the trials of those arrested in the rebellion. But
one trial came to be a continuing focus for anger over police
brutality and the murder of Joe Torres. On Friday, May 12.
Morales was arrested at a P UFPB press conference. Morales,
Mara Youngdahl and Tom Hirschi, also PUFPB members. were
charged with felon y riot (maximum penalty - 20 years) and
held on SSOO.<XX> bond .. They became known as the Moody
Park 3.
The political mottvation of the charges, the first ever
brought under the 1973 Texas riot statute, was apparent. A ll
three admitted support for the Revolutionary Communist
. Party, which often marched with PUFPB. They were not
charged with any speci fic crime, only being in a group of
"more than six persons" where nine acts of arson, assauh and
criminal mischief were committed (four of them by unidentified
persons). A Texas legal commentator has called the law "a
shocking extension of vicarious liability." Mara Youngdahl
explained the purpose of the prosecution this way: "Our trial
is a trial of the rebellio!l. We are to be an example of what
happens if you dare to chaUenge the right of the slavemaster
to enslave.''

Support for th<.- defense campaign. under the main slogan,
"Defend the Houston Rebellion." was enlisted through newsletters. rallie~ . a national speak mg. tour by the defendants, newspaper advertisements. and network of Committees to Defend
the Houston Rebellion around the country. A resolution of
the ational Lawyer~ Guild called for droppmg the charges
against all arre.~ted in the rebellion . As the Januarv trial date
approached . man' stores around Mood y Par~ dtsplayed "Free
the Mood~ Pari. 3 .. posters m thet~ wmdows. After a march
of over 300 t \Hl days before the scheduled tnal date, the trial
was postponed. then postponed three: more ttme~ after other
rallies. B ~ the ttme the tnal began in late April 1979. Tra-.is
Morales had been arrested seven more umes on vanous charges.
and accumulated add It tonal bonds of S80.<XX>.
The prosecution witnesses proved to be a strtng of undercover
red squad offi cer~ who admitted following M orales since the
week after Joe Torres wa~ murdered . One: agent, Rachel
Navarro. had even set ur a telephone "hot line" called Chicano
Citizens tn l\cuon <CCIA) to m onitor calls from poltce brutality
victims. Th<.- pro\ecutton witnesses painted a ptcture of the
defendant ~ encouragmg th<.- burnmg and loottn~; of stores. but
one eyewune~~ testified that Youngdahl used a bullho rn "to tell
people to get awa~ from the store." and another testified that
she had phy~ tcall~ restrained him from entermg a ~tore .
Although th<.- pro,ecutors had denied all along that this was a
political tnal. th<.-~ dropped thts pretense "tth the first cros~
examination que\IIOn to the defendants: "You don't like thi~
form of (!<''ernment tn the Unti ed States. do you?" When
the rrmec utor ~: hallcn!!ed PUFPB"s advocac~ nf force to res ist
and ellmtnatl' orrHc\\10 11. Tom H tr\t:ht rcspomkd. "It· ~ alway~
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happened by force. That's where history is headed. Yo u can' t
stan it and yo u can ' t stop it." The prosecu tor as ked :vlara
You ngdahl if her descnption of the rebellion as a victory for the
people referred to the burned o~t stores. "No. that is not the
great victory,·· she replied. " It is that the peo ple stood up."
Tr;avis Morales explained wh y, two days befo re his arrest, he
had told the CHy .:o uncil May 7 was "a glonous day for the
people.": The capitalists and their cops got a taste o f what they
de~erved.
After years of brutality, the Joe To rres murder
crystallized into all those things ."
The political message o f the trial was aptly summarized in the
prosecution's arguments to the jury. Prosecu tor Andy Tobias
labelled the de fendants and their ideas ''dangerous and a
disease." His part ner. T ommy Boyce, described the role o f the
Moody Park 3 by an analogy he claimed he learned as a
"country boy" in East Texas. Comparing the three to the head
of a rattlesnake and the1r supporters to the sna ke's body, he
advised the jurors there was only one way to kiU a snake:
"Sever the head from the bod y. "
Since all three defendants admitted being present in the park,
they were technically guilty under the terms o f the riot law.
After ten hours of deliberation, the jury convic ted them. and
later sentenced Morales and Youngdahl to fi ve years o n felo ny
probation and heavy fines (S5,000 and $4,000 respecuvely) and
Hirschi to a $1,000 fi ne. One j uror explained that the sentence
was ' 'basically a compromise" because some who fav o red ac·
quittal agreed to vote for conviction, but demanded probau on .
Ano ther juror admined that some police witnesses " j ust tOld
blatant lies. ' '

Given the history o f harassment and arrests of PUFP B members, it is clear that ~!orates and Youngdahl could never complete five years of a probated sentence without arrest, probation
revocation. and incarceration in a Texas prison for five years.
All three have appealed the convictions, but the trial court
has denied their request to waive appeal costs they are unable
to pay. Unpaid trial expenses already exceed SSO,OOO, including
Sl2,000 for the court reporter's trial transcript needed for the
appeal.
Other principals in the story have fared better. The three
killers of Joe Torres are o ff the streets - relaxing at Maxwell
Air Force Base in Alabama. the former home o f John Mitchell
and Charles Colson . The1r one year federal sentence may be
served in 7 to 8 months, while they enJOY color television, art
classes, tennis, miniature golf. volleyball and weekend passes.
Former LULAC director Mam1e Garcia, stiU a community
relations aide to the police chief, serves as the secretary of a
grand jury which just cleared two Houston patrolmen who
gunned down Reggie Lee Jackson, a 26 year old Black man,
after they stopped him for speeding. Former Rep. Ben 'Reyes,
now a Houston City Council member. praised the grand j ury
decision and the Houston police department. ·•[ applaud your
efforts. We know we've got some rotten apples. But a lot of
officers are trying to do a good job."
The transformation of these politicians from police reformers
to police functionaries and apologists has not gone unnoticed
among Chicanos in Houston . During the trial of the Moody
Park 3, one 50 year old Chicana from the north side barrio
told a reporter why she came to Moody Park on Cinco de Mayo
1979 to celebrate the anniversary of the rebellion. ''I'm here to
supJ?Ort Travis Morales . Many o f the Mexicans have lied about
what happened last year." Out o f the thousands in Moody
Park on May 7. 1978, how many more believe the problem is
not just " some ronen apples"? The de,elopment o f the struggle against continuing police repression will tell.

* * •

Glen Van Slyke. a Ho uston attorney, is a member of the
Nat ional Lawyers Guild. He worked on the Investigat ion and
tnal preparatio n of the Moody Park 3 case.
Contnbut1ons for legal expenses for the appeal .can be
sent to the Moody Park Defense Fund at P.O. Box 18112.
Ho uston . Texas 77023.
.'
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The Pontiac Prison Rebellion: ·
-;-

CrUel And Ustial Punishment
by Robert Long

.,

On July 22, 1978, at about 9:45a.m., a spontaneous rebellion
against intolerable prison conditions erupted at Pontiac State
Correctional Center in Pontiac, lllinois. Inmates seized the
North Cell House, where temperatures had reached I 10 degrees.
They were joined by inmates fro·m the South Cell House who
had been watching a movie. At the height of the uprising about
1,100 prisoners were in the yard. 74 guards were on dury "in
the entire prison. Of the five guards in the North Ce.ll House,
three were killed and the other two injured.
Property damage was estimated at S4 million. The Commissary, the store where prisoners purchased food, cigarettes and
personal items (at constantly rising prices) was burned to the
ground . The chapel was also burned, as was the laundry, which
for six months prior to the rebellion had been cleaning only the
guards' clothes. This forced pnsoners to wash their clothes in
their toilets, which many do to this day.
Five hundred heavily armed state troopers in riot gear retook
the prison with abusive force. Although they met no resistance,
prisoners were badly beaten.
Thirty-one prisoners were indicted by a Grand Jury on criminal charges. Seventeen of these men, all Black, are charged with
the murder of all three of the white guards. Each faces exea~
tion in the electric chair if convicted. Fourteen others, II Black
and three Latino, face what amounts to life in prison on a
variety of other charges. The 31 indicted men are known as the
Pontiac Brothers.
Pontiac Prison was built over 100 years ago - in 1871 -to
house 600 men. Today the state of Illinois claims its capacity
is I ,250. On the day of the rebellion more t.han 2,000 men were
held there. housed two to a cell in cells which measure 5 V1 ' x 9',
smaller than a V.W. Beatie.
Eighty-eight percent of these men were Black, most of them
from Chicago. The prison - like all Illinois prisons - is
located in a rural area, nearly 100 miles from Chicago. The
area is 980Jo white, and the prison guards are nearly all white and
have no experience with urban Black and other national and
ethnic minorities.
Living conditions for Illinois prisoners are so intolerable that
the U.S. Department of Justice alleged in a suit against the
lllinois prison system that the lack of safety, sanitation and
medical care amounted to a denial of the prisoners' civil rights.
The U.S. Department of Justice described conditions as "cruel
and unusual punishment" and charged Illinois prisons with
"systematically discriminating against blacks."
Most prisoners charge that racism was the major factor in the
rebellion. Overcrowding; problems with food, medical care and
basic needs (like adequate heat in winter); lack of work or job
training; and lack of recreation were also factors. But the new
Oass X law drafted by Governor James Thompson was the last
straw.

'

Jim Thompson rose to politiCal prominence as a prosecutor
under Nixon and was elected Governor of Illinois on a " law
and o rder" platform. The crowning achievement of his gettough policy is the Oass X Jaw which greatly increased the
length of sentences and the arbitrary powers guards have over
prisoners. · aass X abolished the parole board and allowed
the white rural guard to decide if a Black urban prisoner is
doing "good time" or should be written up in a disciplinary
report .
The rebellion was no surprise to state officials. Charles
Rowe, director of the lllinois Department of Corrections, stated
that the rebellion "came -a year later than most of us anticipated.
You can only crowd so many people into a warehouse for so
long before something happens." The rebemQn was "a spontanous anti-authbrit.arian move."
Illinois Governor James
Thompson agreed, blaming "chronic" overcrowding of inmates
and shortages of guards for the rebemons.

Increasing Repression
After the rebellions, however , the State chose not to improve
the conditions but, rather, to increase the repression. Governor
Thompson took over Pontiac Prison from the Deparunent of
Corrections and placed it in the hands of the Illinois Deparunent
of Law Enforcement (IDLE), which is directly accountable to
the governor. IDLE was given responsibility for both runntng
Pontiac P rison and conducting an investigation to prepare cases
against pr;isoners involved in the July 22 rebellion.
Du ring the investigation, which lasted for eight months,.the
prison was placed in "deadlock. " P risoners were kept locked
in their cells 24 hours a day. They were deprived of family
visits, phone calls, showers, clean clothing, fresh bedding, medical care, toilet articles, soap, cigarettes, exercise , acxess to the
Jaw library, schooling, work and worship. They were fed in
their cells on paper plates which were folded and passed through
rusty bars. Food which fell from the plates was left to rot on
the floors, creating a stench and attracting vermin. IDLE
investigators conducted over 1500 "interviews" of prisoners;
yet not a single attorney was provided or present. These examples (submitted as a sworn statement) were the kinds of "questions" asked during these interrogations:
• We're going to fry you in the electric chair by June.
• We'll guarantee you will make parole if you :say - ----:beat Officer
. Don't you want to ac:t
?
Do you appreciate guys like him running the pruon?
• We will help you if you will just testify that
is the
leader of
, and that he gave the orders.

Under these conditions state investigators sought to obtain
statements from prisoners implicating other prisoners in the
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rebeUion . Those who gave statements were transfered out of
Pontiac to minimum security institut ions, offered "help" with
parole and given other privileges.
ot surprisingly, almost all
of the prisoners who agreed to testify for the state have been
paroled. The state has admilted to relocating witnesses, which
meam testimony has b.een bought with new identities, homes,
social security numbers, etc.
To absolve himself and his administration from thei r responsib ility for the inhuman conditions that provoked the Pcntiac
rebellion, Governor Thompson changed his official position.
The rebeUion was not a " spontaneous" act due to "overcrowding" and "understaffing,"' as he had claimed earlier.
Rather. the rebeUion was caused by Black "gangs" which "run
the prisons." The "gangs" provided Thompson a convenient
and politically profitable scapegoat. Behind this strategy is a
conspiracy at the highest levels of state government - directed
by Thompson himse\f. It is preparing to frame 31 Black men 17 on death penalty charges- and to obtain qu ick convictions
by any means at the state's disposal.
·

Only one country has a higher imprisonment rate per 100.000 population
apartheid South-Africa.

Most of the cases downstate have been tried; one trial remains, and will take place in September. Of the trials already
completed, four of the Brothers were totally acquitted. exposing
the state's effort to frame them. Three others were convicted
of lesser charges from an all-white j uries who returned compromise verdicts. Four of the men were co nvicted as charged,
also by all-white juries.
The State used all its resources to make sure these cases
would be held downstate. There were several reasons for this.
First, the State wanted to make sure to spread out the defense
and support groups, putting them at a disadvantage insofar as
The Trials
finances and people-power are concerned. Secondly, by splitTrials for the 14 men charged Wlth non-capital cases are ting up the Brothers into capital and non-capital cases. to be
set fo r Peoria and Mclean Counties, 170 and 130 miles respec- tried in three different locations, the State tried to create divitively from Chicago. These are predominately rural counties; sions among the men. Lastly, the State felt they had more
Mclean County is 960Jo white and immediately adjacent to the control of the situat ion if the trials were held in all-white areas, / /
county in which Pontiac prison is located. Publicity prejudicial far from the support of the Black and Latin commun ities in /
to the defendants has had wide circulation in both counties. Chicago.
/
McClean County, where most o f the l ~ 's cases are being held ,
The 17 men charged with murder are being tried together.
had much publicity with an anti-Black, anti-prisoner perspec- Their altorneys succeeded in having the place of trial changed
tive. A survey conducted in ~clean County showed that 980Jo to Chicago, where the defendants have access to thetr commuof the people who had formed an opinion thought that the Pon- nity. However, three of these men are being denied the o ut-oftiac Brothers were guilty.
state Black altorneys o f their chotce. Judge Miller. a close
Some of the judges hearing the cases tgnored this fact. These friend of Governor Thompson. appointed specially to try the
same j udges also refused to pay altorneys working on these case of The 17 , has refused to appoint these expenenced Black
cases, in spite of the fact that through the efforts of the Black attorneys, despite the fact that out-of-state lawyers frequently
Caucus, the state legislature appropriated funds fo r the defense. are allowed to represent diems in Illinois' courts.
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Two of the Pontiac Brot hers (Santiago and Perez) are transfered to court for a. hearing.
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38---------------------------------------------------------defendants are guilty and discourage supporters from a ttending
the proceedings. Spectators are frisked befo re entering the
courtroom and then separated from lhe defendants, the j udge
and the anomeys by a bullet-proof partition. This special glass
wall makes it almost impossible to follow the proceedings;
voices can barely be heard over the static of loudspeakers inside.
The def~nse presented expert testimony that the partition created an atmosphere of fear prejudicial to the defendants by giving the impression that they are extraordinarily dangerous men
who cannot be tried in an open courtroom. Indeed , the orily
comparable courtroom situation that the expert was aware o f
was the trial of Adolf Eichmann, a Nazi mass murderer during
his trial in an Israeli courtroom enclosed in a glass cage.
Nonetheless, Judge Miller ruled tha t the harm done was not a
constitutional violation and refused to transfer the case to
anot her courtroom.
The manipulations by the State amount -to treating all the
Brothers as guilty until proven innocent.

Legal Lynching .

Each defendanr is charged with
killing all three guards in fwe d ifferent
ways.

In perhaps the most important ruling to date. Judge Miller
denied a defense mouo n to supplement the tnd tctment with a
Bill of Paruculars. As the mdtctment nt' " read ~ . each of the
17 Brothers ts charged an idcnucal language wuh kilhng all
thr~ of the guard \ an five different ways. What thts means is
that each Brother is charged with domg the exact same act in
the exact same place. a t the exact same u me. As e veryon~ is
charged with everythmg. it i~ impossible to tell specifically what
anyone is supposed to have done. The defense mouon would
have forced the Stat e to say wh o did what. where and when .
The judge ruled the Brothers were not emu led to this m forma<tion.
In add111on. the State has co nt inually stalled m tu rning ewer
discover} material (over 10.000 pages of testtmony of witnesses
interrogated by the State)' necessary for the de fense to conduct
in vestigations in prcraration for tri al . Prosecution witnesses
have b~n "protected ' ' wuh new ident illes. preventing legitimate defense mvesugauon.
The case 1s current I) being heard in a spcc1al courtroom under
securu y measures destgned to convmce potentia l Jurors that the

Beyond all the rhetoric about death being a deterrant to crime
(there is no relationship betw~n the existence of the death
penalty and the murder rate anywhere and never has b~n) we
must grasp the stark fact that "legal" executions are a form of
social - meaning political - control. It has never been the case
in the U.S. that everyone who commits certain kinds of crime
receives the death penalty. Some who have been convicted of
murder and rape have been put to death - olhers have not.
The question is, then , what determine.s whether or not lhe state
will put someone to death?
•
In 1972 the Supreme Court wiped out existing state death
penalty statutes o n the ground that they were administered in a
discriminatory manner. Racial discrim in ation was a maj or factor in the court's decision . E vidence showed that never had a
white man been executed for raping a Black woman, that 89a,o
of those executed for rape have been Black, and that 540Jo of
all executions were of Black people. Yet, Blacks make up o nly
120Jo of the population.
14
In 1976 the Nixon-appointed Supreme Court reversed the
1972 decision and restored the death penalty. A study made of
death row si nce 1976 reveals more clearly than ever that race
prejudice determines who will get the death penalty. It is still
the case tha t over half of the population of death row is Black.
But more important, this study reveals that a Black person
killing a wh ite person is 50 times mo re likely to be sentenced t o
death than a white killing a Black.
The use of the death penalty against Black people is a political act. It is the ultimate expression of the m yth of white
superio rity. It is, simply speaking, state-sponsored lynchi ng.
Historically, as lynching rates declined, the use of the <death
penalty went up. In other words, when private lynching was
no longer socially condoned, the legal justice system too k over
to accomplish the same end. Betw~n 1889 and 1921 , 3,436
lynchings of Black people by white mobs were recorded ; not
one person was convicted of murder for these acts.
Events since the Nixon court decision ha ve proved that it
takes very little encou ragement from law and order politicians
for the death penalt y to become a national epidemic. In Illin ois,
Governor Thompson apparently thinks that the execution o f
Black men will turn white votes in his fa vor. Hardly a monfh
has go ne by si nce Thompso n took o ffi ce withou t the death
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penalty being im posed. There are nov. 24 men o n death ro w in
Illinois and the g overnor is push tng hard to add seventeen o f the
Po n tiac Brothers to the list. If convicted, the 17 Pontiac
Brothers face the largest mass execu tion since the Civil War.

In a period in which huge numbers of Black and Latin people
are being forced out of the U.S. econom y, Jim Thompson has
mad e himself the major representative in IUinois of a political
phi losophy based on ever-increasi ng repression of ever-larger
(Ed. : President Lincoln allo wed 38 Lakota Indians to be numbers
Black and Latin people as the a nswer to America 's
hung in Mankato, M innesota jollo wtng the ' 'Great Sioux Up- problems.
rising" of 1862./
P o liticians like Thomps on are thriving on the basis of this
philosophy because it represen ts the attitude of a large and
powerful part of white America today. Increasing demands for
• the death penalty, for limiting the rights of defendants, for an
end to aU efforts to combat the effects of discrimination against
Black and Latin people - this has been the dominant mood o f
"You can only crowd so many people
the past several years. It is echoed in the liberal community by
into a warehouse for so long before somean mcreasing tolerance for racism and apathy in the face of
thing happens."
these a ttacks. It is in th is atmosphere that J im Thompson is
be ing talked about a s a possible Vice-Presidential cand idate in
D ~r e ctor , Illinois
Depart ment of Corre ctions
1980 - and who knows about 1984?
Thompson ' s role is imponant both because he represents a
larger trend and because of the concrete life-and-death powers
he holds over Illinois prisoners. The indictments of 31 Black
Warehousing Rebellious Blacks
and Latin prisoners as scapegoats for what happened a t Pontiac
Prisons have become a warehouse for Blacks and other mino - P r ison are central to this official conspiracy to cover up what is
rities. Ten years ago the Black communit y was a workin g class really happening in IUinois prisons. These indictments can d o
noth ing to change the fact that prisons serve as wareho uses for a
communi ty wi th a growing employmen t rate . While racism
was a heavy burden on progress. Blacks were find ing jobs large segment o f the Black community: nothmg to elimtnate the
(especially in heavy indu stry) and their communit ies were sta- ~oss vi olations of human rights that pro mpt people t o rebel:
bilizing. Today that trend is reversed. Young Black men aged nothing to correct any of the real problems that exist inside.
17-24 have a 400Jo unemploymen t ra te. The deterioration of What the indictments can do is take the blame off Th o mpson
Black communit ies goes hand in hand with the prison system and the s tate of lllinois, where it deserves to be.
Jim Thompson needs to convict the Pontiac Brothers. Their
becoming Black. No one is more aware of this fact than the
con viction would suppon his claim that violence in the prisons
police forces that occupy and terrorize the Black communit y.
Intolerable cond itions, police occupation of their communi- is the result , not of racism and brutalit y, but of vic ious Black
t ies, and the inevitable rebeUio n a re bringing Black people into conspiracies. Their acquittal would re fu te thts lie : it would co nfirm that the state's case was evidently a frame-up : il wo uld
prisons a t a staggering rate . O ne o ut of fo ur Black men in
their 20s end up in jail, prison. o r o n probation. For whites in smash the cover-up and the false. racist solut ions· to the cnsts
the same age group, only one o ut of 15 is incarcerated or put on in lllinois priso ns.
probation .
Robert Long 1s act1ve tn the Pon tiac Prtsoners Su pport
In Illinois, 580Jo of the prison population is Black, although
Co alition .
only II OJo of the state's population is Black. The U.S . popula-
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tion is 120Jo Black but 470Jo o f all U .S. prisoners are Black.
In fact a Black person in IIJinois is ten times more likely to
end up in prison than a wh ite person. The same is true
nationwide. U .S. imprisonment rate per 100.000 people for
whites is 44; for Blacks it is 368, almost ten times higher.
U.S. imprisonment rates are far higher than those of any
European country. Only one co untry has a higher rate apartheid South Africa. Bu t a more carefu l lo o k at the racial
breakdown of these imprisonment rates produces a stan ling discovery. The rates for white people in the U .S. are like the European rates, while the rates for Black people in the U .S . are like
the South African rates. Indeed , for Black people, in many
ways the United States of America is no d ifferent than the
Union of South Africa.
'
The history of the past ten years should be enough to prove
that no prison system can stop the st ruggle o f Black and Latin
people for the ir rights . The prison struggle began before the
A ttica rebellion in 1971 and it will not end with the Pontiac
rebellion in 1978.
"We are MEN! We are not beasts and do not intend to be
beaten or driven as such." That statement, rlfst made by priJOners at Attica, expresses the basic reason why U .S. prisons
are and will be in r e ~llion .

Funds are urgently needed to defend the Pont 1a c Brot hers .
Ta x-deduct ible c ontribut ions should be made payable to the
Illi nois Justice Foundation / PPSC and sent to the Pont1ac
Pr1soners Support Coalit ion. 407 S . Dearborn St .. Room 1000,
Ch1cago, lllinols 60605; for 1nlormat1on. ca ll (312) 427-4064.

The death penalty case is in the pre-trial motto n
stage as the Public Eye goes to press, and is expected
.to begin some time this fall . Most recently, the defense has been arguing a mot.i on to dismiss the indictments because of the prosecution's misconduct.
Judge MiUer d enied this motion even though Illinois
Department of Law Enforcement agents admitted that
they threatened prisoners who wouldn't cooperate
with the death penalty and prolonged periods of confinement in deadlock conditions. These same agents
admitted they paid State witnesses more than S50,000
to help re-establish themselves since they were released
on parole. The judge fouod this evidence irrelevant to
the d efense motion .
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·· . overreaction

Or Foreshadowing?
by Peter E rlinder with Doug Cassel
The use of conspiracy theory in criminal prosecutions has a
long and sordid history as a cover for political repression .
Phoenix-like, it seems to rise from the ashes whenever government fmds itself threatened by political currents beyond its control. In what may be a run-through for the conspiracy doctrine of the 1980's, the government has invoked the legal concept of "joint enterprise" in an attempt to hold 17 members
and supponers of the Revolutionary Communist Pany, including Party Chairman Bob Avak ian, liable for assaults arising
from a police-demonstrator clash which occurred in Washington, D.C. in January of 1979. Most of the self described " Mao
Tse-tung defendants" are not charged for their own acts but
only for allegedly " aiding and abetting" others to commit
assaults. Eight defendants, including Avakian, are charg_ed
only with aiding and abetting.

Another Day - Another Demonstration
The political ovenones of the case have been clear almost
from the beginning. The clash occurred in front of the White
House on January 29. 1979 at an RCP-sponsored protest
against the state visit of Chinese Vice-Premier Den Xiaoping.
Marching under a banner of the ironically named "Committee
for a Fitting Welco me" approXJmately 500 demonstrators
chanting political slogans denounced Deng as a "traitor" who
was "selling out the Chinese Revolut ion by forming an alliance
with U.S. imperialism."
Like many demonstrations, this one began peacefully but
turned violent. According to police, as quoted in news accounts, when the demonst rators neared the White House they
"began running and screaming and throwmg things." The poli~ admit that they counter attacked. and as the Washin~ton .
Post reponed , "charged into the crowd, swinging their clubs
wildly."
As the RCP tells it, the demonst rators had been marching
peacefully, separated by only a few fee t from several hundred
armed riot police. The demonstrators were unarmed . Suddenly
the police announced that the demo nstrators' permit had been
revoked and charged the demonstrat ors.

Whichever version contains more truth, the incident itself

was not terribly ·unusual in the context of police-demonstrator
confrontations. The Washington Post even reponed that the
fray lasted no more than five minutes. Of perhaps a thousand
participants, only 13 police officers were injured, counting one
thrown from a horse, while 38 demonstrators reponed injuries,
including one badly bloodied young woman carried away on a
stretcher. The police arrested 78 demonsvators, charged them
with misdemeanors, and held them on S300 bonds. No demonstrators were arrested on gun or weapons charges.
Developments in the case since then however, have been anything but routine. On the next day, then U.S. Attorney Earl
Silben (one of the onginal Watergate prosecutors) personally
appeared at their bail hearings. He announced that all charges
were being raised to the felony of assault on a police offic.-.
Promising specific allegations later, Silben asked the coun to
raise the bond for aU defendants to S10,000. Except for a
few defendants with local ties, the D.C. Superior Coun ju ~e
complied.
" The tough stance" taken by Silben," noted the January 31
Washington Post, "is a depanure from the traditional policy
here of chargmg minor offenses in mass demonstration arrests."
The "tough stance" proved somewhat shaky. The "specifics" promised by the prosecutors turned out to be so vague
that two judges immediately released most defendants on their
own recogmzance and lowered the bonds for the rest except
Avakian, who ~e bond was kept at SIO,OOO.
T he prosecutor argued that Avakian, as a "revultionary
leader," would be night-prone. When his supponers managed
to come up with the bond money, Avakian was released, but
only on condition,that he not travel outside of Washington or
Chicago for as long as Vice Premier Deng was touring the country.
Later came preliminary hearings, at which prosecu tors could
not link most defendants to specific acts, and li ne-ups, at which
police could not identify nearly half of the defendants (including
Avak 1an) even as persons "involved" in a January 29 "inciden t."
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Mushrooming Charges
By the time indictments were returned in late June 1979.
lhe number of defendants was cut drastically - from 78 to 17 .
But the number of felony charges against each remaining defendant had ballooned: the charges were boosted to II felonies
for one group of defendants and 15 felonies for another group.
Their indictments were less than precise. The first count,
for example. charges Avakian and eight c<rdefendants with
assaulting "an unidentified member of a police force. •· Similarly, all assault charges against these nine defendants either fail
to identify the alleged victim or lump together multiple defendants and victims without clearly alleging who hit whom .

returned to the grand JUry fo r a ne"' . JOIOt md1ctment charging
The e ffect of the new
indictment was to increase the potential liabilny o f each defendant by o ver 100 years.
A ~ a result, each defendant faced up to 24 1 years in prison
for alleged assaults which occurred during a 5 minute fracas.
According to the indictment. these alleged assaults were carried
ou: with such weapons as a "piece o f lumber." a " bottle" and a
"bag of hard objects. ·· Moreover. the indict ment' made clear ·
that at least eight of the defendant ~. in cuding Avakian . were
being held liable without an y allegatiOns that they committed
any v10lent acts whatsoever.

all the counts o f both indictments.

---

When the other eight defendants were called in for arraignmen t o n J uly 5. D.C. Supenor Coun Judge Leo nard Braman
refused to a rra•gn them on more than 80 ou t of 120 charges.
because the md1ctments were so vague that he could no1 determine ho"' many o ffen ~es were meant to be alleged .
On July 5. 1979. the de fendants in the two md1ctments an nouced the1r mtentio n to jom all defendants in a smgle c~c .
The governmen t obj ected to JOmder. argumg that the mdJctments reOected "two types of cases. ·· A forma l mo uo n for
joinder wa' filed on July I to "'hich the go vernment o hJCCtt:d
on Jul } :!5 . However. by August 13 it becaml" clear that on
Jul ~ 24. the da ~ hcjore the governmen1 had object ed to the
defendant \ ' mouon fo r joinder. the go vcrnmcnl had al r cad~

onolos lrnm Revol utoonery Wonter

On Augu~l :!7. thl· delcndant ' mtwl·d 111 Ul\1111 ~' the mdJclmt"nl lor " prosecUi o na l 'J ndt(ll ' l'llc" .. lu auem pu ng to
C)(p)aJO the dou b!Jng Of charge' :J!!alll \1 l',Jdl deJcndant. the
g-::, crnmcnt cned no nt'"' e'ol<k nn· Jt, ;Jrplllll'nt " a' that the
go, crnmcnt theor~ of hahi lll ' " a' th.u l·.ada ddc nda nt "( b)y
prlo'cncc and J..now1ng ranac•ra t•on
.•mJn.J a nd ahc11cd each
as.~auJt . o o" and I hal [lrevJOU\ \l'[l<Jr:t llllll IIIII> I\\ (l )!f(IU[l\ was
"co nvemcnt pac kagmg for tnal. "
Th •' c>.pla natJo n d 1d not amrrc" 111 r IIIU)!l' Hl· noted that
re-pacJ..agmg c~ro ~etl cad1 tleh:nda nt '" nH•flo tha n J(Xl vcars
ad un Jo nal •mrn,onmcnl. <~ ' " dl ·•' 111 lhlo unl'"ll ' o l \la nd mg
tnal on multa pk Ill'" kltm\ cha r)!l''
"Ott 1h1' rn ·orJ." he
ru lnl on ( k to hct 1 ~ . IIIlo p>vt'lllllll'lll lt.ad " l.nln.J IP mn·t 1 1~

~

He fou nd then.

"::.~

was not motivated
a mauer of fact,"

, the judge gave the government another chance: Simply
the charges and trial could proceed. The government
Accordingly, on November 14, the trial court dis~~~.sed the indictment.

1

The dismissal of the indictment did not end the case. The
has appealed the trial court ruling in an effort to
the original indictments reinstated. On March 28, 1980 the
of Columbia Court of Appeals heard oral argument on
briefs submitted by the government and the defendants. An
· amicus brief was also filed on behalf of the de fe ndants by the
~ . National Emergency Civil Liberties Commiuee, the National
' Council of Black Lawyers and the
ational Lawyers Guild.
Although the Court of Appeals has yet to rule, the case
may already be importan t as a preview of fut ure government
treatment of political activiists. The brief subm iued by the
government, together with the indictment and pleadings. provide some interesting insights imo the government's most recent
auempt to resurrect vicarious cri minal liability as a means of
repressing political dissent.
According to the " Pret rial Statement of the Government,"
filed pursuant to the defendants' request for discovery, the
government made clear that it intended to range far afield in
introducing evidence "that defendants shared a common plan
to engage in illegal activity on January 29." The evidence
referred to by the government includes:
I . ··evidence of the violence durmg a d emonstration in ovember
1978 when the Shah of Iran wa.s m Washington.
2. "evidence of the trouble at the Chmese Chancery in Washmgton
on January 24 , 1979"
3. " .. . those pontons of a spe«h made by defendant Avalaan at "a
press conference" four days before the demonstration"
4. Evidence that "earher arrests at the White House were
applauded by the demonstrators" at an earlier meeting at a church.

According to the govenment "inten t to deliver a political
message by illegal means would be shown by this evidence."
The government concluded by stating that "(t)he go vernment's
theory is that Avakian 's speech and the activity and statement
at the church are admissible against aU the defendants because
they were in furtherance of a joint enterprise in which all the
defendants were involved. If you think this prosecutorial tech·
nique smacks of "political conspiracy" you are not alone. As
was pointed out by defense attorney Russell F. Canaan, '~the
government is bringing a conspiracy prosecution. It has to,
because it has no evidence that Avakian and others engaged
in any violence. Bu t the government prefers to use the lcrbei
"joint enterprise" because conspiracy has become too easily
recognized as a cover for political repression."
\

Catch 22
In the briefs filed on appe.al, the government asserts that the
increased liability imposed by the superceding indictment was
not vindictive because, the government's _theory throughout has
been that the defendants, by their prearranged and concerted
attack on the police are jointly liable for each of the assaults
alleged." In other words. the content of the indictments was
irrelevant because under " joint enterprise," as defined by the
gover,nment, defendants need not be linked to illegal acts by
anything more than their presence at a meeting, making a speech
given days before the allegedly iJJegal events or their participation in previous demonstrations. Under this theory, prosecutorial vindictiveness is impossible to prove and anyone who
attends a political gathering will be subject to criminal lij!bility
for the acts of "unidentified attackers" as occurred in the Avakian indictment.
The reasons for the ·government's posture in ttiis case are
obviously open to some debate. The defendants assert that their
anti-Deng actions embarassed the govenments of the United
States and China during a timne when they are forming a
military and economic alliance in preparation for war. In addition, Avakian himself has been far from popular with the

(Above) Jimmy and Rosa lyn meet the ir guests. (Left and
next page) RCP demonstrators prepare a different reception for "Teng and Company. "
photos from Tn. Revolullon•ry WOf'ker
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government a.' thetr charactcnzauon of htm .1' •. ··rt•,oluuonar~
leader · · mdt::ates.
Whether o ne agree~ v.11h the RCP rohu..:a • .Jnah''' or not.
the government·\ treatment ol the ca.':: mdt..:atc, 1hat tno':: v. ho
the g overnment fi nd \ thrcatenm~. tor v. hatt"' ~·· rca,on. have
cause to be con cerned that the rrosecutonal tc..:nmouc' arphed
to the Mao Tse-tunJ: dctendant' v. ill fmc.! v.tJer at·..:eptancc.
This seem~ rantcula rh true dunn)::! renod 01 t".1111onu..: uncertaint y and pohttcal lc•mcnt ~uch a' the reno<.! "~ ncm ~cern to
be entermg . Of r a r11cular tntere~• m tht' rcpr~ ,, the ~<•,crn
men t" s o wn JUStiftcatlon tor thct• hcav~-hamk... "t"'P<'II't:. that
these demonstrator' v.ert• htJ:hl~ •q:::~mzcd .
Accord mg. t<' tht· rlcadmg' t"ilec b~ tht J.:•" ernment the
demonst rauo n' of Januaf\ ::!U. JU ~ u wa ~ ··no· '' pteal ol \\"ashington "s demonstration' 111 general l nlil.r rh~· ' roradtc. dt~
organtzed act ~ of , -,olcnce v. htch characterllt" ,,, ncr demonstratio ns whtch have turned \Our. tne auac~ on J.Jnuar~ ::!9. 19"19
seemed to have been planned. v.ell-orgamzcd an.! 'u prorted h~
all member ~ of the grour . :>.l oq other dcmon'ir:lllo n ~ have
been s pread o u t m hca\lh populated art".l' ,,, th:ll. al ter a
violent mcident parttctpant ' arc mdtstmgut,na~k !rom pas~cr'·
b y. T hese defendant\ and the otht•r aua.:l.cr, l~<• v.ncr. lormcd
a cohesive group.··
It see m ~ that tht· lesson the go,crnmcnt v.t•u l..: ha ' c U\ learn
from thi~ case IS that demon trauon' v. htt"h art· ""planned. wet I·
organtzed and s upported h~ all m:.-mhcr' ol thr !!roup'" are to
be treated different!~ that tht· ··~poradt.. dt'or!=.Jntn•d "" rvent'
which the gover nment \Cem' 1(1 r relcr For thow cor U\ that
see Of110nt:.ed. mas.< aCiron J' a mean ' ol a..:htc' mg po litical
change or mal.mg po lllteal 'i:.Jtt·mctll ~. tht, ..:a'r ,, Jn tndtr<IIIOn
that s uch acttVIIte' ma\ v. ell .-omc tn l<>r 'Pt"t"t.J prowcutonal
treatment tn the future

Tht· ca~c ha' t>cgun to arOU\l' natlonv.tdt· concern tn legal.
tl hnertte' and othcr oq:an11..<11um' Tht· Gutld ha' pas,ed a
rc,olu tton dcmandmg 1hat till" char!!e' he drorpec.J Tht· aIIPna l Cnn lcrcncc of Hlacl. Lav.,er' anJ tht· atlona l Emerg<"lh"' C1v1l Lthcrtte\ Commtllct· alon!-' v.uh tht· Ciutld have
tal-. cn an acuve part 1n tht· case In m1d- cwcmbcr of 1979.
lht• \\ ll.'th ington Pu~t rnnted a rohtlcal advertisement Signed h y
hundred' of rer~on' ranpnJ: from Ia wver' and o ther rrofesste>nal' to factory v. orkcr' and ac11v1 ~1' li l.t· f-ather Philhr Berrt)!an. comro~cr Gill Snllt Heron. Da.,tJ Dcllmgcr and the
f...arcn St ll.v. ood a11ornc' Daml\ Shn:h:111 ~.:alhn!! lor tht• charges
1(1 Ol" Ul\llii~\Cd
The con~.:er n an~c' not •nl~ lrnm tht· '<"''Crlt' ol tht· charges
a~. 1111 q thesr defendant\. out al't' lnm1 thl· )!C>Vt"rntm·nt·, larrc.tdlln!! thcor~ Clf the t.:aw undl·r " ludt rn,on' v. h<• arc tn·
vohcd 1n pohucal d e mon~trattllll' l'Cluld h\· 111 tl·nrard\ Cll felon' prosecution' Cllr tht· allcJ!ed at.:l' of othrr.' A 'ucc es~ful
prcht'eUtton tn th" t.:aw v. ill Cl"rtamh cneoura)!c the governmen t
10 rch upon and c\rand 1ht· concert ol ""rornt cnterpnse
liahthl' ·· a' a mcan' of n·prc"lll!! or!!an11cd lorm' ol mas~
act1nn . On tht· other hand. thr ca,t· '' ahn a pohucal hellwe.ll her v. h1ch ma~ !!IVC t ht· !!<" crnrncnt "'mt· rnd1cat 1on of hov.
fat 11 can !!t' hl·tol<" tht· 1\ml·n..:an rcork wtll rc,rond pohllc:dh . 011l" thlll!!. h''" <''l'l. 't"l"lll' ..:atarn. v. uh tht· doud' of
Y. al. thr dral t. cctHH>llll, dtao' anJ till" 1\ lan gathcrtng on
tht· h<lrl/011. II I \ :.1 Ca~l" that fl('llhcr lht• )!llVl"rllmcnt n(lf ['lOlitiC:JI aetl\"1\l\ ~.:an allt•rd I<• tptorc
Cl\
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-~~ - Undercover

For The FBI

By J eff Cohen
His reddish hair hung inches belpw his shoulders. He wore became a 7-year futi le search for the elusive Weatherman group.
But Payne's early undercover assignments in Southern Calipatched-up jeans, tie-dyed or st.ars & stripes t·shirts , Indian
beads, and never went anywhere without his stash of pot. Cril fornia, before Deep Cover, were often more frightening, and
Payne was a "freak."
usually more bizarre, than his later underground adventures.
He was also political, a veteran of anti-Nixon, anti-war street There was. for example, Operation Trash Patrol, which began
skirmishes. In fac t, he was so savagely beaten during the 1972 soon after J . Edgar Hoover proclaimed before the Senate
Republican convention by a team of 10 Miami policemen (one Appropriations Committee that Fathers Dan and Phil Berrigan
cop repeatedly jammed his nightstick into Payne's rectum), were guilty of plotting to kidnap Kissinger. Usually assertions
that he required several operations.
of guilt foUow a collection of evidence. Not with Hoover.
His was a familiar face around radical and counter-culture Agents were immediately mobilized nationwide to substantiate
haunts on the west coast from Venice and Isla Vista, California, the Director's charge. In Los Angeles, Payne was assigned to
to Seattle. But there was one thing that separated Cril Payne rught duty in search of evidence; he was to collect the garbage
from the legion of freaks and radicals with whom he marched, of anti-war Catholics, presumably ex-priests and nuns, from
shared joints and crash pads: Payne was a full-t!me agent for outside their homes. If the agent were ever discovered, he
the FBI. Not an informant, but an agent.
· might appear to be a hungry hippie scrounging for a meal.
Altogether, Payne spent 2 VI years as an undercover "radical"
" I was never told exactl y whose garbage we coUected," Payne
for the FBI, the subject of his book Deep Cover (Newsweek
said, "because we worked on a need-to-know bas1s. I was told,
Boo ks - S ll.95). In that period, Payne befriended anti-war 'You're going on trash patrol; here's the address.' The next
day, other agents wovld have to pick through the garbage ...
folks, had affairs with them, lived and traveled with them and reported all to the dossier keepers back at the FBI. In a
recent interview in Los Angeles, Payne expanded upon what he
began to articulate in his book: that the kinds of things he did
while undercover (interfering with people' s rights to privacy,
speech and association) were illegal then . and should be o ut- In Los Angeles, Payne was assigned to night duty
lawed now. According to the ex-agent. this can be accomin search of evidence; he was to collect the
plished only by a strongly-worded FBI Charter spelling out to
every agent and superior exactly what they could or could not garbage of anti-war Catholics.
do.

Patriot on Trash Patrol
It was a sense of patriotism that motivated Payne to enter the
FBI in 1969 after graduating from law school in Texas. Reared
in smalltown Texas, he signed up "to serve" in the FBI after
the Army rejected him for medical reasons .
In late 1970, Payne was among the first agents to grov. his
hair and go undercover for the Bureau, a n operation that was
apparently kept secret from FBI Czar J . Edgar Hoover, whose
strict dress and moral code would not countenance "hippie
agents" - no matter how effective as infiltrators. Hoover had
repeatedly proclaimed that the FBI had no long-haired hippies,
and never would. After Hoover's death in 1972, the FBI initiated Operation "Deep Cover" which sent Payne and other
select agent s not just undercover- but underground - in what

Then there was the FBI operation, instigated by John Mitchell's J ustice Department and the Chicago U.S. Attorney, to
surreptitiously record all public statements made by the Chicago
7 defendants (or their attorneys Kunstler and Weinglass) while
they were free on bail pending appeal of their convictions.
Payne was undercover at an ant i-war rally in Isla Vista, California, when another agent, briefcase-in-hand , tried unsuccessfully to record a speech by Rennie Davis. As Payne describes
it. the other agent was fortunate to leave the rally in one piece.
"The recordi ng incident was rid iculous," he says. "While
Davis is appealing a conviction fo r inciting to riot in Chicago,
is he going to come to Isla Vista and incite another one?"

------------------------------~-----------------------45
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FBI Mythology ·

L.A. FBI office was cut from the Hoover molcf, didn't like
the idea of hippie agents, and treatened to deny knowledge of
them if they ever got iruo trouble. But the rebelliousness of
their radical associates had already rubbed off on .'_',The
· Beards, " as the agents called themselves. Late one night
snuck into the office of the Agent-in-Charge, where they posed
for photos below the grinning poruaits of Mitchell, Nixon and
Hoover. The pictures would document their existence as long'
haired agents should they ever need them .
·
.~ :: : ·.. !

The Isla Vista incident reflected the Bureau's position on the
origins of anti-war violence, a fanLaSy view that continued to
· persist even when repeatedly refuted by repons from its own
undercover agents. The Bureau's approach, reflected in the
prosecution of the Chicago 7 and others, was that anti-war
leaders conspired and planned violent confrontations with police.at pre-demonstration meetings. Payne, who attended those
m~tings in connection with the 1972 Miami protests, found
<
that no matter what precautions and plans had been pursued
When Cops are Vanc!als
. ··
by leaders like Rennie Davis or David Dellinger to insure a
Another thing Payne learned about while undercover was the
peaceful march, they had no more control over the conduct of ·
criminality of local police. The lesson was learned in Venice; ·
marchers than The Who does over itS rock-and-roll audience.
California, a counter-culture community on the Los Angeles
And as Payne painfully discovered in ~ami, the violence was
beachfront that functioned at times as a " liberated zone" for
more often than not provoked by frustrated cops itching for a
the anti-war movement. But during a reign of terror in Venice
long-haired head to drum on.
in the early 70's, it was somet imes risky to park your car near
But old ideas did not easily fade among Bureau officials,
1
anti-war meeting places for fear of vandalism. Tbere was
and Payne had to learn for himself, gradually, that the radicals
speculation among activists' - often dismissed as paranoid he had been assigned to spy on were not the monsters he'd
that the vandals were not freelance rightists, but were actually
been told about. In fact, his book heaps praise on many antiLAPD "Red Squad'.' cops.
war leaders he once kept tabs on: Davis, Bob Scheer, Tom
Hayden, Dr. Spock, Jane Fonda.
"It 's paradoxical the way people's politics have changed in
the years since the war," Payne reflects - now a Colorado
attorney, active in lOcal politics. " Rennie Davis sells insurance.
Tom Hayden 's a politician. Sam Brown is high up in the
The violence was more often than not
federal bureaucracy. They' re in the mainstream of American
provoked by frustrated cops itching for a
life, and now because of my book. I'm the one characterized
long-haired head to drum on.
as a radical ."

they

..

The November Committee
While J . Edgar Hoover m!lde a career of haranguing the Com munist big lie," undercover agen t Cril Payne found himself
living what he readily admits was a big lie.
It was in Los Angeles in early 197: that the FBI set up one
of its own "fronts" - the November Committee, composed
entirely of five long-haired FBI agents with Payne as one of its
leaders. Its ostensible purpose was to provide housing in L.A.
and transponation for protesters planning to converge from
around the country on the Republican convention. then scheduled for San Diego. (What better way for the Bureau to keep
trac,k of names, numbers and vehicles heading to San Diego.)
When the convention was shifted to Miami . the November
Committee assisted in transporting protesters there - a service
it advertised in anti-war meetings and in radical papers.
The FBI 's scheme worked to per fect ion with the Vietnam
Veterans Against the War (VVA \\'). At the request of VVA W
· leaders, four members of the November Committee traveled
in the Vietnam Vet 's caravan from LA. to the Miami Republican convention . h was a harro"ing experience for all involved; the caravan was continually stopped and searched by
cops. and was even fired upon by a sniper in Louisiana.
Riding in it, the FBI agents d ico~ ered that they had been
fed another myth by superiors. "The Bureau characterized
VV A W as the most violent group in the anti-war movement,"
Payne recalled. "h was the unanimous opin ion of the four
agents who' d traveled with them for many days that the Vietnam Vets were deeply committed to ending the war, not to
senseless violence.''
In many ways, the hippie agents of the November Committee
felt more threatened by their supenors than by the activists
they were assigned to infiltrate. The Agent-i:1-Charge Qf the

In his book, Payne describes how an FBI agent on a sur·
veillance assignment once witnessect two men jump from a car
near Tom Hayden' s apartment to smash windows and flatten
the tires of Hayden' s car. h had been done several times
before, but this time the agent got the license number . A check
with Motor Veh icles showed the plate number was " not in
file," which generally means an undercover vehicle. Payne said
in o ur interview that the agent' s probe indicated that the vandals' car did indeed belong to the LAPD's political intelligence
unit. or Red Squad.
.
As Payne learned, the LAPD (and o ther local police) ~orne
times assisted FB I spying operations. In early 1971. Payne·~
FBI squad rented a Venice apanment next door to a hou se
believed to be occupied by a Weatherman collective. The
Bu reau maintained a 24-hour fixed survelliance from the apart·
ment , in coordi nation with mobile survelliance teams that would
follow each subject who left the house. Now and then , FBI
agents were unable to identify an individual . . . enter the
LAPD. "We'd call up an LAPD black-and-white and have
them pull the subject's car over on some pretext. Then we'd
get their J.D."

Deep Cover
When Operation Deep Cover began in late 1972, Payne
boldly volunteered to go underground. He'd heard much
about the Weatherman group - often in hushed tones during his two years undercover. If any FBI agent was experi·
enced enough to contact the Weatherman, it was Payne. He
was given an elabo rate "legend" - an iden tity complete with a
phoney arrest I fugitive record as a radicaL

46--------------------------------------~-------------------With other prospective Deep Cover agen ts, Payne was sent to
Quantico Marine Base in Virginia - " Hoover University" for a week-long In-Service training on how 10 go underground.
Most of the agents were experienced as undercover radicals
and had been immersed in the drug culture, smoking dope with
their counter-<:uhure targets almost daily for months. Most
were veterans of Miami, and the In-Service training was like a
reunion. Between lectures on Weatherman, drug abuse and
FBI procedure, the long-haired students would sneak away into
the wooded grounds to pass joints and hash pipes. It could have
been Santa Cruz, Berkeley or Ann Arbor, but this was Hoover
University, the dopers were agents and the dope had been purchased with federal funds.

The hippie agents felt more threatened by their
superiors than by the activists they were
assigned to infiltrate.

The training session almost came undone when hi ppie agents
were asked to anend a lecture- " Drugs of Abuse" - delivered
by an instructor whose knowledge of the subject was purely
theoretical. It was like having a nun lecture a group of prOstitutes on the Joy of Sex. The lecturer displayed samples of
each drug, including grass and hash, to the giggling agents.
During the break, Payne was astonished to witness his classmates "systematically appropriating the official Bureau stash."
Payne revealed in our interview that the Bureau 's Red Lebanese was •'not worth ripping off."
For six ·months after the special training, Payne journeyed
into the underground, living ou t of the FBI-purchsed and
equipped "psychedelic van ." He moved through the suspected
Weatherman support network in Seattle, Vancouver and Slocan
Valley, British Columbia. Ultimately, he located and t»
friended supporters o f the underground - those who helped
deserters and draft resisters get int o Canada with false identities - but almost none .of them had Weather sympathies.
Payne shared their hospitality, contacts, false l.D., marijuana,
and in a couple of cases, their beds. A t least weekly, he' d
report his progress to the FBI. But after a half-year and growing
disillusionment , Payne had not located one Weatherman fugitive.
Wh ile underground, Payne began having second thoughts
abou t the hunt: "When I figured out that none of my targets
posed any real threat to America and the whole operation was
basically an exercise in salvaging Bureau pride, I had to get
out."
Du ring his time underground on the West Coast, Payne realized, he and other Deep Cover agents had violated the privacy and intimacy of people who were perceived, oflen mislakenly, as stepping stones to Weatherman. In New York City,
meanwhile, relatives, friends and acquaint ances of Weather
fugitives had their homes and offices burglarized, their mail
mon itored and ph ones tapped by FBI agents. By May 1979,
when the FBI called off its hunt for the Weather Underground
(without bothering to inform the fugitives' anorneys or anyone
else), the o nly thing held captive by the FBI was the Bill of
Rights.

While underground, Payne began having second
thoughts about the hunt.

.:

Controlling the Bureau
" I wrote the book to help the public understand exactly ho~
abuses occured in the past so that there will be a ·call for a
meaningful charter strictly defining what is proper or improper
Bureau conduct," Payne says. "Without a strong charter,
rookie agents are asked to join a game without benefit of the
rules."
The FBI has never operated under a written charter: Payne
is critical of the Caner Administration 's proposed charter whose strongest supporter in the Senate, ironically enough, is
Ted Kennedy. The charter is so -M:ak that FBI officials and
agents applauded when it was first presented to them, while the
ACLU and other groups that originally called for a chaner
are now lobbying to kill the pro posal.
According to Payne, the one current safeguard aimed at
exposing and deterring intelligence abuse - the Freedom of
Informat ion Act (FOIA) - has also become a "joke" in the
!Jands of the FBI. Payne tells how in preparing his book, he
tried to acquire his own personal flle through an FOIA request.
It took over a year of haggling for him to see any documents,
but most files on the Weather operation had been destroyed.

The proposed FBI Charter is so weak that
FBI officials and ·agents applauded when it
was first presented to them.

"Now Bill Webster, the FBI Di rector, wants the teeth taken
out of the FOIA," Payne says. "It hardly maners, since the
Bureau never complied' with it anyway - whenever somebody
req uested an embarassing document , they classified it 'secret,'
and that was that. The FBI's approach is, if you want it, sue us.
"Look at our history- up until the FOIA, the Bureau didn' t
destroy anything. We kept everything for years. After the Act
passed, every agent had to spend time on-/he-clock reviewing
files and shredding them ."

• • •

Jeff Cohen Is the research associate of the Citizens' Com·
miss ion on Police Rep ression, a Guild member, and a freelance journa list in L.A. Another version of th is place a p·
pea red in the L.A. Weekly.
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Posse
Comitatus:
Right-Wing Tax
Revolt Backed
By Bullets

Letters
Dear Public Eye:

I just had an opportunity to review
your latest iss4e (Volume II, 113 & 4). The
content of this magazine was excellent,
and we thank you for publicizing the
struggle we are presently involved in with
the Santa Barbara Police Department.
Please send us twenty five additional
copies of this excellent issue.
Thank you for your assistance, and
keep up the great work!
The Struggle Continues,
Lorenzo Martin Campbell
President
EI Concilio De La Raza
Santa Barbara, CA

Friends:
We have been attempting to get a subscription to Tbe Public Eye going for 18
months. We wrote you in August to ask if
·it were being published and received
(apparently in reply) issue 113 and 4,
volume II. We also have (from a year
ago) volume II, issues Ill and 2. Were
there any volume I issues?
Aside from the primary fact that our
students scramble avidly for these issues,

Leonard Peltier Case
Reaches Congress,
Action Requested
Leonard Peltier is an internationallyknown Indian leader who is currently
serving two life sentences in Marion federal prison for "aiding and al:letting" in ·,
the deaths of two FBI agents on the Pine
Ridge Reservation during an armed
attack by the FBI on a spiritual encampment in 197S. He did not kill the agents,
was convicted on the strength of admittedly J)erjureq t~timoqy an<;l w~ never
permitted to in't roduce at trial evidence of
extr~e governmental misconduct.
In 1979, the Supreme Court refused to .
review his case. A plot to kill him was un- r
covered in 1980 prompting his unsuccessful attempt to escape. Bobby Garcia, a
. cod~fendant in the escape trial, was recent1y found hanged in his cell in Terra
Haute, and the threats on Leonard's life
continue.

we like to bind them for permanent retention, so it is important to us to have a
complete run. Please send us any we are
missing.
Perhaps more to the point(!), our payment records indicate that we have never
paid you for any issues, which means that
we never received any kind of invoice
from you. Without one our accounting
department will not authorize payment,
so if you would please send one along to
us we will process it immediately.
Thanks.
Sincerely,
Mary Carter
University Research Library
University of California, L.A.

After receiving several/etters similar to
the one above, we figured we owed our
subscribers and readers an explanation of
what's up. It would be hard to deny that
The Public Eye has had a difficult jew
years getting underway, but with the
opening of our offices in Chicago we
have instituted a new billing and subscription fulfillment procedure, and have recruited a new group of enthusiastic volunteers to help us stabilize our production schedule.
So-please accept our sincere apologies
for our erratic publication schedule. Sul:r
scribers will receive jour issues for S8.
To date we have published jive issues
of the publication, two in the smaller for-

Now his case has been assigned to the

House Judiciary Committee~ Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights,
headed by Representative Donald
Edwards. Representative Ronald Dellums
was instrumental in getting the case before this committee. Dellums reports that
his office has been flooded with letters
from. all over the world urging an investigation.
'
·
The Committee on Native American
Struggles of t~e National Lawyers Guild
· is asking people to write letters requesting
a full investigation of the matter.
Letters should point out the role of the
·fBI on Pine. Ridge since Wounded Knee
as well as the evidence of coercion of witn.~ and suspected involvement in the
, . current t¥tempts to "neutralize" Leonard
I. in prison. Oino Butlc;r and Bob Robi·deau, also accused of killing the agents,
were both acquitted by a Cedar Rapids,
,Iowa jury after evi~ence of FBI illegal ac·tivities was presented. This·evidence was
never permitted to go before the jury in
Leonard's easel

. . . ..,·
I\

~

mat and three in the larger newsprint
format. Back issues are available for S2
each, except for the issue on Police Brutality, which has sold out. Thanks for
your patience. And again, apologies for
any inconvenience we have caused. We
really appreciote the support and patience
our readers have shown us.
The Editors
Dear Editor:

Thelma and I have just rec'd. the latest
edition of the Public Eye and have both
read it from cover to cover. Sheer genious! Please send a copy to Charles Houston, I'm sure he would love it also.
We respect your work and hope to see
you continue. We especially like your
publishing schedule. We will be back in
the White House before long and I will be
exonerated by history. Would Tbe Public
Eye like to write an article about my debacle at the hands of my oppressors?
right arm,
r. m. nixon
P.S. I am not a crook.

The editors really doubt the validity of
the post card with this message that ar·
rived in our offices, but we do ho~ to
receive other, more legitimate, f~b«k
from our readers. Letters to the Eduor
should be typewritten and double-JP(IN'd.
Letters less than 300 wards are appr«l·
ated, and require less editing for s~

This is Leonard's last recourse atthl•
time, other than such international o ut
reaches as the Betrand Russell Tribunal
last November. Whether or not the hear·
ing will fully expose the truth depend• on
the public support that is expressed to thl
Subcommittee. Send letters to:
Hon. Donald Edwards, Chair
Subcommittee on Civil and
Constitutional Rights
A407 House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20S1S
With copies to:
Hon. Peter W . Rodino
212S Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20S1S
Leonard Peltier Defense Committee
2406 Alhambra Road
Alhambra, Calif. CA 91801
Hon. Ronald Dellums •
2464 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20SIS

The Public Eye
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COMMENT
Films Take a Turn for the Worse:

Brutal Attacks ori Women
by Gene Siskel
There is a plague upon the land, and if that sounds like a preamble to a frre and brimstone lecture, so be it. Because the
plague in question is the most nauseating trend in films todayfilms that feature brutal attacks on young women.
Not only is the number of such fllms increasing dramatica.lly,
but the box office response to these cheapie productions has
been fabulous. Thus more attack films would appear to be on
the way.
The most notorious of these fllms is "I Spit on Your Grave,"
which became a cause celebre in Chicago last summer following
a series of hostile critics' reviews and the decision by one theater
owner to pull the ftlrn based on those reviews.
Last fall, local television stations were flooded with ads for
"When a Stranger Calls," a disgusting shocker about a dirty
phone caller, which was then enjoying its second run in
Chicago. Also released last year was "He Knows Yo~'re
Alone, " a thriller about a maniac who stabs brides-to-be to
death.
Shock films have long been a staple of the movie industry,
and women typica.lly have been featured as the primary victims.
And such ftlrns have been made by directors as prominent as Alfred Hitchcock, whose "Psycho" is the best of the bunch.
But whereas "Psycho'' achieved its notoriety through an attack on a woman, it wasn't a movie about a man who attacks
women. It was a ftlrn about surprises-the death of Janet Leigh,
its top-billed star, one-third of the way through the ftlrn, and the
surprising psychosexual identity of its killer.
By comparison, today's crude shockers are primarily concerned with portraying women in perilous situations. Such films
are designed to exploit the fears of women as well as any sadistic
impulses of the male audiences. What many of these ftlrns boil
down to is the opportunity for $4 to watch a series of rapes.
What is even more obnoxious is that the women who are
raped in these ftlrns typica.lly are portrayed as independent or
overtly sexual. To the degree that all movies tend to argue in
favor of the behavior they present, the underlying message of
these ftlrns is that today's liberated woman will be and should be
punished.

And to the degree that all of these ftlrns are written, financed,
and directed by men, it is not extreme to suggest that these
attack ftlrns represent some kind of response to the women's
movement, which has been brewing in the nation for the last
decade.
Two very successful recent movies have been the primary triggers for this trend in attacks on women. In 1973, "The Last
House on the Left," a cheapie production, grossed tens or millions of dollars telling the sick story of two teenage girls who
hitchhike to a rock concert against their parents' warning and
are soon attacked by slobbering rapists who force one girl to
urinate upon herself before she is shot in the head and thrown
into a ditch. Another girl is chased through the woods by an attacker wielding a thick butcher's knife.
The other influential ftlm has been the even more successful
"Halloween," an artfully made shocker about a killer who attacks three nubile and often scantily clad baby-sitters. There is
no reason, other than fmancial, for this technica.lly superb film
to include shots of the baby-sitters in various stages of undress.
Significantly, the killer in "Halloween" is a sexually frustrated
young man, who initially "went crazy" after seeing his promiscuous sister making love to his boyfriend.
After "Halloween," the deluge. Virtually every studio saw
the box office numbers on "Halloween" and sought out a carbon copy. "Friday the 13th" at Paramount. "Prom Night" at
Avco-Embassy, ''He Knows You're Alone" at MGM and
United Artists, "Dressed to Kill" at Filmways, "Terror Train"
at Twentieth Century Fox, "Motel Hell" at United Artists, and
"The Howling" at Avco-Embassy.
"These ftlrns are very easy to make," says one major studio
executive. "Their storytelling pattern is obvious, you don't need
any costly production values; and you certainly don't need any
expensive stars. In fact, big-name stars probably would hurt this
kind of film. "
In all these ftlrns, the principal subjects of attacks are young
women, and in a majority of the ftlms, the killers are sexually
frustrated men. In "He Knows You 're Alone," for example, a
maniac who was spumed by his bride-to-be tracks three teen-age
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girls. It's a film that is selling a violent response to sexual frustration.
In "Dressed to Kill," which is being protested by women's
groups, the murderer is a man with severe sexual problems. The
ad campaign for the film, switched after a couple of weeks of
the film playing to upscale audiences, now panders to the sadism
set, featuring a picture of Angie Dickinson cowering in terror
under a straight razor blade.
In "I Spit on Your Grave," the victim who is repeatedly
raped by three men is an independent young woman who leaves
her Park Avenue apartment for a summer of writing in a New
England cottage. She is attacked after we see her sunbathing in a
bikini. The implication of the film is that she is asking for trouble by acting independently and dressing in a provocative manner.
The bottom line issue here is, are these films evil and, if so,
what should be done about it? Are they evil? I believe so. They
pander to base instincts and present negative images of women.
What should be done? Any manner of protest short of censorship, it would seem. Critics are obliged to spot this trend and

declare, in no uncertain terms, the content of such pictures.
These are extremely ugly and vicious films and often catch the
person looking for a scary movie totally by sueprise. •
The best argument for censorship would be that these films
are accessories to the burgeoning crime of rape. But providing a
direct causal link between the viewing of one of these films and a
specific act of rape is not easy, if not impossible.
Rather, the most permanent damage that these films do, a
damage that can be assessed, is the ability to shape the public's
attitude toward attacks on women as some sort of sport. When
people knowingly pay money to see a man slam a knife into a
woman's body, that alone is sick.
And that is what is happening week after week in theaters
across the United States. A plague is indeed upon the land.

Gene Siskel is the film critic of the Chicago Tribune. Copyrighted © 1980, Chicago Tribune , all rights reserved.
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FBI Black Baggers
SlaP,ped on the Wrists
In early December, 1980, the U.S. District Court fined two of J. Edgar
Hoover's top aides a total of$8,500 in
lieu ofthe 10 years plus'$10,000 each
which could have been meted out to the
convicted felons. W. Mark Felt and EdwardS. Miller were charged with approving illegal break-ins in an attempt to uncover and dismantle the Weather Underground. Their superior, L. Patrick Grey
(left to twist slowly in the wind by Nixon)
was also indicted for having approved the
break-in; charges against him were
dropped recently for lack of evidence and
because " national security" interests
would be jeopardized. John Kearney,
leader of Squad 47 (the gang who carried
out the break-ins) in New York City, was
indicted for the same crimes but his
charges were also dropped. During one
hearing several hundred former and current FBI agents stood on the courthouse
steps in solidarity with the gang of four
feds.
In New York City, the plaintiffs in
Clark et al. v. U.S.-a S100,000 civil
suit for damages suffered by the victims
of the break-ins-continue to prepare to
go to trial. The very same Department of
Justice which prosecuted Felt and Miller
has taken up the defense of their actions
in New York.
William Sullivan, the architect of
COINTELPRO, testified before the
Senate Intelligence Committee about the
FBI's program against the left, two years
before the flies were released. Sullivan
met an untimely death at the hands of a
hunter who mistook him for a deer at 243
feet across an open field in clear weather
through a telescopic sight on his automatic weapon. In his obituary in the New
York Times, Sullivan was reported to
have acknowledged "a few weeks
ago that he had passed subordinates instructions from Mr. Hoover to use whatever means necessary in tracking down
fugitive members of the Weather Underground." Those subordinates were Kearney, Felt, Grey and Miller.
Another witness, alive and well (but
not currently in D.C. to kick around anymore) was Richard M. Nixon. Nixon did
testify that the black bag jobs were justi-

EYES ONLY
tied but that he never specifically ordered
J. Edgar Hoover or Grey to conduct any
break-ins. He also testified during his
half-hour on the stand that he had
approved the Houston plan but at the request of Hoover he had rescinded his
sanction. The Houston plan included
proposals for warrantless wiretaps, blackbag jobs, the wholesale roundup of
"radicals" complete with plans for con-.
centration camp housing, etc.
Friends of the FBI, a front group for
the Society of Former Special Agents of
the FBI, raised in excess of Sl million for
the defense of the former employees; Felt
and Miller have expressed the hope that
the group will come through with funds
for their appeal.
-Sheila O' Donnell

ITISpleson
Its Opponents
The frrst documentation of secret political spying by a multi-national corporation inside the U.S. was released recently
in Chicago by Richard Gutman, one of
the litigators o f the Chicago anti-surveillance lawsuits.
The spying program by the International Telephone and Telegraph company
came to light as part of the discovery process in the seven-year legal
battle by groups and individuals opposed
to political surveillance of First Amendment activities.
The documents show that liT had a
secret program to spy upon and inflltrate
groups in the U.S. who were opposed to
the 1973 military coup in Chile. The
documents were discovered because they
had been forwarded to the FBI and then to the Chicago Police "Red Squad," subjects of the lawsuit. They concerned de~
tails of a Chile solidarity conference at
Concordia College in River Forest, just
outside Chicago, in 1975.
It has been known for some time that
ITT tried to secretly manipulate the elections in Chile in the early 1970s in order
to obtain a government more friendly to
their investments.
·
liT is larger than all but three or four
governments in the world. It is very likely
that these documents reveal only the tip
of the iceberg with regard to spying by
large corporations. Private corporations,

(lrn

unlike government agencies, are not
accountable to the public for their actions. This is an area of law which has received very little attention to date.

Klan's Plans
Cause Resistance
Racist violence is on the increase in this
country, both random incidents and
attacks by well organized cadres of rightwing vigilante groups. Reports appear in
virtually every news publication of
murder, assaults, bombings, mutilations
and threats aimed at Blacks, Third World
people and other minorities. Tbe New
York Times reported a "growing perception" among Blacks that the "series of
violent incidents against Blacks is the result of a national conspiracy to terrorite
and kill them."
Paramilitary training has become
standard fare for the Klan and Nazis. In
North Carolina the Klan, the National
States Rights Party of America and the
National Socialist Party of America
formed an alliance (the United Racist
Front) just a few weeks before members
of their organizations murdered five
Communist Workers Party organizers in
Greensboro, N.C.
The Klan is reputed to now be recruiting women for leadership positions and
sending their children to Klan summer
camps to learn white supremacist theory
and marksmanship. According to an article in Gay Ufe (Chicago), a Missouri
woman campaigned for public office recently wearing her Klan robes.
Roger Handley, Grand Dragon of the
Alabama branch of the Invisible Empire
of the KKK, is ready to "insure that Birmingham and Decatur don't become
another Miami." His insurance is a
finely-tuned special forces group training
in guerilla warfare one weekend a month
at a camp named for the Vietnamese village of My Lai. Reporters, brought to the
camp blindfolded, saw 10 men and one
woman training on an obstacle course
with what appeared to be automatic
weapons. They were told that thirty children, m3Ie and female, trained there over
the summer in the use of guns, and had
classes in KKK ideology.
The Associated Press (Houston) re-

'·
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ported that in Texas, Ellington Air Force
Base Civil Air Patrol and Explorer Scout
Post 2125 sent members to "Camp Puller" to learn about military careers; but at
least one Explorer dropped out of the
program when he heard that he was going
to learn how to hijack an airplane. The
paramilitary training is provided by Joe
Bogart, advisor and former member of
the KKK, and John Bryant, a felon convicted of the sale of illegal automatic weapons. The men were teaching their students how to kill by strangling, decapitating with machetes, and the use of automatic weapons. Several parents were concerned with the racial slurs and the fact
that their children were frequently lectured on guerilla warfare. Bogart was
given a positive rating by the FBI, according to his superiors. Camp Puller is
operated by the Grand Dragon of the
Texas KKK.
The massive resu· .:nee of organized
racism has been the impetus for the formation of many coalitions and groups
who seek to counteract the Klan . One
such strategy was outlined by law professor Arthur Kinoy before the Subcommittee on Crime, House Committee on the
Judiciary on 12/9/ 80. Kinoy proposed
the use of the federal criminal civil rights
statutes, known historically as the KKK
Statutes. "These statutes were enacted by
the post-Civil War Congress and
strengthened and amplified in the 1960s
. .. to provide an immediate criminal
remedy against conspiracies to use violence and threats of violence against citizens.'' Local and state governments and
courts are not effective in curtailing the
activities in their own locales as the recent acquittals in Greensboro, N .C . and
Miami, Fla. show. The Department of
Justice can step in, as happened in the
early '60s, and enforce those federal statutes, said Kinoy. Kinoy also spoke of the
use of the federal anti-Klan and civil
rights statutes which "prohibit any action
or conspiracy to use violence or intimidation to interfere in any way with the exercise of constitutionally protected rights of
citizens."
Private citizens and citizen groups have
flied several suits asking for injunctive
protection and relief. Other citizen
groups have formed specifically to counteract Klan activity in local areas, and
have been successful in educational campaigns. For further information, contact
the National Anti-Klan Network, 348
Convent Avenue, NYC 10031. (212)9265757. The network can supply information as to which anti-Klan groups and
coalitions are active in your geographic

area, as well as the dates for local,
regional, and national meetings and
demonstrations.

-Sheila O'Donnell

NATLFED Still
Cult-Like
The National Labor Federation and its
attendant affiliated groups are st.ill considered to have cult-like qualities according
to an informal survey of anti-repression
researchers, although there is disagreement as to whether or not the organization should st.ill be linked to the National
Caucus of Labor Committees headed by
Lyndon LaRouche.
NATLFED was linked to LaRouche
and other cult groups in a 1977 PubUc
Eye article which examined the group's
early working relationship with the U.S.
Labor Party around the issue of unemployed organizing. The article also explored the " no-alcohol, no-sleep, badhealth, canned-food and cigarette-filled
life of the cadre," saying "there is too
much work and more than enough pressure to keep members devoted to a cause
they once understood conceptually from
the outside."
The frenetic near-exhaustion pace of
NATLFED cadre continues to be the
norm according to several researchers
who have maintained links with members. The emphasis on duplicating existing albeit inadequate social services has
also remained unchanged, with cadre collecting clothes and food for the needy and
setting up community medical clinics.
As for the ties to LaRouche, there is
some disagreement, although most researchers do 110t challenge the premise
that in the mid-seventies NATLFED and
the U .S. Labor Party worked together on
several projects. Some researchers believe
NATLFED ceased all joint work with the
USLP by late 1977, and criticized the
PubUc Eye for making the connections
between the groups seem more flftn than
they really are. Other researchers believe
there are still ties on some levels, as rerecently as last Fall, one researcher reports, a NATLFED cadre was denying
any ties to LaRouche or his front
groups.
Whatever the ties to LaRouche, the
NATLFED lifestyle encompassing
psychological manipulation is still considered to be cult-like by most researchers,
who feel the group should be further
investigated. The cult-like characteristics
of NATLFED were one reason Antioch
College's Cooperative Education
program broke off ties with the Califor-

nia Homemakers Association, a
NATLFED affiliate.
NATLFED's two most active projects
are in New York and California. The
Riverhead (Long Island) Community Service Center houses the Eastern Farmworkers Association, Long Island Equal Justice Association, Coalition of Concerned
Medical Professionals, and the Occupa- tiona! Health Project. Support for the
Center is received from students at the
State University of New York at Stony
Brook.
In Oakland, California, the Workers
Community Service Center serves the
California Homemakers Association,
Western Service Workers Association,
and the Coalition of Concerned Medical
Professionals.
The PubUc Eye-solicits information,
material and comments concerning the
NATLFED in order to accurately and
fairly assess the organization.
-Chip Berlet

Disinformatfon Campaign
Against Peoples Law Office
Police disinformation campaigns, a
hallmark of the COINTELPRO operation, continue in Chicago, the latest being
an August 10, 1980 article by CbJcaao
Sun-times cop shop reporters Art Petacque and Hugh Hough. The article, relying entirely on unnamed "sources"
claims that Chicago Red Squad
documents were found in what police call
an F ALN hideout in Milwaukee. In a
paragraph crammed with libel-dodging
qualifiers, the police beat reporters told
Chicago, "It was learned that among
leads being pursued is the possibility the
material somehow was relayed to the
F ALN as a result of a federal court order
that permitted limited access to Intelligence Division flies following a lawsuit.''
The entire remainder of the half-page
article is an attempt to link the Chicago
anti-surveillance lawsuits, the Peoples
Law Office and the National Lawyers
Guild to the alleged document discovery
and "terrorism."
Quoting "a source close to the investigation," the writers say similar
documents were given to Jonathan
Moore during a deposition he attended
while working on the anti-surveillance
lawsuit. The writers then quote Moore's
partner at the Peoples Law Office, Peter
Schmeidel, as saying Moore was at the
Boston NLG conference.
From there, the writers swing into arecapitulation of the work of the Peoples
Law Office, including Schmiedel and
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alleged FALN members jailed in Chicago, with the ominous-sounding aside,
"Members of the firm have long been active in legal actions concerning unpopular
causes such as the Black Panther movement and imprisoned street gang members."
Nowhere in the article is there any
direct charge that Moore was responsible
for the alleged document cache, nor even
a direct quote from a law enforcement
official concerning the entire matter. The
reporters also fail to mention that literally
scores of other attorneys and legal workers potentially had access to th~ files, if
indeed the files originated with the lawsuit at all.
Moore denies the allegations categorically, and members ofthe Peoples Law
Office are incensed over what they feel is
a sleazy attempt to discredit their legal
work. Since the information could only
have been leaked by law enforcement
officials, the possibility that the article
was a form of retribution against the
work of the Peoples Law Office cannot
be discounted.
-Chip Berl et

LAPD I FBI Conspiracy
Charged In Pratt Case
On January 30, 1981 , attorneys for
Geronimo Pratt filed a Petition for
Habeas Corpus relief before the California Supreme Court that asks the Court to
grant Pratt a new trial. The petition raises
numerous allegations about Federal and
State Government misconduct in Pratt's
1972 murder trial:
Pratt, a highly decorated Vietnam War
veteran, U.C.L .A. student, and former
head of the Black Panther Party of
Southern California in the late Sixties was
convicted of the "Santa Monica Tennis
Court" murder-a robbery in which a
white woman was killed. Though the
murder took place in 1968, Pratt was not
charged until two years later, and did not
go to trial until1972.
Pratt has steadfastly maintained his
innocence and claims that he was set up
for the murder conviction through conspiracy of the Los Angeles Police Department and the F.B.I. via its famous
counter-intelligence program,
COINTELPRO. Pratt was specifically
targeted for "neutralization" by F.B.I.
Director J . Edgar Hoover.
Pratt raises the following charges of
government misconduct in his 1972 conviction:
•
The main witness against him, Julio
Butler, a former Los Angeles sheriff who

joined the Black Panther Party and is
now a candidate for the State Bar, committed perjury in the trial when he testified that he was not working for nor was
he an informant for the F.B.I. and the
L.A.P .D. Pratt's attorneys have filed
documents that Butler met on at least 33
occasions with the F.B.I. prior to his testimony in Pratt' s trial.
•
The Los Angeles Police Department
supressed evidence that the only eyewitness to the crime, Mr. Kenneth Olsen, the
husband of the murder victim-positively
identified another man as the murderer a
year before he identified Pratt in a highly
suggestive identification line-up.
•
The F.B.I ., with the Los Angeles
Police Department, placed at least three
informants in Platt's defense team prior
to and during his trial. These informants
included not only an ex-Black Panther
Party member, but also that informant' s
attorney.
•
The L.A.P .D. and F.B.I. destroyed
wiretap and microphone logs of the Black
Panther office in Los Angeles from
December of 1968, that would have
proved Pratt's alibi that he was in Oakland attending a national Black Panther
Party meeting was correct.

•

That the F.B.I. and the L.A. P.O.

supressed information regarding a second
suspect who was identified both by the
L.A.P.D. and the F.B.I. The identity of
the second suspect who could have
proved that Pratt was not guilty of the
murder has still not been turned over to
P ratt's attorneys.
•
The government suppressed all evidence that Pratt was a target of the
counter-intelligence program that
attempted to destroy him.
•
The F.B.I.'s COINTELPRO did not
act in isolation from the L.A.P .D., rather
the L.A.P .D.'s Criminal Conspiracy section worked "hand in glove" with the
F.B.I. This work included joint surveillance on Pratt, joint use of informants on
Pratt, and many other contacts.
Pratt' s petition before the California
Supreme Court follows the denial of his
petition before the California Court of
Appeals in December of 1980. In a highly
political decision and 2-1 majority of the
California Court of Appeals, speaking
through Justice Hanson of that Co~
ruled that Pratt was not denied a fair trial
because he was a violent member of a violent group and was fair game for law enforcement agencies. The court spoke approvingly of J . Edgar Hoover's comments about the Black Panther Party and
what actions had been taken to control
that organization and its leader, Geronimo Pratt. A powerful dissent was written

by Justice Dunn in the Court of Appeals
when he stated that " Pratt's trial was no
trial at all because there were no fundamental rights involved.' '
Pratt's attorney, Stuart Hanlon,
stated: •'The opinion of the majority of
the Court of Appeals was politically-not
legally-motivated. The political bias of
Justices Hanson and Lilly is obvious to
anyone reading the opinion. The opinion
is a low point in California jurisprudence.
We are confident the California Supreme
Court will decide the case on the legal and
factual merits, and not on the blatant
political motive of defending the police
and the government. "
Congressman Paul McCloskey of California, and former Los Angeles District
Attorney Johnnie Cochran, have joined
Pratt's defense team as attorneys of
record. Cochran recently resigned the
number two position in the Los Angeles
District Attorney's Office. Congressman
McCloskey has, for two years, pressured
the F.B.I. to tum over all its files on
Pratt. Pratt is also represented by Margaret Ryan, John B. Mitchell, the
A.C.L.U. of Southern California, and
the National Conference of Black Lawyers. Geronimo Pratt remains locked up
in the California State Prison at San Luis
Obispo, continuing to wait for justice.

Naunl Case to
beApealed
Rita Silk Nauni is a 31 -year-old Hunkpapa Sioux, from Ft. Yates Reservation,
North Dakota, who has lived the latter
half of her life in Southern California.
She, like a multitude of other Indian
people, left her reservation and
relocated to one of the major urban centers under the incentive of the U .S.
government's Indian relocation program
which originated in the 1950's.
The relocation program subsidizes the
transfer of Indian people away from
their colonized national territories in an
attempt to assimilate them into the dominant society and to reduce resistance
against energy and industrial
development by multinational corporations in collusion with the government.
Like systematic sterilization abuse,
child stealing, prohibition against Indian
languages and dissolution of traditional
governments, relocation is a government
policy based on the destruction of the cultural, spiritual, economic and physical
existence of American rndian people and
nations.
· Nauni joined other Indian women in
the cities, working what factory and other
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jobs she could get to support herself and
her son. Adjusting to the extreme cultural
difference has been hard. She has had
many problems and when she has sought
assistance, doctors remedied the situation
by prescribing valium and other drugs.
On September 17, 1979, Nauni made a
break from a less than desirable, mentally
and physically abusive relationship with a
man in Los Angeles. She and her tO-yearold son headed to Oklahoma to join her
family. Friends, family and doctors who
talked with her just before she left Los
Angeles say that she was in a very agitated, paranoid emotional state. She had
recently been told that she was sterile and
could have no more children.
She and her son took the midnight
flight to Oklahoma City on September
18, arriving around 6:30a.m. on the
19th. Unable to get a taxi, she and her son
left the airport, walking. They got about
two miles from the airport.
Airport police say they received a
report that someone was littering on the
road. Officers Teresa Wells and Garland
Garrison left the terminal with sirens and
lights flashing. Teresa Wells has testified
that they say no litter and no one littering, but that they went after Nauni and
her son. When Nauni and her son ran ,
the two police officers chased them down
on foot. Nauni weighs 90 pounds. Both
officers outweighed her by at least 40
pounds. Officer Garrison grabbed 10year-old Derrick and tried to handcuff
him and force him into the car. Derrick
left scratches on Garrison's hands from
the struggle. Wells grabbed Nauni. Nauni
knocked her down and went to her son's
assistance. Wells grabbed Nauni again
and after she was knocked to the ground
again, went for her gun. Naun~grabbed
Teresa Wells and in the struggle the gun
went off, wounding Wells in the thigh.
Garrison then released Derrick and
turned on Nauni. When Garrison reached
for his gun, Nauni ftred three shots
wildly. Garrison was struck by one of
those shots and died .
Nauni and Derrick got into the police
car and fled. Shortly, police converged on
the car, rammed it o ff the road, dragged
Nauni from the car and severely beat and
stomped her. She was arrested and hospitalized with a concussion and smashed·
hand, among other injuries. Derrick was
taken to the police station and
interrogated. Several hours later, when
Derrick's father and grandfather arrived
. from 90 miles away, police threatened to
charge Derrick with murder if his father
would not waive Derrick's rights and .
have Derrick make a sworn statement.
When Derrick' s father said he wanted

to talk with a lawyer frrst, police arrested
Derrick for frrst-degree murder. Derrick
was later released and charges were
dropped. Nauni was charged with frrstdegree murder and shooting with intent
to kill. The state sought the death penalty. The lower court refused to set bail or
allow evidence to be heard in support of
the request for bail.
On June 2, 1980, Nauni went to trial.
On June 17 an all-white jury of seven women and five men found her guilty of
frrst-degree manslaughter and shooting
with intent to kill. She was sentenced to
150 years' imprisonment, and will not be
eligible for parole before 1990. Her
attorneys will appeal.
Send donations (tax-deductible) for
continued legal efforts to:
RITA SILK NAUNI DEFENSE
FUND / NAC
c/ o Fidelty Bank
Account #107738
P.O. Box 24128
Oklahoma City, OK 73123
(Place account number and "for
deposit" on checks.)
For further information, write:
RITA SILK NAUNI DEFENSE
COMMITTEE
Native American Center
1214 N. Hudson
Oklahoma City, OK 73103

Black Panther
Cleared of Frame-Up
Former BPP member Ronald Stevenson, who spent ll years as a fugitive, has
been cleared of a murder charge filed .
against him in Berkeley, California, in
1969. After a five-minute hearing, Municipal Judge Dawn Girard dismissed the
charge due to lack of evidence.
Stevenson had fled his home at the age
of 17, after a shootout in which fellow
Panther Ronald Black was killed. Stevenson turned himself in during July after
starting a new life in New Jersey as an
autoworker and union official. During
the years on the run, he married and became a father.

El Salvador to
Be the New Vietnam?
A number of groups are forming coalitions to oppose U.S. interference in the
Latin American country of El Salvador.
The Reagan Administration's pronouncements to date reflect a similar line to that
which lead us into the intervention in
Vietnam. One document that has circu-

lated widely among groups interested in
El Salvador is a reputed CIA study opposing intervention titled "Dissent Paper
on El Salvador and Central America."
The document is available in either English or Spanish for $1 .50 from CISPES,
Box 12056, Washington, D.C. 20005.

Charges Re-instated
in .. Avakian" Case
Charges against Revolutionary
Communist Party members facing 241
years in jail, stemming from a January,
1979 demonstration attacked by police,
have been reinstated by t he D.C. Court
of Appeals. The case has generated an
outcry by numerous civil liberties groups
and individuals, who see the prosecution
as both vindictive and a precursor to
legal repression against progressives. For
more information, contact The Committee to Free the Mao Tsetung Defendants,
P .O. Box 6422, "T''' Station, Washington, D.C. 2CXX>9. Tax-deductible
donations for legal expenses can be made
care of the Capp Street Foundation, 294
Page Street, San Francisco, California
94102. Earmark funds for the case.

1

WUmington Ten
Vindicated
The Wilmington 10 at last saw the
reversal o f their convictions by the 4th
Circuit Court of Appeals in early December, 1980. The 3-judge Appeals Court
panel voted unanimously to reverse the
1972 convictions of the 10, saying "Petitioners were·improperly prohibited from
attacking the credibility of 2 important
prosecution witnesses by showing possible bias or incentive to support the prose.
cution's case . . ..This they had a 6th
Amendment right to do and thus we must
conclude that they were convicted in violation of their 6th Amendment rights.''

Supreme Court Monitor
The Committee for Public Justice,
Inc., has asked for help in monitoring Supreme Court appointments and other
justice-related issues (i.e., Legal Services,
policy directives, massive cuts in prison
reform efforts, or federal court appointments). The committee is compiling information in an effort to mobilize the
public interest community when appointments are in the making so they might
speak out when it could make a difference. Contact: CPJ , Inc., 132 West 43rd
Street, NYC 10036. (202) 944-5736.

/
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SWPLawsult
Moves to Trial
The Socialist Workers Party lawsuit
against the FBI went to trial on Aprill,
1981. The lawsuit was flled by attorney
Leonard Boudin in 1973 seeking to
halt the U.S. government's harrassmenf,
spying and disruption of the SWP.
The scope of the suit was stated most
clearly by presiding Judge Thomas P .
Griesa:
"The issues in this case relate to the
most fundamental constitutional rights,
which lie at the very foundation of our
system of government-the right to
engage in political organization and to
speak freely on political subjects, without
interference and harrassment from
governmental organs."
Since it was flied, SocUzlist Workers
Party v. A ttomey General has:
• forced the government to turn over
more than 200,000 pages of documents
on the infamous COINTELPRO
disruption ope(ation and on massive
illegal programs against the Black, labor,
women's, antiwar, and socialist
movements in this country. These flies
reve81 that the government's bag of dirty
tricks included burglary, bugging, getting
people ftred from jobs, and even bomb
threats and physical violence.
• fought for full exposure of the dirty
work of thousands of government informers. These spies were instrumental in
the FBI's most underhanded work, like
the campaign to defame Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., and physical violence
against civil rights workers, often instigated and carried out by FBLinformers.
In 1~8, then Attorney General Griffm
Bell was held in contempt of court for refusing to comply with a court order to
turn over the flies of 18 informers against
the SWP and YSA (the contempt citation
was later lifted).
• established most recently that the
Immigration and Naturalization Service,

JOIN THE MAY 3

a branch of the Justice Department, still
maintains a blacklist used to harass, exclude, and deport noncitizens; the list includes the SWP-along with 667 other
organizations-although the government
claims to have ended its investigation of
the SWP in 1976.
According to Roger Rudenstein of the
Political Rights Defense Fund, "Despite
the pretense of a reformed FBI, the
government has made it clear that it reserves the right to continue the violations
of civil liberties so abhorrent to the
American people. After the recent brealtin conviction of ex-FBI agents Felt and
Miller, for example, the Justice Department announced that it still considered
breaks-in, wiretaps, and other invasions
of privacy to be legitimate techniques."
At the upcoming trial, the government
will attempt to defend its 40-year investigation of the SWP, which has never
turned up any evidence of criminal activity. Already they have announced their
plans to call former FBI Director
Clarence Kelley and former Attorney
General Edward Levi as witnesses.
For further information or donations,
contact Political Rights Defense Fund,
Box 649 Cooper Station, New York City

10003.

Anti-Right Essay
Contest Launched
Wisconsin Interchange, Inc., is
sponsoring a College and High School
Research Paper Contest. Wisconsin
lnterchanae is the state branch of the National Interchange organization, whose
purpose is to "know, to understand and
to reverse the momentum of the right."
The paper should consist of an indepth look at the far right, with the suggested title, "The Lmpact of the Far Right
on America's Future." Papers mWit be
typed, double-spaced, range from 10 to
30 pages and include a bibliography.
Papers must be postmarked no later

(202) 462-1488

MARCH TO THE PENTAGON
Join the tens of thousands of people who want to
demonstrate to express their outrage at the
dangerous course toward war and increased human
suffering planned by Reagan for millions.

Peoples' Anti-War Mobilization

than June 1, 1981. They will be judaed bv
the Wisconsin Interchanae Steerin&
Committee, who will be looking for good
informational content, clarity and conciseness. Winners will be chosen by Aua.
lS, 1981. There will be a $100 First Prize,
a SSO Second Prize and Honorable mentions. To be eligible, one must be a full or
part time college or high school student.
All papers should be sent to:
Wisconsin Interchanae
College Research Paper Contest
P .O. Box 1602
~n. WI S3701

Lockheed Targets
SWP Activists
Political spying has proved to have
serious ramifications in Marietta, Georgia, where fifteen workers at the
Lockheed-Georgia Company have been
fued for their political activities. Thirteen
of the fifteen are members of the Socialist
Workers Party and the other two were
suspected of SWP membership by Lockheed security officers.
The security officers claimed that the
firings were a result of "discrepancies"
on the workers' applications. However,
one of the ftred workers (during her interrogation by Lockheed security) noticed
the letters "SWP" printed in red on her
personnel folder.
As a result of the dismissals, attorneys in the SWP's civil suit against the
FBI subpeonaed Lockheed security records. Sure enough those records showed
that Lockheed security offtcers had spied
on the workers in their homes, at political
and union meetings, at civil rights demonstrations and collected data on person's sexual habits and personal associations.
The International Association of Machinists has flied grievances on behalf of
the IS workers in an attempt to have their
jobs restored. If Lockheed refuses, the
case could go to arbitration before the
National Labor Relations Board.
"What is at stake here is a very fundamental issue, •• said Garrett Brown, one
of the ftred workers. "Does an employer
have the right to ftre someone because of
their politics? What docs this mean for
other workers in the plant who want to
speak out on safety conditions, affirmative action, or anything else?"
Telegrams of support should be sent
to:
President
lAM Local Lodge 11m
1032 Clay Street
Marietta, Georgia

l
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The Politics of Police
Repression in Los Angeles
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by Jeff Cohen
There used to be an attitude among the Ruling elite of Los
Angeles, and expressed by the L.A. Times: "We don't care
who's mayO'r, as long as we name the chief of police." In
1909, for example, the police chief was chosen right out of the
limes editorial office-ex-police beat reporter Edward Dishman.
The corporate elite and the LAPD have always enjoyed a
cozy relationship. In the 1920's when the police Red Squad

had a policy of disrupting unions and breaking up ACLU
meetings and rallies, its headquarters were in the Chamber of
Commerce building.
Last month when LAPD Chief Daryl Gates announced that
he might run for mayor of Los Angeles, Gates explained he'd
been approached by some "wealthy businessmen" who offered
their financial backing. This time the elite might get its mayor
and police chief all rolled into one package.

12

The Outspoken Chief
In recent years, it has not been mere rhetoric to pose the question. "Does L.A.'s civilian government run the police department or does the police department run civilian government?"
Since ascending to the throne of Police Chief in March 1978,
Chief Gates has made umpteen times as many political pronouncements as the mayor, Tom Bradley. The mayor cuts
many more ribbons, but who knows where he stands on the
issues?
As for the Chief, we know that he believes KABC-TV reporter Wayne Satz is "contemptuous," Black Assemblywoman
Maxine Waters is "irresponsible," The Gathering-a group of
200 Black ministers-is " unrepresentative." We know that he
disapproves of the "liberal media," " liberal judges," " liberal
pro fessors" and the " too liberal Police Commission"-which
incidentally, is the board that employs him. Unimpressed ,
Gates has called the Police Commission a " Mickey Mouse outfit."
Criticism does not silence the Chief, it encourages him. He
talks of a conspiracy that "practically destroyed the C IA and
FBI" and now threatens the LAPD. He says that a cit izens' police review board would become a "kangaroo court." When his
critics complain that the department is overly militarized, he
seems to confirm the appraisal by constantly refering to the officers as his " troops."
Gates' "troops," represented by the powerful Police Protective League, are a political force in their own right. Accused by
Black and Chicano community leaders of sometimes resembling
an "army of occupation," LAPD officers are not required to

live in the city, let alone the neighborhoods they patrol. The pc;rcentage of Blacks and Latinos on the force is less than ~ their
percentage in the city's population. Joining Gates in condemning the media's "unfair treatment" of the LAPD, the Protective
League recently launched a $1 milliQII advertising campaign to
" balance" the coverage.
Soon after announcing his mayoral ambitions, Chief Gates
delivered a 35-minute speech (more li ke a revival sermon) to the
Breakfast Club of L.A.-denouncing crime; drugs, the courts,
orgies and the sensual life, lo~e o f money, decadence and the
news media. On five occasions, Gates compared himself to the
Biblical prophet Jeremiah- the "Calamity howler"-who delivered the word of God to the children of Israel. To paraphrase
Darrow, "God talks to Gates and Gates tells the world ."

A Problem of_ Structure
Gates is a colorful personality; so were his predecessors.
LAPD headquarters is named after Gates' mentor, Chief William Parker, who had a blunt response to 1960's-style "community relations" programs: "I'm a policeman, not a social worker."

To the extent that some people have misperceived Gates as a
liberal, credit must go to his predecessor, "Crazy Ed" Davis,
who was the featured speaker at the annual dinner of the John
Birch Society in 1976. When asked to single out the main accomplishment of his eight-year reign (1969-1977), Davis responded, " When I became police chief, the Black Panther Party
ruled this city with an iron hand; now they don't exist."
But the problem of police repression goes beyond the person-
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nality of the chief to the structure of the department. In theory,
the LAPD is run by a five-member Police Commission, ap·
pointed by the mayor. While things have progressed since the
early 1930's when Police Commissioner Mark Pierce declared,
" The more the police beat them up and wreck their headquarters, the better. Communists have no constitutional rights and I
won't listen to anyone who defends them,"-structural problems remain.
The commissioners meet once a week, and receive $10 per
meeting. They have virtually no investigative staff, and are
therefore incapable of acting as a review board of citizen complaints. Yet they are supposed to supervise the biggest department in city government, which has a force of 7,000 officers and
a $250 million annual budget. It is a structure that seems to negate serious civilian control.
Then there is the problem of who sits on. the commission. Its
guidelines state that the commission shall be made up of "respected" or "distinguished" citizens-the class of people who
have the least experience with police abuse. A review of ACLU
records could find no sea of racism or brutality complaints
flooding in from the well-to-do residents of Bel Air or Century
City.
If there is one place where the Police Commission seems to be
succeeding, it's in the pages of the L.A. Times. Since the com-
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mission' s October 1979 report criticizing the two o fficers who
shot Eulia Love (a Black woman whose death focused national
attention on police use of deadly force), the Times has been
writing of the "invigorated" commission which is "reshaping"
the LAPD. The Times does not emphasize that the Police Commission has failed to look into a score of equally questionable
officer-involved killings, the problem of a militarized police, or
Gates' efforts to politicize the force. The "invigorated" commission has actively resisted much-needed reforms in the area of
police spying.

Mission Implausible
Even more problematic that the LAPD's structure or personnality is its mission. It is a mission of "crime prevention"-subscribed to by police departments nationwide-that flies in the
face of even the most establishment studies.
Four separate federal commissions on crime, as well as dozens
of local research projects, all conclude the same thing: that police "wars on crime" deploying more or better equipped police
(even putting a cop on every corner) will not solve the crime
problem. A Rand Institute study fou nd that a saturation of
police in New York subways resulted in only a short term drop
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(a f.ew months) in crime ... at a cost of $35,000 per felony. A
special anti-robbery squad targeting high-crime neighborhoods
in Atlanta made forty-one arrests a year, at a cost of $26,000 per
arrest ... but robberies increased in other neighborhoods. More
cops have never equaled less crime.
Criminology studies have consistently found only o ne factor
that automatically lessens crime (in a neighborhood or city)lessening unemployment. Other factors are, of course, slum
housing, deteriorating schools and racial oppression. As the
1967 Presidential Crime Commission concluded, "Police did
not create, and cannot resolve, the social conditions that stimulat~ crime."
Ignoring its own st udies, government has always responded to
the crime problem with more cops instead of more jobs; with
more jails and prisons instead of more schools and housing.
Chief-turned-politician Gates has already announced his
plans to exploit the very real crime problem by offering the
same, old illusory solutions. He will link his mayoral campaitJt
to a referendum (developed by Gates) that could raise the city
property taxes by $60 million annually to hire 1,400 cops-a
measure that will pose a dilemma for Reagan-style rightests who
want taxes slashed, and a police-state, too.

Two Black LAPD officers-formerly PDID spies- confessed to
the L.A. Herald Examiner about tailing Rev. Jesse Jackson as he
travelled around L.A., surveilling Bishop Brookins (a prominent
Black clergyman) by posing as Community Relations officers, and
monitoring and investigating all those who attended meetings of
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC). One officer commented about PDID, " They were trying to destroy the
Black movement."
The Citizens' Commission's three-point program to end
LAPD spying-recently endorsed by the ACLU and SCLCcalls for:
·
I. a local Freedom of Information Act, giving individuals
and groups access to their PDID dossiers.
2. the abolition of PDID.
3. an ordinance (like the one enacted in Seattle) banning political spying, enforceable by criminal and civil penalties and an
independent auditor.
The o rdinance is necessary to insure that the LAPD's Criminal Conspiracy Section, or some new division, does not creep
into the political spying field vacated by PDID's abolition.

Call for a Review Board with Teeth
Sleuths, Snoops and Spooks
In July 1978, Chief Gates declared , " I don't know what police spying is." In the succeeding years, the Citizens' Commission on Police Repression-a coalition of fifty Los Angeles
groups-has helped clarify the mystery by unearthing evidence
of wholesale spying by the LAPD's Public Disorder Intelligence
·
Division (PDID, alk/ a " Red Squad") .
While spy units in several major cities were either abolished or
restricted in the wake of Watergate, political spying intensified
in L.A. in the late 1970's. The Citizens' Commission has exposed :
POlO's 1975 surveillance list contains the names of 200 organizations, including United Farm Workers, National Council of
Churches, National Organization for Women (NOW), Asian
Americans for Peace, Radical Jewish Community, Gay Community Alliance, Black Social Workers Union, etc., etc. Most of the
groups on the list are Third World; 85o/o are left-of·center; only a
small percentage could be labeled "criminal, " "violent" or "terrorist."
Seven LAPD undercover officers-Connie Milazzo, Jon Dial,
Georgia Odom, Eddie Solomon, Cheryl Bell, Edward Camarillo
and Frank Montelongo-who infiltrated over thirty lawful political
organizations in the late 70's, including socialist, Native American,
anti-nuclear and anti-war.groups.
Five of the officers infiltrated groups whose main purpose was to
monitor and oppose police abuse-renecting an LAPD policy:
"You criticize us, we spy on you." (One of the groups infiltrated
was the Citizens' Commission itself.)
Thirteen hundred pages of intelligence reports were authorized
by the undercover officers. Unearthed by an ACLU lawsuit, these
dossiers report on everyone who attended or spoke out at a meeting, their political beliefs, who's donating money, who works with
whom and who's sleeping wuh whom. There 1s hardly a hint of
criminal activity in the 1300 pages, except one document authored
_ by "Source 456"/ Officer Dial, which reports: Dial explained that
if it was no problem for him [Dial) to obtain guns and he would
help, but he could not speak for Duggan." Here it is the cop, not
the activist, who is offering to provide guns-indicating agentprovocateurism.
Several of the intelligence dossiers report on the activities of City
Council persons and other elected officials.

A report on police repression in Los Angeles would be incomplete without reference to the numerous victims-usually Black
or Brown and unarmed-of questionable police killings: Duane
Standard who was shot to death while handcuffed, Reyes Martinez who was beaten to death in custody, Ron Burkholder who
was shot while naked, Larry Morris who was apparently
strangled to death in his apartment, etc. For every one of these
homicide cases that became front-page news in L.A., there are
hundreds of unreported incidents of police abuse: racial or
sexual slurs by officers, threats and rough treatment, tampered
evidence and false testimony by police. (Of the 10,000 calls received by the Southern California ACLU per year, half of them
concern allegations of police misconduct.)
In response to the killings, as well as the day-to-day abuses inflicted by officers who are in no personal danger themselves, the
Campaign for a Citizen's Police Review Board was formed.
The Campaign has focused on the problem that undergirds most
police abuse-namely, the LAPD investigating itself-and proposed an elected citizens' review board, with an independent
staff to investigate citizen complaints and the power to discipline
or fire abusive officers.
While it is questionable whether the Campaign will qualify its
proposal for the ballot, it has succeeded in collecting 70,000 signatures and in focusing media attention on the police abuse issue and the lack of civilian control over the department.
The Campaign attracted a broad multi-racial coalition, at
least partially fueled by Chief Gates, who promised I "threatened'' to resign if a review board was established.
Now Gates is talking about resigning for another reason: to
run for mayor. A Gates campaign, tied to his " more cops" tax
referendum, could fuel a movement of opposition that would
dwarf all earlier ones .

Jeff Cohen is the research associate of the Citizens' Commis·
sion on Police Repression, a Gu ild member. and a freelance
journalist in L.A. He was a founding member and co·chair of
the Campaign for a Citizens' Review Board.
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Civilian Review Boards:

Toward Curbing
P.o lice Abuse
by Margaret Van Houten
With the number of police killings rising steadily, and conviction and punishment still quite rare, demands for civilian
review boards and community control of police are being raised
across the country, from Miami and Memphis to Los Angeles
and Philadelphia. Historically, demands for independent
civilian review have come from the poor, Black and Latino communities which have most often been the victims of police brutality, murders, and lawlessness. These same communities also
face high unemployment, inadequate housing, and lack of basic
services such as education, health care, and transportation. The
demand for civilian review comes from experience with police
departments and city governments which refuse to implement
reforms on their own, and which do not hold themselves
accountable to their victims.
Police departments and their supporters in city governments
bank on racist myths to dismiss police violence in Black or Latino neighborhoods as a necessary response to "criminal tendencies" of such people. Residents of these neighborhoods know
better. They realize that the problems of unemployment, inadequate social services, and discrimination cannot be solved with
nightsticks or guns, and that police are there to disrupt and demoralize, not just to enforce the law.
Democratic control of the police is seen as one way to challenge their political role in society. Civilian review boards which
are genuinely democratic, that is elected rather than appointed,
and having the power to conduct effective investigations and
discipline the police would lead to genuine limitation of police
brutality and to exposure of their role as anything but neutral.
Because of this, we can only expect boards to be established in
response to sustained mass pressure on city governments.
Critics of civilian review boards say that they are powerless to
really change police policy and practices and that legislative controls enforced by city governments go farther in bringing police
under control. The civilian review boards that have been enacted
have been hindered by a lack of authority and official support,
in some cases serving to co-opt community militancy, while
channeling opposition to the police into an institution that is
fundamentally incapable of challenging the role of police in controlling the working class.
Despite the problems, the demand for civilian review continues to be raised by national minority communities most affected by police repression; and it must be looked at in that context as an anti-racist demand. A significant factor in the failure
of civilian review board campaigns and campaigns for community control of the police is that progressive whites have not seen
this demand coming from minority communities as being in
their int.erest as well. Instead, white liberals have tended to work
on professionalizing the police and reforms of certain police
practices, rather than addressing the political and economic

reasons for the repressive role that the police play in society. The
failure to support the more far-reaching demands raised by third
world communities for control of the police lends support to the
racist myth that there is more crime and violence in Third World
communities and therefore a need for more police control in
these communities.

The Berkeley Experience
The oldest civilian review board in the country was established in Berkeley, California, in 1973 by popular referendum.
The Berkeley review board grew out of a campaign for community control of the police developed by the Black Panther Party
in 1969, which was developed into a referendum campaign in
1970 and fmally passed in 1973. The thrust of the campaign was
that it would end the militarism of police and get at the roots of
their power by replacing bureaucratic and militaristic forms of
police organization with more democratic forms of social service
orientation and by making the police racially representative of
the communities in which they were working.
The Berkeley campaign called for rearranging city
government to permit direct control of police in three administrative districts (neighborhoods): the Black community, the
campus I young community, and the middle'lass Northside
Hill community. Police claimed that the proposal created divisions in the community which would lead to differential enforcement. Behind this concern for "equality" was the racist
argument that this initiative came from Third World communities because they had an interest in avoiding law enforcement.
Supporters of the city charter amendment pointed out that the
divisions were already there, that the police department represented only the conservative areas of Berkeley, while having
antagonistic and hostile relationships with the Black and campus
communities, engaging in harassment and selective law enforcement in these areas.
By rejecting the traditional solutions of greater professionalism and control of the police by the city administration, the
thrust of the charter amendment was to insure that the people
most affected by the police would be represented in fmding solutions to problems with police.
The referendum was defeated in 1971 because of disunity
among Black and white supporters of the campaign and because
of the opposition of the police and powerful sectors of the business community. The failure to incorporate an anti-racist perspective into the organizing that went on in white communities
led to a capitulation to the racist scare tactics that the police used
to counter the initiative.
The Berkeley Police Review Commission was fmally
estab~hed in 1973, and is a watered down version of the original demands. The nine-member commission is appointed by the
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mayor and city council, but drawn from the three districts. It is
empowered to investigate complaints against the police, to review and recommend policies and practices and to sobpoena
documents and provide for public hearings on police matters.
The commission has been largely ineffective, due to a lack of cooperation and support on the part of the city government. The
1973 referendum also called for city council control of police
agreements with outside law enforcement agencies, limitations
on police weapons, and a residency requirement for police officers.

Civilian Review in Other Cities
In Philadelphia, an appointed civilian review board was established during the Tate administration Oate '60s), during the
time that Police Commissioner Frank Rizzo was beginning his
rise to power based on his reputation as a "law and order" cop.
This review board was dismantled in 1969. Despite its lack of
power to discipline police and its dependence on cooperation of
the police department and elected officials, which was not forthcoming, a nationally financed Fraternal Order of Police campaign was mounted to assure its demise. The Philadelphia board
had no subpoena power and had to depend upon police for factfmding and had to wait for civilian complaints to be filed. It
was distrusted by community organizations because of its
dependency on the system and because it failed to address police
racism.
Philadelphia police played on the racist fears of white citizens
by creating an hysteria around the Black militant groups that
were organizing in the city and nationally, at that time, and to a
degree the student movement. There was an almost daily barrage of rumor, innuendo, raids and arrests regarding alleged
weapons caches, drugs , and the general perspective that crime
was running rampant.
This climaxed in the raid on the Black Panther Party in
1970 when Rizzo forced Party members to strip in the street, to
show his triumph over "terrorists." Again, in 1978, the multimillion dollar siege and assault on MOVE was an attempt to
build support for the police view that ordinary citizens are not
capable of making judgments about police practices, and that
only the police .can properly understand and respond to the
crime problem in the city. With support from the city's major
media, Rizzo consistently used the police to terrorize the Black
community, while giving the impression that the Black community was dangerous to the police.
In 1966, a campaign of scare tactics by the Polic~ Benevolent
Association led to a voter referendum that dismantled a civilian
review board in New York City. In 1978, a referendum campaign in Denver, growing out of police killings and harassment
in the Chicano community was also defeated through a lastminute, highly fmanced media campaign on the part of the police that put out the explicitly racist message that crin::nal elements would be controlling the police department if the referendum passed.
Because of the increase of fatal police shootings in the last
several years and the absence of any indictments or official action to end police abuse, a petition campaign has been
developed in Los Angeles for a ballot referendum to establish an
elected civilian review board. Police brutality is a volatile issue in
Los Angeles, a city with a Third World population of more than
50% (24% Black and 27% Chicano). Conditions in the city
have not changed since the Watts rebellion, despite the presence
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of a Black mayor and a Police Commission (internal to the police department) charged with the responsibility for investigating
citizen complaints and police practices.
The final outrage which sparked the campaign was the murder of Eula Love, a 39 year old Black woman and mother of
three. In January, 1979, Ms. Love was killed by two police officers, who fired 12 bullets, eight of which struck her-police
were called after she allegedly struck a gas company employee
seeking to collect a $69 bill. The police, who charged that she
threw a knife at them, were cleared of any wrong doing in the
matter.
Historically, police abuse has risen in step with growing
strength in the labor movement and the civil rights movement.
Increased police violence and harassment, from SWAT squads
and undercover agents to random murders of traffic violators
are elements of a systematic attempt to weaken these movements. Efforts to organize against police repression must address its political and economic roots to make clear that controlling the police is in the interests of the entire working class,
and to put police in their proper perspective as protectors of
capitalist interests.
Attempts to professionalize the police or develop reforms that
deal with isolated aspects of their functions, without getting at
the roots of their power, leave minorities and all working people
vulnerable to escalating police violence. In a period when the
economy is deteriorating and social services are being cut back,
protests are bound to grow in many areas. Police will be there to
counter them, and the demand for elected, civilian review
boards, with genuine power to control the police will continue to
be important.
Margaret Van Hou ten works with t he American Friends Service
Committee in Philadelphia. This art icle originally appeared in
The Organizer. newspaper of the Philadelphia Workers Organi·
zing Committ ee.
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The Posse Comitatus
in WiSconsin
by Tho mas Murphy
with Steve Vetzner
It's late in the evening in a rural tavern in Shawano County,
Wisconsin. A portrait of the patron saint, tailgunner Joe
McCarthy, looks down as James Wickstrom spreads his political
philosophy around the room. Wickstrom saves no one from his
words.
"The land is the birthplace of our freedom. If someone
comes and threatens a man's sweat and toil for 30 years, he's
gonna say, 'Get the hell off the land,' and he's gonna go inside
and get a shotgun and blow their heads off," Wickstrom tells a
reporter. "There's a revolution coming and it will be the biggest
bloodbath you can imagine. "
1
This message is a little heavier than Joe used to preach in these
parts, but then Wickstrom is more than a flatfooted front man
for the anti-communist lobby. His message contains more components of the ultra-right-wing than its agrarian extremist tone 3

might indicate.
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Wickstrom is the chief spokesperson for the Wisconsin
branch of the Posse Comitatus (Latin for 'power of the country'); a group whose backwoods character and origin belie its
sophistication and recent growth. Although the Posse is known
for stopping citizens for speeding, filing endless liens against
state and local officials, holding citizens' grand juries, and using
its own currency; they have also started manufacturing their
own ammunition, stockpiling weapons, and called for an open
hunting season on Cuban refugees.
The Posse in Wisconsin apparently started in 1974 when Ray
Omernick and a group of friends got tired of fighting the
Department of Natural Resources (DNR) over pumping rights
to a stream. Deciding to defend his potato crops against bureaucracy, Omerick and six friends formed the Wisconsin chapter of
Posse Comitatus, a few years after the parent group was started
in Portland, Oregon [see sidebar]. The Posse galloped across
Wisconsin, and by October 1974, the Wisconsin organization
was strong enough to host the Midwest National Tax and Posse
Comitatus Convention which drew some 200 to 300 participants.
Omerick and his reactionary band of scary men gained headlines in 1976 when they had an armed standoff with the DNR to
protect Omerick's property. Following this incident, Omerick
went on to be elected a state representative-some say his election was the result of his well-publicized war with DNR.

An Amalgam of Creepy Theories
This reality helps explain why the Posse is more than a villinous Dorothy of the Right, waiting for the last stand against the
bureaucratic Oz. It pulls the right levers to collect its tinmen
and cowardly lions, and then bolsters their hearts and souls with
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James Wickstrom with portrait of Joe McCarthy.
the guns and hatred needed for the bloodbath. The Posse knows
whom the hatred should be directed at. The .group spreads a
conspiracy theory that Jews and international bankers (often
synonymous in Posse rhetoric) are combining with socialists to
form a one-world monopoly. The Posse hoards guns and encourages armed violence. One Posse official reportedly urged a
crowd to shoot at DNR wardens. It decries decrepit judges and
crooked politicians, and believes law enforcement officials are
on the take and incompetent. Hanging is the prescribed remedy
for the wayward officials.
The Posse also claims the Federal Reserve system is "fraudulent and illegal" and discourages people from paying taxes. All
of this, plus the view of the land as sacred-the land is ours, the
law is ours-is a symbolism that effectively appeals to people
who feel strangled by the law and governroent, and helps
insulate Posse adherents from the rest of society.
Says one Posse member: "I'm not scared of anything anymore. I don't consider myself an extremist. I'm just sticking up
for my rights." In Wisconsin there is an increasing reluctance to
view the Posse as just a lot of kooks who are marking time until
deer season opens when they can act out their frustrations from
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The Posse Comitatus
The Posse Comitatus holds that under the Constitution
of the U.S., the county is the true seat of the government
for the citizens; and therefore the county sherifrs office is
the only legal law enforcement body for the nation. The
county sheriff serves at the behest of the citizenry of the
county and he is responsible for protecting the people of
his county from unlawful acts on the part of anyone, including officials of the federal government. The sheriff
can mobilize all men in his county, but he doesn't have to
utilize the force and it is not his choice as to whether or
not the Posse is organized.
So begins a document publi~hed by the Citizens Law
Enforcement and Research Committee (CLERC), an arm
of the Posse Comitatus in Portland, Oregon. According
to the pamphlet, once the local sheriff has been notified
of an unlawful act and refuses to take action, the Posse
Comitatus "has the lawful right under natural law to act
in the name of the Sheriff to protect local jurisdiction."

"Only organized political action can do
the job .... Are you willing to stand up
and be counted?''

The 16-page booklet makes liberal use of the Bible, the
Constitution, the Federalist Papers and the U.S. Code as
proof positive that every able bodied male should take up
arms and join the Posse because "only organized political
action can do the job. Merely reading books, passing out
pamphlets, listening to a speech or attending an anticommunist meeting has no effect against the growth of
communism. This is the mistaken idea which has brought
about nothing but defeat in the battle to preserve our
liberties, however it will develop the best educated slaves
in the world. Only organized political action can do the
job. All the talk in the world will not stop the enemy.
Your future and that of your loved ones are at stake. Are
you willing to stand up and be counted?"
The Posse has organized around the country, hoping to
work in cooperation with the local sheriffs, or replace
those with whom they fmd they cannot work. They have
set up a network of communication with CB radios and
ham operators for use in a emergency. Members are exhorted to locate ham operators who are "willing to cooperate with the movement."
The Posse has active chapters in Oregon, California,
Arkansas and Wisconsin. The Division of Criminal Investigation, Wisconsin Department of Justice, is conducting
an extensive investigation into the backgrounds of the

organization because of the Posse's "radical professions
and actions."
Organizationally, the group was formed in Oregon in
1973, with two offspring: the Po~e Comitatus and the
Citizens Law Enforcement and Research Committee
(CLERC). CLERC ultimately joined forces with the
Ministry of Christ Church (aka The- Identity Group,
headed by William Potter Gale, one-time contender for
governor of California and author of several books on
guerrilla warfare). The Posse has ties to the Ministry of
Christ Church through their joint membership, as well as
similar ties to the California Rangers, the Tax Rebellion,
the National Association to Keep and Bear Arms, the
Minutemen and the Ku Klux Klan.
The Posse is reported as having served subpoenas on 43
individuals within Wisconsin state and county governments to appear before a Christian Citizens Grand Jury.
When the 43 refused to appear, the Posse indicted the
governor, the attorney general, several assistant attorneys
general, a county sheriff, a county district attorney and
several others. When the circuit ·court judge refused to issue warrants, both he and his clerk were indicted.
The Posse is also credited with having disrupted several
meetings of Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources;
the macing of Wisconsin Capitol Protection and Security
guards assigned to protect state hearings, assaulting of a
federal IRS agent; and the tying up of the court systems
with a multitude of trials, all of which demanded juries.
The Posse philosophy is spreading among other ultraright groups, with a series of articles on the Posse appearing in Indiana's right-wing Mantooth Report, and favorable mentions in several other publications including
materials put out by other tax resistance groups.
I
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behind a telescopic sight. As one Wisconsin newspaper editorialized, "It would be nice to write the Posse off as a bunch of
Keystone Kops running around with their guns and badges, but
those are real gu·ns and it is real people who could get hurt."
Wickstrom disagrees: "We're rational people," he says.
It certainly•appears that the Posse is rational in terms of its
plans for growth. At least they are successful-if not rational.
While the Posse plows the back country with symbolic appeals
to stay close to home, organizationally it is moving throughout
the State throwing its seeds from several arms. Those seeds
apparently are finding fertile ground.

Strange Roots
The Posse Comitatus derives its name, "authority," and mission from Wisconsin State Statute 59.24, which embodies the
elected sheriff in a county with the power to· create, if the need
arises, a posse to aid him in his law enforcement duties. Common law tradition in Wisconsin also allows for the creation of
such a body. Through a macabre and ~trictly personal interpretation of law, Posse members claim to be police officers bound
to enforce the laws of the State of Wisconsin. Posse members
carry guns and wear sheriff's deputy uniforms as well as starshaped badges which read, "Sheriff's Posse Comitatus." Thomas Stockheimer, a long-time rightist and convicted felon, is
president of the Wisconsisn Posse Comitatus, which has its
headquarters in Tigerton, Shawano County, Wisconsin. Stockheimer is a middle aged man who travels throughout the state
spreading the Posse's anti-urban, anti-semitic message.
Stockheimer is accompanied by his bodyguard, a Westfield
Wisconsin restauranteur. Snow carries a gun, while Stockheimer
remains unarmed because of his felon status. (Guns, as we shall
see later, are essential to being in the Posse.) During their T.V.
and radio interviews both men speak of Department of National
Resources plots against their lives and well being. Stockheimer is
so convinced that the DNR is out to poison farmers and other
rural citizens that he carries a large thermos of well water with
him so he will have no need of the poisoned tap water. In interviews, the men present the Posse Comitatus as White Christian
America's last defense against the Communist Party, the " Jewish alien menace" and the " Black subhuman lumpenproletariat" of the "Devil's center" -the urban areas of America.
The best known member of the Posse is neither Stockheimer
or Snow, but Wickstrom, co-chai.rman and State information
Coordinator of the Posse. His co-chairmanship is a paper reality, but his influence is not. If Stockheimer gives the orders and
formulates the policy, Wickstrom is the ideologue and public relations man. He is also a Vietnam veteran, young and most importantly for the designs of the Posse and Stockheimer, he is not
a felon. This status allows him to run for public office and own
and carry a firearm. The Posse is plagued by the felony records
of its members. Wickstrom is one of the few members of the
leadership who is exempt from that legal obstruction to political
activity. Wickstrom is also more articulate and literate than
most of the Posse's leadership and membership.

Anti-Police Police?
Needless to say, members of the Wisconsin Sheriff's Posse
Comitatus are not policemen nor have any Wisconsin Sheriffs
deputized them or called them into existence. On the contrary,
the Badger State Sheriffs Association has assigned its best inves-

tigator to investigate the Posse and to assess its threat to public
order. Posse members have been arrested on numerous occasions for carrying and possessing weapons illegally, as well as for
impersonating police officers.
The Posse did manage to obtain deputization once under the
guise of civil defense. A village official filled with terror by
Posse homilies threatening an imminent Soviet missile attack
deputized Wickstrom eta/. and authorized them to inspect local
Civil defense stores and facilities. This deputization was revoked
when gun-toting Posse members began popping up at urban
defense shelters screaming about the dire conditions and
incoming communist ICBMs. This depulization was the subject
of a federal investigation into the Posse's activities. Wickstrom
took delight in sending notarized affidavits of his depulization
to the FBI and Federal Judiciary.
The Posse has made significant propaganda gains through
their use of law enforcement trappings. Through their claims to
be a police group, the Posse grasps at legitimization of their
witch hunting activities and military apparatus. Their tactics
also provide one with a glimpse of how the Posse views the
government of the future-after their victorious coming to
power.

Praise God and Pass the Ammunition
The Posse further attempts legitimacy by donning the trappings of another bastion of contemporary social structure-the
church. Stockheimer is Pastor of the Basic Bible Church and
Wickstrom is registered as a minister of the Life-Science Church
and operates the Tigertown Christian Liberty Academy. Both
Wickstrom and Stockheimer claim to have taken a vow of
poverty and acknowledge that they pay no taxes on salaries
received from speaking engagements. Indeed, their "ordination" serves to protect their farms, cars and other property from
taxation. Needless to say, the Wisconsin Department of
Revenue and Internal Revenue Service are unhappy with the
Posse leadership's tax exempt status. When federal agents of the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms raided Stockheimer's
trailer in Shawano and confiscated weapons that Stockheimer
haCWto legal right to possess as a felon, Stockheimer escaped
prosecution and arrest by claiming that the guns belonged to the
Life-Science Church.
Wickstrom is the spiritual guru of the Posse, claiming that
"[n]o man on earth loves more than I, Jesus the Christ." Posse
members present themselves as soldiers of Christ and are fond
of referring to themselves as the 9Ist Brigade. This title is based
on the 9lst Psalm (KJV) which has been altered to define the
mission of Posse members.
Posse recruiting literature bears the following heading:
Wanted: Volunteer Able Bodied Christian Males who will swear
to uphold and defend the Constitution of the Sovereign State of
Illinois without reservation, upon acceptance of their applications.

The religious status and veneer or the Posse is one of its mainstays on both the ideological and tactical level. When the Posse
delivers a membership drive speech the religious angle is fully
exploited. Wickstrom and Stockheimer are introduced as reverend members of the Posse, and the fascist, anti-semitic political
message of the Posse is blended with a macabre form of Biblical
exegesis and fundamentalist theologizing. One Wisconsin
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The Posse is adept at utilizing not only religion and law and
or:der propaganda, but skilled in the use of front groups as well.
The main front group of the Posse is known as the Wisconsin
Constitutional Taxpayers Association. The Taxpayers Association is in fact a synonym for the Posse Comitatus. This semantic
guise, however, has eased the Posse's access to the media and
enabled the Posse to gain support from groups which would

Wisconsin radio and T .V. stations. For a period of almost a
year the Taxpayers Association contacted the media through
news releases which were similar to those of the Taxpayers Alliance. These news releases made reference to the group's connection with the Posse or the actual fascist and racist subject matter
of the meeting to be held. News Directors of radio stations ·
found themselves unwittingly advertising Posse membership
drives and meetings in what they ~onsidered to be Taxpayers
Alliance news releases. Radio stations in particular found themselves surprised and victimized to learn that guests appearing on
their public affairs interview shows were indeed not members of
the business association, but Posse members recommending the
extermination of Jews and Blacks and the public assasination of
elected state officials.

have remained aloof had they been aware of the relationship
between the Taxpayers Association and the Posse.
The name of the front may have been purposely selected by
the Posse leadership to cause confusion and misidentification
with another Wisconsin tax group-the Wisconsin Taxpayer's
Alliance. The Wisconsin Taxpayers Alliance is an extremely
conservative Howard Jarvis-type association which has had no
contact with, nor has it expressed support for the Posse. The
Taxpayers Alliance spends most of its effort compiling and publishing bulletins and analyzing the tax structure of the state from
the viewpoint of the capitalist class and industrial magnates of
Wisconsin. It has excellent print and public relations facilities
with regularly established news release coverage status with most

The Posse uses its Taxpayers Association title when reserving
halls and clubs in which to hold membership drives. Recent
cases include Posse membership drives in Portage and Columbia
Wisconsin in March 1980. In Columbus, the American Legion
was contacted and asked to rent their meeting hall to the Constitutional Taxpayers of Wisconsin. In Portage, the Knights of Columbus were asked to rent their hall to a taxpayer group which
in the words of the Knights' financial secretary, " Would give
advice on the IRS and Census forms." Both groups agreed to
their halls being utilized by the " Taxpayers Association." Ads
ih local print media appeared shortly after permission was received, advertising the meetings as membership drives for the
Posse and implying that Reverends Wickstrom and Stockheimer

clergyman who has carefully examined the religious rantings of
the Posse describes them as the "Gnostics of the Right," laying
claim to special political insight and truth through the guidance
of the Holy Spirit and scriptures.

A Taxing Struggle

I
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had not only the lise of the facilities of the Knights of Columbus
and the American Legion, but their support and endorsement as
well.
In the Portage case, after the Knights were informed of the
Posse's manipulation, they responded by attempting to cancel
the use of their hall by the Posse; but upon recommendation of
their legal counsel, allowed the meeting to take place. ~ccording
to the Knights' financial secretary, another factor motivating
this decision was fear that the Posse would destroy their hall if
they refused them the use of it. The Grand Knight later apologized on Madison televisions for the racist antics that the Posse
performed in the Knights' hall. The American Legion also
apologized in Madison newspapers.

A Growing Legion
Through a combination of law enforcement rhetoric and costume, church eclesiastical titles and ruse, the Posse has. made a
successful broad appeal to rural Wisconsinites. In a Law Day
speech to the Wisconsin State Bar Association, Wisconsin
Attorney General Bronson LaFollette stated that his enforcement agency estimated the Posse's membership to be from 200
to 1,000, with most members in Marathon, Clark, Wood and
Wapaca Counties. The Posse·~ real membership is closer to
2,000. The silent support and comfort they receive throughout
the rural areas of the state may well reach the 10,000 mark.
The Posse's front for political activity is the Constitution
Party of Wisconsin. The party is controlled by the Posse and is a
splinter from the older American Party of George Wallace
Days. Wicicstrom has stated that the party's platform is identical
to that of the late U.S. Senator from Appleton, Wisconsin,
Joseph McCarthy.
In any event, the Posse has established County Chapters in
almost every county in the state, including the state's two most
urban counties, Dane and Milwaukee. The Posse leadership
loves to boast of its large West Bend chapter so close to the
"devil's own Sodom and Gommorah-the City of Milwaukee."
Wickstrom talks openly of the scorn he feels for the "commie
Jews" at Channel6 WITI T.V. in Milwaukee and their editorial
campaigns against him and the Milwaukee based Nazi Party of
America.

Some Funny Funding ...
The financing of the group is shrouded in mystery, but the
Posse's funding is allegedly centered in three areas. The first
source of revenue is from dues, the sales of anti-tax kits, and
fees collected from seminars. Seminar coursys offered by
George Snow range in content from "How to Castrate the
DNR" to "How to Avoid Taxes." Seminars cost up to $250.00
per day.
The Posse has also been charged with being in the business of
printing its own currency. U.S. Treasury agents brought charges _
against high ranking Posse member Albert Iwen in Merrill for
counterfeiting, and he was convicted in Federal Court in Milwaukee on June 3, 1980 of attempting to pass $5,000 in counterfeit money. A witness in the trial stated that the money came
from pre$5e5 operated by the Posse Comitatus. The witness,
Kevin Buggy, was arrested in November for passing counterfeit
money in a restaurant in the Brookfield Square shopping center
outside of Milwaukee, and agreed to cooperate with authorities.

Authorities subsequently taped two conversations between
Buggy and Iwen. Buggy testified that Iwen told him that the
Posse had as much as $500,000 dollars in phony bills in their
possession. Throughout the trial Joseph Birkenstock (next to
Wickstrom the most powerful man in the Posse and one of its
founding members) sat in attendance: Iwen has been the subject
of another Federal investigation. He and other Posse members
have been ordered by the courts to stop manufacturing the
~hemical Laetril. Iwen, a chemist and health food consultant
has been suspected of blackmarketing that substance in Wisconsin and Illinois.
The third source of funds for the Posse is alleged to be
Lyndon H. LaRouche of the United States Labor Party.
According to a Federal law enforcement source, LaRouche provides funds for Posse operations in the hopes that rural chaos
will strengthen the aims of the USLP. LaRouche has been
/

extremely active in Wisconsin of late, having a sizable office in
Milwaukee and has increased his presence in Wisconsin by
attempting to send "agricultural advisors and experts" to assist
the National Farmers Organization as he did recently in Sauk
City.

Guns Not Butter Is Better
A large portion of the money gained from the various sources

is poured into arms. The Posse has purchased small arms of the
advanced kind and some exotic military hardware such as portable rocketry. The Posse has long been suspected of stockpiling
weapons and now openly admits to it on television. Attorney
General Bronson LaFol,lette recently voiced fears that the Posse
is suspected of having fully automatic weapons and bazooka
weapons in their oossession. Wickstrom bragged on public television in April, 1980 that the Posse was stockpiling weapons and
would soon be using them against urban Blacks whom they
expected will soon be pillaging the rural countryside. The Posse
utilized the Federal Firearms License number of a Portage, Wisconsin sporting goods store to obtain $22,000 worth of guns and
ammunition for MIG/ARIS military weapons.

22------------------------------------------------------------A confidential source states that Federal agents believe that
the Posse also possesses Russian RPG anti-tank weapon rockets
to be used against invading communist tanks if the U.S.S.R: invades America. .,Recently, the Posse has been under surveillance
by the Bureau of Alcohol, Topacco and Firearms. BATF agents
have raided Posse quarters and seized illegally held weapons and
examined gun store records to determine Posse gun and ammunition purchases.
The BATF surveillance has led Wickstrom and Stockheimer
to establish a Posse program of ammunition manufacturing.

According to the Posse, the final enslavement of
America occurred in 1968 when the Jewish- and
banker-owned Congress removed silver
certificates, the last real backing of the American
dollar. The Posse now believes that American
Jews own the media, journalists and federal
bureaucracy.

slavement of America occurred in 1968 when the Jewish- and
banker-owned Congress removed silver certificates, the last real
backing of the American dollar. The Posse now believes that
American Jews own the media, journalists, and Federal bureaucracy, and are most easily detected in State Bar Associations and
the Communist Party.
Lawyers and judges are particularly reviled by the Posse because they are viewed as the ones who have destroyed the Christian Republic by supplanting common law or in the Posse's
words, "Christian Common Law," with equity law or Roman
law. The Posse does not recognize the validity of any American
court of law, including that of the Supreme Court. They claim
that the only valid court of law is that summoned by the Sheriff
under common law proceedings. The Posse envisions the original government of the Republic-before the Jewish and communist takeover-as having been composed of the National
Congress, state legislature and executive branch, with the sheriff
as head of the county underneath the Governor. No federal or
state agency, enforcement branch or body is considered valid.
These entities are considered the accruments of communist rule.

Some Dare Call It Treason
Using reloaded presses and bulk components, the Posse is turning out large batches of ammunition. Under present state and
federal law, this practice is perfectly legal. For Posse members
who are felons, however, the purchase of ammunition and
reloading equipment has led to federal convictions.

Stormtroopers of the Apocolypse
The Posse's stockpiling of arms reflects their conviction in
their political mission, their view of America's apocolyptic future, as well as their bizarre view of the law. The arms are stockpiled for two reasons. The first is in keeping with their role as
the Christian Militia and the second reason is the defeat of the
Alien.
The concept of the Alien or the Anti-Christ is central to the
ideological presentation and military preparations of the P.osse.
The Aliens are the real people responsible for wrecking
America.
The Alien is identified by the Posse as anyone who does not
accept Jesus Christ as the Lord. In reality, the Posse leadership
describes the Alien as anyone they reject or dislike. The Aliens,
in normal Posse rhetoric, are currently elected politicians,
judges, lawyers, network television employees, journalists, leftists, socialists, the Rockefellers and all bankers, agents of the
DNR, FBI, CIA and BATF. The Blacks and Latinos are also
marked as Aliens despite the large proportion of them that are
professed Christians.
The Posse leaders weave a rug of conspiracy to show how
American Jews gained control of the banks and destroyed the
American economy. The tale, according to Posse rhetoric,
begins with the Jews seizing control of the White House in Wilson's day. They allegedly gained further power by founding the
League of Nations and Federal Reserve system. The Jews conso:
lidated their power under FDR by creating a huge Federal
bureaucracy dedicated to the conversion of America jnto a communist dictatorship. Another thread of the conspiracy is the
United Nations which is viewed by the Posse as a committee of
the USSR's Prasedium. According to the Posse, the fmal en-

The Posse claims the right to try anyone for treaso.t. Such a
proceeding begins when the Sheriff calls for a common law trial.
The jury is composed of twelve Christian land owning persons.
Land ownership and Christian beliefs are Posse requirements
for citizenship. The accused traitor acts in his own defense and
.the prosecutor is the man or men bringing the charge. If the
accused is found guilty, he is condemned and taken forthwith to
the nearest tree or lamppost and publicly hung. Aliens, of
course, are not even granted the privilege of a common law trial
Posse style, since they are not citizens and may be disposed of as
the Christian majority sees fit.
Apart from abolishing the courts, federal and state bureaucracy and eliminating Aliens, the Posse proposes a five-point
plan to return communist America to a Christian Republic.
First, in order to solve inflation, all foreign aid must be cancelled and America's 12.5 billion dollar trade pact with "godless
China" must be eliminated. Second, all taxes with the exception
of corporate excise and import taxes will be eliminated. The
third point calls for the firing of 80% of all state and federal
employees. Step four is the closing of all commercial banks.
Step five calls for isolationism in foreign policy. According to
the Posse, this should end the practice of Jewish bankers sending Christian boys to die in the heathen soils of Europe and Vietnam and soon, Wickstrom warns us, in Iran. After all, Wickstrom points out, Carter wouldn't have given a damn for the
hostages in the embassy in Tehran if they (the hostages) weren't
"all precious damn Jews."
The Posse Comitatus does not expect to be swept into power
on the tails of an electoral swing to the right or be seizing power.
They expect power to come in quite another way. The Posse believes that the U.S. will soon experience a depression so devastating that the country's industrial base will be utterly destroyed,
The Blacks will fmd themselves in. the cities without food and
will descend upon the rural areas of the nation to rape and strip
bare the countryside. At this point the Posse will step forward to
destroy the "black heathens and preserve the White God-fearing
Christian America of the rural areas.''

i
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A For•y Into Union Struggles

The Posse also intimidates jurors and their families. Richard
In the meantime, the Posse waits, stockpiling arms, gaining
Kaufman, a loyal Posse member convicted of illegally purchasmembers and preaching their gospel of hate and racism. Quite
ing a firearm, was ordered by U.S. Judge Barbara Crabb not to
recently the Posse has left behind its essentially didatic mission
me any liens or try any other means of intimidation against anyfor the more overtly political ones of running for political office
one who participated in his trial. The DNR has alleged that Posand infiltrating the labor scene. The Posse Comitatus has
se members have severely beaten some of their wardens and
recently become involved in the labor scene in the Hartfordagents. Others who probe into Posse activities are also subjected
Rubicon-Slinger area of Wisconsin. At the Hartford Chrysler
to harassment ranging from threats on their lives to smear camplant, employees who have joined the Posse have been ordered
paigns about their sex lives and patriotism. Some people find it
by the Posse leadership to bring the Union around and to force
intimidating merely to meet with snarling, uniformed, gunChrysler to pay employees in silver, as well as to stop the plant
toting Posse members. Wickstrom has publicly, on numerous
from withholding any taxes for social security. Some union
occasions, threatened to hang Bronson LaFollette and other
members have complained of intimidation by PQsse members.
select judges and journalists from the nearest lamppost.
Indeed, the Posse does not shy away from intimidation
The Posse's success has startled many Wisconsin officials in
through both legal and violent activity. Posse members have
as much as their insane appeals for social anarchy and devastaflied up to one million dollars in liens against the property of tion have brought them large membership and influence. Unlike
officials who oppose them. This has led Attorney General Lamany extreme right groups, the Posse has not received support
Follette to order county officials to refuse to me liens by Posse • from the police on either an overt or tacit level. This is due
primarily to the fact that the Posse originally surfaced in oppomembers. In June, 1980 the tables were turned when the IRS
sition to a police agency-the enforcement division of the DNR
flied an $11,029 tax lien against the Posse's number three man,
-decrying them as communist and even physically attacking
Joseph Birkenstock of Manitowoc.

~
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Wanted: Able-bodied Christian males over the age of 16 to defend the Constitution

24------------------------------------------------------~their members. The police also feel that the: Posse is supplanting
them in certain sectors of the state, establishing themselves as an
alternative law enforcement body. Then, too, there are members
of various law enforcement agencies who are just plain scared of
any group in possession of huge and sophisticated weaponry
that the Posse now possesses.

A Little Spark Might Start This Prairie Fire
A senior investigator recently remarked that "[t]he Posse
members are primed and just waiting for a spark that could set
things off."
For a time last summer, many citizens feared that the Fort
McCoy Cuban Refugee Relocation Center in Sparta, Wisconsin
could have been that fatal spark that might someday lead the
Posse, complete with its Russian RPG rockets, into a conflict
with the authorities. The Posse had vowed that if the Cubans get
out of hand they would liquidate the foreign trash. Wisconsin!s
Republican Governor Lee Sherman Dreyfus added fuel to the
Posse's propaganda frrst by threatening to use the state police to
prevent federal authorities from landing Cubans at the Center,
then by attending the Center in uniform for a rocket demonstration, and finally by calling a press conference in which he ordered barbwire to be placed around the structures housing the
refugees.
Posse members began distributing literature at factories in

Ringing in the New Year
On New Years Eve a 300 foot high
communications tower used by police, fire, and emergency units of Columbia County, Wisconsin, was
toppled in a blast that resulted from
professionally-placed charges at the
base of the tower.
The toppled tower, which missed a
local residence by some 70 feet,
caused the cut-off of all official radio
communications in the county. The
county is the home of one of the
most rabid of Wisconsin's Posse C.omitatus chapters. The Posse had
threatened to blow up the tower in
the past, according to local sources.
Officials are investigating the possibility of Posse involvement in the
New Year explosion.

Baraboo, Wisconsin announcing the First Annual Cuban
Shoot, which they scheduled for Sunday, August 3, 1980 at
Sparta. They also distributed cards saying: "Hunting License
First Annual Cuban Shoot Fort McCoy Open Season No Bag
Limit." In complete mimickery of the DNR, the Posse drew up
a registration form for the number of Cubans bagged-height,
weight, etc.
Whether or not the Posse will ever use their weapons remains
an open question, but their rhetoric has been increasingly violent
and one is haunted by Wickstrom's words recently spoken in
Portage:
It's a damn good thing that these traitorous local officials have
taken so much care to build such nice street lamps, because very
soon they will be hanging from them.

This beligerence toward officialdom resulted in a fracas in
Rio, Wisconsin a short while ago which resulted in a jail sentence for one overly aggressive Posse member. A policeman had
stopped lJ Posse member for driving without proper registration,
but the Posse member countered with the argument that state
registration was invalid and that he was an officer of the law
himself. Both men reached for their microphones ... the police
officer to call for back up units-the Posse member to send a
CB radio message for assistance.
The Posse arrived on the scene frrst, and some seven Posse
members were involved in a melee that left the policeman
knocked down, kicked and pretty well worked over. The Posse
members were able to overpower the police officer because they
carried Armalite I 80s, a powerful semi-automatic rifle similar to
the M-16.
•
When the police back-up units finally arrived, they made two
arrests, including the driver who had launched the attack on the
officer. The driver was recently sentenced to a seven-year stretch
for assaulting the police officer.
Police agencies are watching the Posse closely, but are wary
of getting into an armed confrontation with Posse members.
"When it comes to human rights vs. property rights," said Andrew Damon, DNR deputy director, "judgment must be clear.
We don't want to wind up in a shooting match." One game
warden put it more succinctly: "Who wants to get your ass
blown off over a fawn?"
State Representative Omerick says he no longer is affiliated
with the Posse, but last year he wrote a letter to the Wausau
Daily Herald using his legislature stationery in which he called
the Posse members the "Paul Reveres of today." He went on to
defend the Posse whose members were "Willing to die not only
to defend my property but eventually theirs," and called sheriffs
and district attorneys "lackeys of the DNR." According to
Omerick, we are facing a "controlled Gestapo form of government."
Omerick is right about the last charge, of course, but he is
looking in the wrong direction for the culprits. Says one local
resident, "Nobody is very proud" of the Posse's presence, but
most people fear reprisals for speaking against them. Another
person told a reporter, "You feel if you look at 'em the wrong
way, they'll draw their guns .... [O]ne of these d~s someone's
gonna get killed. "
Thomas Murphy is a radio station news director in Baraboo.
Wisconsin. Steve Vetzner is an attorney in Chicago. and mem·
ber of the NLG.
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Marking Time:

The Posse in California
by Adam Dawson
and !<en Hoover
Terrance D. Oaks believes the California Posse Comitatus is
still alive in the hearts of those who are true believers. But like
the 42-year-old former movie lighting technician, the Posse has
faded into the background until the time is right.
The modem-day counterpart of the vigilantes which sprang
up in the Old West, the Posse sought to administer the same
hang-them-high type of justice to those who did not hue to its
line.
Internal Revenue Service agents, judges and assorted government officials all have been targeted by the group, which at one
time advocated hanging public officials at high noon in the town
square.
While the Posse may have faded from the limelight in Southern California, its members have moved into other groups that
share at least some of the Posse's ppilosophy.
"I'm laying low for a while," Oaks, a Sepulveda resident,
said in an interview. "When I come back into the limelight, it
will be in a big way." He expiained people were getting away
from the Posse because the group has a violent image. "Whatever happened, it was made out to be violent. The government
tried to give the Posse a violent image," Oaks said. Nobody had
to try very hard to give the Posse a violent image in Northern
California or in many other states.
In addition to IRS agents, land use planners and zoning offi.
cials have been the targets of armed Posse members' anger. In
addition, more than three dozen armed Posse members kept
United Farm Worker organizers off a tomato ranch near Stockton in 1975. One policeman was injured and three Posse members arrested in scuffles that followed.
The original Posse manual said in some instances, public officials who violate their oath of office or commit criminal acts
could be prosecuted by a certain method:
"He shall be removed by the Posse to the most populated intersection of streets in the township and at high noon be hanged
by the neck; the body remaining until sundown as an example to
those who would subvert the law."
That passage was removed from the official manual, Posse
founder Mike Beach in Portland, Oregon, said in an interview, ·
in the mid-1970s.
"A few pantywaists felt that was going a little too strong," he
said.
Lately Posse members in Colorado have been linked to liens
filed against homes and other real estate owned by public officials in an effort to cloud the ownership. In Colorado, commonlaw liens are permitted, although a judge ruled late last year. the
liens simply were filed as harassment and voided them.
Similar outbreaks of liens against public officials also have
been reported in Wisconsin, Nebraska and Washington. California laws governing application of liens prevent such an occurrence here.
Many of those who were active in the Posse have moved into

the tax resistance movement. Oaks; who served three years' probation for failing to pay federal income taxes, now is active in
the Murietta-based Guardians of American Rights and Demands.
The GARD is headed by A.J. Lowery, who along with his
wife, Anita, publishes The Justke Times, a monthly publication. Its contents mainly are devoted to fiery rhetoric supporting
those citizens who do not pay their income taxes.
In addition' to its war on the Internal Revenue Service, GARD
makes it clear it accepts only its interpretation of the U.S. Constitution and Bill of Rights, and threatens untold horrors for any
public official who deviates from it.
Other organizations such as the Garden Grove-based Your
Heritage Protection Association, which just started meeting
weekly in Van Nuys, teach that people owe no income taxes because salaries are paid in paper bills (Federal Reserve Notes),
which are not backed by standard silver or gold and therefore
are not really money.
Like others who wrap themselves in their own interpretation
of the U.S. Constitution and the Bill of Rights, co-founders
Burton "Irish" Conway and Armen B. Condo like to be known
as super-patriots.
Conway referred to the upcoming economic crash, along with
people, such as David Rockefeller, who he feels have control of
the government-particularly Congress:
"Some top people say if we don't tum it around by 1980, we
may have to take it back with guns and bullets. I don't want to
have to take it back through a guerrilla action."
One of the big advertisers in The Justke Times is a Tustinbased organization called "TEA," which bills itself as "an association of 20th century patriots." These patriots will sell you a
charter in the Universal Life Church, and as a church, help you
reduce your state and federal income taxes-all for the sum of
$1,250 to begin with and $23 a month. That is providing you are
not fairly well-to-do. If you are, the initial fee jumps to $2,500.
Central to the philosophy of Oaks and other Posse members
and supporters is a beiief in the sovereignty of the people.
Oaks turned to songwriting to spread his idea of sovereignty,
but he was not able to convince any of the radio stations to play
the country-western single he made entitled "Posse Comitatus."
In it, he spells out exactly what the Posse has in mind when it
talks about justice and defending the Constitution. After rambling through talk of hanging bankers and Internal Revenue
Service agents it says:
"We may have to hang a few judges, parasites, scoundrels
and bums. But let's not be sentimentalists, boys, after all, we're
only dealing with scum."
Oaks said he was only advocating such action philosophically.
"I'm not saying I'm going out and do that right away."
Adam Dawson and Ken Hoover are reporters for the Valley
News in California, where this article originally appeared.
Copyright1980 Valley News. Reprinted with permission.
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INTERVIEW

Earl B. Dickerson at 90
Earl Dickerson's fight to make equality a reality for
all people is more than the story of one man. In a
very real way, ii is also the story of the struggle of an
entire people. For Earl Dickerson, the story begins in
Canton, Mississippi where he was born in 1891. Mr.
Dickerson has said that he inherited his fighting spirit
from his family who, like many Afro-Americans,
resented the indignities of Jim Crow.
•
At the age of 15, Dickerson joined the growing
northbound exodus, riding the ILlinois Central Railroad to the end of the line-Chicago. He worked his
way through high school and then the University of
Illinois. While in college, Dickerson began to see that
the law might be a vehicle for social change. In 1920
he became the first black graduate of the University
of Chicago Law School.

The earning of a J.D. was only the beginning of the
illustrious career of Earl B. Dickerson. In addition to
becoming the first black president of the National
Lawyers Guild, he has served as assistant corporation
counsel for the City of Chicago, assistant attorney
general for the State of Illinois, 2nd Ward Alderman,
and president of the National Bar Association and the
Chicago Urban League. He has served on the national
boards of the NAACP, the Legal Defense Fund, and
the Special Contributors Fund.
Earl B. Dickerson continues to be an outspoken
activist in the fields of civil rights, civil liberties, and
human equality. Even during the height of the
McCarthy period, Mr. Dickerson remained unswavering in his devotion to thj: cause of human dignity.

Earl B. Dickerson admitted he was in a bit of a
philosophical mood on the day he talked with National Lawyers Guild member Chip Berlet, who as a
freelance journalist drew the lucky task of spending
several hours with Mr. Dickerson collecting reminiscences and opinions.
NLG: You were president of the National Lawyers
Guild during the height of the McCarthy period, and
your FBI and Chicago Red Squad files are voluminous; did your activities with the Guild ever cause
you problems in your personal and professional life?
Dk:kerson: Well, some officials sought to destroy
most of the people who were identified with the Guild,
you know, often through the press, but I was getting
myself into trouble' because of my beliefs and principles long before I was president of the Guild. Let
me give you an example.
I was appointed in 1941 by President Roosevelt to
the Fair Employment Practices Commission. And the
man who was the chairman left for active service and
therefore the board elected me as the acting chairman.
On one occasion we were in Washington preparing for
the hearings on the Washington Streetcar System.
(They needed employees to operate the lines but would
not accept blacks.) So on the first day of our preparation for the hearing I got a call from a man in
the White House asking to have the hearing postponed
or continued to another day. So the Commission
meeting came that afternoon and I told them what he
had said . . .and then I told them that, personally, I
was not content to have the hearing for the next day
delayed unless I got word from the President himself.

Earl Dickerson relaxes in his office in Chicago.

I
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So later that afternoon I got a call from the same
man saying that the President would like to see me at
the White House that afternoon. So I went down to
his office and the President told me the reason he
wanted the hearing continued was that the next day he
was flying to North Africa to meet with Stalin and
Lloyd George and those other fellows. Well, that was
okay, so I announced to the papers that the President
had requested me to have the hearings continued and
the hearings would be continued. Well, I cite that as
one of the things that haunted me later on when I
became president of the Guild; because anyone who
was head of the Guild at that time was under suspicion and investigations would dredge up these incidents.
When I was running for judge, we formed a committee known as the Progressive Party which ran a
slate of judges composed of black lawyers and liberal
lawyers who had never been recommended for judgeships. Now, there used to be a coalition to elect
the 21 circuit judges and the way they would do that
for years was that all of the sitting judges-Democratic and Republican-would be on that coalition
ticket, you see? So that no outsider could come in.
So I got with several other fellows and we prepared a
slate of 21 persons for candidacy on the Progressive
ticket in the 1947 or 1948 election. (We almost
broke the slate by the way.) And there again my
associations were brought up. I was before the Bar
Association, and they argued almost the whole day
about whether they would give me the approval of
being competent for this position in view of my connection with all these other things. That was before
the Guild, you know; but I had been identified with
everything that had come up of that nature.
Now another thing that happened years later, I'm
talking about some of the things that happened to
me in my connection to the Guild and other activities.
In 1960 I was on the professional and businessmen's
committee to promote the election of John Kennedy
for the presidency. At the end of that campaign they
were asking members of that group for recommendations for men to get to be appointed to posts by the
President. I later discovered that this committee, of
which I was a member, recommended to the President
elect that I be made an assistant secretary of commerce. After the President was appointed, the FBI
and all those people were checking into me as they
were other people who were being considered for
posts. I was the president of Supreme Life Insurance
Company then, and I couldn't do any work for several
days because telephone calls from all over the United
States were coming in from Guild brothers and others
saying that I was being investigated for some position.
I guess I must have gotten about 20 calls from people.
So that went on several days. Strangely enough I
didn't know until recently what had happened. But
all of a sudden these calls discontinued, and nobody
ever said anything to me afterwards about it, and I
never heard from the Presiqent. The appointment
dropped; they threw me .out. I later learned that the

FBI had checked over my activities and checked what
I had done with the President years before in connection with the hearings, and other things I had done.
So that's it; that end~ the deal. I never regretted
it. I was not too anxious for an appointment.
Later in 1960, I was a witness in the Illinois legislature on a proposal to have the state legislature pass a
state Fair Employment Practices Commission. Thengovernor Kerner later nominated me as one of the first
members of this Illinois Commission, but if you were
nominated, you had to get the approval of the State
Senate. They had hearings for several days on people
who had been nominated for different positions and
when mine came up, they had the conference room
walls filled with statements that I had made, the orga. nizations 1 had been a member of like the SovietAmerican Friendship Society and alt. And when
they voted that day the confirmation was defeated by a
vote of 15 Republicans to 13 Democrats. And the
reason the Democrats voted for me at all was that the
night before the governor had me and several Democratic Senate leaders come over to his office. The
Democrats said they were going to vote against me,
too. But Kerner told them that if they vot~d against
m1: that they didn't expect any cooperation from him
and· he just had been elected. So that's why all of
the Democrats voted for me.
Before I was with the National Lawyers Guild, I was
active with the NAACP. I was chairman of legal
redress of the Chicago Chapter of the NAACP, and
we raised money and considerable opposition to racially restrictive convenants in Chicago. Through this
work I became counsel for a company which had a
mortgage for a man in a racially-restrictive area-this
was 1940. And because I had headed that movement
-we won it by the way-1 argued the case in the
Supreme Court-Hansberry v. Lee. Because I had
been identified with that fight, I was too radical for
these fellows. So every time my name appeared, the
Chicago Tribune would report the item and say, "Earl
B. Dickerson, the attorney . . . for the Communist
Party ... " in such a case.
And then, of course, I had prepared a petition for
rehearing in the Communist 11 case, you know.

NLG: What was the Communist 11 case?
Dickerson: Well that was a· famous case in which
all of these Hollywood artists and their attorneys were
held in contempt by the House Un-American Activities Committee and they were sent to the penitentiary.
They were called the Communist II. And I had prepared the case for rehearing. I happen to have been at
that time the president of the local Cook County Bar
Association, a black organization here in Cook County. And by the doctrine of association I was placed in
the front ranks of those radicals, you know. It was
quite an experience, and it gave me great strength to
carry on the battles.
I was happy to have been identifie~ with all of the
causes and some of the things that I did with various
groups had something to do with those later civil
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rights case, and the legislation of the 60s. The passage of the civil rights legislation of the 60s - that
can't spring overnight into being. There have to be
antecedents.
I was the presidem in 1945 and 6 of the National
Bar Association, which is a black organization
throughout the country, and all my speeches were
started with " Piessy v. Ferguson must go!" Now that
was the 1896 " separate but equal" Supreme Court
decision. If you read the case involving the overruling of the enforceabilty of racial restrictive covenants that went up from Detroit-it was the case that
followed my case - you'll find that the Supreme
Court memions in there on this subject the case that
I had argued before - Hansberry v. Lee. And of
course the arguments that we presented wherever we
were on that subject of separate but equal affected all
the other cases that came after it. For example, the
1954 desegregation case. I talked about that subject in
that letter the Red Squad has on file-the letter on
the desegregation of schools.
So my compensation for all of my work was not in
money, but was the deep satisfaction that by the doctrine of association I was identified with all the causes
not so much by what I did, but just by being with
others who were doing something that happened to be
on the right side. I always jumped in front of the
parade at the right moment. (laughs) Anyway, it
was a satisfactory experience and it confirmed my
decision to fight injustice with other like-minded
people. I had always been a protagonist for complete
equality and had fought to remove the distinction of
race as an item to be considered in measuring the
rights of people. What the hell does color have to do
with whether you're a thief or a bum or good or bad?
It still lingers in my heart. Although I'm not active
now, I'm happy to have been identified in that great
experience.
NLG: During this period when you knew they were
watching you, how did you react to that? Did that
slow you down?
Dickerson: No, I'll tell you, 1 didn't know specifically that they were watching me more than they
were watching anyone else, but I knew generally what
they were doing. But it never bothered me because
whatever I did then in connection with the Guild or
in connection with any other organization was based
in my concern for the welfare of the downtrodden or
people who are disadvantaged-people who were
denied equal opportunities.
I tried to use all the instrumentalities available to
me: organizations like the Guild, the NAACP, the
National Bar Association-all those organizations-!
tried to use those organizations as a vehicle to aid me
in my push for equality of opportunity and against
the denial of equality for human beings. And therefore knowing that equality itself was not tarnished
because it was not trying to destroy anything, it was
trying to build up our society, I was never afraid of
what they were do ing when they had those people
watching or taking notes.

If you examine every effort I ever made in this
endeavor, you will find I was like an open field runner,
always out in the open, trying to get converts and supporters for the cause in this unending quest for equality an.d freedom.

NLG: You came through the McCarthy era having
withstood the red-baiting, the smears, the innuendos
and attacks . . . what lessons did you learn having
gone through that; what advice can you offer the
younger attorneys who may someday face similar circumstances?
Dickerson: They should relive the period of McCarthyism and see the damage McCarthy did to human
beings. That ought to be the lesson for these young
people-how McCarthyism destroyed people like
those Communist II and even the attorneys who
represented them. McCarthyism froze up the area of
freedom of speech and association. It drove otherwise
good citizens into the closet and they were afraid to
come out.
Young lawyers who treasure the importance of these
freedoms-who want the opportunity to state ·their
case without being interfered with; if they see what
happened in the McCarthy period they can prepare
themselves-and get tough.
NLG: Get tough?
Dickerson: Tough in the sense that they don't run
from the scene of battle, but stand their ground and
buttress their action on the law, as it applies to human
beings and their civil liberties.
NLG: You were involved in many battles for civil
rights over the years, what do you make of the rise of
the Klan and the fact that for most blacks the promise
of the civil rights movement has never become a
reality?
Dickerson: There is a precedent for this discussion.
If you go back to the period immediately after the
Civil War, the Reconstruction Period, and read the
13th Amendment to the Constitution, which was the
first amendment following the Civil War, you will find
that the people who triumphed in that Civil War did
some real thinking on the subject of equality. If
you read the debates that lead up to the enactment of
the 13th and 14th Amendments, for example, you
will see a prescription for complete equality if there
ever was one. However, they had to say down at the
end of these Amendments, " this Amendment will be
enforced by legislation passed by the Congress." And
whenever legislation is passed to enforce the high principles embodied in these amendments, opponents of
equality would attack these proposals as being unconstitutional. The Civil Rights Act of 1883, for example,
was the·first Civil Rights Act passed. If that legislation had been upheld, which it should have been,
we would not have had all the lynchings and all of the
nightriding. You wouldn't have had the thousands
upon thousands of blacks compared to whites out of
work, or denied cert.ain opportunft!c!s that should be
allowed to people on the basis of their ability and education. But the courts emasculated these principles.
And that set back for 75 years the precious meaning
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of these amendments. Prior to the 13th and 14th
Amendments the national policy of the country had
been established as separate but equal. When the
legislation to enforce these amendments was declared
unconstitutional, that meant the same people who had
ruled in the South before the Civil War were back in
the saddle. And it took another 75 years for the 1954
decision to change the national policy from separate
but equal, to the principles of equality through integration, you see.
Illinois was one of the first northern states that
passed the Civil Rights Act in 1887, even before New
York did, and long before California-California was
where they were doing everything to separate the
Chinese from the rest of the people. In this state all
those Civil rights acts were on the books, and they
stood up to all the constitutional tests. Yet over
the years they were not enforced. No matter what the
facts were that you had, and no matter what the discrimination was, how blatant it was, you couldn't get
a judgment in the courts, or the jury would give, if it
gaye anything, the minimum $25 for a violation. And
that was no deterrent to restaurants and hotels because
they'd rather pay that $25 than integrate.
NLG: As you look around you now, how would
you judge the period? Are things turning around now
-or is there an erosion of rights?
Dickerson: Well, no, let me tell you. I think that
Chicago never really did have a basic change from the
past. The period I was just talking about, where the
law was good but not enforced, that period was followed by a time when the laws were obeyed somewhat in the 60s, but not much . . . . It touched us
here and there but it didn't result in effective change ...
because the political leaders never did actively engage
in programs to carry out the law. You know, you
couldn't get much help from the politicians in a city
like Chicago. We have so many neighborhoods (that's
a bad word, neighborhoods) that's what they hide
behind now in the matter of the desegregation of
schools-"neighborhood." But in order to maintain
their power in public office these fellows always catered to the ethnic communities in the various neighborhoods in Chicago and Cook County and all
throughout the state. Once you do that, rest your case
on maintaining peace and order and continuity of
practice based on neighborhoods, you make it almost
impossible to attack the problem which overrides
neighborhoods. If the leadership does not insist on a
reorientation of the neighborhood's views on the subject of race, the status quo will persist. And that has
not been disturbed much in our town.
I was a boy on the streets of Chicago at the age of
15, a sort of urchin; I had no relatives here; I was here
by myself, and lived just a few doors east of Cottage
Grove. And as I was growing up, racial restrictive
covenants prohibited blacks from living over toward
the lake.
I lived through that period as a boy, but I never
did accept discrimination. I'd go to the show when I
was a student at the university, go down to a movie or
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something-the Chicago Theater was new then. And
they had this practice you know ... as the show would
end and the seats would become vacant, the usher
at the door would open the door and let people come
in-"Come on in." Well, when he got down to the
black couple coming along who had been standing in
line, he would push away the black person and take
a white person. I. would push the fellow back out of
the way and take the girl on in and sit down. One day
one of those guys came over to me and said: "You
gotta get up.''
I said, "Why?" He said, "Well, you ... so and so."
I said, "I want to tell you one thing now. I'm
going to stay in here and if you bother me I'm gonna
have your ass put in jail, and the others, too."
And they went away and didn't say anything. I did
that all the time.
When I got older, I changed my arena. Now it was
a real struggle for us to have those covenants set aside.
Once we had the covenants set aside, then the problem
was getting the people to take advantage of the more
open society which followed. That struggle has never
ended ....
When the real estate people saw they couldn't rely
on the racial restrictive covenants. then when certain
people approached they simply would not give them
the opportunity to rent in certain areas. Housing is the
great curse that keeps the educational system in bad
shape; that defies efforts at desegregation. No matter
what the principle is, no matter what the law is in the
famous 1954 decision, if people can't live where they
want to, by the fact of occupancy and the practices of
steering by these real estate people, you're going to
have the effect of the covenants even though the
covenants have been abolished.
NLG: The result is a segregated society .. .
Dickerson: Exactly. And so long as you separate
people on the basis of race and color, particularly so
that the races which are down below, that have had so
little opportunity in the past for educational, social
and occupational opportunities as the blacks in Chicago were and are-so long as that's the fact, you're
going to have segregation of schools. And once you
have that, you destroy any possibility of democracy,
of freedom, of equality. All these vestiges of inequality,racial prejudice and so on, have to be removed if
the ultimate purpose of our government, stated so well
in the preamble of the Constitution, is going to become a reality and not just exist in the dreams of those
men who wrote the thing. Now I'm sure the dreams of
those who wrote it didn't include . . . well, let's just
say they made the mistake of putting in language some
principles that later haunted their successors. For they
can't escape what the Preamble said, and what the
Constitution itself said. Nor can those who came later
escape the 1st Amendment-freedom of speech, freedom of association, nor the 14th Amendment. They
can't escape it. But you could never have it, you'Ll
never have the dream fulfilled in this great country,
which is the greatest country that we can conceive of
from any standpoint, you will never have it so long as
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you' re trying to stop in its track the efforts to extend
freedom and equalit Y,..... Right?
NLG: Yes, that's true, but given the enormity of the
task, what made you think you could cause a change?
Dickerson: W<;ll, when you consider this struggle is
nothing new . . . historically you know about the
struggle in Europe on the basis of religion and things
of this sort; or even right now in Lebanon and in
Ireland-on the basis not of color but of religion-you
realize there will always be struggle. But when there
are instrumentalities !hat promote your opportunity to
win in the struggle, well, that keeps you alive and
makes you to want to continue the struggle, you see.
Things were happening before the 1960s here, but all
the rules were in favor of the people who were persecuting us, you know. It's like a football game where
there's 100 yard ~ and they have a team black and a
team white and they say that the black must cover 125
yards a nd the whites 100. It's the same thing, there's
no way to· win with those inequalities. Fortunately
the civil rights acts and legislation and protests of the
60s set the rules straight. They made the Constitution
finally speak the truth. They went back to 1883 and
must have kicked those old Supreme Court judges
who wrote those 1896 opinions such as Plessy v.
Ferguson. It must have made those old Justices turn
over in their graves to be aware of the fact that they
emasculated the Const itution; they lied when they
made the decisions, they knew what should have been
done. B·ut finally, cruth crushed the earth shall rise,
and it did .
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A democracy has to sustain the principle of integration. I remember in studying Ho race, the Latin
poet, there is an expression, "integer vitae, " the fullness of life . . . you can't separate it. Here we are;
we're together. I applied that expression when I was
studying constitutional law at the University of Chicago many years ago. There was a famous teacher,
James Parker Hall, who was the Dean of the Law
School and an authority on constitutional law. One
day we had .about SO fellows sitting in this big classroom discussing the case of Plessy v. Ferguson. I said,
" Dean, I want to ask you this question: If they can
uphold the equal protection clause under the theory of
separate but equal, as they did in Plessy v. Ferguson,
based on the fact of color, why couldn't they do it in
setting up the size of the feet of the people involved,
or the color of their eyes, or the texture of their
skins?" Man, it knocked the class out. And in that
class that day I burned with what was in that phrase:
integer vitae; every time I think of it . . . that little
phrase would burn me up, and I couldn't see straight
without attacking inequality. . . . I co uldn't . .. can't
now either. I can't do it. It 's a wonder I'm alive
because I was no giant physically you know . But I
alway~ resented inequality . . . . I never did accept it.
So fortunately I came along and joined all the civil
rights groups. And for some reason, I don't know if it
was by accident, became the head of most of them
and got the opportunity to state my case on a thousand platforms. It was to me thrilling.
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Special Section - Pages 32-46

Unleashing the Spies:

Reagan and
the Intelligence Apparatus

You've got to take care of things at home while we stir them up overseas.

We have chosen to highlight the Reagan
Administration's perspective on intelligence
Issues because of the very real way in which
these policies will affect us when they are
Implemented. Attacks on the Freedom of Information Act, an imposition of an official
secrets act, the new wave of investigative
committees-all these are part and parcel of
the new packaging of the intelligence community. While the packaging has a new design, the contents remain the same. Frank
Carlucci, for ,instance, was with the CIA when
he gave his speech on intelligence and legal
Issues. Now he is a Deputy Secretary of
Defense. Carlucci joined the foreign service
in 1956 under Eisenhower, and has served

every President since then.
The Heritage Foundation report draft is excerpted here; it was prepared by people with
close ties to the Reagan Administration. The
Republican platforms speak for themselves.
The Interview with Ellen Ray and Bill Schapp
of CovertActlon lnfonnatlon Bulletin bespeaks both a new emphasis on disInformation and an assault on First Amendment Rights.
Finally, in resistance, we offer some suggestions for action posed by the National
Committee Against Repressive Legislation,
who should have their hands full for the next
four years.
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The Heritage Foundation Report:

·Blueprint for Repression
November 16, the Heritage Foundation, a Washington-based "conservative think-tank" founded in 1973 by
Joseph Coors, released a 3,000 page report entitled Mandate for Leadership to President-Elect Ronald Reagan's
transition team. The $100,000 study, which the group's
President, Edwin J . Feulner,, calls a "blueprint for the
construction of a conservative government," was
prepared by 250 present and former government scholars, consultants, ex-Administration officials and
researchers.

curity advisors, the 97-page Intelligence report contends
that Intelligence services "have not been so weak since
Pearl Harbor." It calls for sweeping changes in Intelligence practices and the elimination of many restrictions
on the intelligence community.
Edited by Dr. Samuel T. Francis, Polley Analyst in the
Foreign Affairs Department at the Heritage Foundation,
in consultation with experts in the intelligence community, including former government officials and the Academic Consortium for the Study of Intelligence, the
report presents extensive recommendations on intelliIt contains reports on almost every policy area that the
gence
collection, counterintelligence, internal security,
Reagan transition team will analyze as it maps out thlt
covert action and analysis. According to a November 20
administration's agenda. According to Reagan transition
team director Edwin Meese, the team did not try to in- New York Times article, officials close to the Reagan
fluence the Foundation's recommendations. "But if we transition effort on Intelligence have said that it is likely
agree with them," said Meese, "we' ll carry them out." that several of the proposals in the report will be pursued by the Reagan Administration and the new RepubliAs part of their "conservative blueprint," the Heritage can majority in the Senate.
Following are excerpts from a November 3 draft of the
Foundation's Project Team prepared sub-reports on justice and intelligence. Submitted to Reagan's national se- Intelligence Report.

Recommendations on Covert Action
Since the greatest impediments to successful covert action
have always lain in the realm of policy, then changes in policy
can do most to remedy the situation.
• First, it should be the policy of the clandestine service to
build the largest and most secure network of clandestine agents
that we can manage to build, and greater resources should be
allocated to this task.
• Second, the management of the clandestine service should rebuild the cadre of experts in covert action and above all encourage creative thinking about the means by which the interests
of the United States might be served. This might be done by
doing periodic surveys of the world and drawing hypothetical
plans for advancing U.S. interests.
• Third, the President should communicate to the clandestine
service his determination to commit the resources of the United
States to the success of plans he and the National Security
Council have adopted.
• In addition, legislation to establish what is now CIA's clandestine .service as a separate agency probably would help by removing covert action along with other clandestine activities
from complications of combining collection and analysis.

Recommendations on Internal Security
1. Revisions of the Levi Guidelines and appointment of an
Attorney General and FBI Director who understand the nature
of the threat and the professional tradecraft of internal security
work.
2. Presidential emphasis on the nature of the threat-repeated
speeches on the escalation of Soviet bloc intelligence activities;
the hature of the terrorist threat and its international dimensions; the reality of subversion and emphasis on the un-American nature of much so-called • 'dissidence.' •

3. Presidential appointment of federal judges who have an
understanding of both internal security laws in the context of
the Constitution and of the nature of the internal security threat
-particularly of the modus operandi of extremist and subver.
s1ve groups.
4. Presidential opposition to and promise to veto all pending
and any new legislation that would further repeal or weaken
existing internal security laws.
S. Exemption of the FBI from the Privacy Act and the FOIA
as well as exemption of all federal agencies that hold information pertinent to internal security (e.g., the esc, u.s. Customs
Service, etc.). This would requjre new legislation.
6. Restoration of the Internal Security Division of the Justice
Department as an independent section. Rigorous enforcement
of existing internal security laws and prosecution of violators.
7. Restoration of a capacity to investigate and protect the
security and loyalty of federal employees in the executive and
legislative branches. This would duplicate the functions of the
CSC and other agencies (for the executive branch). The U.S.
Congress should create such a function in regard to employees
of the legislative branch. Restoration and updating of the Attorney General's List of Subversive Organizations.
8. Presidential support for the restoration of at least one
standing committee of Congress for the investigation of internal
security problems and the oversight of the enforcement of internal security laws.
9. Presidential encouragement of federal, state, and local cooperation on internal security matters. This could take the form
of publicly sponsored seminars, speeches, conferences, etc., on
the problems of internal security intelligence and law enforce-ment at the local and state level. The role of the Attorney General and the Director of the FBI would be crucial here.
10. The establishment of central files on counterintelligence
and internal security (as proposed in the section on Counterintelligence).

.
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Some Recommendations
on Counterintelligence
The President In order to improve counterintelligence, a wise
and caring President should establish certain policies and order
certain administrative measures. He should:
• declare that the United States cannot tolerate counterintelligence services which cannot even estimate the magnitude of the
threat which hostile intelligence services are posing, that
• he will ask th.e Congress to provide for dramatically increasing the number of personnel now assigned to counterintelligence
within the FBI and CIA, and that
• as part of an Executive Order, he is establishing the counterintelligence staff as an independent entity within the clandestine
service.
• declare that better counterintelligence is vital to the nation's
defenses, and that he would support all administrative and legislative initiatives to improve it.
• revoke Executive Order 12036.
• urge the directors of CI agencies to rehire some of the officers who left CI in the period 1976-80.
The FBI and CIA
•
The Attorney General should revoke the current "guidelines" for the FBI. The FBI and CIA directors should arrange.
for the creation of central counterintelligence flies and declare
that c~operation between the CIA (or its successors) and the
FBI should be limited only to the letter of the statutory provision against the former's direct participation in the enforcement
of law.
Legislative Action
• Although Presidents (or for that matter, the directors of
FBI and CIA) have the authority to order the creation of central
C I flies, it would be advisable to obtain legislative authority for
creating a counterintelligence office staffed by specialists from
all the intelligence agencies where central flies could be kept,
central CIA analysis carried out, and pursuit of cases should be
coordinated.
·
• The Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act should be modified
to disestablish the "special court" which is constitutionally repugnant and a judicial aberration.
• The Executive Branch must develop criteria for the conduct
of intensive investigations, and its conduct must be accountable
to the Congressional Select Committees after the fact.
Legal Sanctions

• The law can and should place stem penalties on anyone who
misuses the products of counterintelligence activities.

Selected Quotes
Covert Action
The objectives of covert action are varied-to plant or eradicate impressions, to help spread calm and cooperation in ceTtain
quarters or unrest and dissention in others, to help friends or
enemies, and to hinder adversaries, to shore up or to threaten
governments, and to divert or channel attention or resources.
Erosion of Internal Security Law Enforcement Capability
Many of the current restrictions on internal security Junctions
arose from legitimate but often poorly informed concern for the
civil liberties of the citizen and the responsibility of the government. While these are legitimate concerns, it is axiomatic that

individual liberties are secondary to the requirements of national
security and internal civil order.
Thus, authorities must keep extremist movements under at
least moderate surveillance, become familiar with their public
positions and · members as well as their unstated goals,
adherents, and fringe elements, and be prepared to escalate surveillance of whatever groups seem likely to engage in more extreme activities. This kind of surveillance can be carried out, in
its flfSt stages, simply by reading and filing publicly available
information on the observed groups, but the most serious surveillance can be carried out only by the use of such standard
intelligence techniques as wiretapping, mail covers, informants,
and (at least occasionally) illegal entries. Similarly, internal security files cannot be restricted to actual or imminent threats. Like
most other human activities, violence, disaffection, and conspiracy do not spring full blown from the heads of their perpetrators. They develop, change, and escalate over time and
become linked with other elements and groups. Hence, it is
necessary to trace their development through the cumulative
compilation of comprehensive flies. Nor do threats from extremists recognize the conventional juristic and bureaucratic dis- tinctions between foreign and domestic, peaceful and belligerent, federal and state. Hence, a terrorist group may have Jinks
with foreign powers or groups. Clergymen, students, businessmen, entertainers, labor officials, journalists, and government
workers may engage in subversive activities without being fully
aware of the extent, purpose or control of their activities.
For administrative and constitutional reasons, the U.S.
government is ill-prepared to deal with this threat. Our overriding need is for accurate information available immediately.
When a terrorist group strikes, the Departments of State, Defense, Justice,. Transportation, Commerce, et a/. need to know
the proflle and modus operandi of the group at once in order to
respond appropriately. Our present capacity is very limited and
should be augmented. One solution would be to contract with
one or several of the many private corporations that have specialized in providing such information, that can collect and disseminate relevant information without legal complications, and
that can respond to a crisis without transgression of administrative jurisdictions.
Freedom of Information Act
New legislation of the 1970s was enacted that further limits
internal security functions. Most notable are the amended Freedom of Information Act of 1974, which allows access to classified information. (The Act has been used by extremist groups
and defendents in organized crime cases to obtain information
that might identify informants against them.)
From Summary Recommendations
Intelligence Identities: Provide penalties for those who engage
in unauthorized disclosure of names of persons who serve the
United States.

The information on the Heritage Foundation report and the Reagan Administration platforms on intelligence issues was
provided by the Campaign for Political
Rights and its newsletter, Organizing
Notes.

.
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The Reagan Administration Platforms on Intelligence:

Where They Stand
Republican Party Platform
"Morale and public confidence have been eroded and American citizens and friendly foreign intelligence services have become increasingly reluctant to cooperate with U.S. agencies.
"Republicans will undertake an urgent effort to rebuild the
intelligence agencies and give full support to their knowledgeable and dedicated staffs."
av~~ Liberties
"Development of an effective anti-terrorist military capacity
and establishment of a Congressional and Executive capability
to oversee our internal security efforts will no longer be neglected."
Covert Action I Foreign Intervention
"A Republican Administration will seek to improve U.S. intelligence capabilities for technical and clandestine collection,
~~~~nt analysis, coordjated counterintelligence, and covert ac"We will provide rf.r government with the capability to help
influence internationil.l events vital to our national security interests .... "
FOIA I Secrecy I Privacy
"We will support amendments to the Freedom of Information Act and the Privacy Act to permit meaningful background
checks on individuals being considered for sensitive positions
and to reduce costly and capricious requests to the intelligence
agencies."
lntetugence Reform I Oversight
"A Republican Administration will seek adequate safeguards
to ensure that past abuses will not recur, but we will seek the
repeal of ill-considered restrictions sponsored by the Democrats,
which have debilitated U.S. intelligence capabilities while easing
the intelligence collection and subversion efforts of our adversaries.
"We will reestablish the President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board, abolished by the Carter Administration, as a permanent non-partisan body of distinguished Americans to perform a constant audit of national intelligence research and performance."
Specific Legislation I Admiutration Procedures
"We will support legislation to invoke criminal sanctions
against anyone who discloses the identities of U.S. intelligence
officers abroad or who makes unauthorized disclosures of
U.S. intelligence sources and methods.
"We wil! propose methods of providing alternative intelligence estimates in order to improve the quality of the estimates
by constructive competition."

Ronald Reagan
Ronald Reagan has made few public statements about U.S.
intelligence agencies and their operations. However, two of his
closest and most influencial policy advisors have been very outspoken about the issue.
Richard Allen, Reagan's chief foreign policy advisor, chaired
the subcommittee of the Republican National Committee which

issued, in August 1979, Intelligence and the Role of the Intelligence Community. That policy paper concludes " ... we must
remedy the debilitation which has been the product of the past
several years; we must correct our course before it is too late."
The report calls for:
• the creation of a clandestine "Foreign Operations Service
charged with performing clandestine collection, cover or (asappropriate) overt actions, and counterintelligence abroad. This
agency, as such, would be wholy clandestine; every agency of
the U.S. government would be required to furnish the clandestine services with full credentials, working assignments abroad
for purposes of 'cover' and full cooperation."
• the revision and tightening of the Freedom of Information
and Privacy Acts which "have become a charter for widespread,
and on occasion, grotesque abuse."
• the creation of an office "where employees of the FBI or the
Foreign Operations Service can jointly maintain central files on
counterintelligence and counterterrorism."
Senator Paul Laxalt, National Chair of the Reagan Campaign
in the summer of 1980 introduced in Congress an FBI Charter
Bill which would:
• mandate the FBI to gather intelligence on any public demonstration with the potential for violence;
• shield agents from prosecution for breaking the law if they
were following orders;
• empower the FBI to investigate anyone who threatens to violate the law, whether or not the facts indicate that a crime is
about to happen and even if the crime is nonviolent civil disobedience.

George Bush
George Bush was the Director of the Central Intelligence
Agency from January 1976 to January 1977. During Bush's tenure, the CIA was involved in secret operations in Angola; CIA
payments to foreign leaders were revealed; six or seven major
covert operations took place (according to Senator Gary Hart);
and Orlando Letelier and Ronni Karpen Moffitt were assassinated in Washington, D.C. by Chilean secret police (questions
remain concerning how much Bush knew · about the Chilean
agents' activities-and when).
Bush has said, "I think there is a role for covert action somewhere between inactivity and sending in the troops." Supportive
of Congressional oversight, he has also said, " But if we are
going to have covert action .. :and I think we should, and we
are up against plenty of covert activities around the world, then
I don't think it should be made public."
Bush's campaign· fo{the Republican nomination for the Presidency received strong support earlier this year from the intelligence community and many former Agency officials served as
unofficial advisors to and volunteers for Bush's Presidential
campaign.
Bush, who in mid-1979 said, " We've got to get off the back
of the .. . CIA," has maintained a lower profile on the intelligence issue.
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The '~Party Line'' from Frank Carlucci:

More Effective Intelligence
The following Is a transcript of a speech given by then deputy
director of the CIA Frank Carlucci at a conference on lntelli·
gence and legislation and the law sponsored by the American
Bar Association and held at the University of Chicago on June
26, 1980.

Introduction
Welcome to our conference on intelligence legislation. We in
the American Bar Association are delighted to join in this program of our host partner, the University of Chicago Law
School.
Frank Carlucci is truly a man of all seasons. He's been in
business, and his governrllent service includes the Navy, foreign
affairs and domestic affairs. He was educated at Princeton,
served in the Navy, and joined the foreign service in 1956, and
spent a good deal of his time in Africa and Brazil. I frrst met
Frank in 1969 as he joined the Office of Economic Opportunity
and became its director at a time when I was chairman of the
President's Council. His ability was recognized by all. He went
on to become the Deputy Director of the Office of Management
and Budget in the White House, and then served as Undersecretary of HEW. While Frank was there, they didn't take the "E"
off of it. The President designated him as the United States
Ambassador to Portugal in 1974, and he served in that sensitive
post for three critical years. His superior service earned him
numerous awards from the State Department, then Defense
Department, and HEW. Certainly we are fortunate that a man
with such broad, deep and relevant experience was selected as
the Deputy Director of the Central Intelligence Agency, to
which post he was appointed by the President on February 18,
1978. We are delighted to have you with us. I give you Director
Carlucci. [applause]
CARLUCCI: Thank you, Morry, for those very kind words. I
am delighted to be with you tonight. I think this kind of conference can do a great deal to illuminate the very difficult issues
that our country faces in the intelligence area. And as you begin
your deliberations, let me start off with a reminder. You will be
studying in depth the role of the Congress, the role of the Executive, and the role of the Judiciary in structuring the legal framework for our intelligence ·agencies. And in doing this, you will
necessarily bring to bear the traditions of the American legal
profession and the American governmental system. But as you
do this, I think it is important that you bear in mind that those
of us in the intelligence agencies, that GS-12 or -13 out there in
some other country trying to recruit an agent, operates under
circumstances where our rules are not necessarily applicable.
Our cultures are very different.

I am reminded of the time when I was a young foreign service
officer back in 1960. I'd been assigned to the Congo, now Zaire,
in Leopoldville; and it was shortly after independence and the
Congo was in chaos. And we had a visit from three American
Senators-Senator Gore, who is presently on our intelligence
oversight board, Senator Hart, and Senator Newberger. I was
named as escort officer, and had arranged for them to have
lunch at the home of the president of the Congolese Senate, a
man named Victor Kumariko. And in those days you very
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seldom saw the wives of the Congolese. But as we came in the
door, a woman came up, who I introduced as his wife. We were
sitting around having drinks before lunch, I was interpreting,
and another woman came in, shook hands all around, went over
and sat down next to the first woman. Senator Gore turned to
me and said, "Who is she?" And I said, "Well, I don't know;
maybe she's his wife." He said, "I thought you said that first
woman was his wife." I said, "Well, let's ask him." And I
asked him and he said, "Oh, yes, both of them are my wives."
Well, with that the interest of the American Senators picked up
considerably, and Kumariko said, "Oh, don't mind. You must
really understand that over here our customs are very different
from yours, and where I come from, I'm a big tribal chief. As a
tribal chief I'd normally be entitled to five or six wives. But since
I'm Catholic I have only two." [laughter]
Now if we think about it, the strangeness of the intelligence
business operating in other cultures becomes apparent. We in
organizations like the CIA mu3t go forward with our task, often
in disregard of foreign Jaw. And there's a paradox here. Because
in this country we are sometimes mesmorized by our legalisms
when we structure the environment in which our intelligence
agencies must live. But in so doing, we must be careful not to
block out the reality of our operating environment.
The decisionmakers in our country need a great deal of information. This information is not easy to come by. By definition
we in the intelligence business go after the most difficult [information]; and by definition other countries want to conceal it
from us. Our job is to get it. We do so in many cases by establishing a contractual relationship-something very familiar to
you lawyers. The agent provides a service-information, and we
frequently, but .not always, provide some compensation. Now
there are two significant differences from the usual contract:
one is that in many instances that contract may break the law of
the agent's host country; and the second is that contract by nature must be secret.
Now I don't think any of us should make any apologies for
this procedure. When it comes down to the hard facts, our
country has no alternative. But the problem that we all face, and
you as lawyers in particular face, is how we sanction this kind of
activity within a carefully drawn legal framework. The 1947
National Security Act simply said do what's necessary. That's
the issue. Well, perhaps it is possible-1 personally think it
is-to be more specific. But in being more specific, we must
always bear in mind that we are legalizing an activity that is inherently antagonistic to the interests of other countries in which
that activity is going to be. conducted.
There's another upside down element to the intelligence business. In our society openness is a virtue. Government can't be
closed. We have sunshine laws, open advisory committee meetings. We're perhaps unique in the world in this aspect. But in the
intelligence business we must by nature circumscribe our openness. Secrecy is absolutely imperative. Well, you say that's a truism; of course, we all know that. But I can tell you quite frankly
in the two years, two and one-half years, that I've been in the
CIA, getting this simple concept across has been our single most
difficult problem. Our problem throughout the world is that nobody believes we can keep a secret. And it's not just a simple
problem of leaks. But, quite frankly, it's the entire atmosphere
in which we operate. As you're all aware, we're living in the
post-Watergate, post-Vietnam syndrome, where the emphasis
has been placed on the investigative reporter, the inspector, the

oversight mechanisms, the leaker who almost inevitably takes on
a moral mantle and says he's a whistle-blower. And all these
people and functions have a very legitimate role; no question
abou.t it, I don't mean to gainsay it. But so does the doer have a
legitimate role. And we. have to strike a balance. And I would
suggest to you that the balance has been tilted a bit away in government from the man who must accomplish the mission. We
need to give him some incentive too. We need to give him some
tools. And in the intelligence business the principal tool-l'm
almost tempted to say the only tool-is secrecy. Because nobody
is going to impart information to an intelligence representative if
he thinks he's going to see it in the o_pen, and if this information
is going to be traced to him. This inability to protect the confidentiality of the information given [to us] has hurt us.
Now our critics say "demonstrate this." Well, you as lawyers
know how difficult it is to prove the negative. Nobody is going
to come up to you and say, "Well, 1 didn't give you this information for this reason." We've had some cases of people who
have said "I can't trust you therefore I'm signing off." But in
the vast majority people just discontinue contact or don't establish contact in the frrst place. And you never know how much
information you didn't receive. But time and time again we are
asked, "Well, is this information going to go to the Congress?
Can you protect me? What about the Freedom of Information
Act?" When you're involved in high stakes, nobody wants to
play with a partner who can't control his own hand.
Before we frame new Jaws in any business, including the intelligence business, I think we need to be clear on the existing laws.
Some moments ago I suggested that because of the world in
which we operate, some of our usual norms do not apply. I
would suggest also that our standards have not remained constant, but have changed over time. We have had propensity to
indulge in retroactive morality, and to give it a legal base. We
have perceived in the 70s what seemed to have been a good idea
for Jaw in the SOs and 60s. We have seen numerous accusations
that intelligence agencies have acted illegally, when in fact the
law has only been interpreted as such in recent times. An example is the retention by the CIA of counterintelligence information on U.S. persons. Everybody readily concludes that's illegal,
although the CIA has long had counterintelligence responsibilities and much of the same kind of information is held by other
agencies without any problem.
Sorting out this particular issue has been complicated. It has
now has been determined that the CIA can act in this area only
in cooperation with the FBI. But that is a recent development,
not,-as much ot: the press would have you believe-the Jaw as it
existed in the 60s. Of course, we recognize that times have
changed. Wt: in the intelligence business don't want to turn the
clock back. To the co~ttrary, we think our mission is to look
ahead into the 1980s and to put all the polemic behind us. And
in doing so, we welcome guidelines through statutory authority
and through the surrogate process. These are helpful, providing
of course that they don't impede our ability to do our job.
We've gone through successive iterations of intelligence legislation, there are some concepts that have arisen that I personally
consider a bit curious or difficult. One is that we can reduce
every detail of the intelligence business to statute. The original
intelligence charter-S. 2S2S, 273 pages-had an array of prohibitions, restrictions and reporting requirements. There was even
one that said CIA agents should be prohibited from overtly taking an action likely to lead to flood, pestilence, plague or mass
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destruction of property. In the CIA there was a tongue-incheek comment that we ought to oppose this just to keep our
options open. [laughter] But the sting was there. I think all of
us, including the vast majority of people on the Hill, now realize
that we can't legislate the intelligence business in that kind of
detail.
There is another interesting concept, legislation which is perhaps not unique to the intelligence business, but which runs
along the following l.ines: that is, if you don't like the policy, kill
the instrument. This has happened with covert action-our
ability to try and influence events in other countries clandestinely. There were people who objected to how this policy, how
this instrument was used in Chile, Angola, perhaps elsewhere.
Fair enough; but saying that you can't have this capability
because we object to that policy is like saying we can't have an
aid program around the world because we object to the way aid
was handled in Brazil in 1966. It's even gone one step further. In
my judgment, we created an optical illusion because we said

"The Freedom of Information Act around the
world has co me to be regarded as a symbo l. It's a
symbol of all the pro ble ms that I was discussing
. .. the basic inability of o ur country to keep a
secret. "
- Carlucci

" Our country will have a covert action capability; all that has to
happen before you start one of these operations is for the President to make a fmding and brief eight committees of Congress. " That's 200 members of Congress, perhaps 50 staff. Now
fair enough. We haven't always had to brief that many members. But as long as the requirement exists it is a significant
deterrent to a flexible instrument that purportedly has been
given to the President.
Despite the problems that I' ve mentioned, it seems to me that
we have reached agreement in the body politic on some of the
very large issues that have faced our country in the intelligence
area. First of all, we have agreed that we need an effective intelligence organization, we need an effective CIA. Some of you
may have seen the ABC program the other night on intelligence;
the commentator .. . interviewed me for some 40 minutes. None
of the interview was used on the program, but the theme he was
following in the interview was "How in the world have you guys
pulled the wool over the eyes of the Congress and the American people, because four or five years ago we were ready to tc;ar
you apart. And now we fmd this outpouring of sympathy for
the CIA." I allowed as how I didn't exactly see an outpouring of
sympathy, but I detected a lot of support and I presumed that
some of the arguments we were making had carried a certain
amount of weight. But the fact is that the American people,
perllaps as never before, realize how important intelligence is to
their wellbeing, and that we can no longer continue to pull it out
by the roots just to see how it's grown.
We have decided that the U.S. government will have a covert
action capability and that it will be housed in the CIA. I think
there's a widespread cQnsensus on the Hill that we do need to
cut down the reporting requirement from eight committees to

two. And if there's any bill that will pass this year, I think it is a
bill that cuts down the Hughes-Ryan reporting requirements.
There is a consensus that the CIA needs to protect the information it receives. The only issue is how to do this. There is a
consensus that U.S. citizens must receive a full measure of protection of their constitutional rights vis-a-vis intelligence organizations. And there is a consensus that there will be effective
oversight of our intelligence organizations. And I'm pleased to
report to you that in my judgment at least that oversight is
working well. We don' t always agree with our friends on the
committee and vice-versa. We get criticisms, we get support, we
have a heated dialogue; the important thing is that it's there.
And it's working and it's working well in my judgment.
And these new aspects of agreement are now very much of
intelligence community life. There are still some issues that
remain to be resolved. One of these is the whole question of
statutory access to CIA intelligence infonnation: Is it necessary
for the oversight process? There are those who argue that it is.
We say we've had a relationship over the past two years which
we both say is satisfactory; let's continue that relationship where
we are furnishing the information that you need. If you build in
a statutory requirement, there must be some exceptions. Otherwise you will raise questions around the world. I myself have
been told by people who were giving us very important information, "We will give you this information providing you promise
us that you will never give it to the Congress." I was able to
make that commitment, because if I passed that kind of a commitment to the Congress today they respect it. With a statutory
right of access there is no way that I could make that kind of
commitment.
There remains to be worked out the question of details on the
collection of intelligence on U.S. persons. Now there's been a
lot of debate on the tensions between civil liberties and intelligence. As a practical matter, just looking at its pragmatic aspects, I think this debate has been overdone. We don't need a
lot of intelligence on Americans. The problem is that when we
do need it it's liable to be critical. We can all think of cases
where intelligence collection on an Ame.rican citizen might be
important: a dual national who's in a high position in a particularly critical country; an American scientist who might be engaged in building a bomb for a potential nuclear proliferator.
The question, in my judgment, is not whether, but what kinds
of, threshholds should be built. And we agree that there ought
to be substantial threshholds. So we see it not as an either I or
question, but as essentially a design question.
There is the issue of how much exemption there should be
from the Freedom of Information Act. Here there's been a good
deal of misunderstanding. The press would have you believe
that we have sought a blanket exemption from the Freedom of
Information Act; we have not. We have sought the authority to
exempt our most sensitive sources and methods from release and
from judicial review. This position has been supported by the
Justice Department, but we continue to respond to first person
requests and to requests for our finished product.
Also unresolved is the form identities legislation should take.
Everybody agrees that the practice of deliberately exposing CIA
personnel and CIA agents overseas with the avowed purpose of
destroying our intelligence organizations is abominable. The
question is how to deal with this practice without infringing on
First Amendment rights. We believe this could be done, and we
hope that it will be done this year.
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These are all issues that you will be debating, and we will read
the results of your deliberations with great inter,:st. But let me
Jive you for just a minute, before closing, a non-lawyer's appreciation of what is at stake. The 1980s, in my judgment, will be a
very difficult period. We are fmding that our nation's interests
are increasin&ly intertwined with developments in all parts of the
world. We learned in Afghanistan that it's· not sufficient to
know Soviet capabilities; we have to know their intent. We
learned in Iran that we need to have intelligence on politicalsocial developments. We learned in Central America the importance of intelligence on subversive activities. And we learned in
the oil crisis the importance of intelligence collection and analysis in the resources area.
The U.S. and Soviet strategic forces are now more in balance
than ever before. My judgme.nt is that Soviet leaders see themselves free to undertake additional Afgbanistans and Ethiopias
as long as they don't challenge the vital U.S. interests. Under the
protection of their strategic power, they can wield very substantial conventional power and their very substantial capability for
political action. There are uncertainties in Soviet society; they
have their problems: rising consumer expectations, labor shortqe, declining growth rate, unrest in Eastern Europe, topping
out in oil production, and perhaps most importantly, transition.
I frankly doubt that we should take any satisfaction in the problems of the Soviet Union. We know very little about the leader:
ship that is likely to come in after the transition phase of post-

Stalin leadership. We have a conservative leadership in the
Soviet Union right now, and nobody knows where the new
leadership, under the pressure of the topping out of oil produc- .
tion and consumer expectations and the other problems I've
mentioned-how that leadership will react. So the 1980s clearly
will be a difficult period in our relations with the Soviet Union.
Similarly, there will be no let-up, in my judgment, in the
problems of the Third World. In addition to the aspirations of
the Third World, we have a growing division between the upper
and lower tier of the Third World countries. And then in
Europe, we see an emerging economic policy that could lead to
stronger political positions on the part of our allies. And the
ramifications of all of this for intelligence are profound. There is
less and less margin for error. We must succeed in getting good
intelligence with regard to both intentions and capabilities. During the period to come, intelligence could make that crucial margin of difference.
There are those who think that the paramount threat in the
country come from within-from the excesses of our own institutions. As one who has lived in a number of countries where
democratic institutions have been destroyed, I share that concern. But I've also seen Soviet expansionism at work, and that
danger is no less real. And what we're talking about is not a
trade-off. It seems to me we can certainly accommodate concerns on both sides of the intelligence issue, if we can control
our emotions and channel our intellects. You, as lawyers, are
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the dispassionate element in American society; we need your
help.
The tools of the profession here assembled are those of Jaw.
And thanks to the legal system, the riches of the legal system,
there are a variety of measures that can be seized upon to work
our will. And thanks to the constitutional framework of that
system, the levers and gears of our self-government are never
very far away. While the tools are there in profusion, it must
take the wisdom of the law to ensure that the measures applied
stimulate good health without permitting abnormal growth or
flooding the system with toxic medicines.
Lawyers know only too well that the cry, "There ought to be
a law" takes us only to the starting point of the inquiry. Thank
you very much. [applause}

MODERATOR: Mr. Carlucci is willing to take a few extra
moments for some questions.
QUESTION: I have rarely heard such an exposition of problems and the needs of this country such as you have presented
tonight. I think it was absolutely magnificent. I wondered if you
would just tell these people on a minor point what it has cost us
.. .in connection with the Freedom of Information Act.
CARLUCCI: Well, thank you for those kind words. The
Freedom of Information Act around the world has come to be
regarded as a symbol. It's a symbol of all the problems that I
was discussing at the earlier part of my remarks: the basic inability of our country to keep a secret. Now as a lawyer you can
argue that you have exemptions under the Freedom of Information Act. But try and argue that in an alley somewhere in
Eastern Europe or perhaps in Afghanistan, when the individual
with whom you 're dealing sees daily in the press articles coming
out attributed to the Freedom of Information Act. He's taking a
gamble. Or try and argue with a sophisticated intelligence service, many of whom have sent representatives over just do discuss FOIA with us, and assure them that you have exemptions.
And they say, "Yes, we can trust you; but what about those 400
federal JUdges? Can you give us a guarantee that one of them
won't reverse you?" And, indeed, in two cases we have been reversed. But the irony of the Freedom of Information Act as
applied to the CIA is that we go through hours and hours of
work-138 man years, $2.5 million, responding to 4,000
requests a year-and very little of public value comes out. So
we' ve got the wrong perception without the proportionate public benefits. We think this can be deait with rather simply and in
a way that is consistent with freedom of information concepts,
and we have made our case to the hilt.
QUESTION: The obvious question, how?
CARLUCCI: We would have a statute which says the director
of the Central Intelligenc;! Agency can declare that certain
files-and those which relate to sensitive intelligence sources and
methods, and therefore not only should not be released but
would be exempt from judicial review. Now you can say,
"Doesn't that undermine the whole concept of the Act?" We
would still have the congressional oversight mechanism that
would insure those who think the Freedom of Information Act
has been a vehicle to curb abuses. Indeed, I would argue very
strongly that if your principal concern is abuses of the intelligence agencies, the way to curb those abuses is through the surrogate process, the Congressional process, and not through
4,000 FOIA requests, many of which come from children, form

letters, indeed foreigners. Under the statute as it's drafted, if the
head of the KGB were to make an FOIA inquiry, we would be
required to respond within ten days. And if he appealed if we
said no, we would have to answer his appeal in twenty days.
And so I suggest that when the Act was passed, due regard was
not given to the intelligence organizations.
QUESTION: Concerning another legislative area, I wondered
if you could outline what the Agency's position is with respect to
legislation dealing with the'-problem of agent disclosure. What
kind of legislation would the CIA support to solve that difficulty?
CARLUCCI: We very strongly fa or legislation thaJ would
make this a criminal offense. There are two categories of personnel involved: one is the current or former employee, and all
are agreed that he should be covered. And we are agreed that if
anybody else is to be cover~, there should be a lower threshold of proof for the current or former agency employee. We
favor covering other people as well, because their disclosures,
while less authoritative, are no Jess harmful. There are two ways
of dealing with this: one is to build an intent threshold, arid
that was our original approach-to say that non-employees or
non-former employees, if they disclose this information with the
intent to harm our intelligence agencies and knowing that our
intelligence agencies were attempting to keep this information
confidential-were guilty of an infraction. Another approach,
which was favored by the Department of Justice and which we
now support in the legislation on the Hill, would simply establish a classified nexus for non-employees or non-former employees. That' is to say, that if the information was revealed on the
b~is of classified information, that would be a criminal offense.
This entails an element of proof, obviously, that the information was based on classified information. And I'd have to defer
to my Justice Department colleagues here on how that particular
provision would be enforced . . . . Let me be clear. We're not
talking about foreign intelligence information. We're talking
about revealing the names of CIA personnel or CIA agents.
And to my knowledge, neither Henry Kissinger nor Lyndon
Johnson have revealed such names.
QUESTION: [inaudible-regarding CIA role in destabilizing
governments an legislative oversight]
CARLUCCI: Well, first of all, and I don't want to give this
argument. There are those who would argue with your interpretation of the role of the intelligence agencies in those events. But
even accepting your premise, the honest answer to your question
is you can't legislate [that] kind of thing. There reaches a time
when you have to have-the American people have to have-a
certain amount of confidence in their public officials. [applause]
I went through 30 hours of confirmation hearings, a month of
investigation. We have established a surrogate process whereby
the oversight committees go into covert action in great detail and
don't hesitate to criticize. These are responsible people. They
have substantial staffs. They are in a constant dialogue with the
President. There is a requirement that before a covert action
takes place there will be meetings of senior advisors, cabinet
level advisors, to the President; there will be a presidential finding. And I would submit that if you can't have confidence in this
process and in all the people that are involved in this process,
then our country is in very deep trouble indeed. [applause]
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INTERVIEW

CovertAction lnfonna tion Bulletin
Threatened by Legislative Vendetta

Agents Names Games
An interview with CAIB editors Ellen Ray and Bill Schaap
by Daniel Tsang
What follows Is an interview with Ellen Ray and William
Schaap, two of the three co-editors of CovertActlon
Information Bulletin, a target of Congressional legislat~on aimed at crim~nalizing the disclosure of the ldentittes of CIA covert operatives and officers. This interview
took place September 18, 1980, at the Bulletin's office in
Washington, D.C. Since then the specific bills have been
shelved, but new versions are expected soon. The interviewer [QJ was Daniel Tsang, editor of the Gay Insurgent,
a gay left journal based In Philadelphia. Copyright ©
1980 Daniel Tsang.

Q: How dangerous is the "Agents Name" bill?

Schup: It's extremely dangerous, primarily because it makes
no distinction between information which comes from classified
sources and information which comes from unclassified sources.
The bill is in fact an Official Secrets Act of a particular kind,
and criminalizes private citizens publishing information that
they get from unclassified sources such as the public library.
There has never been a law like that before, and although we
feel certain it's unconstitutional, nonetheless the fact it might be
passed means that we will have to f~ght those battles in the
courts. The bill will have a very serious chilling effect on all journalists who investigate abuses in the intelligence field.
Q: Do you intend to continue publishing the CovertAction Information Bulletin if the bill becomes law?
Schup: Yes. We would continue to publish our magazine, although we don't intend to deliberately break the law in the
magazine. We intend to go immediately to court to challenge its
constitutionality. And if we have to modify our magazine
during the court proceedings, for example, by not having the
"naming names" column, we would eliminate that column
while we were in court. We don't want to be martyrs.
Ray: More than that. There's no point to our being in jail where
we won't be able to do any kind of work.
Schup: Yes. We have the right to go into court in a civil suit to
try and have the statute declared unconstitutional, and we
~ould do that immediately. We wouldn't have to break the law
in order to challenge it.
Q: Do you see any problem with funding the suit'?
Schup: It's hard to say. We certainly hope there would be
enough support. The major problem is that until recently most
of the media and the press in this country didn't understand the
implications of the law. They really thought that it was possible
to get a law that would only affect the CovertAction Information Bulletin, and as they now begin to realize, that's impossible.
The law would affect all newspapers, magazines, radio, tele-

vision and so on. Fortunately we have very good legal representation from the Center for Constitutional Rights in New York,
but there undoubtedly would be considerable expenses in the
case if it is protracted, if it involves a lot of witnesses and statements. We'll have to be doing some fundraising around it. But
we are nevertheless working even now so that we could go to
court immediately if the bill is passed.

Q: But isn't it optimistic to expect the Supreme Court to rule in
your favor?
Scbup: To some extent, yes. You can't tell with the Supreme
Court. The balance in the court is fairly conservative. On the
other hand, the issue is so clear-at least to us-and it seems so
directly to contradict the First Amendment, that even a relatively conservative Supreme Court might be concerned about it.
And they might be concerned precisely because of what we said
before. This isn't simply aimed at CovertAction. It will stop any
kind of criticism of a whole area of government activity. Don't
forget that Warren Burger wrote the "Pentagon Papers" decision, so that with a couple of exceptions-probably with Rhenquist being the only absolute exception-even the more conservative judges on the Supreme Court have voted in favor of various First Amendment cases. And this is probably indeed the
clearest First Amendment violation they'd ever have before the
Court. In recent history there's never been any law that comes
close to this that I can recall. This law makes it a crime for somebody to go into the public library, take a book off the shelf, and
read a paragraph in it to his next door neighbor, in effect.
There's riever been anything like that. It makes it criminal to
publish something that's "not secret in the ftrst place.
Q: Is there a danger Congress will attempt to exempt the estabfishec;t press and only punish the alternative press?
Schup: There's a very strong attempt in Congress to word the
law that way. It's very difficult, because we, in fact, consider
ourselves journalists too, and we publish a magazine with many
analytical articles and news articles. Even if they limit it to listing
names out of context as opposed to in context, they have a lot of
problems in terms of constitutionality. How could they justify
something being criminal if it's in one paragraph by itself, but
not criminal if you put a paragraph in front and a paragraph
afterward? It's going to look very illogical, that kind of argument, that you can name a name in the context of a news article
but you can't name a name in the context of an article about
naming names.
Q: How does narning names add to the struggle against U.S.
imperialism? Why not just write articles without naming names?
Schup: That's what everybody asks us. The major reason is for
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the information of the people in the country where the CIA are.
Ray: Not for the country's secret service or the country's government, because in every country they know exactly who the
CIA people are, but there are the students, the labor leaders,
ten different categories, where the CIA target to recruit these
people to work against their own country. And most people
don't know initially they're meeting with someone from the
CIA. They think they're meeting with an American diplomat.
Q: How would the law affect progressive groups abroad th~t
use your information?
Ray: They wouldn't get our information.
Schaap: We wouldn't be able to publish the information. Also
the bill has extraterritorial effect as far as Americans living overseas. They wouldn't be able to do these kinds of exposures even
living abroad. If they were in a country where there was an extradition treaty, they could be extradited.
Q: Was the CIA able to push this bill through Congress because
of what happened in Jamaica [where the CIA station chiefs
house allegedly was shot at]?
Schaap: Oh, absolutely. Nobo.dy thought it would ever come
up this year. For three years in a row a couple of the real rightwingers had introduced roughly similar legislation. And it never
got anywhere, it never even got out of committee. It's one of the
reasons we think the Jamaica incident was a phony, because it

was used by the CIA to whip up this hysteria to get this thing
moving like crazy, to such an extent that the Congressional committees aren't even deliberating on these things-they're having
rushed meetings with everybody standing and yelling, "Get
something fast, we don't care what it is!" ending up with what
we think is one of the most unconstitutional laws.
Q: Why do you think the Jamaica incident was a phony?
Schaap: First of all, the concept of his [Richard Kinsman's]
having been named [as CIA Station Chief in Jamaica] just a day
or two before is untrue. We had named him nine months earlier
in the magazine [issue number 6]. Nothing happened to him. Second, his family was not home. Third, there's a question
whether he was even home. Fourth, a maid sleeping in the back
said she heard nothing and slept all night. Fifth, the story about
bullets whistling through the child's bedroom, apart from the
fact that the child was thousands of miles away on vacationweren't true. And there were some bullet marks in the wall of
the garage adjoining the house ....
Ray: ·And the so-called grenade was a little hole in the ground.. .
Schaap: And this thing was supposed to happen early in the
morning and he never called the police. Ultimately, the following morning, neighbors called the police.
Ray: He called the opposition newspaper, the CIA newspaper,
the Gleaner-that's another indication he wasn't even at home
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when it happened. One would assume that if all this happened
that he would have called the police or called someone immediately. The incident allegedly happened at 2:30 in the morning,
and he didn't notify the Gleaner until8:30 or 9:30 the following
morning.
Schaap: There's probably no way of knowing for sure, but it
just looks furmy.

"This law makes it a crime for somebody to go
into the public library , take a book off the shelf,
and read a paragraph in it to his next door
neighbor . ... It makes it criminal to publish
something that's not secret in the first place."
-Schaap

Ray: Another interesting thing is that the U.S. press did not
send anyone at all down to investigate the alleged attack. They
just took the word of the Gleaner.
Schaap: The stories that came out had several not jus~ inaccuracies but absolute lies in them because nobody investigated. They
all talked about the house having been bombed, whereas as we
said there was a little hole in the ground, thirty yards away from
the house, and no grenade fragments. There was a story in an
American paper saying " miraculously his young daughter escaped injury." Well, she was away on vacation in the United
States. The stories are bizarre, they just laid it on so thick and
heavy.
Q: Why do you focus on the CIA? Exposing covert action is an
endless task. Do you see any end in sight?
Ray: We focus on the CIA because no other single agency or
operation has killed as many people around the world as the
CIA has. When you add up all the deaths . .. over half a million
I believe [the CIA was] directly responsible.
Schaap: Nobody else, no other American agency or any other
agency is responsible quantitatively or qualitatively for the same
amount of destruction as the CIA. When you think about Indonesia, Iran, Guatemala and Chile and endless other cases. There
certainly doesn't seem to be an end in sight, because they're not
going to stop the dirty tricks. They usually say, when something
gets exposed, "We stppped doing that," but you then find out
two or three years later that always at the exact moment they
were saying they stopped doing it, they were still doing it. They
change their names sometimes, or they move to another country, but they keep on doing it everywhere.
Q: How effective do you think you have been against the CIA?
Ray: 1 think the very fact that the CIA calls us their Number
One Enemy-1 don't believe that's true at all-but J believe we
must be affecting them. We're three people doing this... .If
there were three hundred doing this, even though the CIA probably has 30-SO thousand employees, and many many more when
you count their agents, I think we could bring them to their
knees.

Q: Even though you haven't been exposing CIA agents in
"deep cover, " that still bothers the CIA?
Schaap: Rarely, when we get infonnation or a journalist has a
story for us, we would do that, but it's very, very difficult. But it
hurts them precisely because their main mission is recruiting
agents to in effect be traitors to their own countries, and to do
their dirty tricks for them. And their major vehicle for doing
that is the people under diplomatic cover.
Ray: By and large their deep cover people are not officers, and
the people who really head the operations are the ones who
work out of the embassies because then they'd have diplomatic
immunity, so if they do get caught they'll be sent home without
anything happening to them .. . and they're really the top guys. I
mean the deep cover people do probably the really rotten things,
but they're given the orders by the people we name.
Q: What have you learned about the CIA1 Is it possible to stop
what they're doing?
Schaap: I think it's possible to have some real impact on what
they're doing. I think in areas where there have been major exposures of their operations as well as their personnel, it has an
impact, Jamaica being a good example. The Kinsman shooting
incident deflected attention from what really was significant in
Jamaica-which is that there was a major CIA destabilization
plot going on, and that exposure helped. It was a part of many
people's effort to alert the Jamaican people to it, and it had
some real effect. . . . You never know whether exposing an
operation or an agent or whatever might have helped prevent
something terrible from happening that might otherwise have
happened.
Ray: I think the effect it has is raising the consci~usness of
people all over the world about what these dirty tricks and secret
operations are. And that ultimately it's going to be the people of
the world, not our magazine, that stops the CIA. And hopefully
at some point the people in this country will get more knowledgeable and understand the CIA operates in this country too.
Schaap: And even when it operates overseas, in the long run it's
not in the interest of the United States . . .it just makes the
United States enemies, and hated all over the world.
Q: Do you fmd this a lonely struggle? How do you keep going?
Schaap: Well, within the United States and certainly within
Washington, it's somewhat lonely to the extent that not many
people, even liberals, are willing to identify themselves with
what we do, even though a lot of them privately are our friends
and say, "We couldn't do what you're doing, but we like what
yqu're doing." Where we're not lonely at all is around the
world where we just know thousands of people in dozens of
countries who deeply appreciate what we do. And that's part of
what keeps us going. There's a certain moral underpinning to
what we do, which is basically that we think that the concept of
interfering in the affairs of other countries is immoral and that's
what we're fighting to try and stop the United States in tenns of
interfering in other countries. And the people of other countries
appreciate that.
Dan iel Tsang is a researc her and organ izer in th e Philadelphia
area. He edit s Ga y Insurgent: A Gay Left Journal~ and main·
tains the Lavender Arch ives.
Covert Ac tion Information Bulletin can be contacted at P.O.
Box 50272. Washington. D.C. 20004.
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Throwing the Philistines Out at Tempie:

CIA Rec:ruitment Blunted
by Daniel Tsang
A handful of campus activists have forced the Central Intelligence Agency to abandon its scheduled appearance on the Temple University Campus. The agency had planned to interview
students interested in becoming CIA agents. Covert Action Research at Temple (CARA
a campus organization formed following a visit last April by the editors o(CovertAction Inform•
tion Bulletin, distributed an anti-CIA leaflet in early December.
Shortly thereafter, the CIA cancelled all interviews with students on campus.
CARAT's leaflet blasted the CIA for its violation of human
rights the world over, and called for the banning of its recruiters
from campus. It also called for the university administration to
open all its books on its ties with the agency.
CARAT noted that a Temple alumnus, Philip Cherry, had
been identified by Louis Wolf, co-editor of CovertAction, as the
CIA's station chief in Lagos, Nigeria. Cherry has held a similar
posting in Dacca, Bangladesh, where he was alleged to have
been instrumental in the overthrow of Ali Bhutto. CARAT
asked: "Is this what Temple has to offer the world? Is this the
kind of job Yie want our graduates to have?"
At least six students had already signed up for interviews with
the CIA's Philadelphia recruiter, Dr. Elissa R. Allen, before the
CIA was forced off campus. Three were about to receive Masters in Business Administration: Sharon Kelly, Robert DiVito,
and Nancy West. One, Andrea Varrichio, was a Ph.D. candidate in Spanish. Two others were undergraduates, David
Morton and John Scudder. Scudder, graduating at the c!nd of
the semester with a degree in Business Administration, told the
Temple University News that he was "looking for a career
opportunity that was interesting."
What makes the CIA's recruitment drive at Temple significant is that this appears to be the flfSt time the agency has publicly advertised on campus for the position of "operations
officer (overseas)"-in other words, covert action case officer;s.
According to documents released to CARAT under a Freedom of Information Act request, the CIA has been recruiting
overtly on campus at least three times since the fall of 1979:
October 31 and November 14, 1979, and April2, 1980. Two of
the appearances were at the university's career services center, .
and a third (in November, 1979) was at a Minority Engineering
Student Association's "Job Fair. " This concentrated attention
at Temple signifies an attempt to attract Third World students
to work for the spy organization.
Cancellation of the CIA's recruitment interviews was not announced but was discovered by the press. Stories appeared in
the Bulletin, and on local radio stations and at least one television station.
Before cancellation was discovered, CARAT members distributed anti-CIA leaflets to students on campus. The leaflet
contained a spoof on the CIA's " employment opportunities,"
offering such jobs as "Assassin (GS-18mass murderers);
Censor; Drug
Trafficker; Pimp; Provocateur; and
Wiretapper" for applicants fitting the following qualification:
' ' Heterosexuality mandatory.''
Job benefits included "diplomatic/ military/ journalistic

n,

cover; tax shelters and immunity from IRS audit; free company
editing of memoirs; Safe housing; free listing in ' Who's Who in
the CIA' in the Dirty Work volumes; free publicity in CovertAction and CounterSpy; and reunion with Temple/ Penn alumnus
Philip Cherry. "
In the spoof leaflet, students were asked to contact the CIA or
the Reagan Transition Team in Washington, D.C.
nie CIA gave no public explanation for the cancellation of its
December 10 campus interviews, but the Bulletin reported it was
due to fear of a protest demonstration. Career services director
George Cronk was also quoted as saying that a sign-up sheet
posted in the placement center had mysteriously disappeared,
and claimed that students listed were later contacted by telephone to discourage them from keeping their appointments.
The stopping of overt CIA recruitment at Temple comes two
and a half months after Temple's School of Law banned the
Federal Bureau of Investigation from its law Recruitment Day in
New York City because the FBI violates the school's non-discrimination policy regarding sexual preference.
CARAT members were jubilant over their victory but vowed
to continue their investigation into covert activities on campus.
In a December I, 1980, letter to CARAT, CIA Information and
Privacy Coordinator John E. Bacon refused to confirm or deny
the existence of documents relating to any confidential or covert
CIA connection with, or interest in, research, recruitment, or
placement at Temple University. CARAT plans to pursue its
FOIA request, and to call for the banning of classified research
on campus.
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Tomorrow May Be Too Late:

A Horrendous Legislative
'Agenda.
by National Committee Against
Repressive Legislation
With the opening of the 97th Congress and the start of the
Reagan administration, the potential for attacks on basic democratic rights is vastly increased, and the challenge to individuals
and organizations committed to defense of those rights is greater
than it has been for generations. The goals of many of the newly
elected members of Congress, as well as some participants in the
new administration are familiar. They include the restoration of
a federal death penalty, the repeal of existing voting rights protections, the "unleashing" of the federal intelligence agencies
by limiting the application of the Freedom of Information Act
and by enabling a criminal law to punish the disclosure of names
of agents, the reversal of Supreme Court decisions prohibiting
prayer in public schools and affrrming the rights of a woman to
choose to have an abortion, and the revision of criminal laws to
allow for increased surveillance and prosecution of political activities, including anti-nuclear and anti-draft work.
How successful the incoming government will be in achieving
these goals will depend to a great degree on the ability of concerned citizens to mobilize and coalesce in opposition to these
policies. The end of the 96th Congress brought several developments which can be viewed as harbingers of future dangers. At
the same time, there were important victories in the last Congress which can offer hope and examples for concerted citizen
action in defense of constitutional rights.
Among the most disturbing actions taken at the end of 1980
was the resurrection of a Congressional investigatory body. The
Senate Republicans, now in the majority in that house, established a SefUlte Judiciory Subcommittee on Security and Terrorism. This subcommittee is the most recent incarnation of the
Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Internal Security (SISS)
which was created in 1950 and abolished in 1977. That s.ubcommittee, in tum, had been the Senate counterpart to the House
Committee on UnAmerican Activities (HUAC) and its successor, the House Cominittee on Internal Security (HISC).
The Subcommittee on Security and Terrorism will be chaired
by the new Senator from Alabama, Jeremiah Denton, and will
include as members, Orrin Hatch of Utah and John East of
North Carolina. The Democratic members have not yet been ·
chosen. It is not clear at this time what the focus 'or the new subcommittee will be. It has jurisdiction over espionage and terrorism and oversight over the FBI and the Drug Enforcement
Administration. The leadership of the Senate committee and
subcommittee are assuring the press and public that they do not
want the new panel to revive the witch-hunts of the 1940s and
1950s. Still, it will take a vigilant citizenry and constant pressure
on all members of Congress to ensure that constitutional rights
are not violated, and that the subcommittee does not investigate

political beliefs which, however controversial, are protected by
the First Amendment.
A second development in the closing days of the 96th Congress lends special credence to the fears that the new Senate subcommittee could repeat the same tactics and methods as its predecessors, HUAC and SISS. During the debate on a resolution
to continue the flow of federal government funds through the
rest of 1980 and part of 1981, an amendment was offered by
Sen. Hollings to guarantee that no CETA funds could be used
"to provide employment or training to any person who publicly
advocates the violent overthrow of the United States Government." This amendment was prompted by news stories which
revealed that two Martinsville, Va. individuals who were members of the Communist Workers Party were receiving CETA
funds. The Senate passed the amendment by "unanimous consent," meaning that there is no recorded vote. Fortunately, with
the pressures of closing the session and passing a budget without
controversy, this provision was dropped and did not become
law.
The withholding of certain rights and privileges, such as
CETA employment, because of a person's political viewpoints,
raises ominous comparisons to the blacklists of two decades
ago, when the Attorney General had a list of "subversive organizations," the Subversive Activities Control Board (SACB) was
investigating groups and individuals for "communist" connections, SISS and HUAC were subpoenaing and harassing countless persons because of their alleged political positions and affiliations, and the FBI and the Department of Justice were investigatiilg and disrupting political groups as a means of enforcing
the Smith Act and the Internal Security Act of 19SO.
As frightening as these memories are, it is important to keep
the new Senate subcommittee and the Senate approval of the
" Smith-Act-type" funding amendment in perspective. The
Smith Act itself has not been used as a prosecutorial weapon
since the mid-1960s. The Subversive Activities Control Board,
while not abolished by law, has not received funding since 1973.
The Attorney General's list was abolished at the same time, after
not having been updated since the mid-19SOs. The FBI and
other intelligence agencies have cut back their spying on politically active Americans, acting under some controls from the
Ford and Carter administrations, even though Congress has not
placed statutory limitations on the powers of those agencies.
There is no question that some new Congresspersons and
many of the supporters of the Reagan administration would like
to see these executive controls lifted, the Attorney General's list
reactivated and the SACB used once more, as well as a House
inquisitorial committee re-created. Preventing these chanaes will
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require concerted action from people who cherish the basic right
to hold dissident political views and whO recognize the importance to our democracy of a free press, uninhibited debate, and
the ability "peaceably to assemble and to petition the government for a redress of grievance."
At the same time that Congress began responding to the rightward trend of the Nov. 4 elections by resurrecting past methods
of chilling freedom of political expression, it also responded
positively to the citizens' movements against specific legislative
encroachments on that freedom. Specifically, Congress did not
debate or pass S 1722 or HR 691.5, the pending Criminal Code
Reform bills. Neither did Congress consider S 2216 and
HR 5615, the Agents' Identities Protection legislation. Both sets
oi legislation were strenuously opposed by civil liberties, religious, labor, press, and grassroots organizations, and a combination of tobbying, visits to Congresspeople by constituents,
letters, press reports, and favorable editorials, as well as the difficulties of getting controversial legislation passed during a lameduck session, prevented both proposals from being approved
and signed into Jaw.
Such results hold out hope for future protection of constitutional rights. The struggles around legislation likely to be introduced in 1981 will have to include a broader scope of people
both inside and out of Congress than they have in the past.
Some anti-libertarian legislation will have stronger support in
Congress and the administration than it has had in the most
recent period. Finally, it is possible th!lt there will be more issues
demanding our attention and action than there have been before. Despite this, the groups and individuals who fought to
stop S 1 and its successors and the various proposals to lift controls from the CIA and the FBI have proven through sustained
action that they do make a difference. Continued activism,
expansion and outreach, stronger coalitions, and an evergrowing commitment to democratic freedoms will ultimately triumph again and prevent the most dangerous attacks on our
rights from being successful.

You don't need to know the numbers of specific bills or their
details.to begin communicating your concerns about civil rights
and liberties to your elected representatives. Visit them wnen
they are in their home districts, write to them at their Washington or local offices, get to know their staff people assigned to

For further information, contact one of the National Committee Against Repressive Legislation offices listed below. ·
National Offices, Washington, D.C. Office, 510 C Street,
N.E., Washington, D.C. 20002; phone (202)543-7659
Los Angeles Office, 1250 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite SOl, Los
Angeles, CA 90017; phone (213) 481-2435
Northern Californians Against Repressive Legislation, P.O.
Box 99354, San Francisco, CA 94109; phone (415) 346-7350
Midwest Regional Office, Chicago Committee to Defend the
Bill of Rights, 4(J7 S. Dearborn Street, No. 530, Chicago, IL
60605;phone(312)939~75

Northwest Regional Office, Northwest Committee Against
Repressive Legislation, 1918 E. Miller, Seattle, WA 98112;
phone (206) 329-4407
NCARL Representatives I Cooperating Committees:
Portland Area NCARL Representative: Laura Berg, 3924
S.E. Grant Court, Portland OR 97214; phone (503) 234-2723
Greater Boston Area Coalition to StopS. 1437, 2161 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA02140; phone(617)661-6130
Duluth-Superior Coalition Against S. 1, P.O. Box 553,
Superior, WI 54880; phone (715) 392-4663
Florida NCARL Representative: Olga Strickland, 1595 N.E.
I75th St., North Miami Beach, FL 33162; phone (305) 949-6596
Madison Coalition to StopS. 1, P.O. Box 1027, Madison, WI
53701; phone (608) 255-8171
Montanans Opposed to Repressive Legislation, 820 Defoe
Street, Missoula, MT 59801; phone (406) 7214757
South Jersey Coalition to Defend the Bill of Rights, 1102 Nelson Ave., Mays Landing, NJ 08330; phone (609) 625-1898
Southern Organizing Committee for Economic & Social Justice, P.O. Box 11308, Louisville, KY 40211; P.O. Box 811 ,
Birmingham, AL 35201

the issues of greatest interest to you. Put them on notice that
you are monitoring their actions on those issues.
Address: Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510.
House Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20515.
Phone: (202) 224-3121

The Campaign for Political. Rights is also monitoring legislation and executive policies.
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a newsletter

ORGANIZING NOTES, a newsletter for people
who want to know what the intelligence
agencies are doing-and what people are doing
about the intelligence agencies. Contribute $10
to the Campaign and receive
ORGANIZING NOTES regularly.

Campaign for Political Rights
201 Massachusetts Avenue, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20002
(202) 547-4705

Right now, the poiice, the FBI, the IRS, the
NSA, the CIA or any one of lOO government
agencies could be spying on you, infiltrating
your organization or disrupting your life.
THE INTELLIGENCE NETWORK, a new film
revealing the extent of political surveillance and
its effects on you at home and abroad.

J. Edgar Hoover's vendetta against Martin
Luther King ... the infiltration of the Methodist
Church ... the Chicago Police attack on Fred
Hampton ... the CIA' s role in Chile and the
world ... the recent infiltration of the American
Indian Movement... current surveillance of
nuclear power opponents ... the uncontrolled
activities of the secret police fraternity known
as the LEIU ...
INCL UDING ... a lengthy interview with an FBI
informant in Denver ... an inside account of the
assassination of Orlando letelier... testimony by a
union organizer from Detroit ... and statements by
political activists who have been wiretapped, spied
on, monitored and physically attacked.
Documented by recently-released files from the
intelligence agencies themselves, THE INTELLI GENCE NETWORK combines personal accounts
and expert analysis to create a dramatic presentation of government misconduct.

• THE INTELLIGENCE NETWORK . A 35 min .,
16 mm., color documentary film.
Rental: $45 per day (including shippin g)
Purchase : $400 .
• THE INTELLIGENCE NETWORK poster:
22 by 28 inches, two-color posters showing
the information-exchange network of local,
state, federal and forei gn governments and
private organizations. Based on a chart w h ich
is referred to throughout the film.
$3.00 each; $2.50 each for 10 or more.
(Two copies provided free with film purchase .)
• "Using THE INTELLIGENCE NETWORK to
Organize and Fundraise." An eight-page guide,
also applicable to the productive use of other
films. Free with purchase or rental of the film .
• Speakers available on a wide ran ge of topics,
including the CIA abroad, the FBI 's
COINTELPRO , surveillance on campus,
national legislati on, nuclear power and civil "
liberties, and surveillance of Native Americans.

Campaign for Political Rights
201 Massachusetts Avenue, N.~. Washington, D.C. 20002
. (202) 547-4705

The Public Eye

$8for
four Issues
·(quarterly)
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A Magazine Devoted to Social and Political
Issues Concerning Repression in America
"Excellent"sald one subscriber ordering an additional twenty-five
copies of our last Issue. "Our students scramble avidly for these
Issues" sald a college librarian.
The Public Eye provides In-depth coverage about repression not
avall~~e anywhere else.
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The Public Eye ran a series of articles about the rise of the Klan
and the New Right In 19n, before most Americans were aware of
the Issue. We analyzed 53,000 pages of FBI COINTELPRO flies to
publish a special Issue on the topic with Noam Chomsky wrillng
on the "Engineering of Consent," Mark Ryter detailing the subver·
sion of people's movements, and Chip Berlet detailing how the
Bureau used the corporate media In Its disruption campaign. All
this in 1978. The same Issue had articles on the Law Enforcement
Intelligence Unit, Nuclear Power and Civil Liberties, and the

by investigators, journalists, attorneys,
and researchers who specialize in
watching government intelligence
abuse and right-wing spying and harrassment of progressives.

making of the so-called "Anti-Terrorism" bureaucracy.
More recent Issues have documented the problem of pollee bru·
tallty and suggested ways to combat It; analyzed the dangerous
legal theory behind the prosecution of Revolutionary Communist
Party members In Washington, D.C.; reviewed a book exposing
undercover operations by the FBI; and chronicled the KKK's role
In setting up the arrest of a Black man, lmanl Harris, who now Is
sitting on death row.

Subscribe: $8.00/year, $2.00/issue

Back Issues: $2.00 each
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Volume Ill- Issues 3 & 4

Comprehensive 32-page Report on Private Right-Wing Poltical Surveillance • The· Continued
Growth of the LaRouche Cult • Posse Comitatus Update • Eyes Only • and more ...

A Journal of Social and Political Issues Concerning Repression in America
PuDiished by C.tlzens In Defense of C.v1l Uberties
on eontunettOt>
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• Corporate security agents_, former
intelligence operatives. right-wing
sUperpatriots.:_ they go where the Red
Squad can no longer tread. and they feed
· their files to the, go~rnmen t agencies
\ theJ~w is supposed to protect you from .
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A Letter from the Editor_______________
ch- ip_B_e_rlet
It's midnight, Jim Rockford is getting
himself stomped for the hundredth time
on late-night reruns of The Rockford
Files, I'm sipping cheap whiskey while
pasting line corrections for the current issue of The Public Eye, and trying to
figure out how to apologize for this issue
being nine months late.
The primary reason was my temporary
inability to spend the necessary time on
coordinatil'l g the publicat ion of the magazine due to serious medical problems in
my immediate family-problems which
happily have been resolved with the survival and growth of the newest Public Eye
Network member, baby Robert who
entered the world at one pound ten
ounces and fought for life for many
months in an intensive care unit .
I certainly do not think I could have
arranged to spend my time differently in
the last year, but I am sorry this issue is so
late, especially since we now have a backlog of typeset copy that is waiting to become future issues of the magazine. Apologies are especially due two segments of
the Public Eye readership: those people
who have sent in checks accompanied
with letters apologizing to us for letting
their subscriptions lapse; and those subscribers who have sent letters with their
new addresses and a note asking for back
issues they have missed due to their negligence.
Well folks, this is the back issue , and
while we think it was worth the wait, we
do not intend to let the next issue be late.
We already have typeset galleys sufficient
to produce a new 48-page issue within the
next two months. We also have a dedicated crew of volunteers who have
pledged to produce another issue before
June 19th. Why June 19th? Because it's
the second anniversary of the founding of
the No More Witch Hunts Network
which saw some dozen cities iast year
stage public forums on the rise of a new
McCarthyism. To mark this anniversary,
The Public Eye will produce a special issue on The New Witch Hunt, with a
transcribed speech by Nation editor
Victor Navay , an interview with
Hollywood Ten Blacklist victim Lester
Cole, an article on the New Right's attack
on Civil Libert ies, a special section on

civil liberties issues raised by the response
to the tragic Nanuet, New York Brinks
truck attempted robbery, and other articles we are sure you will find informative
and provocative.
In the meantime we are pleased to
recogrtize the important activities of our
Public Eye Network regional coordinators, who have continued their work
during the magazine's hiatus:
Kudos to Brint Dillingham and Sheila
O'Donnel whose painstaking criminal in vestigative work was recogrtized in the
Washington, D.C. press as having been
instrumental in clearing a youth wrongly
accused of murder. Jack Schwanz continues to successfully litigate Native American land claims while Eda Gordon regularly produces the newsletter of the National Lawyers Guild Committee on
Native American Struggles.
Congratulations to Jeff Cohen for
finishing his legal studies, and to Linda
Valentino for her new post with the American Civil Liberties Union of Southern
California. Public Eye Robin Read has
been elected to the New Hampshire
State Legislature where he continues to
work closely with the anti-nuclear movement, and Public Eye co-founder Harvey
Kahn has a new labor organizing post in
the west. It isn't that Harvey is paranoid,
but six years of harrassing 2 am phone
calls from the National Caucus of Labor
Committee stooges has left him with a
certain reluctance to divulge his exact
whereabouts. And.speaking of the
USLP-NCLC-LaRouche Cult, Public
Eye Russ Bellant continues to do excellent research into this neo-fascist movement, and recently was chosen as editor
of Wayne State University's campus
newspaper, the South End, where he will
carry on a twenty-year tradition of providing progressive news and analysis to a
primarily working<lass student body.
Public Eye Thomas Murphy continues
to astound us with his penetrating analysis of the Posse Comitatus, which he will
continue as he pursues legal studies, and
Angus McKenzie's rdentless pursuit of
documentation of the FBI's
COINTELPRO program and other
governmental attacks on civil liberties
was chronicled in part in an excellent de-

scription of the government 's war on the
dissident press in the Columbia Journalism Review. Daniel Tsang continues to
research various aspects of repression for
several journals, including Covert Action
Information Bulletin-all while
continuing to maintain the Lavender Archives, and publish the Gay Insurgent,
the best analytical magazine in its field.
So the Public Eye Network has not
been inactive, and we hope the Public
Eye Magazine will live up to the fine examples of its contributors by continuing
to prO\ide the best in-depth examinat ion
of political repression in America available today.
One way we will succeed in this task is
if you, our readers, continue to send us
information regarding repressive activities you are aware of in your lo<;al areas.
We appreciate the clippings, letters and
memos from our readers who alert us to
the situation where they live. And yes, we
would appreciate it if you would respond
generously when some of you receive subsciption renewal letters in the next few
weeks~ure we are late, but we hope to
solve that problem in the next few
months, and are confident your loyalty
"ill be rewarded with another series of
magazines that will provide the best in
features and analysis covering repression
in America. Please bear with us as we experience our growing pains and attempt
to stabilize our production schedule; our
production and editing staff is committed
to providing you with magazines on a
more regular basis.

Odds, Ends, Errors .. Numerous people have requested
copies of Public Eye Volume II #'s 3 and
4, but unfortunately this special issue on
police brutality is out of print and available only on microfilm, or, if you are desperate, for S5 to cover the cost of photocopies.
Yes, the updated version of NCLC:
Brownshins of the Seventies is available,
see the ad on the back page.
Counterintelligence: A Documentary
Look at America's Secret Police is being
reprinted and will be available soon .
(Cont. on pege 47)
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EYES ONLY
Reagan's Crime Speech
a Crime
It is said that when Ghandi was asked
what he thought of Western civilization,
he answered that he thought it would be a
grand idea. Ghandi would not have been
encouraged by Ronald Reagan's September 1981 address on crime delivered in
New Orleans to the International Association of Chiefs of Police. For an object
lesson in wiUful ignorance, distortion of
facts, moral hypocrisy and sheer bigotry
- the four horsemen of the Reagan
administration - this speech is hard to
match .
Early in his meandering New Orleans
musings, Reagan demonstrated that he
either never heard of or, perhaps more
likely, just doesn't believe in cenain concepts that heretofore had seemed rather
basic to our system of constitutional and
criminal law. For instance, early in the
speech Reagan tells the chiefs that one of
their duties is to "balance the interests
of your department with those of your
community, the government and its citizens, dismissing once and for all the silly
notion that many have that the people are
supposed to be in control of and served
by rather than in competition with the
police." A few paragraphs later, Reagan
made quick work of the basic constitutional axiom of "innocent until proven
guilty, " when he told the applauding
chiefs that the administration will support
a number of statutory reforms that "will
redress the imbalance between rights of
the accused and rights of the innocent. "
One of those statutory changes Reagan
proposed in New Orleans as part of his
civil liberties balancing act, is reform of
the ~xclusionary rule - for years one of
the favorite flogged horses of those who,
like Reagan, have built their careers on
the politics of fear. As Reagan would
know , if he had been made privy to various GAO and Justice Department sponsored studies presented to his Attorney
~neral 's Task Force on Crime only a
few months earlier, the traditional cry of
the fear-mongers that the exclusionary
rule handcuffs the police is characteristi-

cally baseless in fact (perhaps Ed Meese
did not choose to wake him to tell him of
those particular studies). In May of 1981,
Georgetown University Law Professor
William Greenhalgh, a respected fourth
amendment expert representing the ABA,
reported to the Attorney ~neral 's Task
Force on Crime that:
Opponents of the exclusionary rule and
many citiz.ens believe the rule results in legions of criminals going free on ' 'technicalities. " Evidence from a recent General
Accounting Office report strongly suggests otherwise. Sec Comptroller General
of the United States, Impact of the Ex-

clusionary Rule on Federal Criminal Prosecutions, Rep. No. GGD-794S (19 April
1979).. . . Some 2,804 cases were evaluated . . . . Overall, in only 1.3"' of the
2,804 cases was evidence excluded as a res ult of fil ing a Fourth Amendment motion .
But were many cases dropped by the
prosecutor because of search and scizute
problems? The answer is no . Only 4110 of
I~. of the declined defendants' cases were
turned down due to Fo urth Amendment
search and seizure problems. the GAO
study reported .
Further evidence can be found in two
studies from the prestigious lnstitu~ for
law and Social Research . In a May, 1978
study, "What Happens After Arrest'.' '',
INS LAW researchers reported "a low
rate"- Pess than I "I- of rejections at
screening due to improper police conduct .
. .. And of the 8,766 arrests examined in
the INSLA W study that were d:smis.sed
by the prosecution after initial acceptance, due process problems constituted
but a small part - 2 "''·
A second INS LAW study is also revealing. Issued in April, 1979, it is entitled.
" A Cross.City Comparison of Felony
Case Processing." . . . the study found
that due process reasons appeared to have
"little impact on the overall n ow of criminal cases after arrest."
Due process reasons were responsible
for only a tiny portion of the rejections of
cases at screening in most jurisdictions ...
. In fact, in the jurisdictions [studied).
only one homicide arrest was rejected for
due process reasons. and no rapes .,. ere
rejected for these reasons . . : .In nondrug felony cases. tess than 2 "• of the re·
jections in each city stemmed from due
process violations.

As he went on, Reagan found Lime to
put in a plug for the anti-big government
philosophy underlying his economic pro-

gram when .he told the chiefs: "We've
learned that federal subsidies and government bureaucrats not only fail to solve
social problems but frequently make
them worse. " Not surprisingly, Reagan
failed to square this version of his "get
the government off the backs of the people" platform with promises of extended
government intrusion elsewhere in the
speech such as his vow to support an exception to the Posse Comitatus Act that
will allow the use of the military in con trol of drug traffic.
But more disturbing than these details
of misconception, misinformation and
misstatement which are, after all , part
and parcel of any Reagan speech, was the
bone<hilling tone of reactionary moralization that filled the speech from start to
finish.
Reagan set the moral tone of his speech
at the outset when he told the chiefs:
You and I have a few things in common . Harry Truman once said about the
job that I have that being President is like
riding a tiger . A man has to keep on riding or he'll be swallowed . (laughter.)
Well, that 's a pretty good description of
what you do for a living . Society asked
you sim ultaneously to protect the innocent, ensure the legitimate rights of property - that you must converse with the
multitude. and oversee them, ...

Lest there be any doubt that we in the
multitude are seen by Reagan (and according to Reagan, by the police) as
somewhat akin to a wild animal to be
overseen and tamed against the day we
wiU swallow those who self-righteously
ride our backs, we need only follow along
as Reagan tells those he views as fellow
travelers riding shotgun on the back of
the tiger:
"The solution to the crime problem will
not be found in the: social worker's files ,
the psychiatrist 's no tes, or the burc:au aat 's budgets; it's a problem of the hu man heart . . . . We can begin by acknowledging some of those permanent things.
those absolute truths . . . . Two of those

truths are rhat men are basically good but
prone to evil, and soctety has a right to be
protected from rhem. (applause)"

and
" What these commentators are saying
is that for all our science and ~ophistica
tion. for all o f our justific:d p ride in intel lectual accomplishment . wt> must never

,
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fof11et, the j ungle is at ...·ays there waiting
to take us over. Only our deep m oral values and our strong social inslllutions can
hold back that jungle and restram the
darker impulses of human nature. "

and finally:
"Again, I commend you for manning
the thin blue /me that holds back a JUngle
which threatens to reclaim this clearing we
call civi/iz;ation. (applause)"

None of the quintessential racist politicians of what we had hoped was a bygone
era- not Talmadge, not Bilbo, not Wallace or Thurmond - could have put the
"new ideas" now ascendant in Washington any better.
- Brint Dillingham

Affinesty International
Cites COINTELPRO
With Washington poised to slip over
the edge into the dark night of a new McCarthyism which now masquerades itself
as the New Right , a ray of hope has appeared in the form of Amnesty International's call for the U.S. Government to
launch an independent investigation into
FBI misconduct in trials of minority miJj.
lants in the U.S.
The Nobel Prize winning world-wide
human rights movement's call for an
inquiry, issued in a 144-page report released in October and entitled Proposal

for a commission of inquiry into the effect of domestic intelligence activities on
criminal trials in the United States of
America is characteristically cautious,
stressing that AI has not tried to judge
questions of guilt or innocence nor
commented on j uries ' decisions on the
basis of information gjven them . But against this backdrop of caution, Amnesty
Internat ional's findings of'Serious and extensive official misconduct and its call for
an inquiry are all the sharper. Drawing on
thousands o f pages o f transcripts and
other official materials, Amnesty Internatio nal documents a wide array of FBI
abuses, in the trials of activists from militant organizations targeted for domestic
governmental spying operations.
The docum ented abuses, some of
which took place under COINTELPRO,
some of which occurred long after the
supposed official end of CO INTELPRO
in 1971, include: production of false evidence, misstatements about FBI action,
harrassment. infiltration of de fe nse teams
by informants and failure to make available information which the defense might
have used.

Amnesty International stressed that the
proposed inquiry should try to determine
whether misconduct which judges might
have treated as isolated abuses formed
part of a pattern. "There comes a point,"
Amnesty International charges, "when
the number or types of measures taken
against a political group suggest that it
may be impossible to decide whe~er a
particular area has been affected by Jaw
enforcement misconduct without the
conducting of a comprehensive inquiry
into whether or not the individual measures forrn part of a pattern."
By way of illustration , the bulk of the
report focuses on extensive analyses of
FBI misconduct in the cases of Black
Pcmther leader Elmer "Geronimo" Pratt
and American Indian Movement leader
Dick Marshall. A number of additional
and related prosecutions of AIM mem- hers, including RusseU Means, Leonard
Peltier, and the Wounded Knee cases, are
also examined at some length, with brief
reviews of official misconduct in the use
of Doug Durham, the ritisuse of Myrtle
Poor Bear, and other incidents.
Another important contribution of the
report is its effort to address, from the
outset, a distinction whjch has often been
distorted by U.S. Government officials to
divert attention'and criticism arising from
repeated charges that this country is far
from blameless on the question of political prisoners. The report says that in
many of the countries where Amnesty International works, the expression of opinion or membership in political organizations is banned, and it is therefore easy to
decide that those who petition Amnesty
International are political prisoners. This
is not what happens in the U.S., the report adds, since here, when people are
ccnvicted on' criminal charges, it is often
hard to establish if the reason for prosecution is really political.
But what conclusion should be drawn,
the Amnesty International report
wonders , when defendants such as those
examined, are members of organizations
targeted for investigation by the FBI,
and during the conduct of that investigation the FBI •'appears to be willing to
fabricate evidence against its 'targets' and
to withhold information which.
according to law, should have been d isclosed ." The broader question for Amnesty International is posed in the report's introduction, which states:
When preparing th1s report Amnesty
International considered material about
FB I domestic intelligence activity against

US citizens. In COINTELPRO "the arsenal of techniques used against foreign
espionage agents was transferred to domestic enemies." (I) The targets were individuals and groups considered potential or actual threats to the security of the
USA.
The result was that the right of US citizens to engage in free and open discussion
and to associate with anyone they choose,
was jeopardiz.ed or "chilled. "
Undoubtedly there is a clear distinction
between the "chilling of constitutional
rights and the imprisonment of individuals on political grounds. One object of
this inquiry is to ascertain whether
COINTELPRO. which certainly d id the
former, also resulted in the Iauer.

A few years back Andrew Young lost
his job in the Carter Administration
partly because of his declaration that the
U.S. had hundreds, and perhaps thousands, of political prisoners. With the
h~lp of reports like Amnesty International's, we may yet learn that Andy. Young
- and many before and since him were speaking a simple and undeniable
truth.
- Brint DilJjngham

We Get Letters ...
(Philadelphia) - Amid all the talk of unleashing the CIA and FBI against Americans, there is recent evidence strongly
suggestive of a continuance of mail surveillance against progressive groups and
political activists.
On April18, 1981 , the Philadelphia Inquirer reported that mail addressed to the
Women 's Switchboard in Philadelphia
had been diverted to Phyllis Schlafly's
post office box number in Alton, lUinois.
Schlafly, of course, heads Eagle Forum,
the notorious anti -ERA, rightwing
organization. Someone had apparently
filled out a bogus change of address forrn
directing all Switchboard mail to be sent
to Box 618 in Alton, Schlafly's address.
(The incident came weeks after the phone
numbers of the Switchboard, as well as a
pro-abortion group, CHOICE, had been
fraudulently changed to a new number
that played a passionate appeal against
abortion.)
Then in May, the U.S. Postal Service
leafletted residents in the Germantown
section of northwest Philadelphia, with a
"Dear Postal Customer" letter reporting
that "On May 9, 1981 , mail for your area
was stolen from a postal vehicle while
parked at Pulasu and Winona Streets."

6-----------------------------------------------------------It should be noted that several political
activists live in the area. Postal Inspector
A.L. Torrance blandly concluded his
May 13 letter: "We need your assistance
to prot~! your mail: " An attached brochure noted that "MAIL THEFT is a
FEDERAL CRIME." Perhaps Mr. Torrance should start asking questions elsewhere.
- Dan1el Tsang

LaRouche Drops
Libel Lawsuit
Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., leader of
the far-right political cult known variously as the U.S. Labor Part y and the National Caucus of Labor Committees, has
dismissed with prejudice his libel action against Our Town newspaper and investigative journalist Dennis King.
LaRouche's action, which was filed in
1979. is based upon the publication by
Our Town, a weekly on New York City's
East Side, of articles written by King
which reponed that LaRouche and the
U.S. Labor Party had espoused violently
anti-Semitic, nco-Nazi positions.
The voluntary dismissal with prejudice
in this case effectively exting~i shes the
claims of the plaintiff, and has essentially
the same legal eff~t upon those claims as
a court decision in the defendants' favor.
No money is being paid to LaRouche in
the settlement and neither Our Town nor
King has made any undertaking to reduce
or otherwise alter their continuing coverage of the activities of LaRouche and his
cult. It is believed that LaRouche decided
to seek a settlement shortly after he was
notified that he was to be cross-examined
by attorneys for King and Our Town concerning numerous anti-Semitic U.S.
Labor Party publications- many of
them quoted in the original anicles on
which the suit was based -which had
.been produced to LaRouche by attorneys
' for King.
LaRouche's lawsuit was one of several
libel actions brought by the U.S. La,bor
Party and its affiliates in an apparent attempt to silence public commentary on
their extremist views. One action, U.S.

Labor Party v. Anti-Defamation League
of B 'nai B'rith, was dismissed before trial
by t he New York State Supreme Court .
Another action was brought by
Computron T~hnologies Corporation. a
company which was once closely affilia·
ted with the U.S. Labor Party, and by
certain then part y members. against. among others. Our Town, King and Irwin
Suall. an employee of the Ant i- Defamation League. Computron and the former

party members have now agreed in principle to dismiss all their claims with prejudice and without any payment by any defendant. A formal settlement is expected
soon.

Milwaukee Tactical
Squad Draws Fire
On July 10, 1981 , Ernest Lacy, a 22year-old Black man, d~ided to take a
stroll in mid-town Milwaukee . Lacy had a
history of psychiatric difficulties. According to his parents, he was enrolled in
a therapy program, wa5 b~ginning toreshape his life and was showing signs of
happiness the night that he left his inner
city home for a walk.
As Lacy walked in the vicinity of 27th
street , in Milwaukee's central city area,
he was stopped by a unit of Milwaukee's
infamous "flying squad." the Tactical
Unit of the Milwaukee Police
Department. Lacy was seized by the Tactical Squad unit and was arrested for the
rape of a young woman.
Lacy resisted his arrest, screaming that
he was innocent. Witnesses later testified
that members of the Tactical Squad beat
Lacy to a prone position on the sidewalk,
placed a chokehold on him, and that even
after Lacy had been handcuffed, they
placed knees in Lacy's back and raised his
manacled arms high behind his back.
A police paddy wagon arrived and Ernest Lacy was tossed inside on the van's
floor. Lacy was to be driven to a location
where he was supposed to be identified as
the rapist.
Lacy would never be identified, because he had stopped breathing, and because the man who had actually com mitted the sexual assault was already under
arrest by other members of the Milwaukee Police Department and had confessed
to them .
Ernest Lacy, arrested for a rape that he
didn't commit, was dead- in the opinion of most of Milwaukee's inner city residents, because he was ':.lack .
The Tactical Unit of the M ilwaukee
Police Department, was formed in the
mid-1960s by Sgt. John Campbell. on orders from Milwaukee's Chief of Police
Harold Breier.
The mayoral administration of Henry
Meier. as well as the police department,
had been caught off guard by the burgeoning civi l rights movement in Milwaukee. Massive open housing marches were
being led by Milwaukee's radical Catholic
priest. Rc'. James E. Groppi. and theelite yo'uth leadership of the Black community. formed under Groppi. the Commandos.

Groppi had led a series of paralyzing
marches from the inner city into the heart
of Milwaukee's predominantly white and
Polish working class South Side. Breier
was determined to crush this civil rights
movement , which was, in his opinion , a
manifestation of anarchy led by "reds
and commie agitators.''
Breier unleashed his Tactical Unit,
coupled with a massive police surveillance
program, on the civil rights movement.
The Commandos and demonstrators
found their marches and meetings disrupted by nightstick-wielding special
units, garbed in unfamiliar uniforms of
long black plastic windbreakers devoid of
any police insignia, except for a small police shield pinned to the windbreakers.
The Tactical Units, shrouded in secr~y , drove unmarked squad cars and
operated with a city-wide jurisdiction, not
confined to any district. They reponed
not to watch commanders, but to Chief
Breier personally. The Tactical Squads
also possessed a wide variety of weapons,
special in nature, such as concentrated
chemical gas weapons, as well as sniper
rifles and full y automatic assault ri fles.
In 1978, an ex-member of the Tactical
Unit confided how the organizers of the
unit had deliberately chosen "roughnecks
and rowdies" to comprise the unit. He recalled how Tactical Unit Officers saved
dog and cat litter from their homes and
placed the f~al material in "Dixie Cup
Bombs," equipped with small powder
charges and delayed fuses, that could be
lined along a march route, or tossed into
protesters' vehicles to harass civil rights
actions.
Breier would later turn the Tactical
Unit loose on the Black Panther Party
and Milwau kee Outlaws Motorcycle
Group. In the mid- 1970's, Breier justified
the continuation of the Tactical Unit by
placing them in charge of Special Weapons and Tactics duty and all violent confrontation situations.
It was this same group of "special police," formed to suppress the political
struggles for justice of the Black community with violence and harassment, that
laid their hands on Ernest Lacy. The
Black community,long victimized by the
"flying squads." demanded that the
death of Ernest Lacy be exposed as a
murder and that the policemen! involved
be brought to trial.
The Coalition for Ernest Lacy was organized, and held a series of mass marches in August and September. The
marches were highly and skillfully
organized and remamed peaceful. despite
the fact that Chief Breier, on several oc(Cont. on P•ll• 48)
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COMMENT
Researchers Call for Probe of

Potentially Illegal Acts

LaRouche Cult
Continues to Grow
.
by Russ Bellant. Chip Berlet & Dennis King
J oint Statement issued Dece mber 16, 1981
For years Lyndon LaRouche and his National Caucus.of Labor Committees (NCLC) have been America's most sophisticated advocates of ami-Jewish, neo-fascist and neo-Nazi ideas.
Numerous published articles have made these charges.
While it is undeniably their right under the U.S. Constitution
to advocate these ideas, many articles and published reports
have made serious allegations of a wide variety of potentially illegal activities.
We believe it is time for federal law enforcement agencies and
the U.S. Congress to take a closer look at the NCLC, especially
since it is expanding its attempts to innuence Congress and U.S.
foreign a nd domestic policies. The followi ng aspects of NCLC's
activities deserve further scrutiny by government agencies and
the media:

Foreign Intelligence Activities
I) The NCLC intelligence staff, which does freelance research
for hire, has prepared reports for foreign intelligence agencies
such as the Bureau of State Security (BOSS) of South Africa,
and SA VAK under the late Shah of Iran. A former NCLC
Counterintelligence specialist recounted in the March 30, 1979
issue of N ational Review how NCLC had prepared a report for
the Iraqi govemrhent. Other former NCLC security staffers
have been quoted in print as saying the organization has prepared reports for many other governments including Libya, Taiwan, South Korea, India and French fntelligence under Giscard.
To our knowledge, the NCLC has never registered as agents for
any of these foreign governments.
A few weeks ago a person claiming to be affiliated with the
French Defense Ministry and using the name J ean Claude Adam
Russell Bel/ant, Detroit coordin-ator, Public Eye Network,
and researcher on activities of the NCLC.
Chip Berlet, Editor, The Public Eye Magazine, and author
of numerous articles on LaRouche's activities.
Dennis King, New York freelance journalist and one of the
nation's leading researcMrs investlgatmg Lyndon LaRouche
and the NCLC.

called dozens of journalists and scholars across the nation.
Among those who granted interviews were Winston Lord, president of the Council on Foreign Relations and William Bundy.
CFR 's editor of their Foreign Affairs magazine. Dennis King
has exposed "Adam" as a LaRouche operative who is listed in
the LaRouche-<:ontrolled Executive Intelligence Review as "intelligence director" of the European Economics Desk. Forme:r
. NCLC members identified "Adam" from a photograph taken
when King met with him. The individual is really Laurent Murawiec, who has been a follower of LaRouche since the early
1970's.

Deceptive Fundraising
2) Allegedly illegal, deceitful and fraudulent activities by nonprofit corporations, foundations, and fundraising front groups
controlled by Lyndon LaRouche have been recounted in numerous articles, yet federal and state action has been rare and sluggish . NCLC internal documents boast of a $225,000 per week
budget and even conservative estimates place the annual income
over S3 million. Despite this only a handful of states have even
started looking into LaRouche's fundraising activities, and on
the federal level, only the Federal Elections Commission has
launched any serious inquiry - an inquiry that drags on while
LaRouche's coffers fill with money collected from sincere and
unwitting donors.
The Illinois State Attorney General has ftled suit against the
NCLC-dominated !Uinois Anti-Drug Coalition to force the affiliate of the National Anti-Drug Coalition to divulge its finances.
The move came after an extensive article by Sun-Times reporter
Alan Henry charged that the Anti-Drug Coalition was secretly
using its contributions to finance the extremist political propaganda of Lyndon LaRouche. A hard-hitting editorial in the Su n
Times said the group's extremist smear attempts were especially
targetted against those who try to reveal the group's "tangled
financies. •· Wrote the Sun Times editorial writer: " Sometimes
the campaigns are a nti-Semetic; sometimes they're racist or sexist. But in the main they're funded by unwitting contributions to
the group's high-tone 'charities,' which is disgusting ."

~-------------------------------------------------------------While the Fusion Energy Foundation enjoys a tax exempt
status recognized by the. IRS, FEF is just another "effective

fund-raising front for the NCLC," according to a published
1979 report issued by the Anti-Defamation League of B'Nai
B 'Rith. De,spite its tax status, FEF has:
• Campaigned for the Lyndon LaRouche presidential bid

In addition, the NCLC has recently launched a campaign to
defend labor racketeers currently under indictment by the Department of Justice. The NCLC-controlled Committee Against
Brilab-Abscarn is cited by several former NCLC members as one
mechanism by which NCLC is attempting to forge ties with organized crime.

in 1980.
• Engaged in political lobbying in Washington, D.C.
• Listed its income as a part of the daily NCLC financial
tally.
• T ransferred funds to and from NCLC-controUed political and business fronts.
• Filed its membership and subscription sales on a form
listing contacts for both FEF and the U .S. Labor Party,
LaRouche's now-<iefunct political party.
In 1980 Lyndon LaRouche reported to the federal government under disclosure laws for Presidential candidates that his
earnings for 1979 were S6,<XX>. We fmd this preposterous. Lyndon LaRouche, in his own words, is the "chief executive
officer" of a multi-million dollar private political intelligence
news agency. LaRouche maintains at least three residences, and
has around-the-clock bodyguards. He travels incessantly around
the world. The payments for one of his residences alone has to
be greater than LaRouche's reported income.
ln 1976 the Federal Election Commission began -mvestigating
the possibility of illegal contributions-in-kind by NCLC business
fronts to the LaRouche 1976 U.S. Labor Party Presidential
campaign committee. The FEC has also apparently uncovered
evidence pointing to an attempt by LaRouche's Campaign
Committee to falsi fy records of campaign donations in order to
fraudulently qualify for matching funds. Yet with this investigation still pending, the FEC approved over S500,<XX> in federal
matching funds to the LaRouche Presidential bid in 1980. Now,
once again, the FEC is serving subpoenas to investigate alleged
falsifications in the t 979-80 applications for matching funds.
One FEC report charges that LaRouche's campaign overspent
its primary ftnancial limit and should repay over SlOO,<XX> of
taxpayer money granted for the New Hampshire primary.

Links to Organized Crime
3) LaRouche and t he NCLC ties to organized crime figures
and Teamster Union officials alleged to have organized crime
ties have been reported in an exhaustive article by Dennis King
appearing in the December 1981 issue of High Times magazine.
Another article appearing in the January 1982 issue of Mother
Jones, makes similar charges. LaRouche was endorsed for
President of the U.S. by Rolland McMaster, who has repeatedly been identified as a Detroit racketeer. LaRouche's New
Hampshire primary campaign was coordinated by Jack Ferris, a
close associate and reputed business frontman for McMaster.
Ferris was paid over S96,1XXl by the LaRouche campaign committee, much of it while LaRouche was receiving federal match ing funds. The LaRouche campaign included threats to make it
"very painful" for his critics according to the 10/ 12179 issue of
the Manchester Union Leader.
The King High Times article outlines a history of NCLC involvement with mob-linked labor leaders going back to 1977.
Teamster officials on all levels have used LaRouche's propaganda materials and political operatives in the fight against
union reformers, especially members of Teamsters for a Democratic Union. NCLC members have intervened as outsiders in
Teamster elections. raising serious legal questions.

Domestic Intelligence and
International Intrigue
4) Access by NCLC to sensitive data is boasted about even in
NCLC's own material. The Fusion Energy Foundation, an
NCLC front group, poses as a legitimate scientific organization
and has cultivated ties with scientists and engineers with access
to advanced nuclear research and weapons technology. Given
NCLC's ties to lraq and other foreign powers with an interest in
this field, the potential for mischief is obvious. In addition,
NCLC leaders have long boasted to their followers of having
sources of information inside the CIA, FBI, DEA, and local law
enforcement agencies. According to King's High Times article,
right wing security specialist and former OSS officer Mitchell
WerBeU III arranged meetings in Washington, D.C. between
top NCLC operatives and CJA employees. NCLC for years has
cultivated ties with retired intelligence operatives such as WerBeU in hopes of picking up useful information and building
political alliances. WerBeU was named by former ClA agent
Frank Terpil, indicted for exporting weapons to Libya, as being
involved in a plan to invade a tiny Caribbean island, according to
author Murray Waas who obtained transcripts of conversations
Terpil had with undercover New York detectives. Writing in the
11128/81 issue of the Nation, Waas reports that ''WerBeU, like
Te.rpil, has had numerous run-ins with the law, and he has been
indicted for gunrunning, marijuana smuggling and violating
U.S. neutrality laws. " WerBeU handled security for LaRouche's
1980 Presidential bid and has performed numerous other
security functions for NCLC. We feel the possible links between
LaRouche, NCLC, WerBell , Terpil, Libya, dissident past and
present intelligence operatives, and right-wing political
movements need to be probed. We know for instance that both
LaRouche and WerBeU have ties to the ultra-right wing and
anti-Jewish Libeny Lobby, which in tum maintains friendly relations with several E u ropean ultra -righ t groups. Th at
LaRouche and WerBell see themselves as active figures in a
murky ensemble of right-wing intelligence networks with international links is obvious. This is perhaps the least understood
area of LaRouche's activities.

Corporate Shenanigans
5) According to numerous court records and internal NCLC
documents, large sums of money were funneled from
Computron Technologies Corporation, a computer software
firm owned for many years by NCLC members, into the NCLC
coffers. In early 1981, Computron filed for Chapter II reorganization under federal bankruptcy laws. Internal memos of NCLC
also in 1981 reflect a bitter struggle between Computron owners
and LaRouche. LaRouche claimed Computron 's founder had
embezzled vast sums from the 1980 LaRouche Presidential campaign. In reply, the Computron founder strongly implied that
the cash flow had been in the opposite direction. and threatened
to spill the beans before a grand jury. The alleged looting of
Computron is under investigation by the Computron Creditors
Committee under the jurisdiction of the United States

9
Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New York. {In
Re World Compositior. Services, Inc . v. Computron Technologies Corporation) (File no . 81-5121 -A I 81 B 10477 JL) The
Court records make for fasci nating reading.

A Threat to Democra·CY
Finally, we would like to add that while this pres conference
has focused on the alleged illegal and questionable activities of
Lyndon LaRouche and the NCLC, we ourselves are much more
troubled by the virulent right v.-ing and anti-Jewish paranoid
political views of the organization. That a man who has publicly
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stated that the Nazis in World War II "only" killed "about a
million and a half" Jews could be raising by his own estimate
some S225,000 per week in this country is a sad commentary on
the lessons we learned from the fascist movements during this
century. We think that with a few exceptions, the American
press has not taken seriously the growth of NCLC in this country, and that if we are to avoid another Holocaust, it is time to
start educating Americans about the neo-fascist political ideology of Lyndon LaRouche and other demagogues who would
blame our country's problems on convenient scapegoats, rather
than attempting to struggle with the pressing issues facing us as a
country in crisis.
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FBI Sought to Infiltrate
Union and Manipulate
Journalists in Sixties
.bYAngus McKenzie

FBI Sought Un ion Infiltration Cover

The phony agency, Pacific International News Service, was
part of a coordinated coast-to-coast effort to establish journalis-

The San Francisco FBI field office planned to establish a
group under its control inside the San FranciscQ local of the
International Typographical Union, according to an FBI memo
released last month .
The memo is the f~rst proof that CO!NTELPRO, the FBI's
operation aimed at silencing political dissent, included plans to
organize an FBI-controlled group inside a Labor union.
The memo, made ava ila ble recently under the Freedom o f
Information Act. carne from FBI headquarters in Washington,
D.C., and expanded the San Francisco office's original plan to
organize a collective inside the labor union to infiltrate a radical
group, the RevolutionaiyUnion.
Headquarters ordered San Francisco FBI agents to look into
the possibility of recruiting ITU Local 21 activists as FBI operatives who would then spy on a wide range of political groups.
Local 21 activists in the strike against the San Rafael Independent Journal were to be investigated as a preliminary step to
recntiting them into the planned FBI collective inside the union.
That collective was to infiltrate a broad spectrum of "New Left,
pro-Chicom (Chinese Communist) or Black extremist groups,"
the memo said.
"You are authorized," the memo instructed local agents, "to
contact the (censored by FBI) for the identities of any International Typographical Union members who have been active in
their recent strike against the Independent Journal.
"You may obtain background data regarding candidates.for
use in your cover collective, make necessary local inquiri~ to
develop funher background, including information relating to
their character and reputation .... "
"The union knew nothing of the FBI investigation:'according
to President Leon Olson, who led the losing strike against the
lu dependen t Jo~ .

Newly released ftles also show the FBI tried to manipulate
unions into taking action against periodicals, particularly the
Black Panther Party newspaper published in San Francisco. But
this took the form of letters mailed to union officials, rather
than manipulation by a group within the union .

FBI Operated Phony News Service
In a related discovery, it has been disclosed that San Francisco
FBI agents created a news agency on that city's 24th Avenue 13
years ago to gather intelligence, according to FBI memos uncovered recently.

tic covers for counterintelligence agents, in an attempt to suppress domestic dissent. (Pacific International News Service has
no connection whatsoever to P acific News Service currently operating in San Francisco.)
It is believed the San Francisco FBI used the n ews service to
interview anti-war leaders and to photograph demonstrators.
Heavily censored FBI documents released under the Freedom
of Information Act Led to the discovery that Pa cific International News Service operated from 3 18 24th Ave. in 1968. By 1969,
records show , the agency had moved from th at two-story
duplex.
In July 1968, FBI headquarters authorized continued
payments to the FBI informant who ran the agency. The city
directory lists the FBI front this way: "Pacific International
News Service (Bill LaRoss)." Galvin Wong, owner of the stucco
building near California Street, said he rented the upper flat to a
man named "Bill" in 1968. Wong recalled no other details.
Journalistic cover is extremely valuable to intelligence agencies. For instance, Chicago-based Army intelligence agents posing as Midwest News, another phony service, ftlmed an interview with anti-war leader Rennie Davis, later indicted as one o f
the Chicago Conspiracy Eight.
"The informant can get into places an investigator has difficulty," explained Charles Bates, special agent in charge of the
FBI office here in 1968, when the phony service was operating.
Bates, now a KGO-TV channel 7 reporter, said he did not recall
the news service, but that it "would have been fine if it weren't
put in writing."
The San F rancisco FBI office refused comment.
c, 1981 Angus McKenz1e

Angus McKenz1e is a freelance wn ter and researcher m the Bay
Area who has documented many instances of FBI penetration
of the news med1a and labor groups. Th is art icle o rig inally
appeared m the San Francisco Neighborhood Perspective. Re·
s earc h lor lhe art1c le was supported by the Fund lor lnvestiga·
t1ve Journali s m. Inc .. Washmgt on. D.C.

COINTELPRO FILES AVAILABLE
Now Ava1lable: Selected New Lefl and Black Activist
FBI COlNTELPRO Iiles divided by c1ty. For a free list. send
a self·addressed. stamped envelope to CDCL ~18 . 343 S.
Dearborn St .. Ch icago. IL 60604.
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Preface

• Priva te associa tions made up pri - la bor. antinuclea r, and civ il-r ig hts acma r ily or exclusively of law enfo rce- t ivists.
Th~ priva te polt ucal intclligem:..:
ment personnel that share information
While there is a certa in d eg ree of
appa rat U!) has man} facet!) . Some w..:rc and co nduct training seminars on sub- compe tition a mo ng the various particllutg rowth!) of the i\ikC:mh y-per ioJ ve rsives.
ipants with in the ne twork, there is
\\·i t~ h hunts. other a r..: re~..: nt pwjcc t!)
copious in forma tion sha ri ng a nd
also
• Associations of fo rmer intelligence
o f fo rmer agents who fled federal
a
de
monstrable willingness to joi n
employ in the wake of ci vtl- hberues agents who trade informa tion and fo rces for specific investigations. Many
r eforms of intelligence . agenc ies jobs.
of the participants in the network
prompted by the Watergate and FBI
• C o rpo rations that employ their move from job to job, into and out of
COINTEI.PRO revelat io ns.
o wn political inrell igence operatives, the priva te sector, always building up
Amo ng the ac to rs in the private h ire private firms to supply political the ir list of contacts. The fruits of the
political surveillance network kno wn intelligence, or share in te lligence in- priva te spy's labor can be ut ilized in
w have been functioning
fo rmatio n with public intellige nce ma ny different ways, from end ing up
during the pas t two decades are:
agencies and local police.
in private sub versive files to being
• Private spies who supply informa• Blacklisting publications that r e- circula ted in blacklists and smear
tion to corporations o r police.
port on the activities of community, s heets.

Private Spies: A New Threat
to Constitutional Rights
J

Corporate security agents , former intelligence operatives,
right-wing superpatriots- they go where the Red Squad
t can no longer fread, and they feed their files to the government
agencies that the law is supposed to protect you from.
i
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Introduction
The Ideological Torch Bearers
The glue that binds together the disparate elements of
the private political spying network is the belief that anyone working for progressive social change in America is a
communist, an unwitting accomplice of communists, or
an unwitting dupe of communists. Since that level of hysterical anti-communism became somewhat unacceptable
following the wretched excesses of the McCarthy period,
the private spy network developed two protecti ve
responses-secrecy and a new vocabulary.
The network continued to share information among its
members, following the discrediting of McCarthy, but
stopped publicizing many of its activities. For instance,
some 250 police intelligence units belong to the private
Law Enforcement Int ellige nce Unit which has
coordinated the exchange of dossier on political dissidents, but until recently no city council or state legislature
had the slightest idea what LEIU did or what membership
entailed.
The network's new vocabulary is designed for public
consumption, and consists primarily of substituting the
word "terrorist" for "communist;" this despite FBI
reports on the decline of terrorism. For instance, in the
Fifties headlines such as "Communist Network Menaces
Atomic Energy Facilities" were very in. Now it's "Terorist Network Menaces Atomic Energy Facilities." Of
course real terrorist violence is despicable, and no sane
person wants terrorists to have the Bomb, so it almost
seems reasonable when private utilities explain their surveillance of anti-nuclear groups by saying they have to
protect the facility against terrorists. The implication,
however, is that anti-nuclear organizing is a cover for terrorism-just as in the Fifties and Sixties Ban the Bomb
and civil rights organizing was victimized by charges it
took its marching orders from Moscow.
The bottom line here is that political surveillance, by
private-or public-agencies, is designed to preserve and
protect the status quo. Often, the tactic of infiltration or
surveillance is used to gather real or imagined mud to
sling at social change organizers in order to smear their
public image and neutralize their organizing efforts. Even
when the spying fails to turn up any illegal (or even faintly
embarrassing) information, the reports are dutifully filed,
and frequently traded back and forth between private and
public intelligence-gathering agencies.

Spies for Hire
There are plenty of private political security agencies
with which the government can cooperate. One of the
most unique outfits is the California-based Anacapa
Sciences Incorporated.

Anacapa Sciences is a Santa Barbara consulting firm
that establishes political intelligence operations. It helped
computerize the LEIU files, and designed the urban
terrorism course for California's Western Regional
Organized Crime Training Institute. The course clearly
includes training on how to monitor the lawful political
activity of dissenters. San Francisco Bay area reporter Bill
Wallace found that Anacapa's founder and corporate
.director, Douglas Harris, assisted in developing criminal
intelligence courses for California, Michigan, Texas,
Canada and the Drug Enforcement Administration.
Graduates of Anacapa 's political inteUigence courses
have already established an impressive track record of
trampling on the constitutional rights of persons challenging the status quo. After Anacapa set up a program for
the Texas Department of Public Safety, the Department
was accused of amassing ftles on the Dallas anti-nuclear
group Citizens' Association for Safe Energy. California
graduates of Anacapa-spawned courses inftltrated and assisted in the arrest of members o f the non-violent antinuclear Abalone Alliance during a demonstration at California's Diablo Canyon nuclear reactor. The Abalone
inftltrators were part of a police unit set up by Anacapa
with a S30.000 grant from the Law Enforcement Assist~ce Administration report, reports Wallace.
"Anacapa Sciences Incorporated appears to be a new
and significant variation of the hybrid spy fmns," says
Wallace, "a company that doesn't engage in spying, but
teaches others how to do it." Wallace has identified similar ftrms around the country, including Systems Sciences
Associates, Profitect, Inc., Systems Development Corporation, and the now-defunct National Intelligence Aca·
demy.
A certain percentage of private security and investigative agencies ";u engage in political spying if the motivation or fee is high enough. Many of them are staffed by
former government intelligence officers who resented the
short pay, long hours and most especially the tiresome
restrictions designed to keep public investigations within
Constitutional guidelines.
The phenomenon is so widespread that former CIA
employee George O'Toole wrote an entire book about it
called "The Private Sector: Rent-a-cops, private spies and
the police industrial complex." In his introduction,
O'Toole noted that the "Private Sector can serve as an informal and invisible nexus, linking both public and private police outside officially regulated channels. It can become de facto a national police force; what it lacks in
organization and formal structure, it makes up for in ubiquity .. .. The prospect of a shadowy army of a million
private cops ready to do the bidding pf whoever will pay
their wages is enough to make even the most ardent lawand-<>rder advocate a little nervous. "
To back up this contention, O'Toole documented some
of his favorite atrocity stories:
• In Indianapolis, a retired air force lockpicking expert
broke into the offices of U.S. Senator Vance Hartke. The
burglar's accomplices planted bugging devices and collected political intelligence as part of a political espionage
and dirty tricks campaign to unseat Hartke and replace
him with a conservative Republican, carried out by International Investigat ions, Inc., a private detective firm. The

finn may have been involved in as many as 100 other burglaries related to political dirty tricks.
• In Maryland, a state senate investigating committee
heard testimony that a former police officer employed in
the security depanment of the Chesapeake and Potomac
Telephone Company helped the Baltimore police install
illegal wiretaps. The police also illegally obtained information from a local credit bureau.
• In California a former police officer, Jerry Ducote,
committed 17 political burglaries against anti-war groups
and the United Fannworkers during a two-year period.
Ducote, formerly with the John Birch Society, claims he
supplied stolen information to the right-wing American
Security Council, Western Research Foundation , and
later Research West, Inc. While these groups deny Ducote 's charge, there is no denying that documents and
mailing lists stolen from several gr01Jps were passed
through the private ~nd public political intelligence network and ended up in the files of the FBI, CIA, House
Un-American Activities Committee, and even the paramilitary Minutemen, who sent death threats to some people on one list of anti-war activists.
• ln Houston, several police officers said their illegal
wiretaps were installed with the help of Southwestern
Bell's security force, a staff which is one-third composed
of former FBI agents. The FBI was alleged to be the receiver of much of the information gleaned from the illegal
wiretaps which were aimed at collecting information
about local political activists.

A Gr owing Threat w it h
Links to the Past
The problem of private sector spies collaborating with
their public counterpartS is certainly not new, and hardly
a well-kept secret. One famous Sherlock Holmes story is
based on the inftltration of the Pennsylvania coal miners'
society, the so-called Molly Maguires, by a Pinkerton
agent who was hired by mine owners to set up the militant
workers on charges of violence. Several mine workers
were hangc:Q following a trial where almost all of the evidence came from the uncorroborated testimony of the
Pinkerton spy.
In his book, Political Repression In Modem America,
Robert Goldstein documents hundreds o f cases where
public officials worked with corporate security agents to
crush union organizing or silence dissidents. During the
turbulent organizing drives of the 1930s, one Congressional committee found that the use of private spies by
employers to infiltrate and disrupt labor unions was a
" common, almost universal practice in American industry." According to Goldstein, "When a company's own
resources failed to break the union organizational efforts
or strikes, corporations could rely upon imervention by
local police, state militia or federal troops , especially in
·major disputes."
Linda Lotz of the Campaign for Political Rights agrees
with Goldstein's analysis, but point.s out that "the fact
that this type of activity, where corporations and law enforcement officials work together to spy on unions still
continues today is not well known . " In an introduction to

a packet of information on the growing threat of private
sector spying, the Campaign for Political Rights warns
that there is a trend towards "corporations collecting information about political activists and giving that information to law enforcement officials who have been forbidden to collect information about citizens involved in
lawful political activity."

A Classic Case of Ultra-Right
Information Manipulation
One classic incident of private sector political spying involves two right-wing intelligence networks who spied o n
anti-nuclear activists planning for the 1977 non\iolent sitin at the Seabrook nuclear power plant building site in
New Hampshire.
The pro-nuclear U.S. Labor Party (USLP). a rightwing cult group headed by perennial presidential candidate
Lyndon LaRouche, maintains an intelligence gathering
outfit that has an international Telex system tied to a
computerized dossier filing system of activists, especially
those wo rking against nuclear power . Members of
the LaRouche/USLP spy group routinely pass along their
hysterical and inaccurate "intelligence" to local, state and
federal police agencies.
One month before the Clamshell Alliance staged its
massive Seabrook occupation. LaRouche's spies met with
New Hampshire State Police agents, and warned them the
demonstration was a cover for a terrorist attack. Among
the documents provided to the:, police v.as material from
Information Digest, a right-wing blacklist newsletter produced by aides and consultants to Rep. Larry McDonald
(D-GA), a John Birch Society member who often blasts
progressive groups in the Congressional Record.
These USLP-supplied documents were apparently the
basis for then-New Hampshire Governor Meldrm
Thompson's statements that the Seabrook demonstration
was being planned by " terrorists." In the New Hampshire Police's summary of the USLP material, the Labor
Pany representatives are repeatedly described as "wellinformed" and the police investigators give total credence
to the charges that the proposed demonstration was ''nothing but a cover for terrorist activity. " The Seabrook
demonstration included non-violent civil disobedience,
but no acts of violence on the part of the demonstrators.
The incident is classic for several reasons.
• The information collected by the private spies was
passed along to a public police agency which then took
the unverified information and reported it to an elected
o ffi cial who made decisions and public statements based
on the "intelligence."
• The intelligence was collected from several different
private sources before being passed to the public sector.
• The purpose of the in telligence was to discredit the legitimate organizing activities of a group dedicated to nonviolence by publically labelling them as "terrorists."
• The informatio n itself was inaccurate and grossly distorted by the extreme right-wing ideology of the private
sector intelligence gatherers.
- Ch1p Berlel
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A Case Study:

The Doris Strieter Episode
by Chip Berlet
Doris Strieter and George Elliort
have a lot in common. The y are white,
middle-class Americans who raised
thcir families irt the Chicago suburb
of Maywood. Their children have
attended the sa me I .utheran day
school. They horh arc interested in

Depanment and the Federal Bureau
of Investigation . Elliou spied on the
Chicago Peace Council, Second Cit\'
newspaper. The Guild Bookstore. and
the Chicago-based Revolutionary Union- according to members of those
groups. He also monitored the activipolitic~.
tiC!> ol several of the plaintiffs in a
George Elliol! once covered the lawsuit filed in 1975 against the Cit}
Chicago area political scene through of Chicago by the American Civil
the len~ of his camera a!> a volunteer Liberties Union. which charged the
photographer for Second City, a since- Police Department's investigati\·e unit
vanished alternative newspaper. He could with unlawful surveillance activities.
be seen at various demonstrations during _ Elliou apparently was neither an
t he late 60s and early 70s with a 35mm FBI agent nor a Red Squad cop. bur a
camera draped around his neck. F.m a free-lance con tract informant wh o
while he attended meetings of the Chi- simultaneously worked as an investicago Peace Council.
gator for several private companies.
D ori!> Strieter's political invoh·e- Acti\·i~ts who believe themseh·e:. \·icment began when she and her husband tims of hi~ spying observe that he
Thomas, a I .utheran minister, moved could offer industrial client~ a sophi!>tu Maywood, a community that in the tica ted knowledge of which lefti st
late 60:. was attempting to integrate groups were involved in strikes, labor
peacefully. " We became involved in di sputes, and union organizing drives.
civil rights activities on the local level,.
Not much more can be saiJ about
recall!> M s. Strieter, ' who in 1969> George Elliou, partly because of a
he lped organize a multi-racial slate of strict protective court order limiting
candidates for municipal office in· the release of information, and partly
Maywood . Four years later, Dori:. because people engaged in the private
Striete r herself was elected to the ~PY network are loath to divulge
Ma ywood \"illage Board of Trustees. information about themselvc!> and
Becau se of their outspoken views their activities.
and public activities, both Strieter and
In connection with the Chicago
Elliou gained a reputation as political police-spying litigation, Elliott ha!>
activists. They had more than that in given a deposition in which he wa!>
common. Bot h became involved. in 4uestioned about hi!> role a!> an invery different way!>, in the bizarre and formant for public intelligence group:..
little-known world of private political When it came to discussing private
spie~ for hire. One of them wa:. spied sector clients. however. Ellion invoked
upon, the other wa:. a sp y.
an Illinoi:. law that allow:. private
George Elliou wa!> the spy. A for- investigators to remain !>ilent. Auorney
mer Cook Count} sheriff's officer Matthew J. Pier!> of the Amencan
turned private investigator, Elliou Civil Libertie:. nion isn' t convinced
apparently infiltrared and spied on the law applies, and Piers is considernumerou:. progre!>sive groups in the mg a!>king the federal court tu force,
Chicago area for the Chicago Police Ellioll to di!>CU!>!> hi!> private :.ector

~pying activitie:.. For now. Ellio11
remain:. silent.
Ell ion is one ol a small but sign it ic:nt number of private securit} per:.onncl who engage in political spying.
There arc more than a million private
:.ccurity employees in this country. a
larger number than work in public
law enforcement. Private security ha:.
he..:ome a multi-billion-dollar-a-year
indu!>try. Most agents are guard:. or
rent-a-cop~ employed to reduce pilferage or pro,·ide security. Some.
howe\·er, arc political spies. Their joh
J!) to collect intelligencc tu help client:.
neutralize and discredit individuah
and organization:. working for social
change, labor reform. or hctter W(lrkmg condition:..
The privatc-:.cctnr spying phenomcnl1n i:. much ml1rc widespread than
previously suspected- and it poses a
growing threat to civil liberties. A
long look into the murky pool of
private spying reveals that agents for
hire routinely spy on. the lawful political activities of a wide range of citizens.
Although man y of the private politica l spies maintain close ties an d information-sharing arrangements with
public law enforcement agencies, and
although many of the private groups
are staffed by former (a nd in some
cases current) police and intelligence
officers, it appears that virtually all
the spying and dossier collection by
the private groups is currently legal.
Many of these spying activities would
be Jllegal if carried out by "official"
public law-enforcement agencies, yet
these agencies have easy acces!> to the
information collected by the '' private"
groups. This type of spying is not
unc ommon in Chicago. Doris Strieter
can vouch for that.
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Doris Strie ter was a victi m. She had
heard rumors t hat he r ne igh bor
.George Elliou was spying o n com munity groups for the police, but she
never had an y proof. There is no
evidence that George Elliott spied on
Doris Strieter herself, although he was
aware of her activities. Someone was
·spying on Strieter, though , and in the
course of the police-surveillance litigation s he obtained copies of the file
on her kept by the Chicago Police
Department Intelligence Unit- the
Red Squad. H er real surprise came
when the Red Squad files revealed
that the International Telephone and
Telegraph Company (ITT) had spied
on her political activities in Illinois. It
happened in 1975, when ITT sent an
agent to infiltrate a meeting of activists
concerned about ongoing humanrights violations in Chile following
the overthrow of the elected go vernment of Salvador Allet.de. Doris
Strieter chaired part of the weeke nd
conference, and a description of her
appears in the report p repared for
ITT.

liT G<>es to a Conference

II WU;) in her cap<KII~ J ~ an dc.:ctc.:J
ollicia l thut ~he WJ;) asked t~1 purtic•patc in a fa1.·t-finding 1111l>Sion Ill in
ve~tigatc \' iolation~ of human nghb in
Ch ile. ·•Com m ission mcmh..:r~ indud ed trad e un io n i;)b, educator . a nJ
people from the rel ig ious comm un it y."
sa y~ Streiter. "and they want~:d someone from the political com mun ity. S o
they asked me. I suppo c hcca usc I a m
hasica ll y ver y straigh t - the rc'o; pro habl y a he ttcr word- I didn't hn,·c a
radica l h is tory: in fac t I had jus t hee n
appoin ted hy the gove rn o r to sc n·e o n a
~cgional plann ing hoard .''
The 12-mcmber m bsion went Ill
Chile in Fehruary of 1974 and return ed Ill write a repo rt tha t charged " fbg rant vi olation~ of human r i g ht ~, systema tic usc of terro r and lllrture.
econo mic chaos. :llld s trung c\·idcnCl.'
ol l '.S . involvement in the.: coup."
U pun her ret urn. Duri~ Stnctcr il•incd
the C hicago Comm ittee to Save l .i ,·c~
in C hile "After goi ng dl1wn thcrl.
there was no way I could remain uninvolved," she says. As chairwoman of
the Ch icago Com mittee, Doris Strieter
co- sp o n sored the S econd N atio na l
C o nference in Solidarity Wjth Chile.

Other organizers mcluded Congressman And rew Young, Gloria Stei ncm ,
and ;)Cores of religious, traJe union,
and communit~ leaJerl>.
T he confe rence call listed five prio ri ty areas: freeing political prisoners,
seeking legislation cu t.r ing off milita ry
a id to the junta, raising money to help
exiles and prisoners facing tria l, blocking further cove rt C lA in tervention in
I .a ti n Ame rica and exposing the role
of the American Ins titute for Free
Labor D evelop me nt in des ta bilizing
the Allende government. Among other
activities suggested for discussion were
"solidarity vigils, boycot ts ... and suppo rt fo r U .S. wo rkers co nfro nting
K e nnecoll , Anaconda, and other multinatio nal co rpo rati ons whose role in,
Chile has been brutall y d ocumented ."
One of those multinatio nals was ITT.
" I d o n' t re m e mbe r the re being
much discussion of ITT a l the confer ence. I know for a fac t no thing
major was disc u ssed since we agreed
nol to focus on ITT because other
companies were reinvesting in Chile,"
says S trie ter.
Still , the ITT spy was ab le to fill

In February of 1975, an ITr spy
boarded a bus in N ew York with 18
other persons headed fo r the Seco nd
'National Confere nce in Solidarit y
With Chile, which was going to be
held at Concordia College in River
Forest. An ITT photographer had
snapped 11 photographs of the delegation as they boarded the bus. The
photographs, a memo identifying the
people photographed, and an e ightpage report on the conference itself
eventually turned up in the files of the
Red Squad. Included in the reports
prepared by the ITT investigator was
~
CD
a description of Doris Strieter:
CD
a.
"Unidentified white fe male de:E
u
scribed as a trustee of Maywood , Illi'$
nois. Husband believed to be Luther0
0
an minister. May havr been in C hile
a.
as late as 1974."
:I
>
w
Doris Strieter is a lillie perplexed
y
that the ITT spy failed to recall her
:0
:>
0..
name. "The rest of the info rmatio n
the spy gave wa ~ ve ry acc ura te," sa ys Doris Strieter. who found out about ITT's spying on her ac tivi ties when she obtained h'er
Stricter.
·
file from the Chicago Police In te lligence Unit, popularly dubbed the " Red Squad."
~
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eight single-spaced, typewritten pages
when he was debriefed by ITT's
" manager of major investigations,"
John Rogeberg. Rogeberg, now chief
investigator for ITT, prepared the
report and sent it along with the
photographs and the· identification
memo to FBI agent James Vermeersch, who in 1975 was part of a
special New Yor!C FBI squad tracking
down Weather Underground fugitives.
Vermeersch has admitted in court that
as part of the investigation he participated in 15 or 20 "black bag jobs," the
coy FBI term for unauthorized, surreptitious entries- in colloquial English they would be called burglaries.
Vermeersch sent a copy of the ITT
intelligence reports to his friend Kurk
I. Klossner, a special agent in the
FBI's Chicago office, and in a handwriuen note asked Klossner to " review
& return" the documents " within a
week,'' adding , " I'd appreciate any
suggestions on our handling of this.''
Klossner may have followed those instructions, but he also apparently
forwarded a copy of the material to his
contac t in the Red Squad.

:I

.
I

I:

The ITT reports would have remained tucked peacefully in a manila
envelope in a drawer in the Red
S4uad's voluminous file room had it
not been for a series of lawsuits"seeking ·
to block the surveillance and harassment of social change activists. "Our
obtaining these documents was a quirk
of fare:" says Richard Gutman, attorney
for the Alliance to End Repression. He
explains tha t U .S. District Judge
J oseph Perry impounded the entire
collection of Red Squad files on
March 28, 1975, afte r learning that
the po lice were in the process of
hurntng hundreds of thousands of
page~ of intelligence dossiers rather
than run the risk that they would
hecome public . The Red S4uad
(which knew well in advance about
the fil ing of the lawsuits since it had
infiltrated the Alliance to End Repres~ion, the organizat ion preparing
the fir~! case) had not yet fini shed
destroying the sensitive documents
when the court seized the files, in-

eluding the ITT reports, which were
just a month old .
Along with identifying nearly 50
participants in the Chile solidarity
conference, the report deta:led the
vario~s proposals submiued for discussion. A capsule analysis of the e\'ent
was surprisingly erudite, if somewhat
rhetorical:
"To the extent it has been possible
to determine the purpose or nature of
the conference, it might be characterized as a radical summit conference
with a central theme of fascist oppression, crimes, and atrocities in Chile as
an object lesson for the United States.
It appears that ar0und th'is theme an
effort is now being made to unify
diverse radical groups in the United
States in a sustained campaign against
the common enemies of United States
imperialism, exploitive capitalism . the
CIA and the U.S. intelligence community generally, multinational corporations, ere."
A militant agenda, perhaps, if one
is to take at face value the words of the
ITT spy, but certainly an agenda that
i ~ amply c~vered oy the F irst Amendment. " What happened at the confe rence was not at all subversive, not at
all illegal," says Strieter. "There were
discussions and disagreements over
focusing on a single issue or general
amiimperialism, and the decision was
made at that point to stick with the
issue of Chile." A spokesperson for
the -National Chile Center and · the
Chicago Comminee to Save Lives in
Chile blasted the ITT spying when it
was revea-led in October 1980, saying:
"None of the organizations victimized
by ITT spying have ever discussed,
planned, or engaged in any activities
that could even remotely cause ITT
to fear for the security of its property
or the safety of its employees. ITT
could not have infiltrated and spied
on us for any legitimate defensive
purpose. It did so in order to assess.
and if possible to disrupt, our efforts
to expose ITT's flagrant ab uses of
corporate power."
ITI's response to press accounts of
its corporate political spying was predictable. A spokesperson for the mul-

tinational communications conglomerate issued a press release that simultaneousl y denied ITT e ver "maintained a program of political spying and
infiltration" and authenticated the
ITT documents found in the Red
Squad files, admiuing the information
on the memo was " obtained by an
ITT employee."
.
Wh2t was ITT's explanation for its
political spying!- Terrorism. Referring
to a series of " terrorist threats, bombings, and anacks," the ITT spokesperson said , "The company cooperated with law enforcement agencies investigating such crimes in an attempt
to prorect its personnel and property
from further terrorist activities."
"Baloney," says Richard Gutman.
The spying and infiltration "certainly
was no t to detect crime," he says. " An
examination of the reports indicate
the ITT gathered information not of
criminal activity but rather the lawful
First Amendment activity such as the
organizing of peaceful protests and
boycotts against ITI." Gutman agrees
that it is possible that ITT was planning to ne utral ize the efforts of the
antijunra acti\'ists. " Intelligence gathering su ch as this inevitably leads to
disruption," he said.
And there were signs of disruption
at the Chile solidarity conference. "A
number of people had materials stolen," says Strieter. "My briefcase was
stolen, and at one point the River
Forest Police arrived saying they had
heard a rumor that Angela Dayis was
appearing." ITT's claim that they
were investigating terrorists is angrily
d ismissed by Strieter. "If ITT was in
the business of rating groups tha t
threatened their corporate security, we
would have been very low on the list.
Our group never had an y history of
,·iolent or illegal activity. It can't be an
isolated instance . If they spied on u s,
they must have done it with other
groups."
Strieter's suspicions are confirmed
b \· Gu tman, who says he has evide nce
h ~ cannot reveal tha t ITT monitored
other groups in volved in antijunta organizing. Gutman is constrained by
t he protective court order.
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Part One
Spying and Profits

The Private Sector and the
Political Police
by George C orsetti

Introduction
During the 60s and 70s, Americans were deluged with revelations of spying and disruption by the government. This
focus on government's most recent role makes it difficult to establish an historical perspective because of the concentration on
specific recent events, such as Watergate, or on individuals, such
as former President Nixon or the late FBI Director, J. Edgar
Hoover. This inclination is shaped and encouraged particularly
by the mass media. Unfortunately, tbe emphasis on events or individuals makes it possible to dismiss them as aberrations, or the
fault of a single person without recognizing the historical background and institutional development that gave rise to their particular role.
Today's events actually resemble the period from WWI to
WWII, when government intelligence agencies targeted anti-war
and socialist groups and conducted a secret war against them.
The government's activities culminated in the Palmer Raids of
January 2, 1920 when the FBI, together with the right-wing intelligence agents, rounded-up some lO,<XX> people in 33 American cities. Public outrage at this and other similar activities
caused restraints to be placed on the government. As a result,
illegal activities directed against social and economic reformers
diminished considerably. But spying and disruption did not
stop. The private sector corporations and the wealthy elite that
controlled them soon created their own political police units .
Their targets were socialists and union organizers.
Beginning with WWII, the government resurrected its own intelligence agencies which grew and became entrenched in the
American political scene. It was these agencies which came under flre in the 70s resulting in a new round of citizen outrage and
restraints. As we enter the decade of the 80s there is an increasing number of reports of private sector spying and disruption.
The targets include dissidents such as anti-nuclear groups and
union organizers.
The inescapable conclusion is that police intelligence forces,
regardless of whether they are employed by government or corporations, have historically acted in tbe interest of the wealthy

elite. Their targets and tactics are clearly designed to maintain a
climate where profits can be maximiz.ed at the expense of the
Constitutional rights of American dissidents who advocate social and economic change.

The Rise and Fall of Government
Intelligence Agencies - Circa, Early
1900s
Theoretically a civilized society abhors the private resolution
of conflict, preferring instead, an impartial force which acts
pursuant to neutral laws agreed upon by the people to be governed. Unfortunately, things do not seem to have evolved that
way.
The early forms of police in America leaned towards the acquisition and protection of private property and not a neutral
protection of individual rights. The desire for land c:rcated problems with Indians and the need for maintaining discipline and
catching runaway blacks led to privately controlled slave patrols. As colonial towns grew into small cities, night watches
were hired to protect factories, warehouses and homes of the
wealthy. ' Industrialization, which increased around 1830 and
again after the Civil War, drew immigrants as well as rural people, and the watch system was replaced , as in New York in 1845,
with a disciplined, paramilitary force.1 In Detroit, the police
department, formed in 1865 in response to Civil War draft riots,
was inexorably tied to the development of the rapidly expanding
auto industry which soon drew thousands of job seekers. •
This new public sector police force, unlike the watch system,
was directly responSible to government officials, had greater authority and a neutral appearance. It was a major step in achieving control over the entire population. However, local politicians who controlled the police force proved more responsive to
local manufacturers than they were to the needs of the workforce. Thus, when food riots, machine breaking and union and
radical political organizing increased, the workers were viewed
as a threat to private property, criminal in nature, and subject to
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legitimate police suppression. The police were brought in to protect scabs and put down strikes and insurrections.
Another distinct but related phenomenon that emerged to
support the interests of the wealthy elite and resist economic
change was the private police. Pinkerton's Detective Agency,
formed in 1850, protected industrial property, investigated
crimes, and arrested criminals, effectively functioning as the
country's frrst interjurisdictional, national police force. Pinkerton also set up the frrst national blacklist of American workers
years before the FBI was established. Another detective agency,
Brinks, started as railway police in the I BOOs, and the Bums Detective Agency, founded in 1909, did investigations for the
Banking Association. • Private police also made effective use of
informers, undercover agents and agents provocateur, and were
reputedly even more brutal than the local police, often hiring
thugs and goons to shoot and physically attack labor organizers
and suspected radicals. In 1892, for example, Pinkerton was
hired by Carnegie Steel and brought in 300 guards to break a
strike at its Homestead Works near Pittsburgh. During the confrontation, five strikers were killed and many injured .•
lbe distinction between government and private police was
often blurred and in some cases non-existent. In 1877, for example, William Scranton put down the railroad strike in Scranton, Pennsylvania by organizing 50 friends and shooting down
striking workers marching on the town's business district. Afterwards they were organized into a militia company.' In other
cases, direct control of the local police by the commercial class
was accomplished by the appointment of manufacturers and
businessmen to the offices of Commissioner and Superintendent
of police. 1 And, private police often simply changed hats and
became public. Pinkerton Detectives, for example, were hired
by the War Department, operating a military intelligence network in the South during the Civil War. The Justice Department, established by Congress in 1870, hired private detectives
as investigators, with William Bums as director and one of J.

The Michigan Expe rien ce
· ln 1970, Walter Benkert, a suburban Detroit welder,
was bilked by a local furniture dealer. Attempts to resolve
his grievance proved fruitless, so he gathered a few friends
and neighbors and picketed the store. He soon found
himself resolving other people's problems in the same way
and before long, a working class, grass roots consumer
group, the Michigan Association for Consumer PJIOtection, had been formed. Having achieved a measure ·or
success, group members started advocating consumer
protection legislation and picketing the state capitol and
banks whose lobbyists were working to defeat legislation
they supported.
ln the spring of 1974 they learned (hat a state legislator
who was a target of their demonstrations and leaflets initiated a State Police investigation of their political ideology. Outraged, the group sued Gov. William Milliken
and the police. The state admitted the probe was illegal,
but denied the existence of any widespread spy operation. Yet Gov. Milliken ordered the police to begin destroying the "red squad " files. The state's attempt to destroy the ftles (stopped by the court), coupled with other

Edgar Hoover's predecessors at the Department's Bureau of Investigation. •
The turn of the century saw the beginning of the Progressive
Era and increasing dissatisfaction with the economic system
which now included the robber barons of oil, steel, railways and
banks who were using more sophisticated business methods and
centralized control to pillage from the boardrooms of their national headquarters. Radicals such as the Industrial Workers of
the World (IWW) were becoming more organized and effective
in their quest for social and economic change.
The commercial class recognized that the harsh tactics of the
often corrupt and inefficient police tended to "work more potentially to breed discontent and anarchy than all the exhortations, invocations and denunciations of soap-box orators."'
Their solution was to link up with liberal reformers and professionalize the police. And using the same concepts of scientific
management that made for a successful business, created a
federal police force with centralized power, capable of coordinating the activities of local and private police.
Some of the more traditional citizens, however, feared this
concentration of police power. But the events of the day would
soon provide the opportunity. James Madison once said, "Perhaps it is a universal truth that the loss of liberty at home is to be
charged to provisions against danger, real or pretended, from
abroad. ""
ln his address to Congress seeking a declaration of war in
April 1917, President Wilson warned that Germany had "filled
our unsuspecting communities and even our offices of government with spies and set criminal intrigues everywhere afoot against our national unity of counsel, our peace within and without our industries and our commerce."" The Germans, said
Wilson in June 1917, were using "liberals ... socialists, [and]
the leaders of labor to carry out their designs.""
The Industrial Workers of the World (IWW) were busy directing strikes throughout the nation and distributing literature

revelations of FBI and CIA spying, alerted Michigan activists to the far-reaching implications of the consumer
group's suit, and the case was expanded to include antiwar and labor ac-Jvists, socialists and other dissidents.
The Detroit Police and Mayor Coleman Young were
added as defendants to the litigation.
The suit. soon began to generate reams of previously
secret files, not only from the police, but from corporatiof1S. As such, it provides a unique dpportunity to examine the recent status of the relationship between the
local and national political police and the private sector.
One result of that lawsuit was that in November of
1980 the Michigan State Police mailed letters to 38,000
people notifying them of their right to receive copies of
their subversive activities files. Detroit police will soon
mail out an additional 100,000 notices to victims o f their
spy program. This study is also a result of the political investigation of the consumer group. Its purpose is to provide a logical, historical framework to better understand
why that investigation, and thousands of others like it,
was conducted by the police. It is also intended to show
why political spying, in a slightly different form, con.
-George Corset11
tinues today.
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calling for the overthrow of capitalism and replacing it with a
socialist society. And, while Wilson said the war would make
the world safe for democracy , the IWW said it would make
make the world safe for " predatory capitalists. " Futher, it said,
the war was a purely imperialist struggle run by Wall Street plu tocrats , and they wanted no part of it. The strikes, the IWW
said, would go on .
The government moved quickly to set the stage for war against the IWW and others who sought economic change.
Congress passed the Espionage and Sedition Acts which criminaliz.ed conduct that interfered with the"draft and military operations, and the publicat;ion of disloyal statements about the U.S.
form of government. Military Intelligence was expanded as were
similar units in the Post Office and the Treasury Department.
The link with the wealthy elite of the private sector was facilitated by the formation of the American Protective League
(APL), an organization which consisted of the " upper social,
economic and political crust of each community. "u The purpose of the APL was domestic counter-intelligence. They had an
eventual membership of 350,(XX) and assumed a quasi-military
structure, with chiefs, captains, lieutenants and operatives.
While some fmancial support came from government, the bulk
came from businessmen who, they said, ''usually are the ones
benefitted in a property sense by the protection afforded by our
organization.""
The APL worked closely with Military Intelligence, but primarily with the new Bureau of Investigation. They established
their own national spy network which disrupted meetings of unions and socialists, inftltrated radical organizations and practiced surveillance by burglarizing, wiretapping and opening the
mail of these organizations. Operating by industry and geographic area, the network was a model of business efficiency, directed not against spies (not a single individual was ever con-

victed of actual spy activities), but against labor organizers and
those who would change the economic system. By 1918 they had
become a n "official auxiliary to the Justice Dept." and conducted investigations of character and loyalty. In Cleveland, for
example, they did 80o/'o of the Bureau of Investigation's work. u
With the signing of the armistice, the ostensible justification
for suppressing domestic radicals ended, but the Russian revolution and an increase in strikes and radical activity did little to
calm the fears of the defenders of the capitalist economy. The
Justice Department was under increasing pressure to act as the
centralized coordinator for the policing of dissidents. Under the
guise of enforcing state statutes and the deportation provisions
of the lmrnigi-ation Act, it began a renewed peacetime federal
initiative against dissidents. A General Intelligence Division was
established in the Justice Department headed by J. Edgar
Hoover, who had been responsible for compiling information
on enemY. aliens during the war. There was also a major expansion of Bureau authority to include investigations of anarchists,
Bolshevicks and others ad\ocating change in the government.
On the night of January 2, 1920, the infamous Palmer Raids
resulted in the round -up of lO,<XX> persons by Bureau and Immigration agents in 33 cities. Coordinated by federal agents, the
strike force included many American Protective League veterans who received "temporary, short term commissions •• as special agents of the Bureau of Investigation. •• In Detroit, police
and federal agencies raided 28 separate halls and meeting places.
They arrested over 800 people and for three days conftned them
to the city jail and a dark corridor of the federal building which
had no beds, one drinking fountain and one bathroom. No detention lists were maintained and prisoners were not allowed to
see their families or lawyers for more than a week. 17
The arrests sparked massive protests from civil libertarians
and politicians. The Bureau's response was to investigate the lib-

_,
- · ~ ::;..a
A cunous crowd peers 1nto the window of C.B Schoberg·s Laton1a. Kentucky shoe shop dunng the summer of 1918. The shop had
been bugged w1th a d1c taphone w1th the hstenmg end m the National Bank of Laton1a wh1ch was cooperatmg w1th the Cit izens'
Patnot1c League-a group that collected ev•dence of ··sed1 t1on·· by German-Amer1cans durmg WWI Four German-Amencans were
··arrested "" by League ··detec t1ves: · who gathered ·· pro-German evidence· w1th the d1ctaphone wh1ch was 1nstalled under the
pretense of searchmg out an electnc ligh t leak The Leag ue ··detec tives· turned over the1r pnsoners to the local County Court.
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era! critics. But a Congressional inquiry and new leadership at
the Justice Department forced abandonment of any further
raids. The military experienced "qualms about pursuing the
phantoms of conspiracy any longer, " and there was increased
dissension about its involvement in corporate I labor affairs. "
Then: were also a number of commutations of sentences against
radicals and those imprisoned under the Espionage and Sedition Acts. " By 1924, the Justice Department and military intelligence had significantly reduced overt operations against dissidents. The government intelligence police, while more ftnnl y in
place followi ng the war, was forced to retreat and would not be
full y utilized again for some time.
In many respects the period beginning with the 1920s is very
similar to the mid and late 1970s when the government intelligence apparatus was severely ctitici.zed by outraged citizens for
overstepping its bounds.

The 20s and 30s The Corporate War on Civil Liberties
The 20s were generally known as the " prosperity decade,"
with real earnings of employed workers advancing, but the true
beneficiaries were businesses. Corporate profits and dividends
increased over 60o/'o while chronic unemployment ran at about
10~•. One analyst of the period suggests this was the beginning
of " corporatism." Alan Wolfe, in The Limits of Legitimacy,
defines this as "the self~rganization of the various sectors of
the economy in such a way that their harmonious interaction
will guarantee stability and productivity without state intervention, or with as little as possible.,., Therefo re, the private sector
would no longer rely on the state, but would simply assume direct control of the political economy. This concept nourished in
pre-fascist Europe. Herbert Hoover was one of the primary
American theorists.

Under Republican administration in the 20s, business interests
took vinually complete control. President Coolidge announced
that "the man who builds a factory builds a temple, the man
who works there worships there." The Commerce Department
was an appendage of business; regulatory agencies were packed
with business representatives; anti-trust laws were used against
labor organizations while businesses became increasingly concentrated . Andrew Mellon , one of the richest men in America
and the Secretary of the Treasury, worked diligently to reduce
taxes in the highest brackets.11 The Wall Srreer Journal commented, "Never before, here or anywhere else, has a government been so completely fused with business. " 22
While some commentators suggest that radi calism was
smashed during WWI and that apathy and conservatism were
rampant , there are indications to the contrary. Senator Robert
La Follette's 1924 presidential campaign , for example, proposed
nationalization of railroads and water po "'er, an end to labor injunctions and the right of labor to organize. He received 5 million votes (17o/'o)- the strongest third party vote in history ...
Moreover, before the start of WWll, labor's right to organize, a
major victory for workers, would become a reality. But business
interests resisted with a concerted and violent attack on union
organizers and social reformers.
The late 1920s and 1930s were noted for a decrease in government police harassment and an increase in the use of private detective agencies, in-house company police and iUegal vigilante
groups such as the Klan .
From 1934 to mid 1937, in Michigan, for example, Pinkenon
agents had successfully infiltrated auto workers ' unions-. One
became president of the Chevrolet local in Flint and another was
the vice-president of the Fisher Body plant in Lansing. "'
One of the more vicious in-house police operations was estabLished in Ford Motor Company's Senice Department, headed
by Harry Bennett, a member of the Michigan Parole Board.
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The post·war hys teria over foreigners and Bolsheviks was dramat1cally ev1oenced '" th1s March 1918 exh1b1t1on by the 9th Coast
Artillery Corps of how they would " handle a not '" the streets:· 1n New Yo r ~ C•ty Less :han two years late• the 1n famous Palmer
Ra1ds utilized specially com missioned members of the Amencan Protec t1ve League. a'"ld by tne e'"ld of th e 1920s the trans11t0n Irom
public to private was witnessed by a decrease in government pollee harassment and a d·ama:1c •1se 1n the use o l pr1vat e detective
agenc1es. in·house company poltce and illegal v1gtlante gro ups such as the Klan
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Bennett commanded a small army of 8,000 men, including ex:onvicts , who informed on fellow workers and physically as;.aulted any suspected of radical activities. Discussions of radical
politics or unions were grounds for firing. 25 A 1932 demonstration of unemployed workers at the Ford Rouge complex was
met by gunf1re from Bennett's Service Department and four
demonstrators were killed. The press blamed the "r~" and no
official investigation was ever conducted. •
Klan activity also increased: particUlarly in Detroit, where
they had close ties to the police department and their candidate
for mayor was narrowly defeated in 1925."' A 1931 split in the
ranks of this group resulted in a new organization, the Black Legion , which became notorious as a right-wing, paramilitary
force responsible for the murder of union organizers, communists and Blacks, as well as the bombing of bookstores and meeting places in the early 30s. In an effort to weed out activists and
prevent · them from gaining employment, employers such as
Packard Motors provided the Legion with lists of employees
and prospective employees. • This vigilante group, like similar,
illegal organizations operating in Latin American countries, had
close connections to the establishment. According to a 1936
Oakland County Grand Jury report, Black Legion membership
included a number of local police, sheriffs, firemen, judges,
mayors, and almost all the leading officials in communities adjacent to Detroit."
The full extent of corporate repression would not be uncovered until the mid-30s when the actions of the private sector
became so outrageous that a Congressional committee convened
to plumb its depths . The La Follette Committee said the list of
corporations implicated in spying and harassment read "like a
blue book of American industry. ""' Private police were found
to have wiretapped phones, read personal mail , confiscated un ion literature and intimidated and physically abused union organizers. A fortune had been spent on the private war with labor. The committee found that between 1933 and 1937, Republic Steel, US Steel, Bethlehem Steel and Youngstown Sheet and
Tube had each purchased more gas equipment than did any law
enforcement agency in the country." The use of espionage in
particular, allowed ''private corporations to dominate their employees, deny them their constitutional rights , promote disorder
and disharmony, and even set at nought the powers of Government itself..,,
In addition to private police forces, the committee examined
vigilante "citizen committees" established by industrialists "to
do to labor on industry 's behalf what the individual employer
could no longer do legally."" Vigilantes, said the committee,
had become "an invisible super-government. In a country
whose history provides evidence of vigilantism, it is a matter of
no little public concern when business organizations, influential
and moneyed, seize on and foster such movements to the attainment of their own ends . .,,.
As if to sound the changing of the guard , on May 26, 1937,
the public sector, the Chicago police, fired point blank and
without warning , at striking Republic Steel workers, killing ten
and injuring a hundred demonstrators. The oven and direct
control of the political police had already begun its metamorphosis.

This historical overview of the political police in America purposely does not extend beyond WW II when another "danger
from abroad " resulted in the government becoming the dominant force in this area. Certain aspects of this transitio n are,

however, worth noting, if only because they would become im portant at a later time.
The FBI was , of course, resurrected. In 1936 President
Roosevelt directed the FBI to co!Ject information on "subversive activities," and in a 1928 memo Director J . Edgar Hoover
reported investigations in maritime, steel, garment, fur, coal and
auto unions. The targets also included newspapers, youth
groups, Blacks, the govcrrunent and the anned forces, and in his
own words, "the entire spectrum of social and labor movements
in the country."""
Labor's right to organize, won in the mid-30s, resulted in corporate and government toleration of "responsible unions,"
which could control the workforce. However, labor 's more radical element, particularly those which did not accept capitalism,
had to go, and much of the post-war and McCarthy period was
devoted to silencing those who still sought to change the economic system.
The goverrunent also created a new, international layer of intelligence activity, the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). As the
events in Europe pointed to a new conflict, Roosevelt sent William Donovan abroad to assess the situation. He would later return to· advocate the formation of the Office of Strategic Services (OSS), the forerunner of the CIA. Donovan, a lawyer, politician and diplomat, was married to the daughter of Andrew
Mellon and was an excellent representative of the wealthy elite.
He was appointed director of the OSS and soon began staffmg
his agency from the world of what he described as "a blend of
Wall Street Orthodoxy and sophisticated American nation-

alism. ,,.

A Look at the Political Police and the
Private Sector- circa 1970s
Since the beginning of WW II, the American political police,
unhampered by any substwtial public opposition, became institutionalized and grew by leaps and bounds.n But in the early
1970s, this centralized government apparatus began to come un raveled. For the f~rst time in decades, citizens critically examined
the multitude of agencies which had been engaged in a secret
war on dissidents. For the most part, this examination looked
to the federal agencies from the FBI to the CIA to the IRS and
others, and was conducted through legislative hearings, freedom
of information act requests and lawsuits. A multitude of books
and articles have been written about that secret war.•
The functions of public sector police agencies are very much
like those of a sophisticated business enterprise - all are interrelated, but the purpose of each is distinct. The role of the local
police is to gather information. Their informants attend nearly
every meeting of any group advocating social or economic
change. They report on who attends, what is said, and what the
plans and strategies of the organizations are. They also report
miscellaneous information including where individuals are employed, and gossip, such as which dissidents are having marital
problems . Undercover police record license plate numbers covertly noting all those entering the meeting. The information is
cross-indexed to the individuals and organizations involved, resulting in political dossiers. This information is passed to the
FBI, Secret Service and others on a regular basis. Information
rarely flows from the federal agencies to local police.,.
Free of much of the task of gathering information from primary sources, federal agencies are able to manipulate the individuals and groups under surveillance. Agent provocateurs intro-
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duce dissension and "splits" within the organizations. Anonymous letters are sent to spouses, parents and friends of activist;
in an effort to exacerbate any tensions that may exist. Other tactics include IRS audits, visits to employers and landlords and
visits to the individuals.
Local political police also work closely with corporations. For
example, Michigan State Police admitted to giving information
from their subversive fLies to Panax Corporation for use in making background checks on employees and job applicants. A
vice-president of the corporation readily admitted to receiving
the information, and defended the practice saying, " I see nothing wrong with it. Not if we're going to keep a free country. If
you have information, subversive information, I think that information ought to be shared with private enterprise ..... Panax
is a conservative Michigan-based newspaper chain whose
publisher has been under investigation by the Justice Department and the Securities and Exchange Commission for allegedly

acting as an agent of South Africa in attempting to manipulate
U.S. public opinion by acquiring the Wash ington Star and Sacramento Union .•,
Corporate security personnel also worked with the police.
Files subpoenaed from the Chrysler Corporation , for example,
showed a meticulous record-keeping system strikingly similar to
the police department's. The fLies included names and license
plate numbers of persons who distributed liter3ture at plant
gates, copies of the literature, photos, news clips and organizational charts of dissident groups as weU as the personal and political affiliations of employees and non~mployees. The corporation security officers, many of whom had previously been employed by police intelligence units, admitted to cooperating with
law enforcement agencies and providing them with information .... Chrysler also admitted that it placed a police informant
among workers on the line as "a general, all around informant.
... anything he saw or heard, he'd teU them (the police].'", In

Lockheed Spying and
Old Boy Network
When Lockheed securiry specialist Robert Lang wanted
to find out if some of the rank-and-file union militants in
the Georgia assembly plant were members of the Socialist
Workers Party, he simply picked up the phone and called
his "personal acquaintance" John Donahue in the New
York FBI office. Lang and Donahue had worked together in the FBI for ten years .before Lang left for the
Lockheed post.
Lang had learned from one of his several "confidential
informants" in the plant workforce that dissident union
members had "circulated communist literature" at the
International Association of Machinists Union Hall.
Lang's supervisor, E.J. Garbers, member of the Society
of Former Special Agents of the FBI, told Land to investigate the activities of the Socialist Workers Party in the
plant.
·
Lang's call to Donahue in the New York FBI office included a request to check out some of the names of
workers being investigated. A few days later, when Lang
called Donahue again, he was told the FBI had voluminous information relating to two of the suspected SWP
members. Lang called several other FBI "acquaintances''
but gained no new information.
Lockheed's agents spied on suspected SWP members at
work, their cars were tailed, their homes watched, and
their conversation,s were monitored according to sworn
testimony by Lang. His admissions were backed up by
Lockheed " industrial Relations" documents produced at
Lang's deposition in the SWP's massive lawsuit against
illegal surveillance and disruption. One document shows
cooperation between Lockheed security and a local Police
lnteUigence Division agent who reported his unit had an
undercover officer spying on the SWP, and that the
federal Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms unit had "instituted monthly meetings" of local police intelligence
squads where the SWP was "discussed in some length ."
At those meetings, the Lockheed memo reports, "the
SWP was characterized as a 'terrorist o rganization prone
to violence. • "

Andree Kahlmorgan, one of the fired Lockheed workers.
The SWP may be many things, but it is not a terrorist
organization prone to violence. Still, the Lockheed investigators pursued their research until they had identified
over one dozen suspected SWP members and sympathizers in the plant. A thorough investigation of these
persons' employment applications uncovered enough
exaggerations and discrepancies for Lockheed to move to
dismiss the workers for falsifying their records. The real
motivation for the application review, however, was
clearly to neutrali.ze the acthities of political activists at
Lockheed.
"Fifteen of us have been dismissed so far, and some of
us are SWP members, others are not," says Andree Kahlmorgan, a 2.8-year-old SWP member who has been
touring the country to raise support for the fired workers.
"I've talked to union people all over the country," reports Kahlmorgan, "and they all have a story to teU about
company spies at union meetings, or electronic surveillance."
- Ch1p Berlet
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e case of one organizer, Chrysler fLies included accounts of his
reign travels, finan cial information from his bank and contin:d updates after he had been fired . There were also indications
at future employers would be contacted should Chrysler be
:ed as a reference ...
There are indications that the practice of maintaining corpore intelligence fLies is fairly widespread and includes national
:tworks of agents operating primarily in the private sector. ~u
.erous reports entitled Information Digest were found in the
les of individuals and groups. These reports contained detailed
•formation that in many ways was superior to local police intel~en ce reports . The quality of information and in-depth politiu analysis indicated a reliance on national sources close to
tany social change movements in the country as well as the poce. About the same time, a New York legislative committee inestigating police intelligence abuses discovered Information Dies/ (Ed. Note: See Public Eye Vol. I #I). Information Digest is
ompiled and published by John and S. Louise Rees (See article
n spy newsletters, this issue)
The New York investigators learned that the publishers had a
network of hidden informants" and hid behirrd a maze of
U.se names and P~st Office boxes taken out under mysterious
ircumstances ... A New York postal inspector traced one P .O .
ox, linked to the Maryland State Police, to two members of the
esearch st1ff of the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee ...
tiuch o f the information is read into the Congressional Record
•Y Rep . McDonald, a board member of the John Birch Soiety . ., It is also compiled in booklet form and sent to corporate
ec_urity subscribers as well as the FBI, C IA. IRS and others. •
Information Digest also has access to the files of the Church
...eague o f America (CLA), an o rganization headed by Edgar C.
3undy, an ordained Baptist minister and a former Air Force inelligence officer. The CLA claims it has "the largest and most
:omprehensive files o n subversive activity, with the single excepjon of the FBI. .. .,
According to the Privacy Protection Study Commission, a
~ood portio n of those files came from the Wac.kenhut Corporation, a private detective firm established by ex-FBI agents and
one of the fastest growing security fi.TTTls in the U.S. Wackenhut 's clients have included government agencies such as NASA
and the Atomic Energy Commission, as well as many private
concerns in the United States and abroad. In 1966, Wackenhut
purchased a mass of information from a retired naval officer
who had monitored government hearings on subversion. According to the testimony of the Privacy Commission , Wackenhut updated the materials, d escribed as " 'derogatory-type' info rmation on individuals for black-listing purposes, " by adding
information on current dissenters ... Thus, citizen activities in
civil rights and anti -war protests during the 1960s were monitored as "other events which might be of future interest." "Patterned after the central files o f the FBI, the information was indexed by individual and subject, allowing a quick central me
check in the course of each background investigation of the firm
conducted." The detective agency had undertaken the task
"partly at the urging of some of its employer dients and partly
out of its own desire to comer the private-sector market for such
information," and " this file capacity was considered a major
asset in marketing Wackenhut investigating services . "s 1 Concerned about the legality o f their collection after the passage of
the Fair Credit Repo rting Act, they donated it to the Church
League of America. u
According to Frank Donner, author of Age or S urveilJance.

A Two-Way Street ...
Information sharing among former and curren t intelligence personnel is a two-way street. Evidence from the
Detroit anti-spying lawsuit showed both city and state
"subversive" files wound up in the hands of corporate
security agents. John Ware, a former Detroit police intelligence officer, who later joined the Chrysler security
force, testified that police and Chrysler security agents
collaborated on monitoring and collecting Iiles on militant rank-and-file union activists. "There was created an
old boys network that allowed both fo rmal and informal
connections," said attorney Richard Soble, who is suing
the police for illegal surveillance of activists. " They monitored groups that raised union issues, such as wages and
working conditions, much more sharply than those discussed at the bargaining table," Soble noted , " and some
of the information gathered was purely political." Much
of the information was traded thro ugh the "back door"
according to Soble, "a lot of it went 9n over the phone. "
- Ctup Berlet

an excellent compendium of political spying, the Church League
is one o f the "big two ," the other being the American Security
Council (ASC). The ASC, organized by ex-FBI agents, dominates the employer counter-subversive market. Funded by corporations, it is a reference source for employers seeking background checks o n employees. It also has the closest ties with established power centers such as Congress and retired intelligence
operatives. The ASC repo rtedly has 3200 members , led by the
industrial giants whose dues are based on the size of their work
force . u
Research West, another of the private intelligence groups,
sells a newsletter analyzing "anti-business forces " and offering
ideas to "ensure a stable political and economic environment in
thjs country. " so The research center was established in 1948 by a
former FBI agent who worked as an anti-<:ommunist labor
spy/ army intelligence officer. The firm keeps massive fLies on
labor organizers, radicals, unions, leftists, "subversives, " and
"terrorists." It shares the information with the FBI, military
intelligence, un- American activities committees, state and local
police, sheriffs and others, in addition to its corporate clients."
Recently , a former deputy sheriff admitted burglarizing the offices of some 17 liberal and radical organizations. such as the
United Farm Workers, and passing the information on to the
Research West where he was on the payroll." Pacific Gas and
Electric paid the firm nearly S90,000 for "investigative services" :
be.tween 1971 and 1976. 57 Georgia Power Company also hired
them to supply information on employees and prospective employees, and Randolph Hearst admitted that the organization .
had "been on retainer for [the San Francisco Examiner] for
something like 20 years. "'"The organization advertised in a brochure that its targets are " 'non-profit' organizations dedicated
to the destruct ion of private enterprise." When the records of
the f1m1 were recenlly subpoenaed by a congressio nal corruninee examining spying on nuclear energy critics, Barron 's, a leading financial newspaper , leaped to its defense, referring to the
firm as "one of the few private organizations with expertise to
help companies protect lives and property.''"'
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Research West , Inc. formed the foundation of its files
on political activists when in 1969 it obtained the subversive files of the Western Research Foundation which for
several years supplied information to anti-union corporate customers such as .Pacific Gas and Electric, the
Hearst newspapers, and Standard Oil of California. Both
Pacific Gas and Electric and Georgia Power recently
hired Research West for " security investigations " which
critics charge included supplying informat ion about the
activities of anti-nuclear groups. Research West denies
the charge, but one researcher has boasted that wh ile he
worked at Research West, the group was engaged in
infiltrating and spying on anti-nuclear groups all over the
country. The researcher's affiliation with Research West
was later verified by phone. There is no denying that one
Research West contracto r, Georgia Power, collected files
on anti-nuclear activists.
·
- Chip Berlet
The active repression of citizens exercising their Constitutional rights is conducted primarily by vigilantes. In the 20s and
30s it was the Black Legion and the Klan . In the most recent
past, the Klan , with the assistance of federal and local police,
were responsible for a great deal of violence including the bombing of a church where young Black children were killed, the kiUing of civil rights activist Viola Liuuo, and the beating of numerous civil rights and anti-war demohstrators. In Detroit, FBI
Director J. Edgar Hoover approved a plan to have Breakthrough , a violent, anti<ommunist organization, "taken over"
and used in a calculated effort to destroy left-wing organizations
by force and violence in 1966. 60 In the Chicago area, the Legion
of Justice, a group similar to the Klan , was assisted by the local
red squad and military intelligence. The latter supplied them
with tear gas, mace, and money. The Legion, like other vigilante
groups, was involved in numerous physical assaults on suspected
leftists as well as burglaries. In one incident, members of the Socialist Workers Pany, meeting in an apartment , were beaten
with tire irons and maced."
As a result of the secrecy surrounding political spying, it is
doubtful that any thorough and complete examination of the
relationship between government spying and the private sector
will ever be possible. In Minneapolis. for example, a lawsuit
against Honeywell Corp. has disclosed FBI/corporate cooperation in the harassment of anti-war groups protesting the manufacture of anti-personnel bombs. u In Chicago, recently discovered documents show that an informant for International
Telephone & Telegraph (lTI) had infiltrated a conference sponsored by a citizens group protesting corporate involvement in a
violent right-wing coup in Chile. An ITT report and photos of
the gat.hering, with a cover note to the FBI, turned up in the flies
of that city's red squad. According to the Church Committee,
ITT, along with other multi-national companies, had been involved in covert economic sabotage and the funnelling of money
to terrorists in Chile . ., (See Streiter article, this issue.)
Thus, even though the available information is incomplete,
some conclusions can be drawn. First , the government spying
apparatus that emerged in the late 30s has been the primary
mechanism for the disruption of legitimate political activity by
American dissidents. Second, the private sector

corporate spying apparatus, while appearing to function independently, has been plugged into and dependent on governmental spying.

Exposures of Intelligence Activity -

Disabling the Public Sector
Revelations of domestic spying, including hundreds of burglaries and the disruption of many lives here have been relayed
to the public. There is also more consciousness of US attempts
to assassinate foreign leaders, disrupt elections and impose prowestern governments overseas. These revelations, in conjunction with the Watergate fiasco, resulted in a substantial erosion
of public confidence in the government and instilled a willingness to be critical of the intelligence agencies.
Captain Justin Dintino of the New Jersey State Police Intelligence Bureau, in a speech published in the Congressional
Record, .. complained that the free flow of information on
" subversives" had virtually dried up . "In the old days the intelligence divisions in New Jersey cities would forward such information to our State Intelligence Division on a routine basis. Today we receive little such information. " He said the flow had
been restricted at every level in every direction, "from city to
city, from state to state, from state agencies to federal agencies,
and from federal agencies to the state and local level." He said
that it was equally significant that informants feared exposure
and that ' •'Many municipalities that several years ago were on
the verge of establishing intelligence operations decided not to
do so because the 'chill' was so discouraging."
ln an editorial, Barron's, a ftnancial newspaper, says: "Owing to an unholy alliance of left-wing lawmakers , journalists,
and alleged consumer champions . . . intelligence agencies have
been all but crippled. The House Committee on Internal
Security has been abolished. Throughout the country, ftles on
subversives and violence-prone organizations, laboriously built
up over decades, have been systematically impounded, locked
up or destroyed ~haps liquidated is a better word)."':'
While few people would be so naive as to assume that tntelligence gathering and counterintelligence activites have stopped
completely, they were certainly slowed down considerably in the
1970s. The effect on government spying is twofold. Ftrst, the
gathering function of local police has been impeded, and second, the counterintelligence function of the federal apparatus
has also been cramped. Even if the federal mechanism had not
been affected , the loss of the gathering function alone would
have been enough to interfere with the efficient functioning of
this specialized hierarchy. For both functions to be affected is
nothing short of a disaster to the public sector mechanism.
In many respects, the situation in the 70s can be compared to
the period around i 924 when the public outcry and sense of outrage served to slow down the public sector and forced them to
curtail many of their repressive activities. In both eras, the private sector's corporate spies maintained a functioning and
somewhat parallel apparatus. One major difference, however, is
that since the Late 30s, when the government became the primary
force for attacking dissent , the private sector has become increasingly dependent on the government to provide the vast majority of the economic and human resources to repress those advocating social and economic change. The overall effect of disabling the government 's political police, therefore , is to similarly
damage the private sector's spy apparatus .
(Part two ol Corsetti's art icle begins on page 30)
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Blacklists, Smearsheets,
and file Mongers
by Chip Berlet
Both the American Security Council
and the Church League of America,
each founded in Chicago, have te ns of
millions of pages of files on political
activists. They have been available to
law-enforcement officers and fee-paying corporate security agents for decadell.
The American Security Council,
bal>ed in Washington , D .C., is now
bel>t known for irs forceful advocacy
of belligerent military and foreign
policy. It wal> created , however, in
Chicago in rhe 1950s, ro help corporations that wan ted to check the ideological credentials of potential employeel>. ASC apparently still carries out
this function today. Among corporatiom known to ha ve subscribed to the

service are Lockheed and H oneywell,
both now charged in pending lawsuits
wi th conducting political su rveillance
campaigns against critics and dissident
workers.
The Church League offers corporations a similar service, and will also
scan its computerized files for any
private citizen who makes a donation
of $ 150 and passes a Church League
security check. T hat sum's enough to
buy a file check on four names, and
thrown in is a year's subscription to
the Church League's rwo newsletters.
The League admits to using infiltrators ro collect information and boasts
of its skill in using miniature cameras
and rape recorders.
Some of the files in the Church

League's Wheaton library have a curious origin: they ~ere firs t put together
by Karl Baarslag, a forme r research
d irector for Senator Joe McCanhy's
investigative subcommittee. Baarslag's
"subversi,·e" files were sold ro thr
. Wackenhut Corporation, a private
detective fi rm that c ulled the infor ma tion most useful ro the investigating it
did for corporate clients and turned
over the remaining 700,000 pages of
files ro rhe Church League. Wackenhut still has access to the information.
The Church League sometimes gets
invol ved in local campaigns. La st
s ummer. when the Reverend R oy
Bou rgeois ,·anished for several days in
El Sah·ador while working wi t h a
Chicago television news crew, the
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! .~ague !Ill uhviou!lly pan of J world widt: Communist plot rhar a fou r-page
"Spt:t:iJI Rt: pon" wa!l produced .:~nd
circu lated in lllinoi!l.
In 11 ~ U!lual temperate ~ r yk. the
Church I .eaguc lJUOted ··nne trained
observer" as saying Father Bourgeois
was "just another radical. left-wing,
political agitator masquerading behind
religion.·· According ro rhe ·'Report":
" Father Roy Bourgeois is no t the
run-of -the-mill Father who hears confessions and administers Extreme
Unction to ·dying members of his
diocese. He stems from the Order of
Maryknoll priests, many of whom are
d edicated to the overth row of the
capitalist system and the establishment
of socialism in this country and worldwide. Although that aim is identical
\Vith that of Karl Marx and of the
Soviet Union, Bourgeois and his "apologetes" deny any complicity with
Communism. That, of course. is perfec tl y acce ptable to the Sovie t secret
ptllicc, the KGB, which is operating
vigorous ly in this country unhindered
b y men such as j oe McCarthy or the
I nternal Security Committees of the
H ouse and Senate."
Truly, Illinois has the distinction of
hosti ng one of the few organizations
that cherish the memory of j oe
McCarthy and the co ngressional witch
hunts. A recent Church L eague promotional piece s poke highly of the
congressional security committees and
noted that among the League's early
investigators were staffers from the
"congress ional investiga tive committees and intelligence divisions of government" agencies.
Attorneys of Chicago's police-spying case want to know more about the
level of coopera tion between rhe
C hurch league and the Chicago Red
Squad. They want to fmd out if Chicago activists have been damaged by the
circu latio n of derogatory information.
Officers oi the Church League have
been subpoenaed to answer questions,
but they are fighting the subpoena in
federal court. "S ince the Church
I .eague came up as a source in a
number of Chicago Red Squad files
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we fully intend to go after their files
on our clients," says ACLU attorney
Mart Piers. Piers notes that the
Church League has published material
about o ther activist · groups, including
A uorneys for Treason: The True Scory
of clze National Lau•yers Guild , a
46-page booklet.
In 1978, the League de voted an
entire issue of irs newsletter to the
Alliance to End Repression. Singled
out for attack were Chicagoans Sidney
L ens, Lucy Montgomery, and Studs
T e rkel. The Church League called
the Alliance a "conspiracy to comm it
violence" and charged that the Alliance lawsuit against Chicago police
in relligence abuses was a sinister "conspiracy hidden behind the seemingly
legitimate and civic organizations that
s uppon and protect the underground
warfare being conducted by the terroris ts ... It is ironic that today, when
such paranoid charges are being heard
even in rhe halls of Congress, the
Church League is facing a subpoena
in the sa me Chicago police spy case
that they saw as part of a pervasive
conspiracy.

Conspiratorial Worldview
Conspiracies are rhe bread and
butter of the publications issued by
the right. Three of th ese arc spy
newsletters that continuall y make reference to individuals and organizat ions: Pink Sheet on che Left, l nformall.on Digest, and l nvesczgacive L eads.

Arn.nu

The material that appears in these
newsletters and in the files of organizations such as the American Securi ty
Cou ncil or the Church League of
America may nor seem very credible.
\X."ho could possibly believe these
ravings about the Red Menace~ Bur
police departments apparently believe
them. And in some cases they even act
o n the information.
At least two police departmen[s,
Philadelphia's and the state police in
New H ampshi re, used informa tion
from the right-wing spy network to
plan for demonstrations. In both cases,
what turned our robe nonviolent demonstrations were alleged by right-wing
information sources ro be covers for
terrorist attacks. Copies of both lnvesllgacive L eads and P ink Sheet on che
Lefc were fou nd this summer in active
police intelligence files on "Terrorism''
kept by the Seattle police. Copies of
Informacion Dzgesc appeared in FBI
files released under rhe Freedom of
Information Act. Material from Informacion Dzgesc appeared in. New York
Stare Police files as information attributed to a "confidential informant."
The righ t -wing spy newsletters may
be the · Keystone Kop componen t of
rhe private political spy network, but
incredibly enough, they are a real
component with rea l influence on
those intelligence agents and corporate
security personnel who share an apocalyptic and conspiratorial world view.
The October 15 issue of Pink Sheec
on che Left reveals that rwo Illinois
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''leftist" Congressmen, H arold Washington and Gus Savage, have joined
24 other representatives in a lawsuit
aimed at stopping President Reagan
from sending military aid to the regime in El Salvador. The lawsuit is
seen as a Communist-front activity by
the editors, whose newsleuer is primed on pink paper to nail down the
winicism of the tide. Actually, Pink
Sheec has just changed its name to
American Sentinel, in an effort to gain
wider acceptance, but the paper remains pink. Last summer Pink Sheet
joined the attack on Father Roy Bourgeois, calling him just "another example of a radical Maryknoller who is
using his clerical collar to advance the
Marxist revolution." The newsleuer's
editor, interestingly, is Phillip Abbott
Luce, a former bona fide member of
Students for a Democratic Society who
converted to the ultra-right Young
Americans fo r Freedom.

LaRouche as Control Agent
Lyndon LaRouche, founder of the
U.S. Labor Parry, has now branched
out imo the intelligence field. His
Invesrigacive L eads newslerter is
backed by aT elex network with offices
in Chicago and 19 other U.S. cities
and 9 foreign countries. Circulation of
lnvescigacive Leads is hampered by its
ami-Semitic editorial line claiming the
world is controlled by secret cabals of
British and Jewish spies. LaRouche
recenrly circulated to Congress
lengthy dossiers charging d ozens of
political activists and journalists ( including this reporter) with being part
of a bizarre, unsubstantiated, Soviet
KGB spy ring: Congressman Paul
M cCloskey was forced to denounce
the dossiers as a fraud when one of his
aides, Chuck Fager, was included in
the list.
Apparently, other members of Congress are a tad more gullible than·
M cCloskey. Representative Charles E.
Bennett, a Florida Democrat, arranged for LaRouche intelligence operatives to use rooms in H ouse office
buildings for seminars on drug abuse
and heroin smuggling, which the
.La Rou che minions blame on such

mainstream Jewish organizations as the
Anti-Defamation League of B'nai
B'rith.
When Chicago Sun- Times reporter
A !an H enry exposed some of the
LaRouche fundraising and intelligence
operations in Illinois, he recei ved a
phone call from a person claiming to
be a researcher for Defense Nationale,
a publication sponsored by the French
Defense Ministry. The researcher
wanted to know more about LaR ouche. A suspicious H enr y soon
discovered the caller was a LaRouche
intelligence operative trying to pump
him for information about what else
the Sun-Times knew about the LaRouche setup. A few weeks later
Henry learned that another LaRouche
spy was calling other journalists and
claiming to be Alan H enry.
(After I wrote an article on LaRouche for the Chicago R eader in
1980, I received a dozen phone calls
from people wanting to know more
about LaRouche. Fewer than half
turned out noc to be LaRouche spies.)
Internal Labor Party documents
from the Chicago office indicate that
LaRouche intelligence agents have
been trying to forge ties with the
Chicago Police Department, their
method s including anempts to phone
former members of the Red Squad.
No one knows if they have been
successful, but other internal Labor
Party memos do claim contact with
numerous police officials in Chicago
and lllinois.
LaRouche's minions collect information in Chicago in several ways.
They make frequent "pretext" phone
calls, such as the· ones to and "from"
Alan Henry. Sometimes they claim to
be a reporter for Pacific News Service,
or a free- lance writer, or a secre tary to
a government official. Sometimes they
say they are with one of their real
publications, such as the Executive
Intelligence Review, or with their New
Solidariry International Press Serivce.
whose Chicago offices a re on the ninth
floor at 116 S. Michigan Ave.
At O 'Hare Field, a casual conversation at their Fusion Energy Foundation table can end up summarized on
a preprinted Contact Form or De-.

briefing Repo rt 10 the organization's
Chicago mtellige nce files. A series of
these files obtained from a source close
to LaRouche's Chtcago operation
sh ows that the atrport intelligence
operation produced reports from conversations with unknow ing Illinois
employees of such businesses as
WKQX-FM, Dean Foods, CibaGeigy, Loeb Rhoades Hornblower,
La fayette Coal Company, Eastman
Kodak, Westinghouse Electric, and
the Argonne National Laboratories.
A recent defector from the LaR ouche operation who spent over
seven years in its security division
cla ims the LaRouche spy operation
frequently trades infor mation gathered
fro m phone calls and airport conversations with governmental intelligence
units. H e also says he was aware of
LaRouche spies preparing intelligence
assessments for foreig n gove rnmen ts
in Libya, in Iran before the shah's fall.
in Iraq . South Africa. and Taiwan .
For Iraq , the LaRouche security division prepared a report on a Chicagobased Marxtst group called the October League .
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How?
~ lad$ is building a netwofk
of law enforcement and securtty
professionals and others whO are
convnilted to the eradiution of terl"()(ism
and narcotiCs tranicking

ll is a twtee·monthly tnteiHgence report
providing quiltty information on breaking
and impending developments
ll pradicted the reboildtng of the Black
Uberation Army ONE YEAR before Its
reactivation In April 1981 .
ll warned of a 1QO-day " yellow alert"
around the secunty of President Reagan
rwo months before we came dangerously
close to losing our President
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Lack of accuracy is no barrier ro
s uccess for pri,·ate sry publications.
Information Digrst has been selling its
b iased but highly de ta iled reports on
the activities of left. liberal. and radical
groups for 0 \"Cr a decade. lts subscribers are mainl y corporat e security agents and Ia w enforcement officials.
The work t'l tw0 John Birch Society
o perati,·es, j o hn a nd Sheila Rees,
Information Di(!est cnllcc t~ its information not onl~: by voractously.reading
leftist peri odi ca ls. but abo hy ph ysically infiltrating various groups. including several in C hicagl). 111/nrmation
Digest has repeatedly turned up in the
files of the Chicago Red Squad and
other local and federal intelligence
agencies being sued for illegal surveillance and disruption . lts specialty is
tracing alleged "Co mmunist" infiltration of movements for social change.
j ohn R ee~ i-. known tl' have ~ upplied
the l nformarwn Dtf?!"S f and. mfor ma tion to th1.· Chu:a!!o Pollee D epart men t. the FRI. ami ~e,·eral other Jaw
~nflH t:e ment agencie,. He a l!>o worked
h.1r a tim~ wtth th l Chun:h League of
:\ me ri~.:a in \\"hc:tlll ll . Ill inots. Informa tion I rom 1hl· <: h w c h J...:ague and a
'imi lar gn,ur c tl leJ the American
Secu rit y Council h.l' turneJ up in th e
C hicago Red SquJJ I i lc~ .
There is ample c,·idence that the
Red Squad wa!> plugged into a private
po lit ical int e ll igence ne tw o rk. F o r
in:. tance. GeL1rgc ElltLitt was not the
on ly civilian spy utilized hy the Red
S4uad. There wa ~ J t nng of paid and
un paid ci ,·ilmn ~ r ·c~ indllding Sheli
l .ulkin. a Chicago sch oolteacher. who
is linked to ~pyint: on no fewer than
80 C hicago urganizatwn s.
l .ulkin conttnu e~ ll' keep in touch
with '>Orne of the more right -wing
lt1rmer Red S4uad agent~. and short}~
after being t c \·e:-~ led :1 ~ a c i,·ilian Red
S4uaJ ~p~. -.hl· rnc ireJ Jn award for
her \\"l'rl; from thl' ( :liUnL·il Against
Cl1mmunt ~ t i\ ggt c ~~ i , ,n . l .ulkm maintain:- 'he inliltraH.' d '-l'l11munlly and
lahl1r glliUP' 111 11rd; 1 111 ferre t out
Communi ~ ! inl llll"IIL"l· :111J thL· .. :errori~t infrJ!'trlll lllll". ·· \\ h ik in \\"a!>hingllln tl' rl·r ci h · ·h ~· t :J \"•• 11 J . l .ulkin met

with j ohn and Sheila Lo uise Rees.
j o hn Rees first turned up in Chicago on the occasion of the 1968 Democratic Com·ention. H e promptly went
undercover ro ferret our subversives.
The process of how information from
Rees ended up as an item in Robert
Wiedrich's Chicago Tribune Tower
T icker column is illustrative both of
how pri,·ate spies feed information to
th e police (who then pass it to scoophunting journalists) and of how th e
information is distorted with each little
sre p it takes.
Documents released to Jerry Rubin
in a FOIA request concerning t he
1968 convention protests provide the
details of h_ow Wiedrich was buffaloed
by rhe private political spy network\
information-laundering game. To begin with. we will let the FBI documents speak for themselves. W hat
follows is taken from the memo prepared by the FBI agent assigned ro
investigate the Wiedrich article:
"'Chicago Tribu ne' reporter R obert
Wiedrich wro te in a column 'Tower
Ticker' on September 4, 1968, that
the Chicago Police D epartment, C h icago, Illino is, had a secret tape recordi ng made by an undercover man
indicating that th e Yippie leaders
inte nded to tear Chicago apart. The
article quoted parr of the tape reco r ding as 'These Chicago cops are soft.

John Rees walks down a Wash.ngton. D.C.
street accompanying his lawyer, Louis W.
Ingram, Jr. and close associate Herben Romerstein. Romerstein, former invest igator
wtth the House Un-Amencan Activities Committee and Minority Chief Investigator of the
Ho use Commettee on Internal Sec ur tl y
from 1971 to 1975. defended Rees .n test•·
mony befo re a New Yor State Assembly
task force investtgataon of abuses .n po ltce
tnformalton gathenng.

If that had been ~ew York cops,
they'd ha,·e busted ou r heads. It's
go nna be easy to take these coppers
and this town apart."
" ~ir. W iedrich advised he obtained
his information used in h is article from
Thoma!> ,\ 1cl nerny, ,\\ayor's O ffice,
Commission of Investigation, Chicago,
Illinois.
"Mr. Mcinerny advised that the
information he ga,·e to Mr. Wiedrich
was obta ined from one John Rees ....
Mr. Rees did undercover work during
the D emocratic !\ational Convention
and repo rtedly made a tape recording
of a meeting of dissidents in which rhe
quote referred ro above supposedly
was made. Mr. Mcinerny does not
have the tape recording in his possession nor has he heard it."
The FBI agent went on to report
that the tape recording was originally
given to Thomas L yons of the C hicago
P olice In telligence Unit by j o hn Rees.
Unfortunately, the fo rge tful Mr.
L yons could no t locate the rape and
reported that " no transcript was made
of the recording inasmuch as ir is
piactically ina ud ible in irs en tirety."
In fac t. Lyons told the agent that the
quote about th e Chicago Police Department bei ng soft was not on the
rape r ecording at all. T he quore was
actually a statement by R ees, who
mentioned in rh e course of a conver-

Rees ducks beh.nd hes allorney"s legal pad

on allemot to hede from photographer.
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sation with Lyons that the persons
"gathered at the Quaker House generally felt the Chicago Police had been
easy to deal with at the time the
d e mon strators were forced out of
Lincoln Park." So much for accurate
quotes. So much for Wiedrich's highly
touted sources. The right-wing political spy network strikes again.
As for Rees, the FBI concluded his
information left something to be desired. One FBI memo puts it succinctly: " Rees is an unscrupulous
unethieal individual and an opportunist who operates with a self-serving
interest. Information he has provided
has been exaggerated and in generalities. Information from him cannot be
considered reliable. We should not
initiate any interview with this unscrupulous unethical individual concerning his knowledge of the disturbances in Chicago as to do so would
be a waste of time ."
D espite this rather tawdry assessment, the FBI did accept information
from Rees in the form of his newsletter
Information Dig;st, which several activists found in their FBI files obtained
under the Freedom of Information
Act.

on the basis of a death-bed will that
ignored her estranged husband and
their th ree children. Rees had known
M etalious only a few months. Rees
later renounced his claim to the estate
once it was discovered liabili ties
ceeded assets.
Rees, who once edited a newsletter
for the Church L eague of America,
still publishes Informacion Digesc and
has now taken on the task of editing a
newsletter for the newly created Western G oals Foundation. Western Goals
is raising fund s to computerize files
on so-called subversives compiled by
witch-hunting congression~.ll committees and by right-wing spies like John
Rees. Western Goa.l s is the brainchild
of Democratic congressman Larry
M cDonald of Georgia a urologist and
a John Birch Society honcho who
specializes in placing antiprogressive
diatribes and reports on left-wing
activities in the Congressional R ecord.
Bruken Seals, the outfit's first book,
charges that groups including the
Campaign for Political Rights the
National Lawyers Guild, the American Friends Service Committee, and
the Center for National Security Studies are part of a Soviet-backed attempt
" to destroy the foreign and d omestic
intelligence capabilities of the United
States." The book features an introduction by right-wing congressman
J ohn Ashbrook and an afterword by

ex-

Lieutenant General
Daniel 0 .
Graham, former director of the Defense Intelligence Agency.
Rees is gaining consi~erable credibility in Washington, D.C., these days
as an expert on national security
issues. H e has been quoted as "authoritative" by Sam Francis, a key
aide on the Senate Subcommittee on
Security and Terrorism, which plans
new hearings in 1anuary into alleged
subversi\'e conspiracies. " What is truly
frightening." says Rachel Rosen DeGolia of the Chicago Committee to
Defend the Bill of Rights, " is that Sam
Francis also wrote a report for the
Heritage Foundation where he suggested the U.S. intelligence agencies
utilize information from private security and intelligence groups which are
not .hampered by constitutional and
regulatory safeguards that protect
citizens from governmental invasions
of pri\'acy." She points out that information-collecting techniques that cannot legally be employed by governmental invesHgators are sometimes
permitted private security forces. The
private political spy network, then,
could be plugged directly into governmental intelligence units to supply
information not otherwise obtainable
legally by the public investigators.
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Attorney snarls just prior to flailing photographer with legal pad.
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\ll.
Romerstem pokes at camera and makes
nasty comments regardmg photographer" s
polit1cal affiliations.

Rees 1nstructs Romerste1n on use of
camera to photograph th e mtrep1d Pubftc
Eye photographer.

Rees grac,ously agrees to pose for The
Pubftc Eye after telling his fr~ e nds to cool
out.
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Spying and Profits

The Private SectOr and the
Political Police
by George Corsetti

What Direction for Political Spying
in the 1980s?
·
The defenders of American capitalism have always relied on
some form of political spying and disruption, governmental or
private, to thwart the efforts of those who legitimately seek to
change the social and economic system. In the 1920s, when the
federal government 's fledgling apparatus was disabled , the
private sector filled the vacuum. Public outrage in the 70s appears to be history repeating itself, and one is tempted to ex amine evidence of current corporate spying. But one of the primary differences between the 1920s and the present is the reliance since WW II on public resources. Therefore, before looking to the private sector, it is necessary to see what efforts are being made to resurrect the governmental spy agencies.

Rehabilitating the Secret Police The Government Fights Back ·
Research IUld Develop ment -The Urban Crisis

il

'I

By 1968, it had become increasingly clear that in spite of FBI
and ClA cooperation, state and local police could not reduce
the level of instability and disruption sufficiently to maintain the
status quo . With a state of virtual guerilla warfare in the country's major cities, Congress established the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration (LEAA) to spearhead a new "war on
crime." LEAA became one of the fastest growing agencies in
the federal government. Its budget increased from S63 million in
1969 to over S753 million in 1977. Effectively functioning as a
domestic defense department, LEAA has spent some S3 billion
to fund projects and research, purchase military hardware, and
implement intelligence and communications systems." LEAA 's
funding has now been terminated, but its impact lingers on.
In an attempt to anticipate "problems," LEAA made extensive use of think tanks, funding universities and private research
centers. In 1976, its research and planning component did an
analysis of the current s<;>cial and economic situation. It does not
differ in many respects from the stance of most leftists:
The u rban crisis is far from being resolved; in many ways, the
state of the great cities is more desperate than it was during the
most se rious riots of the 1960s. An unstable economic situation has
forced substantial curtailmem of public services in many ci ties and
caused a general deterioration in the quality of life for the poorer
classes. Crimes of violence, damaging to both criminal and victim,
continue at unacceptably high levels. Unemployment has risen

markedly , and job opportunities fo r the disadvantaged have
dwindled. These facts may well have contributed to the present
quiescnce. But this is a false calm, and we must see in the current
social situation an aa:umulation of trouble for the future. There
will come a time when once again sociO<COnomic conditions wtll
generate violem reactions."

The forecasts in the LEAA 's 1976 report are prophetic. With
the recession/ depression of the late 70s has come soaring inflation , unemployment , crime and violence.
The LEAA, like other components of the public sector apparatus, was bureaucratized. And, while it has some understanding of the underlying causes of unrest, it is not designed to
divorce itself fro m its specialized function. Citizen dissatisfaction, for example, is perceived as a "problem" to be dealt with
by other components. In order to understand how research and
development is implemented, it is useful to examine another
LEAA study published in 1973 and entitled Collective Violence.
The 1973 study not only focuses on Blacks, Chicanos, and peace
groups, but also potential problems, advocation of women's
rights and consumerism. Later, the LEAA published guidelines
for local police, which called for the C?CPansion of intelligence
gathering:
Prepare a list of leaders of all groups who may contribute to the
development of (coUectivc violence). Know their faces , addresses,
cars, telephone numbers. Know their goals , strategy and tactics of
their organizations, the number of members , the level of their
fu nding. Know their artitudes toward police . ... '"

In October 1977, the LEAA decided to reactivate its 1973

Collective Violence Program. The Program Announcement
cites examples of past collective violence: the Boston Tea Party;
unemployment and poverty marches of the depression era; minority groups demanding equality of voting arid other civil rights;
students demonstrating against the war in Vietnam; and the
poor demonstrating for jobs and increased social benefits.• 1be
Announcement recognizes that "social concerns have shifted
from the highly-focused issues of civil rights and Vietnam . . . to
more generalized fi.SCal and energy problems. " 10 Incapable of
seeing beyond its specialized function , the LEAA recognized
that " even though long term social and economic programs
have failed to achieve much success in removing the fundamental causes of collective disorders," and even though such dis o rders emanate from "deep-seated tensions in society ... " and
"include legitimate expressions of social protest , lawfully organized and conducted, ... the immediate o fficial (criminal justice)
response to collective disorders must be ro restore order and ~r-
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mit the normal functioning of society to continue. "" (Our
italics.)

In 1980, Congress discontinued funding for the LEAA, but
the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, a pan of the Justice Department, is continuing to fund aresearch project conducted by the University of Michigan. Originally slated to take sample surveys of activists in II cities, the project was modified to focus entirely on southeastern Michigan
and panicularly Detroit, because it is an important industrial
city where automobile unemployment is high and recession/
depression becomes a reality. The University of Michigan's Institute of Labor and Industrial Relations is doing the work. (See
sidebar on next page.)
Targets for the study include: the Mayday demonstration; an
anti-nuclear demonstration; community organizing on the city's
west side; a teacher's strike; labor organizing in. fast food restaurants in Detroit; and vandalism by Chrysler workers who had
been informed they were to be laid off. n
It is not clear what the results of the new research project will
bring. The inclusion of workers and unions, however, suggests
that the policy of tolerating organized labor, in effect since the
late 30s, is open to review by the government's political police.
As LEAA saw the problem, "There is a lack of preparedness
within the agencies responsible for riot control." Their analysis
did not include resolving the underlying problems, but instead,
to conduct "further research ... on the nature and characteristics of collective disorders, their precipitating conditions, their
panicipants, and the law enforcement and community regulatory strategies which are most effective in preventing and controlling their occurrence. ,,. (our italics)
"Prevention 11 and " control" are two distinct responses. In
June, 1979, 2,(XX) citizens of Levittown, Pennsylvania joined in
a truckers protest, burning cars, smashing windows and vandalizing gas stations over the issue of high energy costs. They were
"controlled 11 by 300 police and dogs from 34 surrounding communities. Historically control has meant using the Army, National Guard and SWAT teams. "Prevention" has traditionally
meant infiltration and disruption, i.e., using the political police.
Speculation on preventive techniques is not without some historical grounding. During the recession of 1974-1975, the "fiscal
cal" situation of many workers did not look optimistic. ln
August, 1975, one Detroit red squad officer was giving testimony in connection with the Michigan lawsuit against illegal
surveillance. In speaking to the subject of his acti~ties, he said:
The groups want various things; and if you want to lump all of
those Lhinis under the category of political change, you know,
some groups want more employment, some want - I don't know.
I can't even think of it . The main thing that I can think of right
now is unemployment. . . .I would chara.cterize it as a common
feeling that a certain number of people, perhaps, have that there
should be more employment. ... If those people decide, because of
their thinking or this concern for unemployment, go to the streets
and demonstrate, we become involved."

Even though the LEAA has not been refunded by Congress,
the University of Michigan project continues. There will be
other mechanisms to suppy the necessary funds in the near future. Public demand to control poverty-induced crime will no
doubt serve as a vehicle for the creation of a new, and possibly
improved domestic defense depanment.

New Tools for an Old JobLegitimizing the Secret Pollee
Because research and development is not very visible to the
public, it is easier to accomplish than the public relations and
new laws that will be necessary to restore the government's spying apparatus to its heyday of the early 70s. It will be necessary
to legitimize past activities; limit freedom of information laws;
criminalize Ftrst Amendment activities; and to ftnd a publicly
acceptable ''danger from abroad'' or its equivalent.
Suggesting an external threat is probably the quickest and easiest. Past examples of such "dangers" include: immigrants,
aliens, Blacks, Japanese, Jews, socialists, reds, communists, and
subversives. Its modem-day equivalent is - the terrorist. Historically I the repressive apparatus has always sought to leaiti•
rniz.e its often despotic and brutal actions by wrapping them in
fear. The LEAA has spent some S5.4 million in the study of terrorism . 15 Here the institutionalized ideological repression,' primarily in the form of media reporting, can be counted on to
supply a justification for a renewed intelligence function .
Attempts to make demonstrations and picketing and other
Ftrst Amendment activities "criminal " can already be seen in
the new criminal code. Here the wealthy elite such as Senator
Kennedy are still leading the charge in restricting those freedoms. And, while parts of such a law may eventually be ruled
unconstitutional, as was the Smith Act and various subversive
acts, until that happens, usually 4 to 5 years: much activity can
be restricted. ln addition to legitimizing actions of the intelligence agencies, this bill will plaC*: many offenses which may
have been criminal under state codes and common law under
federal jurisdiction. Thus, the federal apparatus will have the
power to act against those who may not be prosecuted by state
or local authorities. The provisions of the bill that deal with national defense also effectively reenact espionage laws and would
likely result in creation of an official secrets act . .,. The FBI director is moving to limit access to evidence of government wronadoing by cutting baclc on citizen use of the Freedom of Infor- .
marion Act, calling for a 5-year moratorium on use, excmptina
"terrorist" investigations, and precluding criminals from requesting documents. 17 The Presidential pardon of the FBI burglars and the refusal to prosecute the director who gave them
orders are also indications that all is forgi ven.
Legitimization of past abuses was also evident in the last attempt at a new FBI chaner which included: authorization for
electronic surveillance, hidden cameras, mail openings, mail
covers, trash searches and undercover agents; the use of burglaries; full access to credit, irtsuranC*: and bank records without
subpoena; use of journalists, physicians, attorneys and clerJY as
informers, and a destruction of records provision. All this without civil or criminal remedies for violation of the chaner."
Oearly, the state is not simply rolling over and acceptinJ its
disabled status in hopeless resignation. But the prospect of increasing unrest in urban areas in the near future is effectivdy
making the task twice as difficult. The ability of the government
to resume its past level of activity, let alone increase it in response to increased activism, is not at all certain. The public's
respect for the intelligence agencies, and the government itself,
has diminished considerably. For the ftrst time in decades, the
American people have been exposed to a dark and murlcy side of
"democracy" which they will not soon forget.
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Social Science for Social Control
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A study nearing completion at the
University of Mkhigan shows the
ways in which the social sciences, no
less than the physical sciences and
mathematics, can be used by Government for potentially devious
ends.
In 1978, the U.S. Law Enforcement Assistance Administration
(LEAA) offered a $300,000 grant
for a study of "collective disorders."
In its request for proposals, the
LEAA. an agency known for the
billions it spent to outfit local police
units with military hardware, said
the information elicited from police
agencies, dissidents. and reporters
would be used by the Justice Department to "prevent and control''
civil disturbances that might harm
property or lives.
.
Of the six institutions that re-.
sponded to the LEAA 's request.
the University of Michigan's Institute of Labor and Industrial Relations (ILIR) was selected. Although
the LEAA itself was phased out by
the Carter Administration. the
Michigan research project continued under the auspices of the National Institute of Justice.
·
ActJvtsts tn UetrO!t who were approached by the researchers included fast-food workers trying to
organize, May Day demonstrators.
Chrysler employes who had vandalized an assembly line when they
learned they were to be laid off. and
Iranian demonstrators. They were
told, in leners sent out during the
summer of 1980, that the University
was interested in evaluating "the effectiveness of specific actions in the
expression of issues and grievances. "
Although many members of the
100 activist o rganizations contacted
nationwide found the researchers
sympathetic and sensitive to the civil
libecties problems the· study posed.
none of the activists wer<' told initially that the project was sponsored
by the Justice Department. After
being promised that their names
. would be kept confidential, many

I

provided the requested · information.
But if the names of those surveyed were protected. the age, occupation, marital status, and number of children of each was carefully
noted. Although the interviewers
had been cautioned not to ask , they
were told to record each activist's
sex and race. In addition, interviewees were encouraged to discuss the
structure. recruitment methods. internal communications sytems. and
long-term objectives of their o rganizations.
The project's chief investigator.
Lewis Ferman, says " great pains ..
have been taken to disguise the informatio n . and pro m ise s to be
"very. very careful that the da ta
don't fall into the wrong ha nds."
But a member of the ILIR
study's advisory panel has expressed
reservations about use of the data.
"I've been uneasy. very une asy ...
said Charles Tilly. a sociology professor. " There's no questio n. that
there's a chance that what you will
learn will be mo re valuable to law
enforcement autho ritie s than to
those who want to open political
processes."
University of Michigan graduate
Jeff Alson agr~es. "University of
Michigan professors and the LEAA
want to cloak the project in the objective appearance of a study ... he
said. "But my perceptio n. knowing
LEAA. is that it will be used to understand why protests take place
and that knowledge will be used to
suppress social and political dissent."
Alson's misgivings were underscored when he learned that a similar 1973 study resulted in guidelines
to police intelligence units recommending that police collect the
names of all activist organizations
and their leaders. " Know their
faces. addresses, cars, telephone
numbers ." th·e guidelines in structed. " Know the goals, strategy.
and tactics of their organizations .
the numbers of members, the level

of their funding, and the sources of
their funding."
Will the new study at Michigan
bear similar fruit? Lois Mock, the
study's coordinator at the National
Institute of Justice. said the Justice
Department does not expect the
study to generate guidelines for the
police , but she revealed some other
disturbing possibilities. ·
The study might help cities formulate ordinances to regulate protest. she said. ·•so that people can't
just go call a demonstration ." She
suggested that cities might require
groups to state their purpose andestimate attendance at rallies before
issuing permits. She added that although there would be legal pro blems. it would be j deal to put "limitations on the media" so the press
would not help "escalate the situation into violence .•·
Ferman. however. sees different
uses fo r his work. Instead of inhibiting social protest. he says. the study
will help legal demonstratio ns remain peaceful.
People co nnected with the study
o bviously hold vario us opinio ns of
how the information gleaned sho uld
be used . University of Michigan sociology professor William Gamson.
who sits on the study's adviso ry
panel. points out that there is no
way of ensuring that any one view
will prevail .
"There's no way we can really
monitor the project.'' Gamson said.
" It has a life of its own: it becomes a
general social science resea rch project... And while he . too, hopes
some good will come out of the
study. he says. ''I'd feel more co mfortable about [the study) if it were
not sponsored by an agency whose
missio n is social control. ··
(Ed. Note: This article originally appeared 1n the June 198 1 issue of the Prog resstve magaz10e, Madison. WI 53703.
Copyr~ght 1981 . The Progressive, Inc.
Repr~nted by permission.)
Jean1e Wyhe is a freelance w riter in
DetrOit.
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Corporate Spying Picking Up the Pieces
Just as the anti-war movement resulted in government spying,
increased consumer protests against utility rate hikes and
nuclear power plants are resulting in increased spy activities by
corporate security and police agencies nationwide. Coupled with
the spying have been efforts to prevent speakers from discussi ng
nuclear power issues freely, and circulation off~ changes or
"disinformation." Both these tactics ate trademarks of the public sector apparatus."' (See sidebar.)
ln September 1977, the Atlanta Journal disclosed that Georgia Power Company had embarked on a massive spying program that included a S750,<XX> annual budget and nine full -time
undercover agents who came from Army intelligence, U .S.
Treasury, FBI and state intelligence agencies. The company surveillance team reportedly used equipment "better than that used
by any police detective unit in the state," including elaborate
cameras, wiretapping equipment, videotape machines, walkietalkies, nighttime telescopes, fingerprint kits and drug-analysis
material. According to NBC News, the targets included citizens
protesting rate hikes , nuclear power and corporate policies generally. The company admitted keeping ftles on "subversives"
such as the Georgia Civil Liberties Union, the leftist Georgia
P o wer Project, Ralph Nader and news reporters unsympathetic
to nuclear power. The power company also used the ~rvices of
both Research West and John and Sheila Rees' Information Digest. The resulting intelligence repons were sent to other private
security departments and law enforcement agencies ."
There is also evidence that the private sector's need to dir~tly
suppress dissidents will encompass more than covert intelligence
activities and may even include the assumption of some traditional public policing roles. For example, in January 1975, at the
request of Virginia Electric and Power Company (VEPCO), a
Virginia state legislator introduced a bill that proposed allowing
VEPCO to establish its own police force including the power of
arrest anywhere in the state and access to confidential citizen's
r~ords normally available only to state and local police. a In
Washington state. new legislation was proposed which would
have ~onferred blanket police powers on the !50-member security force of the Washington Public Power Supply System
which is presently building five nuclear reactors."'
Attempts to discourage citizen protest of nuclear energy policies through increased criminal penalties is also evident . An Oregon state representative introduced a bill, which ultimately
failed, to subject nuclear plant trespas~rs to ~ntences of up to
ten years in prison and S2,500 fines ... The Texas legishture
recently passed a bill drastically increasing penalties for trespass
on utility property and creating a new felony for interference
wtih utility operations.a Non-violent protesters would also be
subjected to investigation by the FBI and federal prosecution
under an unsuccessful amendment to the 1980 Nuclear Regulatory Commission authorization bilL"' Anti-nuclear lobbies and
several other groups haye also been targeted by the conservative Heritage Foundation in a detailed report for the Reagan
transition team . The report recommends the use of wiretapping,
illegal break-ins, mail covers and informants by federal, state
and local investigative and law enforcement agencies, along with
increased use of priva te corporations to gather intelligence. The
Heritage Foundation also r~ommends the reactivation of UnAmerican Activities comm ittees!'

The r~ent expansion of pri\·,ue spying has also been recognized b y the Center for National Securities Studies, a
Washington-based civil liberties group. In a r~ently released
report documenting cases o\·er the last six years, the Center
concludes tha t "more than 40o/o of known spying or disruption
incidents against (the anti -nuclear movement) are attributable to
groups in the 'private s~to r . ·" The Center .sees this as a sharp
contrast to similar intelligence operations targeting the civil
rights and ant i-war movement which were conducted by governmental agencies and calls this a "dangerous change ....
The dangerous ramifications of this tilt toward private sector
policing has also been recognized by Professor Peter Lejins,
Di r~tor of the Institute of Criminal Justice and Criminology at
the University of Maryland and a consultant to the LEAA's
Task Force on Private Security. The Task Force, which resembles some past Presidential Commissions, is composed of
representatives from the three branches of government; security
directors for IBM and Hilton Hotels; banking representatives; a
former CIA officer; and expens in protecting the interests of industry and finance." In a 1976 report, the group concluded that
"it is now apparent that police alone cannot control crime . . •. "
and " [c]onsidering the mutual interests and common linkages
between the public law enforcement and private security sectors,
a close working relationship could enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of both forces . . . . " '"In short, the LEAA recommends that an effective merger take place between the government and private sector police. But in a highly unusual preface
to the recent LEAA report, Prof. Lej ins raises some very ~rious

Michigan PIRG a New Victim
In July 1976, the Michigan court hearing the lawsuit
brought by the Michigan Association for Consumer Protection declared the state's subversive activities statute unconstitutional and ordered the Detroit and Michigan State
Police to disband their political intelligence units. But
hardly had the ink dried on the court order when in September of the same year, Detroit Edison and Consumers
Power were caught in a far-reaching attempt to disrupt
the activities of still another consumer group, the Nader
sponsored Public Interest Group in Michigan (PIRGIM).
PIRGIM , a primarily student-funded and operated organization had been actively involved in attempts to block
the building of nuclear power plants and in resisting
utility rate hikes. Documents released by the group in
September 76 showed that four utility and rdated corporations had formed a "Committee" to send letters and
rneml)s to college regents, presidents and deans, attacking
PIRGIM and designed to undercut the student funding
system. In a tactic that is strikingly similar to that of the
FBI, the utility documents stressed t.'lat "any communications must appear to be individual ones, and not company
signed." The utilities also tried to block a classroom discussion on nuclear power at a community college and circulated fal~ information that PIRGIM student fees are
channelled back to Ralph Nader in Washington. Efforts
to prevent speakers and the circulation of false "d.isinformation " are also trademarks of the public sector apparatus.
- George Corsetti

34------------------------------------------------------------questions: "Is the transfer of the guarantees of the rights of the
individual to private initiative compatible with the organizational principles to which democratic societies, e.g. American
society, subscribe? Could it be that immediate advantages of insuring security by private means in the long run lead to the
weakening of the public government by transferring one of its
basic functions to private enterprise? . . . "" The problem , he
says, is "the potential danger of radical changes in the governmental functions .. . which a political scientist engaged in the
study of constitutional law and government administration and
planning has to assess as a potential major change in the structure of government.'"' (our italics)
-

Civil libertarians have traditionally focused their concerns on
the repressive actions of government. As business and government become fused, a process which will no doubt accelerate
with the Reagan presidency, citizen activists will certainly be
subjected to increased corporate repression. As we have seen,
this process is already well under way with regard to citizen protests of utility rate hikes and nuclear power. Other areas of repression will include an i11crease in vigilante activities and union
busting.
Vigilantes have always been a part of the American political
scene. And. while existing throughout good and bad economic
periods, they become particularly a ctive during a depression and
increased citizen unrest. One cannot help but notice an increase
in both Klan and Nazi activity. The recent lcillings of communists in Greenboro, Nonh Carolina is similar to actions by the

Klan and organiz.ations such as the Black Legion during the 20s
and 30s. In Latin American countries right -wing death squads
are openly funded by the wealthy elite and work closely with the
police and military and often consist of "off~uty" personnel.
There are differences, of course; but one of the similarities is
that American police agencies, particularly the C IA, influenced
the reactions of those countries to the rise of a mass movement
that threatened the economic system. l.n the U.S., the Klan frequently opposes union organizers, particularly in the south. in
the northeast they backed the expansion of nuclear power in
New Hampshire and initiated recruiting drives based on that
issue. According to one report, Wtlliam Wilkerson, imperial
wizard of the Invisible Empire of the Knights of the KKK, told
reporters "the Seabrook nuclear plant is the kind of issue that
will draw people to the Klan ...,. More likely, however, are Klan
activities designed to divide the white and black working class,
particularly as jobs become more and more scarce. If history
tells us anything, it is that this violent form of reaction will increase as the threat to capitalism increases. Th!: KKK recently established two guerilla training camps in Alabama and Texas.
Trainees wear military uniforms and practice with automatic
weapons. One reporter who witnessed the training was reportedly told that two of the instructors were "commissioned Army
officers.',,.
But while the more violent groups are increasingly visible, the
respectable business/ vigilante groups tend to be less so. Historically, such groups as the American Protective League were
much more a part of the establishment - lighting crime, albeit
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A 1949 Ku Klux Klan initiation ceremony at Stone Mountatn, Georgia signaled a ressurgence of the racist group's act1vities which
have paralleled economic hard t1mes tor over a century.
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socialist and anarchist "criminals. " These groups are also increasing today. In June of 1979, for example, the Ne w York
Times reported that a group of prominent busineSsmen had
formed an independent citizens crime commission as a " watchdog " to oversee the criminal justice system . The group said New
York's own agency ..was not responsive to the public's needs."
Directors include representatives from IBM , Time, Mobil Oil,
Rockefeller Center, Arthur Andersen & Co. and others. They
are privately funded, and only time will disclose their true concerns. Similar groups have been set up in Philadelphia, New Orleans and Chicago. The Philadelphia group participa:ed ~n the
LEAA Task Force on Private Security. The Chicago group actively opposed legislative limitations on political intelligence
gathering.,.
While union busting, blacklisting and the repression of labor
organizers is generally considered a thing of the past, some recent events suggest it may be more commonplace in the near fu ture.
In July 1979, for example, the J.P . Stevens Co. along with
police and city o ffi cials fro m Milledgeville, Ga. were charged in
federal court with illegal police spying and conspiracy to deny
workers and union representatives their Constitutional rights .
The targets were organizecs from the Amalgamated Clothing
and Textile Workers URion (ACTWU). According to d ocuments released by ACTWU, the city's mayor and police chief
had, for two and a half years , regularly monitored meetings between workers and union organizers at the local Holiday Inn.
The police occupied adjoining rooms , noted car license numbers
used to identify workers and then circulated a list to local industrial leaders. The result was a dramatic drop in worker attendance at organizing meetings. According to testimony taken in
the lawsuit, the spy scheme included then mayor of Milledgeville, and J .P . Stevens and Grumman Aerospace, both of who m
have plants in the city. The instances of local public officials and
business leaders teaming up to break union organizing campaigns in the south is apparently not unusual . "This is not atypical, " said William Hobgood, Assistant U.S. Secretary o f Labor
for labor-management relations. Campaigns fighting unions in
southern towns "get all manner of municipal assistance, my in vestigators tell me," he said."' (See sidebar, next page.) .
Detective agencies and industrial security fmns are also active
in union busting, particularly in southern California. In one instance a printers ' union sought to organize a firm only to have
46 pro-union workers lose their jobs through firings, quits and
layoffs . The union later discovered that three of seven members
of its organizing committee were undercover agents fo r the West
Coast Detective Agency, the third largest agency in the stae . One
of the agents, an ex-police officer from Las Vegas, Nevada, later
had a change of heart and confessed to his activities,which included framing one organizer on criminal charges for' theft. H is
regular reports to the detective agency included comments a bout
the personal lives of the other employees, the sta tus of some as
undocumented wo rkers and pro-union activists. "
In Ocvcland recently, another industrial security agent also
had misgivings about his undercover work and agreed to become a double-agent for the union . He had been hired by the
Guardsmark Corporation of Memphis, Tennessee. "I was
supposed to report on how many people were wearing u nion
shirts, on people complaining about the pay, how people felt
about the plant, even people's facial reactions to their pay
checks," he said . He was also assigned to fra me certain organizers on criminal charges ."

Union busting lawyer /consultants , however , arc the m..ost deserving of the title of modem day Pinkertons. As recent testimony before the House Subcommittee on Labor-Management
Relations indicates, these fums employ sophisticated measure to
insure that unions don't get in, and if they do, to decertify them
or make certain that a contract is never negotiated. It is a booming business. The AFL-CIO estimates there are some 300 such
firms and that over SJOO million was spent for their services in
1979. They are also effective. Business Week reported that in
1978 union representation elections were won in only 46 ~. of the
cases, d own from 57 ~o in 1968. Worse yet , decertification elections increased from 239 in 1968 to 807 in 1978, with unions losing 74 ~o of them ." The techniques of the consultants include
many illegal tactics such as wholesale ftrings and employers per~
suading workers to seek decertification - a process which,
under law, is to be done only at the initiative of the employee.
The consultants also advise provoking unions into strikes, by
making grossly inadequate contract o ffers, and then ftring all
striking workers. The consultants , said one Congressman,
"have replaced the .blackjack with the briefcase and the ballpoint pen. " Complaints of illegal actions to the Secretary of Labor have reportedly tripled in recent years. Moreover, Congressional action to stop the practices is not very likely. The FBI's
highly questio nable ABSCA..\1 operation, ostensibly designed to
fight " white<ollar crime," decimated the ranks o f leading Congressional advocates of AFL-CIO positions. Some progressive
House staff members interpret the use of the federal police bureaucracy as a major shift in the anti-labor offensive of big business. " Onc of the FBI's targets was Rep. Frank Thompson (D.,
N.J.) chairman of the subcommittee that investigated the union
busting activities. Seven of the eight ABSCAM victims co nsistently voted with la bor on key issues. ''"'
One o f the primary problems of the shift toward private sector replacement of government spying and disruptio n is the level
of protection affo rded the corporations. U nder the provisions
of the U.S. Constitution, individual privacy and freedom from
unreasonable searches by the government is guaranteed. And,
while there is no question that the government did not always
honor these pro hibitions, as evidenced by the massive spying o f
the 60s and 70s, the victims did have some recourse to the
courts, either to stop such actions or to seek damages when their
rights were violated. With the·shift to private spying, however,
the Constitutional protections simply do not apply. The law
pro bibits government, not priva te intrusions. There is a good argument that when the state is a partner in these violations of
rights , then the actions of the private secto r are imputed to be
those o f government and both arc prohibited . This concept, if
utilized by spy victims, would seem to o ffer some protection.
When , as in the case of union busting, the actions arc those of
private consultants, little o r no protections are available or
forthcoming in the ncar future. Clearly we are entering a new
phase in the fight for social and economic change.

..

What Next?
As we enter the decade o f the 80s we are increasingly beset by
difficult economic times reminiscent o f ri-te late 20s and early 3&.
Du ri ng this period the private sector fused with the government
bureaucracy and business virtually controlled the country . The
Reagan presidency suggests history repeating itself. As we have
seen, tha t earlier period was also known for its upsurge in corpora te repression particularly against organized labor. We are
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36------------------------------------------------------------now facing a very similar situation. Clearly there are differences,
not the least of which is the tenacity of the federal government's
political police operations. But one thing is certain, the private:
sector is increasingly forced to assert itself - to itseif declare
war on dissent and to limit, if not smash organized labor. If
there is anything that is new about the: present period it is that
the truce which existed between organized labor and the corporate managers of capital is at an end. With the increasing attacks
by the forces of the rich, comes a dilemma for the leaders of
labor. Failure to fight back is virtual suicide. But, unleashing the
rank and ftle may be more than the present leadership can contend with -unless they are willing, or forced, to themselves become more democratic, to accept the views of dissidents, to
work with them against the common enemy of corporate repression.
Any examination of repression tends to be disheartening if
not downright depressing. This need not be the case. Indeed, the

The Good Ole Boys In Milledgeville
Surveillance of union meetings can have a devastating
effect on organizing drives by labor unions as a nowsettled lav.-suit against J .P . Stevens documents. The incident occurred in the normally quiet and emphatically
anti-union town of Milledgeville, Georgia, where Mayor
Robert Rice decided to do something about the presence
of Amalgamated Oothing and Textile Workers Union
organizers seeking to unionize the J.P. Stevens textile
plant on the outskins of town.
Mayor Rice called representatives from JP. Stevens,
Grumman Aerospace and several other local industries to
City Hall in 1976 to discuss the problem. According to
testimony Mayor Rice gave as part of a settlement in the
lawsuit filed by the union, he suggested to the corporate
· representatives that the Milledgeville police "monitor the
meetings of the union organizers to obtain [license) tag
numbers. " The list of car licenses could then be run
through the town's nifty computer (part of the National
Law Enforcement Tdecommunications System) which
had access to Georgia's motor vehicle license fLies . A
typed list of who the cars were registered to would be provided to the companies to "check against their personnel
file folders," said the Mayor.. "Everyone thought this
would be a good idea," recalls the Mayor, so he directed
tthe Milledgeville Police to start surveillance.
For two and one-half years, between the summer of
1976 and early 1979, Milledgeville police monitored the
activities of the union organizers and reponed the license
plate numbers of workers who attended meetings: One of
the officers c.o nducting the surveillance later said he believed "the workers whose names and license piate numbers we provided would be fired." In the summer of
1978, local newspapers began airing charges · that the
union organizing meetings were..being watched by police.
Following the news articles, -ittendance at the meetings
dropped from over 40 to I.
ACTWU org.ani.zer Melvin Tate said after the stories
' about the surveillance began to circulate, workers told
him they were afraid to be seen with him and other orga-

increase in private sector activity means the dissidents are winning. First, it must be remembered that the private sector is no t
acting from a position of strength, but rather desperation. Certainly they would rather the government, with its aura of neutrality, conduct the war against social and economic reform. It is
simply not possible for the government to do so at the level it did
during the civil rights and anti-war movements. The second advantage in the present situation is that it more clearly delineates
the class nature of the conflict. When detective agencies and
union busting consultants attack organized labor they unquestionably do so in the name of protecting profits. When utility
companies try to restrict the activities of anti-nuclear groups it is
much clearer whose interests~they are defending. As it becomes
plainer to the average American that their economic weU-being,
if not their very survival, is being threatened by corporate greed
they will be better able to focus their own response.
In the last analysis, it is only through the efforts of a more en-

nizers. ''They believe that some workers who have met
with ACTWU have lost their jobs because the employers
found out about their participation in meetings, " said
Tate.
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ACTWU Organ1zer Melvin Tate in, M illedgeville.

During the height of the surveillance, local police were
so "wom to a frazzle" by the spying activity that Mayor
Rice asked for and received corporate assistance for the
spying. Accord ing to Rice, "Grumman Aerospace . . .
gras:iously consented to send two of their security men
. .. to help and assist the Milledgeville Police Department's surveillance work.'' The Grumman gumshoes
were reputed to be former CIA agents, but their work did
not impress the Mayor, and they left after 10 days. The
police spying did have its intended effect, however, "It
was quite obvious that from the way the attendance had
dropped off at the meetings that we had been successful
in our surveillance work and that Union activities had
stopped," Mayor Rice stated.
Even the Macon News, which admits it is not "overly'
enamored of organized labor," was worried about the
MlledgeviUe spying incident. In an editorial it pointed out
that "when a large industry enlists the police power of its
host community to compel workers not to join unions
th rough intimidation and harassment, we are entirely too
close to the police state for comfort. ·•
- Chip Benet
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lightened and dissatisfied public that any meaningful change can
take place. While there are those who would say that America in
the 30s flirted with fascism, it is also true that it was a period of
unprecedented achievement - the recognition of labor's right
to organize. Certainly the coming period of conflict o ffers us an
opportunicy to further advance beyond this point in the quest for
economic and social change.
George Corsetti is an attorney in private practice in Detroit who
has been actively researching government intelligence abuses
for several years.
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The Old Boy Network:

The Society of Fonner
Special Agents of/t he FBI
by Chip Berlet
As the Streiter incident, the John
Rees escapades, and the private security files found in the possession of
the Red Squad prove, information
frequently flows from private spies
into public intelligence coffers. Sometimes, however, the relationship is
even more cozy.
Depositions taken in connection
with a Chicago Socialist Workers Party
lawsuit produced claims by several
former members of the Legion of
Justice, a right-wing vigilante group
active in Chicago during the antiwar
period, that the group cooperated with
both federal and local intelligence
units. The cooperation extended to
collecting information for the agencies
through illega! activities such as office
break-ins and thefrs.
Twice in the 1950s, the National
Lawyers Guild held its national convention in Chicago, and both times
wiretaps and black-bag jobs produced
information for the Red Squad and
the FBI. The techniques could have
escaped detection only through active
assistance of hotel security personnel,
according to the Guild.
Private security personnel are often
happy to assist their public counterparts; in many cases the private intelligence agents earned their spurs in the
employ of governmental investigative
agencies. Government agents migrate
into private employment with such
frequency that former FBI agents have
their own organization , the Society of
Former Special Agents of the FBI.
One cynical FBI alumnus has dubbed
the group "Hoover's Loyal Legion ."
A 1975 FBI Society list (the last
edition to slip out of the highly secrc-

tive group's tight fist) shows that in
that year there were almost 7,0C1J former FBI agents employed nationwide
and paying dues to the Society.
It would be unfair to suggest that
all former FBI agents are as obsessed
as J. Edgar Hoover used to be with
rooting out subversives. And certainly,
not all former FBI agents engage in
nefarious activities. But some do.
Consider the following:
• In Houston, several police officers
said their illegal wiretaps were installed with the help of Southwestern
Bell's security force, a staff that is
o ne-third composed of former FBI
agents. The FBI was alleged to be the
receiver of much of the information
gleaned from the illegal wiretaps,
which were aimed at collecting information about local political activists.
• A former FBI agent w0rking for
Lockheed corporate security in a
Georgia assembly plant wanted to find
out if several union activists had ties
to the Socialist Workers Party. A quick
phone call to a buddy still employed
with the Bureau in New York resulted
in an illicit and illegal confirmation
that some of the activists were linked
to the political group. Lockheed security then began an extensive background check on the fingered employees that turned up some irregularities
in their original job applications .
Several of the activists were fired. A
lawsuit is pending.
Of the over 100 former FBI agents
listed as Society members in Chicago
in 1975, more than half were in law
enforcement or with private security
firms or in corporate posts dealing
with security, investigations, person-

nel management, or labor relations.
Among the Chicago firms with former
FBI agents in these posts, ,according
to the 1975 list, were:
Standard Oil, E.J. Brach candies,
Purolator security, American Airlines,
United Airlines, R.R. Donnelly &
Sons, Illinois Bell, Walgreen's, Canteen Corporation, Edward Hines
Lumber, Continental Can, Playboy,
Beatrice Foods, Texaco, and Marshall
Field's.
Lest there be any doubt that the
FBI Society sees itself as a network
encouraging professional interaction
among its members, it should be noted
that the Society's membership list is
organized alphabetically, geographically by state and city, and alphabetically by corporations for which Society members work. The list is a ready
reference manual for information
gathering and sharing among private
security officers and their public counterparts.
George O'Toole, author of The
Private Sector, a book on private
security groups, writes that "the Society is not a collection of superannuated
federal pensioners .... Many of the
members served less than three years
with the FBI .... For them a tour with
the Bureau was a kind of internship, a
career step." According to O'Toole, a
loyal FBI alumnus working in the
private security field "can often be
more useful in achieving the Bureau's
goals than a special agent on active
duty with the FBI. The Society appears to be an instrument of this policy
-its Executive Services Committee is
a placement bureau aimed at populating the most powerful security posi-
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~-----------------------------------------------------------tions in both the pu blic and private
sectors with former FBI agents."
A glance at the Society's 1975 .roster
II certainly
proves O'Toole's content ion
I abou t positions of influence. NationI
wide, there. were over 100 Society
members working for telephone company security forces alone, and there
were high concentrations of FBI Society
members among the security staffs of
I
auto and aircraft manufacturers, oil comj panics, insurance companies, and private detective agencies. There were
no fewer than 18 FBI Society members
working for the conservative Wacken· hut detective agency, the agency
whose extensive files on leftists were
I turned
over to the Church League in
Wheaton, where they are available to
.I both public and private intelligence
agencies.
A controversy over the FBI Society
flared up in Chicago two years ago
when it was discovered that a federal
appeals court judge who was hearing
cases involving alleged FBI misconduct in C h icago had been an FBI
agent and was identified in the 1979
edition of Who~ Who as a member of
the FBI Society. Wil bur F. Pell was
one of th ree judges hearing arguments
in connection with the 1969 raid that
left Black Panthers Fred Hampton
and Mark Clark dead and several other
Panthers seriously wounded. Among
the allegations in the subsequent lawI
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suit were charges that the FBI had
instigated, encouraged , and assisted
in the planning of the raid.
Not surprisingly, Pell issued a stinging dissent to the majority ruling,
which overturned a lower court decision favoring the police and FBI and
ordered a new trial in the Panther
civil suit. Pell felt that charges against
the FBI had no merit. Artorneys for
the Panth er survivors tried unsuccessfully to have Pell removed from the
case after they learned of his FBI ties
and Society membership . Pell said he
stopped paying Society dues in 1977.
According to a brief fi led by Panther attorneys from the Peoples Law
Office, Pell should have disqual ified
himself. The attorneys pointed out
that one defendant in the case, former
Chicago FBI chief Marlin Johnson,

was also a member of the Society. The efforts to foster increased public rethen Cook County state's attorney, spect for law enforcement officials and
Bernard Carey, whose office was de- "protect American security from defend ing the county officials charged structive forces, foreign or d omestic."
in t he lawsuit, was also listed as a A brief filed by the Peoples L aw
Society member. Furthermore, ac- Office on the motion that J udge Pel!
cording to Peoples Law Office attor- d isqualify himself from the Panther
ney G. Flint Taylor, "The Society · case contained the vague charge that
h ad spawned a~ informational and the Society was reponed (it was not
financial auxiliary that organized sup- said by wnom) to have an agreement
port and raised over S400,000 to help with the FBI by which it would serve
defray legal expenses of agents charged as an auxiliary in times of need. Under
with abuses of civil liberties."
·this supposed understanding, when.
.
.
ever the Bureau needed to apprehend
L ater the Soc_1ety clalme? credit for numbers of citizens for preventative
an agreement Wll~ the Jusuce I?epart- political detention under its secret
ment. that J ustlce would pick ~P Agitator and Security I ndex programs,
certam expenses of the.agents, wh~, 10 the Society members would be ready
~hed~ord~ of thl e Socle.ty' where de- to be deputized to assist in the rounden mg t emse \•es agamst t e many up
harassing civil suits which have been
· If such an agreement seems hard
pressed by left-wing groups and indi- to believe, consider that former memviduals." This philosophy was encap- bers of the Legion of Justice in Chicasulated in a policy statement issued by go report that they also were told by
the Sociery that said that "any criminal
people introduced as government
prosecution of FBI agents [for actions] agents that the L egion might be asked
taken totally without criminal intent, to help round up radicals for prevenwhile performing their duties with
rive detention in an emergency . .In
honor and determination to protect fact, according to documents released
the country from criminals and sub- under the Freedom of I nformation
versives, is completely unwarranted."
Act, the roundup had two operational
The Society does more than issue names, Lantern Spike and Garden
statements, howe ver, and in 1976 Plot, and training manuals for the
adopted a new activist statement of operation were actually produce'd by
purpose that stressed involvement in the U.S. military.
,..._.;...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _;..._ _ _ _ _ _ _"1

SOCIETY OF FORMER SPECIAL AGENTS OF THE FBI , INC .
Suite 2754 Gr«Jbar Bldg. , 420 LeXington Ave , , N.Y. 10017
POLICY STA~ BY BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Re: Ind..i.ctoent of Former FBI O!!ic:lals
New Ind.ictoents Deplored The 7,400 oeobers o f the Soc:lety or Former Spec:lal Agents o f the FBI,
Inc . , are shocked by the unjust:l!:le d, unconscionable, and unprecedented
act:lon o f the U. S . Departunt of J ustice 1D obta:ln.i.llg Federal :lnd.ictment against three f ormer t op of ficials o r the FBI, as a result of the
performanc e or their official duties to :lnvestigate tbe terror:lsts and
bomb-throwers o r the Weatherman underground.
Our Society meobers, all o f whom s erved honorably :lD defense or the
United States, consider the indictment on April 10, 1978 , o r former
Act:lng Director L. Patrick Gray I II , r oroer Acting Associate Director
W. Hark Felt, and ! oroer Assistant Oirec tor Edward S . Hiller to be a
travesty o r j ustice .
We affirm that any cr:lcinal prosecution or FBI Agents !or actions
taken totally W1thout crim~nal intent , whil e per!orm1ng the~r duties
Wl.th nonor a.'!d determination t o prot ect the country fr om c r i.min&ls and
subversives, is coopletely unwarranted . None o r these of ficials obtained
personal gain or profit. They acted to pr otect the c ountry , t o prevent
terrorism , and to apprehend Federal fugitives .
f'Bl Investisated Terrorists These dedicated FBI men, now charged with crioinal offenses, !in=ly
bell.eved ~hey were discharging responsibiliti es :lmposed on the FBI by
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Intelligence Unit
by Chip Berlet
The more one delves into the politi. cal spy networks, both public and
private, the more distinctions blur.
" The overlap between the public
sector spying and the private sector
spying is extensive to the point where
the distinction becomes somewhat
arbitrary," says Man Piers, an anorney
for the ACL(J police-spying lawsuit
in Chicago. "The public and private
intelligence sectors come close ro being
the same in some instances." Piers
thinks a prime example is the quasiprivate Law Enforcement Intelligence
Unir(LEIU).
·
It was in a musty cardboard box of
materials from the Navy Pier offices
of the Red Squad that anomey Jon
Moore, then working on the ACLU
spy case, found the first documentation that the LEIU was disseminating
information about the noncriminal
activities of political activists. The
LEIU is a publicly funded yet privately operated spy apparatus. The
evidence of LEIU's political spying
was in the form of hundreds of (iveby-eight-inch index cards on so-called
"organized crime" figures distributed
by the Law Enforcement Intelligence
Unit to member police agencies.
LEIU 's rather novel definition of
"organized crime" was sufficiently
broad to include card dossiers reporting the lawful political activities of
antiwar, black, native American, community, and labor organizers. This
discovery flatly contradicted repeated
claims by LEIU officers testifying
before congressional committees that
their files pertained solely to criminal
activities.
The Law Enforcement Intelligence
Unit was formed in 1956 at a San
Fran cisco meeting of representatives
of 26 law enforcement agencies from
seven wes tern states. LEI U was later

expanded to encompass agencies from
many other states, including the intelligence unit of the Chicago Police
Department. The official purpose of
the group was "to promote the gathering, recording, and exchange of confidential information not available
through normal police channels, concerning organized crime." The unofficial purpose was to establish a national
criminal intelligence network independent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, whose agents frequently refused to share information with local
law enforcement officers.
By 1962, the LEIU had clearly
expanded the scope of its interest to
include noncriminal activity. That
year, a regional meeting in San Francisco included a discussion of "police.
intelligence units' role in securing
information concerning protest
groups, demonstrations, and mob violence," according to an FBI summary.
Seventy-two persons attended that
meeting, and ,in addition to local and
state Jaw enforcement officials, the
FBI noted the presence of representatives from the Immigration and Naturalization Service, the U.S. Department of Labor, the Pacific Telephone
and Telegraph Company, the U .S.
Internal Revenue· Service, the Pacific
Gas and Electric Company, and several military investigative units.
During politically volatile 1970,
LI;:IU's national and regional conferen'ces held discussions revea1ing a
preoccupation with monitoring dissidents. Among the topics analyzed that
year were: " national militant problems," "i nternational influence on
current disorders ," "dissident and
militant funding," "revolution in the
streets- intelligence aspects," "viewpoints on campus disorders,'' "Students
for a D emocratic Society," and
"permissivencs5 ."

With workshop topics such as these,
it is hardly surprising that local L EIU
members began submitting informa-.
tion on political activists to the group's
California clearinghouse. A 1979 in vestigation of LEIU by the Detroit
Board of Police Commissioners found
that scores of LEIU sub}ect cards
contained information on· persons "not
apparently related to criminal activ~
ties." This conclusion is docu mented
by the LEIU cards found in the
Chicago Red Squad files.
One LEIU card found in the Chicago files reponed on California acti-.
vist Leland Lubinsky. It described
him as a "recognized leader in Peace
movements [who) has operated Draft
Evasion Counciling [sic) Peace Demonstrations locally ." It said that so
far as was known, Lubinsky had never
been arrested. Lubinsky's card, like
other LEIU cards, included a photo-.
graph, along with information. on his
physical description·, associates, fami-·
ly, vital statistics, last known address.
vehicle and license numbers, hangouts, and modus operandi. L EIU
cards were cross-indexed by Social
Security number, driver's license
number, and FBI number.
A professor Michael Lerner was
described on an LEI U card as a
" Marxist scholar, political activist,
leader within Seattle Liberation F ront,
present at many demonstrations in
Seattle." Anne Braden, a longtime
community and labor organizer with
the Southern Conference Educational
Fund , was listed as assisting "in organizing many radical groups and
publications in the Southern U.S."
Among the "criminal " activities
listed for American Indian Movement
acti,·ists Clyde and Vernon Bellecourt
was the damning news that the pair
" travels extensively."
Much of the ;nrormat;on on Cal~
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Tax Dollars at Work
The federal Law Enforcement Assistance Administration funded several California projects during Reagan's
governorship that fit into the puzzle of the public/ private
political spy network , including the Western Regional
Organized Crime Training Institute (WROTCI) and the
California Specialized Training Institute (CST!).
Snce 1971, WROTCI has taught over 4,CXX> police such
techniques as electronic surveillance, infiJtration and informant development, but organized crime is not the only
target. One police official in California admitted the Institute taught his men how to conduct surveillance on
unions and anti-nuclear activists as well. WROTCI is
operated by the same California state agency that administers the LEAA-funded LEI U/OICI computerized dossier system. Two other training centers similar to
WROTCI exist in Florida and Ohio.

I
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fornia activist M ichael Zinzun's LEIU
card was simply inaccurate. The card
failed to note that several arrests were
on charges later dismissed, and had
him belonging to the Black Panther
Party well after he had 1eft that organization. Zinzun has never heard of the
"Triad" real estate group that the
LEIU card said he was "believed to
be associated with," and repeated
attempts to locate or even prove the
existence of the ''Triad" group have
been unsuccessful. Among Zinzun's
reputed associates was one Nathan N.
Holden, ~ former California state
senator whose only association with
Zinzun was to collect rent - Holden
was once Zinzun's landlord .
The hrck of accuracy and plethora
of unverified reports and innuendos
. in the LEIU files prompted investigations of the LEIU by local, state, and
federal agencies. The federal General
Accounting Office found that only a
small percent of the information recorded on the LEIU cards could be
completely documented. Responding
to the mounting criticisms of its files
by the GAO and other investigative
groups, LEIU in 1979 removed 145
subject cards. The cards were purged
to meet new LEIU guidelines designed to strike a balance between
"the civil rights and liberties of American citizens and the needs of law
enforcement to collect and disseminate
criminal intelligence," according to an
LEIU memo.

The California Specialized Training Institute has graduated thousands of state military, police and national
guard personnel; and its Officer Survival and Internal Security Course is taught by a staff which "includes men
with a considerable background in the areas of insurgency
and counter-insurgency, social factors and urban unrest,
political systems, terrorism, internal defense and security,
and intelligence systems," bragged the Commandant of
the Institute in a letter to LEAA. The letter notes a carbon copy being sent to then-governor Ronald Reagan's
Executive Assistant, Edwin Meese III. Much of the
LEAA funding of political surveillance networks in California occurred when Reagan was Governor, and Meese
is now a top Presidential aide who has a reputation as a
hard-liner on domestic intelligence issues. Meese has
spoken favorabl y of the Heritage Foundation study
calling for increased cooperation between public and private security agenices.
- Chip Berlet

High-sounding words, but as critics
have pointed out, the policy can be
reevaluated and changed by the LEIU
board as soon as the controversy dies
down. Besides, LEIU will not reveal
what cards were destroyed and what
cards were retained. According to
Tom Parsons, a spokesperson for the
Seattle Coalition on Government Spying, " there are continuing indications
of LEIU willingness to share political
information through its bulletins and
files under the guise that it is information about 'terrorism .' " Parsons feels
the most crucial problem is that the
" LEIU continues to operate outside
of public control or .accountability."
Unless public oversight and accountability are established, says Parsons,
the " positive steps recently taken by
LEIU could be reversed- in secret,
with no noticoto the public."
The LEIU gets away with hiding
irs activities from public scrutiny
because it claims to be a private
organization - despite the fact that 'it
is.composed of law enforcement agencies that use tax dollars to pay dues
and fees. The LEIU is shielded from
federal and state laws governing the
conduct of intelligence gathering and
dissemination, and escapes the probing eye of the federal Freedom of
Information Act.
Given the flawed quality of the
LEIU's data , it is perhaps surprising
that the federal government has spent
close to two million dollars on a nearl y

completed scheme to computerize it.
The General Accounting Office found
that the federal Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration , a recently
terminated program to supply federal
funds to beef up local police forces.
awarded eight grants totaling over
Sl.7 million to research and establish
the Interstate Organized Crime Index
(lOCI). The Index is a computerization of the LEIU cards that can be
used only by LEI U members, who
request searches by calling a toll-free
number at a computer facility in
Sacramento, California .
The lOCI computer also keeps track
of which police units submit data, so'
that requesting police agencies can be
directed to the source of the informa- -tion to trade details totally outside the....
· data bank. The General Accounting
Office was bothered by the lack of
safeguards regarding the verification
of the computerized data and the
security of the information dissemination. "We believe intelligence-gathering projects, because they are secreti ve
and sensitive, need to be closely scrutinized . lOCI was not," concluded the
GAO study.
GAO investigators were particularly
concerned that " in many cases, contributing member agencies did not provide public record support for entries
in the index, although a special condition of the [LEAA] grants required
entries to be based on such information."
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respective governors," the GAO found. the three-year period ending June 30, an incident involving LEIU's inforSEARCH stood for "System for Elec- 1977. Search Group's revised bylaws mation system, "This is indeed an
tronic Analysis and Retrieval of Crim- of 1977 state that its corporate mem- outstanding example of one of the
inal Histories."
bership consists of "one representative worst fearures of any kind of a national
. That $77,000 LEAA grant was of each state . . . apppointed by the clearinghouse as such for criminal
administered by Paul K. Wormeli, chief executive thereof and four rep- information . It would also seem to be
who three years later, in 1977, was resentatives appointed by the admin- an indictment of the LEIU and the
deputy administrator for administra- i:.trator of the Law Enforcement As- high-sounding purposes promoted for
.3::!!~
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this organization .... " Of course, one
must remember that the FBI and the
LEAA were feuding over who should
control the electronic spy empire.
Once the LEIU data base is computerized, another LEAA grantee will
help speed the information among
LEIU members and beyond.
The National Law Enforcement
Telecommunications .System (NLETS)
is, according to its corporate
charter, a nonprofit corporation established to facilitate the e;techange of
operational and administrative data

among police departments. In June
1973, LEAA approved a grant of $1.2
m illion to NLETS to improve the
speed of the NLETS teletype system
and make it available to more police
forces.
"NLETS provides police departments in each state with direct access
to a teletype system that can be used
to collect and compare information in
both the FBI and LEIU computer
files," says the Public Eye's O'Donnell.
"Agencies at all levels of government
can now be tied inro a nationwide

·intelligence n~work of dossiers on
political Ciissiden~." NLETS, following the pattern of~roject Search, has
incorporated itself as· ~ private firm.
"What has happen~ is that the
federal government has spent millions
of dollars to fund an old boys network
of political spies who want to circumven t the Constitution and federal
regulations," charges O 'Donnell. "You
don't have to wait until 1984 for Big
Brother," she says. "You've already
paid th~m to create a file on you."

Postscript

A Blurring of Distinction.s
with the Center for National Security
Studies.
The Reagan administration already
is being pushed to eliminate the restrictions on governmental investigative agenCies that were the post- Water·gate answer to protecting constitutional rights. Recently Pres. Reagan
authorized~ CIA to assist in domestic security investigations. What may
develop, then, are two parallel political
intelligence networks- one public, one
private- that share information about
political activists and have direct
access to modern data banks as well as
to the files compiled during the McCarthy period.
"What we fear is that there will
soon be a complete integration of the
public and private political intelligence
apparatus," says attorney Piers . "This
network will then be unleashed first
against persons accused of having ties
to unpopular foreign governments or
affiliated with alleged terrorist
~ groups," says Piers, "but inevitably
the public-private network will move
~ on to in vestigate and disrupt the
5' activities of a wide range of com.muni<3 ty, labor, and political activists.
~
"If this scenario is fulfilled," says
~ Piers, "the McCarthy period will have
-~.......,'"'..,.. &. a second chapter to add to the h istory
Detroit Police videotape-a Reyolutionary Communist Party demonstration '" 1981 .
books."
- Chip Bef1et
The interconnections in the private
political surveillance network are endless, not because there is a nefarious
cabal of closeted conspirators meeting
regularl y in a carpeted boardroom,
but because the spies and their emp loyers share an apocalyptic view of
social change. The result of this rightwing ideological framework is a con-
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sensual mo\'e to infringe upon the
constitutional rights of anyone who
chaJlenges the status quo in an attempt
to blunt the momentum for change.
Ironically, the giOwth of the private
spies is in part due to the "increased
government sensitivity, at least on the
federal level, to constitutional guarantees," says Jay Peterzell, a researcher
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Still Crazy After All These Years

The Posse Comitatus
Rides Across WiscOnsin
by Thomas Murphy
ll's Sunday, May 10, 1981 in Tigerton, Wisconsin, and forty
men have gathered for Sunday Services on the grounds of the
Tigerton Christian Liberty Academy, a school and Church operated by the Wisconsin Chapter of the Posse Commitatus . Instead of choir gowns the men are garbed in military fatigues and
instead of holding missals and hymn books, these men are devoutly clenching AR-15 Colt assault rifles. The minister, Reverend WiUiam P. Gale, approaches the men who stand at attention awaiting his word and screams, "I think you guys ought to
hang.that son of a bitch!"
The man referred to as an SOB is none other than State Representative Mordecai Lee, a Democrat from Milwaukee, who
has angered the Posse by introducing Assembly Bill488 onto the
floor of the Wisconsin Legislature. As you can see, these are not
your basic garden variety of Church services but those of a heavily armed and continually growing ultra-Right group in the state
of Wisconsin, the Posse Comitatus. (See Public Eye, Vol. III,
Issues I & 2). Nor is Reverend Gail typical of most clergy, since
he has served not so much in the ministry as in the American
military where he was Colonel Gail, in charge of guerilla warfare
operations in the Philippines for Douglas MacArthur during
WWII. Gail is from Mariposa, California and is one of many in
a long line of extreme rightists being imported to Wisconsin to
teach the art of mayhem at the Posse's warfare training center in
Tigerton and ill Gail 's particular case; the art of knife fighting,
in which he is considered a legend .
After his fiery homily, Gail was confronted by the news media
as to his threat against Representative Lee and retracted his
statement saying, "I never threaten anybody. To hang that guy
is too good for him." James Wickstrom, Chairman of the Posse
in Wisconsin, later held his own press conference concerning
Representative Lee and refused to retract the Posse's threats ,
stating, "I believe that we will have a citizens' grand jury •..
and hang him."
The Posse's threats are being taken seriously by the Assem bly. The Criminal Justice and Public Safety Committee has lim. ited publication of dates established for public hearings on Lee's
bill to only 24 hours notice and has dramatically increased the
amount of armed security normally present at hearings in the
State Capitol. Lee, a liberal democrat is tired of the Posse 's
para-military activity in the state and has developed a piece of
legislation aimed at curbing this activity by looking to a little
known federal law called the Civil Obedience Act of 1968. Using
the federal legislation as a base, Lee has authored a bill which if
enacted as Wisconsin law would make a Class D Felony, any
training of persons in the use of weapons or violent techniques
to cause civil disorder. The biU would prohibit the demonstra -

tion, application or manufacture of weapons, de\ices or techniques for use in, or furtherance of chi! disorder .
Although the biU does not specifically mention the P osse,
Represen tative Lee readily admits that the Posse is the bill's intended target, stating: "I want to help control extremist fac- .
tions, such as the Posse, Ku Klux Klan and the Nazi Party. I
hope that the proposed law would give prosecutors and judges a
neo,v legal tool to use against these ~tremist groups \\ ithout vioLating the constitutionallibenies and freedom of spee.:h."
The Posse, apart from threatening the life of Lee and the
bill's co-sponsors, issued a statement decrying the bill as unconstitutional and as an attack against, ''white Caucasian Christians." The Posse also demanded that Lee include groups that
are, in their opinion, the real menace to public order, "the Black
Muslims, Black Panthers, the Jewish Defense League and the
Communist Party."
The' bill has received widespread bi-partisan suppor1 and, the
Posse's increasingly violent rhetoric about th: bill has added
suppon to Lee's efforts. State Representative Michael eubauer
from Racine asked that this name be added as a sponsor to the
bill after he heard that Lee 's life had been threatened. Neubauer
said, "As a white Christian, I am willing to hang along side of
Lee, a Jew. The only thing worse than being hanged is being
alone." The bill has picked up the suppon of State Senator
Thomas Harnisch of NeiUsviUe who deals with a strong Posse
Chapter within his district. Harnisch, a conservati\·e, is now the
subject of a recall petition drive against him spearheaded by the
Posse.
The bill has also received suppor1 from left groups who have
been pushing for anti -Klan I Nazi legislation, but the bill has
also been objected to by people concerned with civillibenies because of a section of the bill that deals with conspiracy and damage to property. The bill defmes a public disturbance as, "an assemblage. of two or more persons engaging in unlawful acts of
violence against persons or properly which cau~c immediate
danger . . . or result in damage •lr injury."
(Con t . n ext p a g e )

Posse Comitatus lss~e Still Available
Back issues of The Public Ere's special
issue on the Posse Com itatus are available by
sending $2 to CDCL #918, 343 S. Dearborn St.,
Ch icago, IL 60604. Prepaid orders only, please.
Ask for details abou t bul k order discounts for
classroom or organ izateonal use.
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• (Cont. from page 6)

. " Oearly creationism is a religious docments. The guests of honor at .the cdc· caSions, confronted the marchers by
trine, not a scientific principle."
'·
. brat ion of "police unity" were suspended
parading in front of them , guarded by a
Despite this decision, efforts to lialt the
Tactical Unit members Kalt, Eliopd and
teaching of "creation science" will conDekker, out on bail while awaiting trial
contingent of Tactical Unit police.
tinue. The Mississippi Senate passed a
Two autopsy examinations failed to ·
on charges relating to the death of Ernest
.
~!}
slmilar law on the day Arkansas ' waS held
specifically pin down the cause of Lacy's ;... ;. Lacy. .:'c "'. ' ~
\lllCOnstltutional. Md, Louisiana 's law is
death. Under severe pressure from the
In a related situation; James Shocmbeing challenged in the courts.
Black community, Milwaukee County ·
perlen, a 33 year old white business exDistrict Attorney E . Michael McCann"
ecutive who became intoxicated while·at a
-National Education Association
held an inquest into Lacy's death, which
Milwaukee Brewers baseball game,~ subegan around the end of September, and
ing the City of Milwaukee for an alleged
lasted for nearly four weeks.
beating he received from the police, after
Testimony varied, from the accounts
Shoemperlen urinated in 'public and enPiques Rightis~
of the police that Lacy seemed to be on
gaged in a high speed chase with the po'drugs, had the strength of ten men, and
Ed Asner, meni'ber of the Board of
lice.
'
.
had "flip~ out," to a University of
Shoemperlen, hospitalized for plastic
Fund for Open Information and AcWisco nsin pathologist who .speculated
surgical reconstruction of his face, has
countability, Inc. (FOIA~ Inc.), and the ·
that police may have used a " death grip"
become the center of a John Doe bearing,
newly elected board of the Screen Actors
on Lacy.
at which the niaj_ority of police officers
Guild (SAG), has aiways spoken his ·
The most damning testimo ny carne
have ref~ to answ~ q uestions, instead
mind. His latest concern, howe9er, has'
from paramedics, who testified that when
pleading the Fifth Amendment.
/·
led to attacks which have escalated from ·
they arrived at the scene of Lacy's de· Activists hope that the Shoempcrlen .
verbal invective to death threats, accordmise, the Black'man lay in the police van,
.case will bring home to Milwaukee citiing to the Los Angeles police, who take
devoid of any vital signs, and that T actizens that the danger of beComing victim
the threats seriously . The people threatcal Unit members met their inquiries on
of Breier's " flying squads" exists for all,
ening Asner, Police Lieutenant-Dan
what had happened to Lacy with sto ny si· not just for the poor and minorities. They
Cooke said; are well-known individuals
lence.
are now concentrating their - · • ..
about
whom he " would have to say th~
The inquest j ury, composed of three
organizational efforts on a campaign to <
.. ,
whites and three Blacks, handed down fe- · disband the Tactical Squads and to force · were right-wing."
Asner's
Hollywood
SAG
office
re:
-.
Jony charges of Homicide by Reckless .
the resignation of Harold Breier. . . . ,
~ed a'
February 18 announciiig an
Conduct against Tactical Unit members
- Thomas Murphy
assasshuuion plot against the actor be-.
George Kalt, Thomas Eliopel and James
© 1981 Changes,
ca.use of his support in t he formation of • ·.
A Socialist Monthly
Dekker.
.
•
the Medical Aid for E1 Salvador CommitThe T actical Unit members were al.so
tee. He had participated in a Washington
charged with Misconduct in Public
Office, for failing to render ft.rSt aid to
press conference outside the State De- . ·
Lacy when Lacy lost his ability to ..
partment three days earlier with other r
breathe. The same charge was bro ught a- ·
well-known actors and directors. In a ~- .
' •.
gainst the two polii::e van attendants, Jo-'
statement rdeased,.to the P.~. the artists
A
federal
court
in
Arkansas
struck
scph Kamicek and Robert Enters.
pointed out the nc:fe5Sity to • 'organize,op· Oleif Breier,was outraged
his ·
down that state's law that required k>.
position to
policy in E1 Salvadqr.~· -·
"secret police" had beeit exposed to pubcaliCd creation science to be taught in
and to raise money for medical aid in- ., ·
schools where evolution is taughL
lic scrutiny. He informed
press that
stead o f the war materiel being sent by the
the arrest of the fm policemen was a- ·
The judge said the law violated the
Reagan Ad.ministration. The enerni~ of
conStitutional prohibition against a state
"terrible miscarriage of justice.''
President Reagh.n and Alexander Hajiin
·Breier held his own rally in support of
attempt to establish religion . He added ·
El Salvador, they said, "are not our enethe police on October 23, 1981 on the
that creation science was not valid
mies."
science, had no useful educational, _
South Side. The pro-police rally was pubAttempts to silence Asner 's outlically shunned by minority police ofpurpose and only furthered religion.
spoken
and courageous defense of huficers, but drew crowds in the thousands
"We applaud the decision," says Shar·
(Cont. on nut page)
and featured music, dancing and refreshon Robinson, director of NEAll PD.

EdAsner ·

a

can

Creation 'Science' Law

Struck Down

because

u.s.

lhe

(Cont. from previous page)

William 0. Hart, Chair of the Democratic Socialist Party of
WISCOnsin and a longtime familiar face at the Capitol, believes
that this part· of the bill is tantamount to a conspiracy act which
could be used to squelch civil protest by unions, war protestors
and members o f the anti-nuclear movement. Hart describes this
part of the bill, "as a danger to civil liberty. What constitutes
sufficient prior knowledge or damage and injury? If Father Berrigan were to "conspire" to pour blood on an atomic nose cone
in Wisconsin to p rotest armaments, would he be guilty of a felony under Bill 488 for engaging with others in "violence" against

property?.Would workers banding together against strike breakers be in violation? The bill contains elements of thinking akin
to Mitchdl's and Nixon's view of civil disorder, and it's safe to
say, long after Lee has left the Assembly, ~ bill will remain for
others, possibly the extreme right to enforce. "
The bill is expected to eventually become law. Civil liberty
watchdogs hope to cause the bill to be amended to the point
where it will pose an effective halt to the Posse's paramilitary
activities and still preserve civil freedoms.
Thomas Murphy Is a social ist and free lance journalist who
lives In Baraboo, Wisconsin.
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Bulletin BOard
~e Fund for Open Information and Accountability, lnc. has

available several publications which have proven to be quite useful to researchers:
eOur Right to Know - FOIA's bi-monthly publication,
focuses on particular eumples of how the FOIA is an essential
tool for maintaining our rights, holding the government accountable, preventing secret government, and informing the
public. Subscriptions areS I 0 per year.
• Are You Now or Have You Ever ~n in the FBI Files Published by Grove Press, this 227-page paperback book was
written by FOiA 's Ann Mari Buitrago and Leon Andrew
Immerman. An absolute must for the serious FBI researcher.
The book has an in-depth guide to making effective requests for
FBI records, and an exhaustive examination of how to unscramble, decode and understand the gibberish they send S7.95
• How to Set Up and Run a "Send for Files" Booth - Produced by the FOIA, Inc. Coordinating Committee, this packet
contains all of the necessary form letters, addresses, and instructions for setting up a "Send for Files" table at public events. SI .
.White Paper? White Wash! Phillip Agee on the CIA and El
Salvador. - The book that led to the exposure of the- State
- Department "White Paper" on El Salvador as a fraud. Order

.A.ner
(Cont. from previous p•ge)

man rights and freedom of information
began last August when the right-wing
Washington newspapet, Human Events,
issued a blistering attack on him and ,
FOIA, Inc. Oaiming A.Sner was a dupe of
the far left for testifying in Congress on
behalf of FOIA, Inc. With respect to preserving the Freedom of Information Act,
Human E~ents! fn awftChhunting techni-

Letter
(Cont. from p•ge 2)

--

No, we don't have the resources toreturn phone calls, so write us for informa tion and then please be patient, we eventually do answer our mail, honest.
Subscribers whose coded last digit on
the mailing label is eight or less are due to
receive a resubscription notice shortly.
And finally, yes the cover of Volume I
Nl was designed by BiU Lemmer, and yes,
it was the same Bill Lemmer who was an
FBI informant against Vietnam Veterans
Against the War, and no, we didn't make
the connection right away, and yes, as
soon as we learned he was the same Bill
Lemmer we confronted him and asked

from Deep Coyer Books, P.O. Box 677, New York, NY 10013 . .
$8 paperback, $14.70 hardcover (includes postage and handling).
. Fight the Right - The Center for Constitutional Rights still
has a limited number of copies of its excellent summary booklet
that details the massive assault on civil liberties being waged by
organized'and highly-motivated right-wing forces in America.
$1 includes postage. Write for price on bulk orders. Center for
Constituti<?nal Rights , 853 Broadway, New York, NY 100:>3.

e No More Witch Hunts: Tools for Resistance- An Organizing manual for protecting civil liberties in the '80s, this handy·
booklet contains topical articles, organizing suggestions,
resource lists, and ftlm suggestions. No More Witch Hunts, 339
Lafayette Street, New York, NY 10012: s1.50 includes postage.
e<Jay Insurgent: A.{Jay Left Journal- This serious journal is
edited by Public Eye stalwart Daniel Tsang and is considered the
best in its field by many librarians. Contains many articles discussing repression agaisnt gay men and lesbian women . $7 per
year (3 issues). Prepaid orders only to Lavender Archives: Dept.
TPE, P .O. Box 2337, Philadelphia, PA 19103 .

que reminiscent of the McCarthy era,
listed the members of FOIA, Inc.'s Board
with disparaging and sladerous comments
about each . Quoting the notorious intelligence newsletter, Information Digest,
produced by admitted CIA and FBI informer John Rees, also known as John
Seeley, Human Events said that FOIA,
Inc. "has joined anti-intelligence lobby
groups raising funds for campaigns to
block strengthening of the U.S. intelli-

that he not submit any more artwork to
the publication and stop visiting the offices, and no, that doesn't make us all
police agents (virtually every progressive
group in this country has been inftltrated
by informants and agents and ~ides, we
have no evidence to suggest Lemmer was
doing anything but submitting artwork to
us since he is a graphic artist), and yes, it
is embarrassing, but no , it shouldn't detract from the credibility of our work,
and yes, there are people running around
saying we are all a bunch of police agents,
and no , it isn't true, and yes , please let us
know if you hear this silly allegation because it is a pain in the ass.

gence community by Congress and the
new Administration. "
Asner is also involved in a heated public debate against non-progressive ele- ·
ments of SAG,Ied by former SAG president Charlton Heiton, who challenged ·
his right as president of the union to criticize the Reagan Administration's Salvador policies. The SAG Board of Directors, however, passed a resolution reaffrrming Asner's right, as Guild president,
"to speak out on political and/ or public
issues," as an ind~vidual citizen.
In answer to the criticisms, Asner said
in a New York Times Op-Ed piece entitled "We're on the Wrong Side in El
Salvador" (February 13): "I think that
it's not only a right but an obligation for
every responsible citizen to speak out
when our Government is acting in ways
we be.lieve are wrong .. : .And I will not
sit back quietly and witness a repeat performance of another tragedy that the
United States Congress doesn't vote for
and that the American people don't want
.... It is the responsibility of every con ~med citizen to stay informed and speak
out in the name of decency when our
Government's foreign policy is wrong."
-

Ellen Ray I FOIA, Inc.
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The first exhaustive study of
the National caucus of Labor
Committees-U.S. Labor Party.
Now updated with several r&cent articles showing how the
USLPILaRouche cult has turned
Into a neo-fasclst threat for the
Eighties. This 24-page book
delves Into the brainwashing
and psychological manipulation
Inside the LaRouche cult,
examines the group's history
and structure. The articles
dlsclJSs the Fusion Energy
Foundation, National Anti-Drug
Coalition and other front.
groups.
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A 104-page book that uses actual FBI documents to show
operations against Black, Puer·
to Rican, Native American, and
Chlcano/Mexlcano movements.
Details the cases of slain Black
Panther- leaders Fred Hampton
and Marl( Clarl(. Exposes the
set-up of jailed Panther leader
Geronimo Pratt. Shows how the
FBI allowed assaults on civil
rights woi'Xers.
A terrific educational tool
since the book uses the FBI 's
own documents providing unchallengeable evidence of
wrongdoing.
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LetterS
files regarding ten'Orism and other
criminal activity.
Second, you strate that Doris
Strieter "found out about m's
spying on her activities when she
obtained her file'' from the Chicago
Red Squad. But It would have been
impossible for them reports to be
in Strieter's file since, as you
acknowledge, m failed to identify
Strieter as having participated in the
meeting in question. In reality, it
to~tmfatunalelyedxles was not until after I discovered the
a JXXfun of a false charge frequent- m reports in the Chicago Red
ly repeated by the Oticago Police Squad files and sent them to the
Department that our lawsuit has Clticago Committee to Save Lives
made it impossible for the police to in Chile that Stieter learned of the
get access to their past intelligence reports.
To the Editor:
I wish to cdrrect several inaccuracies and omissions in your,
article entitled ''The Doris Strieter
Episode."
First, you quote me as stating that
the court "impounded" the Red
Squad files on March 28, 1975 and
later refer to the court having
"seized" the files. In reality the
court never "impounded" or
"seized" the files. Your reference

We get lots of m;ill at The Public Eye, including a
substantial number of letters from our readers offering or
seelring infonnation. We don't get many letters to the
editor, at least not in a form, length or style that is
suitable for publication.
We would like to publish more letters to the editor

Finally, the one and only lawsuit
you cite in reference to the deposition of George Elliott is not the
lawsuit wbich was responsible for
Elliott's deposition being taken.
Very truly yours,
Richard Gutman
Attorney for plaintiffs in
Alliance to End Repression,
et al. v. City of Chiazgo
et al.
Ed. Note: Injudicious editing
shortened the article in question
and while not essentially innacurate
the cuts contributed to the confusion clarified by Mr. Gutman's
letter.

from our readers, conunenting on our articles, providing
infonnation, asking questions, raising issues, etc.
To make our life easier, we would appreciate it if the
letters to the editor were typed, double-spaced and not
exceed 500 words in length. Let's hear from all you
monomaniacs out there.

A Letter from the Editor_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Promises, Promises. Next time I won't be
so foolish as to predict a publication date.
Well, here is the almost annual issue of The
Public Eye.
Despite our best efforts, we do seem to
have a problem getting these suckers out.
One problem is that we have been biting off
more than we can chew in terms of the length
of articles and the research needed to
produce them.
Our next issue will reflect a possible ·
solution to that problem based on a small
reader survey. Our survey showed general

enthusiasm about the content of the issues; a
desire for more frequent publication (no
joke); criticism of the small type and skimpy
graphics; and a desire for a mixture of articles
along with the main theme.
OK folks, larger type, larger graphics it is.
This will also mean easier production for our
beleaguered Chicago staff. We will also look
for more reviews and interviews and a
mixture of shorter articles outside the scope
of the main theme.
Hang in there readers.
And thanks for the patience and support.

~~
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Editorial Board: Russ Bellant, Doug
Cassel, Jt., Jeff Cohen, Brint Dillingham,
Eda Gordon, Harvey Kahn, Michael
Krinsky, Jonathan Moore, Sheila
O'Donnell, Matthew J. Piers, Robin Read,
Jack Schwartz, Linda Valentino, Frank
Wilkinson
Managing Editor. Chip Berlet
Chicago Editing and Production Staff
Julie Hull, Marana McPherson,
Sally Olson, Steve Vetzner,
Chair, National lawyers Guild Civil
Liberties Committee: Matthew J. Piers
Public Eye Network Regional Contacts:
Russ Bellant-Detroit; Chip Berlet-Chi·
cago; Tim Butz (emeritus)-Great Plains;
Brint Dillingham-Mary/and; Jeff Cohen
-Los Angeles; Eda Gordon-Southwest;
Harvey Kahn-California; Angus
McKenzie-San Francisco;
Sheila O'Donnell- Washington,
D.C. (for now); Robin ReadNew England; Jack Schwartz-Pacific
Northwest; Daniel Tsang-Philadelphia
The Public Eye is a member of the Alternative Press Syndicate and subscribes to
College Press Service. The magazine is
under the direction of an independent edi·
torial board elected by the board of Citizens in Defense of Civil Liberties (CDCL).
CDCL publishes The Public Eye and is an
Illinois not-for-profit corporation.
The Public Eye is produced in conjunct ion with the National lawyers Guild Civil
Liberties Committee and the Public Eye
Network.
Subscription Rates: $8 for individuals, $.15
for institutions. Each subscription runs
for four issues. We are attempting to become quarterly-wish us luck....Write
for information regarding bulk and trade
discounts. Back issues are available for
$2, except for Vol. II It's 3/4, which is out
of print.
The Public Eye is available on the Bell &
Howell Alternative Press microfilm series,
and is indexed by the Alternative Press
Index.
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The
New

The private right-wing spies and blacklillera launder
information leaked by hawkish lntelleg ence 1ac11ons
and spread lurid tales of KGB manipulation or the
social change movement, creating a circular daisy
chain of sourceless charges of subve~ cited
and re-<:ited by the Senate Subcommittees,
Intelligence agencies, professional anti-communists,
and even the
President.

Witch
Hunt
"The War
Called Peace,"
researched by John
Rees, is essentially
an annotated blacklist
based on guilt by association

The
prolific
Rees with
his wife S. Louise
Rees continues to publish
Information Digest newsletter;
Rees also writes regularly for John Birch
Society publications, edits books and
periodicals for Western Goals, and
circulates a •1 ,000 per year
restricted circulation newsletter on " jugular" issues
which he produces along
with Spi ke co-authors
Arnaud de8orchegrave
and Robert Moss.

Special Report

The screaming headline was
not supported by the
article in this issue but
added fuel to the pyre being
built by the new Wrtch Hunters.

mttoductio·n-------------------~------------~ 5
... The Nuclear Freeze movement is currently the main target of The New Witch Hunt, with
President Reagan parroting the charge that the Freeze is a KGB plot. When astonished
reporters traced the President's sources, they found that the John Barron article in Reader's
Digest cited by the President was based substantially on the work of private right-wing spy
John Rees, a professional anti-communist whose reliability has even been question by
government intelligence agencies.
In the last issue of The Public Eye we detailed how Rees and other private spies function. In
this issue we look at how information collected by private and public intelligence networks is
used to smear and blacklist the social change movement-a new witch hunt designed to
silence dissent at home and force allegiance to a newly-resurrected beligerant foreign policy.

J
Why has lynching, with various
barbaric accompaniments, become a
favorite regulator in cases of "the usual
crime" in several parts of the country?.
Is it because men think a lurid and
terrible punishment a more forcible object
lesson and a more effective deterrent
than a sober and colorless hanging done
privately in a jail would be?
Surely sane men do not think that.
Even the average child should know
better. It should know that any strange
and much talked of event is always
followed by imitations, the world being so
well supplied with excitable who only
need a little stirring up to make them lose
what is left of their heads and do mad
thinks which they would not have thought
of ordinarily.
-Mark Twain,
The United States of Lyncherdom
The reason, Twain tells us, for mob hysteria is the propensity
of the human instinct to imitate-that and our commonest human
weakness: an aversion to being unpleasantly conspicuous,
pointed at, shunned as being the unpopular side.
Our reaction to political inquisitions seems to parallel the way
the perifery of a crowd responds to a lynching. The event seems
to paralyze any action against the actual perpetrators. In the
process, social and political freedoms are stripped away, and
power of the inquisitors reinforced.
We were only recently wiping away from our social fabric the
stain of the McCarthy era (and perhaps forgetting the lessons we
had learned) when a new stain spilled onto the front page. In
spirit, in fervor, the new witch hunt appears to be a smaller
spectacle, yet it may be a greater menace than what we previously experienced.
In the 1950s, Senator Joseph McCarthy emerged from the
shadows of post-war America to give political meaning to the
phrase "Witch Hunt." Through name calling, sm~. and

symbolization of an unseen " Red Menace," McCarthy ism
created a climate of fear that stifled the free expression of ideas.
Eventually, McCarthy became too greedy, and "McCarthyism
became a dirty word. But in the process, a silent generation was
created, often willing to accept Cold War initiatives and hot war
bloodletting without protest to avoid being ostracized.
This phenomena was evident during the Vietnam War. When
the immorality and stupidity of that conflict became a daily news
item, Richard Nixon unleashed Spiro Agnew on the "effete
snobs" of the press, Agnew told those Americans who provided
the human fodder for the war that the voices of the media
belonged to rich "Easter intellectuals" from a different social
class who weren't sufficiently patriotic. The consequence was a
resurgence of jingoistic patriotism, "happy talk" news, and the
· creation of a "silent majority." Eventually, the bloody rice
paddies being broadcast into our living rooms brought us back to
reality , and anti-war sentiment was rekindled. Yet for a while,
America heeded the message' that dissent equalled treason. In
the words of Archie Bunker, they stifled themselves.

COINTELPRO Carries On
Spanning the two decades, from McCarthyism to the end of the
Vietnam War, J . Edgar Hoover's FBI worked in concert with the
political lynchers , keeping tabs on citizens who joined the wrong
organization or signed too many petitions. Hoover supplied the
names of dissidents to cooperative journalists and government
representatives for public lynchings. When public attacks were
not enough, the FBI undertook its own covert assault, fli'St
employing dirty tricks against real and imagined communists,
and later polishing them in its campaign against Martin Luther
King, Jr. and other civil rights and antiwar leaders.
Organizations were infiltrated, smear campaigns were
launched, illegal wiretaps were placed, hundreds of homes and
offices were unlawfully entered, all in a hunt for the illusory
Soviet link- activities which the FBI admitted in their own
internal documents would not be tolerated in a democratic society.
As Noam Chomsky puts it, the FBI campaign was designed to
"engineer consent" for public policy.
Because of the work of activists and civil libertarians, the FBI
dirty tricks were exposed and denounced. The outcry of the
public and the press forced the Justice Department in 1976, to
write guidelines restraining political investigations. Historic
lawsuits, in Chicago, Detroit, Seattle, Los Angeles, Washington,
D.C. and other cities provided some further incremental protection against illegal surveillance and disruption.
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Erasing the Blackboard
As the 1970s drew to a close, two of the major architects of the
FBI's illegal campaign against the Weather Underground, FBI
agents Mark Felt and EdwardS. Miller were tried and convicted
for unilaterally suspending the Constitution in their fruitless
search for the hotline between Moscow and the Weather
Underground. But the pillory seemed to be made of paper mache.
On the same day Washington Post reporter Janet Cooke lost her
Pulitzer Prize (and the American press in Greek chorus denied it
was in the business of creating news rather than merely reporting ·
it), President Ronald Reagan pardoned Agents Felt and Miller.
Reagan praised the Agents as law abiding citizens acting without
criminal intent-a direct contradiction to the facts present in the
case and the jury's verdict.
Reagan's rope trick- untying the noose from which the
intelligence community's illegal campaigns had been hanging for
public inspection- was just the first symbolic act of the new
lynch mob. The second act was staged in Nyack, New York
when misguided revolutionary romantics apparently placed the
noose· around their own necks, transforming their peasant
bandanas into robber's masks. With the Brink's robbery attempt,
the right wing found an excuse to begin its hot pursuit of "international terrorism" on American soil in earnest.
Over the past two years, we have seen hints of the old slogans,
but the new lynchers are sly. Now there are new code words, new
techniques, new sophistication. The words "subversive,"
"red," and "fellow traveller" have been replaced by
''terrorist,'' ''internationalist, •• and ''dupe.'' The name-calling
has even progressed to a real call to arms among certain small
though militant sections of the American ultra-right, who actually
are stockpiling bullets and beans in preparation for the battle to
save America from domestic traitors .

The New Witch Hunt
Unlike our previous encounters, the present attacks on our
Constitutional rights are not being led by bit-part demagogues
looking for a starring role. The Oval Office has become the
Casting Office for this new tragi-comedy; and Ronald Reagan's
performances are just one song and dance in an ideological floor
show choreographed to influence our perceptions of global and
internal political debate.
The script for these new attacks was originally authored in
large part by the Heritage Foundation, a conservative think-tank
which serves as a sort of Shangri-La for the ideological right-a
place where laughable suppositions are taken quite seriously.
In a massive study, released at the time of Reagan's election,
the Heritage Foundation gave us a glimpse of things to come.
The Foundation's study archly warned the U.S.A. was under ,
seige by terrorist groups, that the KGB was running the American
intelligence community, that Soviet nuclear attack was a split
second away. These bombastic broadsides may leave us
contemplating reality in bewilderment and sadly scanning the
"Sorry, sold out of National Enquirer-again" signs at checkout
counters. Depite the implausability of it all, the Heritage
Foundation's typed tirades have now become our daily headlines:
Legalization of the FBI's Old Dirty Tricks, Emasculation of the
Freedom of Information Act, Nuclear Freeze Movement as KGB
Dupes, Secrecy Oaths, Restoration of HUAC in the guise of the
Senate Subcommittee on Security and Tenorism.

The marching orders for the Senate Subcommittee were taken
up less than two years ago by conservative Senator Jeremiah
Denton, a fonner Vietnam prisoner of war, and his colleague in
ideology and arms, John East-both latter day McCarthys but
with more " smarts" if less support. Denton and East cleaverly
defended the venue of the Senate sub-Committee on Security and
Tenorism by first circulating charges of reverse McCarthyism.
They then paraded witnesses such as "Spike" coauthor Arnaud
de Borchgrave to tell them about the need for increased political
surveillance .t!)_combat international terrorism.
Although no facts were presented, East and Denton found the
"evidence" conclusive-demonstrating once again the rightwing's nostalgia for the Alice in Wonderland theory of first the
punshiment, then the trial.
The danger represented by the Security and Terrorism boys,
Victor Navasky tells us in his article, " is that they will move,
with the support of the Administration , to legitimize the
illegitimite, to make respectable that which was previously done
only undercover because it was fundamentally shameful. " This
is precisively what is happening now.

The New Script
With the ill-fated Brink's robbery, the new Witch Hunt gained
momentum. With the support of a gullible press, East and Denton
went back to work, actually calling upon former Agents Felt and
Miller as spokesmen for scrapping Attorny General Levi's FBI
guidelines, and spreading the belief that more weapons were
needed to combat the web of international terrorism.
The new Witch Hunt is not the creation of a single Senate
committee or a fragment of the 1960s crashing our of the
ompholoskeptic politically correct cosmos onto a New York
road. The increase of political investigative techniques and other
dissent-stifling activities are part of the government's plans to
once again " engineer consent." The plans for a "winnable"
nuclear war, and the restrictions of individual freedoms necessary
for that strategy, have spawned a growing movement to protest
the mindlesness of nuclear war and the totalitarian-like steps our
government is taking down that road. To stop this new protest
movement the Reagan Administration is moving quickly to
shackle those who dare speak out against the emporer's
ideological new clothes.
With a magician' s deft theatrics, the Reagan Administration
shifted the focus of the debate from the real issues of nuclear
madness and civil liberties to the loyalty and political affiliations
of the those who challenge the assumptions. Those who dare
speak out against our perilous course are charged with being the
enemy-and as in any war-time situation, their punishment is
swift even though their only crime is moral responsibility and the
guts to step forward and dissent. '
The nuclear freeze is rendered unacceptable not on its merits,
but rather the proponents are smeared as witting and unwitting
dupes of the Soviet KGB network. An argumentative device that
a high school debating team would be scolded for trying to
employ becomes a legitimate form of indictment. So Ronald
Reagan playing the role of Moses brings down from the
mountaintop the new stone tablets for judging the sins and transgressions of the nuclear "freezeniks," and what was once
"classified" is writ large in Reader's Digest.
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This anarchy of reason is coupled with the ubiquitous
assumption underlying American foreign policy that " the Soviets
are always the bad guys ... Americans are always the good
guys:" the dubious and debatable ideological matrix is Reagan
reality, and he stars in the new marketing campaign to sell us the
" new" improved" Cold War. For many of us, it's the same old
dog food fed to us during the McCarthy era.

The New Targets
It should be no surprise to see the Brink's robbery used as an
excuse to defame Black activitists and smear the Republic of
New Afrika. It should be no surprise to see the Puerto Rican
community in New York terrorized by new grand juries and
government investigators who come in the night. It should be no
surprise to see the jailing of grand jury resisters who refuse to
testify on ethical grounds.
And it should be no surprise to see this new Witch Hunt
justified as an attempt to track down the ephemeral "infrastructure" of the alleged front groups for the Weather
Underground remnants; or as an attempt to penetrate and unmask
the supposed "conspiracy" between members and supporters of
the F ALN; or as a protective reaction against the mysterious and
evil KGB which classified documents, secret sources, and
smirking UN ambassadors with a knowing wink claim is behind
dissent over US nuclear, military, and foreign policy.
When Reagan unleashed the FBI to infiltrate domestic groups
not engaged in criminal acitivty, he swallowed whole this Big Lie
served up by the Senate Subcommittee on Security and Terrorism
and others inside the Administration who hold a paranoid,
conspiratorial view of world history .
The recent FBI revisions are thoroughly consistent with other
methods of prior restraint which have been activated in recent
months, all under the familiar cloak of National Security.
• The Reagan executive order condoning domestic political
spying and inftltration now allows the F .B.I. to operate on the
hunch standard. Now instead of merely stifling dissent, F.B.I.
agents can move to prevent dissent from even starting.
• The passage of the Names of Agents bill now shields the CIA
from being probed by the press. Now the Agency can return to
its covert operations such as in Nicaragua.
• Government employees who think of themselves as possible,
future whistleblowing "Ellsburgs" now face polygraph tests
for talking to the press about government scandals. Now the
government can safely have its think tanks develop military
intervention plans for U.S. troops in El Salvador and elsewhere
in Central America.
• Films from Canada, never thought to be a threat to our national
security, are suddenly required to comply with the dusty and
moldy Foreign Agents Registration Act. Now it will be harder
to hear about the perils of acid rain or the horrors of nuclear
war.
And consistent with this trend, while a certain segment of the
population is being blindfolded, pillaged, and tossed in the
stockade, the demagogic Falwells, LaRouches, and Wilkersons
are free to work the back acre, fmding fresh fields to sow, from
which they later harvest their own germinations of hate. And the
Moral Majority, National Caucus of Labor Committees and Ku
Klux Klan continue to prepare the citizenry to accept regimentation and authoritarianism.
All this should send a mild chill down your back. But that is

precisely the calculated effect of the new lynchings-create
enough fear and confusion for us to sanction this new lawlessness
by being afraid to act or even think, lest we open ourselves to a
nuclear attack, or be blamed for some terrorist act.
And, as in the past inquisitions, the "real" enemy is outside of
our borders. With the KGB bogeymen at fault, it is harder to
challenge the assumptions; when the enemy is outside our
borders, it is easier to create myths and shift the blame for our
own failures.
·
Throughout our history our foreign relations has dictated the
extent of our internal freedoms. It is not suprising then, to witness
these repressive developments in an age when we seriously
contemplate fallout shelters and indestrucible missiles and
western Europe as a nuclear battlefield. The smear of the antinuclear n\ovement as a Soviet front seems perfectly logical when
we hear the Domino theory being resurrected to justify pouring
weapons into El Salvador.
However irrational we know these visions of reality to be, we
often fail to realize the impact they have upon our own conduct,
and the victimization it brings t:: others-witness the case of
overkill prosecution against NLG attorney Kiko Martinez
discussed in this issue.

The New Resistance
Sometimes the messages become so horrifying and the people
who yell them so demonic that it wakes us from our slumber.
And perhaps when we see the return of the past nightmares we
seek to erase them. People are beginning to organize a resistence
to the new ~itch Hunt, and are once again finding strength in
unity. This issue of The Public Eye is devoted to aiding those
who are fighting back.
The articles that follow offer some warnings, and some
lessons , old and new. The purpose of this issue is to baclct.r3ck
and chronicle how the new Witch Hunt was orchestrated, and
how it has a real effect on real people.
Victor Navasky sets the stage by examining the differences
between the Witch Hunts, old and ne !.-.
In his series of articles, author Nat Hentoff reveals how the
scenerio for rectifying the FBI was scripted; from the reasoning
behind the pardons of agents Felt and Miller, to the sweet dishes
of innuendo and disinformation served up by law enforcement
"sources" after the Brinks robbery; dishes that were greedily
lapped up by the hungry hounds of the corporate media.
The section on the trials and tribulations of NLG attorney Kiko
Martine?. show the circular self-fulfilling logic of the smearoriented, professional anti-communist. Martinez, accused on the
flimsiest of circumstantial evidence, and never convicted despite
repeated trials, becomes a case history in terrorism for the Senate
Subcommittee and a Military Po lice magazine.
Finally, Hollywood Ten resister, Lester Cole offers some
insight into lessons we should have learned.
Mark Twain felt that you had to go to the missionaries in China
to find someone with enough mo ral courage to cry out against a
lynching. Actually it just takes some moral sense and a realiza- '
tion that through silence we become not victims but perpetrators.
When we start crying out ourselves against the real
terrorists-Sen. Jeremiah Denton, Sen. John East, U .N.
ambassador Jeanne Kirkpatrick, Rep. Larry McDonald, and
others-then we don' t have to worry about the next lynching
being our own.

•----------------------------------------------------------

Can it Happen Again?
by Victor Navasky
Ed. Note: This is an edited transcript of a speech by Victor
Navasky, editor of The Nation magazine, given at the Chicago
No More Witch Hunts rally on June 19, 1981.

I see two kinds of alumni here. One kind are the people who
appeared before or were named in front of the various congressional investigating committees. And I think it 's a happy occasion that they can be here because it shows that their resistance
prevailed.
· And then I was greeted by someone who informed me that we
were both alumni of the same high school in New York, which
was a special pleasure because it was tbe high school of the Little
Red. School House, as it was ominously known. And appropriately enough the director of that high school was called before
the Eastland Committee, where he chose not to educate them,
invoking his right to silence.

The Political Culture of Repression
You will forgive me if I choose my examples about the past
from the Hollywood repression because, as you already know and if you didn't you've learned it from the eloquent statements
of various speakers this evening - Hollywood wasn't the main
target of the repression of the '50s; it was the trade union movement; it was the Academy; it was people working in government; it was the whole political culture. What's interesting to me
about the Hollywood people is that because they had the least
opportunity to contribute to' the overthrow of our government
by force and violence, it is a measure of the depth of the repression that existed how seriously they were taken and the measures
that were taken against them.
When Naming Names was first published in October of
1980, a lot 9f radio and television interviewers would ask me of course most of them not having read the book - "Why, Mr.
Navasky, on earth did you choose to write about something that
happened 30 years ago?" Then came the election and shortly
thereafter they started to ask - still not having read the book "Mr. Navasky, when you started out your research eight years
ago, how did you know that your book would be so timely?"
Now what they're really asking, of course, is not whether I am
some sort of political Jean Dixon, but what if any relevance
does McCarthyism, and more particularly the Hollywood experience of 30 years ago, have for us today?

The best short answer to that question that I have come across
can be deduced from an interview given by candidate Ronald
Reagan during the 1980 presidential campaign to a reporter for
the Los Angeles Times, Robert Scheer. And I want to just read
you briefly from the question and answer of that interview conducted in the spring of 1980:
Scheer: In the debate in New Hampshire, you once again attacked godless communism, and I'm curious about the use of
the word "godless." Why is that an important element there?
Reagan: Well, because this is one of the vital precepts of communism -that we are accidents of nature.
Scheer: But is it the godlessness that makes them more violent, more aggressive, more expansionist?
Reagan: Well, it is one that gives them less regard for humanity, for human beings.
Scheer: But here we have the Ayatollah in Iran, who is certainly not godless, and he seems to be . ..
Reagan: ... a fanatic and a zealot.
Scbeer: But he's not godless. (laughter)
Reagan: No, not in his sense. And we have had that all the
way back through history. We go back to the inquisitions in
Spain, so there are people who, through their fanaticism, misuse
their religion. And I remember one night, a long time ago, in a
rally in Los Angeles, 16,000 people in the auditorium, and this
was at the time when the local communists, the American Communist Party - and this is all well documented - was actually
trying, had secured domination of several unions in the picture
business, and was trying to take over the motion picture industry. And all of the rewriting of history today and the stories
that we have seen and screenplays and television plays and so
forth about the persecution for political belief that took place in·
Hollywood. . . Believe me [says Mr. Reagan] the persecutors
were the communists who had gotten into positions where they
could destroy careers and did destroy them. There was no blacklist of Hollywood. The blacklist in Hollywood, if there was one,
was provided by the communists.
I quote Reagan's comment because both his obsession with
communism and his denial of the existence of a blacklist were
and are typical - they are representative of the official position
of the industry and the political culture at the time.
One of the peculiar features about the Hollywood blacklist is"
that although virtually the entire industry submitted to its unwritten laws, almost nobody who counted was willing to admit
that it existed. Now you see it, now you don't. The Motion
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Picture Association of America denied that the industry had a
blacklist, but it said no accused communist who hadn't purged
himself before an appropriate congressional committee could
work. The Screen Actors' Guild said, " We will not be party to a
blacklist, " but it banned communists and non~ooperative wit nesses -those who wouldn 't name names -from membership. One would have thought that the publisher of the so<alled
bible of blacklisting, a little booklet called "Red Channels,"
which would list the subversive affiliations of everybody accused
in the business, or one of the other publications that purported
to list Communists and Communist front activities with w~ich
individuals had been publicly identified, might have conceded
the existence of a blacklist, but no, they were sort o f a political
credit rating service, like Dunn & Bradstreet, as their attorney
observed. No one ever accused Dunn & Bradstreet o f running a
blacklist. (foday that attorney, incidentally, is the law partner
of the Roy Cohen we saw in the movie earlier this evening, and
he clears Ronald Reagan's judicial appointees in New York .) In
other words, when you add it all up, there was no such thing as a
blacklist; that was just an ugly rumor started by movie, radio
and television people who couldn 't get work because of their
political associations. ·
Now the truth, of course, is quite different. Careers were
ruined, families were smashed, lives were taken. And after the
so~alled Hollywood 10 refused to answer the question which
came to mar-k a decade, " Are you now or have you ever been a
member of the Communist Party?" Congress cited them for
contempt, they were indicted, prosecuted and convicted, and
went to prison for terms of up to a year. And it quickly came to
pass that no one was employable who was accused of being a
member o(the Communist Party and refused to renounce himself and name others.

The Social Costs of Repression
The social costs of McCarthyism, not j ust in Ho llywood but
throughout the culture, have yet to be computed. By conferring
its prestige on the red hunt, the state did more than bring misery
to the lives of a few hundred Hollywood communists and a few
thousand non-Hollywood communists, former communists, fellow travelers, unlucky liberals; it smashed the left, it weakened
American culture, and it weakened itself. Unlike the Palmer
· raids of the early 1920s which were violent hit-and-run affairs
that had no long-run effect, the vigilante spirit of McCarthyism,
s Representative Washington pointed out earlier in his eloquent
statement, Jives on and is accepted as part of the American way.
The morale of the civil service was savagely undermined , and the
purge of the foreign service contributed to our disastrous
miscalculations in Southeast Asia in the 1960s and the consequent human wreckage. There was nobody left to dissent from
our policies in Southeast Asia from within since the China hands
-the old China experts- had all been purged.
The Congressional investigations of the 40s and 50s fueled the
anti~o mmunist hysteria which eventually led to the investment
of thousands o f billions of dollars in the nuclear arsenal with
risks that boggle the mind - even of those who specialize in
thinking about the unthinkable.
It is a particularly sad phenomenon of that period that the
guardians of our liberties - those organizations whose primary
purpose and reasons for taking dues in quiet times is to support
the values which they were organized to safeguard in times of

trouble - were no exception. The American Civil Liberties
Union, a sponsor of tonight's rally, is not the same organization
it was in the 1950s, when some o f its officers were meeting behind the scenes with J. Edgar Hoover, trading informat ion on
subversives and their names in exchange for keeping the Unamerican Activities wolf away from their door. The ·Americans for
Democratic Action, the American Jewish Committee - a variety of solid liberal organizations- all found the best of reasons
even while denouncing witch hunts and denouncing McCarthy,
denouncing the man McCarthy and the -ism McCanhy, to disassociate themselves from those they should have been defending.
Perhaps most dispiriting about the 1950s, however, was not
that the studio heads in Hollywood, which after all is the land of
accommodation, went along; or even that the Americans for
Democratic Action and the old as distinguished from the new
ACLU went alo ng. They were, after all, these organizations and
the captains of industry, part of the cold war system, and they
shared its assumption. The astonishing aspect of the 50s to me,
and the thing that stuck. out to me in the course of researching
Naming Names, was the success that the Unamerican Activities
Committee and other agents of the repression had in driving
decent, talented, intelligent, otherwise dedicated people to betray their friends and to betray their values. There was a veritable explosion of informing during this period. It was both the
saddest (and it inevitably had elements of farce), tragic episode
of that period.
There were reluctant informers like the actor Larry Parks,
who offered to talk about himself'but pleaded with the Committee, "Don't make me crawl through the mud like an informer.
What kind of heritage is that, " he asked, "to leave to one's children?" The Committee insisted that he name names, and he did
so after a brief recess.
There were philosophical informers like the director Robert
Rossen, who changed his mind about naming names after first
refusing to do so because, as he put it, " the individual could no
longer indulge himself in the luxury of individual morality."
This man, by the way , was one of the most talented writer-directors in Hollywood. He gave us "All the King's Men ." Later
on he came back and he wrote "The Hustler."
There were perjurers like the screenwriter Martin Berkeley,
who named 161 names- some of them simply wrong .... Ring
Lardner, one of the Hollywood 10, said Berkeley used to write
these animal pictures like "My Friend Flicka" because he
couldn 't write human dialogue.
There were combattive info rmers like the playwright Cli ffo rd
Odets, who lectured the Committee: " I did not learn my hatred
of poverty Sir or of communism," but then proceeded to give
them the names that they asked for. There were groveling informers like the writer Nicholas Sera, who insisted on standing
before the Committee because, as he put it, " I want humbly to
apologize for my grave error." There were noisey informers like
the director Elia Kazan, who took an ad in the New York Times
urging others to do likewise. There were quiet informers like the
actor Lloyd Bridges, who named his names in the privacy of his
lawyer's office and to this day his testimony has never been released, and he would rather not talk about it although the Committee, in its listings of who were the people who were cooperative witnesses, thoughtfully put his name in so that he could go
back to work.
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Burrows, who had no trouble identifying those he saw at Communist Party meetings as communists, but when it came to himself made clear that he might look like a communist and talk like
a communist and hang around with communists and others
were justified in thinking him a communist, he told the Committee, "In my heart I didn't believe it. " (fhis from the lyricist who
gave us ''You .Put a Piece of Carbon Paper Under Your Heart,
1
You Gave Me a Copy of Your Love. ")
The actor Sterling Hayden named his mistress; the director
Richard Collins named his creditors (laughter), and Clifford
Odetts, who gave the eulogy at the funeral service of the Group
Theater actor J . Edward Bromberg, named J. Edward Bromberg.
These hearings were degradat ion ceremonies. They were
rituals with no content. The Committee already had the names.
They had agents who were supplying them to the Los Angeles
Police Department, who were sharing them with the FBI, which
was sharing them with the Committee. They were degradation
ceremonies with the wi tnesses stigmatizing as subversives the
Committee's targets as the price for employment or acceptabiLity by the political culture. They represented the routinization
and the institutionalization of betrayal, t.he intimidation of the
politically unpopular . The silent generation did a lot of talki ng.

Is the Past Past?
Now , can it happen again? Well I don't believe it can happen
again in the same way. For one thing, the investigating commit tees over time lost their sting, they lost their power to punish
through exposure, or at least they appeared to do so. The symbolic nature of that loss was iUustrated when one of the Yippies,
Jerry Rubin, Abbie Hoffman, blast them out of business by appearing before the Committee in a Santa Claus suit. During
that period they seemed to have lost the possibility of punishing
people for their beliefs through accusation and exposure. They
lost their own reputation to such an extent that the lead committee - the House Committee on Unamerican Activities - first
had to change its name, as its heritage was so abominable, and
later was voted out of business; and similarly the Senate Internal
Securities Committee was put out of business.
A second fact is that world communism, as our chairman has
mentioned earlier, has lost its automatic power to strike terror in
the hearts of all red blooded Americans. It's still not a nice
word, but in today's world communism is no longer seen as an
international monolithic conspiracy; the planet is no longer seen
by the whole culture as split between the totalitarian communists
and the free world . At a minimum today we have the totalitarian
Russians, the Chinese communists, the Third World and us.
Not to mention the authoritarians, whoever they are, since the
right doesn 't like to talk about them.
Then there's another difference, which is the fact that the late
J. Edgar Hoover, much talked about, is no longer with us. His
role at the center of the internal security establishment during
the cold war years cannot be overestimated, if not yet fully understood . Every document that's released under the Freedom of
Information Act reveals new dimensions to the terror that the
FBI under his jurisdiction visited on our society. His absence
rnak~ it impossible for the cold war to repeat itself in quite the
same way. Even as Judge Webster's FBI is not Hoover's FBI,

the post-Watergate press, while it still has a long way to go,
can't be counted on the way it could during the cold war years to
uniformly reinforce cold war assumptions. The New York
Times and the Was_hington Post have not moved from their status as the fourth branch of the government to the adversarial
role depicted in films Like " All the President's Men," but at a
minimum, they include some wild cards.
And we have the Freedom of Information Act .with all its
fau lts- and it has many, and it has been administered historically in a way to prevent many researchers from getting critical
information; nevertheless it makes it possible in its current incarnation to audit government improprieties as never before.
Another barrier to Cold War II is that the country is suffering
from a genuine shortage of subversives. We simply don 't have
enough of them to create the climate of fear generally thought
necessary to justify genuine repression . If you permit me, I'll
quote briefly from a Nation editorial .where the editorial writer
observed:
Since, as Judge Webster himself pointed out, the number of terrorist incidents in this country had declined, it was clear that our terrorist shortage was as serious as our 1974 energy crisis. And so we
propose that perhaps some of the techniques for solving the Iauer
could be applied. Perhaps a synthetic terrorist corporation could
underwrite the production of synthetic terrorism . Foreign imports
sho uld a lso be stepped up; there's a terrorist glm in the Middle East
right now that should be tapped, plus large stockpiles in France.
West Germany and Italy where the stockades are overflowing.
Domestic reserves must be fully exploited too. Rising crime statistics could be counted as terrorism to boost the GNT -Gross National Terrorism Product. A white paper should be issued in this
connection , proving that American street criminals are actually
armed and financed by Moscow. (As we said] American know-how
can lick this problem. Remember, terrorism scares begin at home.

Plotting strategy, Chairman J . Parnell Thomas (r.) with
chief "investigator" Robert Stripling and committee
member Richard Nixon prepare for next day's witch hunt
by the House Committee on Un-American Activities.
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Finally, on this note, and more seriously, I would like to believe that there's one other factor that makes it difficult for repression to happen again in quite the same way. And that is the
example of those who resisted and prevailed. People like Lillian
Hellman who told the Committee that she would be happy to
talk about herself but she didn't want to bring trouble to others
because, in her eloquent statement as she said, "I cannot and
will not cut my conscience to fit the fashion of the times. " Or of
folksinger Pete Seeger, who told the Committee that it was none
of its business where he performed, before what groups he performed , or what his political affiliations were. But he told the
chairman of the Committee, "I would be happy to sing you
some of the songs that I know, Congressmen, and that I sang
from your own home district for the coalminers."
Or take the character actor Lionel Stander, who told the
Committee that he was prepared to name names. He said, "I am
prepared to reveal a group of conspiratorial fanatics out to undermine everything this country stands for," and he started to
name the members of the committee....
I'd like to believe that by their bravery - some with ridicule,
some by putting their lives and careers in jeopardy, some with
eloquence, that these resisters made it more difficult for it to
happen again. By the same token, there is the fact that a new
generation regards those who named the names as tainted, as
unworthy, as informers who will perhaps make it more difficult
for' decent citizens to desert their principles and indulge in mass
betrayal this time around should it come to that. The stigmatizers have become stigmatized, and yet here we are. Here you
are, calling fa\- No More Witch Hunts.

Some Bad News
On April 15, 1981 , President Reagan issued a pardon to former FBI officials W. Mark Felt and Edward N. Miller, convicted the previous November for authorizing break-ins in connection with an investigation of the Weather Underground without
warrant or probable cause. The convictions bore a symbolic importance since they stood for the principle that the intelligence
agencies must obey the law and are bound by the Constitution.
Yet on his own initiative the President chose to view these men
as heroes, as acting on what he called in his pardon statement
"high principles."
The bad news doesn't all originate in Washington. There's
plenty that's scattered throughout the land. In South Dalcota,
birth control information has been removed from the high
s,chool guidance office, and the word "evolution" is no longer
uttered in•advanced biology. Now that the word "communism"
has lost its power, there's a new vocabulary. So instead of communism we hear terrorism; instead of communist propaganda
we hear of the KGB manipulation of media via disinforrnation.
Instead of communist agents we are told of agents of influence.
And. if the existence of a Soviet-inspired terrorist-disinformation-agent~f-influence network can't be documented in the tradition of non-fiction, so what? Call it fiction, publish it under
the name of The Spike, but treat it as fact.
To deal with the subversive shortage I mentioned before, in
addition to the new vocabulary and the new jurisprudence, as
exemplified in the Felt-Miller pardo!J, there's a new math. After
FBI Director Webster said on "Meet the Press" that the number
of terrorist acts had sharply declined in recent years, and that he

saw no threat from Soviet-inspimi tenorism, the CIA revised its
tenorist count to include attempted acts of terrorism, so the
statistics are once again inflated in the best of Cold War
traditions.
Dlinois' own Representative Crane has signed an appeal for
financial and political support for the so.Q)Jed Anti-Terrorism
Bill, warning that "For all we know terrorists are plotting subversive activities right under our noses." Even so, the terrorist
shortage is so bad that members of the administration have been
reduced to calling the American Civil Uberties Union a lobby
for the Mafia.
Okay, the Security and Terrorism Subcommittee is not
HUAC. Senator Denton is not McCarthy, at least not the
McCarthy we saw, although he did at a hearing the other day
bear his chest to prove he was not wearing a bullet-proof vest.

The New Repression . ..
We've had a brief audit from Representative Harold Washington of what has happened. Let me run over it again with a
slightly different emphasis. The Unamerican Activities
Committee is gone, but in its place we have the new Senate Subcommittee on Terrorism and Security - it's very much here.
We don't hear as much these days about the American Legion
and the pressure groups of the 19505, but as you've heard earlier, there is the Heritage Foundation. There are lots of others,
but the Heritage Foundation's report is the easiest one to quote
because it's 3,000 pages worth, there are nine volumes of it. And
it's a report that's especially symbolically important because it
had the blessing and the participation of Ed Meese, who is the
president's counsel. In addition to calling for the reinstitutionalization of the investigating committees and the other things
that Representative Washington and others have mentioned, it
calls for the legalization of breaking and entering; it calls for the
more permissive legalization of wiretapping and bugging,
placing informers in anti-nuke organizations, and generally permitting the violation of civil liberties wherever it is thought that
they are in tension with what they call national safety. As mentioned, it calls for the rolling back of the Freedom of Information Act, but as you may know the new administration has already issued an executive order which would reverse the presumption that the people have the right to know without any
rolling back of the Act, and it will make it much harder, agency
by agency, for researchers, citizens and others to use the Act
without any new legislation.
There is a bill called the Agents Identities Bill on which hearings are now being held which contains language which would
make it a crime for me to reveal the identities of any of those
intelligence agents mentioned by the previous speakers who may
have infiltrated our meeting tonight. And even if their identity is
already a matter of public record. Don't worry, whoever you
are, I don't intend to name names. (Ed. Note: The · Agents
Identitites Protection Act is now law.)

The Phases of Repression
If Denton is not McCarthy, and the cold war investigating
committees have lost their power to sting, why worry? As I see
it, the investigating committees of the 50s were only phase I of a
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of the House Committee on Unamerican Activities and the Senate Internal Security Committee, they were celebrating a pyrrhic
victory, for in fact that was the precise moment, we discover
many years later, that the FBI was undertaking phase II - its
most shameful, violent, and theretofore least legal undercover
operation, COINTELPRO - Counter Intelligence Program.
They were visiting direct, violent, illegal punishment on their
targets.
We are now - at least it appears to me, and I think it would
appear to any reader of the dailies -the front pages of the dailies- headed into phase III, which involves the attempt to make
legitimate that which was previously illegitimate. To do overground that which the FBI used to do underground. To use the
Security and Terrorism Committee not so much to stigmatize as

to legitimatize. To enact the Heritage Foundation's agenda to
make respectable that which was previously thought to be so
shameful that it was done underground, outside the eyes of the
law; that the Bureau, the administration, the president, the
Congress denied that it was going on -now it is part of the official agenda of the president 's party.
What about phase IV? I be.lieve phase IV will happen when
and if the Reagan economic program fails. There's one school
of thought which says that Reagonomics will work if the work ing class will stand for it, since it is premised on making the economy come alive at the expense of the poor. That I regard as the
optimistic view, because I am of the school which believes that
the single, outstanding, irreversible trend in the world today is
the decline of the United States as a world power, and there's
nothing that Reagan or Carter or any other president can do

INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM:
FACT SHEET
Prepared by the Council tor lnter-Amencan Security

e

Who are the terronsts? Who helps them? Who 1nves11gates and protects YOU against mternat1onalterrorists? Who are the members and backers of the KKK?
Were the "student m1litants'' m Iran part of a Sov1et 1nterna11onal terronst organ1za11on?

•

Congress must answer these questions now to protect you. Because ...

•

More than 20 lime bombs exploded at a United States national a~r guard base near San Juan. Puerto Rico on January t 2, destroying 8 tets and damag1ng 2
other aircraft. The destruction of Amencan mi11tary property IS est1mated at $45 million. FBI agents found ev1dence that a Mai'J(ist-Lenm1st terronst group
camed out the attack

•

A VIOlent Maatst group that cta1ms 200 members na11onw1de. the Workers Viewpomt Orgamzat1on, fought w1th the Ku Klux Klan m Greensboro. North Carol1na
The December 3. 1979 battle resulted in 5 killings.

•

Former CIA oHicer Oav1d Barnett was sentenced to 18 years tor g1v1ng deta11s of CIA operat1ons to the KGB -· the Sov1et Secret Police -· and expos1ng the.
identit1es of 30 Amencan Intelligence agents. The KGB pa1d Barnett $92.000.

e

South Africa c aptured a KGB agent who was trying to 1ncite a terrorist group. t he pro-Commumst African National Congress. to armed upns1ng

•

"M1am1-based Castro agents" ag1tated tor mob violence m last years M1am1nots. accord1ng to a news report.

•

Chnstopher Boyce and Andrew Lee were conv1cted recently of selling top secretmformahOn concerning Amenca's "Pyrarrnder" spy satellite toSov1et agents
Lee was sentenced to hie Boyce escaped from pnson and IS s1111 at large

e

Secretary of State Alexander Ha1g sa1d that International terroflsm IS "Intimately" related to "Sov1et ac111111y 1n terms of tra1n1ng. fund1ng and equ1pp1ng

e

" There IS VIrtually no terronst operation or guerilla movement 1n the world today, whether communist, sem1-commun1st. or non-commumst. from the lnsh
Republican Army to the Palest1ne Liberation Orgamzatlon to our own Weather Underground, w1th which commun1sts of one sort or another have not been
mvolved." accord1ng to Or. Stefan T Possony of the Hoover Institution and L. FranCIS Bouchey, Exec utive Vice President of the Council for lnter-Amenc an
Secunty. in their book International Terronsm · Ttle Communist Connection.

•

These are only some of the reasons why Congress should re-establish the Inte rnal Security Committee.
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about it. And if that is right, then economic policies which fail
to take this global reality into account cannot work. And if that
is true then my fear is that in its next phase the repression will
consist of scapegoating and identifying those responsible for our
lack of discipline, the new permissiveness which has resulted in
low productivity, a volunteer army which can't fight, the
national humiliations of Viet.nam and the taking of the Iranian
hostages - not to mention crime in the streets, drugs, teenage
pregnancy, etc. In other words, what we have to look forward
to is a scapegoating of those responsible for the progressive
agenda of the 60s - affirmative action, gay rights, feminism,
the anti-war movement; you name it. The danger is that the
search for scapegoats will take us down the road, further down
the road, to a police state.

What Can Be Done
At the Rand Corporation and the Hudson Institute, they call
such happy projections scenarios. Well, if this scenario be accurate, what can and should be done about it? First, I would remind you of the witness who explained to me why he named
names in the 50s. He said, "I'd be willing to jump off a cliff for
something I believed in, but I quiet the Party ten years earlier. I
had a wife and two kids and a mother to support, and why
should I go to a concentration camp? [And in the 50s, in times
of national emergency, the president did have the power to put
security risks in detention camps - and that's again on the
Heritage Foundation's agenda.] Why should I go to a concentration camp for something I don't believe in?"
The point of course is that the principle at stake wasn't the
credo of the Communist Party. The principle at stake was the
First Amendment, the right of people not to be punished for dissenting beliefs. And so I would say that one of the first lessons
· of the 50s is the need for"serious national First Amendment education: what it is, how to use it, how to know when it is under .
attack, and how to defend it. The lessons for radicals, then, is
the importance of civil liberty. The First Amendment of the
United States Constitution is not an instrument for the oppression of the masses by the ruling classes. It is the single most important guarantor of human rights for the underclass.
Second - lessons for liberal organizations. It seems to me
that of all the lessons they can learn from the study of the past,
none is more essential than to realize that it was a tactical, political and moral error to try to disassociate themselves from those
under attack, that is, those to the left of them . The lesson for
liberals is to protect and defend the rights of, rather than desert,
those to the left of them.
Third, I say know the enemy. Reagan's goal and that of his
administration is not repression, it is to get the government off
our backs and liberate the economy to do its stuff and to return
us to the American way. But his election has energized, strengthened, unleashed dangerous forces at every level of the government and in the private sector too. I speak now not only of the
interlocking directorate of the Moral Majority, the Christian
Right, the American Council of World Freedom. I speak of the
American Security Council, the Consortium for the Study of Intelligence, the National Committee to Restore Internal Security,
... If I go on any longer our time here would run out; the
list is too long to read.

It seems to me that the way to fight state and local repression,
which is already going on all over this country, is at the state and
local level. It's not glamorous, but it can be effective to join
your local library board. It can be meaningful to join the PTA
and the local Board of Education. That is where it's happening
even as we meet this evening.
The next point -and this is going to sound self-serving but I would say another thing that you can and should do is read
and subscribe to The Nation magazine. (laughter, applause)
You know, the right wing has Conservative Digest, National Review, Human Events, Commentary, the Public Interest, and
many more. And when a man like Arnaud deBorchgrav, late of
Newsweek, co-author of The Spike, testifies that on the basis of
evidence supplied to him by his sources, over 1,000 major cases
of espionage in the United States could be cracked if there were
to be a restoration of internal security in any meaningful way,
you need sources beyond his sources. If that be disinformation,
you need information. And you should read and subscribe to
publications such as The Progressive and In These Times.
Repression, you know, is nothing new. At least not to those
engaged, as you are, in the struggle for social justice. So what we
learned from the 50s, however, are the dangers of paralysis inspired by the great fear. Groups like the National Lawyers
Guild, the Emergency Civil Liberties Committee, the new American Civil Liberties Union and others which fought the lonely
fight in the 50s teach us that repression needn't breed paralysis.
It represents an opportunity; it~ an opportunity to build organizations. It represents an opportunity to fight back. It represents
an opportunity to command attention for the social programs
which were discussed by some of the other speakers this evening.
It represents an opportunity to help the people of E1 Salvador. It
represents an opportunity to get back into the struggle for social
justice.
There will undoubtedly be times when the strategy of silence is
called for. But don't forget that every attack also provides a
platform like this one from which to reach more people.
Now is it premature to raise these questions? It's not premature to study the past. It's not premature to come together in
meetings like this to consider what to do about the future. It's
not premature to audit the Security and Terrorism Committee,
the local Red Squads, the Heritage agenda. But if there is one
lesson to be learned from the 50s, the important thing, it seems
to me, is not to get into a bitter argument on the left of whether
or not it is premature. Solidarity, not fragmentation, should be
th.e spirit in which we proceed.
I've saved until last the point which perhaps should have been
first. There is one indisputable precondition to the survival of
civil liberties and civil rights - namely the survival of the species. Nuclear disarmament ought to be at the top of our political
agenda. The clock ticks. The most blatant example of the new
vocabulary is the Heritage Report's inclusion of anti-nuke activity as an activity which threatens the security of the state.
Fmally I want to mention that Anne Braden, one of the victims of the 50s but indorninitable, observed recently, ''You stop
a police state by defending and freeing its frrst victims." The defeat of the Lefaveur nomination shows that victory is possible.
There comes a time when resistance may be identical with morality. If we are headed into such a time, let's make the most of
it. Thank you.

14------~------------------------------------------------Victor Navasky, in his article, warns of attempts "to make legitimate that which was previously
illegitimate. '' The next few articles examine that trend which seeks to broaden the domestic
surveiliLlnce powers of the government, and isoiLlte dissident voices through charges of conspiracy
with alleged communists and terrorists. ·

The Felt-Mffier Pardon:

"Justice ultimately prevails. "

Our Own KGB

-Richard Nixon, in a note to
Mark Felt and Edward Miller.
1981

by Nat Hentoff

Caaoalzlag the FBI'•
Black-Bag Boy•
The two stories broke on the same day, April 16- the defenestration of Janet Cooke and the Presidential pardons of
Mark Felt and Edward Miller, convicted last November of dirCfting secret FBI break-ins of the homes of innocent citizens.
On that firSt day, both stories got about the same amount of
space in much of the press; but then, while autopsies of
Cooke's career in journalism proliferated, convicted FBI
felons Felt and Miller eased back into the shadows which are
their natural habitat.
Yet, the exoneration -because that's what it is -of the
FBI's former Associate Director and its former Chief of Intelligence Operations is a crucially important story because of
what it signals for the next four years, and beyond. (A
unanimous jury, it should be remembered, found that Felt and
Miller not only broke the law, but tneant to. There was clear
criminal intent.)
Ftrst, there is the direct impact of the pardons on all our secret polic, state and local as well as Federal. The suave Mark
Felt himself got it exactly right when he spoke of the "tremendous" symbolic value of the pardons, adding: ''This is going
to be the biggest shot in the arm for the intelligence community
for a long time."
At an East Side Conservative Club dinner honoring the
heads of the burglary ring, Roy Cohn was much more lyrical,
crowing that the pardon is a "moment of magic for every lawenforcement offJeer in the United States."
Shazam! The Fourth Amendment has been turned into a
crowbar!
Among the announeements at the club the night Cohn
spoke was news of a forthcoming memorial for the late Senator Joseph McCarthy. Only those of exceedingly little faith do
not believe that the graves of martyrs ultimately open.
So these pardons are by no means discrete affairs, despite
the New York Times's editorial position that Reagan's act of
''mercy," as the Times puts it, "just about wraps up this tragic
episode." For instance, Felt and Miller have also come to symbolize the intensified assault on the Freedom of Information
Act. The goal of the assault is that no official lawbreakers
need even go to trial from now on, since no one will ever
know anything they've done.
Consider the ongoing Socialist Workers Party suit against
the Government for 45 years (!) of such relentless and perva-

sive abuses of its members' Constitutional rights that a complete narrative could make a training manual for the KGB. As
national secretarY Jack Barnes told The Washington Post recently, "In '73, when we filed suit, we fLied what we suspected,
not what we knew. Not until the Freedom of Information Act,
five years later, did we find out the extent" of Government
lawlessness.

Reagan Pardon
Pursuant to the grant of authority in Article II, Section
2 of the Constitution of the United States, I have granted
full and unconditional pardons toW. Mark Fe.lt and Edward S. Miller.
During their long careers Mark Felt and Edward Miller
served the Federal Bureau of Investigation and our Nation with great distinction. To punish them further after three years of criminal prosecution proceedings would not serve the ends of justice.
Their convictions in the U.S. District Court, on appeal
at the time I signed the pardons, grew out of their good
faith belief that their actions were necessa(Y to preserve
the security interests of our country. The record demonstrates that they acted not with criminal intent, but in the
belief that they had grants of authority reaching to the
highest levels of government.
America was at war in 1972, and Messrs. Felt and Miller followed procedures they believed essentiaL to keep the
Director of the FBI, the Attorney General, and the President of the United States advised of the activities of hostile foreign powers and their collaborators in this country.
They have never denied their actions, but, in fact, came
forward to acknowledge them publicly in order to relieve
their subordinate agents from criminal actions.
Four years ago thousands of draft evaders and others
who violated the Selective Service laws were unconditionally pardoned by my predecessor. America was generous
to those who refused to serve their country in the Vietnam
War. We can be no less generous to two men who acted
on high principle to bring an end to the terrorism that was
threatening our Nation.
- Ronald Reagan
April 1981
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But if two of the highest officials of the FBI, convicted in
another case of directing exactly those kinds of crimes, are
beatified by the President, with much of Congress cooing
along, then the Freedom of Information Act is just a pain in
the ass of patriots. And as Attorney General William French
Smith has indicated, the FOIA, sooner rather than later, is
going to be shredded. Why even transiently embarrass the
future Felts and Millers?

Ignoring Reality

/

If the press has largely ignored the ramifications of the FeltMiller pardons, it has also failed to examine these heroes of the
FBI themselves. ln its he~tfelt April 16 editorial, "Pardoning
the FBI's Past," the Times, after observing that the two burglars "deserve the executive clemency President Reagan has now
extended, " ·goes on to say that Felt and Miller had "many years
. of loyal and unblemished national service."
So they supervised break-ins, without a warrant, of the homes
of "friends and acquaintances" of the Weat~er Underground in
1972 and 1973. Well, a small aberration in otherwise resplendent
records.
Aside from the fact, as will be shown, that one of the victims
was neither a friend nor a relative of the Weather brigade (indeed, he was an ideo!Qgical enemy), how the hell does that editorial writer know that Felt and Miller's FBI past was "unblemished?''
In none of these cases, even with the help of the FOIA, is it
possible to get anything near the full account of illegal activities
by the FBI, CIA, et a!. Some of the documents grudgingly released under the FOIA are heavily censored, and some documents are not produced at all. In a current similar suit, Clark
(and seven other plaintiffs) v. United States of America, one of
the briefs states:

Mr. EdwardS. Miller

"The full nature and extent of defendants' actions are at this
time unknown to either the plaintiffs or the public because the
actions were carried out in a covert and illegal manner." Am
ong the defendants in that suit, by the way, are Mark Felt and
Edward Miller. Among the charges: warrantless break-ins
("black-bag jobs"). Just another blemish, if proved,· on all
those shining years of national service.
And defendants Felt and Miller, now that they have been
given clemency by The New York Times - and turned into legends by the President - are asking the Government (you and
me) to pay the private lawye1 s hantlling their defense in Clark v.
U.S.A. That's not chutzpah. You don't have to be a Weatherman to know which way the Zeitgeist is going.
But if we don't know everything Felt and Miller may have
done outside the law during all those years of fearless service, we
know something. There is, for example, Frank Donner's exhaustively researched The Age of Surveillance (Knopf) - invaluable for its illumination of what's coming as well as of the past.
On page 132, Donner presents information by M. Wesley
Swearingen, a retired FBI agent who was with the Bureau for 25
years.
Swearingen told Justice Department prosecutors of Felt and
Miller that -concerning "black-bag jobs" and other FBI felonies in the hunt for the Weathermen - the Bureau had lied to
the General Accounting Office as well as to a Washington grand
jury. These burglaries and other crimes had not taken place only
in New York and New Jersey, as the FBI had claimed. (It was
for these Constitutional violations that Felt and Miller were convicted.) The1e also had been lawless law-enforcement acts in
Chicago, Los Angeles, Washington, D.C., Portland, Oregon,
Newark, and San Francisco. The Weathermen had to be found
by any means necessary.

Mr. W. Mark Felt

....1
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Now, in 1972 and 1973, Felt was Acting Associate Director of
the FBI and Miller was Assistant Director of the Domestic Intelligence Division. Is it at all plausible that they directed the secret
break-ins, illegal wiretaps, and mail openings going on in the
New York office (under the infamous Squad 47) but were ignorant of parallel squads of FBI bandits in pursuit of Weathermen
in those other cities?
After all, the District of Columbia Grand Jury indictment of
Felt and Miller notes, among Overt Acts, that "On or about
October 6, 1972, in Quantico, Virginia, FBI agents attending a
Weatherman in-service training course were given a lecture on
how to conduct surreptitious entries." Surely Felt and Miller
knew about that seminar in thievery.
But these are the folks who, The New York Times instructs
us, "d~;served" the Presidential pardon. Furthermore, said the
Times, in a wondrous burst of pietistic illogic, all's well that
ends well in this best of all possible worlds. You see, the heads of
the burglary ring have been forgiven and "meanwhile, the courageous prosecution of this case stands as a potent deterrent to
officials who may be tempted, even by patriotic zeal, to break
the law. Overzealous officers should never again be so sure that
all their actions are politically and legally immune."
The pardoned Edward Miller gave that gaseous homily the
skewering it deserved. The pardons, he said, were "a very fine
thing for the present FBI" because they would erase any reluctance that agents might have to "do their job 100 per cent."
Some deterrent.
There were a few churlish souls who did not share in the general exaltation that these fine public servants were now free -as
one of their lawyers said - " of any taint of guilt" since the pardon represented ''complete expungement •' of any reason to feel
guilty. (As the convicted felons quickly agreed.)
John W. Nields Jr., chief prosecutor of Felt and Miller,
grumbled: " I would warrant that whoever is responsible for the
pardons did not read the record of the trial and did not know
the facts of the case.''
Another of the prosecutors, Francis J . Martin, reminds us in
an angry May II Times Op-Ed piece that the victims of the FeltMiller gang "were not criminals or spies. They were people who
happened to have~ child, or a sister, or a brother, or a friend
who was a fugitive member of the Weathermen, a violent faction of the anti-Vietnam war movement."
And what did the burglars find? " A love letter, a poem and a
Valentine, a professor's manuscript on social ecology, Yiddish
lessons prepared in anticipation of a trip to Israel, and a daughter's reflections on the recent death of her father."
Aw, come on. Felt claims the burglaries were urgently justified because the Weather Underground was connected to hostile
foreign countries.
Murray Bookchin's apartment on Second Avenue near 14th
Street was broken into by Squad 47 on February 14, 1973 . Quiet
as mice, FBI agents photographed his discarded address books,
scraps of manuscripts for articles and books in progress, and
two photos of his daughter.
Says Bookchin in a letter to me: "An assumption that I could
have harbored a 'Weatherman fugitive, • had any dealings with
the Weatherman group, or any international connections with
any governments hostile or friendly to the U.S. Government 's
interests is preposterous.

"I was and am an Anarchist, largely in the Reconstructive
Tradition of Peter Kropotkin. I was and remain hostile to all aulhoritarian forms of socialism as well as capitalism - hence,
from their very inception the Weatherman faction of SDS were
bitter political opponents (of mine). " That sharp BookchinWeatherman conflict, by the way, has been reported on in a
number of places and is surely in the famed FBI clipping files.
"I certainly could not have had relations with a 'foreign power' -any kind," Bookchin continues. " .. . I know of no serious anarchist who supports any state, much less any 'foreign
power.' ... I did not even support the Vietnamese NLF -or
North Vietnam - any more than · I support Russia, Cuba,
China, Albania, Vietnam, etc. I opposed America's participation in the war, but I did not support the NLF or Vietnam,
north or south.
"My views are matters of public record." (Here Bookchin
nc;>ted his many books, articles,lectures at colleges and on public
television, and frequent appearances on talk shows.)
Bookchin adds that his views in deep conflict with the Weathermen ' 'were fully developed at the Miller-Felt trial last September. I was an embarrassment to the defense and was quickly
ushered off the stand with minimal cross-examination. The
press corps was there and I was surrounded by reporters who, to
summarize their own remarks, were 'astonished • to hear my
sworn testimony because they had been led to believe that
people related to the Weathermen had been invaded by the FBI
-not their opponents.
"My testimony was given national circulation owing to its
'anomalous' character ... and was discussed for about a paragraph in the Times as an example of the helter-skelter nature of
the, FBI's 'bag jobs.' Yet, the press still persists (including the
Times) in reporting the victims of these 'bag jobs' as friends and
relatives and/ or sympathizers of the Weathermen ...
"I have not sued or received 'recompense' for the FBI's actions, like other victims ... and the fiction that-everyone who
was so victimized was friendly to the Weathermen goes on and
on and on .. . . It is implied in Reagan's 'pardon' and explicitly
reiterated in the press. I ask for justice in this matter. Anarchists
have no 'allies' on the Left, no countries that would like to keep
them alive, much less give them 'refuge.' But they can ask for
journalistic redress .... "
I hope this helps some.
Meanwhile, the clearest assessment of the pardons themselves
comes from Henry Strauss in an April 281etter to the Times:
"If two men are caught breaking into a shoe store, they are
tried and, if found guilty, are thrown into the clink.
"If two men are caught breaking into the Constitution and
are found guilty, they are pardoned by President Reagan.
·
"Conclusion: the Constitution is of less consequence than a
shoe store."
If nothing else comes out of this, maybe the Times will replace
whoever wrote that callowly roman.tic editorial. "Pardoning the
FBI's Past," with Henry Strauss. Especially now, the BiU of
Rights needs a defender, not a trimmer, at the Times.

Nat Hentoff is a frequent contributor to the Village Voice from
which this anicle is reprinted with pennjssion [Copyright 1981,
Village Voice]. Hentoff's latest book is The First Freedom: A
Thmultuous His~ory of Free Speech in America.
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The Right looks at Felt & Miller:

Patriots and Heroes
The Security and Intelligence Fund, which works closely with the hawkish American Security Council,
is in the forefront of U.S. groups calling for the increased use of domestic intelligence operations to
ferret out subversion. It helped raise tens of thousands of dollars to pay for the legal defense of FBI
agents Felt and Miller. Excerpts from- its publications are reprinted below.
The following cover letter was sent with a copy of the Fund's
Situation Report on the Reagan pardons to selected members
of congress.

The special aspects of the recent Felt-Miller trial are
discussed in some detail in the attached Security and Intelligence Fund Situation Report which I think you will find
interesting. They explain why the President had no choice
but to grant full pardons to Messrs. W. Mark Felt and
Edward S. Miller for their courageous efforts to apprehend and bring to trial the notorious Weathermen.
The growing awareness of the spread and efficacy of
international terrorism will recall to many people's minds
the concern and consternation over the now forgotten
reign of terrorist bombings in the late 1960's and .early
1970's perpetrated by the Weather Underground Organization (WUO).
··

The fact that these explosive outbursts happened in
such diverse localities as the Capitol, the Pentagon, other
military facilities, the State Department, police stations,
banks, and elsewhere, could not have been possible without training and support from foreign elements - namely
Cuba and other Soviet satellites. At that time, most of the
press and the public were largely ignorant of Soviet involvement in such terrorist activities.
For this reason, the diligent efforts made by the FBI to
run down the WUO members who perpetrated these terrorist acts seemed to be unconnected to any national security thi:eat from foreign powers. This important aspect of
the FBI operations was given little emphasis in the trial
and convictions of Felt and Miller. Proper emphasis also
was not given in that trial to the longstanding Presidential
approval of such surreptitious entries in cases involving
national security.

What follows are excerpts from the Spring 1981 Situation Report, Copyright 1981 by the Security and Intelligence Fund, Inc. Every
effort has been made to preserve both the context and meaning.

by Security and Intelligence Fund
President Reagan' s stern strategy for coping
with the untiring thrust of international communism and the Soviet orchestration of subversion and terrorism under the red banners of
"wars of national liberation" has inevitably encountered heavy opposition . His opening moves
have put him on a collision course with detentesteeped institutions on the left and liberal side of
American politics that are determined to continue to exercise their enormous influence over
the course of American foreign policy.
• The first tentative testing of the state of
American public opinion on this new strategy
has, in fact, already begun. Mr. Reagan's moves
to bring American military power to a high
degree of readiness in far places, his postponing
of the SALT negotiations in the absence of a
Soviet willingness to right the strategic imbalance, and, because that is where the new
strategy is most visibly in motion, his actions to
repel the Soviet-cum-Cuba thrust into Latin
America with El Salvador as the immediate

target, have all come under increasing fire from
the liberal establishmentarians.
The sway of debate on these grave issues will
rank in its consequences for American prospects
with the struggle beginning over the Reagan
economic policies. It stands to reason that the
merits of the Reagan strategy .will be determined, first, by the assessments of the national intelligence community and, next, by the political
atmosphere in which the estimates are weighed .
This aspect of the matter is therefore of acute intere-s t to the officers and members of the Security and ln_teljigence Fund .
Unfortunately for all of us, there is a vast difference between the resources available to Mr.
Reagan as he gropes for the old signposts and
those that were at the command of the earlier
Presidents. In their time, the United States had
in being the means for decisive military action in
almost any situation of strategic importance.
The Central Intelligence Agency in collaboration
with the military intelligence services was rapid-
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ly making itself master of revolutionary techniques of espionage, counterintelligence and
political action while establishing its competence in the more sophisticated methods of intelligence gathering. It was emerging from a
highly instructive apprenticeship in the practice
of political action with friendly forces abroad ,
the subtlest and quietest tool in the practice of
containment. And the Federal Bureau of Investigation, for its part, had in place a highly professional
and
vigilant
corps
of
counterintelligence specialists for dealing with
communist subversion and espionage within the
netion .
Now the military preponderance has melted
away . The intelligence services remain dazed
and demoralized by the gutting of th.e ir foremost
ranks during the Ford and Carter Administra tions, the debasement of their pride and the ruin
of their professional privacy at the hands of the
then Senators, Frank Church and Fritz Mondale .
Representative Otis Pike and others in both
houses of the Congress . The dominoes continue
to fall. And as Mr. Reagan moves to prevent the
communizing of El Salvador, there can be heard,
in the chorus of dissent swelling up from the
most powerful organs of the press and televi sion, from the liberal left wing of the Democratic
opposition, from chairs of learning at the universities, and from the web of "institutes " and
other opinion-influencing bodies on the left,
many of the same voices that howled our country into the shameful retreat from Vietnam and ,
in the aftermath of that defeat and the disgrace
of Watergate, hounded the FBI and the CIA into
the dock.
So the business of getting American opinion
turned around is certain to take some doing.
Your Fund is committed to renewing the comp~t~nce of the intelligence services and restoring public confidence in their essential work . For
us, no single recent event has been more reveal ing of the delusions which continue to cloud
much of American thinking on the realities of
communist subversion and international terrorism than the trial of the two senior FBI officers in the nation's capital.

press" relatives and friends of the radical
Weather Underground Organization by authoriz. ing surreptitious entry into their homes , in 1972
and 1973.
Felt, when he resigned in 1 973 •. had given the
Bureau 31 years of unflawed service, having
risen rank by rank from the starting grade of
street agent. M iller, who resigned at the same
time , had had 24 years of service. He, too , had
risen in the Bureau to the number three post of
command.
Two days earlier. Mr . Ronald Reagan had been
elected President on a philosophy of government
that included a crystal clear commitment to
strengthen the national intelligence services .
An unsettling irony pervades the jury's findings, just as a disturbing anomalousness
shadows the motives of the lawyers in the
Department of Justice who pressed for the prosecution of the FBI officers with a zeal close to
ferocity . For the outcome of the trial had the
deplorable effect in one direction of mocking the
Bureau ' s long-standing conception of its duties
and prerogatives in the defense of the national
interest. In another. it revealed the unrelenting
hostility of the liberal -leftist factions of
American society to the political philosophy
around which Mr. Reagan now seeks to reshape
the American strategy for neutralizing the more
sinister aspects of the Soviet threat.

Aa Uaeettllag Verdiet
Not quite five months ago, on November 6,
1980, a jury in the U.S. District ' court for the
District of Columbia found Mr . W. Mark Felt , a
former Acting Associate Director of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation , and his longtime colleague, Mr . Edward S. Miller , former Assistant
Director and Chief of the Bureau ' s Intelligence
Division, guilty of conspiring to " injure and op-

Former FBI Director L. Patrick Gray. The term
"Graymail .. was coined to describe how he used the
threat of disclosure of secret intelligence documents in
his defense to force the government to drop charges of
unconstitutional activity against him.
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Felt was fined $5,000 and Miller $3,500.
Chief Judge William B. Bryant who presided
over the trial gave no explanation for imposing
such seeming trifling penalties . They were certainly trifling in a dollar sense, considering that
the issues were ;udged important enough for the
government (by some accounts) to spend more
than $20 million in pursuing the case , and for
friends and supporters of the two men to go into
their own pockets for more than $1 . 5 million for
their defense.

A Dletorted Sy•boli••
The obvious explanation is that the significance
of the fines lay in their symbolism. Felt and Miller
were convicted of a felony. The means they
employed in tracking down the Weathermen, who
had perpetrated numerous bombings, violent
street demonstrations and other acts of terrorism,
had been held by the court to be in violation of the
constitutional rights of other American citizens
under the Fourth Amendment forbidding
"unreasonable searches and seizures ." That was
the outcome the Carter Administration wanted .
The attorneys for Felt and Miller filed their appeals early in the spring. Their briefs were not expected to enter an hospitable atmosphere. The
U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington is
unabashedly liberal in its outlook. So an ominous
question mark hung over the efforts of these two
faithful and scrupulous Federal law enforcement
officers to free themselves of the brand of felons .
Hardly less disquieting was the fog wliich their
conviction, if upheld , would have continued to
cast over the operational sanctions available to
the FBI in particular and to the intelligence com munity as a whole if they were to grapple seriously with foreign spies, subversives and terrorists.

The facts in the case demanded the
exoneration which President Reagan's
pardon justly represents.
Happily for the general interests, President
Reagan had the good sense and the moral certitude to move forthrightly to undo the travesty of
justice acted out by a vengeful clique in the
Department of Justice, a judge seeming with a
deaf ear, and an impressionable jury. On March
26, four days before the attempt on his life, he
gave "full and unconditional" pardons to Felt and
Miller.

What the Record Show•
In a strange upside-down way, the injury done
Felt and Miller exemplifies a twisting around of the

classical folk tale of justice miscarried in which an
. innocent and helpless individual is destroyed by
an unscrupulous public functionary serving a corrupt society . There never was so much as a hint
during the eight-weeks-long trial that the two men
harbored a criminal intent, or that they sought any
advantage for themselves. On the contrary, the
Department of Justice lawyers who prosecuted
the case knew from their own close associations
with the Bureau that Felt and Miller had good
reason to believe that what they or.d ered done in
pursuit of the Weathermen was under the government's sanction . Indeed, even as he was feeling
for the FBI's jugular, Attorney General Griffin Bell
acknowledged to a Senate subcommittee that the
practices for which the Bureau was to be punished had "been going on for 40 years in this country ." The high crimes of the Weathermen were
purposefully ignored by the government lawyers.
In giving the Department of Justice lawyers free
rein, the Carter Administration sought through
Mr. Bell to appease the hunger of the civil libertarians and leftists in its ranks for vengeance
against a law enforcement agency which, unttl
the Church-Mandate inquisition, had rightly enjoyed an almost impregnable prestige and trust.
For that self-serving act of indulgence, the nation may in time suffer sorely. The lust for
violence which propelled the Weathermen on their
trail of havoc in the Vietnam years remains latent
in the radical groupings persisting under the surface of so-called "liberal" politics . We have seen
one of the most effective defenses against
another wave of such terrorism struck down by
the government 's own argum~nts in the trial , and
the way this was managed calls for long second
thoughts.
For students of intelligence operations, and
even more for Americans who have been steadily m isled by the press and by the twisted
evidence cast up by the Church and Pike committees in 1 9 7 5- 7 6, the most instructive
historical fact to emerge from the trial was the
revelation that the Bureau ' s sanction for
employing at its own discretion its considerable
catalogue of clandestine techniques , including
surreptitious entry, flowed from a direct delegation of presidential authority .
That sanction was first conferred by President
Franklin D. Roosevelt when war was on the
horizon in 1936. It was reaffirmed categorically
by the next two Presidents in line, was consented to by the next three, and under that continuing authority was exercised at need in national security and public safety situations
through more than three decades, until Jimmy
Carter entered the Presidency.
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Two Mutually-Exclusive
World Views
STATEMENT OF CATHLYN
PRATT WILKERSON PRIOR
TO HER IMPRISONMENT
FOR WEATHER
UNDERGROUND
ACTIVITIES
JANUARY 15, 1981
Today I am going to prison to serve a three-year term. I have
been identified as one who sought to attack the foundations of
American justice. I did indCed do this because I believe that
American justice is a system organized to protect the rich and
powerful and to terrorize those who fight against its cruelties.
Where, I ask you, is the justice in the mass murders of black
women in Boston, Black men in Buffalo, Black children in Atlanta, when these murders follow centuries of violent race hatred? Where is the justice in the exoneration of Nixon, Gray, Felt
and Miller while the victims of their illegal Cointelpro frameups
remain in jail?
The culture that grows from the economic and political
institutions of North America bears poison flowers. Our culture
is rife with contempt and hatred of women, causing the rape,
brutalization and belittlement of our ~x. Our culture is rancid
with white supremacy, with many white people obsessed with
justifying our obviously greater access to education, housing,
jobs and power. But remember that the more overt actions by
the most exploited whites who are immediately threatened by
decaying schools, loss of jobs or home are not as heinous in the
long run as the duplicity of more privileged whites who provide
ideological justifications for racism: who by their material success and self-righteous smugness provide a persuasive example
of the material benefits of complicity - however silent - with
white supremacy.
The sap of the poison flowers is heartless, calculated violence.
Sure, one by-product of imperialism is violence among the
people, caused by material desperation and deep alienation. But
this violence is like a teacup to a reservoir compared to the violence of our government. U.S. support of reaction in Southeast
Asia, Africa, Latin America has cost millions of lives and the
decimation of lands and cultures.' U.S . corporate pollution of
air, ground and water (most extreme in their third world locations) is costing tens of thousands more every year. And what of
the violence done to the children, sleeping with their shoes Qn in
urban centers because they have no heat? Do they have the same
equal opportunity to study as children who have their own warm
room?
continued on next page

OPENING STATEMENT OF
SENATOR JEREMIAH
DENTON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON
SECURITY AND
TERRORISM
JUNE 24, 1982
Today the Subcommittee begins an inquiry into the domestic
security guidelines, commonly called the Levi Guidelines, which
governs the activities of the Federal Bureau of Investigation in
domestic security investigations. Of primary interest will be the
effect that these guidelines have had on the ability of the FBI and
other agencies to gather information or intelligence and to
discharge their domestic security and other responsibilities.
The FBI has established a reputation which distinguishes it
from all other major law enforcement agencies throughout the
world. Its consistent dedication to the ideals of professional
federal law enforcement have long served as a model. The
rigorous standards it has set for itself are among the highest found
anywhere.
Several years ago, the FBI entered into what might be termed
uncharted waters, especially with respect to its shift away from
earlier priorities on street crime, an area in which the states
operate effectively. It has achieved substantial successes, for the
imaginative investigative techniques it has developed have
brought about startling results and a record number of convictions
in the new priority areas of white collar .c rime, organized crime
and espionage. This achievement is truly commendable, and
something in which we all can take pride.
Unfortunately, it appears that, in the reordering of priorities
and the restructuring of the entitites within the Bureau which deal
with substantive foreign counterintelligence and domestic
security, an important aspect of the Bureau's work may have
fallen through the cracks. To be sure, the Bureau has allocated
substantial resources to the problems of foreign
counterintelligence; it has established a section within its
Criminal Investigative Division to deal with terrorism. What
continued on page 22

Photo, right. Soldiers and sailors tear up one of the red
flags carried by the Socialists in their February 1918
Boston peace demonstration. A crowd of 8,000 looked on
as the soldiers and sailors broke up the demonstration,
and many by their cheers, expressed approval of the
action. This type of hysteria ha8 been a hallmark of 20th
century American politics. ·
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continued from previous page
The thought or sight of chil.d ren cold and .hungry, of the dig. nity of teenagers being whittled away by decayed schools and no
jobs . . . These commonplace occurrences i:an still make me
weep. I cannot insulate myself - by whatever means - from
these realities for it would necessitate a deadening of the spirit, a
neutralizing of morality. I have fiercely guarded my ability to
cry out at pain by being an activist. That is why, given the
choice of prison or cooperation with tht; perpetrators of global
violence, I chose to join the folks inside, for they are my people.
And the middle choice of numbing the pain holds no appeal. I
do not want to die in spirit.
My mother taught me to respect the dignity of other human
beings., This allowed me to understand that oppressed peoples
are best qualified to define their struggle for freedom. As a
white person, wanting to contend with racism, sexism and economic exploitation facing me and a majority of other whites, I
recognize that it is third world communities, fighting U.S. imperialism in all its forms , who have exposed the diseased corruption of U.S. culture and who are taking realistic and courageous
steps to move beyond it. In that context, I want to take this opportunity to extend my solidarity to the people and communist
parties of Vietnam and Cuba, to the freedom fighters of Africa,
El Salvador and Chile and to the Black, Puerto Rican and
Native American liberation struggles amongst us .
I also send Jove and thanks to my sisters who have fought to
help us women and our children to find the insights and courage
to stand up proud, gentle and fierce. Without the inspiration
and guidance of these forces I would still be confused and
frightened by the barrage of propaganda foisted on me, as on all
of us, by our government.
And I want to send special love and solidarity to the sisters
and brothers of the Puerto Rican Movement who are P.O.W. 's
jn our prisons, to Assata Shakur, William Morales, and their
comrades who remain free and fighting, and to the Black and
Indian freedom fighters serving life terms. You see - it is obvious: a government which enforces its corruption and barbari-

ties on all levels - from enforced poverty, to miseducation,
misinformation , social manipulation and pervasive violence
must expect to be fought on all levels. Fascism was not fought
with words alone. The other day, General Haigjustified U.S. intervention in Chile resulting in the bloody coup against Allende
and the murderous Pinochet regime. He argued for more of the
same around the world. His only regret about Vietnam is that
this government lost. Ih the face· of this, no one should expect
freedom movements which have shown such courage and sacrifice to avoid the responsibility to take up arms in defense of
these movements. And since the most minimal struggle against
imperialism is met with overwhelming repression by the government, t_he early stages of armed struggle must follow closely
behind the birth of a movement. In the long run , the battle of
words is decisive, but at moments, armed struggle will be crucial
in defending the political gains of the people. Sometim·es these
actions will focus on exposing a particular aspect of the repression of the state, and at other times they wiJJ defend a revolution
itself.
For twenty years I have participated in many areas of struggle. Because I think it is a delusion to separate one aspect of my
life, that of March 1970, from others, I believe I am being sent
to prison for the totality of my activities. How can I think otherwise when so many who fight against society's evils are in prison and others who cause death and destruction through illegal
wars, repression, industrial pollution and right wing -violence
remain free?
Nonetheless, I remain committed to fighting to change our
world because I believe the beauty and productivity of the human spirit cannot be contained by the few who rule with greed,
selfishness and cruelty. Finally, to the children, I send love and
hope that while you wrestle with the inequities and confusions
of our system, you hold onto the gentleness, courage and caring
with which you were born. Especially today, Martin Luther
King's birthday, you should know that there are others grappling with the evils and holding hopes for the future.
A Luta Continua

Photo courtesy National Archives Research Service-Underwood & Underwood.
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seems to be missing, however, is attention to organizations and
individuals that cannot be shown to be controlled by a foreign
power, and which have not yet committed a terrorist or subversive act, but which nevertheless may represent a sustantial threat
to the safety of Americans and, ultimately, to the security of this
country.
The organizations of which I speak may present themselves as
seeking the same goals a,s other, legitimate, organizations
committed to and working for higher goals. We lcnow that, in the
past, movements such as that to support the Republican government during the Spanish Civil War, the neutralism movement
prior to World War ll, and the movement against the war in
Vietnam were exploited in exactly that way. In the future, they
might choose to take advantage of popular sentiment about issues
such as nuclear power, aid to nations under attack' by Communist
terrorists, or racism . They might seek to fmd support from and
exploit organizations committed to causes such as civil rights
reform, prison reform, or a nuclear weapons freeze.
Recognizing the limitations that have been imposed on the
FBI, they would understandably attempt to hide themselves
among other groups in areas well protected by the First
Amendment and thereby escape the scrutiny of the Bureau.
And, of course, there are groups that are open in their stated
purpose of acting by violence and their advocacy of terrorism. It
is obviously vital for us to have current information on them.
The people of the United States look upon the FBI as the sole
agency responsible for investigating activities that we once called
subversive. For many of these we have lately developed
euphemisms, and the resulting attention to labels rather than
substance has inhibited a full appreciation of the magnitude of the
problem.
The Socialist Workers Party, the Progressive Labor Party, the
Weather Underground Organization, and the May 19th
Communist Orglijlization clearly oppose our democratic ideals.
All of these groups favor the overthrow of the government of the
United States by force and violence. They operate effectively
through a variety of fronts, and many of their members
participate in organizations that are essentially non-violent but
which indirectly support and sustain the smaller groups that have
nefarious purposes. Of those four organizations, only two are
under investigation. Moreover, there is reportedly disagreement
among bureau officials whether one organization properly falls
within the guidelines.
The Weather Underground organization has surrounded its
core leadership with protective concentric structures, fronts, and
organizations of supporters. These include a surface support
group, called the Prairie Fire Organizing Committee, as well as
the John Brown Club and the May 19th Communist Organization. These groups would not even be under investigation were it
not for the violent criminal activity at Nyack in which 2
policemen and one guard were killed.
In addition, the Weather Underground has established liason
and cooperation with other active terrorist groups-with the
Puerto Rican Armed Forces of National Liberation (FALN) and
its overt wing, the Movimiente del Liberacion Nacional (MLN);
with the Chicano revolutionaries associated with the Denver
Crusade for Justice, the La Raza Unida Party and the Continental
Liberation Army ; with the Black Liberation Army; and with the
Republic of New Africa.
To implement its cooperation with these and other terrorist

groups, the Weather Underground has set up a number of fronts.
Among them are the New Movement in Solidarity with Puerto
Rican Independence; the Women's Committee Against
Genocide; and the John Brown anti-Klan Committee.
Members of the overt and front groups can aid and abet acts of
terrorism or "armed struggle" by locating targets, carrying out
"intelligence-gathering," providing logistical support, or
actually being part of the group that carries out the attack. The
degree of participation appears to be largely a matter of choice.
Without support from overt ·groups, many or most terrorist or
subversive acts could not be attempted, much less succeed.
I mention the structure and interrelationship of the groups
associated with or derivative of the Weather U.nderground as
evidence that those who would seek to destroy our system operate·
on many fronts, both covertly and openly. They have ample
support from other ideological allies such as the National
Lawyers Guild, an organization formed in 1936 with the
assistance of the International Labor Defense, the U.S. Section of
the International Class War Prisoners Aid Society which was, in
tum, an agency of the Comintern. The NLG, which now claims a
membership of 6,000 lawyers, students, legal workers, and "jail
house lawyers,' ' seeks to exploit the law in order to bring about
revolutionary change.
According to the NLG's own 1971 statement of policy, it
claims that its struggle is " ... to defeat the ruling class in this
country and to defeat its hold on large parts of the world" and
that this is "not a struggle separate" from the full range of
revolutionary and left issues in the U.S .
Today, the NLG remains the primary U.S . affiliate of the
Soviet-Controlled International Association of Democratic
Lawyers. This group and its western hemisphere regional
affiliate, the American Association of Jurists, provide logistical
support to Soviet and Cuban-backed terrorist groups .
On February 4, 1982, during an FBI oversight heari.ng at which
Judge Webster testified, the Subcommittee discussed in detail the
problems associated with the Levi Guidelines. On that occasion,
it was decided that it was desirable to hold separate hearings on
this issue. Our hearings today and tomorrow are the result. The
Subcommittee will receive testimony about the scope of the
limita tions that have been imposed on the FBI in the wake of
Watergate and the COINTELPRO revelations. We will examine
not only the language of the 1976 Domestic Security Guidelines
but, more important, how that language is interpreted by Bureau
officials, and how that policy that is derived from those interpretations affects the Bureau's ability to collect domestic
intelligence.
At this time of ever increasing terrorist activity, I believe the
American people need an organization that has the ability, the
desire, and the understanding of the threat to see through
propaganda and false colors so that the American people can be
infoT'mM of the threat presented by organizations committed to
the destruction of our freedoms. When I speak of a threat, I do
not just mean that an organization is, or is about to be, engaged in
violent criminal activity. I believe many share the view that the
support groups that produce propaganda, disinformation, or
"legal assistance" may be even more dangerous than those who
actually throw the bombs. Many of them are immune under
current policies, and they have even exploited their immunity by
using the tools of the law to intimidate and cripple the ability of
law enforcement personnel to do their job.
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. Setting the Stage:
The Brinks robbery ushered in a new phase for the current witch hunt. As before, the press became
a willing, almost eager, partner in circulating the most ludicrous charges regarding progressive
political groups and individuals, as long as someone could be quoted alleging a connection to the
Brinks robbery.
The Hentoff article which follows analyzes the press coverage resulting from the Brinks robbery.
We then look in-depth at the prosecution of National Lawyers Guild anorney Kiko Martinez, a case
which demonstrates how un-Constitutional surveillance, selective prosecution as a form of political
harassment, right-wing circulation of smears, the witch hunting· Congressional Comminees, and
reactionary local police intelligence units all fit together as components in the New Witch Hunt.

Look, Ronald, LOOk!

See il Herd of Journalists
Overdose on\Terrorism
by Nat Hentoff
"There hDs been some question as to whether this is a resurgence of the old left. I don't think it ever went away. "
- Kenneth Walton, FBI Deputy Assistant Director in charge of
the New York office and also director of a joint Federal-New
York City Terrorist Task Force, at an October 24, 1981 press
conference.
The weekend after Bob Dylan's old toy weathervane had become clogged with real blood, I was in Chicago, talking with a
group of librarians from all around IUinois. We were talking
about censorship - not only the increasingly stiff winds from
outside the library but also the rising indications that some librarians are censoring themselves.
In Minnesota two days before, I had learned, for instance,
that in several libraries, new Judy Blume titles are just not bein_g
ordered. It doesn't matter what her new books are about, how
they're being reviewed in the professional journals, or how
many kids are looking forward to them. By now, this author's
name, all by itself, practically guarantees trouble. And Lord
knows, there's enough trouble already.
On the other hand, there was also news that Saturday of successful resistance to thought control; and the librarians present
agreed with a message I had brought from one of their number
in Minnesota:, "I realize there are jobs on the line, but the most
important role we can play is to become more courageous in

keeping our libraries free. Because if we don't, who will?"
It was on that bracing note that the meeting ended, and I went
downstairs to the Palmer House bar to catch up on the World
Series. There I ran into a group of civil liberties lawyers and
other attorneys in the public interest who had just finished a
strategy session on how to cope with the daily attempts by the
Gipper and his roughriders to dismantle the Constitution.
Rockland County, of course, was much on their mind; and
one of them, who has remained a "movement" lawyer, even
during those parched times when there was hardly any movement to be seen, said to me: "Kathy Boudin and her friends
have given those bastards in Washington a windfall they never
could have dreamed of."
What glad tidings for Senators Jeremiah Denton and John
East of the Senate Subcommittee on Security and Terrorism!
And for all those working mightily to "liberate" the FBI, the
CIA, and the other intelligence agencies from the infernal
shackles of the so-called Bill of Rights. And, even before the
Rockland County murders, Congressman Larry McDonald of
Georgia had persuaded 159 members of the House to sponsor
his resolution to recreate the House Un-American Activities
Committee. Suppose that resolution were put to a plebiscite
right now around the country. You don't have to be a meteorologist to figure out the drift of the votes.
Like the librarians upstairs, however, the lawyers in Chicago
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"You notice," he said, "I didn't use the teaching of terror as
a lead." It turned out he wasn't all that comfortable with this
fragment of alleged news. Where did he get it? From a colleague. I asked the colleague who his source had been. Well, an
FBI member of the joint Federal-New York Terrorist Task
Force. The FBI man didn't want to be quoted. Did he give you
anything besides that? No, lte was rather vague.
But, on the basis of unchecked, vague "police sources," that
chilling bit of information becomes part of a news story, adding
to the weather of fear.
Then there is the Cuban connection. In an October 23, 1981
editorial, The Wall Street {ournal urgently invited someone
(Jeremiah Denton?) to investigate the connections of the
Weather Underground during all these years. The Soviet Union
set up Libyan and PLO training camps for terrorists over there;
what did the Kremlin do for the insurrectionists over here?
There must have been something. Does The Wall Street
Journal have any leads on that? No, it's just asking, just adding
to the fear, as if the editorial writer were idly speculating in a bar
rather than in the solemn pages of his paper.

Cynthia Boston, vice president of the Republic of New
Africa, accompanied by attorney Chokwe Lumumba.
Boston refused to cooperate with the grand jury
investigating the Brinks robbery.
kept on keeping on. There were still members of the House and
Senate who would resist the reincarnation of Tailgunner Joe
McCarthy. And these legislators had to be buoyed up by local
organizing among constituents who also do not see vicious
crimes by desperately self-glorifying "revolutionaries" as heralding an epidemic of Tupamaros. They're the end, not the beginning. As Congressman Don Edwards told me last week,
"There are no international connections in this. These are just
the remnants of self-destructive people." Self-destructive and
acutely delusionary. As AJexander Cockburn said in Press Clips
two weeks ago, they're "like Japanese soldiers occasionally
found on some Pacific island, still making their own personal
contribution to the Second World War."
But there are those who greatly prefer that these violent end
games create a sense of fear in the land. A fear of more assaults
and killings to come. A looming conspiracy of radical evil which
must be crushed. By new statutes; by high-powered investigative committees of the Congress and eventually state legislatures;
and by law-enforcement cadres with unlimited power to infiltrate, bug, wiretap, disrupt all kinds of "suspicious" groups.
And since the Brink's holdup on October 24, the greatest aid to
these conjurers of blood-streaked auguries has been the press.
At the bottom of page 3 in the October 28 Daily News, there
was a story keyed to the arrest of Cynthia Boston in Gallman,
Mississippi, on a charge of being involved in the Brink's holdup
in Rock land County. (The charges were dropped on November
5. The FBI had pounced on the wrong woman.) Boston is an official of the Republic of New Africa; and in the second paragraph, according to "police sources," we are told that this
group has spent the past decade "in almost complete silence and
secrecy, teaching techniques of terrorism to perhaps hundreds
of underground radicals.''
Wow! Even more than the story of Jimmy Carter bugging the
Reagans in Blair House, this should have been all over the Daily
News front page. If true. I called one of the reporters on the
piece and asked him if there was anything more. Some facts
·
maybe.

1

There must have been something. Does The Wall Street Jour- ·
nal have any leads on that? No, it's just asking, just adding to
the fear, as if the editorial writer.were idly speculating in a bar
rather than in the solemn pages of his paper.
Ah, but the Journal does have a real connection between the
Weather Underground and Cuba. There is a Canadian TV documentary, the Journal .editorial emphasizes, called The KGB
Connections. An Investigation into Soviet Operations in North
America; and, the Journal tells us, "it depicts a deep involve,ment in American terrorism by Cuban intelligence, the 001."
What's the proof? Why, says the editorial, the film features
an interview with Larry Grathwohl, a former member of the
Weather Underground: "He describes how members found one
another on occasions when they got cut off from the main body
of the group in hiding. Did they call some hippie friend? Or a
sympathetic relative? No siree. They telephoned the Cuban embassy in either Canada or Mexico and identified themselves by a
special code name. An intelligence officer with the Cuban embassy would then arrange for them to be put in touch with the
members of the Weather Underground they were seeking; those
persons were also identified by code names. "
Good GOd! Che never died! Why was this story not on the
front page of The Wall Street Journal? And why didn't the editorial writer tell us a little more about Larry Grathwohl, the alleged "former member of the Weather Underground?" I suppose it might, dampen the crunch of the story a little to disclose
that Grathwohl was a plant, an FBI informer, one of Guy
Goodwin's boys. From 1970 to 1973, Goodwin ran the Internal
Security Division of the Justice Department in a manner that
would have made his idol, J. Edgar Hoover, kvell. Or, as Frank
Donner puts it in The Age of Surveillance: "Goodwin appears
to be a counter-subversive zealot obsessed with stalking and harassing his targets by any means possible."
One of those means was Grathwohl, who had a lively imagination, adding much color to Goodwin's conspiracy scenarios,
but little paydirt in terms of actual convictions. I found it hard
· to believe that so responsible a paper as The Wall Street Journal
would have parroted these "particulars" of the Cuban connection on the unchecked word of this ex-informer.
So I called someone I knew there. Well, they hadn't done any
independent investigation. They had taken the assertions in the
TV documentary and by Gfathwohl himself as reliable. No, they
didn't know Grathwohl had been an FBI "member" of the
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Weather Underground. (Don't they have a morgue? Grathwohl
was all over the papers in the early 1970s and testified in the
much more recent Felt-Miller FBI black-bag trial. Grathwohl's
name is also readily found in the index to Frank Donner's book,
which I thought every serious newspaper felt obliged to have,
along with The Almanac of American Politics.)
So, on the basis of such careful analysis, the Journal's editorial -titled "Terrorism at Home" -suspects that an investigation into domestic terrorism "would disclose that the Cubans
have been actively aiding and abetting the Weather Underground and similar groups in the U.S. for years."
Similar groups? Which ones? Based on what evidence? As for
the main theme, it may be that there was, and stiU is, a Cuban
connection to the Weather Underground, but there is no proof
whatever in that Wall Street Journal editorial, which reads as if
it could be written, though with .somewhat more bluster, by
Robert Bleiberg of Ba"on ~. (See his grand frreworks show,
Reap the Whirlwind/Events Have Discredited the Critics of the
FBI, in the October 21, 1981 issue of that jolly journal. Says
Bleiberg, in the wake of the Brink's arrest: "Since the midSeventies, under a ceaseless barra{;... of leftist propaganda, the
nation's intelligence agencies have been all but destroyed." And
now's the time to more than make up for all of that. The Wall
Street Journal just wants to help.)
With such earnest carelessness at The Wall Street Journal, it is
not surprising to read Marcia Kramer's report in the October 25,
1981 Daily News that "Cuban intelligence agents, posing as United Nations diplomats here, have maintained regular contact
with Weather Underground members. The members have gone
to Cuba for training, and have checked in regularly with the
DGI. In fact, a few years ago, one cell of Weather Underground
members was criticized by DGI for talking too much and not
.
taking bold enough action."
Gee whillikers, why isn't that on the front page? Maybe because there are some limits beyond which Editor Mike O'Neil
(who likes to discourse on press responsibility) won't let his
workers go. The only basis Kramer shows for that story is
"Washington FBI sources." That's it. No documents, no corroborative confirmation, no nothing.
It may be news to Kramer that the FBI has been contesting
vigorously, through all channels possible, the Reagan Administration's attempts to get the CIA officially into the domestic
spying business. That's traditionally been the FBI's near-exclusive turf, and one of the ways the FBI can keep its hegemony
is to make it look as if the bureau is on top of, inside, and burrowing from underneath every conceivable terrorist organization in the United States. It knows about the Cuban connection;
it knows about the 10 years of training in terrorist techniques in
Mississippi. It knows the press will swallow just about anything
from an FBI source.
And the press can also be relied upon to creatively build on
the leads slipped it by the FBI. Like Marcia Kramer:
"Funny, in the past, people snickered at the suggestion that
Russian spies were trying to create unrest and revolution here in
American -the land of the free. But recent evidence that Italy's
Red Brigades, Germany's Baader-Meinhof gang, Palestine Liberation commandos and Libyan terrorists have all been trained
in the Soviet give new credence to the idea.
No facts about Russian spies tutoring the Weather Underground and the Black Liberation Army in her story, but who
needs facts to build credence? •
More to come, because the press is not nailed nearly often enough when it becomes a mindless messenger for official mis-

Katherine Boudine (left) and Judith Clark (right) being led
from courtroom after pleading innocent to charges
stemming from the 1981 Brinks robbery.
chief. As in that delightful evasion of journalistic responsibility
in an October 23, 1981 front-page Washington Post story which
reports the fusion of the Weather Underground and the Black
Liberation Army. The source? " .. . undisclosed 'intelligence information' has led investigators to believe .. . . "
Undisclosed to the reporters, and so, unknown to the readers.
And yet, all this passes as "information." But wait until our
next main exhibit. It makes the New York Post look like The
Christian Science Monitor.

The Oblo Coaaectloa
Soon after I came to New York some 30 years ago, a much
weathered reporter broke off listening to a pianist in a jazz saloon to warn this provincial: "Do not fall into the 'as if' school
of journalism. It goes like this: 'I don't have all the facts, but it
could have happened that way, and I got law-enforcement
sources that say it could ha~e happened that way, and it makes
for much better copy if it happened that way, so whynot write it
as if it had happened that way?"
The beauty part is that on a newspaP.er, you can usually get
away with that kind of schlock reporting. Who remembers last
week's story, let alone last month's or last year's? Right now,
how many readers remember the by-lines, or where they appeared, of the reporters who gorged themselves on "as if" leads
and follow-up "details" in covering, as it were, the Brink's murders in Rockland County?
The elaborately omincus Cuban Connection, for instance. Or
the October 29, 1981 revelation in the New York Post that Nathaniel Burns, in custody for alleged involvement with the murders, is "a former SWAPO guerilla trained by the Cubans and
Soviets in Africa." Says who? "It was learned, " reporters Cy Egan and Peter Fearon tell us. Burns, the story goes on, fought
for Nambian (sic) independence. (It's Namibian.) Who says he
did? "Sources said." Burns and his associates in Africa "hoped
to prepare themselves for terrorist activity in the U.S.. . . They
were convinced they could lay the groundwork for a 'black re-
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First, the Advocate is the paper where Rita Jensen is a re"porter. Jensen was Kathy Boudin's roommate on New York's
Upper West Side for three years until the day of Boudin's arrest.
She says she did not know until that day who Boudin actually
was. Jensen now becomes one of the targets of her paper's fearless probe o f the Ohio connections in this case.
The lead tells us that Boudin, Jensen, and Jensen's cu rrent attorney, Martin Stolar "all had addresses in two major Ohio cities in 1969."
The second paragraph begins: "The three individuals have
not been linked to each other while having residences in Ohio.''
Aw, shucks! But hold on. Nonetheless, "the extent of their relationships" before the Brink 's murders "remains unclear."
So let's go back to the Buckeye State, whose official motto, I
kid you not, is "With God, All Things Are Possible." Before
Kathy Boudin went underground in 1970 because a building
suddenly disappeared on West lith Street, she was a community
organizer in Cleveland, the Advocate reveals , while Jensen was
into women's rights activities in Columbus, and Stolar "had
Terrorlem bw the Pre••
been denied entrance to the Ohio Bar because he had refused to
answer questions about political affiliations, though he later apAfter that piece of fine-tuning by the FBI, I was surprised that
pealed successfully."
the New York Post and the Daily News did not try to establish
A little later in the story, we find out more about this Stolar
some links between Joanne Chesimard and Michael Harrington
person. He "helped to defend a number of radical activists in
of the Democratic Socialist Organizing Committee. However,
the early 1970s." So that must tell us something about this Stothat FBI terror-word " socialist" did lead to this AP story which
appeared , among other places, in the October 22, 1981 Pitts- . lar. It must tell us something about his own politics. It 's unheard
of for someone simply to defend a radical on Constitutional
burgh Post-Gazette:
principles- or even for a straight fee.
" ... FBI spokesman Joe Valiquette in New York said the
But the reader needs more background from the Advocate
Bureau had determined that Clark (one of the Brink's suspects]
about Stolar: "His clients, according to published reports, inwas the same Judith Clark who once was in the Weathercluded reputed Black Panther Mark HoJder, charged in a 1971
Underground and is now a figure in the Socialist Workers Party.
New York City murder trial , former Youth International Party
Despite decades of FBI infiltration and dirty tricks, the one
(YIPPIE!) leader Abbie Hoffman, and convicted murderer and
thing clear about the Socialist Workers Party is that while these
Trotskyists may talk you to death , they do not engage in nor adBlack Liberation member Joanne Chesimard.
Aside from Stolar's right to represent anyone he damn well
vocate terrorism. And more to the immediate point, as Jack
pleases without being presumed dangerous to the republic,
Barnes, the SWP national secretary, said in an angry press release, "As the FBI well knows, Judith Clark has never been a
Mark Holder was convicted in that trial, but - the Advocate
never bothered to find out - the conviction was reversed on
member of the SWP, let alone 'a figure in it.' "
Constitutional grounds. A coerced confessio n. Also, the only
Despite decades of FBI infJ.ltration and dirty tricks, the one
time Stolar represented Abbie Hoffman was in the famous
thing clear about the Socialist Workers Party is that while these
Handschu case against the New York City Red Squad. Third,
Trotskyists may talk you to death, they do not engage in nor adStolar has never represented Joanne Chesimard.
vocate terrorism. And more to the immediate point, as Jack
The Advocate claims it tried to reach Stolar by phone while
The AP then put out a "corrective" which included the
preparing the story, but he tells me he heard from no one at the
SWP~ denial. and then said the linking of Clark to the SWP
paper about these and any of the other alleged "facts" in this inhad not come from the FBI after all, but rather from New York
vestigative story so extensive that it required three(!) reporters.
City Police Commissioner Robert McGuire. Thereupon,
In that story, there follows a great deal about Stolar's refusal
McGuire's office issued a statement saying Clark was indeed not
to answer questions about his organizational affiliations in order
a Socialist Workers Party figure or even member. But around
to be admitted to the Ohio Bar in 1969. The Advocate does conthe country, the damage to the SWP - still engaged in its
cede that ultimately the United States Supreme Court ruled in
monumental court battle against FBI spying and disruption favor of Stolar and the First Amendment; but the paper notes
had been done. Before the first bulletin went out, did no one at
darkly that one of the questions he refused to answer was whethe AP think of calling the SWP to find out if Clark was acther he had been a "member of any organization which advotually on it rolls?
cated the overthrow of the U.S. Government by force."
Socialist Workers Party headquarters tells me no such call
I forget: is Stolar a defendant in this case or is he one of the
was ever received.
lawyers?
One group of journalists, above all, has so distinguished itThese three Stamford reporters really know how to dig,
self in the practice of "as if" journalism that they have sucthough. They found out that Stolar is a member of the National
ceeded in making the New York Post look positively sedate. On
October 25, 1981, the front-page headline in the Sunday Advo- , , Emergency Civil Liberties Committee. And guess who the
NECLC's general counsel is? Leonard Boudin . In case you're
cate (Stamford, Connecticut( proclaimed: Tracing roots of the
slow, the Advocate breaks the news that "Boudin is Kathy Bouunderground/Possible connection in Ohio is examined. Trackdin's father.!'
ing the Ohio trail were staff writers Chris Janis, Luise Putcamp
Jr., and Karen Singer.
These remarkable Advocate reporters did, however, miss a
volution."·Who says? Again, "Sources said ."
Anything 's possible, but what kind of journalism is it that
quotes, like a st uck raven, only unidentified sources on a story
of this potential importance? And in the New York Post yet which has so diligently earned the respect of all in the profession
for its fanatic devotion to factual accuracy. So, if we never hear
again of SWAPO or Namibia in connection with Nathaniel
Bums, who will remember the perpetrators of the original
"story"?
Then there is plain dumb sloppiness on the part of the press.
Using a dim bulb to illuminate the terrorism. in Rockland
County, Kenneth Walton, director of a joing Federal-New York
City Terrorist Task Force, told the press on October 24 that all
the various links between the Weather Underground and other
"radical groups" show certain "common purposes." Like'
what? Well, Walton said, such common purposes as "the creation of a sOcialist state" and "an end to the United States Government as we know it."
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This article appearing in the Chicago Sun· Times implied
that attorney John Moore was involved in supplying information to the FALN. Although in court government attorneys
were unable to meet a judge's challenge to produce
beat. When Stolar went to court in Ohio to contest his initial rejection from the Ohio Bar because of his subversive invocation
of the First Amendment, that suit was filed by the National
Emergency Civil Liberties Committee, and Stolar's lawyer was
(gasp!) Leonard Boudin. But the Advocate folks got it wrong.
They said Bill Kunstler was Stolar's attorney. Well , all New
York radical lawyers look alike.
Having nailed down Stolar's diversely suspicious Ohio activities, the Advocate goes on to describe Kathy Boudin's welfare·
rights organizing in the state, along with her civil rights work in
connection with Students for a Democratic Society. As for Rita
Jensen (the third side of this Ohio triangle whose ends never
met), she had become known at Ohio State University as "a fervent champion of women's rights and the causes of battered
women."
The clincher about Jensen - never let it be said tha t the Advocate is unduly fair to its own people - comes from her journalism professor back then , Martha Brian:
"Rita's reputation was not a normal one. She was always involved in a lot of feminist causes. She was very outspoken about
that kind of thing.' •
"Not normal." Is that what the Advocate is actually trying to
tell us about these three people, all of whom " had addresses in
two major Ohio cities in 1969"? Is that the link? That each, being variously abnormal , was bound to get involved, one way or
another, in these terrorist murders.
Who the hell edits the Advocate - this news(sic)paper
"serving Fairfield County since 1929"? Who looked at this
copy? Who approved its front-page placement? Looking back,
does no one on the staff have even a touch of shame now? I'd
really like to know. I'd also ·like to know where these three reporters have worked before. There may be centers of "creative"
journalism in this land I've never heard of.
I am indebted for my copy of the Advocate's background
scoop to Gabe Kaimowitz of the Puerto Rican Legal Defense &
Education Fund, Inc., who observed in a covering letter that he
too, as a young attorney, had objected, on Constitutional
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evidence of the charge, the smear was later presented as
" evidence" in testimony before the Senate Subcommittee on Security and Terrorism (see McCree article, this
issue).
grounds, to being asked his organizational affiliations in order
to be admitted to the New York Bar. Thereby linked to Stolar,
Kaimowitz adds, "It soon will be learned that I once was repre·
sented by Leonard Boudin and knew Kathy."
Kaimowitz furt her speculates - not entirely fancifully - that
reporters of the quality of those on the Advocate may also make
him " the Puerto Rican Connection (notice how we stopped the
New York City election just as the bombings and bank robberies
were occurring?). I would not be concerned except for the fact
that (on October 25, 1981) on NBC's News 4 New York Ralp:1
Penza told all of the city that the Stamford Advocate had just
come across all these connections and was following them up."
(The Advocate also put the same "story" on the Los Angeles
Times- Washington Post wire.)
In a pale imitation of the Advocate's strategy of weaving defense lawyers into this terrorist web, Leo Standora and Marianne Goldstein revealed in the October 22, 1981 New York Post
that Rita Jensen "has hired Martin Stoler (sic], a Manhattan
lawyer who has in past repreSented clients linked to radical
groups, including the Puerto Rican terrorists group FALN."
Just for the record, folks, Stolar was once engaged by a client,
a member of the Puerto Rican Socialist Party, because she was
being subpoenaed by a grand jury allegedly looking into the
FALN. On principle, the client would not testify in what appeared to her to be a political fishing expedition on which she
was being linked to the FALN just because she was an lndependista. That is Stolar's sole "link" to the terrorist FALN.
When I finally got my own FBI and C IA files a few years ago,
much of the bulk consisted of newspaper clippings about me, including "as if" stories. Because I had signed a particular petition or spoken at a particular rally, I was thereby "linked" to a
particular group or action. It could have been true, the reporters must have thought , so why not write as if it were?
What do alarmed patriots need these days with Arnaud de
Borchgrave when they've got the regular press working away at
its creative "as if" reporting? As if they were real journalists.

Copyright 1981, Village Voice. Reprinted with permission.

28----------------------------------------------------------Case Study of a New Witch Hunt:

Kiko Martinez-A Case Of
Harassment
by Sally Olson
Almost ten years ago, bombs were discovered in letters mailed
to two Denver residents and one business. What followed the
defusing of the explosives, easily fits the dictionary definition of
a classic Witch Hunt:

-·'an investigation usually conducted with much
publicity, supposedly to uncover subversive political activity,
disloyalty, etc., but really to harrass and weaken political
opposition. "
This time the target was Francisco E. "Kiko" Martinez, who
the government indicted in the bomb cases. Martinez, a
Mexicano attorney, is a member of the National Lawyer's Guild,
and an organizer prominent in the Southwest for defending the
civil rights of minorities and worlc.ing people.
How conscious was the government's plan to target Martinez
as a political activist, and from whose brain the idea sprang, is the
subject of two current civil lawsuits. Through the civil suits
Martinez seeks to establish that the U.S. government made him
the target of counterintelligence activities as part of a conspiracy
undertaken to deprive him of his civil and Constitutional rights in
an effort to undermine and denigrate his political views and
activities.
In short, it is believed that Martinez was set up, because of his
vocal legal representation and leadership against oppression of
Chicano and Mexicano workers in Colorado. As one of his
attorneys, David Graham of Denver explained, Martinez was
taking on the government in court, "and he was beating them."
Whether Martinez was singled out from the start, or whether he
became a victim of circumstances, events since his indictment
support his claims. Elements of a Witch Hunt abound: hysteria,
this time aroused by stories of bomb threats and the liberal use of
inflammatory reports in the media; a manhunt for an allegedly
dangerous " mad bomber" ; judicial misconduct, undertaken by a
judge who obviously believed the defendant guilty and acted on
this belief from the start of the trial; harassment and intimidation
of the defendant's family, supporters and friends, possibly
including the sudden "accidental" death of Martinez's younger
brother, Reyes ; " lost" evidence; surveillance of the support
committee and meetings called in defense of Martinez; distortion
of events and facts , reaching character assassination, to make it
appear that Martinez had a history of arrest for bomb-related
incidents; and so on. While many of these elements turned up
early in the history of this case, they continue to reappear, as Sgt.
McCree's article, "A Case for Self-Defense," reflects. (See
article this issue.)
The most blatant of the early signs of Witch Hunt were the
actions of Judge Fred M. Winner, presiding trial judge in the lOth

Circuit Court for the first federal trial , which took place in
Pueblo, Colorado. As David Smyth's "Judicial Jujitsu " article in
this issue details, Judge Wjnner's contribution to the ambush
included efforts to undertake secret surveillance of Martinez's
supporters in the courtroom; an attempt to organize, through ex
parte meetings, cooperation between the prosecution and the
Judge on the initiation, acceptance and timing of a mistrial
motion; and after this activity had been uncovered, letters to the
U.S. Attorney's office and numerous judges, accusing Martinez
of being the Jynchpin in a network of terrorist organizations.
Judge Winner's secret meeting with prosecution attorneys and
witnesses brought about a mistrial in the flfSt federal trial, on
what was called the Hodge Count, named after the recipient of
the particular Jetter bomb, Denver policewoman Carol Hogue.
Judge Winner's activities did not, however, result in a dismissal
of all charges. Kenneth Padilla, Martinez 's criminal lawyer, filed
an appeal calling for dismissal of all counts, on the grounds that a
new trial would violate Constitutional protection against double
jeopardy. The 8th Circuit Court dismissed the counts concerning
Hogue, but, refused to dismiss the " Two-Wheeler" and
" Crider" counts, named after the recipients of the other two
letter bombs, because these had been severed from the Hogue
count before the first trial .
In state court, Padilla filed a motion to dismiss all counts,
based on the misconduct of the judge, and the fact that key
witnesses and personnel in the State of Colorado's case had been
involved in the secret meeting with Winner. In a hearing, the
presiding judge determined that aside from the involvement of
police officers at the secret meeting, no state misconduct could be
found. Before he had a chance to rule on this determination,
however, the Colorado District Attorney's office filed a motion
to dismiss all counts on the stat<; level , on the grounds that "the
federal government had messed the case up so badly, they should
be the agency to have to deal with it."

So•• Bad New•
Despite all events to this point, the U.S . Attorney 's office
pressed for the prosecution of the two remaining federal counts .
Padilla's appeal to the Supreme Court for a writ of certiorari to
have all remaining counts dismissed because of violations of due
process in the Pueblo trial , was denied. The second federal trial
on the Two-Wheeler indictment began March 29, 1982 before
Judge Kane.
On the eve of this trial, the U.S. Attorney's office received a
stay while it appealed a ruling regarding evidence issued during

Martinez's appeal to the 8th Circuit. This ruling prohibited the
government from introducting as evidence in the
"Two-Wheeler" or "Crider" CO\Plts any discussion of
Martinez's flight from Colorado after indictment, as well as any
evidence used in the Pueblo trial on the Hogue count. In this
fashion, the federal government attempted to circumvent the
double jeopardy ruling, and get admitted as evidence material
from the Hogue trial. Arguments on this issue were heard on May
6, 1982; Judge Kane's ruling was subsequently reversed, permitting the government to present evidence of Martinez' flight in
19732 at the "Two Wheeler" trial. Following his reversal , Judge
Kane removed himself from the case.
Despite its evidentiary ''support,'' the government was unable
to capture a guilty verdict in the " Two-Wheeler" case. After a
month of testimony under the watchful eye of Judge Frank q.
Theis (the third trial judge in the matter), the jwy returned a
unanimous verdict of not guilty on November 20th, 1982.
Do not suppose, however, that this failure has deterred the
prosecution. On the contrary, prosecturos have initiated a third
federal trial, this time on the only remaining count, the "Crider"
count. Once again, the U .S . Attorney's office seeks to have
testimony con ceming the "Hogue" and "Two Wheeler"
counts, already dismissed, introduced to "establish" Martizez'
guilt in the "Crider" count. Once again, the prime evidence
allegedly linking Martinez to the bombings, a finger or palm
print, has been destroyed, and only photographs remain . Motions
to dismiss the " Crider" count case were heard in February of
1983 and are still under advisement.
Since the declaration of a mistrial in the Hogue
Martinez
and his attorneys have gone on the offensive, filing two suits
against the federal and state governments and/or their agents. In
the first, in Washington D .C ., Martinez is suing to establish
whether materials denied him during a request for records under
the Freedom of Information and Privacy Acts, have been
properly withheld. Daniel Schember, attorney of record in this
case, states that he believed, " the motive for the government's
prosecution (of Martinez) could be revealed by the documents"
currently being deleted of withheld from his client. That case is
awaiting a Judge's decision on preliminary motions to dismiss
and is expected to go to trial this year.
In a related civil suit, filed in Colorado, Martinez is ~king to
prove that a conspiracy to violate his civil rights was undertaken
by a number of defendants, including Judge Winner, the FBI,
U .S. Attorney's office employees, state prosecutors, the City of
Denver Police Department, and journalist Pete Webb, among
others, not because he was guilty of any crime, but because of
Martinez's political views and activities. At a 1982 hearing on
defendants' various motions to dismiss, Judge Bruce Jenkins of
Salt ~ City, initially indictated he might be swayed by the
argument that Martinez had already achieved appropriate relief of
his complaints against the defendants, because retrial on the
"Hogue" count and the state counts was prohibited.
Additionally, some governmental defendants claim ''immunity'' /
from prosecution on Consittutional or civil rights grounds, stating
in effect "you can't sure us, we are the United States"! That case
was dismissed and is currently on appeal .
Since the declaration of a mistrial in the ' ' Hogue'' case, in late
January of 1981, there has been no official censure of any of the
parties involved in misconduct. Judge Winner has not retired, but
remains a practicing judge. Results , if any, from the judicial
council conveneed to review his activities in Pueblo have never
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Attorney Francisco "Kiko" Martinez
been released to the public. At last notice the members of the
U .S. Attorney ' s office involved in the ex parte meeting were still
with that office. A motion to have the enitre office disqualified
from further involvement in the trials was sidestepped by the
introduction of two U .S. Attorney' s from Chicago, Barry Alden
and Walter Jones, Jr. to handle the federal prosecution.
However, during the same period of time, Kiko Martinez, his
attorneys and supporters have faced continued harrassrnent and
threats. U .S. Attorney Dolan testified at one point that Judge
Winner had told him he was planning to attempt to have the FBI
place secret cameras in the second trial courtroom to film
Martinez's defense attorneys and supporte_rs, with or without the
trial judge's knowledge.
According to Padilla, Judge Winner also wrote to U .S.
Attorney Sue Roberts in the summer of 1981 , threatening to file
undefined grievances against him and Leonard Weinglass,
Martinez's original attorneys. A grievance finally was flied with
the Bar Association some time later, by another Judge, claiming
that Padilla made "improper comments" to the press during the
Hogue trial . Padilla refuses to repsond, on the basis that First
Amendment rights protect his freedom of speech.
Meanwhile, the victim of the Witch Hunt continues to pay the
consequiences of crimes for which he has not been convicted.
Martinez' s license to practice law has been suspended for some
time. The results desired by the alleged conspirators have in one
way been achieved; Martinez can no longer defend and organize,
as an attorney, those minority and worldng people to whom he
has devoted so much time. This restriction alone does not satisfy
those who haunt him; they would still like, after all these years
and all that bungling, to put him out of circulation. Additionally,
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Martinez's case is used to justify the argument that freedom of
information should be restricted or denied, and to support the
position that intelligence and counter-intelligence procedures
against political dissidents is acceptable and requires protection.
The events and elements of Martinez's case only go to show
that a Witch Hunt is never conducted simply to "get" an
individual. Witch Hunts of this type are a fraud perpetrated to

If At Flret You Don't Succeed.

justify a theft. While the fraud of a particular set-up or conspiracy
may effect only an individual or a few, the resulting theft of rights
is aimed at a more massive struggle. At their heart, they have a
fat greater purpose-to institute repressive legislation and restrict
progressive measures, to prevent and disrupt the organization of
political opposition, and to terrorize those who fight for social
"
change.

,

Judicial
Jujitsu
"I could get a job hashing in 1933
and couldn' t get any other job. I
couldn't hash unless I went to school
because the job was at a sorority. There
was no medical school in Denver at the
time, so I went to law school at the University of Colorado.''
From these spartan beginnings, Fred M.
Winner has become one of the most controversial judges in the West. Some people
would like him to retire; they say Winner
has made a hash of a venerable body of
legal ethics and regulations.
by David Smyth

M

any of those charges are directed at Winner's
handling of the trial of alleged letter-bomber
Franke Eugenio "Kiko" Martinez. Three days 1
into the trial, Winner called a controversial meeting which was kept secret from the defense. Its disclosure
five months later exploded the case.
Defense and prosec ution attorneys have spent months
trying to redress the harm and set the record straight. But
the three hearings that followed the Martinez mistrial
have raised , as well as answered, several questions as to
how the judicial process works. The alleged judicial misconduct of the Chief U .S. Judge for the D istrict of Colorado has prompted an investigation by the Judiciary
Committee of the Senate of the United States, according
to Joseph Dolan, Chief U.S. Attorney for the District of
Colorado. Duke Short, chief investigator for the committee, has no comment.
In 1971, Richard Nixon appointee Fred Winner was
completing his first yea r on the District of Colorado bench
when Franke Martinez was admitted to the Colorado bar.
In 1972, Martine z successfully sued the Colorado Department of Corrections for improperly transferring prisoners

to the state penitentiary in Canon City. He was defending
members of the United Mexican American Students
(UMAS) in 1973 when three dynamite bombs were mailed
to three Denver residents. No one was killed or injured.
Shortly thereafter, a grand ju ry indicted Martinez fo r the
cri mes.
He fled to Los Angeles, then to Mexico, where he
remained a fugitive for seven years. The government
prosecutors say his flight bears withness to his guilt; his
defense attorneys say he became a fugitive to save his life
from vindictive police whom he had successfully sued and·
who were virtually at war with parts of Denver's Chicano
community. At any rate, Martinez was arrested in Phoenix,
Arizona, in September 1980 after he attempted to slip into
the United States.
Martinez's trial . on federal charges of possession of
explosives, mailing a letter bomb to a Denver policewoman,
and conspiracy-the first of three scheduled federal trials
- began on January 27 of this yea r with Judge Winner
presiding. It was expected to last about 10 days. Martinez
would face three trials on state charges later.
But the first trial never went to the jury, and ended
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in a highly contested mistrial. Martinez's lawyers assert
that events leading to the mistrial show misconduct by the
judge and prosecutors who attempted to cover it up and
demand that all federal and state charges be dropped.
Pr•JSecutors claim that only Winner acted improperly and
that all charges should go tO trial. Winner says he acted to
ensure a fair trial for both the defendant and the public .
But according to lawyers, Winner had already taken
unusual measures in the case. Although district court
cases are customarily assigned by lot, James Manspeaker,
clerk for the U.S. District Court in Denver, testified at a
later hearing in federal court that Winner assigned the case
to himself. Winner said that ultimately he was given the
case by lot. A Telex sent from the Denver FBI office to
Washington headquarters stated "Chief Federal Judge
Fred M. Winner opted to personally handle the arraignment and will in all likelihood resJde over subject's
trial" because radicals were converging on
Denver for a "mass demonstration ."
One o( Martinez's lawyers later argued
in federal court that the memo showed that
Winner had "decided on a plan to convict Mr.
Martinez." In opening remarks at the federal
trial, one of the defense attorneys, Leonard
Weinglass, said there was minimal evidence
pointing to Martinez's guilt, only a print from
his left ring finger on a piece of · canvas-backed
cardboard commonly used by artists and readily available
at the UMAS office in Boulder. Under cross-examination
by the defense, Denver Police Captain Robert Nicoletti,
who had performed the fingerprinting tests, said the print
could have been on the board up to or over a year before
the bomb was mailed. ~Moreover, he noted that there were
two other fingerprints not belonging to Martinez on the
inside of the mailing package which the Denver crime
laboratory could not trace.
Fleeing prosecution is considered incriminatmg beha\'ior, but Weinglass, who had also served as defense attorney
at the Chicago Eight trial a decade earlier, argued that
Martinez fled with good reason, considering the political
situation in Denver in 1973. Defense would argue later
that Judge Winner's conduct made Martinez's flight yet
more understandable.
Martinez's trial was held in Pueblo because of pretrial
publicity in Denver. But more important to the case than
the issue of publicity is the issue of intimidation. Intimidation can resemble the antics of the Cheshire Cat. Just as
only the smile of the Cheshire Cat is visible, so onl y the
anonymous phone call or the flash of a weapon is perceived
by the victim. The perpetrator and his motive often
remain hidden.
Last June, Judge Winner told a federal hearing that he
had received a death threat and that other court personnel,
including a marshal and a clerk, reported being followed
or having had family members in Denver visited by
. strange, unknown people. But everyone-including Winner-stated that none of this could be linked to the
Martinez case. No violence connected with the trial was
reported in Pueblo, but as several observers at the trial
noted, the atmosphere was tense.
The issue of intimidation in the courtroom is one of the
keys to understanding the eventual mistrial. Judge Winner
testified at a federal court hearing five months later that
the attempted intimidation of jurors and witnesses reached
crimmal proportions. But courtroom security was very
tight, and ten temporarily deputized plainclothes officers

from the Pueblo Police Departme nt's Intelligence and
Narcotics Squad attended the trial. Spectators at the trial
said that security in and outside the courtroom was very
heavy. All spectators had to pass by a desk in the hallway
and some were not allowed to take in packages. Police
constantly monitored the spectator ga lle ry by looking into
the room from the main entrance.
. There was no violence or s ho ut~ n g d uri ng the trial and
no one reported that the jurors ever said they were afraid
of the spectators. Kenneth Padilla, principal defense lawyer, claimed Judge Winner used intimidation as a subterfuge to convene a n im proper meeti ng.
Defense attorneys later stated in court
that the January trial was
going in their favor

released to Kiko
Martinez shows the
level of surveillance
initiated by the government
during the trial in Colorado.

when the mistrial was called.
The pretext fo r the mistrial happened on the third day
when a juror complained angrily that pectators should
not be allowed to wea r T-shi rts that said, " Free K iko"
while the jury was prohibited from watching newscasts .
Judge John Kane, at a fede ral hearing on the Martinez
mistrial stated that he agreed and would not allow messagebearing clothing in his cou rtroom. Winner and Padilla
both say they saw two people wearing these shins . Spectators reported seeing as many as eight in a room that held
about 80 people .
Another juror complained that a Jaw student who was
present briefly at the d efe nse tab le wore unglasses. The
defense moved for a mistrial ba ed on juror hostility
toward the defendant. The prosecution did not express an
opinion. Judge Wi nner denied the motion but said the
defense could enter it again la ter if they wished.
That evening, January 29 , Winne r called a secret meeting of prosecutors and ot her court pe rsonnel which the
prosecutors said was highly improper and compromised
their ethical standards. The nex t day, the prosecution
moved for a mistrial because of the mee ting (which was
not publicly disclosed for five months) and decided that
Winner should be take n off the case. But as the prosecution moved for a mistrial, it listed juror hostility toward
the defendant and concern over Martinez's right to a fair
trial as the only reason.
The defense was instantly skeptical of the government's
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Community people in Chimayo, New Mexico march in· Franciso "Kiko" Martinez Defense Committee, P.O. Box
support of Martinez. A defense fund has been established: 753, Alamosa, Colorado 81101 .

moti ves. Their curiosity grew when an inflammatory TV
newscast (made for KMGH by ex-FBI agent Peter Webb)
reported that the prosecution wanted to regroup from the
alleged harassment of the Kiko supporters. Two months
later, on April 4, the Denver Pose printed excerpts from a

Prosecutors were embarrased by Winner's
actions and feared they could lose their
law licenses unless they reported the
Judge's misconduct.
letter written by Winner to a Department of Justice (DOJ)
official in Washington that castigated Joseph Dolan, the
chief U .S. Attorney in Denver, and his superior in Washington for not allowing the installation of hidden cameras
in the courtroom. The defense then surmised that Winner
had met with the prosecution secretly, an improper action
in most cases.
Winner excused himself from the Martinez trial last
February, and the case was assigned by lot to U.S. District
Court Judge John Kane . Kane presided over the aforementioned hearing on March 18 that examined, among
other things, the circumstances behind the mistrial. Said

Kane of his mission: "The whole discipline ofthe office of
a judge is to listen to both sides and rule and let the chips
fall where they may .... I want anything I do to be subject
to the adversary process."
The first witness to take the stand was U.S . Attorney
Dolan. He testified that the government had moved for a
mistrial because of "an event Thursday evening." When
asked to explain that event, Janis Chapman, a U.S. Attorney representing the government, objected, arguing that
such questions would intrude on the way an attorney
prepares his case, a legal tradition considered sacrosanct in
the profession. Judge Kane upheld the objection, saying
that he did not want to go on record as the first judge in
U.S. history to violate this privileged area. The defense
repeatedly rephrased its questions, but each time Chapman objected and each time Kane upheld the objection.
But then something unusual happened. Chapman offered to give evidence to Judge Kane that would explain
the "event," but only if the defense were not present.
Kane turned it down, saying he would not accept evidence
presented this way, known as ex parce, in camera. The
defense urged him to accept it, but he held fast. Kane
commented at the hearing, "I just don't like these private
deals. I just don't like them." The legal time bomb had not
yet exploded but the tick was deafening . _
On April 21 , acting on a defense motion, the lOth
Circuit Court of Appeals ordered Kane ,to inquire further
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into the factual basis of the government's motion for
mistrial. On April 24, Kane asked the Court of Appeals to
assign a judge to the hearing from outside the six-state area
that comprises the lOth Circ uit. By now, it had become
apparrent that W.inner would probably be called to testify
at the hearing-an almost unprecedented event -and any
judge, in the lOth Circuit would find it difficult to preside
at such a hearing because of " principles of impartiality and

Judge Winner was angered when he
couldn't install hidden cameras in the
courtroom.
collegiality," as Kane put it. So, the lOth Circuit assigned
U.S. District Judge Luther Eubanks of the District of
Oklahoma to preside at a new ~aring in Denver, held on
June 30 and July I. On these two days, "Winnergate"
finally reached the public eye.
At the hearing, Win.xr testified that he called a meeting
on the night of January 29 in his room at the Pueblo West
Motel: "It was done because of my sincere. belief that I was
observing the commission of crir~X; namely obstruction of
justice" by spectators attempting to intimidate jurors,
witnesses, and the judge. Winner said that some of the
spectators, who were led by two men, were attempting to
stare down people and that two people with sketch pads
were attempting to catch the juror's eyes.
Among those present at the meeting were Sandra Spencer, second secretary to Judge Winner, James Manspeaker,
clerk for the District Court, and three U.S. Marshals:
Payton Bear, Matthew Dunn, and Les Weisenborn. The
Marshal Service is in charge of court security. Apparently,
no notes were taken.
However, also present with Winner's permission, were
two witnesses for the prosecution, Denver policemen J.C.
Tyus, Jr. and Robert Nicoletti. Tyus had not yet testified
at the trial; Nicoletti had begun his testimony that day and
would resurJX it the nen. Manspeaker testified that Tyus
offered to cause a mistrial by mentioning a previous arrest
of Martinez that Winner had ruled could not be rJXntioned
at the trial. Tyus denied this; Winner said Tyus meant it as
a joke.
One of the two governrJXnt prosecutors, John Barksdale,
testified that Winner ordered him and his associJ!tc, Daniel
Christopher, to the meeting. The presence of these assistant U .S. Attorneys is the germ of the meeting 's controversy.
A meeting between a judge and only one side of a
dispute is called an ex parte meeting . The Amerian Bar
Association (ABA) Codes of Judicial Conduct and Professional Responsibility expressly forbid ex parte meetings,
with the narrow exceptions of the discussion of matters
such as court dates, schedules, and certain emergency
situations, such as some injunctions, temporary restraining orders, or subpoenas, according to Francis Jamison,
Professor of Law at the University of Denver and former
These prohibitions supJefferson County Judge.
posedly prevent one side in a dispute from discussing a
case without the other side being informed or allowed to
express an opinion. Furthermore, the code states that if
any ex parte communication occurs, then counsel must
notify the opposition promptly and in writing.
Denver District Attorney Dale Tooley says, " We don't

have any substantive ex parte meetings with judges. My
prosecutors are under orders not to meet with judges ex
parte."
A slightly modified version of the ABA standards has
been codified into law in Colorado and is the basis for
disciplining state judges and lawyers.
Winner testified that ~ was trying to convince the
prosecutors that he should be allowed to install secret
c~meras in the courtroom to record the alleged intimidation.
John Barksdale had a different recollection. "There was
(sic] a few little preliminary matters, and then Judge Winner spoke to me directly and said, 'John, when you want a
mistrial, I will.give you a mistrial whenever you want it.'"
Barksdale testified that he, Christopher, and Winner discussed what the defense could be, then Winner said " I
think that this government should be entitled to as m~ch
discovery as the defense, and I will keep this case going
until we find out what that is .... '"
Professor Jamison said that if what Barksdale said was
true, " that's a classic violation of that (ABA] canon,
because it's a situation where the judge is called upon to
mak~ a de~ermina~ion and both sides are not present."
Jamtson satd that tf what Winner said is true, it is stilJ a
serious infraction, because Winner shouldn't have met
with the attorneys.
. Richard Coll!ns, ~ Boulder lawyer who teaches parttime at the Umverstty of Colorado School of Law, said
that ABA rules also enjoin a judge from doing things that
even have the appearance of impropriety. " If all they did
was sit around and sip lemonade, it has the same appearance of partisanship, he said .
Barksdale testified that after the meeting, he called his
supervisor, Susan Roberts, Chief of the Denver Cri minal
Division, and told her about the meeting. Dolan testified
that the next morning, January 30, Roberts informed him
of the concern of the prosecutors. Dolan then decided to
send her to Pueblo.
Roberts, who never mentioned meeting with Winner at
the previous hearing under Kane, testified at the Eubanks
hearing shortly after she had arrived in Pueblo, she met
with Winner, who told her he wanted the prosecutors to
move to Winner's motel so that the next meeting wouldn't
be noticed . Roberts also testified that she counseled a
meeting with all parties present and that Winner rejected
the suggestion because it would allow the defense to
attend .
Dolan testified that Roberts phoned him to report that
things were " real bad" and that the prosecutors were
considering whether they should turn in their licenses to
practice law. After further discussion, the four federal
attorneys agreed to press for a mistrial that afternoon.
Dolan said his office was concerned about Martinez's
right to a fair tr ial.
In Denver the following Monday, February 2, Judge
Winner was furious with the U. S. attorneys for bringing
the trial to a halt before he could install the cameras,
according to Barksdale, Roberts, Dolan, and even Winner.
This one of the few points on which they all agreed.
Dolan testified that he told Winner that before he could
recommend the installation of secret ca meras, Winner
would first have to use his considerab le powers of issuing
contempt of court citations to offending spectators.
Later Dolan said that citing someone for contempt is
like dealing with perjury. "You separate it from the trial,
you don't drag it into the trial. " Judge Kane said that
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eject them summarily.
Winner testified that he didn't make notes on the
attempted intimidation during the trial, nor did he order a
marshal to identify the guilty spectators and eject them
because the obstruction of justice case he contemplated
would be much stronger if the spectators' behavior were
recorded by cameras. Video recording would have prevented the very hearing over which Judge Eubanks was
presiding, Winner testified .
Winner staunchly maintained that he only discussed
sec urity at the meeting, although he admitted he may have
made remarks such as " I will keep this thing going as long
as you want" and" ... it would be helpful" to listen to the
defense case. He denied offering to grant Barksdale a
mistrial and said he wanted to structure the case for a'
mistrial that he would declare himself, once the cameras
had recorded the alleged misconduct..
Dolan testified that he didn't place a great deal of stock
in reports of intimidation outside the courtroom, although
his assistants reported some alleged incidents. He said that
when he told Winner on Monday, February 2, that he was
aware of these incidents, Winner just brushed them off
and said they were "no big deal," according to Dolan.
Dolan said that some of the behavior in the courtroom
could have been misinterpreted; for example, adjusting a
neck bandana could have been interpreted as a throatslitting gesture.
Winner did not agree. On February 3, Winner wrote an
angry letter to Philip Wilens, the Director of the Department of Justice section that would have to approve the
sec ret cameras. Winner wrote that he had reports that
Martinez "is the catalyst for bringing together four terrorist groups which have never acted jointly." He went on to
say that the DOJ and Dolan "are tacitly approving egregious obstruction of justice and you are hamstringing my
efforts and the efforts of the FBI to try to bring to the bar
persons who seem to be attempting to wreck our way o
'1andling criminal cases. I don't know what you have been
old, but I write this letter to say to you that I think that if
here is an acquittal in th is case without ability to prosecute
tor threatened obstruction of justice, you are inviting
bombings, killings, and riots." Winner sent copies of the
l:tter to Dolan, Manspeaker, Jack Egnor (Denver FBI
lhief) and William Webster (national FBI director) and
every U .S. District Judge in the Colorado District. The
h tter was mailed anonymously to the Denver Post, which
p Jblished large sections on April 4, 1981. It was also
mailed to Robert Shaughnessy, Captain of the Denver
P 1lice Bomb Squad and a scheduled witness.
Dolan testified that he directed the FBI to interview
some spectators about their conduct but that no obstruction of justice charges res ulted.
Dolan said. that his office debated whe ther to inform the
defense of the January 29 meeting at Judge Winner's
motel room. The DOJ Department of Professional Responsibility advised them to do so, as did a William
Coulson, a U.S. attorney called in specially to represent
the government for the Eubanks hearing. Dolan's office
made the aforementioned ex parte submissions concerning the January 29 meeting to Judge Kane , to the Court of
Appeals, and to Eubanks. If ex parte proffers of evidence
are made on the record and before counsel of the other
side, they are proper and it is up to the judge to accept or
decline the offer. Judge Kane declined, even though the
defense urged him to accept.

When neither the appelate judges nor Judge Eubanks
had accepted the ex parte proffer, Dolan released a sworn
affidavit summarizing the government's call for a mistrial
to the defense. Kenneth Padilla, Martinez's principal
attorney, said he received Dolan's affidavit explaining
the meeting about 4 p.m. on the afternoon before the
Eubanks hearing was to begin.
Eubanks ruled that the charges for which Martinez was
tried in January be dropped because the defense h'ad
consented to a motion for mistrial without knowing all the
facts. The defense has appealed the decision because it
wants all charges dropped partly because alleged government misconduct might adversely affect government witnesses. The government has appealed to have the charges
reinstated because it terminated the trial after the meeting.
Dolan said that Judge Winner's conduct will be investigated by the Judicial Conference of the United States, an
organization of judges convened by law by the Chief
Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court that will meet in
Washington later this month, or by the Senate Judiciary
Committee.
Howard Philips, clerk for the lOth Circuit Court of
Appeals, said that complaints about judges ' misconduct
can be filed at the lOth Circuit through Chief Appellate
Judge Oliver Seth who then makes a determination as to
whether the matter warrants a formal proceeding. Philips
said that no , complaints have been lodged in the I Oth
Circuit during his tenure and that if a protest were filed it
would not be a matter of public record until Judge Seth
ordered it pur on the record.
Robert Maes, a Denver attorney, said that the Hispanic
National Bar Association (HNBA), which held a convention in Denver recently that was attended by about 100
attorneys and judges, passed a re~olution criticizing Winner and the prosecution. According to Maes, the HNBA
will file a protest with the Criminal Section of the DOJ's
Civil Rights Division and request that the DOJ look into a
conspiracy to violate Martinez's civil rights.
Professor Jamison said that the states have much stricter
and more well-defined processes for disciplining judges
than the federal government. He said that the lOth Circuit
could simply decide to take a judge off a case without
making a public disclosure. However, a recent federal law
that goes into effect in October streamlines the process of
redressing judicial misconduct, although it doesn't guarantee public disclosure of disciplinary actions.
But even if the new Jaw could be legally applied to
Winner's case, he stands little chance of censure. In his
ruling, Judge Eubanks found no judicial or prosecutorial
misconduct. Said Eubanks: "With res pect to Judge Winner, I have· no difficulty in saying he acted in high motive
because of his sincere belief that the trial should be shortcircuited by reason of misconduct among the spectators,
ac ~ of intimidation that he felt, he sincerely felt, had
permeated the whole trial and infiltrated into the minds of
the: Jurors to the point that a fair trial could not be had. You
heard him say, and all honest minds must agree, that fair
trial mean ~ for both sides, both the government and the
<H:cu ~ c:d , and I agree .
" Judge Wmnc:r, and I applaud him, wanted to protect
thl' sanctity of h i~ l·ourtroom . He: wanted to get the
..:amc: ra ~ imtalh:d ~o that thc:~e people: , whom he believed
to hl· mi ~ hc:having anJ doing al'l ~ ofin tunidation, could be:
po~ llm: l y tdentilic:d ."
Eubank ~ pinpointed the: t ::.~ ue behtnd the judtcial mis~.: onJuct when he: ' tate:..! : ''Till' fau lt , thl'n, l'Omc:s, 'Well,
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~uml.'hnJ y :.houkl haw tuld thr dl.'ll.'ndant ' I th111k the
rl·a~on that Jud~l' \X' 111nn did not • ~ what he ~ai d here He
had nn rca ~on to mt,tru ~ t Mr \X 'l· m~la~~ or other d ek n ~e

.-oun,l'l, hut hl' dtJ , mdcl·d , nmtru~t Mr. Padtlla. He ~ atd
that hl' wa~ not ' urr hut what Mr. Padilla wa~ a· part of the
oh, trudioni ~t "ttuation that he had ~ecn and he didn't
want to hring him mto hi" ~.:onti dem:e . "
Eubank~ thu ~ effectively ac4uitteJ Wmner of jud1ual
m1 ~ 1.:onduct hy "anction ing him for the ver y acuon which
led to the m1stnal. 'Ibe fact that W inner mi ~ tru s ted Padilla,
that he as~o~.:iated Pad illa with the alleged obstruction of
ju :. ti~o:e , was, ac~.:ording to Eubanb' ruling, reason enough
for Winner to e xclude Pad illa and other defense counsel
from the meeting .
Pad illa said that W inner once asked him to work a" a
tederal publ ic defe~der, but that he respec tfully declined .

This article first appeared in the summer 1981 issue of Military
Police. While the Journal usutJily runs descriptive and analytical
articles detailing the problems faced by military police officeFs,
this article stands out as an exception. There are so many factual
inaccuracies in this shoddily researched article we feel compelled

The N HBA protest asserts , ac~.:ording to Robert Maes,
that Winner 's actions "violated a multitude of the defendant' s rights, including h is right to a fair trial and the due
process of law. "
So, as he nears 70 and prepares to step down from his
august office, Fred M . Wi nner will leave a legacy to
American jurisprudence: that a judge can exclude counsel
from important meetings that affect the outcome of a trial
on the thinnes t suspicion that counsel is somehow conne~o: ted with a cri me_that may ne ver have taken place.

David Smyth is a contn'butor to the Denver weekly, Westward,
this article is reprinted by pennission. Copyright 1982,
Westword

to disclaim the article in writing and apologize to the victims.
Much of the infonnation in McCree 's article appears Jo be
identical to charges circulated by right-wing spy John Rees in his
Information Digest and books by him published by Western Goals
Foundation. We run this as an example of the New Witch Hunts.

a ~ill~rn for self-defense
sgt o m( uee

l'hi.' art icle do''-' 1!t•
nn "nl ,·rth,·r th,· ,,,,,r,,,,.
n/ The Cnit,•d :·)tui•, \rr•!'. ''' lht· f..,, _,\ru:• ,, ,
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I Jolter lJrpurt men/

Reprinted from
Military Police Journal
society that wishes to survive must have a
self-defense instinct. A reality of the
physical world is that nations are engaged
in a continuous struggle for territory and power.
The need for a country to protect itself is constant.
The post-Watergate hysteria that exists in
America today has made us a nation of defenseless
victims. Well-intended, but hastily enacted, Federal
and local legislation has created a shield that
insulates terrorists and criminals from legitimate
investigations. In our attempt to guarantee our'
right to privacy, we have lost our ability to protect
ourselves from the criminal and politically insane.
Terrorists from the Puerto Rican FALN, the
Symbionese Liberation Army, the Weather Under·
ground, the Crusade for Justice, and the National
Lawyers' Guild have used their involvement in
"political organizations" to insulate themselves
from legitimate investigation while committing acts

A

of terrorism. In each of the documented instances,
terrorists were heavily involved in what th~y and
the prevailing law would characterize as a legal
political group.
The FBI, Secret Service, ATF, and other
Federal law enforcement agencies have been so
hampered by the Right-to-Privacy Law, Title 5,
USC Section 552A, and the Freedom-of-Information·
Act, Title 5 USC Section 552, that they are
emasculated. The Privacy Act prevents the FBI
from investigating any group that only advocates
violence; fur example, the San Francisco-based
group, The Urban Guerrilla (TUG). The TUG #4
pamphlet published picture, home addresses of
PG&E executives, and instructions for
manufacturing bombs and explosives. The articles
went on to exhort the formation of new NWLF cells
and the bombing of the named PG&E executives. Is
·it any wonder that public officials are assassinated,
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advocate such acts. In fact, it could be against the
law to warn the executive of the plot. Prevention
/
against inside disruption is impossible when the
inmates run the asylum.
Most 11¥ljor police departments are
politically intimidated to discourage investigation,
surveillance, and infiltration of left-wing and
environmental groups. Ironically, such sanction
rarely exists for right-w.ing organizations. Extensive
justification, to the point of absurdity, is often the
order of the day if any surveillance has been
conducted.
California Penal Code Section 13300, an
extension of the Privacy and Security Act, prohibits
the release of personal criminal history. This restriction could allow terrorists, who have been
released
prison, to obtain employment with
the very corporatiol_! for whose bombing they were
imprisoned. The company would not be able to
ascertain this information, consequently subjecting
themselves to possible additional attacks. A recent
LAPD case involved a certified security guard who
was arrested for a series of arsons and bomb threats
to premises he was charged to protect. He was fired
by the securit'y firm but gained employment with a
different security firm while awaiting trial. The
guard subsequently built a hoax bomb and planted
it in a public supermarket, causing evacuation and
bomb squads to respond. His current security
company was sued by the market for negligence in
. hiring this dangerous and licensed firearm-toting
security guard. In all fairness to the current
security firm, Section 432.7 of the California Labor
Code prohibits prospective employers from gaining
access to arrest records. it is entirely possible· that
the guard could apply for a job with another
security firm, gain employment, and endanger
countless lives again. It appears that between 13300
PC and 432.7 of the Labor Code, the public has no
right to protection.
It is my opinion that the nine people
involved with the organizations I will discuss represent a prima facie justification for police infiltration
and investigation.
Shortly after the SLA shootout, Kathleen
Ann Soliah helped to organize the Bay Area
Research Collective (BARC ), a political
organization that published a pamphlet called The
Dragon. A series of ten publications were produced.
Included in the articles were discussions of political
issues, bomb-making instructions, and antipolice .
dialogue. Ul~imately, Kathleen Soliah and several

from

other members of BARC transcended advocacy and
placed a series of bombs on police cars and
corporation targets. Kathleen Soliah is still a
fugitive and could well be using a similar "political
group" to harbor her from arrest. Other members of
the BARC have been named in the same indictment
as unindicted co-conspirators. Their whereabouts is
also unknown.
In the mid-seventies, the Episcopal Church
established the Commission on Hispanic Affairs.
This group was heavily represented by the Puerto
Rican community. Two significant people sat on
this commission, Carlos Alberto Torres and William
Morales. Most of their political rhetoric focused on
independence for Puerto Rico and antipolice activity.
Less than ayear later, Carlos Torres, his ~.
Haydee, and Oscar Lopez Rivera were being sought
for involvement in the F ALN bombings. Carlos
Tortes and Oscar Rivera are wanted for
invesgiation of the bombings, but Haydee is being
sought for murder in connection with a death in the
1977 Mobil Oil bombing in New York. William
Morales' bombing activities came to light in late
1978 when he blew his hands off building a parcel
bomb. The device was consistent with bombs
mailed to public figures, FBI, and the CIA by the
armed commandos for Puerto Rican independence, a
F ALN splinter group. He escaped while awaiting
trial and is a much-sought fugitive. Again, the
point is that terrorists used the Right-to-Privacy
and Freedom-of-Information Act to insulate
themselves.
Explosives seized by authorities suggest that
the F ALN at one time was receiving at least some
of its explosives from the Colorado-based "Crusade
for Justice." Interestil)gly enough, the impact of the
Right-to-Privacy Act prevented law enforcement
from using telephone tolls to prove a connection
with long-distance call records. They were similarly
prohibited from investigating those groups that
only .a dvocate violence. As we shall see, they
curiously included the terrorist. In the case of
Crusade for Justice, a curious alliance appears. John
Horo, a deputy director of Crusade for Justice, and
Antonio Quintana were arrested for plotting to blow
up police vehicle and facilities in protest of the
upcoming IACP convention to be held in Denver. In
February 1976, Horo was sentenced to six years in
prison. Interestingly enough, he was also the pastpr~ident of MECIA at California Polytechnic
College.
Another noteworthy player is Ricardo
Romero, a Crusade-for-Justice member who also sat
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on the Episcopal Commission on .Hispanic Affairs.
He was jailed in November 1977 in Chicago for
refusing to answer grand jury questions about the
F ALN explosives and bomb factory and their
connection to stolen explosives in Denver. He is
reportedly the son·in·law of Corky Gonzales, who is
the director of Qrusade for Justice. When the F ALN
bOmb factOry was discovered, a .30 caliber carbine
with filed off serial numbers was also recovered.
When the seiial number was restored, ownership
was traced to the one and ~ Ricardo Romero.
Another terrorist we will look at is one
Carlos Zapata who was killed in Denver by a bomb
he was planting at a VFW hall on 22 March 1978.
He was also at one time a brown beret, Crusade-for·
Justice member and involved in the National
Lawyers' Guild-sponsored "Police Crimes Task ·
Force." He was reportedly involved in the Coors
'Strike Support Committee. It seems where there is
smoke, there is fire.
It appears that the National Lawyers' Guild
also transcends being advocates and indulges in
terrorism. In several cases the subjects not only
were legal advisors, but were advocates of terrorism
as well. Many people insist that this is the
prevailing philosophy in the guild.
Bernadine Dohrn, the much sought Weather
Underground fugitive, was named student director
for the National Lawyers' Guild (NLG) in 1967. At the
national convention for the Students for a
Democratic Society (SOS) in 1968, Bernadine
Dohrn was selected to be the interorganizational
secretary of SDS, a national office. Asked if she
were a Socialist, Miss Dohrn answered, "I consider
myself a revolutionary Communist."
NLG member, Stephen Mitchell Bingham, is
being sought by the state of California and the FBI
for smuggling. a .380 automatic pistol to George
Jackson in prison inside a tape recorder. Being a
lawyer gave him the privilege of being able to bring
a tape recorder into prison. The lawyer-client
relationship can and will likely continue to be used
by radical attorneys to shield them from security
procedures, investigation, and prosecution. They
also use the power of subpoena to get terrorist
leaders together for strategy sessions.
Another interesting Guild member is Frank
Eugenio Martinez. He was a Loyola law student
who was active in NLG project~rat the college and
on the streets. Suspiciously, Frank's fingerprints
ended up on several of the eight letter-bombs mailed
to Denver police officers in 1973: He is still a
fugitive and being sought. Subsequently, his

younger brother, Francisco Kiko Martinez, also an
attorney, was killed in a car when a bomb they were
transporting exploded. Violent action seems to run
in the profession and the family. The car belonged
to Freda Bugarlin, director of the Platte Valley
Action center, funded with over one million dollars
in Federal, state, and local funds. Zapata had also
been active with the Platte Valley Action Center.

The NLG continues to act as a clearing·
house cind as apologist and defender for
terrorist and terrorism.

The NLG continues to act as a clearing
house and as apologist and defender for terrorist
and terrorism. They have been at the forefront in
drafting much of the national and local legislation,
both proposed or enacted, that restricts, hampers,
and weakens police investigation.
The Weather Underground and its spinoff
organizations have in many respects achieved more
than most of the other groups mentioned. Several of
their former mem~ers hold congressional seats,
White House appointments, and jobs with the
National Security Council. It looks like the old
saying, "The foxes are in the hen house," is
appropos.
A person worth looking at closely in
connection with Weather Underground is Clayton
Van Lydegraf who co-chaired the Prairie Fire Or·
ganizing Committee (PFOC) with Jennifer Dohrn,
Bernadine's sister. He helped publish the original
Prairie Fire pamphlet and Osowatamie. Both
documents advocate revolution. He traveled
extensively around the United States meeting other
revolutionaries. Naturally, he was insulated from a
complete FBI intelligence investigation because he
was only political and following him or maintaining
a dossier would be an invasion of his privacy. The
truth of the matter is that Clayton couldn't or never
intended to wait for the revolution. He linked up
with four Weather Underground fugitives and
planned and executed several bombings. They '
bombed the HEW office in San Francisco and the
Selective Service Building and State Department
Building in Washington, DC.
The group was arrested in Los Angeles and
Houston, Texas. They were planning to murder a
judge and were arrested during the construction of
a device intended to blow up a state senator's
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into politics. When taken into custody, they had 2
bombs, 181 pounds of explosives, 6 weapons, and
monitoring equipment for police radio frequencies.
PFOC still maintains that it is a political
organization, thereby seeing that it is insulated
from legitimate investigation.
Mr. Ronald Olin, in his article, An
Evaluation of the United States Counterterrorism

McCree Expands His Thesis
Ed. Note: The srareme/11 of Detective Arleigh E. McCree, Officer in
Charge, Firearms and Explosives Unir ofrhe Los Angeles Police Departme/11 before rht: United Stares Senate Comminee on rhe Judiciary
Sulx:omminee on Security and Te"orism concerning domestic security
guideliMs on August 12, 1982 was virtually idelllical ro his article in
Military Police Journal. The excerpts printed here consist ofrhe material
tltaJ was 1101 included in rhe original article, bur was part of McCree 's

Senate testimony.

Response Capability, in the June 1979 Police Chief
magazine, noted that" . .. the terrorist threat is unconsciously
aided by Department of Justice guidelines on
domestic security investigations. Counterterrorist
.
operations must rely on timely, pertinent
intelligence information ; but an examination of the
guidelines covering domestic intelligence shows that
many of the activities necessary to collect the
I have documented a series of the more serious instances of
how these laws and policies affect our lives.
Unfortunately, it is even more pervasive than I have indicated,
and many other useful instances are necessarily omitted.

* *

*

In each of the documented instances, the terrorists were heavily
involved in what they and the prevailing law would characterize
as legal political groups, exercising its first amendment rights.
Like all law enforcement agencies, we in Los Angeles are
being hamstrung by local right to privacy type rules; in fact, the
Levi guidelines were used as a model to adopt our intelligence
gatJtering rules .

* * '*

During the past three years, the Los Angeles Bomb Squad has
responded to 1875 suspected bombs. Members of my squad have
disarmed 156 bombs and on 416 separate incidents have picked
up explosive items. In this same period, we have experienced 95
bombings.
A significant number of the bombings have been carried out by
terrorist organizations with four (4) terrorist groups being active
in the greater Los Angeles area .
On four occasions, members of the Bomb Squad have narrowly
escaped death or serious injury by disarming the terrorist bombs,
moments before they were due to explode. Thls causes me grave
personal concerns as I can't help but feel luck has played as much
a part in this good fortune as their skill has.
My concern is amplified by the recent arrest of terrorists at Los
Angeles International Airport, when a bomb was placed at the
Air Canada freight office.
This group, ASALA, has threatened to carry out additional acts
of terrorism unless their comrades are released. They have given
those jurisdictions holding ASALA members until August 14 to
free those delamed.
Annenian terrorist groups have carried out 11 bombings and
one assassination in Los Angeles.
It is unfortunate that our large law abiding Armenian and
Croatian community is being tainted by this group of hoodlums . I
have observed a gradual decaying process in our ability to
separate the hoodlums and terrorists from the law abiding
community. This has been brought about by the dismantling of
the intelligence community, both on a national and local level.
I am fearful that this well intended, but absurd attitude on the
part of Federal and local policy makers will ultimately take a
terrible toll in lives.

A final case brings the NLG very clearly into focus. In 1979, a
Federal Judge ordered Chicago Police to tum over their
intelligence fLies to NLG attorney, Jonathan Moore. He specif
ically ordered they·be read, not copied, and returned . Copis were
subsequently found in a Milwaukee FALN safe-house.
The NLG continues to act as a clearing house and as an
apologist and defender for terrorists and terrorism. They have
been at the forefront in drafting much of the national and local
l~gislation , both proposed or enacted , that restricts, hampers, and
emasculates police investigation. Mr. Levi, the former Attorney
General , was at one time a member of the NLG . His Levi
guidelines are still the order of the day for federal officers. Is this
just the tip of the ieeberg?

* * *

The recent brutal murders of the two New York Police Officers
and the Brinks guard last October only serve to clarify this point
of view.
Eva Rosahn, Judy Clark and other members of an antiapartheid movement have been indicted for involvement in this
bloody crime. When not "legitimately" protesting the
appearance of the South African Spring Boks, she and perhaps
unlrnown others were bombing, robbing, and murdering. How
can we in law enforcement develop investigative leads, such as
motive, means or opportunity unless we can investigate organizations whlch appear to manifest reasons for acts of terrorism? We
must be allowed to investigate the membership, motives and
actions of such groups.
A chilling example is the January assassination of the Turkish
Consul General, Kemal Arikan, in Los Angeles, and it amplified
my point. Only the brave actions of a witness provided a clue to
'
the identity of hls murderer.
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information are legally curtailed. This lack of basic
intelligence limits activity to response after the fact.
A comparison of the numbers of investigations
conducted before and after recent congressional
hearings on this topic reveals the change of
emphasis in this area."
Mr. Olin's article quotes another writer in
stating" . . . that for the past five years, the United
States has bee~ stripping away its organizational,
legal, and ideological defenses against terrorism.
Without exception, every person who has any
acquaintance with terrorism understands that such
forms of underground, cell-structured, non·
nationalist, absolutely disciplined organizations
can be successfully combatted only with the help of
counteractions that intersect the terrorist universe:
secret surveillance, wire taps, mail checks,
computerized files of millions of persons throughout
the world, secret communications with counter·
terrorists agencies in other nations, informers, and
infiltration." These technique.s are currently
unacceptable in the exi~ting political climate. In
some cases these techniques may be necessary for
handling critical situations.
FBI Director Webster is quoted as
describing the current state of terrorism in the
United States as "embryonic." He also has stated

that the police response to the SDS or Weather
Underground and black and white radical groups
may have prevented the development of terrorism
beyond its initial stages. It is possible that the very
steps now condemned for use in the police
community were responsible for preventing the
further development of terrorist organizations in the
United States.
In closing I would like to be very ciear that I
believe the United States is, and should remain, the
world's example of a country dedicated to individual
freedom. We must all be vigilant in recognizing the
potential for stifling legitimate dissent and its
ultimate disastrous results. I also believe that the
continued freedom of this country is dependent
upon its ability to cope with the efforts of the
enemy within, who are committed.to its destruction.
We must rebuild our intelligence capability in selfdefense.

Sergeant McCree is the officer-in-charge of the
Bomb Squad and Firearms Unit of the Los Angeles
Police Department and the Intelligence Officer for
the international Association of Bomb Technicians
and Investigators. In the past, Sergeant McCree
has been an investigator for the LAPD Criminal
Conspiracy where he specialized in antiterrorism
and, for about 5 years, he was a SWAT team leader.
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the Kiko Martinez Case

Clarify~ng

the' Record

by Junio Carrera
In an article entitled "A Case For Self Defense" in Vol. 8 No.
2 of Military Police, the author, Sgt. Avleigh McCree of the
LAPD argues fo r a return to the COINTELPRO era. He wants
official sanction of unconstitutional police activity, especially
when aimed at organized dissent.
McCree's article was obviously written before the Reagan
intelligence agency policies were implemented. McCree has been
getting some of what he wants: FBI agents Felt and Miller were
pardoned; FOIA material is more difficult to obtain; pqlice
spying and repression are on the increase. The FBI has been
unleashed to infiltrate domestic political groups . Overall, there is
a general move toward more government secrecy and less
individual privacy.
Undoubtedly one of the factors helping form McCree's opinion
are the revelations by persons researching data on police
intelligence operations which proved the police were doing far
, more thall just gathering intelligence. Repeatedly we find the
police were heavily engaged in conscious actions to destroy
legitimate dissent. These revelations resulted in greater mistrust
and less confidence in the police and government, conditions
favoring social change.
In the case of this specific article, McCree exhibits a total
disregard for factual accuracy . Names are mis-spelled. For
instance John Horo is actually Juan Haro who never studied at
Califo rnia Polytechnical , nor was he active in the groups
mentioned by McCree. Richard Romero is not Corky Gonzales'
son-in-law. In one place , McCree refers to "Frank Eugenio
Martinez" and Francisco Kilco Martinez," as two people, when
in co ntext these names refer to one and the same person-a racist
goof. Further " Frank" o r " Francisco" Martinez never attended
Loyola Law School. Nor was he killed in a car explosion.
However Francisco's brother Reyes was killed in an explosion- at whose hands no one knows for sure-the police claim
the car carried a bomb. The Mexican community questions this
theory and feels that 'Reyes was assassinated as were Black
activists Fred Hampton and Mark Clark in Chicago. The explosion occurred in the wake of a police dragnet ·and "shoot-onsight" order issued to capture Kilco Martinez after Denver police
created a 1973 bomb hysteria . (See Judge Winner and Kiko
Martinez articles this issue.) Throughout this period Reyes
Martinez was the object of intense and constant police
surveillance , making it impossible for him to be carryi.n g a bomb
in his car. Curiously enough , an absolute void of information
concerning this event exists in government documents produced
during the courtroom struggle to free Kiko Martinez and in
response to his FOIA lawsuit. The g<?vernment has treated all
events concerning the Marti.nez's and the Denver Mexican
community during that period as a conspiracy, yet they have
failed to produce any evidence. Innuendo, guilt by association
and suggestion of conspiracy abound-but there is no evidence.
Yet there is a conspiracy! Somewhere a link wiJl be found in a
government file showing a conspiracy to assassinate and imprison
Colorado activists . If McCree gets his wish for more government

spying and secrecy, we won't be able to see those documents
until after the fall of those in power, j ust as the Bolsheviks and
other revolutionaries saw for the first time after their triumph to
what extremes those in power are willing to go to protect their
privileges and maintain control of a society.
Some insights into this latter proposition can be gleaned from
government crimes perpetrated during the legal process against
Martinez. Throughout the seven years of Martinez' exile and
three years of legal proceedings, there have been many government machinations to convict and imprison him. FBI documents
reveal a continuing campaign to spy on the defense effort by
sending informants to public functions, offering money and other
considerations to purchase peljured testimony, harassment of
supporters, and questioning of persons in an attempt to get
information about political tendencies, finances, associations and
strategy of the campagin to free Martinez. Other government
tactics to frustrate the campaign to free Martinez include collusion with an ex-FBI agent turned TV newsman to broadcast
highly inflammatory and negative reports about the case; efforts
to intimidate and offer federal protection to a newspaperwoman
who had reported favorably about the case; attempted installation
of a secret camera in the courtroom to film and indict supporters
for allegedly trying to intimidate the judge and jury and influence
proceedings; and perhaps most revealing, planning and participa
tion by the federal trial judge· in a scheme to force a mistrial after
the defense had outlined its case so that prosecutors could
discover defense strategy, making it easier to convict Martinez at
retrial. The government has denied and tried to coverup these
crimes for as long as possible.
·
Thus far none of these tactics have prevailed; the government's
case has progressively weakened. But the government continues
to try, in the on-again-off-again series of trials. These efforts
include the appointment of special prosecutors from Chicago;
witchhunting in New Mexico, trying to link the Martinez
campaign to "terrorism"; restrictions on Martinez's travel;
suspension of his law license; legal documents filed with
McCree-type mistruths; and an attempt to deplete the human and
material resources necessary to defend against a classic case of
racist and political repression.
No doubt McCree and division Chief Shaughnessy of the
Denver Police Department, who heads the frameup against
Martinez, are birds of a feather. Both are in charge of the bomb
squads and are active in intelligence gathering work for their
respective departments . Both are highly placed in the International Association of Bomb Technicians. Shaughnessy's
reputation in Colorado is that of an excellent fabricator of stories,
who will go to extra measures when it comes to political cases.
He uses these confabulations to get publicity, scare the public and
convince his superiors that they need his work. Isn't this what
McCree is trying in part to do?

Junio Ommz is active with the Kiko Mllrtinez Defmse Committ«.
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INTERVIEW

Lester Cole
Lester Cole was one of the Hollywood Ten , artists who resisted
the 1947 witch hunt of the House Committee on Un-American
Activities and were jailedfor contempt. His list ofscreenwriti~g
credits under his own name and pseudonyms used to circumvent
the blacklist encompasses over thirty films including Born Free,
Blood on the Sun, Objective Burma, the House of Seven
Gables, The Invisible Man Returns, Too Tough to Kill, and
Charlie Chon's Greatest Case. Interview• by Chip Berlet.
Question: With all of the targets that were possible in the
McCanhy period, why Hollywood? Why would that be almost
the central issue of the time?
Cole: Despite the fact that the level of culture of Hollywood
was considered low, more or less accurately, much anti-fascist
material did come from Hollywood, particularly during the late
'30s and the War. Much of it was very, very popular. People
reading this article will know that the Unamerican Activities
Committee started '!Vith Martin Dyes as its chairman, and its first
goal, I believe its most prominent target was the Federal Theatre
Project of the WPA. HUAC fought it for three years, because
that Theatre Project was educating American people in a way that
films were not, theatre was not. No place was there such theatre
as they were showing. It was extraordinary. Much later a Ford
foundation survey discovered that in the four years until
Congress, through Martin Dyes, killed them as a "Red
Menace," more people went to the Federal Theatres throughout
the country that the total atteitdance in the history of theatre in
this country. That is an astonishing thing to realize. That was its
power.
I don't think any of us have realized, or accepted the fact, that
one of our main weapons is the creative and cultural field in this
country. But HUAC and Congress knew it. The other reason for
HUAC coming to Hollywood was, of course, that here was a
place open for the greatest publicity. If they had gone to some
factory town someplace and harassed workers there who were
involved in strikes or' something of that sort, well, it would have
appeared for a day or two. But to go into Hollywood, that hit the
headlines everywhere. And that was their idea. They did seek
culturally to censor Hollywood. They were trying to end the
possibility that on the basis of the popularity of our anti-fascist
films, those of us who were anti-fascist would gain some political
prominence that we had not until then. So that' s why Hollywood.
Question: Do you think that it was the content of what was
being done a's well?
Cole: Of course. The Federal Theatre inspired Hollywood.
When the bosses in Hollywood saw the money being made there,
they said, "there' s dough in that kind of story." So suddenly
there appeared The Life of Emil Zola, a picture ·against antiSemitism, and a beautifully made picture called, Juarez, the first
time a revolutionary leader of a colonial country was shown to be

.
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victorious in making a republic . They'd never even show that of
the American Revolution. So, these were things that scared the
hell out of them. And along with these came some of the Frank
Capra pictures which were sensational. You Cm! 't Take It With
You was a marvelous movie, really showing the nonsense of
capitalism and then there was Mr. Smith Goes to Washington,
which showed the corruption in our capitol. Interestingly enough,
of all of the pictures of the '30s none of these ever come back on
the television screen. You just don't see them. I had a couple of
pictures which are never shown, a Jimmy Cagney picture called
Blood on the Sun, a pictu.re against Japanese imperialism, and
None Shall Escape, about Nazi anti-Semitism, the death camps
and the Jews resisting as they came off at Dachau. These are
never shown, although these were big hits in their time . It's a
question of selection and of guidance. The media guides, it
doesn't inform.
Question: Today we're seeing attempts to portray social
change and dissident movements as being directed by a massive
KGB conspiracy. Is this siinilar to what happened in the '50s,
when these movements were seen as being controlled by the
Soviet Union? ·
Cole: That's right. That's what happened in the '50s, and
we're seeing it again in a number of ways, although not yet on
fUm. One very important thing about fUm, is that it possesses a
strange kind of independence. Formerly there were 6 or 7 major
producing corporations. In the main, they have become part of
multinationals which are run by businessmen who know nothing
about film , who are there to make sure that they're going to make
money. Then the coporations go out and get independent
producers. Somehow or other people like Woody Allen or Jane
Fonda, who are "bankable" make films, and income some films
which are rather surprising. For instance, Reds. Who would ever
expect a picture like Reds to appear today and create the kind of
discussion that happened. But that's only one. There are som~
really beautiful pictures, like Heartland, a marvelous movie, and
pictures like Ragtime, which shows racism at its cruelest and
crudest. Pictures like that are just extraordinary in our time.
Another picture is Zoot Suit, which shows historically, in a
musical comedy, it's true, but a beautifully made musical
comedy, how some Chicago boys were framed for murder in Los
Angeles in 1941. The trial is dramatized from the transcript. And
if you ever saw a racist trial, there it is. These are astonishi.n g
things coming on the screen, and they're big hits today. Word has
gone around from certain producers in Hollywood that they're
looking for scripts of high quality concept-there's dough in it.
Question: Weren't those same type of films bankable in the
1950s?
Cole: Nobody asked for them. Nobody wanted them . Now
they're looking for them because there' s money in it for them
again. Somehow or other, despite the attempt to suppress what' s
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economic condition in the country from the learning process that
goes on. We' ll see things appear on the screen in television that
we wouldn't have seen 2-3 years ago. It's going to happen again.
People are go ing to just tum off their sets, if they get the same old
stuff over again.
Question: The current TV season has a crop full of shows
about the lone cop who ignores the rules to get the criminals, the
Constitution notwithstanding, e.g. , the New FBI which has no
skeletons in the closet, ...
· Cole: I know , both are there. But I think there 's greater
control over TV by those in power than there is in fr.lm.
Question: When the Committee started coming to
Hollywood , there were certainly comm unists involved in some
things out there, and progressives who worked with communists,
but were no t themselves communists, and also people who
weren't particularly progressive, but understood what the
Constitution stood for. There was also, it appears, a large group
of people who were willing to ignore c ivil liberties either to
protect their careers, or from a m isguided sense of patriotism.
When HUAC came, what was the first step to try to build unity to
resist them and how well d id that work?
Cole: Not very well. I would say that fea r predominated. And
· when members of the Communist Party turned th~ir coats,
became friendly inform ing witnesses, this made resistance seem
hopeless. It made progressives cynical, because hearing
Commun.ists do this , they said, who am I to attempt leadership
when the so-called leadership of the Left is falling apart that way.
This was one of the sad and tragic tim es. In his book , Naming
Names, Victor Navasky overlooks this; maybe he doesn' t
overlook it, but he is unaware of this being o ne of the factors
disintegrating resistance. People who had been formerly
progressive, either went back to the Fifth Amendment or took
what was called the Diminished Fifth Amendment . At this point

Lester Cole posing for prison officials at Danbury. His
recent autobiography, Hollywood Red, is available from
Ramparts Press. Cole is a frequent lecturer. For information write Cole Cfo Suite 4, 741 Kansas St., San
Francisco, California 94107.

it was the second line of defense for progressive people. There
was no attempt to organize against the Co mmittee any longer.
lbeir big victory came when they sent us to prison, and when the
Supreme Court voted in their favor, they felt free to march along.
Then when men like Edward Dimitrick, one of the ten, who was
one of the first ones to name people and get up to get his job back,
people were disgusted, cynical and defeated .
Question: Was the flfSt line of principled resistance to
cooperation at all? Is that why you were sent to jail?
Cole: That's right.
Question: What kind of support was there for that line at the
beginning?
Cole: It was great. So me of the biggest stars and directors in
Hollywood, men like Memulian and the biggest directors and
Humphrey and Lauren Bacall, Judy Garland, Peter Dunn, some
of the top people in Hollywood organized the Committee to
Defend the First Amendment. They went on the air nationally ·
with broadcasts. They came to Hollywood to support us , and at
that time, interestingly enough, we had the support of most of the
major newspapers in the country. The Detroit Free Press said
there was no greater unamerican act than the investigation by
HUAC. But 15 days later the producer succumbed, and. put out
the Waldorf Decision, supporting the Committee and saying that
all those like ourselves who would defy the Committee would be '
blacklisted. That became an official stand, and the Committee to
Defend just about collapsed. Bogart left; he felt there was no
hope in trying anything. Others left too . And that was the
beginning of the end of anything active. Then two years later the
Supreme Court caught us with their decision, and we went to
prison. By that time, HUAC had free rein and they went out on a
rampage.
Question: The current Congressional Committee, the
Subcommittee on Security and Terrorism is using a modified
version of the " Soviet Threat." lbey say all terrorism is
controlled by the KGB , and therefore by the Soviet Union;
allegedly groups that support national liberation struggles around
the world are supporting terrorism. They equate any kind of
revolutionary struggle with terrorism, but the bottom line is that
anyone who works for social change is a witting or unwitting
dupe of the KGB and supports terrorism.
Cole: That's just another way of saying what the Unamerican
Activities Committee said back then. Now they use the threat of
terrorism, because of groups like the Red Brigade. You can
imagine anything you want, or say anything you want, but they
have no proof whatsoever of KGB involvement in terrorism. It
just doesn't make sense. But it's enough to frighten the American
people, to lead them back into the fold. You're liable to see a
repeat of the same thing, unless groups who are fighting against
this, like these in Chicago and others, can rally enough support. I
think they will, as · more and more people find themselves
unemployed, more and more people have to listen to Reagan's
speeches of how we' re improving at a time when it' s getting
worse and worse.
Question: So you think that the witchhunting committees are
used to keep a lid on in times of high unemployment and
economic crisis?
Cole: And to divert the people from the real struggle. I'm sure _
that this whole thing with Poland is part of the diversion. Just
imagine all this outrage at martial law in Poland, when we
support and actually help achieve martial law in any country
which is friendly to us around the world, from the Philippines to
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Chile to Argentina, and now in Pakistan. Everywhere our
government supports it. How they expect the American people to
believe and buy this, I just do n' t really understand .
Question: So you don 't think this is a tactic that 's going to
work in the long run?
Cole: I don't think it can, although the degree to which the
media supports them , helps them is an important factor. Where
people don' t get other information the media can. People can 't
just understand the situation without anybody given them the
other side. Today there is no informing by the press, there's just
an attempt to guide, to send people along the approved route .
Question: That's not always been the tradition of the
American press though .
Cole: No, it hasn't.
Question: So what happened?
Cole: Well , look how some of the papers are folding today.
More and more the top of the business is being controlled,
because the papers are depending on their advertising. What is it
that has made change? Maybe its the feeling that the U.S. has lost
its financial and political supremacy in the world, which starts a
feeling of desparation, and the media helps to suggest that we've
got to pull together to save it.
Question: If the attempt to keep people acquiescent fails, do
you think that there's something more sinister in the works?
Cole: There would have to be. I've never known the ruling
class to give up, to say, "Okay, we give up; your resistance
proves that you don ' t like our system, so go ahead and change
it." I don't think this is going to happen.
Question: So in that case, a tight against witchhunting
committees is the first step of any defense of a democratic
society.
Cole: Absolutely. This has to be stopped.
Question: So there is more than just a pure academic First
Amendment issue here?
Cole: We saw a Committee recently in HolJywood. I don't
know which one it was . It was JUSt a feeler, I guess. They came
out to investigate on the use of dope in Hollywood . Well , they
were thrown out of town. They got nowhere; nobody would even
talk to them. They didn' t subpoena people, because there was no
basis for it in law. People practically ran them out of town . They
would have nothing to do with this Committee. Its a pretty good
sign of where Hollywood stands ~oday . What happened to us , and
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Continued from page 45
alternative institution/network , or as individual endeavors, it had
more substance, cunning, spirit and perseverance than any White
House gave them credit for.
However, the SO's economic c rises and political uncertainties
could undermine the single most significant insurance alternative
media needed: public opinion and concern. When the citizenry
accedes to too-simple solutions, some libertarian efforts can be
sacrificed to make room for easy a nswers.
" A 1984 American generation may glimpse here the trauma
and jail-helplessness, the unconscious blood-fear they 've
inherited, that's hexed many a mouth to imitate the same bland
singing-in-the-dark doubletalk they hear on commercial tete-

/

what happened to people in Hollywood as a consequence of it ,
taught people a lesson. This is something you don't let come in
again . So I don 't think that any Committees are going to get very
far there.
Question: There is still a problem of unifying this resistance.
There are a lot of progressives in the U.S. who, for a variety of
reasons, do not support Communist governments overseas,
although they may consider themselves progressive or even
sociali t. How do you approach the problem of building a unified
front against the attacks by these Committees given that
situation?
Cole: We ll , you have to do it on the basis that there is a
common danger. If they hit one, they' re going to move on to
others. So, you simply have to form a united front. Dimitroff
called for a united front against fascism in 1935, and a united
front was developed which had some success. I _think we have
simply to learn that a united front is an essential. I know recently

People will come to see that other
differences have to be put aside until the
major menace is met, fought with , and
defeated .

I was called on by the Socialist Workers Party to speak at a
meeting in San Francisco, a rally in defense and to raise money
for their suit against the FBI. 1 accepted this, and I was introduced as a communist, as a film and drama critic of the People's
World, and a member of the Hollywood 10, who had come here
to help defend these people. I got a rousing reception for my
appearance there and for what I had to say. Well , I think it was a
good sign. Whatever the differences may be, when we 're facing
this fascist threat with committees which come in and try to
intrude upon our rights, we've got to unite against that, and I
think it will happen more and more. People will come to see that
o ther differences have to be put aside until the major menace is
met, fought with, and defeated.

vision in the course of being sold more gasoline war,'' comments
Ginsberg in his introduction.
To prevent popular abandonment and prevent their isolation
from popular support, the alternative media must offer audiences
ho)lest, accurate information, and a unique perspective, delivered
in a forthright and enjoyable manner, while avoiding the shallow ,
holJow cliches frequently relied upon for the last 15 years. Taken
in tandem, these two titles give some assurance to an independent
alternative press. Using the substance in A Trumpet To Anns and
learning from past UnAmerican Activities, alternative media can
grow with vitality , validity and vision .

Bill Knight is Managing Editor of the Illinois weekly, Prarie Sun,
a member of the Alternative Press Syndicate.

BOOI< REVIEW
by Bill Knight

Repression
or
Economics?
.

A Trumpet To Anns: Alternative Media in America, by
David Annstrong, J.P. Tarcher (Houghton-Mifflin),
1981, 384 pp., $14.95

UnAmerican Activities: The Campaign Against The
Underground Press, by Geoffrey Rips, City Lights
Books, 1981, 176 pp., $7 .95
Mother Jones' magazine's Adam Hothschild puts it this way:
"Although we cannot claim to be blithely cheerful, we do feel
ready for a good fight." Hothschild is referring to the threat of
renewed attacks on progressive media in the U.S ., and seems to
echo much of the determination that exists in America's contemporary alternative media.
The Reagan Administration has unleashed some snarling
hellhounds to dog the trail of independent journalism: weakening
the Freedom of Information Act; allowing the CIA to step up
domestic activities; attempting to revive the House 1Jnamerican
Activities Committee; and showcasing the Senate Subcommittee
on Security and Terrorism-all behind the guise of "national
security." In addition to government's crack-down is the attack
being mapped by the New Right-particularly the McCarthyist
Heritage Foundation, which targets media as diverse as Mother
Jones, Pacific News Service, National Public Radio, Coven
Action Information Bulletin, the Institute for Policy Studies,
CounJerspy magazine and the Pacifica radio network.

In the face of such potential repression, Hothschild's optimism
is refreshing. But are all alternative media as healthy and/or
hopeful as he is?
Journalist David Armstrong looks at the question in A Trumpet
To Arms, a new book on the alternative media in America-a
pseudo-history that traces the birth and growth, the losses and
victories of this section of America's media. He details many
victories (scoops like the My Lai massacre and the CIA-heroin
connection, and long-running achievements like the end of the
Vietnam War, recognition of minorities and women, a new
awareness of the environment and some states' decriminalization
of marijuana) , but he also chronicles the considerable
losses-many papers folded, and countless staffers faced arrest,
harassment and danger.

However, the alternative/ underground press handily
survived-adapting to pressure and repression, changing with the
economic times, fighting and feinting its way out of troubles. The
colorful, jerky, no-holds-barred approach introduced "new
concepts and values" which society then accepted or rejected,
Armstrong writes, and was a hearty force to read or reckon with.
The dominant media in America has been so pervasive,
persuasive and single-minded that iconoclastic writers, reporters
and artists as disparate as R. Crumb, Norman Mailer, William
Lester, An Kunkin, Amanda Spake and Warren Hinclde arose to
.. fill a steadily expanding journalistic credibility gap,"
Armstrong points out. The '60s underground press simply
provided a flip:-side perspective to the tarnished coin that the
nation's mainstream press had become.
Other books have raced over this territory (Robert Glessing's
The UNkrground Press in America was a sluggish, scholarly
work and Laurence Leamer's 1he Paper Revolutionaries was a
painstaking jaunt), but Armstrong's, though sometimes romantic
and dramatic, is_mostly a precise, concise chronicle that jogs
along at a deliberate, well-conditioned pace and includes other
media besides print. Armstrong-still a contributor to alternative
newspapers and once the Berkeley Barb's editor-is hard-pressed
to detach himself from the subject, but can still be critical.
He skims past centuries of alternative/independent media
heritage, giving us the goods only after the '60s stan, but comes
away with a comprehensive, stylish book about the topic. He
shows the alternative press' heydays as a logical, frequently
contradictory, progression and development. Through his
examination of trends and times, one can better understand the
emergence of the "pop culture" weekly from the staid, anti-war
newspaper prevalent on campuses a decade ago. By looking at
the media's participants, one can notice embryonic efforts by
special interests (women, recreational drug users, radicals,
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minoriuc') t<lnua~r. ' '"'·''~ And by studying the forms the media
has 1umcd 111. ""'-' cun fore~ee po sible futures for a resilient
altemnllvc mc:t.h,l Ihat con stnnd shoulder-to-shoulder comparison
with matn\II'Cilm media and also face government constraints
witho ul wtthcnng.

underground services: the Army started Chicago's Midwest
News and the FBI established both the Pacific International
News' Service and the New York Press Service.

11 is this pectre of bold government int.ervention which
provides Armstrong with his most valuable and telling section,
the superb chapter entitled " The Secret War." As Paul Krassn~r
points out, ''The underground press has its ... impact because Jt
began with the supposition that the government was con:upt and
writes from there." The government-whether the regtmes of
Lyndon Johnson or Richard Nixon-never took kindly to
criticisms and soon considered the opposition media as worth the
worst reaction the state could muster in a democracy.
Concentrating on the FBI's Operation COINTELPRO,
Armstrong discusses the disinformation plots, petty harassment,
provacateur infiltration, sabotaged printing presses ~nd
widespread paranoia that became the standard operanng
procedure when publishing a radical paper.
COINTELPRO was but one of several state-sponsored
schemes designed to intimidate journalists from covering many
social change issues. The government's systematic, sustained
violation of the First Amendment and its blatant disregard from
freedom of expression is the focus of UnAmerican Activities: The
Campaign Against the Underground Press by Geoffrey Rips.
Using the resources of the PEN American Center's Freedom To
Write Committee, and research amassed by Allen Ginsberg and
others, Rips rips open the covert, disjointed and coordinated war
on the underground press and presents a cohesive, in-depth fine
brush detailing to augment Armstrong's portrait. He co~bines
his fiction-style prose with an aggressive investigative dnve to
yield a readable report of importance.
.
Not a commercial treatment , but a well-documented chromcle
of the period's excesses, UnA.merican Activities also features
several prefacing chapters. Civil libertarian Aryeh Neier covers
one method to squelch media dissidents in his "Surveillance As
Censorship"; Todd Gitlin (author of The Whole World Is
Watching: Mass Media in the Making and Unrnalr.ing of the New
Left) sees the underground press as an improvised adventure in
his pessimistic "The Underground Press and Its Cave-In"; and
Allen Ginsberg' s " Smoking Typewriters" mixes fantastic
metaphors with stark reality. Angus ~ackenzie's " Sabotaging
The Dissident Press" wraps up the trade paperback.
The underground/ alternative media has always been about as
unAmerican as Thomas Paine and the Founding Father's. Still,
Rip uncovers government invo lvement in attempts to stifle this
exercise in a free press, and most will be surprised at its extent.
At its peak, the campaign reached staggering proportions of_time,
money and personnel. Revelations revolve around three pnmary
areas: d irect surveillance, harassment, and violence.

Since local law enforcement people were pliable to federal
officials and the mainstream media essentially ignored the plight
of the underground papers, agency harassment ranged from
contacting printers, banks and businesses (the FBI effectively
curtailed all record company advertising by influencing
Columbia Records executives in 1969) to send damaging letters
to papers to fuel suspicion among the Movement. Alon~ the ~a~,
there were tax audits , advertiser threats (W1sconsm s
Kaleidoscope chain folded after its advertising base was
destroyed) and repeated arrests.

Direct Surveillance
Not only were telephones tapped and mail opened, but
breaking and entering wasn't uncommon. The Underground
Press Syndicate experienced it, a nd hundreds of pape~ were
victims of vandalism, informants and infiltrators (Washmgton,
DC's Quicksilver Times had a long-time staffer who was on the
CIA 's payrolls). Plus, police agencies circulated libelous re~rts
to local authorities , resulting in false arrests or charges rangmg
from drug busts to obscenity violations. And a few times the
government tried to spy on a larger scale, forming its own phoney

Harassment

Violence
Attacks on the underground press sometimes became just
that-physical assaults or property damage. Liberation News
Service suffered a major fire, both Milwaukee's Bugle-American
and Atlanta's Great Speckled Bird were fire-bombed.
Progressive radio stations had transmitter towers toppled, editors
were threatened with kidnapping or worse, and a federallycontrolled clandestine right-wing group, the Secret Army
organization, attacked papers' reporters and workers.
All three areas were touched upon by the FBI's
COINTELPRO, the CIA's Operation CHAOS and the C:1A's
Project Resistance, which violated the CIA's CongressiOnal
charter in trying to destroy popular opposition and discover
foreign fmancihl connections which simply weren't there.
According to former Army Counterintelligence analyst Ralph
Stein, quoted in Mackenzie's piece, ''Far from being financed by
any hostile power abroad, the people who were putting out these
papers were actually using their lunch money . •'
And the economic challenges of the mid-70s proved to be more
of an obstacle to the lunch-money budgets than Nixon's wrath .
Combatting harassment was easier than coping with the daily
dollars-and-cents struggle. A clear-cut enemy can be better
battled than the unrecognizable scourge of i.nflation/recession.
Today, financial requirements like rising printing and production costs have ballooned, a generally discouraging sign. But
changing economic and political conditions have not yet damaged
the alternative press on a broad sc_a le. Openly subjective, m?re
literary, more creative, more intese, the underground/alterative
vehicle was a process as well as a product. But some papers have
had to market themselves as products in order to weather the
stormy political and economic climates. Years of transformation
and disintegration have passed. Some alternatives have prospered
and improved their services with ethics intact while other ve_stiges
of '60s undergrounds have withdrawn into barely-recogruzable
shells of former selves-distant, mutant cousins co-opted by an
''over-the-counter culture.''
Still economics is only a "mild menace compared to a renewed
prog~ of repression in the decade ahead, according to Gitlin.
His article warns alternative journalists to prepare for the
inevitable return of prolonged repression in a new and different
time. True, alternative media have survived and flourished thus
far. The inherent weaknesses which made it an attractive target
for the state included a unique looseness which allowed it to
adopt. The alternative press was as vulnerable as the sometimes
superficial youth/student movement it merely mirrored, but as an

Continued on page 43

46---------------------------------------------------------No More Witch Hunts

by Kristin Lems

(chorus)
No more witchhunts in my name
We're catching on, we're getting wise to your game;
You make a list of enemies and when you're through
Who we gonna find to protect us from you?
1. You wiretap, set traps and open mail
Set up grand juries, overcrowd the jails,
Spend the nation 's wealth on security
While people all around you live in poverty
chorus
2. To stop terrorism, you will terrorize,

To stop deception, you 'll make use of lies
You break a law to make a law, you don 't care,
To stop murder, you use the electric chair.
chorus

Kristin Lems is an Illinois-based feminist singersongwriter. According to the New Yorker, Lems is "a
charmer in the most literal and least artificial sense of the
word." This song was written especially for the No More
Witch Hunts Network meeting at which Victor Navasky
spoke (see article this issue) .

3. Many a person of renown and fame

Had their lives ruined when the withhunts came;
Artists, labor leaders, teachers, in timeFreedom of expression their only crime
chorus
4. We gotta get together now before it's too late
Build up our freedom, tear down walls of hate
We're gonna rise up, gonna win this fight
We go down alone or stand up for our rights.
chorus

©1983 Kleine Ding Music
used by permission

Lems has produced three albums: We Will Neuer
Give Up , In the Out Door, and Oh Mama!, which are
available for $7 apiece including postage from
Carolsdatter Productions, P.O. Box 2267, Station A,
Champaign, IL 61820. Write for a free catalog listing
these and other recordings and materials.
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CADRE
or CULT?
'Gino Perente & NATLFED

A Letter from the Editor_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

The Public Eye Magazine would
have preferred not to run the series
of articles on the National Labor
Federation (NATLFED) in this issue.
With repressive activities on the increase, we would have preferred to
devote these pages to documenting
and anlyzing government and right·
wing civil liberties violations.
However, NATLFED has become a
controversial group not only in terms
of the its practices and claims, but
also as a target of an hysterical FBI
raid which violated NATLFED's civil
liberties (See statement on page 10).
In our very first issue in 1977, we
published an article linking Gino
Perente and the National Labor
Federation with Lyndon LaRouche
and the National Caucus of Labor
Committees. That Perente and
LaRouche worked together indi·
vidually and organizationally can be
amply documented, as can NATL·
FED's suspicious penchant for
amassing intelligence files on
activists.
It can be argued that by the time
the first Public Eye article appeared,
Perente had broken with LaRouche,
however this possibility was raised in
the article which concluded:
"Whether IPerente's NATLFED, and
Fred Newman' s International
Workers Party (IWP)] work with
NCLC directly or not, they are a
distinct coalition which, beyond their
cultic trappings, form an intelligence
network whose effect is to destabilize
structures aU along the policial spec·
truro, while dreaming of hegemony:•
We stand behind this analysis .as
being accurate when published, and
we stand behind the original article

as published with only one apology
and retraction: although there ap·
peared to be an intent and attempt to
take over control of a group called
"Union Wage" by IWP, we now
regret calling Union Wage a "front."
Beyond that one excess, we offer no
apologies nor retractions whatsoever.
We explicitly deny we have
"retracted" the original article as has
been claimed publicly by persons we
criticized in the article.
Between 1977 and 1981 The Public
Eye was criticized repeatedly by
organizers, journalists and politicial
groups for not carrying out a more
thorough assessment of NATLFED.
In 1981 we ran a short update on
NATLFED saying it was still "cult·
like." Our critics were still not
satisfied.
We argued that as a magazine
devoted to documenting repression
and civil liberties violations we were
not the appropriate vehicle for what
we saw as an ·inteplal "Left" polemic.
We had originally scrutinized
NATLFED because of its ties to
NCLC (which was at the time openly
supplying biased and innacurate infor·
mation to government intelligence
agencies, as well as, physically
assaulting community activists).
Between 1977 and 1982 we
repeatedly supplied, and offered to
supply, our information on NATLF·
ED to progressive publications and
organizations in the hope that some
public scrutiny and criticism of
NATLFED would take place. It was,
and is, our opinion that the pro·
gressive movment needed to clean its
own house in this matter. We are par·
ticularly disappointed in The Guar·

We get lots of mail at The Public Eye, including a
substantial number of letters from our readers offering or
seeking infonnation. We don't get many letters to the
editor, at least not in a form, length or style that is
suitable for publication.
We would like to publish more letters to the editor

dian for consistently, over a period of
seven years, refusing to investigate
our charges or even open up a public
debate over NATLFED's alleged
wrongdoing. We consider this to be
an abuse of journalistic principles
and an act of political myopism.
Several years ago we began to pro·
vide our information to freelance
journalists and publications which
we thought could stimulate the long·
overdue debate over NATLFED. The
resulting articles varied in quality
and substance, but should have provoked a response. The progressive
community remained silent.
Now the chickens have come home
to roost. Last February the FBI raided
NATLFED offices, announced it had
forestalled a revolution at the last
minute, and is now attempting to per·
suade a grand jury to hand down in·
dictments. The FBI is also attempting
to portray NAT~FED as a serious
revolutionary terrorist group and to
use the raid to build public support
for civil liberties infringements.
·
Perhaps we waited too lona. but
nevertheless, we obviously can no
longer avoid publishing the articles in
this issue-articles which de mon·
strate the ludicrous nature of the
FBI's actions and public statements,
but also demonstrate our own
failures and weaknesses as
progressives.

from our readers, commenting on our articles, providing
information, asking questions, raising issues, etc.
To make our life easier, we would appreciate it if the
letters to the editor were typed, double-spaced and not
exceed 500 words in length. Let's hear from all you
monomaniacs out there.
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EYES ONLY
Government Culpable
in KKK Assaults
In two separate court actions, the
U.S. government has been ordered to
pay .s~5.~00 and ~3?,000 respectively
to c1v1l nghts achv1sts Jim Peck and
Walter Bergman who were brutally
beaten by the Ku Klux Klan in May
of 1961 when buses carrying freedom
riders were ambushed in Anniston
and Birmingham, Alabama.
The suits were filed shortly after
the 1975 Senate testimony of former
Ku Klux Klan member Gary Thomas
Rowe, Jr., who, as an FBI informant,
had warned local police and Federal
agents that the ambush would take
place.
Neither local police or federal
agents intervened in the ambush, and
in fact the Birmingham Police
Department informally agreed to
allow the Klansmen up to 20 minutes
in which to assault the Freedom
Riders before police would arrive on
the scene.
Peck was beaten unconscious
outside the Birmingham bus station
while Bergman was assaulted while
the Freedom Ride buses were in
Anniston, Alabama where one of the
buses was destroyed by a firebomb.
Bergman, now 84, is confined to
whee~chair, · in part due to injuries
resultmg from the beating. Despite
his injuries, Bergman still firmly
believes his participation in the
Freedom Rides was worthwhile, and
contributed to "opening up the South
to free travel by people of all races:'

No Justice in
Greensboro Killings
A federal jury in Greensboro,
North Carolina has acquitted nine
current and former Ku Klux Klan and
Nazi members of all criminal charges
stemmirlg from their deadly assault

on an anti-Klan rally November 3
1979.
It was the second time the murders
of five members and supporters of
the Communist Workers Party went
unpunished. An earlier state trial also
ended in acquitals.
'IWo days after the federal trial
ended in a not guilty verdict, a
defendant, Virgil Griffin, told the
C~arlotte Observer "Every member
of the Communist Party should be
tried for treason and put in front of
a firing squad and shot, or else sent
to Russia to see how they like it
there."
The tone of the federal trial was set
when one defense attorney, Roy Hall,
ba~ed his argument for acquital on a
tw1sted analysis of history and the
meaning of the Nuremburg Trials.
Hall told the jury his client was "a
patriotic citizen, just like the
Germans were."
"The Germans gambled everythirlg
and lost all in opposition to
communism. Aren't they a lot more
attractive now than they were forty
years ago at the end of the war? These
~efendants are patriotic citizens just
like the German citizens. That's why
they went to Greensboro-to stop
communists," said Hall.
_A $48_million federal civil damages
tna_l w1ll ~egin August 1 during
whtch relatives and friends hope to
demonstrate the collusion between
the Klan and Nazis and federal, state
and local government officals.
I

First Amendment
Essay Contest
The Meiklejohn Civil Liberties
Institute has announced the First
Annual Corliss Lamont First
Amendment Law Student Essay
Contest. The 1984 topic will be "Civil
Disobedience and the First
Amendment." First prize is $1,000
with the second and third prizes set

at $750 and $500 respectively.
Entries should not exceed 5,000
words and should be typed, doublespaced, on white paper, suitable for
photocopying. Footnotes should also
be double-spaced. Any law student
attending school in 1984-85 is
eligible. Entries must be postmarked
no later than July 1, 1984, and sent
to: Meiklejohn Institute, Box 673,
Berkeley, CA 94701.

WACL Finally Expells
One Pro-Fascist
Organization
After almost a decade of indecision,
the World Anti-Communist League
(WACL) has expelled its most
notorious members, the LatinAmerican
Anti-Communist
Confederation (CAL).
. CAL, based in Mexico, has a long
h1story of anti-Jewish and pro-Fascist
activities, not the least of which is
serving as the umbrella networking
group for Latin American death
squads.
Th e World Anti-Communist
League's American Chapter, now
headed by retired Army General
John Singlaub, pushed for the
expulsion of CAL only afte r
columnist Jack Anderson detailed
CAJ.:s death squad role. Members
and affiliates of WACL are a number
of anti-Jewish, fascist and pro-Nazi
organizations recruited into the
?rganizatio~ when CAL was a major
m!luenc~ m WACL during the
nnd-1970 s. (The Public Eye detailed
the attempted fascist takeover of
WACL in Vol. 2, Issues 1 and 2).
For several years in the mid and
late 1970's many of the original
American WACL founders and
supporters distanced themselves
from the group because of the
growing pro-Nazi sentiment.
During this period Dr. Roger

------------------------------------------~-------------------5
Pearson coordinated the American
WACL activities and according to
internal memos circulated inside
WACL, pushed for the inclusion of
more fascist groups. Pearson's
attempted fascization of WACL led to
a split and power struggle which
failed to rid WACL of fascist
elements, but lessened their role in
policy-making.
In 1981 many of the original
American WACL forces rejoined the
group fearing the growing
"communist threat" in Central
America. While WACL has expelled
CAL, there are still numerous fascist
allies in WACL.
.
Pearson himself has moved on to
become an informal anti-communist
policy advisor to key figures in the
Reagan Administration. Several other
American WACL figures are also
influential in setting the tone for
Reagan's anti-communist posturing,
including Singlaub, Fred Schlafly
(better known as Phyllis's husband),
and Dr. Lev Dobriansky.
The Public Eye Magazine will
present a detailed examination of
WACL and its influence on the
Reagan administration in a future
issue.

LAPD/Western Goals
Tie Alleged
A Los Angeles ACLU lawsuit
continues to uncover an elaboratelyconcealed relationship between the
Los Angeles Police Department
(LAPD) .and the private right-wing
spy think tank Western Goals
Foundation based in Virginia.
Suspended Los Angeles Police
Detective Jay Paul is accused of
storing a mountain of LAPD spy files
at his home and leaking the contents
of the · sensitive material to the
Western Goals foundation through a
computer financed by the
Foundation and located at the office
of Paul's wife, Ann Love. Love had a
$2,500 per month contrace with
Western Goals for unspecified
computer services. Paul denies that
any LAPD spy files were laundered
into the Western Goals computer

database, but the Los Angeles ACLU
has filed a lawsuit based on that very
suppostion.
The ACLU has sought the
deposition of a former Western Goals
staffer John Rees, who recently left
the Foundation following a policy
dispute. Rees sought to block the
deposition but has been ordered to
answer questions in the ACLU case.
As the case progresses, further
revelations about the relationship
between private spy groups and
public police agencies are expected.

Center Seeks U.S.I.A.
Documents on Film
Blacklist
Attorneys for the Center for
Constitutional Rights (CCR) have
warned the
United
States
Information Agency not to destroy
any documents which would show
that political considerations have
been used by the agency in denying
educational certifications to films for
distribution abroad. The warning,
made on behalf of a group of
filmmakers , was prompted by
revelations that the agency destoyed
records which showed why the
government blacklisted such people
as Walter Cronkite, Senator Gary
Hart, and Caretta Scott King from
inclusion in the U.S.I.A:s overseas
speakers program.
The filmmakers, through their CCR
attorneys, have made a Freedom of
Information Act request to the
agency to determine why their films, ·
including award winners Soldier
Girls (about female recruits in U.S.
Army basic training), In Our Own
Backyards (about tjle hazards of
uranium mining), The Secret Agent
(the dangers of Agent Orange) and
Save the Planet (debate over nuclear
power were denied educational
certificates.
The U.S.I.A. issues certificates of
educational character under the
terms of an international agreement
intended to "facilitate the
international circulation of visual and
auditory materials of educational,
scientific, and cultural character."

Films which are denied such
certificates are subject to high
import/export taxes which in effect
prevent the films from being
distributed and viewed abroad
because the taxes make the cost of
purchase or rental prohibitive.
Under the Reagan Administration,
the U.S.I.A. denies certificates to
films which supposedly present "a
point of view:• In reality, the agency
rejects films with a point of view that
is not shared by the Administration
usually with the comment that such
films will be "misunderstood" by
foreign audiences. Save the Planet,
for instance, was denied an
educational certification because it
allegedly "resurrected the traditional
U.S. guilt of the bombings of
Hiroshima and Nagasake, but failed
to show the progress in social
thinking and planning of nuclear
power since then"; Soldier Girls, In
Our Own Backyard, and Secret Agent
were rejected because they would be
"misunderstood or misinterpreted by
foreign audiences."
Documents have been requested
which may establish the agency's
policy of denying certificates when it
simply does not approve of the
message of the film. The warning to
the agency is intended to insure that
such documents will not be
destroyed as part of the U.S.I.A:s
efforts to prevent public scrutiny of
its use of unconstitutional "political"
litmus tests.

Moonie Paper
Retracts Charges
Against Spartacists
Sun Myung Moon's Washington
D.C. daily newspaper, Washipgton
Times, has been forced to retract a
charge it made accusing the Spartacist League and the Spartacus
Youth League of " provoking
violence" during a 1982 anti-Klan
protest march and rally in
Washington, D.C.
The retraction came as part of a
settlement in a libel lawsuit filed by
continued on page 46
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TIP SHEET
for staff organizers

Common Sense Security

by Sheila O'Donnell

As the movements for social change become more
sophisticated, the techniques of the state, corporations and
the right wing have also become more sophisticated.
Historically this has always been the case; we will continue
and will be the eventual victors. Caution in the face of the
concerted effort to stop us, however, is both prudent and
necessary.
Here are some useful suggestions:.
• If you wish to have a private conversation, leave your home
and your office and go outside and take a walk or go
somewhere public and notice who is near you. Never say
anything you don't want to hear repeated when there is any
possibility of being recorded.

• Write for your file under the FOIA and pursue the agencies until they give you all the documents filed under your
name.
• Brief your membership on known or suspected surveillance.
• Report thefts of materials from your office or home to the
police as a criminal act.
• Assess your undertaking from a security point of view;
understand your vulnerabilties; assess your allies and your
advesaries as objectively as possible; do not underestimate
the opposition. Do not take chances.
• Recognize your organizational and personal strengths and
weaknesses.

• Never leave one copy of a document or list behind; take
a minute to duplicate an irreplaceable document and keep
the duplicate in a safe place. Back up and store important
computer disks off-site. Sensitive data and membership list
should be kept under lock and key.

• Discuss incidents with cohorts, family and membership. Call
the press if you have hard information about surveillance or
harassment. Discussion makes the dirty work of the intelligence agencies and private spies overt.

• Keep your mailing lists, donor lists and personal phone
books away from light-fingered people Always maintain a
duplicate.

Visits from the FBI

• Know your printer if you are about to publish.
• Know your mailing house.
• Know anyone you are trusting to work on any part of a
project that is sensitive.
,• Don't hire a stranger as a messenger.
• Sweeps for electronic surveillance are only effective for the
time they are being done, and are only effective as they are
being done if you are sure of the person(s) doing the sweep.
• Don't use code on the phone. If you are being tapped and
the transcript is used against you in court, the coded conversations can be alleged to be anything. Don't say anything on ·
the phone you don't want to hear in open court.
• Don't gossip on the phone. Smut is valuable to anyone listening; it makes everyone vulnerable.
• If you are being followed, get the tag number and description of the car and people in the car. Photograph the person(s)
fol lowing you or have a friend do so.
• If you are followed or feel vulnerable, call a friend; don't
"tough it out" alone. They are trying to frighten you. It is
frightening to have someone threatening your freedom.
• Debrief yourself after each incident. Write details dbwn:
time, date, occasion, incident, characteristics of the person(s),
impressions, anything odd about the situation. Keep a
"weirdo" file and keep notes frqm unsettling situations and
see if a pattern emerges.

• Don't talk to the FBI (or any government investigator) without
your attorney present. Information gleaned during the visit
can be used against you and your co-workers. Get the names
and addresses of the agents and tell them you will have your
attorney get in touch with them. They rarely set up an enterview under those circumstances.
• Don't invite them into your home. Speak with the agents
outside. Once inside, they glean information about your
perspective and life style.
• Don't let them threaten you into talking. If the FBI intends
to empanel a grand jury, a private talk with you will not
change the strategy of the FBI.

• Lying to the FBI is a criminal act. Any information you give
the FBI can and will be used against you.
• Don't let them intimidate you. So what if they know where
you live or work and what you do? This is still a democracy
and we still have Constitutional rights. They intend to frighten
you; don't let them. They ~an only "neutralize" you if you
let them.

• Remember: The United States prides itself in being a
democracy; we have Constitutional rights. Disatisfaction with
the status· quo and attempting to mobilize for change is
protected; surveillance and harassment are violatiqns. Speak
out.
Sheila O'Donnell, a Morvland-based Investigator with more than a
decode's experience on civil liberties cases. Is a co-founder of the Public
Eve Magazine.

A propt of the Not1oool lowyers Guild C1v1 L1bert1es Corrmttee and the Center for Const1t\JtiOI10I R1ght~
For odd1t10001 cop1es or further 1nformot10n. wnte NLG/CLC Sv1te 918. 343 5 Dearborn St .. ChKogo. IL 60604

Big Brother Meets COINTELPRO and Reichstag Fire
FBI agents are once again using investigations as a cover for disruption and harrassment (see box next pagel. while
Reagan guts the Freedom of Information
Act (see page 91, and introduces in Congress bills that would criminalize support
for foreign governments or groups
unilaterally declared "terrorist" by the
Secretary of State (see box, page 391.
Groups protesting the above get strange
visits in the night (see belowl.
All this as a rising right-wing chorus
uses Congressional hearings, the media

and direct mail to smear antiinterventionists, nuclear freezers and
other activists as witting agents and unwitting dupes of the KGB "terrorists."
Meanwhile, FBI analysts and other
"terrorism experts" warn of potential attacks during the summer Olympics and
political conventions. In a potential selffulfilling prophesy of violence, special
"anti-terrorist" units will be deployed
against suspected attackers who the
government believes will use peaceful
demonstrations for a cover. ·

According to the Administration,
totalitarians (commies) are always bad,
but authoritarians (fascists) are OK to
work with sometimes; rebels in El
Salvador are "terrorists" while rebels in
Nicaragua are "freedom fighters"; U.S.
troops in Lebanon and nuclear rnissles are
"peacekeepers," but pro-Freeze protestors
are actually provoking a war.
Incidently, it is 1984; listen for the
knock on the door ....

Big Brother Returns:

Harrassment Monitored·
The Organizing Committee Against the Reagan/Smith
Guidelines is a newly-founded vehicle for various civilliberta.r ians and concerned representatiX4!S of other organizations
to begin a coordinated fight against government repressionlegislatively, through the legal system, and where agent meets
target.
A major effort of the Organizing Committee has been to
popularize the necessity for organizations and individuals to
carefully and completely document cases of government
intimidation, harassment, and disruption-this for fighting
repressive actions and activities both at the grassroots level
and through the legal and legislative process.
Our fundamental unity is that we oppose the Reagan/Smith
Guidelines as they presently stand, and we believe that the
legal system is our first line of defense against government
repression. At this time we are discussing our posture toward,
and our "input" into, the 1984 elections. We are also discussing the significance of Reagan's domestic national security
program to political freedom in the United States, and
whether or not there has been an increase in FBI activity
over the past five years.
We invite all interested individuals and organizations to
join our efforts, particularly in our discussions of the best
way for the American people to respond to government
·
repression.
Howard Aylesw~rth Director, The Center on Government
Repression
Lewis Cohen
Center on Government Repression
WILPF Legislative Office
Thresita Feressa
Center for Constitutional Rights
Arthur Kinoy
Sheila O'Donnell
Public Eye, National Lawyers Guild Civil
Liberties Committee
Beth Perry
CISPES National Office (D.C.j
Dale Sampson
Greensboro Civil Rights Fund
Dan Schember
National Lawyers Guild, D.C. Chapter
Campaign for Political Rights
Sue Sullivan

Report from the Organizing Committee
To determine if the relaxation of restraints on the
intelligence community is being accompanied by a
resurgence of attacks against Washington D.C. dissidents we
conducted interviews with activists from peace organizations,
civil liberties organizations, solidarity committees, and
organizations representing foreign political exiles. This report
contains our preliminary findings.
While responsibility for the events reported here can only
be attributed in those cases where the perpetrators have
identified themselves, the overall pattern .reflects the same
tactics employed by the FBI during COINTELPRO, as uncovered by the Congressional intelligence committees during
the Seventies. The Levi FBI guidelines implemented to curb
those abuses has been replaced by the Reagan/Smith FBI
guidelines which are "intended to give our agents in the field
confidence to perform their work:'

Something's Happening Here,
What it is Ain't Exactly Clear: ·
MEDIA CAMPAIGNS. Often the first sign of activity are
reports in the media claiming links between local organizations and foreign powers. We are being smeared as dupes,
commies, dupes of the commies, terrorists; controlled by
Moscow, Cuba, China, trained by Libya, the PLO, Cuba, the
IRA or some other foreign agencies. These media smears
come together with the FBI visits and curious incidents
involving the phone, mail, break-ins, etc.
MAIL TAMPERING. The U.S.P.O. has returned mail to activitists in several communities. Just the address part of the
package has been returned or it' s stamped to indicate that
the package broke in transit.
Documents mailed in D.C. to various cities: Of 3 identical
packages, 2 didn't arrive at their intended destinations and the
third arrived with different documents than had been sent.

•--------------------------------------------------------------~
Widespread FBI Harrassment of Activists Reported
Since late February, widespread FBI harassment of latin
American Support and anti-interventionist groups has been
reported nationwide. Other intelligence agencies, and rightwing groups are stepping up. their red-baiting campaigns,
which also are effecting exile, emigre, sanctuary, and other
groups with an international focus.
Typically several scenarios have developed:
• FBI agents visit the employer, and friends and co-workers
of an activist, asking: "Did you know that X works with communists and KGB agents?" ·
• FBI agents appear in.the evening at the home of an activist, and say: "We know you are sincere, just tell us the
names of the KGB a ants."

An estimated 50% of mail from one local organization to
an anti-intelligence organization does not arrive.
Mail has either simply not arrived at is destination, or
arrived late and often shows signs of a struggle trying to make
it through the system.
PHONE PROBLEMS. Phones sound like they are ringing
on the caller's end; the potential res::ipient of the call never
hears the phone ring.
People trying to talk on the phone hear their conversation
being repeated as they speak or hear the last conversation
they had being repeated during this new call. Activists need
to dial twice to connect to the desired party.
Activists answer their phones to hear another party answering the phone with the name of the embassy of the country
around which they are organizing.
Organizations have lost their phones for an hour at a
time-for no reason.
Unsolicited phone repairmen have appeared, in one case
for four consecutive days.
VISITS. The FBI has appeared at homes of activists and
has gone to offices where activists are employed asking to
speak to them "about areas of mutual interest" or in an effort
to "determine who are the real KGB agents."
If the activists have spoken to the agents, they have been
shown photo lineups and have been asked to identify certain p~ople. These agents have also asked about personal
habits of activists: drinking, gambling, etc. One agent told
an activist he had seen movies of people who went to the
courthouse for a criminal trial as part of a training session
at the FBI.
The FBI has visited activists involved in international issues
upon their return home to determine who organized the trip,
etc.
One agent visited the office of an activist with another
military intelligence agent. They refused to give a card or
leave their last name. They did show their badges. The questioned the activist for 21fz hours, then told her not to mention
the visit.
Another activist was visited on the strength of . an
anonymous letter from a convicted thief alleging participation in criminal activity. They visited neighbors as well to
find our how many men came to her house, if child care and
household were maintained, the kids went to school. They
showed the activist a picture of alleged accomplice.
The FBI, in doing background checks, has begun asking
professors about former students' political backgrounds and
associations.
OFFICE BREAK-INS. D.C. offices have been broken into
in an obvious manner. Sometimes money and machines are

• FBI agents attempt to interview activists about the
"lawbreakers" involved in the sanctuary movement.
• FBI agents threaten exposure to Immigration officials
unless an undocumented activist talks.
• FBI agents threaten activists with jail unless. they reveal
their "plans" for ''terrorist" attacks on this summer's Olympics
and political conventions.
.
Military Intelligence agents have also appeared at reserve
weekends and interview co-workers of activists saying "tell
us about your co-worker who hangs out with Soviet spies."
Activists have also received written threats of violence signed by the "Posse Comitatus" or " National Socialist Liberation
Front."

missing and sometimes it is only documents that have been.
moved around or stolen.
In some incidents it is obvious someone has been there
because drawers are left open or blinds normally left open
have been drawn.
One office door was damaged but the bolt lock was still
on. It was the only office in the building tampered with that
weekend. A crowbar was clearly used.
CAR TAMPERING. One activist reported having his car
searched while he was in an office. The attendant only realized that someone other than the owner was searching
when the owner showed up.
FRONT GROUPS. T,he Society for Sensitive Research called
a meeting on Nov. 11, 1983 at Davis House to talk about the
political use of refugees. The phone numbers traced back to
a right-wing group.
PHONY JOURNALISTS. Press people are telephoning and
visiting organizations asking for information. A check has
determined that some of them are from official (non-U.S.) ·
government agencies seeking information on opposition
activity in the U.S. ; some are from tight-wing organizations
seeking information for use in smear campaigns both here
and abroad.
CREDIT SMEARS. An international activits used her credit
card to pay for a foreign dissident's passage to the United
States. Her credit card was cancelled because the compute~
said she had declared bankruptcy; she had not declared any
such thing.
FBI COOPERATION WITH OTHER GOVERNMENTS.
The FBI returned documents to an activist one year after a
foreign government arrested the activist on vaction. When
the documents were returned, the agent returning them
asked the activist about specific people abroad and mentioned that many of the names in her address book were
known nationalists. The agent also asked the activist about
her connections in this country.
DIRTY TRICKS. An activist leaving his office grabbed a
bunch of leaflets to distribute. As he leafletted, a document
appeared in the middle of the stack which did not belong
to him or the organization. It could only have been placed
in the stack to humiliate him.
All of these incidents took place within the last 2 years,
most within the last 6 months. Visits coincide with the arrival of a head of state, the day of a demonstration or other
event. Typically activists have not heard from the FBI again.
Just a quick visit. Those most commonly targeted have been
international and foreign born activists, although domestic
activists have also been subjected to this harrassment.
2/21/84
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Reagan Administration
Stifles Freedom of
Information Act
by Nancy Blodgett
[Alternative Media]
The Reagan administration apparently wants the American
people to know as little as possible about what their government is doing. Or so it seems based on certain Presidential
orders and judicial guidelines that have been issued in the
last two years to restrict the flow of information and reduce
the power of the Freedom of Information Act, our primary
recourse against bureaucratic stonewalling in Washington.
On March 11, 1983, President Ronald Reagan issued a
"National Security Decision Directive." This order required
all U.S. government employees with access to classified
material to sign a secrecy pledge and undergo lie detector
tests if requested. It also required the estimated 100,000
government employees with access to "Sensitive Compartmental Information" to submit all speeches, books or articles
to prior review by government censors, even after leaving
their posts.
Diana Autin, executive director of the Fund for Open
Information and Accountability, Inc. or FOIA, Inc., said such
an executive order is unconstitutional as it imposes prior censorship. Autin, whose organization helps people make use
of the FOI Act and also lobbies against restrictions in it, added
that the order damages public debate as it gags the people
"in the know" for life.
The American Civil Liberties Union, in its most recent
public policy report, also characterized the national security directive as a "life-time gag-order," affecting hundreds of
thousands of government employees. They noted that Reagan
issued the directive "without any congressional input or
public debate and without producing any evidence that leaks
by federal employees had actually compromised national
security."

Information Flow Decreases
Less than a year before this security directive was issued,
Reagan put out an executive order on classification of
documents. this order tries to limit, as much as possible, the
release of information to the public. Under the provisions
of the executive order, it is no longer required that identifiable
potential harm to national security be demonstrated before
information can be classified and therefore exempt from the
Freedom of Information Act, (FOIA). The order also maintains that the public's right to know need no longer be considered in the decision to classify documents, as it was during the Carter administration. It also tells government officials that if they are in doubt about how to classify material,
they should designate it at the highest level of secrecy, not
the lowest level, as was the policy under former President
Carter.

The Reagan classification order goes so far as to require
that government officials classify anything which is
classifiable and allows for reclassification of information that
has already been declassified! Republican Senator David
Durenberger of Minnesota once remarked of the the
classification order: "This is an order that only a bureaucrat
could write. It was drafted by security bureaucrats, who
think only of how to keep everything secret, and legal
bureaucrats, who think only of how to get away with filing
fewer affidavits."
Autin, an attorney said Reagan's classification reverses a
30-year trend of reducing the classification of documents and
added that its requirements "show a desire [by the U.S.
administration] to shroud foreign policy and even domestic
policy actions from public review:'

FOIA Access Diminishes
At the beginning of 1983, the Justice Department also
moved to make life harder for FOIA requesters. They did this
by issuing new guidelines governing agencies granting of fee
waivers to FOIA applicants. This guideline, although not
binding in law like an executive order, has nevertheless been
having an impact, according to Allan Adler, legislative
counsel for the Washington-based Center for National
Security Studies. Adler said the new fee wavier policy, which
he characterized as "more stingy" than the previous one, has
resulted in certain instances where the fee should have been
waived and were not.
Clearly, the increased demand to pay in order to get
information available under the Freedom of Information Act
reduces the number of people actually able to benefit from
it. (Adler estimated that search fees for FOIA-inclusive
material-depending on how the search is conducted-range
from $5.00 to $18.00 an hour.)
Under the new guidelines, put forth by Attorney General
William French Smith, a fee waiver for FOIA requests will
be granted if five criteria are met:
1) The material sought must be the subject of genuine
public interest, not strictly personal interest, noting that
it is not in the public interest to grant waivers solely
based on a requesters "indigency."
2) The government agency must examine "the value to the
public of the records themselves.
3) The agency must determine if the requested information is already available in the public domain.
continued on page 39
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Specia l Section:

Cult or Cadre?

Gino Perente and the National Labor Federation

When a joint FBI/New York Police
raid on the offices of the "Provisional
Communist Party" was reported to
the m edia, most people, including
progressives, had never heard of the
group. The search warrant listed 'Weapons (rifles, handguns and machineguns) and other military equipment
including uniforms; explosives" and

"plans for an armed insurrection."
But when no weapons were found
and no arrests were made; and instead, mountains of files were seized
and trucked away, reporters began to
question FBI claims that a ''classic
communist terrorist cell" had been
broken up just before launching a
violent revolutionary attack on the

' FBI Raid A Cover For Intelligence
Gathering and Harrassment
Statement issued by Chip Berlet

The February 17, 1984 joint Federal Bureau of Investigation
- New York Police Department raid on three offices of the
NATLFED cult in New York is being exploited by the FBI to
generate hysteria over alleged terrorism.
The raid conveniently coincides with Reagan Administration initiatives to exempt the FBI from public scrutiny and
Congressional oversight; curtail civil liberties; and rekindle
McCarthy era witch hunts against political dissidents.
Only the FBI with its history of the COINTELPRO operations and other unconstitutional disruption campaigns against
dissenters would be so duplicitous- or so stupid - as to consider this pathetic and self-destructive cult group to be a serious threat to the American government.
This is merely an excuse for another round of illegitimatelyconstituted Grand Juries whose sole purpose is to harass political activists. We must condemn NATLFED for its cultism and

US. government.
Now, the tangled and bizarre tale
of the Provisional Communist Party,
a psychologically-manipulative cult
which uses ''communist" rhetoric as
bait for naive and idealistic recruits,
the story of Gino Perente and the
National Labor Federation . . ..

deceptive fundraising and recruiting - but we also must condemn the FBI for using NATLFED as a foil fo r its continuing
campaign to be unleashed from proper restriCtions which
guard Americans against police-state tactics.
If the FBI raid was intended to stop a " terrorist" threat, then
the ''terrorists'' would be in police custody. Obviously something is phony here.
The real purpose for the FBI raids on the cult group was not
to stop a so-called " terrorist communist cell " from launching
a revolution, but to seize files on community and labor activists compiled by the group for almost a decade.
The FBI was aware that the endless compilation of political
dossiers on activists by NATLFED cult members was an aspect of the control process used by the organization to keep
their members operating at the point of exhaustion. They also
knew that tens of thousands of pages of these files were stored
at NATLFED offices in New York .
In 1977 the Public Eye magazine wrote about this incessant
dossier compiling and speculated whether or not the information would end up in the hands of an intelligence agency. Now
it has.
continued on next page
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[Editor's Note: Throughout this section, the names Perente, Parente, Perenti, and Parenti all refer
to the same individual whose first name is Gino or Eugenio and who heads NATLFED. The variations reflect spellings appearing in print over a period of years. No confusion nor disrespect is
intended. )

-uDedicated and Dreamy"
I

I

by Grier Horner,
The Berkshire Eagle
From her tenement windows on
the other side of Columbus Avenue
in Pittsfield, Massachusetts, a woman
stares blankly at the anonymous
storefront
housing
Western
Massachusetts Labor Action. The
signs of life she sees give no clue to
the group's revolutionary connections and its hidden agenda.
Through the shop windows of the
former West Side Fish Market, which
has been the organiztion's headquarters for its seven years here, she
can catch· glimpses of three women
at battered desks inside. Nothin they
are doing gives a hint of the ominous
goals of their parent organization.
But while the parent group, the
little-known National Labor Federation may espouse armed revolution,

observers here say the only danger
the local group poses is the possibility
it might nag you to death.
While the woman in the tenement
might be someone the group would
target in its efforts to organize the
poor, people close to Western
Massachusetts Labor Action jWMLA)
say she probably hasn't joined
them-hardly anyone has.
Except for its ~shopping center
solicitations and approaches to
clergymen, business and the
academic community, WMLA has
operated almost invisibly here. But
with publication by The Chrisitan
Century this summer of an article
entitles "How the Revolutionaries
Conned the Bureaucrats," that is
changing.

As part of our earlier investigation, the Public Eye obtained
a one-inch-thick stack of FBI files released under the Freedom
of Information Act. Those files show that the FBI conducted
an investigation of Perente - then known as Gerald William
Doeden or Gino Savo- when he announced his first ''revolution" in 1970 with letters to California officials.
The FBI
concluded then that Perente exagerated his claims of power
and influence, and inserted into the FBI file a Marcl} 20, 1970
article by Ed Montgomery in the San Francisco Examiner.
That article was headline "Terrorist Group A 'Paper Tiger' "
and quoted law enforcement officials describing Perente's followers as "kooks" and "small potatoes."
Montgomery said intelligence agents had observed at the
time: " dedicated revolutionaries don't advertise."
For over forty months Perente has been telling his followers
that the revolution was scheduled to begin in early 1984.
Perente actually first set the date for March 15, 1984, then later
moved it earlier several times, finally settling on February 17,
1984.
Parents of NATLFED cult members reported their children
said the revolution would start in February but they would be

As word of the article in the liberal
ecumenical
weekly
speads,
clergymen have started taking a new
look at the organization that bas
come to them for aid for the poor.
In The Christian Century piece,
associate ed\tor Jean Caffey Lyles
outlines bow a radical group called
the National Labor Federation, with
headquarters in Brooklyn, N.Y. , took
over publication of a churchsponsored catalog of organizations in
which students and others can
volunteer their time. In the process,
the National labor Federation, inserted 41 of its own groups, including
WMLA and its offshoot, the
Berkshire County Fuel Program in
the Invest Youself catalog.
continued on next page

able to come home to visit by summer. Does this sound like a
serious revolutionary threat?
Furthermore, in recent months Perente had begun to back
away from the deadline, changing the "Revolution" to a
' 'symbolic act,'' then a rally for which they reserved a hall in
New Jersey, then a press conference - and finally the hall reservation was cancelled and the "Revolution" postponed indefinately.
The FBI was aware of these facts, yet decided to stage a raid
on February 17, anyway, to seize the intelligence files and gain
an excuse for launching investigtions into legitimate and Constitutionally-protected activities by groups and individuals the
FBI wishes to harass.
With the files in their possession, the FBI will now attempt
to launch grand jury fishing expeditions against political activists nationwide. Despite our distaste for Perente and his
organization, we urge that individuals concerned with civil
liberties defend the victims of the current FBI fiasco.
Witch Hunts always target those groups with the least support - at the start. It is in our own self interest to protest the
fraud being perpetrated by the FBI.

-------~---
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Not a labor union
WMLA is not a labor union. It describes itself as a "mutual benefits
association" dedicated to changing
the condftions of area workers hurt
by "chronic unemployment, ~ck of
.adequate health care and {who] experience· living as ·a genuine
struggle to survive ."
Western Massachusetts Labor Action does not hide its connection
with the ~ational Labor Federation,
beaded by Gino Parente, a shadowy
figure on the raqical left. In letters
soliciting donations, it openly says it
is part of "a nationwide effort
called the National Labor Federation."
What bas been hidden is what the
National Labor Federation stands
for. Its inner core, observers on the
left claim, 'calls itself the Communist Party U.S.A., Provisional, a
quirky fringe group that has set
dates for waging armed revolution
against the United States, dates that
photo by Joel Librizzi
keep changing as the time nears.
FORMER FISH MARrtf at 298 Columbus Ave. is headquarters for Western Massachusetts Labor
One observer, however, says it
Action. Unidentified woman in doorway is believed to be one of the volunteer staff. She declined
now appears the National Labor to identify herself or to be interviewed.
Federation may tiave abandoned
that goal. Recent information com"They're dedicated, dreamy, to work with the group but their
ing out of the group, another said,
wishful, sincere and no threat to professors said their demands on
would tend to confirm that.
No one close to the local group anyone," says a Pittsfield inan who them were so voracious. and their
politics so far out the students rehas had contact with them.
considers it armed or dangerous.
"They are not the Salva~ion belled and the schools ended any asAs these·observers see it, WMLA
and the National Labor Federation Army," quips Kurt Tauber, head of
are the cadre that couldn't shoot the political science department at
Williams College.
straight.
But what he calls the National La'They're h~ess'
bor Federation's "mumbo jumbo"
"I think they're more laughable about revolution, appears to be
than dangerous," says Lawrence Z. nothing more than whistling in the
"Lari" Brandstein, a sociology pro- dark to give its singleminded volunfessor at Berkshire Community Col- teers a sense of importance and to
lege.
keep them going.
,
They are so bad at what they do,
They and other local observers inhe contends, that at times they terviewed by The Eagle say that
make him wonder if they aren't Western Massachusetts Labor' Acreally federal intelligence agents set tion is so abrasive and so demandup to discredit the left.
ing it has defeated its own efforts t<.
"They're elther agent pro- organize the poor.
vocateurs or very, very stupid," he
"They use some very hard tacsays.
tics," says ·the Rev. Willard H. Du"A.tl.y right-wing attempt to make · rant of the AME Zion Church and
them into a threat to American &O- the Christian Center here. "Instead
ciety is as off the rocker as they. of just asking for help, they try to
are,'!.. be says. "They're harmless, exert pressure. They lay a guilt. trip
politically an9 socially. Absolutely on churches, merchants and volunharmless."
teers."
Brandstein is not alone in that beStudents turned off
lief, although most of the sniping at
Some students. from Williams Colthe National Labor Federation so
Lawrence Z. 'Lari' Brandstein
far has been coming from the left, lege and Berkshire Community Col'They're harmless'
lege
several
years
ago
volunteered
not the right. .
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soclation with them.
"I don't allow them to come near
my classes or the school anymore,"
says Brandstein, who contends the
organization In many ways resembles a cult.
"They are a real embarrassment
to any progressive people around,"
Brandstein says. "Their strategy
stinks and their theory Is off the
wall."
While it is supposedly a secret organization, the National Labor Federation's lack of discretion to whom
it tells its sec~ts. is said to be so
blatant that they would appear to be
an easy mark for U.S. intelligence
sources· to Infiltrate.
"For a group that Is planning
overthrow, they are not very clandestine, " Associate Professor
George Vickers of Brooklyn College
told The Eagle.
Vickers, author of "The Forma~ion of the New Left," made contact
with the group in 19'n.
"They will start talking very
quickly about revolution with people
who seem sympathetic," he said in
a telephf?ne interview.
National leader identified
Vickers said he met Parente, the
National Labor Federation leader,
at a Marxist-Leninist study group in
1977. He describes him as "very
bright, very Intense, very convincing, if you can accept his basic
premises."
A problem, Vickers contends, is
that Parente's basic pr,emises "are
abOut 45 degrees off" to start, so
that for all his deductive power, his
conclusions and strategy lead to
"bizarre"·conclusions.
From what he saw of the National
Labor Federation, Vickers describes it this way : "It is basically
a Stalinist organization with centralized powers In the hands of the
chairman of the central committee.
They claimed to have a military
wing, a central committee and a national political committee."
While the group reportedly claims
alliances with Cuban and Central
American revolutionaries, it does
not associate itself with the official
Communist Party In this country.
"They . argue that the existing
party is bankrupt and that they will
be the vanguard of a new Communist party," Vickers says.
Mrs. Lyles, author. of The Christian Century article, says one of the

things that disturbs her about the
group is that many of its volunteers
don't seem to know what they are
getting into when they join.
" I think there are a lot of well-

meaning kids who sort of get sucked
into it, unaware of what they may
be getting Into," she said in a telephone lnterylew from her office In
California.

Use of money criticized

WMLA.operates hand to mouth
Peggy Uman has just come back
,on the job after an illness, and she
· still looks pale and drawn.
There is something ascetic about
her face that conveys the impression that she could sacrifice herself
to a cause like helping the underclass in a rich nation whose benefit:,
aren't shared equally.
She iS wearing a white print dl~
buttoned to the throat. She looks as
though she would be at home working in the reference department of a
Midwestern library.
As she stands in the cluttered
storefront on Columbus Avenue that
serves as Western Massachusetts
Labor Action's headquarters, she
appears uncertain how to handle. a
· reporter's request for an interview
about accusations being made about'
her group - ·which she founded In
Adams In 1975 and moved to Pitts.field two years later·- and about Its.
parent organization, the National
Labor F~eration.
. A~ ty.ro young women and a yoi,mg
man in the office watch, she suggests that the reporter write her a
letter and outline the things he
wants to discuss.
r.Js. Umail tells the reporter that
the organization Is launching a number of programs for the poor that
. the public undoubtedly would be Interested ln.
The reporter says he hasn't tlrrie
to go through the proc~ of mailing ~
a formal request for an .Interview ,
and points out ·that the last time The!
Eagle followed that route, it ·re-;
celved no reply. He suggests that he!
sit down and write the letter on thel
spot, and she lets him use an an-1
tique typewriter whose black ribboq
is tangled Iii Its winding spools.' · ·
Ms. l)man say~ she wUI get in

!

touch with ·him the next day. When
the reporter does not hear from her,
he calls her. She says she has other
time priorities.
"I know It's your job and you
have to make a living," she says,
" but I just can't accommodate
you."
Staff changes frequently
ObServers say the Pittsfield cadre
Is constantly shifting in membership
and varies from four ~ eight people
In number, most of them young
women who come In from the outside. They say they don't kilow of
any local people w~o have become
full-time participants.
In the office, with Its clutter of
desks, files, empty .styrene coffee
cups and stacks of papers, the workers routinely put in 14- to 18-hour
days. There is a wood sto\!e for
heat, a sofa, piles of bulletins. A
poster on the wall is !lJ1 exhortation
against u5e of alcohol and drugs,
and a bulletin says that the California Homemakers Association, one of
the National Labor Federation's
groups, "needs you."
While they. have antagonized a
number of social agencies, clergymen and profeSsional people in the
process, Western Massachusetts Labor Action has helped a number ~f
poor people here.
The Rev, John E. Post of First
United Methodist Church can attest
to that. As a mtntster and as chair2an of the Social Action Committee
of the ·Pittsfield Area Council' of
Churches, he has )>een approached
by the group both for grants ·to sustain Its operations and lor emergency funding for families It
brought to. bls attention.
Mr. Post said that although no
grants were made to the organization; emergency funds were given to

"
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families that it was helping.
He has read the article in Christian Ce.ntury magazine, which calls
WMLA's parent group a revolutionary organization, and is spreading
copies among the Central Berkshire
Clergy Association.
The Eagle interviewed a South
County woman whom WMLA assisted.
"What they did for me was to help
me and my children at a very bard
time," she said. " We were in dire
straits.
"There _are people in the United
States who really have it rough, and
I don't mean the people on welfare."
·WMLA contacted a Qtedlcal Pl'9fesslonal who provided free help for
the children and directed her to a
church that also provided assistance.
Pay pbooe In headquarters
But the woman said that WMLA,
which charged her a mere 25 cents
a month for dues, demanded a
higher price than that from her in
return for Its assistance.
"They would call me day and
night wanting to know if they could
use the phone and if I could get
them a ride to get here," she said.
· -The reason they wanted to use the
telepllone, she said, is that the only
one they have in their headquarters
Is a pay phone.
One young man from the organization used her phone to call well-todo people in the area. Citing her difficulties, he made a pitch for help
and, by the end of the day, had collected $1,300 in pledges, the woman
said. .
But none of the money went to
her. Instead, she maintained,
WMLA told her it needed the money
to pay back rent on its headquarters.
"I thought it was fraudulent that
they got rent money using my
case," she said.
Eventually, she said, her husband
put biJ foot down and told the group
to stop harassing her, and It did.
Later ~e medical' man WMLA
had put her in touch with offered to
contlnu~ giving her children free
care, ~ ~d. but.if o~y she would
wo'rk With.him direcUy rather than
through Western Massachusetts Labor AcUQD.
Like APil»' QtJl~ who had worked
wtth WMLA1 ·sbe said he didn't warit
any turtber Msoclation.

Her story of the group's use of
money .it had collected to meet Its
own needs bore similarities to comments ot others. Interviewed by The
Eagle.
One ,emU-poverty worker interviewed.said she came on the group
once outside the Adams Super Market, where it was conducting a food
drive. "When I said, 'You look like
you've done well. Can I make some
referrals to you?' they said, 'We
have to eat first,' " she told a reporter. ·
Live on donations
Several others s~ggested that
when they say they are collecting
food for the poor· and then use It
themselves, it is actually finding Its
way into stomachs that need it.
These volunteers are unpaid,
don't hold outside jobs and are genuinely impoverished, the observers
say.

"They used to live on donations of
food that wasn't salable, wilted vegetables, day-old and two-day-old ·
baked goods," said one woman who
was close to them at one point:
She spoke fondly of one woman
worker she had known there, describing her as "a very sweet, iltrulstic person, an admitted
communist, in the truest sense of
the word, who believed In people
working for the common good."
The same woman, however, said
that most of the workers appear to
be poor by choice and "comfortable
In their poverty," in contrast to the
real poor they are trying to help.
"Most poor people are In such
hard straits that they are worrying
about putting the next meal on the
table, not going out and volunteering their time.
"I . always have the feeling that
these kids can stop the merry-goround at anr time and go back to
their life."

Commitment or fanaticism

Earmarks of cult seen in WMLA
Lari Brandstetn; a sociology professor at Berkshire Community Col·
lege, contends that Western
Massachusetts Labor ·Action has all
the earmarks of a cult.
Others famlllar- with the group
say his assertion may be farfetched.
Calling a group wh~ goals and
level~ of commitment li~ far beyond
the mainstream of a cult Is easy,
they argue. But demonstrating convincingly that a group Is a cult Is
difficult.
Presumably Western Massachusetts Labor ActJon (WMLA) would
denounce any claim that It Is a cult.
But_ Peggy U.man, who organized
the group here In the 1970s, turned
down The Eagle's request for an interview on this and other questions.
SUpport from professor
Professor- Kurt Tauber of Wll·
Iiams College suggests it Is all too
easy to jump to conclilsioJ1S about
the WMLA. Tauber describes him·
self as one of the few who still supports WMLA in Its local efforts,

while divorcing himself from the
group's national rhetoric.
"For bourgeois types Ute ourselves," he says, "they are strange,
dedicated people. They don't make
very good company."
From the portrait be and others
paint, the members are single-minded in,thelr devotion to ~ir cause.
"Some would call It fanaticism,"

Tau~r~ys:

One of those who does Is Brandstein.
"They llve, sleep and breathe it 24
hours a day," ~ says. "It's their
religion, their borne, their love,
their community. They bave zero
life outalde of it.
"They bave a kind' of MooDie aspect about them. They have the
same kind of look In their eyes, the
120 percent commitment Moonles
have. They are caricaturea of revolutionaries, Ute comic boot ebarac·
ters."
Priscilla Coates of Hannacroix,
N.Y., also considers the National
Labor Federation a cult. From her
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hill~ide farmhouse Mrs . Coates
keeps subscribers to her monthly
newsletter, the Citizens Freedom
Foundation News, up to date on activltles of cults.
In its isolation her, house, where
an antique woodstove and a Zerox
copier compete for space in the
front room, looks like a movie set
for deprogramming ~ cult member.
And in fact several years ago It was
once used for that purpose.
"I'm not ashamed that I did It,"
Mrs. Coates says, adding that in
deference to the foundation's reputation and laws against detaining
people against their will she would
not do it now.
Last winter she received letters
from two families who wanted to
know if the National Labor Federation was a cult.
According to the parents, their
children had undergone personality
changes since joining the National
Labor -Federation and the -parents
suspected that they had been programmed, Mrs. Coates sai(l.
The parents hired a private investigator, who conCluded that the
group is ineffectual and is " a cult
...waiting for SQJnething to·happen."
According to the parents, she
said, the National Labor Federation
has supposedly dropped' its goal o(
armed revolution.
In addition to the· letijlrs, she received a packet of material on the
group from a California radical,
Jeff Wbltnack, who said he had
been a member ot·the National La-bor Federati!>n through its California Homemakers and Coalition of
Concerned Medical Professionals in
Oakland. Since leaving the group in
1981 Whitnack has been waging a ·
campaign against the organization
that so far has escaped the attention
of the national press. Whitnack, a
·on~time garbageman who went into
· respiratory therapy, told The Eagle
that from his experieQce the National Labor Federation is not only
a cult but dangerous.
Whitnack, Professor George Vickers of Brooklyn College and others
maintain the National Labor Federation had actually set a date for the
revolution but, like doomsayer:s,
-kept extending It as the time ap- .
proached. The last date she heard,
Mrs. Coates says, was March 15,

1984.

While WMLA and its parent group
have a lot of critics, not everyone is
down on them.

photo by Joel Librizzi

WINDOW ADVERSfiSEMENT at Western Massachusetts Labor Action headquarters on Columbus Avenue in Pittsfield makes a pitch for the donation
of old cars.

"They are really and truly helping the poor," is the assessment of
one local woman who has assisted
them. "I've never in my life seen
such dedicated kids working their
heads off doing the impossible."
The very hopelessness of Pte task
they have tackled here and in other
locations on the East and West
coasts is a way the National Labor
Federation cynically sets. its volunteers up, according to Professor
Vickers.
The idea is to make the volunteers.
realize that they cannot effect significant improvement on behaH of
the poor peacefully, says the. author
who has written about the New Left.
At that point, Vickers adds,. the volunteers will presumably be more receptive to the idea of revolution.
Why would they .pick. a place like
Pittsfield, Vickers was asked.
"I think they have deliberately
chosen places witho.ut other leftist
groups and where the government
won't pay much attention to them so
they can e~tablish a base," he says.
. But. instead of establishing a base
with the impoverished workers they
are aiming at, he adds, they have
been etfective only in bringing
middle class converts - largely

from academic communities - into
their cause.
Keep them busy
"One of the reasons the cult question is interesting," Vickers says,
"is that if you keep people busy all
the time, as is done in the cults,
they don't realize they're going nowhere."
About 41 groups are believed tc} be
linked to the National Labdr Federation and they are located .in ·Dayton, Ohio; Northport, Rochester and
Riverhead, N.Y. ; Philadelphia;·Sacramento, Oakland and San Diego,
Calif; Trenton, N:J.; Roxbury and
Medford, Mass.; Oregon; Hidalgo,
Texas, and other communities.
Among ~e National Labor Federation's most prominent arms, Vickers says, were the Eastern
Farmworkers on Long Island, who
he said apparently fell apart in efforts to organize potato field workers, and th~ California
Homemakers, which he said he has
lost track of.
"I don't know to what extent their
spin~ff strategy has been successful," Vickers comments. "But to the
extent that they create new little
groups in new towns, they give their ·
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members a sense of. something
growing and happening.''
If the members ever get a sense
that nothing Is happening, he suggests, the Nation~ Labor Federation will face a sertous Internal
crisis.
Meanwhile, Western Massachuse.tts ·Labor Action Is alive and functioning In Pitttfleld. But those close
to the group see them more as an
embarrassment to the left than a
tbre.at to the government.
One Pittsfield man on.the left ·put
It this way:
"What If there are a few Marxists
aroupd? Is that any reason for
alarm?''
One local woman, however, Isn't
convlnced1hey are harmless.

The woman, who was a member

ation's meetings in the slums of
Brooklyn. According to her estisioned with it this year, estimates mate, 300 people attended the
that last year about 100 area resi- locked-doors session patrolled by
dents held the WMLA's red mem- what· she described as a security
force of 10 men dressed In olive
bership cards.
'"But If they have 20 members drab, black berets and black boots.
Revolutionary songs were sung,
now they're lucky," she says.
WMLA has been more effective In speeches about overthrowing the
raising money here from lndlvld· government were given, she said.
"And they believe it's going to
uals, businesses and churches than
most people believe, says this ex-. happen soon," she says. "These are
member, who maintains that part of tough people. They're not pushthe money goes to support the Na- overs/'
tional Labor Federation. She says
she learned her own church, a Pittsfield Catholic church, was a contrib- Reprinted with permission. Copyright 1983
utor.
The Berkshire Eagle, 33 Eagle St., PittsLast spring, she said she went to field , MA 01201.
one of the National Labor Feder·
of WMLA before becoming disillu-
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Talking The Talk & Walking the . Walk

Gino Perente, ·NATLFED
&
The
Provisional
Party
Part One
.
by Jeff Whitnak
It's Northern California in early 1971. On an island in the
Feather River, about thirteen people are busy with shovels and
picks digging a deep hole. The purpose of their endeavor is to
enable them all to have a place to hide in case of a feared upcoming police dragnet. Soon the hole becomes so huge that the
diggers need to be pulled up from the bottom before they can
climb out.
Suddenly a motorboat is heard approaching the island. In

the boat are two game wardens. Everyone scrambles and hides
in the hole-except for one man left standing near the island's
shore clutching an M-1 rifle in his hand.
Attempting a ruse, he waves to the game wardens and shouts, "Sure hope I can get a big buclc !"
" You' d better not, son," yells baclc one of the game wardens as they putt-putt on down the river, "It isn't deer seasonyet."

...................................................................

'

Beware the Ides of MarCh!
This group of California hole-diggers was only one of several para-military squads organized during 1970-1971 by West
Coast political organizer Gerai(J William Doeden, who apparently now uses the name Eugenio Perente.
Calling themselves the Liberation Army Revolutionary
Group Organization (LARGO), they operated out of the Little
Red Bookstore at 3191 Mission St. in San Francisco. According to several former LARGO members, Doeden had told
them they were all a part of an organization called Venceremos. (Venceremos Organization was a revolutionary west
coast political group active in the early seventies. It disbanded
in October, 1973 and had been a prime target of the FBI's
COINTELPRO disruption activities.)
Gerald Doeden's group had actually declared war on the
State of California. To enunciate this position of armed struggle, LARGO mailed mimeographed proclamations in March
of 1970 to several California county governments declaring
that a "fully trained, equipped, and manned army of revolution will be operating in Northern California beginning March
1~th ...
The squad which was to lead the attacks got cold feet and
backed out at the last minute. Following the collapse of the
scheme to overthrow the government of California with a handful of earnest, but misguided revolutionaries, LARGO's
leader-the self-appointed latter-day Lenin of the loose-knit
adventurist Left, Gerry Doeden of California, simply vanished. Unlike the rul Lerrin, Doeden has not yet returned-at
least not as Doeden -resurfacing instead as Eugenio Perente
in Broolclyn, New York.
While LARGO would have undoubtedly failed to overthrow
any government, it was large enough, armed enough, and
continued on page 19
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Declaration of Entity and Purpose of
the newly formed National Liberation Front
Continental Armed Services Division,
Liberation Army
Revolutionary Group Organization (LARGO)
Whereas, we believe the current government of the United
States of America to be an unlawful and illegal one,
operating contrary to the wishes and i nterests of
a majority of the people of that nation, and contrary to the best interest and safety of the world
community, and
Whereas, all legal and constitutional mechanism for change
has been unduly and illegally channeled away from
the people of the United States and the world
community, and
Whereas, there is no promise of any present or future attempt
of the current government of the United States to
return the power of government to the people of
the United States of America:

An explanation to the citizenry of
Northern California
concerning the purposes and method of
the Revolution to be waged
in Northern Californaia
"LARGO" is the designation of the Liberation Army of Revolutionary Group Organizations, a fighting force of men and
women dedicated to the overthrowal of the United States
government by the use of force. After March 15, 1970 a fully
trained, equipped and manned army of revolution will be
operating in Northern California. Plans and training procedures for this organization have been conducted within the
confines of California, and we believe ourselves to be of sufficient numbers at this cruicial time to motivate a nationwide
uprising. During the months that follow we will offer the
public more material as to our benevolent purpose toward
the people of the world. You will notice that our material is
badly printed. This is due to the fact that printing devices,
even those operating within private premises, are traceable
by the federal police state, necessitating the disguising of any
mass produced material.
We do not know what path the federal forces will follow. To
keep civilian casualties to a minimum, we are establishing
a set of qualifications which we wi ll unswervingly follow to
regulate the war against the oppressive federal government.
Initially we will limit o ur attacks to installations directly under
control of federal forces or their allies. The acts of agression
will be against property only, and in all cases combat will
be limited only by federal forces in control of the various attack
points.

We do hereby declare the existence and intent of a National
Liberation Front fighting force within the cOntinental confines
of the United States of America to be actively engaged in a
people's War of Revolution against the aforenamed nation,
and to support all legal and recogni zed revolutionary forces
currently in operation throughout the world
We do hereby declare a State of Revolution to be existing
within the United States of America, ·and we call upon the
United Nations to recognize uniformed armed combatants
of force LARGO (Liberation Army, Revolutionary Group
Organizations) as a legally constituted revolutionary group
adhering to and subject to the rules of warfare as established
by the Geneva Convention.

Unlike our oposition, engaged in cruel and inhuman acts of
tyranny abroad, we hereby file public notice of our intent to
conduct a controlled punitive action against United States
Federal Forces and municipal forces on a limited scale, from
the city of San Francisco on the south, to the Oregon border
on the north, other confines being marked by the State of
California boundaries.
All citizens are hereby notified that a state of Revolution shall
begin as of March 15, 1970.

ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE!
In the revolution, all those who bear arms in service of the
established government-to-be-deposed are considered
members of the federal forces because of their ability and
orders to destroy, apprehend, kill and detain soldiers of the
National Liberation Front. this includes members of local
police forces, the California Highway Patrol, California Border
Patrol, members 6f the county sheriff departments, uniformed
armed members of the National Guard, and all federal troops
on duty, in uniform, and armed. Un-uniformed groups of
individuals are traditionally treated as counter-insurgents.
A soldier of the Revolution will be dressed in a miliary manner, uniformly with other members of the striking force to
which he belongs. In case of extreme emergency, when a
soldier of LARGO must bear arms without notice, he will
idenitfy himself throughout the action with a red armband
on the left arm.
Civilians coming into contact with soldiers of the revolution
should immediately identify themselves, their location and
non-combatant status. Do not identify yourself as a
sympathizer unless this is a true statement. Your rights Will
be honored and your safety taken into primary consideration,
regardless of beliefs.
Our war against the Federal Forces will be conducted on a
program of gradual acceleration, as efforts to eliminate
LARGO increase. At each step of the escalation a statement
of procedure will be published in order to insure the safety
of warzone residents.
POWER TO THE PEOPLE, WE SHALL NOT FAIL!!!

Commanding Officer
designate: LARGO
Liberation Army Revolutionary Group Organizations of the
National Liberation Front.

These proclamations were received by California reporters and government officials in 1970.
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fanatical enough to do real political and physical damage; not
to the government, but to themselves and legitimate social
change activists. Had LARGO actually launched its woefullypremature attempt at armed military campaigns, the resulting
tragedy might have eclipsed the Symbionese Liberation
Army's travails.

Dangerous Deja Vu
Today another Doeden-controlled political group is digging
a similar, but far deeper and more dangerous hole. Under the
umbrella name of the National Labor Federation (NATLFED),
and operating through a large number of front groups, Doeden
(as Perente) is secretly collecting naive recruits for what could
easily become another LARGO-type fiasco.
NATLFED groups include the California Homemaker' s Association, Eastern Farmworker Association, the Western and
Eastern Service Workers Association , Coalition of Concerned
Medical Professionals, Coalition of Concerned Legal Professionals , Temporary Workers Organizing Committee, National Equal Justice Association , and so on . A clandestine core
group, thinly buried under all these organizations, calls itself
the Communist Party USA (Provisional) , Provisional Party,
Provisional Communist Party , or Order of Lenin .
Most unnerving is the fact that the person who controls this
vast web ·of interlocking organizations - Eugenio (Gino)
Perente- js actually Gerald William Doeden; and further,
that Perente is up to the same scenario as before, but this time
using a sophisticated nation-wide recruitment apparatus which
has been successful in attracting volunteers, members to its associations, donations, etc. , as well as avoiding any serious
scrutiny by the progressive forces in this country. Perente has
also apparently called himself Gino Savo and Vincente E.
M. Perente-Ramos.

Looking Under The Rug
At first glance, the umbrella National Labor Federation may
appear to be coordinating just another grass roots organizing
drive. And, at first glance, the Provisional Party may appear to
be just another communist party in the alphabet soup world of
American communist parties. But investigations by several reporters, activists , and volunteer group coordinators suggest
otherwise.
There is much evidence to suggest that N ATLFED uses consciously-implemented psychologically-manipulative techniques as part .of its organizing and recruitment program; its
leadership purposely misrepresent the size, influence, and
goals of the group to attract new recruits; it falsely claims to
have an official or "special " relationship with several Latin
American revolutionary organizations and socialist countries;
diverts donations of food, clothing, and cash collected for the
needy to the personal use of NATLFED cadre; recruits are required to provide to the organization potentially-embarrassing
personal information which can - and has - been used to
blackmail members into discipline, and/ former members into
silence; death threats are made to members who leave (or attempt to leave) the organization ; and that NATLFED circulates false and defamatory information about its critics to community and progressive organizations throughout the country .
The ·above charges have been made not only by the Public
Eye, but by other investigators, journalists, psychological

counselors, as well as both former volunteers and volunteer
coordinators who have had very negative experiences with
NATLFED- controlled agencies engaged in social service at:tivity.
Currently NATLFED is em!>roiled in a battle over control of
a church-related volunteer agency- the Commission on Voluntary Service and Action, publishers of the volunteer service
guide, Invest Yourself. (See Chuck Fager article in this issue).
The purpose of this article is not to question the right of a
revolutionary group to organize, but to examine serious
charges of unethical procedures used to recruit individuals into
the group, the unsavory and psychologically-manipulative
methods used to keep members in the group, and the deceptive
and fraudulent organizing and fundraising practices of the
group both inside and outside of its membership.
.
Furthermore, the article is intended to expose NATLFED as
primarily a self-perpetuating cult, with no legitimate claim to
being interested in social activism, Marxism, or revolutionary
change.

The National Labor Federation
The National Labor Federation began with the founding of
the Eastern Farmworkers Association on Long Island, NY , in
1972. The Association was founded by Perente and other organizers who apparently were unable or unwilling to work
with Cesar Chavez's United Farm Workers Organizing Committee.
Although the details are unclear, Perente may have spent
some time after the LARGO fiasco and prior to organizing the
Long Island Farmworker Association engaged in farmworker
organizing. Perente himself claims to have co-chaired the
UFW boycott in New York City, although UFW officials deny
Perente had any official post in that organization. Nevertheless, 1972 found Perente on the East coast, having dropped the
name Doeden, and invo lved with the fledgling Long Island
Association. Since then, Perente and. his inner circle have
launched other outreach associations which have formed the
National Labor Federation.
NATLFED has expanded steadily, so that current organizing drives are located on the East Coast in New York, (New
York City , Brooklyn, Utica, Long Island, Lyons, Northport,
Smithtown , Bellport, Rochester) New Jersey (Atlantic City,
Trenton, New Brunswick) Pittsfield and Boston, Massachusetts, and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. On the West
coast NATLFED is active in Medford, Oregon; and in the
California cities of Redding; Sacramento; Oakland; San Francisco; Santa Cruz; Anaheim; and San Diego.
You may have already run into this organization in any one
of several ways-their door to door canvassing in low-income
neighborhoods in search of members to sign cards and pay
dues; their bucket drives in front of shopping centers in search
of donations and volunteers; baked goods sales at college campuses; speaking engagements to churches; and their information tables. Or, you may have been the object of one of their
drives to target a specific professional group for recruitment,
such as has happened with sociologists, lawyers and medical
professionals.
To understand NATLFED, one must first be aware that beneath that public reality is a secretive directorate, the " Provisional Party.'' · The organizational structure of the various
groups is best illustrated by visualizing onion-like layers.
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as their "mutual benefits associations," such social welfare
organizations as the California Homemakers' Association or
the Eastern Farmworkers Association .
These "mass-based'' associations are purportedly organized in the interest of the "unrecognized strata" of the
labor force such as farmworkers, domestic workers, attendant
care workers, and temporary workers. Cadre and volunteers
busy themselves with such tasks as signing up low-income
people as members, 'collecting and distributing various benefits such as food, legal services, and medical aid. This mixture
of charity, social work, and advocacy obviously brings a
small, but steady stream of both volunteers and needy people
into their doors.
Parallel to this outward charitable effort by cadre and volunteers, two aspects are immediately evident insofar as their office style are concerned . ·
One aspect is the fact that the social work functions primarily as a framework for the collection, recording, and cross-referencing of all new information and names into a large and
elaborate system of files and paperwork. NATLFED maintains massive files on the political views of thousands of social
change activists across the country, with notations as to the potential for recruitment.
[Ed. Note: This habit led the Public Eye to charge in its first
(1977) article on NATLFED that the information being collected by NATLFED was identical to that being collected by
government agencies targetting activists, and to speculate as to
the possibility of the NATLFED information reaching intelligence agency hands.]
Another notable aspect ofNATLFED is the organization of
all activity and information according to a pre-coded structure
of workflow, hierarchy , abbreviated titles, jargon or special
language. (Much of this descriptive language - used by
NATLFED itself - is borrowed from regular communist organizational structure and theory.) Commonly, volunteers and
cadre work late into the night bolstered by a steady stream of
freely supplied coffee and cigarettes.
The next level of organization consists of Sponsors, Volunteer Coordinators, and various ''Commissars' ' who provide
the bureaucratic elbow grease to speed the flow of information
toward the New York headquarters, and motivate - and sometimes coerce - volunteers and recruits.
The final innermost levels are within the Provisional Party .
Many volunteers with NATLFED front organizations are unaware of the existence of the secret " Party"
Most members of the " Party" are expected to quit their
jobs, and sever meaningful outside personal ties.
Former members tell of being ordered to " denounce" old
friends, receiving letters censored by superiors, and being
forced to write return letters to friends that were actually dictated by higher-ups in the organization.
Members are expected to work constantly, often operating
at the point of exhaustion with an eighteen hour per day, seven
day per week schedule while working both in a NATLFED
front organization, as well as attending the various activities
connected to the Provisional Party.
Professionals such as doctors , lawyers, and college profe.ssors are sometimes allowed to keep their well-paying, influential jobs while turning over money and contacts to NATLFED,
but many others are told to quit and devote their time to the
"Party." In either case, their time is still accountable to
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NATLFED on the same eighteen hour/day, seven day/week
schedule.
Party members are willing to do this because they sincerely
believe the revolution is imminent - so imminent that the
Party has decided the date for the revolution to begin is some,
time in early 1984.
(Ed. Note: Although the Provisional Party, in fact, had set
the exact date for their attempted overthrow of the government, we feared that revealing this date- which we were totally convinced was merely another in a long serious of fraudulent boasts used to keep cadre under discipline- would expose the members of the Provisional Party to the type of government repression the Public Eye has historically exposed and
denounced.)

A Hidden Agenda
Critics of NATLFED charge it has a hidden agenda: the organizing by the mutual aid associations is not really to solve or
address the specific problems of low-income persons, but
rather to attract recruits to the Provisional Party. The organizing drives are the bait, which is one explanation for the inability of NATLFED groups to sustain any long-term program
beyond the door-to-door level. The outward establishment of
the " mutual benefits associations" provides a structure to sign
up members in various communities through door-to-door
canvassing, the canvassing itself then helps convince potential
volunteers they are part of a legitimate grassroots organizing
drive, the ongoing social service programs are used to attract
well-meaning and idealistic volunteers, as well as to solicit
goods and services from merchants-some of which goes to
the needy, but much of which goes to the sustenance of the
NATLFED cadre.
This merchant solicitation process has become so pressured
at times as to be considered extortion by ex-members of
NATLFED. One ex-member described a situation where organizing efforts in one area began to fail. The ranks of donating merchants dwindled and NATLFED organizers began to
intensify their demands and finally resorted to actual threats.
This led to a vicious circle where fewer and fewer merchants
donated goods and services, less chance for the cadre to develop new contacts, and an ill-fed, undernourished cadre already
short of medical services and unable to work productively for
the expected 18-hour days.

Infusing New Blood
NATLFED has been fairly successful in getting college students assigned to projects for college credits in social work and
related studies. For example, at Sacramento State College in
California students are currently assigned to work with the
California Homemakers Association (CHA) for credit.
Friends World College in Huntington, Long Island assigns students to the Eastern Farmworkers.
Antioch College in Ohio used to send students to the
California Homemakers Association for course credit, but
then cancelled the arrangement when the charges of cult-like
conditions at CHA started to surface in the mid-'70's.
One Antioch school administrator remarked, "Much of
what you're telling me about this group I've already heard .
from students. We cancelled the program due to the lack of
' truth in advertising'."
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Another source of recruits for many years was the listing of
numerous NATLFED fro nts in a legitimate volunteer service
catalog published by the church-related Commission on Volutary Service and Action. [Ed. Note: See Chuck Fager article,
this issue.]
Like an auto-dealership, Perente's group works very hard
using a variety of strategies to get interested people coming
through the doors of their outlets. Then a pre-planned , stepwise recruitment protocol guarantees a steady influx of those
volunteers into the full-time status of members in the Provisional Party.
In pulling in new recruits and keeping them in, a carrot and
stick approach is used. The carrot is the slowly acknowledged
and revealed projection of a powerful , large, and committed
''party of revolution, '' with gross lies about its true history and
strength.
NATLFED offers its volunteers training to become " certified" as " professional organizers " if they, in tum, make a
definite commitment of their time. The chance is extended to
be a ' 'subject of history, and not just an object. '' Selected volunteers are given the chance to become " professional revolutionaries" as described in Lenin's " What Is To Be Done?"
Tidbits of information regarding NATLFED and the Provisional Party are meted out only after committments are made
-they 'll tell you what lies inside the cookie jar if you agree
with them as to the colo!' of the jar and promise to help them
bake the next batch.
But, like a Kafkaesque nightmare, inside the cookie jar lies
another cookie jar with more of the same. It is this arrangement
of revelation predicated on prior and unquestioning agreement
and committment that is typical of many cult organizations, be
they religious or political in nature.
" We have to remember that people who walk in our doors
don' t know how to make a revolution or they would already be
doing what we' re doing," an Oakland member of the Provisional Party once told her fellow members in one of their clandestine meetings, '' We're looking for people who want a revolution." That's the " Party Line."
On the day of their recruitment into the Provisional Party the
cadre are told the tale of NATLFED's " historic genesis"
which is claimed to have given rise to the Provisional Party, as
well as the group's claims to have their secret headquarters in
Cuba.
The "genesis" tale traces a trail from the old Communist
Party, through the Progressive Labor group's guerrilla
training in Cuba during the early sixties, guerrilla struggles in
Guatemala around 1966, the Bay Area Revolutionary Union,
United Farmworkers Union, and, just prior to forming the
Eastern Farmworkers, the Venceremos Organization.
That's the carrot- a chance to be part of an historic struggle
in an organization with real credentials and history.
The stick is the physical harm threatened to any who would
challenge or leave the Provisional Party. While there has not
been any documented case of violence on this group's part ,
threats of both an overt and implied nature are common practice. Many ex-members go underground and fear for their personal safety. Many of the sources for this article agreed to talk
to the Public Eye o nly if we absolutely guaranteed their
anonymity.
The author himself received a direct threat when the Oakland leader warned him, " Whatever you have, you' lllose it. "
She then pointedly inquired as to my personal relationships
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with certain other persons she listed by name.
What distinguishes the Provisional Party from many other
groups using the name of a communist party is not only that
they lie about their past and present activities, but that the entire organization is actually a brilliantly conceived and selfsustaining cult community. The cult aspects start with the recruitment program and become increasingly evident as one
scales up their hierarchical ladder.
The whole question of what makes a group a cult is a difficult and controversial topic , but in this case I speak from my
own experience.

My Life and Times with NATLFED
I first ran into NATLFED in early 1981 . Prior to that I had
worked hauling garbage for six years in Chico, Fairfield and
Richmond, California. Hauling garbage had been good money
and exercise . I was used to the work and we would run through
the route in 4-5 hours and still get paid for eight hours work. I
liked the work outdoors and felt good about the fact that I could
get up and go anywhere in the country and, without too much
trouble, find a job making a living wage.
In addition to this work, I had recently been taking nursing
prerequisites at a local community college, in anticipation of
maybe someday entering the nursing program there.
But a back injury on the job soon changed my life. One day,
while at work, I lifted a particularly heavy can. Suddenly it felt
as if someone had plugged my lower back into a live wire.
Thus began an Alice in Wonderland type journey into the reality of Workman 's Compensation- waiting for months for late
checks from the insurance company, constant and demeaning
visits to various doctors and lawyers offices with constant inuendo from these professionals, as well as casual acquaintances, that I was perhaps faki ng my back injury .
Finally, after a year of going back to work, repeated back injuries, etc., it was medically decided that I would be unable to
continue hauling garbage for a living. I was then eligible for a
rehabilitation program and opted for a career in respiratory
therapy-a field I had never heard of before, but since nursing
wasn't offered to me, respiratory therapy seemed a related
field where I could use my accumulation of knowledge gained
from my nursing prerequisite classes.
In my classes and at hospital clinical rotations, I soon began
to learn the high technology practice of ventilator management·
in intensive care units. While giving breathing treatments to
patients with emphysema and bronchitis, and certain other aspects, were rewarding, I saw many people being kept " alive"
o n ventilators after every organ save the heart had failed . I
began to witness capitalistic medicine carried to the extreme.
Whereas I had started my career in nursing filled with idealistic
notions about my possible role in the health care field, I began
to find myself trained for what often were bizarre and cruel
situations.
Both my frustration over my back injury and the subsequent
loss of my job, along with my revulsion over certain aspects of
medicine I was being trained fo r, spurred on another problem-the growing state of profound alienation I was developing with the local Bay Area left political scene.
It seemed to me that "respectable leftists" d id their
"political work" in trendy, short-term support groups for
Gays, the Third World, prisoners, whales. Or they would
travel to the latest mecca of revolution, returning to talk
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only to each other in endless forums and cafes , where the best
of coffee and the richest of chocolates were served. I felt this
" let them eat theory" perspective probably had more to do
with the addition of croissants on the menu of Jack-In-the-Box
than with any real political impact in this country.
To sum up-I was in a state of personal, economic, and
ideological crisis. (I used to joke to my friends that I should sue
over my back injury for developing a secondary disease called
"Pol Potitis"-affecting the politically sensitive areas of the
brain and leading to chronic outbreaks against the bourgeosie
and their professional henchmen.)
So, when NATLFED called, I was ready to answer.

The Recruitment Pitch
I had been involved with a political group collecting medical
.supplies from the East Bay to be sent to aid Nicaragua. One
Saturday afternoon in early 1981, I was busy sorting through
some of the supplies which had been stored in the basement of
a Berkeley church. Several other people were also there helping out, among them an old acquaintance of mine, a Dr. Garth
Shirnbaum. [Ed . Note: all names of NATLFED cadre other
than Perente's have been altered.]
Towards the end of the sorting session, Shirnbaum called
me aside and in private, with an air of great importance, told
me he had something to talk to me about alone after the work
was done. I was very curious as to what he had to say.
As soon as the sorting of medical supplies was over for the
day, we both walked out the back door of the church and went
and sat in his new VolkswagonRabbit to talk. On the way out
of the church , he asked me if I was cadre to any organization .
When I said, "No," he seemed relieved and began talking.
It took two hours to hear him out. Shimbaum started out by
referring to the recent trip he had made to Nicaragua. He then

The Coalition of Concerned
Medical Professionals

moved on to painting a picture of the Nicaraguan revolution as
one instigated by a super-clandestine group (the Sandinistas)
who operated helpful associations to aid the poor of Nicaragua
(like mutual benefits associations).
Then came the dares from Dr. Shirnbaum, "Would you
have joined the Sandinistas if you had lived in Nicaragua
then?"
'' I maintain that such an organization of revolutionary intent
exists in this country now,'' asserted Shirnbaum with an air of
total seriousness.
Then, without revealing much more, Dr. Shirnbaum gave me
two phone numbers- one was for the Oakland chapter of
California Homemaker's Association (CHA). The 'o ther was
for the Coalition of Concerned Medical Professionals
(CCMP), also in Oakland . I was to call either number and use a
code to signify that I had had the introductory lecture. Using
the code meant saying that I was a " friend of Carlos" and then
ask to speak to a woman named "Brook." (Looking back
now, this code routine didn' t seem to serve any real purpose of
security, rather it acts as another screening filter. If, after having the canned rap, you then call up their office and use the
code, it signifies that you accept their game of intrigue. But, if
the person is too skeptical or scared, well then, there are other
fish in the sea.)
I had never heard anything negative about either CHA or
CCMP before. That, combined with my knowing Shirnbaum
personally, made it seem like a reasonable (and intriguing)
think to check out. That week, during a lunch break at one of
my hospital clinical sites, I called up the CHA office and used
the code, saying that I was a " friend of Carlos ." That week, I
casually asked several friends what they had ever heard of
either CHA or CCMP. All I got back in reply was , "California
Homemakers-aren 't they the people that organize domestic
workers? I think I heard them talking over KPFA (local radio
station) a few years ago."

With your help ...
SUPPLIES

SKIU.S
Physician
~urse

-Podiatrist
- Physical therapist
-Printer
-Mechanic
- Other: _ _ _ __

Medical supplies
-Medical e quipment
-Pharmaceu ticals
- Office supplies
- T ypewriter
- Food or clothing
Car or ca.r parts

YOWNTEERS

DONATIONS

Since the Coalition of Concerned Medical Professionals put
out ita initial call to Ba.y Area. medical pro!euiona.ls a.nd other
concerned members of the community in the Spr ing of 1976, the
response has been so great that we a.re now able to p rovide free

'
podiatry, physical therapy a.nd general medica.! sessions
on a
regular basis.

For many domestics a.nd other low-paid workers ,

these services offer the only non-emergency medica.! care available t o them i n the Ba.y Area .

II

1 am enclosing:
-'llOO $50 $ZS
$10 "'"fS 1 will make a.
- regular donation of:

$
I""cc:"a='n""a-=r-=range for a
-CCMP !undraiser.

I want to attend a
CCMP volunteers
orientation.
I want to volunteer
-my services !or
CCMP medical session•
I want to help r ecruit
-volunteers and resource
for CCMP.
-
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Sizing Things Up

,.

I.

So, the next Saturday I toured both the CHA and CCMP offices, went on a neighborhood canvass to sign up and collect
dues from members in the low income neighborhoods of Oakland.
I was impressed. The volunteers and cadre I met seemed real
sincere, dedicated and interested in their projects. These
people, combined with the intrigue created by the talk with Dr.
Shimbaum and the vast array of activities-canvassing,
housemeetings, outreach phoning, bucket drives, general
medical sessions, well-child sessions, combined with the vast
membership base in low income areas from coast to coast, all
seemed to give them more legitimacy in my eyes. "What a
contrast," I thought, "with the let's-talk-to-each-other nature
of other left groups in the Bay Area.''
Part of the bait that really hooked me was their Coalition of
Concerned Medical Professionals. Since I had been studying
nursing earlier and most recently had entered respiratory
therapy, ,this aspect of their organization held particular appeal . The CCMP held weekly General Medical Sessions ~d
hi- weekly Well Child Sessions. At these sessions, commumty
members receive "free comprehensive medical care" from
medical professionals, supplies, and volunteers that had been
. .
organized by NATLFED.
Providing medical services is a much needed service m the
Oakland community. More than enough cases ofTB, anemia,
malnutrition, idiotic health regimens, etc. came to my attention to contrast starkly with my study of spinning dials on ventilators.
Against this background of a projected community organizing drive, developed the pitch to join the Provisional Party.
Every other Sunday, they hold huge (two hundred people approximately) revivalist-style meetings, which they cal~ the ~a
tiona! Labor College. After a few weeks of volunteenng w1th
NATLFED, I was invited to join with them at one of these affairs.
These meetinas are ammged to have a clandestine, serious
and intriguing air. As one leader later remarked to me, "We
want to hit them (new recruits) with the formality. ' ' One Sunday, prior to leaving the CHA office, I gathered with s~veral
other new recruits and waited to set off. We were given a
speech on the secretive nature of the upcoming meeting. Envelopes were handed to the NATLFED drivers which contained the address of the meeting. These envelopes were
opened only after we had all gotten in the car. We drove
across the Bay to San Francisco and entered a hall at the UCSF
campus which had been reserved for the occasion. J>?or to entering, you signed in and had to sign out before gomg to the
bathroom.
The speaker at these meetings on the West Coast was D.r.
Marcus Selene, a former sociology professor from a college m
Ohio, who is now "Western Regional Politic~ Commissar."
At one National Labor College, Dr. Selene clatmed to the audience that a Provisional Party member had just recently been
killed in El Salvador after havin& been sent there "on assignment" from lbe Provisioaal Party to fip aloft&side their pw-ported sister organization, the FMLN ofEl Salvador. This lent
an air of irnportal'fee and seriousness to the group.
At another of these meetings, held in May of 1981, one of
their Hispanic leaders, a medical student named Alfred Darou,
got up dressed in full military uniform and spoke to the assem-

bled crowd. He proceeded to claim that he knew for a fact that
a revolution would occur in Chile within two years. This tidbit
of alleged internationalist knowledge was dropped on us to
bolster the group's claim of ties to the international revolutionary movement.
.
Two weeks earlier, another NATLFED leader clatmed,
''This organization has just placed one of our members on the
Teamsters' Union Executive Council." The idea was that
NATLFED and the Provisional Party was a large and growing
movement with increasing power and influence, both domestically and internationally.
During my Easter break from Respiratory Therapy school, I
worked full time with NATLFED in Oakland. Working over
eighteen hours a day and participating in many of their activities (and meeting their organizers), I became more enthused about the organization. At the end of my one week vacation, I dropped out of my Respiratory Therapy classes, as requested by NATLFED, and became a full-time "organizer"
for NATLFED.

The "G.e nesis Rap"
Just prior to the decision I made to join NATLFED, I was
taken to a secret screening meeting in San Francisco with their
West Coast leadership. It was here that, finally , their purported history (or "genesis" as they refer to it), along with the
name "Provisional Party" was revealed to me by Dr. Marcus
Selene. I paraphrase it here:
In 1958 our people were active in the CPUSA ... then
we were part of the Progressive Labor Movement ...
some 18 of our people went to Cuba in the 1960's (with
Phillip Abott Luce) and were signatories to the founding
OSPAAL accords. (Ed. Note: OSPAAL is a Cuban solidarity agency). These same people went to Guatemala
where they participated in, and learned from, a disasterous Cuban-sponsored foco attempt at guerrilla warfare . .. . By 1968, our people returned from Guatemala
and we were then active in the Bay Area Revolutionary
Union on the West Coast. During the San Francisco
State strike, the Progressive Labor Party set up a picket
against our activities, so we shot seven of them to prove
that we were serious .. our tendency then became the
Venceremos Organization. We sprang Ron Beatty from
a prison van and hid him in Venceremos
safehouses. . . . He turned state's evidence and so
Venceremos had to be officially disbanded .... but we
formed " columns of forty" and later recontacted many
of these former Venceremos members ... this is how
our present organization came to be.

Helping to substantiate their claims of " genesis". in my
mind was an article I vaguely remembered from an old Issue of
" The Nation " . Rummaging through my old copies, I found
it-May 17, 1980, "What' s Left - A View of the Sectarian
Left," by George Vickers.
The article contained the following sketch:
"Within the BARU, however, a major rift appeared
over the role of armed struggle in the party-building
process. While one faction emphasized party-building
and changed its name to the Revolutionary Union (AU),
Stanford Prof. Bruce Franklin, and others who advocated greater emphasis on armed struggle, broke off to
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form a new group called Venceremos. Many of the most
militant Venceremos members were soon underground
or in jail, and within a year those remaining in Venceremos dissolved the organization.
"Unofficially, however, many of these former Venceremos members formed a clandestine group called the
Communist Party USA (Provisional), which continues to
organize through a front body, the National Labor Federation. wh ich in turn is comprised of groups like the
Eastern Farmworkers Assoc.. Calif. Homemaker's
Assoc., and other projects set up to organize seasonal
workers, temporary workers, and the unemployed.
These groups currently have a total of perhaps 200 /
party mem~ers nationally."

Included in the "genesis " initiation lecture of the Provisional ~arty is the claii? that Perente' s group is the officially
recogmzed representative of Cuban solidarity in the United
States, supposedly through the Organization of Solidarity with
the Peoples of Asia, Africa, and Latin America (OSPAAL) in
Havana, Cuba. The Provisional Party tells its members that
like the old Comintern based in Moscow, OSPAAL is now th~
central_ized Western Hemisphere communist clearinghouse,
~ased . m Cuba. Th~y further claim that their sister organizati~ns m OSPAA~ mclude the Cuban Communist Party, the
Nicaraguan Sandmistas, El Salvador's FMLN, Chile's MIR,
etc.
·
At the end of this recruitment session, I agreed to join with
them. Wh_ile enthusiasm did play a major role in my decision,
after heanng the grisly " genesis" lecture, I was more than a
little afraid of what would happen to me had I refused. I was already in so deep and besides, no one else knew where I was
that afternoon.

Dropping Out
Tw? months aft~r joining this group, I left it. One day , while
returnmg from takmg some new volunteers out on a canvass I
asked a woman volunteer to pull her car over, whereupo~ I
~pened the door and got out. I walked to a nearby BART station and escaped. I never went back. It was for the followingreasons that I left:
I) While it was bad enough that we all had to work over 18
hours per day, I became even more angry and suspicious when
I was expected to accomplish about eighty hours of work in
t~ose 18 hours. I slowly began to suspect that the whole situatiOn v;,as purposefully set up to create a pressure cooker, ' 'boot
camp -t_ype atmosphere where people had neither the physical
or emot~onal energy to question their assignments, much less
engage m meaningful ideological discussions .
. 2) I witnessed two Provisional Party member go around passmg themselves off as actual members of the Nicaraguan
FSLN on assignment in the USA. I happened to know that
these people didn' t belong to the FSLN and, so,' it made me
wonder about the other claims I had heard. It was just another
to~! fabrication designed to impress members and potential recruits.
3) It began to dawn on me that these people's idea of what it
meant to be a cadre in their organization was somewhat a mixture of a con-artist and a hitman. I began to wonder if they had
learned their style from reading J . Edgar Hoover' s ' 'Masters of
Deceit.' '

4) At first , the Provisional Party's deadline for revolution
(33 months as of mid-1981 ) was downplayed to me since I was
skeptical. When I first heard of this deadline, I told my Oakland leader that I thought it all a little unrealistic. ''While I am
imp~essed with this organization and its potential for growth, I
~on t expect to see us holding power that soon,'' I told her durmg on~ meeting I h~d. where just th~ two of us were present.
Seemg my skepticism, she replied that the deadline was
nothing really definite, but was rather an adjustable guideline
to keep them from becoming too complacent. Then, a monthand-a- half later, I was at a National Labor College meeting
and one of the national leaders bluster out: ''The 33-month
deadlin_e is real! The leadership of this organization has their
~heoretical and real necks on the line! So if you've been just an
megular volunteer on some half-assed schedule-GET
REAL!" I began to consider the potential for both ph"sical and
political disaster implicit in the execution of this d~adline. I
began to trust nothing and suspect everything regarding the
Provisional Party.
5) While in NATLFED, I had never met its leader, Gino
J>erente. However, .an old friend of mine had read the earlier
1977 issue of ''the Public Eye'' , which named Gino Perente as
the leader of NATLFED. This friend of mine had known a
"Gino Pere~te' .' from back in 1971 as actually being Gerald
Doeden.,;ttis fnend had heard Doeden go by the name, ' 'Gino
Perente, on several occasions.

"I have since become convinced that deception
was used to attract me to NATLFED, and cultic
techniques were used to keep me in:'

Over the years, I had heard bizarre and harrowing tales from
several old friends about the old LARGO group and its leader
' 'Gino.' ' When members of the SLA died in the LA shootout:
one of them commented to me, "That' s how we almost ended
up." Now, ten years later, the circle was completed when my
friend stopped by the NATLFED office I worked at and told
me, "It's the same guy-the same Gino you've heard of from
us before!"
" Gulp," I thought to myself, " You' ve been had. "
6) I caught a bad case of the flu and was very sick for a few
days. This gave me a rare opportunity, for a cadre in NATLFED, to think things.over thoroughly. It seemed ridiculous and
dangerous to me, at the time, to bring up my fears and concerns
to NATLFED leaders . I resolved to leave and did so at the frrst ·
available opportunity .
I have since become convinced that deception was used to
attract me to NATLFED, and cultic techniques were used to
~eep me in. My welfare and destiny was controlled by a group
m New York I really knew nothing about- other than the lies
I had been told. I resolved to find out the truth.
continued on page 30
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Statement
by National Labor Federation
Ed. Note: The following statement, apparently transcribed
from a dictated tape cassette recording, was circulated among
NATLFED members and contacts.

December 26, 1981
(Public Eye slander is being presented to left organizations,
that Eugenio Perente is really Uohn Doe). The F.B.I. caused
the arrest of two different names on exactly the same charge.
Public Eye's only source can be a Suffolk County search and
arrest warrant, which attributed the information to a
protected police infor:mant. The other is a copyrighted news
story by San Francisco Examiner's Ed Montgomery, who
exposed Cleaver, Franklin and Rubin, There are no other
sources. Both "militant activity" cases in California and New
York were defeated.)

Dr. David Shapiro announced today that some light had
been shed on slander stories involving Labor Committee (or
U.S. Labor Party), Eugenio Perente-one of the founders of
Eastern Farmworkers Association, and various slanders and
reports that the "left out press" of the still-propagandizing
sector have vented at the National Labor Federation. He
revealed today that a Jeff Whitnack, along with a Sally
Pinkus, acting on behalf of Public Eye had linked Perente
once again to "John Doe" a linkage which had previously
led to the strangest case of FBI double jeopardy every seen.
"Gino and the man were claimed to be the same person, head
of an underground northern California army or something,"
said Shapiro. "This was exposed in a headline searing Bay
Area press campaign involving the Berkeley Gazette and San
Francisco Examiner, while others like the Chronicle stood
strangely silent. Gino said it was by-lined and copyrighted
by Ed Montgomery, Hearst's Pulitzer Prize-winning feature
writer whose name is mentioned from Jerry Rubin's book
to every cold war trial in the Bay Area. The stories led to
a Northern California manhunt and raid involving 60 FBI
officers and 17 Placer County Sheriff's officers participated.
Secret army hell. They were armed with fully automatic
machineguns. The case became a local mystery as press
stories suddenly changed to the "John Doe" name only. "John
Doe," though claimed to be in possession of a mammoth
Maoist (?) gun horde, was hustled off to an adjoining county
without additional benefit of magistrate. The charges were
dropped. Gino denies the whole story. 'I'm no goddamn
Maoist,' he said."
Shortly after the opening of EFWA, again citing sources as
police informer the two names were linked again on a Suffolk
County warrant running out of state. The names Perente and
"John Doe" were linked once again on the second warrant,
this time reversed; this time Perente was sought along with
co-founders of EFWA Mary Seeber and Polly Gardner, an
effort that started this time with a 12-FBI agent-9 Suffolk
County police raid on the charge that Perente had been

arrested for drug charges and militant activities in the West.
The trial, a 2112 year affair represented by Martin Barbus's
office, used a multitude of attorneys under the direction of
Harley Lewin, who now represents the organization. The
charges were dismissed after extended proceedings. Perente
states "I have never been arrested on goddamn drug charges
in my life under any name.. As for militant activities-when
the hell did they get illegal? That started coming out of the
religion-color-creed portion of the Constitution in 1954."
These are the only two incidents in which the names have
ever been linked.
Perente, who left Suffolk in '73 and is assigned, among
other organizing roles, to the Field Command in the National
Labor Federation, stated "the Kahn business began shortly
before publication of the infamous Public Eye article no. 1,
when entities coast to coast were jarred with a series of
threatening, harrassing and intimidating phone calls. Anyone
who read article no. 1 could see the only ones who said we
were anything was Labor committee's Public Relations (God
he must be a ghoul) expert, Paul somebody-! don't
remember the name. They got their credibility by supposedly
exposing Labor Committee in the same copy and are always
claiming connections to Counterspy. What's so hot about alot
of ex-FBI agents reporting on the government? That's what
they're using to shut down on everypody else. I mean left
them join the left, you know. I mean a whore can join the
church, but you don't let them lead the choir right off-that's
Counterspy. The Left is doing no organizing whatsoever, and
their idea is internal turmoil, they still think it's Russia 1914.
You do not yell "police." You do not yell anything. Anyone
reading Public Eye could see they didnt jump Labor
Committee. Everything they told about them was public
domain. "It was during this period we were starting the
National Foundation of Alternative Resources. Alfred
McLung Lee, a noted sociologist, was interested in the
project."
Dr. Frances Moulder stat~d. "We'd been organizing NFAR
committees such as Sociologists Committee for Alternative
Resources, in 1976 and 1977. These were attracting academic
professionals from a broad political spectrum, with the
common denominator being the attraction to an actual
practice of social change. This included people of the status
of Lee, the founder of the Society for the Study of Social
Problems, an eminent sociologist and practical politician in
the profession, who has a reputation of a man who couldn't
be Bought. The professionals are split into competing political
labels....!'radicals", "Marxists", versus the "mainstream". SCAR
cut across all these labels because we said the real question
is-will you do something to organize for change-and if so,
how much time do you have? Here are some people who
need your help ... .
Then the rumors and innuendo staned, followed by the
publication of the Public Eye. Lee called off his association
with NFAR ... he explained to me that he's heard we had
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gotten this from certain individuals Uohn Leggett, Dick
Cloward) . ..Their sources? ... he couldn't say. The Public Eye
was mailed anonymously to thousands of professionals all
over the country who'd been interested in NFAR."
Deliberate hue and cry among some of our cadre's parents
reached all the way to the Los Angeles Civil Liberties Union.
Little brown envelopes started showing up to supporters all
over the country. Harvey Kahn spoke at Antioch. Don't blame
it on the cops. They do it for a living. I started this in '58..-!53
actually, I was born young. Name calling doesn't do it. Same
guy calls him pig will call you CIA , and some other poor
bastard will get whacked for it. This is work, darnmit:'
This Whitnack story curiously enough-according to Caryn
Hoffman who received the call, although Whitnack did not
use his real name when he called the entity, accused us of
not being Venceremos. "I told him that that was a history
of the left written by George Vickers of Nation ." According
to Dr. Pablo Martinez who received the call in Oakland,
Whitnack also claimed George Vickers said we had
Vietnamese connections. Hoffman denied that. "He used the
two names, that's all, in that matter.

It Gets Worse
Sometime after the Public Eye reporter called, Caryn
Hoffman reported that an unidentified "name withheld"
EFWA official received a call at the EFWA office from "John
Doe's" daughter, the name linked with Perente's. She claimed
to be "John Doe's" daughter(?) and she told Hoffman, who
called back in curiousity-she wanted to know if the two
names were the same person. She also gave Hoffman a phone
number of a Marge Valdez, "Gino had an old friend who
worked in Northern California in those days-and also in
Sacramento for a while. The "daughter" claimed she had
made a call to the FBI in search of her father after hearing
from the woman calling herself Marge Valdez, and that an
FBI agent who had visited her ten years ago and told her that
Perente was dead, got her the answer that he was "dead but
not dead enough to release the records." Perente, who is in
irregular contact with the entity, could not be contacted for
several days. "What can I tell you, it's the first time it's
happened here;' he said. "I~ Texas it was worse; someplaces
it's been better. Let's look at it this way-Public Eye's second
story, is reported to be coming out in mid February. It reports
all this-the family thing and the rest. Let's say I'm terribly
ashamed-that's reported too. What happens-maybe I
disappear; maybe I'm suicide; maybe I'm arrested-who
knows? It's the number; they all work off this guilt thing.
You know how wensitive I am. Nobody knows who does it.
Everybody will yell "cop". They'll yell that I am a cop, not
that cops did it. Everybody yells too fast. What cop? I'd like
to tell these great Leninists something. When Lenin went into
power in Russia he had two cops on his Central Committee.
The books say they knew because the Menshevik!; had said
so. Well you get checking back in the books and find one
line-college books get it down real fast.-and you find out
the Mensheviks accused 14 different members of Lenin's
Central Committee of being Russian secret police. '1\tmed
out afterward the secret police had this whole campaign
going."
·
Some organizers alarmed by the first Public Eye had called
Perente and asked his advice. "Well tell them you're not a

cop. People know you. Who the hell is Harvey Kahn, I never
heard of him. Kahn and Chip Berlet recently have started
a highly-touted intelligence network throughout the midwest.
People are supposed to write to them and tell them things
about people they suspect. It's call the Anti-Witch Hunt
Campaign. Hey, read their own documents. The CIA doesn't
hire organizers with a 6th grade education. Wh~n you're sure
you're sure. Nobody will say it to your face. I asked John
Leggett. David asked Francis Fox Piven and Dick Cloward,
the big sociology discovery of the year-They want poor
people to go out and riot again like they did in the sixties.
You're supposed to write a big ~ook on that and they did.
I said they were crazy. You'd obviously get the same thing
you got in the 60's. I will say it again. Anybody poor asks
you about the story, you stand there and read it with them.
These other folk, just ask them. Well they don't win.
The National Foundation of Alternative Resources is the
largest referral toward people thinking of career volunteer
work. It's considered as publisher for the best damn
Constitutional law that's hit the country. Dr. Shapiro wrote
Social Work: Our Dying People-he'd better check their
references if they come for volunteer work. It's death trap
in the 'daughter's' phonecall-headlines..-!'Organizer '!rapped
In Potential Plot'. I had family; well, you can't do this right
and stay near people you know. I don't know if it was my
daughter-you never knew Venceremos? That's a sign on the
wall, and that's what George Vickers should be writing. This
is called hue and cry, it's part of lynch law. You go where
you go to organize farmworkers, you see it sometimes. Mary
Seeber, Polly Gardner and I were shot at here. A man stopped
along side the road, plaid coat, shotgun, and shot the car. You
just keep driving. This is the first time we even mentioned
it except to people in the office. It wasn't a cop. when you're
sure, your're sure. I said it is the first time I read Public Eye.
The two places those names were linked doesn't say cop. It
says police source and police informant. What happens when
the left yells CIA and it isn't their agent? Or Labor
Committee? We aren't Labor Committee-if we were we'd
tell you. You don't like it, kiss our ass. If you don't want to ...
be caught at it don't do it. The righteous have been very
righteous in the Left; very brave too. Thke People's World,
CP West Coast-Thrry Cannon Printed parts of the first Public
Eye article in his column uncited. Mark Allen, an editor, was
a friend. We called him and asked why. He said he didn't
know it was us; he'd call back next week. We didn't wait.
The Guardian knows me. When' I was head of the UFW
Boycott in New York a friend and I were co-chairman, or
whatever, for Wilfred Burchet. Part of the Public Eye thing
is Chavez denies somthing-1 don't know; all I can say is good
for Chavez-if he's smart he'll deny everything those bastards
say. The Guardian lists Public Eye's books. Jack Smith is the
editor. Anyway, There's a Perente in their masthead as
Business Manager and they can check their files of their
announcement stories. The announcement stories-she
worked with me on the boycott too-l don't know if it was
emperor of the union or President of Mexico, you know. This
ain't free press, man, it's cheap. We don't use it. ·We stay out
of it. We're not interested. We just let our membersltnow:'
The Public Eye Network received several different versiom of the
preceeding document. ~ have attempted to print the most lucid and
understandable version by combining the texts we received.
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Conning the Churches:

The Edge of Right
by Chuck Fager
For many years, the church-related Commission on Voluntary Service and Action's major activity was the publication
of a guide to volunteer service projects called Invest Yourself.
This guide has been published every year since 1946 and
usually sells several thousand copies, mainly to churches,
schools and colleges, where it is used as a reference by
counselors and would-be volunteers, particularly young
people. Groups seeking volunteers are listed free in Invest
Yourself. Many thousands of people over its 36 years have
found volunteer positions through its pages; it is a standard
reference in its field.
Most of the 180-odd listings in the 1982 edition of the guide
·are clearly church-related-running the denominational
gamut from the Jesuit Volunteer Corps through various
Protestant agencies to the American Jewish Society for Service. But a closer reading of its pages reveals several clusters
of listings for non-religious groups with names like Eastern
Farmworkers Association, the Eastern Service Workers
Association, the California Homemakers Association, the
National Labor Federation, the Coalition of Concerned
Medical Professionals and a Coalition of Concerned Legal
professionals. These groups are centered in certain areasLong Island, Trenton and New Brunswick, New Jersey;
western Massachusetts, Oregon and California. The descriptions of them-there are 38 in all-read very similarly: they
are said to be "mutual benefits asociations," providing the
necessities of life to "the lowest paid strata" of unorganized
workers, while applying a strategy of "systemic organizing"
to produce "permanent change" in their conditions. They all
say as well that volunteers need no experience; they will be
trained by professional organizers.
This similarity is no coincidence. All these groups are fronts
for the Perente Party~ 'entities " or "operations" in Party
jargon, though none mentions their affiliation or their true
agenda. All their nationwide activities are, however, centrally.
directed from a brownstone building at 1107 Carroll Street
in the Crown Heights section of Brooklyn. Their work is part
of a scheme which Party leaders have repeatedly said is
aimed at producing a Marxist revolution in the United States
by early 1984. If that sounds unrealistic or even crazy, Perente
Party members are nonetheless serious about it, and
disciplined in its pursuit. They do not shrink from talk of
violence, and guns have been seen around their Brooklyn
headquarters.
Some members of the Committee on Voluntary Service and
Action Executive Committee are apparently connected with
the Perente party, in particular the former chairperson, Diana

Ramirez, a woman who came into the group in 1973,
representing the Eastern Farmworkers Association, one of
Perente's original "entities:' Most members of the CVSJ>;s
Executive Committee are from mainstream church
backgrounds and normally come together for policymaking
only twice a year. They had little inkling of what was happening to their organization until last winter. At that time
the committee's secretary, Wilbur Patterson, who works for
the Presbyterian volunteer agency at 475 Riverside Drive,
received a letter from a California man named Jeff Whitnack.

A Strange Story
Whitnack was drawn into the Perente party's Bay Area
entity through the California Homemakers Association and
the Coalition of Concerned Medical Professionals. He only
stayed a few months before deciding that the Party's conspiratorial style was dishonest and oppressive, and its plan
for a revolution by 1984 was impractical at best and at worst
a recipe for another Jonestown. But while attending
clandestine Party meetings in San Francisco, he beard various
"political commissars" bragging about having infiltrated
CVSA, using it to attract new recruits, and through it having
placed a member in the United Nations. (This last bit of
hyperbole refers to the fact that Diane Ramirez, as the CVSA
chair, has been a delegate to the Youth Committee of UN
Non-Governmental organizations.)
Since leaving the Perente Party, Whitnack has spent much
time investigating and trying to expose it.
When Patterson saw Whitnack's data, it helped make sense
of a growing body of unsettling information that had been
collecting in CVSJ>;s files but had gone mostly unnoticed:
reports of volunteers signing up with various "entities" listed
in In vest Yourself, only to quit in protest when they
discovered their real and clandestine character; the repeated
use of CVSA as a tax-deductable conduit for foundation and
other grants to the non-exempt Eastern Farmworkers
Association.
Then there was the matter of the production and printing
of the guide itself. In 1978, when CVSJ>;s income slumped,
a group of Ramirez' comrades, representing the National
Foundation for Alternative Resources iNFAR-another front),
offered to take over the guide's publication. This offer was
eagerly accepted, and since then the foundation has produced
Invest Yourself, with a woman named Susan Angus as editor.
The NFAR has upgraded the quality of the guide's printing,
making it look more substantial. But the odd thing, to
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members, was the secretive character of the operation. By
1982, NFAR had produced four editions of the guide, yet
Patterson and the other officers (except perhaps Ramirez) still
had no idea where or by whom the actual production and
printing was being done. Editor Angus' address was a
Manhattan post office box; her phone number was an office
in Philadelphia; further, she was always out when called; a
caller always had to leave a message, and she would later
call back.
For that matter, the same thing was true of Ramirez. Her
address, for most of the eight years she has been on the executive committee, was 58 Beaver Dam Road, Bellport, Long
Island. But this is not a residence; it is the office of the Eastern
Farmworkers Association; more recently, she switched to a
post office box in Floral park. She too has used the alwaysout-leave-a-message and call-back telephone arrangement.

Cleaning House
Against this background, talk of a secret organization
behind such groups as NFAR and the Eastern Farmworkers
Association made increasing sense to Patterson and others,
because its agents in CVSA had consistently acted in a coordinated, clandestine fashion even when carrying out
CVSN.s routine tasks. As Patterson put it to other concerned
executive committee members, whoever was behind these
groups "now controls [In vest Yourself] 100 percent and,
therefore, controls 90 percent of the reputation of CVSA. And
we really do not know that organization."
Further corroboration of these suspicious .came from
Antioch College. In the mid-70s, the California Homemakers
Association, had managed to get on the list of agencies to
which Antioch students are sent for the cooperative work
terms with which they alternate academic terms. At the same
time, a separate Perente "entity," the Antioch Financial Aid
Student Aid Association, was set up on the Antioch campus.
As many as half of the students sent out to work with the
California Homemakers Association did not come back: they
were recruited into fulltime membership and dropped out
of school. Numerous others, however, did return and complained to college administrators that the group was not what
it said it was. In the spring of 1978 the college removed the
California Homemakers Association from its job list.
About the same time, a campus newspaper discovered that
the Antioch Financial Aid Student Association, rather than
aiding students was actually engaged primarily in gathering
information on campus activists for files whose purpose was
not made clear. When this report was published, the Association people vehemently denied it. But the reporters had
proof, obtained by literally piecing together shredded
documents from the organization's trash cans. Thus exposed,
the Antioch Financial Aid Student Association closed down,
and the Perente Party's two entities effectively were driven
off the Antioch campus.
After agonizing over the implications of what they had
learned, Patterson and several other executive committee
members concluded that CVSA was long overdue for a
housecleaning like Antioch's "What," Patterson asked several
others in a confidential memo, "are we allowing CVSA to
become, wittingly or unwittingly?" He planned to bring up
the evidence and the question of manipulation at the winter
executive committee meeting this year.

The Confrontation
But when the meeting opened on March 30, 1982, Ramirez,
Angus and their cohorts were ready and Patterson and his
allies proved no match for their smokescreen tactics. They
called Whitnack a police agent, the Antioch and other
volunteer evidence inconclusive, and added that a California
physician allegedly named in The Public Eye article was
suing it, and Patterson, for slander. The meeting ended in
confusion, with the questioners in disarray.
Afterward, Patterson admitted that, "it was a mistake not
to come into the meeting with a definite, focused strategy.
Th~ ~ant Inve_st _
Yourself and the a_ura of re?pectability
CVSA provides. We need nine votes at the (next) meeting to
vote that there be no Invest Yourself 1983 published. We must
be prepared to vote down anything other members propose."
This was tough talk for a mild-mannered church
bureaucrat, accustomed to a gentler, more restrained form
of politicking. And while the challengers did somewhat better at the next meeting on July 20, 1982 in New York, they
still couldn't bring it off. Ramirez opened that session aggressively, first proposing that Angus and two other members
of NFAR be added to the executive committee; then she
denounced Patterson as a traitor to the organization and
demanded that he be dropped from the body. Both of these
moves were turned back. When the motion to cancel the 1983
Invest Yourself was offered, however, two of its supporters
had to leave before the actual balloting. The vote came down
to a tie, which Ramirez broke in favor of publication.
Despite this favorable vote, the 1983 edition of Invest
Yourself appeared minus many important entries. After the
July meeting, several large denominational groups, including
Methodists, Lutherans, Episcopalians and others have
withdrawn their listings from it, and more are expected to
do so.
Further, at a third executive committee meeting in late
September, 1982, Patterson and his colleagues finally
managed to act together. Ramirez was replaced as chairperson, several new committee members were added to
shore up CVSN.s ties to mainstream groups, and the committee resolved to try to reclaim Invest Yourself from its
infiltrators. Whether CVSA can in fact recover from this
trauma, especially financially, will not be clear for several
years.
With the reclamation or destruction of CVSA, the Perente
party will lose one of its most useful recruiting tools. No one
knows how many people have been drawn into the various
"entities" through Invest Yourself, but what reports are
available suggest that it had been producing a steady stream,
as did their early efforts at Antioch.

Structure
The Party operates through a series of onionlike layers, with
Perente and his circle, which likely includes Ramirez, at the
center. At the outer layer of the onion are the front groups
such as Eastern Farmworkers, California Homemakers
Association, and National Labor Federation. These groups
openly recruit "members:' poor people who sign membership cards and receive some donations of food, clothes and
occasional volunteer medical or legal services. But these
"members" are little more than clients of the group; they
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have no role in its functioning, and generally no awareness
of the organization's real agenda.
The next layer consists of the volunteers for the groups,
such as those attracted through Invest Yourself. These
volunteers are carefully screened by the dropping of hints
and casual remarks about the need for revolutionary action
to end hunger and injustice. If volunteers respond correctly
to these hints, they are progressively recruited into the "unit;•
the local party group which runs the front group. (One plausible estimate is that there may be 300 to 500 such Party
members.)
At every stage of their initiation, recruits are told of the
absolute importance of secrecy. Recruits are instructed to
deny the existence of the Party and its revolutionary plans
if asked by outsiders. In keeping with this policy, the Perente
Party publishes no newspaper or other public documents,
and does much of its political communication in person or
on easily erasable audio tapes.

Total Committment Required
For most recruits, Party membership means a total commitment to a demanding regimen of work and political indoctrination. Most members (except for professionals like
doctors and lawyers) are expected to quit their jobs and give
up their old housing arrangements to depend completely on
the Party and what it makes available. Questions from family
and friends about what they are doing are to be deflected
unless the questioner is a potential recruit.
The political indoctrination consists of heavy reading in
the classic Marxist revolutionary canon, supplemented by
large doses of• the works of Stalin; Stalin is a favorite of
Perente's. Lengthy Fidel Castro-like harangues by Perente are
also common, either in person or by cassette. There are also
frequent exhortations about preparing for a revolution by

Most of the 180-odd listings in the
1982 edition of the guide are clearly
church-related-running the
denominational gamut from the Jesuit
Volunteer Corps through various
Protestant agencies to the American
Jewish Society for Service. But a
closer reading of its pages reveals
several clusters of listings for nonreligious groups with names like
Eastern Farmworkers Association, the
Eastern Service Workers Association,
the California Homemakers Association, the National Labor Federation,
th~ Coalition of Concerned Medical
Professionals and a Coalition of Concerned Legal Professionals.

1984, dark hints about stockpiles of guns and shadowy
"military units;• and warnings of a dire fate awaiting anyone
who turns on the group.
Members are expected to work long hours, typically 16 to
18-hour days, with few days off. Much of the work consists
of fundraising-door-to-door canvasSing, bake sales at shopping centers or on campuses, and telephone pitches to small
businesses and churches. According to reports by former
members of the Oakland entity, that group was quite successful in obtaining donations of money, auto parts, food,
even fancy chocolates from progressive-minded local
shopkeepers. Churches, especially those of a "guilty liberal"
persuasion, are said to be particularly responsive.

Voluminous Files
Most of the rest of a member's work time, however, is spent
in keeping and filing records. The Perente Party is obsessive
about keeping files on people-not just members, but also
other activists in its areas of operation. What happend to
these files is unclear, but reliable reports tell of typewriters
tapping away far into the night almost every night at the
Brooklyn headquarters. Visitors to the place have also seen
a control board covering almost an entire wall, with spaces
set aside for all the entities.
Perente Party members are generally contemptuous of
other leftist groups, regarding them as "social fascists;• and
they are virtually invisible and little-known amid the fervid,
jumble of sectarian maneuvering and polemic in socialist
circles in New York, Philadelphia, and the Bay Area, where
they have sizeable operations. .
Copyright 1982 by Chuck Fager. Versions of this article have appeared
in other publications including Washington D.C:s Gty Paper.
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Talking The Talk & Walking the Walk

Gino Perente, NATLf'ED
& The Provisional Party

Part Two

by Jeff Whitnak

The Investigation
After discussing NATLFED over the phone with Public Eye
editor Chip Berlet, he asked me if I would be willing to write
an article for publication. Upon agreeing to do so, I launched
an investigation into NATLFED, its claims, and its leader,
Gino Perente.
At first , my research centered around their tales of historic
"genesis" and claimed international ties. Not really knowing
about, or feeling secure with, the cult issue, I wanted to pin
down some purely "political" issues.
If one stands back and looks at their whole ''genesis'' story,
it does begin to make sense from one angle. If you wanted to
make something up which would be almost impossible to disprove totally (groups such as Progressive Labor Movement,
BARU, and Venceremos have since disbanded and former
members are somewhat reluctant to discuss past activities},
would impress new recruits with a picture of a wise, and an
experienced leadership and , perhaps most importantly, wou ld
instill fear into new recruits of ever crossing or leaving the organization, then the NATLFED/Provisional Party's tale is perfect--except research proves it to be a fabrication .
As one ex-member who helped to found CHA in Sacramento in 1973 remarked to me, "I heard people claim that
they were in Venceremos when I knew they weren' t. I don 't
doubt they would lie if they thought they could use it to their
advantage. "
In researching their claims, I talked with several people who
went to Cuba in the early 60's with the Progressive Labor tour
at the same time as Phillip Abbott Luce. None knew of any
such political tendency or OSPAAL signatures, as claimed by
the Provisional Party.
•
I spoke with ex-BARU and Venceremos members who felt
that the Provisional Party's genesis tale was unfounded in fact.
One pf these people was H. Bruce Franklin, former Central
Committee member of Venceremos Organization. Franklin
explained to me that he doesn 't claim to know everyone who
was or wasn't in Venceremos, nor does he usualty like to talk
about other people's involvement in that organization. But,
Franklin did know the Gino Perente who ran the Little Red
Bookstore in San Francisco in 1971 . Franklin emphatically denied to me that Gino was ever a member, or involved with,
Venceremos Organization. I believe him.
Then I contacted George Vickers, the author of "The
Nation" article which gave credence to NATLFED Provisional Party's claim of having descended from Venceremos. It
seems that Vickers made an honest mistake and merely took on

fai th what Gino Perente told him. He had no other source of information. Vickers now disbelieves the tale of the Provisional
Party springing from Venceremos.

Claimed International Ties
As part of the introduction to the Provisional Party,
Nicaragua's revolutionary history was twisted around to parallel the present efforts and projected organizing drives of the
Provisional Party. After researching Nicaragua's road to revolution it became patently obvious that the Provisional Party's
rendition..of history was a fairy tale. The prestige of the recent
Nicaraguan revolution was used to impress potential recruits
and lead them into the Provisional Party .
I also had come to learn that the two-hour " first person rap"
I had heard detailing the Provisional Party's ties to the Nicara- guan revolution had first been prepared and taped by someone
e lse, then later memorized by various NATLFED cadre, including Dr. Shirnbaum . A few months after joining the Provisional Party I witnessed another NATLFED cadre, this one
·having never even been to Nicaragua, giving the same canned
rap to several other targeted recruits. It was all a cheap, yet
sophisticated, trick.
_ As for the claims of a headquarters in Cuba, the claim that
The Provisional Party is given special status through the OSPAAL accords, and all the other claims regarding a so-called
' 'special'' relationship with the government and Party in Cuba
-they are all false. When the Public Eye contacted the Cuban
government regarding this investigation, the proper agency for
coordinating international friendship and support work (ICAP
- not OSPAAL) supplied an official document outlining their
policies which include the stated decision not to recognize any
political formation or group in the United States as having a
"special" or superior status. [Ed. Note: See !CAP communique in box on next page.]
· Leaders in several groups who regularly send support and
friendship delegations to Cuba called the Provisional Party's
claims not only false but also dangerous to Cuban-American
friendship work.

Deception as Practice
One former NATLFED organizer.admits the organizing and
distribution of benefits was not primarily aimed at those people
who needed assistance, but was aimed at providing as context
from which discipline and committment would be instilled in
the cadre. He insists this was a conscious organization-build-
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The Provisional Party
tells recruits it has a
"special" relationship
with Cuba through a
Cuban organization
called OSPAAL.
Several years ago, in
the course of verifying ·
these claims, the Public
Eye asked the Cuban
government for a
clarification of its relationship with groups in
the United States. The
Cuban response is
printed here.
It does not
support the claims
of the
Provisional Party.

Memorandum from lnstituto Cubano de Amistad con los Pueblos (ICAP)-Cuban Institute for Peoples' Friendship
We want the different solidarity groups and organizations in the United States to know that there are not any particular organizations or groups in that country with primary responsiblity for friendship work with Cuba.
In our country, our Institute (ICAP) is in charge of establishing and developing the work of friendship and solidarity.
ing policy and justifies those occasions when cadre used donations for their own food, travel and lodging needs.
The theory seems to be that since a successful Marxist revolution will in the long run greatly benefit the working class and
disadvantaged, it's OK to rip off a few poor people and workers along the way in order to build the "true" revolutionary
Party. In short: The ends justify the means - any means .
Most Marxists and Leninists interviewed for this article
found such rationalizations obnoxious and a distortion of the
writings of Marx and Lenin. Several pointed out that this type
of distortion was popularized by anti-communist and rightwing groups who pull quotes out of context and ignore the
large number of statements which contradict this inference in
the voluminous writings of Marx and Lenin.
As far as I'm concerned, calling NATLFED a Marxist organization is like calling the '' Moonies'' a Christian organization. Just because they claim to be Marxists and revolutionaries doesn't make it so.
Are other distortions and deceptions commonplace within
NATLFED? This is how one former volunteer with NATLFED' s Oakland branch phrased it:
At first sight the work here seems ideal - Low income
people have an organization which is working in their
interest. . . . You read about this positive impression in
my previous reports. After three months of experience
with this project [however, I must report that] reality is
very different.
Members are told that this is their organization. To the

contrary, most members [outside New York] do not
even know about the National Labor Federation. The
structure is ~mbiguously organized from top to bottom.
Members are at the [bottom] of the hierarchy.... No
decisions are made collectively, members do not have
any power of decision . .. . It is a lie if they are told that
they themselves are deciding about the organization . . .. I have been told that volunteers are not supposed to be thinking about what they are doing.
Volunteers and members are not taken seriously, but
[are being] used. They are being lied to if it is useful to
the organization. I have experienced [these lies]
often ... .
Financial matters are totally obscure. Some money
goes to the top, but almost nobody knows where toparticularly not the members....
As soon as a volunteer criticizes anything he will be
interviewed by a trained co-worker .. . [it appears to
be] just like an interrogation. Systematically, he will be
driven into defense. Nobody will listen to the problem,
he is just a 'stupid' volunteer. I have never [known] criticism [to be] really listened to.
Contacts to the outside are [severly limited], I do not
know anything but work. You may, ask why I do not face
my conflicts here- the militarist structure and the way
in which conflicts are dealt with are incompatible with
[raising criticisms interna11y]. It is assumed that anyone
who does not like [the way things are] leaves. All who
are of different opinions are stupid [and] ridiculous ....
One who does not cooperate is a murderer because he
allows [poor people to] continue to starve. [I am told
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I do not want to cause any panic, but this organization is dangerous, at least incalculable."

The above excerpt not only discusses the concious deception that is integral to the NATLFED organizing style, but
makes several references concerning enforced allegiance techniques which some critics charge make NATLFED a cult
group.

Is NATLFED a Cult?
Now that I look back at my experience in NATLFED, it sure
seems to fit all the criteria for being a dangerous cult:
- a schedule designed to produce chronic exhaustion,
- long droning lectures while followers are already
exhausted,
- wild ideas and beliefs which attain the force of psychotic
delusion,
- predictions of change or doom around the comer,
- the POW camp-type atmosphere,
- followers quitting their jobs and severing outside personal
and economic ties,
-the historic sense of mission,
- the operating under tight discipline and secrecy,
- the extolment of qualities of ruthlessness and fanatical determination,
- a "Triumph of Will" approach, eventually pushing cult
members to adopt a " beyond good and evil" mentality,
-the kneejerk calling of any critics "government agents."
This is Gino Perente's National Labor Federation.
Being a political cult, the Provisional Party distorts Marxist
classics much the same way the Moonies distort Biblical passages . Religious cults prey upon the guilt feelings of recruits
who are systematically made to be ashamed of not living up to
Christian or other religious ideals. In The Provisional Party,
recruits who sincerely want to be involved in social change are
psychologically-manipulated into believing that they would be
traitors to the "Cause" is they rejected the discipline of the
only "true" revolutionary party in America.
To ensure that recruits never successfuly challenge the carefully orchestrated apocalyptic reality within NATLFED , emotionally-disruptive and fatigue-producing techniques are used.
Writing in the religious magazine Christian Century , associate editor Jean Caffrey Lyles put it this way:
"Some former recruits describe Natlfed as both
militaristic and cult-like ('like the Moonies,' said one), an
organizatio11 that works recruits up to 18 hours a day,
keeping them in a state of chronic fatigue; subjects
them to droning sessions of indoctrination; and discourages critical thinking . New arrivals at the local units
are given books by Marx, Lenin and Stalin as assigned
reading.
"Volunteers have no permanent base but are moved
from place to place, sleeping in a different location
each night. Two volunteers are rarely left alone together, and are told only as much as they need to know
to carry out an assi_gnment. One former volunteer recalled: 'A lot of the time you wanted to go up to somebody
and ask them, " What are we Doing?" but there was no
one to go up to.'

Another former member described being shuttled from
house to house, sometimes sleeping on the floor of the local
NATLFED office, or even a garage. Food was plentiful when
visitors and potential recruits were around, but other times
cadre would go whole days without food depending on the success of local solicitations and organizing drives. Ideological
discussion was not available since the cadre were simply lectured to and were ordered to work from pre-written instructions for given political questions and situations. Copies of
some of these instruction sheets obtained by the Public Eye
show attempts to control behaviour in virtually any situation a
cadre would encounter.

Who's In Charge Here?
The innermost onion core behind the Provisional Party, is
controlled by Gino Perente and a handful of his very trusted
followers. Several of these followers joined with Perente as
adolescents over ten years ago, and have subsequently spent
their entire adult lives with him and his cause. Headquarters
for the Provisional Party i~ a Brooklyn brownstone house referred to as " the Cave." Maps are on the wall, desks are
crowded with members busily filing and doing correspondence and research, walkie- talkies are used for communication betwen the floors of the "Cave." A former member of
NATLFED on the East Coast, " You asked me why I left the
organization. The reason was Gino. Before you ever met him
there is a big buildup that you're going to get to meet "The
Old," as they refer to him. You're taken to a room where he
sits alone with you and reads from a book. ' ' She assumed that
she was expected to be in awe of Gino. She was not sufficiently
impressed to remain in the organization. Many members are.
As for what Gino gets out of all this- another former member who knew Gino well remarked, "Look, he gets a following, he's comfortable, and the culture and intrigue are exciting
to him.'' Yet Gino Perente is a far more complex person than
that description implies.

Perente as Doeden
Gerald. William Doeden was born in 1937, reportedly in
Twin Falls, Idaho. Gerald's father was an old Wobblie (member of the activist International Workers of the World IWW)
who died when Gerald was a young boy .
By 1957, Gerald and his mother, Irene, moved to Marysville, California-a Northern California agricultural town
situated near the juncture of the Feather and Yuba Rivers.
This author interviewed over a dozen Marysville residents
who remember Doeden well, and confirm each other's accounts. One interviewee asked, "Is he still calling himself
Gino Perente?'' He is remembered as somewhat of a town
character. From all these interviews, one common picture
emerges of Doeden-that of an extremely brilliant, well-read
con artist with a reputation among friends for heavy drinking
and a difficulty handling recreational drug use. He is said to
have lived by a cynical twist of the Biblical saying, "A
stranger came along and I " took him" (in)."
When Gerald Doeden was offered a scholarship to Yuba
College, he refused it, telling his friends, " If I can't steal it,
then I don't want it. "
Several of Doeden's old friends related a tale of how when
they all once went out drinking together with Doeden, he actu-
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ally paid for drinks with a check he'd signed, "Jesus H.
Christ." Doeden was never prosecuted, apparently because
the merchant did not wish to appear in court and publicly admit
he'd actually accepted such a check.
Hearing this story reminded me of a taped lecture by Perente
that I had heard while a member of NATLFED, when Perente
exclaimed, " Joe Hill was guilty as hell. After he died, every
socialist cocksucker wrote a book about him . What about the
guy who helped him rob the market? That's our hero-he robbed a capitalist and got away with it." Perente seems to consider such activities to be salutary and romantic.
Doeden's physical impairment is a result of his tendency to
drive like a maniac, according to several old friends . Once he
was involved in a serious car accident and fractured his leg in
several places as well as sustaining other major injuries to his
legs. The doctors wanted to amputate, but Doeden refused and
had his leg in a cast for several years, developing osteomyelitis.
" He refused to wear crutches. I remember him always hopping around with that bad leg," said Milt Carland of the
Marysville Appeal Democrat. Doeden carries that limp to this
day and some reports say his leg continues to deteriorate.
One woman who was very close to Doeden in the late sixties
described him as an " extraordinarily sensitive, sad, crippled
genius, with an enormous amount of anger."
Once, while out drinking coffee at an all-night Marysville
restaurant, a fellow customer called Doeden " uncouth ."
''What do you mean, uncouth?'' , replied Doeden, who then
proceeded to recite, from memory , entire sections from
Shakespeare's play, " As You Like It. "
Doeden worked in Marysville as a disc jockey and newscaster for local radio station KAGR , as well as doing some freelance advertising sales for the station. He also moonlighted as
a local Shakespearean actor. Toward the late sixties, Doeden
sought help for his drinking and drug problems. Friends say he
went first to Alcoholics Anonymous and later to Synanon.
I raise this issue not to smear Doeden by mentioning his personal problems, which he apparently successfully overcame,
but because there are some troubling and important similarities
between the style and practice of Perente's Provisional Party
cult and the picture of Synanon portrayed in David Gerstel's
account of his experience in Synanon: '' Paradise, Inc. ''

military' war against the government beginning March 15,
1970.

The plans collapsed. Gerry Doeden faded away.
In 1972, Doeden turns up on Long Island to organize the
Long Island Farmworkers' Association, now the Eastern
Farmworkers' Association (EFWA).
According to two ex-NATLFED members I talked with,
Perente started the EFWA after being fired by the United Farm
Workers from his job as co-coordinator of the UFW New York
boycott office. The United Farm Workers have denied to me
that Perente (or Doeden) was ever on the staff of the UFW.
There is agreement that there never have been any formal
working ties between the UFW and any part ofNATLFED.

Paradise, Inc - Paradise Lost
In Gerstel's account, Synanon leader Charles Dederich is
referred to as " The Old Man" by Synanon followers. In the
Provisional Party, Gino is referred to as " The Old." In both
Synanon and the Provisional Party , members are exhorted to
''walk the walk , not just talk the talk.''
Doeden 's exact activities from 1969 to early 1970 are still a
mystery . But, by late 1970, Gerald Doeden, recently rehabilitated Shakespeare enthusiast, with the blood of his Wobblie
father coarsing through his veins, apparently discovered his
political self when he created LARGO. Amidst the sub-culture
and intrigue of militant politics, Doeden found he could gather
a following, thereby encapsulating himself from reality . He
got the first real taste of the potential power of his charismatic
leadership.
So, by 197 1, Doeden had opened the Little Red Bookstore
in San Francisco. Going by the name Gino Savo , he proceeded
to organize local activists throughout Northern California into
his LARGO group. They proceeded with plans of launching

photo of Gerald Doeden taken in Marysville, CA in the 1960s
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Whatever the technical truth may be about Perente's
claimed relationship in the past to the UFW, several things of
interest do stand out regarding Synanon and UFW. Synanon
did have a relationship to the UFW. Charles Dederich and
Ceasar Chavez apparently were personal friends . For awhile ,
Chavez incorporated a Synanon group activity called, ''The
Game" into the UFW' s internal structure. It is perhaps in this
mileau of relationships that Doeden further consolidated his
development and style.
Tactics used by NATLFED, such as housemeetings and
canvassing, as well as the name, "Eastern Farrnworkers" and
other organizational paraphernalia, certainly point to the possibility that Perente was exposed enough to the UFW in order
to copy and later project some of its appealing organizational
style . Unlike the UFW , however, Perente's group seldom
achieves anything of lasting significance for the membership
base they maintain in their "mass based associations." Those
people only serve as a fly-paper used to attract new cult members . Any long-term successful struggle for real gains would
focus attention on NATLFED's activites, and public scrutiny
is not something Perente values.
While Perente's exposure to the UFW may have provided
him with an appealing model, it seems that his dealings with
other groups in addition to Synanon have provided him with
models of more concrete internal cult-like structures. I am now

speaking of Fred Newman' s International Workers' Party
(IWP), and Lyndon LaRouche's National Caucus of Labor
Committees (NCLC), both based in New York City.
Newman is now best known for his work with the New Alliance Party and the New York Institute for Social Therapy,
both labelled cultic by some critics. LaRouche is currently
once again seeking the Presidency of the United States, this
time as the Democratic Party nominee, but using the organizational front: The National Democratic Policy Committee.
NATLFED's preposterous claim of having placed one of
their members on the Teamster Union Executive Council does
actually parallel a real achievement of LaRouche's NCLC who
did see one of their close Teamster allies reach that office. This
Teamster/NCLC relationship was detailed in Dennis King 's
December 1981 article in High Times magazine: " Hippocrites
-Anti-Drug Cult Linked to Mob Cronies. "
According to King, NATLFED's relationship with
LaRouche was short-lived . "Much more significant was
NATLFED's relationship with the Newmanites [IWP] . That
relationship went on at least through 1977, and still to this day
there is some communication between them. In 1976 fusion
talks were held between NATLFED and IWP."
Says King, '' Although Gino worked with Fred Newman, he
had a certain contempt for him - referring to him as ' Fat
Freddy' and regarding Newman' s group as not altogether reli-

FREE CLOTHING GIVE-AWAY
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California Homemakers Auoclallon has been organizing in the Bay Area for four years. As an all volunteer
association of low income people fighting for change, we have seen our members go without heat, food. jobs,
medical care. wtlhout any control over our lives. As government program after government program gets cut, ~
funded. or requfres welfare referrals, more of our members have to do without. False promises don't feed our·
children. Now. more than ever, we must and will help ourselves. Come sign up as a member, help with the distribution, and take home what you need. Contact l=allfornla Homemakers Association at 16641 7th StrHI, Oakland,
California 94607. (415) 832·2111

DON'T DO WITHOUT- JOIN WITH US!
HERE TO WIN- HERE TO STAY!
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able.'' [Ed. Note: Fat Freddy is a disheveled underground
comic character].
Specific similarities can still be seen between the style of
NATLFED and the IWP, which now uses the name New Alliance Party: the use of bucket drives to solicit funds and pitch
for volunteers; the vast amount of mindless paperwork that followers must devote themselves to; and, according to King,
•'the surfacing of selected cult members to participate in the
normal life of the community while keeping their real agenda
hidden."
For both the old IWP and NATLFED, says King , the use of
what they call 'strata organizing' exists " merely to give a
sense of mission to the cult, feed the vanity of the cult leaders,
and provide a cover for various fund-raising and recruitment
rip- offs. "
[Ed. Note: As you will learn from a forthcoming article on
Fred Newman and the IWP, the Public Eye no longer feels it
is accurate to call Newman's political network a cult. We do
feel that at one point in its development it was fair to
characterise the group as a cult, and we still have. strong
criticisms of the groups' organizing style and the relationship
between Newman's Therapy Institute and his political
organizing.]
While the possibility of an ongoing relationship between
NATLFED and NCLC has long been a matter of speculation
and concern, this relationship seems doubtful . Unfortunately,
most concern about NATLFED has revolved around this point
to the exclusion of other concerns. No matter their past or present ties to LaRouche-Perente's group is a potentially
dangerous cult in its own right. There are some critics of
NATLFED who strongly feel that the whole organization is
part of an FBI COINTELPRO-type operation designed to
gather information on, and disrupt, the American left. While
not dismissing this as a possibility, I have found no direct evidence to support this view. But NATLFED is so far over the
edge that it really may not matter whether or not they are part of
any pre-planned plot or conspiracy in terms of the potential for
disaster. They are dangerous to themselves, the progressive
movement and the real interests of poor and working people.
Perente appears to be extending his political influence.
Using the name Eugenio Vincente Perente-Ramos, Perente is
listed as the business agent of the Texas Farmworkers Union,
and his cadre are involved in producing literature for that
group. Already this relationship has further isolated the Texas
Farm workers from broad-based supportJrom labor unions and
the progressive community.
The Texas Farmworker connection provides NATLFED
with yet another cover to rope in more recruits & connections.
NATLFED is currently organizing TFWU Support Committees on the East Coast.
Further, it would be callous to disregard the plight of those
sincere individuals who have been snared by NATLFED and
the Provsional Party through the use of psychologically-manipulative techniques - and more potential cult members continue to be fed into Perente's operation through the reputation
it gained while publishing the Commission on Voluntary Service and Action's guide Invest Yourself which NATLFED
continues to publish unilaterally [See Fager article] . Another
group which appears to be a source of volunteers is the legitimate Hispanic law student organization, La Raza Legal Alliance.

P.erente also seems to be moving in the direction of-penetrating organized labor in the role of a consultant and through the
provision of legal and support services.
Where Perente is heading is difficult to predict. It is ludicrous to expect that the timetable for •'revolution'' in early 1984
will be adhered to; but Perente shows no signs of fading away,
rather he shows signs of extending his influence.
As one sociologist whom Gino tried to recruit said, •'I think
that Gino sees himself as some kind of modem-day Ainerican
version of Lenin, who plans to rise to power by playing off one
group against the other-a kind of double, double agent. ''

Cleaning Our Own Dirty Linen
So, how can we, the progressives of this country, allow this
group to operate in our midst unchallenged? Part of the reason
Perente' s group may appear to be part of the left political spectrum is that we allow them to do so. Any group may label itself
a communist party , or have a progressive exterior front, and
seek to operate clandestinely. But, this group is not really hiding from the government, but rather from the public in general
and the left in particular.
Look at the history of any past revolutionary movement
forced to struggle through a clandestine organization. What
was clandestine has usually been only the identity of local
members , the location ofleadership, and very specific strategy
or tactics. But the long-term goals of the organizations, and the
group's ideology are usually public knowledge, so that there
can be discussion, feedback, and trust from all sectors of the
people seeking the revolutionary transformation of society.
And real revolutionaries are often willing to risk paying a
heavy price for making such information available to the working class because they know it is an indespensible part of the
process.
Nor should we hesitate to challenge NATLFED on the basis
of its claims to be a labor organization, NATLFED itself has
denied being a labor organization to th'e Department of Labor,
and there is no evidence to suggest that NATLFED represents
workers before management anywhere in the United States.
The only labor NATLFED is truly organizing is the hard labor
of its exploited cadre and volunteers.
The organizations described in the church-related volunteer
guide " Invest Yourself ' are neither labor organizations nor
"mutual benefit" associations . They are in fact local service
organizations where free legal and medical help is traded for
the recipients' signed pledge of "membership" in the organization. These one-time benefits recepients are the source of
NATLFED's claims of vast numbers of members and supporters.
Although it is admittedly somewhat embarrassing, it has not
been really too hard for me to face up to the fact that I was
stupid enough to be conned by this cult group. I've been conned before and will probably be conned again. There are far
more intelligent people than I, with fine motivations, still trapped in the NATLFED cult.
What profou!ldlY disturbs me is this group has been out canvassing in poor neighborhoods across the country and drawing
in young (and some old) people with idealistic, progressive
ideas for over ten years now. And, for th:! most part, they have
gone unchallenged, unexposed, and in come cases even aided
by the progressive movement.
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It may make some radicals squeamish to denounce a group
with the name of ' 'Communist Party USA (Provisional),'' but
is the price of our pious sense of political purity really worth
the lives and well-being of the victims of NATLFED?
It may make some " civil libertarians" squeamish to use the
word " cult, " but that doesn' t absolve them from facing the
awful rea lities of NATLFED and its exploited cadre.
I'll just bet that there are people walking around today who
pulled their punches on Jim Jones- or even supported himwho now look at the final price tag and gravely regret no! having spoken out before it was too late . Have we learned nothing
from the People's Temple experience and the tragedy in Jonestown?
While most people in the NATLFED cult are probably sincere , if somewhat brainwashed, func tionaries with no real
power- at the core of this cult is a bunch of potentially-violent fanatics with a distorted sense of historical mission .
If they even begin to plan for or attempt to carry out some of
the things they have threatened to do- and we have chosen
not to detail their bizarre and futile plans because we assume
they are concocted for the benefit of the cadre and not really
serious - the authoritarian , right-wing and neo-fascist forces
in this country would clamor for crackdowns against a host of
progressive and radical groups in this country. The provocative nature of NATLFED/Provisional Party could easily set up
the American progressive movement for a new wave of Witch
Hunts - and at the same time endanger the people of Cuba and
Nicaragua.
I believe we need real fundemental change in this country . It
will take organization. It will take a fight. There will be leaders. Change will not come about j ust because we are good, sincere people doing good, important political work.
But Perente' s group is both absurd and dangerous and destructive to us, to our movement, to its own members, and to
our society as a whole . It is time to take a stand and speak out.

........................................................
In a kitchen in Marysville, a few miles from the hole dug on
the Feather R iver island ten years earlier, I sit talking with
Gerald Doeden ' s old drinking buddy and former best frie nd.
" What was Doeden really like?", I asked him .
"Gerry could sell a refrigerator to an Eskimo, and then
charge him 30% extra for being so far north ," re plied the
friend . "There's one word, a code that we had between us ,"
he continued.
' ' If you ever used it, Gerry would know you ' ve talked to me.''
" What' s that?", I asked.
" ' Ducdame' - it's from a scene in the Shakespeare play,
' As Y ou Like It':
If it do come to pass
That any man tum ass
Leaving his wealth and ease
A stubborn will to please
Ducdame, ducdame, ducdame
Here shall he see
Gross fools as he
An if he will come to me
Ami - What's that 'Ducdame'?
Jaq - Tis Greek invocation
to call foo ls into a c ircle.

a
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PERENTE CULT GROUP OFFICES
California
Anaheim
California Homemakers Association
Western Service Workers Association
Central Valley
Coalition of Concerned Medical Professionals
Shasta County Community Service Cente r
Shasta County Food Committee
Oakland
·
California Homemakers Association
Coalition of Concerned Medical Professionals
. Oakland Community Service Center
Western Service Workers Association
Redding
California Homemakers Association
Western Service Workers Association
Sacramento
California Homemakers
Coalition of Concerned Legal Professionals
Coalition of Concerned Medical Professionals
Western Service Workers Association
Workers Community Service Center
San Diego
California Homemakers Association
National Equal justice Association
-Western Service Workers Association
Santa Cruz
California Homemakers Association
Western Service Workers Association
Massac husets
Pittsfield
Berkshire County Fuel Committee
Western Massach usets Labor Action
Ro xbury - Easte rn Service Wo rkers Association
New Je rsey
Atlantic City - Eastern Service Workers
New Brunswic k
Eastern Service Workers Association
Te mporary Wo rkers Organizing Committee
Tre nton
Eastern Service Workers Association
Committee for Communi ty Health and Safety
Trenton Community Service Center
New York
Be llport - Pere nte, Eastern Farmworkers Assoc .
· Brooklyn
Perente, National Headquarte rs NATLFED:
Lyon s - Eastern Farmworkers Association
Northport - Citizens for Migrant Workers
Riverhead
Coalition of Concerned Medical Professionals
Committee of Friends and Relatives of Prisoners
Long Island Equal Justi ce Association
Riverhead Community Service Center
Rochester
Eastern Service Workers Association
Finge r Lakes Equal justice Association
Smithtown - Long Island Alternative Press
Oregon - Pere nte
Ashland - Jackson County Fuel Committee
Me dford- No rthwest Seasonal Workers Assoc.
Oh io- Dayto n - Assoc. of Financial Aid Students
Pe nnsylvania - Philadelphia
Easte rn Service Workers Association
Coalitio n of Concerned Legal Professionals
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joint Statement on NATLFED
With the publication of Jeff Whitnack's article in this Spring
1984 issue of the Public Eye, we would like to take this
opportunity to voice our concerns regarding the existence and
activities of Gino Perente's National Labor Federation and its
subordinate offshoots.
Despite our diverse backgrounds and perspectives, 'Nf! have
all come to one common conclusion-The National Labor
Federation has all the hallmarks of a dangerous cult. Unless
National Labor Federation members are willing or able to
provide a satisfactory response to the charges raised against
them, we call upon churches and merchants to deny them
donations, the media to investigate them, and community
o rganizations to shun them.
' Recent history is all too filled with examples of what may
happen when groups such as this remain unexposed to the
light of day.

CFF Statement on NATLFED
CFF's information about NATLFED comes from journalists,
newspaper and magazine articles, fami lies and friends of
members and a former member. " NATLFED seems to operate
like other groups which concern CFF. NATLFED presents itself
under numerous guises. I doubt individuals have any idea
what commitment or ideology is planned for them w hen they
volunteer for the Coalition of Concerned Medical Practitioners, the Eastern Farm Workers or the California
Homemakers.
"Cults will always exist;' said CFF's director, Priscilla Coates.
"Many cul ts are loosely structured and actually benefit their
members and society. The groups which concern CFF recruit
deceptively and effect total dependence on the group.
Although cults and authoritarian organizations have always
existed, CFF is anxious about the modern ones. Past dictators
and manipu lators relied on trial and error to obtain control
Hitler's use of the media and Mads use of reeducation camps,
as well as the advances in psychology and sociology, appear
to have provided models for destructive cults. .In modern
destructive cults manipulation and control are carefully and
systematically planned. Through the systematic manipulation,
all devotion and allegiance are transferred to the group: The
individual's very existence and identity are based solely on
the destructive cult:'
"Hare Krishnas abandon their traditional saris to solicit funds ·
or teach a course in vegetarian cooking.
"Unification may introduce itself as Project Volunteer, CARP,
the New Educational Development Systems, CAUSA, ERA,
ICUS or the Global Congress of the World's Religions.
"Scientology offers tests and then courses to expurgate PBS's,
improve interpersonal relations, intelligence and personaliry.
Testing displays severe problems-the I.Q. of a cricket or the
personality of a slOth.
" The Children of God recruit through prostitution.
"The Alamo Foundation is offering to raise the child of
anyone considering an abotion.
One can become 'hooked' by nibbling at any of these
baits-and then it may be months before the extent of the
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commitment and the hidden agendae are apparent.
"There are many more examples.
"CFF cares deeply about anyone in these groups. We believe
they have been duped. We live in a beautiful, crazy, sane,
wonderful world which presents many exciting challenges and
no answers. Members of destructive cults do care. They want
to serve their fellow humans. Sadly they are trying to follow
a rainbow after sunset:'
According to CFF, destructive cults may:
• revolve around a living dogmatic leader who claims to
possess the only truth
• utilize systematic, sophi sticated techniques of thought
reform and ego destruction to effect total dependence on the
group
• require absolute ar)d unquestioning obedience
• maintain members in a state of heightened suggestibility
through changes in sleep and diet and intense controlled
group experiences
• function as a totalitarian regime where free will and
choice do not exist (m ilieu control)
• demand a full-time, life time commitment
• maintain secret practices and hidden objectives
• ignore ordinary laws and ethics to accomplish their
goals-the end justifies the means
• encourage isolation from society and dissociation from
family, friends and past life
• promote a we (the group) versus they (society) viewpoint
· • prohibit independent thought, questions, actions and
responsibility
• manipulate members· and others through fraudulent
charitable acts
• claim the exclusive solution to all the world's problems
• pay members little or nothing even if they staff lucrative
businesses
• solicit funds and goods fraudulentiy
• subject children and older members to neglect and abuse.
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by Citizens Freedom Foundation
Citizens Freedom Fo'undation is a national, non profit corporation founded to educate the public about the harmful
effects of mind control as used by the destructive cults.
Citizens Freedom Foundation is a network of 59 affiliated
groups in 32 states composed of many dedicated volunteers.
Citizens Freedom Foundation confines its concern to
unethical or illegal practices, including coercive persuasion
or mind control, and does not judge doctrine or beliefs.
Funding for the activities of the organization and its affiliates
comes exclusively from voluntary contributions.
Citizens Freedom Foundation provides educational programs and information, support for families and assistance
to former members in their re-i!ntry to society. We maintain
communication with similar organizations in the United States
and other countries such as Canada, England, France, German, Israel, Denmark, Australia and New Zealand.
Citizens Freedom Foundation defends every individual's
right to believe in whatever he FREELY chooses. We pass no
judgement on w hich doctrine is "right:' 'Ne oppose the practices of any organization which gains its recruits through fraud
and deception and its adherents by the use of mind control
techniques.
C-itizens Freedom Foundation opposes the practi"ces of any
organization which clearly violate our laws, our ethics and
our morals: deceptive recruitment, fraudulent soliciation of
funds, illegal immigration, child abuse and neglect, tafficking in drugs, smuggling, using unpaid or lowly paid labor;
working long hours to staff lucrative businesses and mind control or coercive persuasion. We strongly support the enforcement of current laws to curtail the illegal activities of such
groups.
Citizens Freedom Foundation favors legal means for individuals to learn the commitment required by a group before
they become members. Citizens Freedom Foundation also
favors deprogramming.

Mental health professionals have learned those members
w ho have the opportunity for exit counselingldeprogramming
recover more quickly than those who do not. Deprogramming
/exit counseling is counsel ing a member of a destructive cu lt
by conversations while the individual is given time to eat, rest,
relax, reflect on his goals and learn about his group.
The goal of deprogramming is to restore critical th inking,
freedom of choice and freedom of association so the
indiviudal may make an INFORMED and VOLUNTARY
decision about hi s affiliation. Most individuals who have this
opportunity choose to return to "society:• Citizens Freedom
Foundation does not engage in nor support abduction or
holding a person against his will.

Citizens Freedom Foundation
Priscilla D. Coates
Box 86, Hannacroix, N.Y. 12007
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FOIA
continued from page 9

4) The agency must look into the identity and qualifications of the FOIA requester, including the person's
"expertise in the subject area and ability and intention
to disseminate the information to the public."
5) Finally, the agency must make "an assessment based
upon information provided by the requester as well as
information independently available to the agency of any
personal interest of the requester reasonably expected
to be benefited by disclosure," noting that "a fee waiver
is apprppriate only where the benefit to the general
public is primary:•
The five criteria to determine eligibility for fee waivers
"subverts the intent of Congress to make information
available to the public," Autin said. She noted that at the same
time the government is restricting our right to know-by
charging expensive search fees, classifying unclassified
documents and gagging government officials-it is also
increasing its right to know.

Government Information
Gathering Increases
The Justice Department has done this by its March, 1983
promulgation of new "Domestic Security Guidelines" for the
FBI. These guidelines superseded those announced in 1976
by then Attorney General Edward Levi.
The most important element of the Levi Guidelines was

Dissent Under Attack

the requirement that the FBI could investigate domestic
security threats based only on facts that the individual or
group was or may have been involved in violent actions or
federal law-breaking. The new guidelines, put forth by
Attorney General Smith, seem to authorize the FBI to
investigate and infiltrate groups based solely on whether they
"advocate criminal activity:•
By these standards, Autin explained that simply advocacy
of a revolution in the U.S. is reason enough for the FBI to
investigate an individual or group and that the standards of
"probable cause" no longer needs to be met to initiate
investigations.
The Smith guidelines mean that the FBI can now do
investigations for political purposes but have them come
under exemption from the FOIA by being categorized as
"investigatory records compiled for law enforcement
purposes."
A few of the other eight FOIA exemption categories include
trade secrets, classified records dealing with national security
and internal personnel matters. The Justice Department is
discouraging government agencies from giving out information unless the FOIA requester can prove it does not fall
within one of the specified areas of exemption, according to
Autin. She said as a result, government agencies in general,
and not just the FBI and CIA, are giving out less information now and that almost all initial responses for such
information have been denials.
Nancy Blodgett is an Illinois freelance writer specializing in legal matters.
This article was circulated by the Alternative Media Syndicate.

by National Committee Against Repressive Legislation

Under claims of a growing threat of terrorism in the U.S., the Reagan Administration is increasing its use of "antiterrorism" rhetoric in its continuing campaign to stifle dissent, using the badge of
"terrorist" to characterize dissent as tantamount to disloyalty and treason. The
term "terrorist" is taking the place of the
label "communist" in justifying attacks on
political opposition. The Administration
launched its campaign in the face of
repeated testimony from FBI Director
William Webster that the incidience of
terrorism in the U.S. decreased by- 40%
last year.
On April 3, the President signed a
secret directive authorizing "pre-emptive
strikes" and reprisal raids against "terrorists" abroad, while intensifying intelligence collection by the FBI and
creating FBI paramilitary teams at home.
Since this is a classified document, even
Members of Congress have been unable
to find out specifically what role the
directive gives the FBI.
On April 26, the Administration sent
legislation to Congress which represents

the most drastic step yet in criminalizing
political expression. One bill creates a
new crime, making it illegal to provide
"support services" or "act in concert
with" groups or countries designated as
"terrorist" by the Secretary of State.
Defendants charged with this crime are
prohibited from challenging the
Secretary's designation. The vague wording of the bill casts a wide net which
punishes people for their associations, up
to 10 years in prison and/or $100,000 fine.
Since existing law already prohibits the
actual criminal acts involved in terrorism,
such as bombing and murder, this sweeping new prohibition seems aimed at activity protected by the First
Amendment-support of controversial
causes.
Consistent with the hypocrisy of announcing a campaign against terrorism
while conducting international terrorist
activities of its own, the Administration's
bill exempts activities of the U.S. government from coverage. The only other exemption is for the provision of medical
services or training.

Another "anti-terrorist" bill sent to congress authorizes rewards of up to
$500,000 for information leading to the
arrest of persons engaged in or conspiring to engage in terrorism. The possibility that such unprecedented high
payments might elicit unreliable information is ignored by the Administration,
which recently awarded the Medal of
Freedom to one of the McCarthy era's
most notorious informers, Whittaker
Chambers.
These bills have been introduced "by
request" in the House and Senate, meaning that technically they are not sponsored by those who introduced them. In
the Senate, S.2625 (informers) and S.2626
(aiding terrorists) were introduced by
Senators Thurmond and Denton.
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Illegal Electronic Surveillance and New Eviction. Notices:

Government Assaults
Native Culture
I

by Chip Berlet
Government claims of a massive salmon poaching conspiracy among Pacific Northwest native tribal members have
begun to unravel.
With most of the nearly 80 cases involving allegations of
illegal salmon poaching by tribal members concluded, there
has yet to be a conspiracy conviction.
While some of the trials have ended in individual convictions for overfishing permit quotas and other minor infractions, the government has been unable to prove an alleged
widespread conspiracy which they sought to document
through a 14-month long string operation dubbed by defense
attorneys " Salmon Scam."
What has surfaced, however, is massive evidence of illegal
use of phone wiretaps and concealed body recording devices,
according to defense attorneys. Many of the cases tried to
date have been acquitals or have been dismissed due to illegal search and seizure. practices and illegal electronic
surveillance.
During the investigation, undercover agents spent some
S 150,000 enticing local tribal fishing families in Oregon and
Washington to violate federal law by selling salmon to nontribal buyers. It was this element of entrapment that led to
the latest acquital in the cases.
On February 17, 1984, Chief Howard Jim, a 65-year-old
Yakima Indian of the Rock Creed band, was found not guilty
of selling four salmon to an undercover agent by an all-white
jury after the defense argued the case was a clear-cut example
of entrapment.
Beyond the questionable government investigatory and
arrest methods lies the question of Native American Treaty
Rights, the question of sovereignty and control over native
lands, and attempts to control and exploit for commercial
purposes the resources on those native lands.
Attorney Sandra Baringer of the National Lawyers Guild
Committee on Native American Struggles outlines several
reasons why she feels the government has invested enourmous amounts of time and energy in pursuing these cases.
"The first, is that in 1981 the U.S. District Courts began
to grant Treaty Indians the right to use the Courts to insure
that there will be fish in the Columbia River. Rights to control habitat and breeding were recognized as being superior
to the short-term economic desires of those industries whose
activities do great damage to the fish resource: the utilities,
the ocean fishery, sports fisheries, white commercial in-river
fisheries, the timber and agriculture industries," claims
Barringer.
"The representatives of these powerful interests within the
state and federal governments, saw the potential legal power

Melinda Jim (left) prepares ceremonial salmon at annual celebration of
Native American fishing villages on the Columbia River.
photo by Jayme Armstrong

that the Indians were obtaining, and they sought to use their
political power to make a pre-emptive strike against the
Tribes. After all, if there are no fishermen to sue in court,
then there cannot be any unfavorable court decisions. With
a history of over ten years of victories for the Tribes in federal
court, their economic opponents needed to knock the Indians
out of the competition," Barringer says.
"There is also a broader historic pattern at work in these
cases. For two hundred years, the invading white forces in
the Americas have sought to dominate and control the Red
Nations through various strategies-military, political
economic; control of education and religion. In this century,
when it is less able to use bald force or illegal power, the
government must be more subtle in its anti-native tactics."
One way to do this is thorugh the economic control of the
Indian populations, which Barringer feels is the current
government policy.
"The object is to make Indians dependent upon either the
White government, or White corporations, for their subsistence. If Indians become fmancially tied to the white structures, they will be less likely to use their political and cultural
strengths to fight those structures. This is why the U.S. only
encourages Indian tribal governments which must use U.S.
money to operate, and to pay salaries of the Tribal leaders.
The Indian Reorganization Act was legislation designed to
transfer power from the traditional elders, to the B.I.A.controlled elected leaders," she claims.
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What has happened politically, also happens economically,
according to Barringer. "The U.S. supports external domination of Indian economies, and not efforts towards selfdetermination in the traditional ways. The White culture cannot control lnp.ians who can feed and house and protect
thelll$elves. Therefore, the ability of Indians to exist apart
from White society must be attacked. This happens to colonized populations not only on the Columbia, but in South
America, Asia, Africa, and throughout the Third World. The
U.S. government does not prosecute white-collar criminals
who may be misappropriating federal money meant to help
their Tribes. Only the self-sufficient Indians are dragged
through the courts and prisons of America," says Barringer.
"This is not just a struggle to save a dozen Indian families
from prison, or even to stop the destruction of the traditional
Indian culture that still exists along the River. It is ethnocide
that we resist: an immoral, illegal attempt by the United
States to force Indians to become puppets of the White corporate system. Indian people must be allowed to live their
lives the way they want to without an alien culture forcing
itself on them," she said.
The government was so upset with the vigorous defense

of native fishing rights by NLG attorney Jack Schwartz, lead
defense lawyer in the "Salmon Scam" cases, that at one point
prosecutors filed a motion to hold Schwartz in contempt of
court for his public comments charging that racism was involved in the prosecutions. The contempt complaint was later
dropped after a number of legal groups, including the Guild
and American Civil Liberties Union rallied behind Schwartz
and filed an Amicus brief on his behalf.
The latest government assault on treaty rights occured
March 19th when federal agents served eviction notices on
traditional tribal families living along the banks of the
Columbia River. Those evictions have been stayed pending
a legal challenge. Militant resistance is expected should
federal authorities seek to carry out the evictions.
Columbia River Tribespeople consider their relationship
to the river to be sacred and part of their religious and ethnic
heritage. Every year the first salmon swimming upriver
signals the beginning of the annual Fish Feast celebration
which this year saw 800 tribal members gather on April 15th
at the Long House in Ceilio, a village on the river. The
Columbia River tribes are comprised of the Nez Perce,
Yakima, Warm Springs and Umatilla Native peoples.
Reprinted from the Lewis and Clark Law School Forum

Salmon Scam:

More Than Fish At Stake
by Barry Paisner & Charleen Touchette
For the past several years the United States Government
has ~scalated its attacks on the right of native tribal peoples
to continue the tradition of fishing for salmon on the
Columbia River and its tributaries in Oregon and
Washington. this campaign's latest battle is in the legal arena
where scores of tribal people have been dragged into court
charged with violating federal and state fishing laws.
The arrests in these cases were the result of a 14 month
sting operation conducted by the National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS) . On June 17, 1982, federal agents raided
Cook's Landing, a traditional Indian fishing village. The
federal agents were armed and threatened Indian men,
women and children. Homes were ransacked and physical
injuries resulted. Personal property, cars, fishing gear and
other items were confiscated. The loss of the fishing gear has
'm ade it increasingly hard for the fishermen to meet the cost
of their massive legal defense. The sting operation resulted
in over 75 arrests or indictments. In some cases whole
families were arrested.
On the same day of the raid, the U.S. Department of Commerce disseminated a press release which glorified the raid
and stated that "illegal fishing has been a major factor in the
loss of adult salmon:' Through the government press releases,
statements by fishery personnel and biased press coverage,
people were led to believe that "illegal" Indian fishing is a
dire conservation issue. In reality, the alleged illegal Indian
harvests are miniscule in comparison to the effect of ocean
overharvests. During the 14 month investigation, NMFS alleg-
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ed 6,100 fish were poached. Generally, NMFS agents sat on
the shore and counted how many fish were caught over the
permit by listening to how many fish they thought they heard
flop into the boats. This is obviously not a very accurate
method of counting fish.
The real conservation issue becomes evident when a single
salmon run is examined. the total size of the 1981 upriver
fall chinook run was estimated at 192,000 fish. Ocean
fisheries off the Northwest coast harvested 129,000 fish from
this run. Thus, two-thirds of the run was caught before they
began their return to the inriver breeding grounds. Of this
1981 run, NMFS alleges Indian fishermen poached 2,300 fish.
The poor return of the upriver fall chinock is a decade long
pattern. It seems clear that NMFS is focusing on alleged
Indian fishing violations so that the public won't focus upon
the true causes of the diminishing salmon runs such as
NMFS's permitting ocean fisheries to harvest more Coho
Salmon than conservation quota permits allow and the effects of the hydroelectric dams.
It is an undisputed fact that the Columbia River Dams in
the past 20 years have killed an estimated 44 million fish.
The economic and political leverage of the commercial
fishing and hydroelectric industries is a strong incentive for
their government to downplay their role in the demise of the
salmon runs. Thus, the Indian fishermen become a convenient scapegoat necessary to obscure the real conservation
issue.
continued on page 42

42------------------------------------------------------------Nineteen fishermen and women were indicted in the
Federal court for violation of the Lacey Act. The Lacey Act
subsumed state and tribal laws relating to fish and wildlife
and made their violation a federal crime. It is no coincidence
that among these ninteen defendants were David SoHappy
and his wife, Yakima elders and long-time activists in the
struggle for Indian fishing rights. David SoHappy was the
original plaintiff in the contrversy that resulted in the Boalt
and J:!ello_ni dec~~io~~! w~c!!_~xtended In~ian fishi~g rights.
In a pre-trial motion, Federal District Court Judge Jack
Thnner granted a change of venue motion. Thnner agreed
with the defense that Indian fishermen could not get a fair
trial in the Northwest. Of over 100 pre-trial motions made,
the venue motion was the only one granted. One of the key
pre-trial motions addressed the issue of whether the U.S. had
jurisdiction over the defendants. The alleged criminal acts
occurred in Indian country and should be an internal tribal
matter.
The Federal trial ended in a conviction for most of the Dinteen fishermen. However, after a two year investigation
costing a quarter of a million dollars, the government could
not prove the existence of the so-called organized poaching
ring. The harshest sentences were handed out to David

SoHappy Sr, David SoHappy Jr., and Bruce Jim (David Sr.'s
nephew). They each were sentenced to five years in prison
to be followed by five years of probation. These are harsh
sentences since, excluding state misdemeanors, this was their
first conviction.
'!Wo days after the verdict, it was made public that a study
by NMFS totally absolved Indian fishing for any measurable
loss of fish in the Columbia River. The federal case is now
on appeal, but the state·cases have begun. There are 25 cases
pending in Oregon state court. Many of the fishermen tried
in federal court are again being tried at the state level for
the same alleged criminal acts. The majority of the cases are
in Dalles, a city in Wasco county.
To date, Judge Jeldreks has denied every pretrial motion
by the Defense. This includes a change of venue motion that
was supported by a community attitude study. The study
showed "there is widespread community-attitude that Indians are fishing illegally and treaty rights are not valid."
Amnesty International, which has appointed a representative to observe the trials, considers the prosecution "racist
and politically motivated." This fact has been substantiated
by the Defense's motion to dismiss based on selective and
vindictive prosecution.
continued on page 45

Peltier Granted New Hearing
American Indian Movement leader
Leonard Peltier continues to wait for
a legal decision that will either be his
first step toward freedom or the effective end of judicial relief in his
case. Peltier was convicted of aiding
and abetting the deaths of two FBI
agents on Pine Ridge Reservation in
1975, and was sentenced to two consecutive life terms in 1977. He is currently incarcerated in the U.S.
Penitentiary at Marion, Illinois.
The incident for which Peltier
stands convicted occured on June 26,.
1975, when a virtual army consisting
of FBI agents, U.S. Marshalls,
National Security Administration
agents, and various other law enforcement personnel were conducting
paramilitary-type operations on the
Reservation. Activists charge these
government sweeps "were really
designed to end once and for all traditional Indian resistance to the continuous corporate land-grabs and
commercial exploitation of the Oglala
Indian Nation.''
During this particular operation,
FBI agents opened fire on a spiritual
~ncampment of traditional men,
women, and children, and in the
ensuing gun battle two agents and an

Indian man were killed.
Three men were eventually tried
for the deaths of the two agents. Bob
Robideau and Dino Butler were tried
in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, in 1976 and
were acquitted on the grounds of selfdefense. Evidence that contributed to
this acquittal was not permitted to be
introduced into court during
Leonard's trial in Fargo, North
Dakota in 1977, and thus he was
convicted.
Furthermore, since his original
trial, Peltiers' defense attorneys,
through the Freedom of Information
Act, have obtained documents directly from FBI files that prove conclusively that the FBI fabricated and
falsified evidence, withheld evidence,
coerced testimony, and committed
perjury during the trial; there is also
evidence that the convicting judge,
(Paul Benson of Fargo), held a series
of secret meetings with the' government attorneys in which were
discussed the most effective ways of
prosecuting Peltier.
Armed with this documentation
(some 12,000 pages of radio transmission logs, memos, and lab test results)
Peltiers' attorneys filed a Writ of
Habeas Corpus ~ailing for a new trial

on April 19, 1982. The following
December, Judge Benson denied the
Writ without even holding an evidentiary hearing. Such a hearing is standard operating procedure, and its
denial is a blatant attempt to keep the
truth from emerging in a court of law.
In September of 1983, Bensons'
denial of an evidentiary hearing was
taken to the 8th Circuit Court of Ap·
peals in St. Louis.
Now a Federal judge has ordered a
new hearing in the case. The new
hearing was granted, in part, on the
Appeals Court's decision to give
judicial notice to an FBI teletype
obtained by the Center for Constitutional Rights in New York that
reports on th~ ballistics tests conducted by the FBI.
Conclusions of the tests contradict ·
crucial evidence upon which the
government had rested its case
against Peltier. The date of Peltier's
forthcoming hearing is still to be set,
but attorney William Kunstler is
hopeful that the original verdict will
be overturned.
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The Current Status of
the
Posse
·
Comitatus:
An Outline with Observations and Suggestions
by Chip Berlet

.

[Ed. Note: The following is adapted from testimony presented
· by Chip Berlet on behalf of Midwest Research before Wisconsin$
Equal Rights Council, Wisconsin State Capitol, February 10. 1984.]
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Nothing is more suggestive of the likely eventual failure
of the Posse philosophy in this State, and this Country, than
the Posse's current recorded telephone hotline message that
stoops to threatening the spouses and children of Wisconsin
State Legislators who are considering legislation to ban paramilitary training.
Americans are generally not impressed by this type of
cowardly and despicable threat, and it bespeaks the relative
lack of success the Posse has had in convincing Americans
of the validity of its hate-filled message.
At the same time, we should pause and understand that
while we must hate the sin, we must surely also love the sinner, or we are no better than they. To dehumanize the people
who consider themselves Posse members-to dismiss them
as crazy, sick, subhuman, evil-is to make the same mistakes
they have made.
We must also recognize they share the same Constitutional
rights we all enjoy, and we must take care not to trample on
their rights in our rush to disapprove of their message of hate.
Anyone who thinks what happened to Posse leader Gordon
Kahl was justice, or that he "gofwhat he deserved;' has failed
to weed their own garden of the sprouting hate cultivated
by the Posse philosophy.
And it is hate, and fear, and anxiety over the unknown,
and a feeling of helplessness, and a sense of inability to control the events happening around them that is the superstructure of the Posse philosophy.
As in many similar philosophies, the world as seen by the
Posse is divided into Us and Them . Evil conspirators control world events. A special few have been given the
knowledge of this massive conspiracy; and it is their solemn
duty to spread the alarm across the land. The Posse
philosophy is not a new philosophy, merely a variation on
an old, discordant theme, whose notes echo down the
canyons of history.
In specific terms, the Posse believes "alien conspirators"
have seized control of America away from White Christian
Patriots.
Each Posse unit is autonomous, and selects which conspirators comprise the conspiracy. Jews are almost always
at the top of the list, but other favorite scapegoats include:
Elected politicians above the county level. Law enforcement
officials above the level of County Sheriff, Blacks, Judges,

Lawyers, Network Television Employees, Journalists, Leftists,
Socialists, The Rockefellers, Thialateralist Commission
members, The Bilderberger Gz:oup, Council on Foriegn Relations members, Federal Reserve Bank Officials, All Other
Bankers, Internal Revenue Service Agents, Agents of Federal
Law Enforcement, Game Wardens, and Latinos.
Many Posse units also disdain all ethnic minorities not considered "White." (White is defined generally by the Posse as
Aryan or Anglo-Saxon or, at the very least, Northern or Middle European.)
The Posse was founded on paper in the late 1960's. In 1969
charters were issued by H.L. " Mike" Beach in Portland,
Oregon. The same theories were promulgated at the same
time by Col. William Potter Gale in California. Shortly after
Beach began issuing "Sheriff's Posse Comitatus" charters and
handbooks, Gale began issuing charters and a handbook
called the Guide for Volunteer Christian Posses.
Mike Beach also founded the Citizens Law Enforcement
and Research Committee, while Col. William Potter Gale also
founded the Ministry of Christ church, also known as The
Identity Group.
In the early 1970s, the Beach and Gale forces mingled
informally. the " Posse" adherents formed autonomous
paramilitary groups while the "Identity Movement"
adherents focused on developing their sectarian Christian
conspiracy theories. There was, however, much overlap.
The early 1970s was mark~ by some factionalism, but by
1974 the Posse as an informal political and religious movement began to grow. A manifesto was issued in booklet form.
Iri late 1974 Wisconsin hosted an early convention: 200-300
attended. There have been sporadic conventions since then,
some openly Posse, some not.
States where Posse activity has been reported in last few
years:
Wisconsin
Illinois
South Dakota
North Dakota
California
Oregon
Wyoming
Colorado
Texas
Montana
Minnestoa
Nebraska
Idaho
Washington
Kansas
Pennsylvania
Missouri
Iowa

44------------------------------------------------------------The most visible and active Posse branch is in Wisconsin.
The State and national press has given much attention to
Wisconsin Posse leader James Wickstrom, although his
claims to hold some vague national leadership post is flatly
contradicted by the autonomous and anarchistic nature of
Posse, itself. Wickstrom and Gale work together, however
especially around paramilitary training.
The most violent Posse confrontation to date involved the
mishandled attempted arrest of Posse activist Gordon Kahl.
'IWo Federal Marshalls were killed, and several persons
wounded. Kahl fled underground and was later killed in
another mishandled attempt to flush him from a fortified
bunker.
Kahl has since become a martyr to not only the Posse, but
many other like-minded groups. The anti-Jewish weekly
Liberty Lobby publication Spotlight (circulation 300,0001 calls
Kahl a Populist hero. It is certain that thousands of dis:
gruntled rural citizens, while deploring his tactics, would
have readily offered Kahl shelter during his underground
flight. Many farmers publically said as much when interviewed during the dragnet for Kahl.

Lord's Covenant Church-Phoenix, Arizona
(Pastor Sheldon Emryl
National Socialist Liberation Front-Kenner,
Louisiana
White People's Committee to Restore God's
Laws !newsletter editor-Rev. Thomas Arthur
Robb, Harrison, Arkanasa)
National Emancipation of Our White SeedLouisiana (Buddy Thcker)
New Christian Crusade Church-Louisiana
Oames K. Warner)

KILLING FEDERAL OFFICER; ASSAULT1NG FEDERAL
OFFICER; PROBATION VIOLATOR

'GORDON WENDELL KAHL

A Ooser Look at the Philosophy
Posse conspiracy theories are similar to those articulated
by the John Birch Society, but more outrageous and with the
addition of virulent overt racism and anti-Jewish hysteria.
Posse members share a paranoid worldview best analyzed
in an essay by the historian, Professor Richard Hofstadter
in his book The Paranoid Style in American Politics.
"The central preconception of the paranoid style," wrote
Hofstadter, is the belief in "the existence of a vast, insidious
preternaturally effective international conspiratorial network
designed to perpetrate acts of the most fiendish character."
Paranoid political movements have been a mainstay of
American political life since the Salem Witch 1iials and the
anti-Masonic hysteria in the 1770s, but adherents have
always been a small minority.
Groups seen at various times as the engines behind the
"global conspiracy" include: Jews, bankers, Catholics, communists, Black militants and civil rights activists, anarchi~ts,
the Bavarian illuminati society, Jesuits, the Rockefellers, the
Council on Foreign Relations, Israeli secret police, socialists,
Trilateralists, and Soviet KGB agents.
The Posse does not yet fit the parameters of Fascism,
although it would only take a few short steps for it to adapt
itself. The major problem is lack of homogeneity in the U.S.
which has always been a barrier to the rapid growth of a
xenophobic nationalism, and the simple fact that the current
Federalist/Anarchist nature of the Posse and its ideology is
antithetical to classic Fascist models of societal organization.
There are many other American groups with similar (but
not necessarily as virulently racist) paranoid philosophies:
Christian Patriots Defense League-Illinois
Christian Defense League- Arabi, Louisiana
Sons of Li!>erty-Metaire, Louisiana
Aryan Nations-Hayden Lake, Idaho (Rev.
Richard Butler)
Church of Jesus Christ Christian-Hayden
Lake, Idaho (Butler)
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Some Facts and Figures
Current Posse size: Claim two million. Accurate estimate:
2,000-3,500 members, but some 40,000-50,000 sympathizers.
Currently recruiting from and working with:
{Endorsement of Posse philosophy not necessarily implied)
Thx protest, and resistance groups,

Farm foreclosure moratorium groups,
Farm and ranch organizations, including,
American Agricultural Movement, especially
" Grassroots" section, and the National Farm
Organization
Former or current members of the Ku Klux
Klan and Nazi Party,
Supporters of groups led by· Lyndon
LaRouche, including the National
Democratic Policy Committee and the
National Caucus of Labor Committees.

---------------------------------------------------------------45
Outreach: For several years Nellie Babbs and her husband
Charles ran radio station K'ITL-FM in Dodge City, Kansas
which featured tape messages from Wickstrom and Gale in
which thinly veiled death threats, and overtly racist rhetoric
against Jews and Blacks were common. This practice has
apparently ceased following an intra-family power struggle
over programming in which Charles has emerged the victor.
The Spotlight newspaper tries to sanitize its references to
the Posse but hailed the heroic struggle of Gordon Kahl and
other "tax protesters". The Mantooth Report newspaper in
Indiana carried Posse-related articles. Many Thx revolt groups
(though not all) circulate Posse material. Many survivalist
groups (though not all) circulate Posse or Identity Movement
literature.
The Thrner Diaries is a widely distributed book that
glorifies Posse philosophy, and there are several country and
Western songs that celebrate Gordon Kahl and Survivalism.
The role of the Posse in organizing certain segments of the
grassroots section of the American- Agricultural Movement
should not be underestimated. Federal law enforcement officials tracking Kahl reported astonishing levels of support
for .Posse ideology across the wheat and corn belt.
Thumbnail Sketch of Posse Philosophy: Racist, Anti-Jewish,
Militant, Armed, Authoritarian, Federalist, Gnostic Sectarian
Christian, Paranoid, Conspiratorial , Scapegoating,
Proto-fascist.
Following the Gordon Kahl incident, many Posse members
decided to carry out activities in secret or through front
groups. Some members are reported to be buying large quantities of grains, canned goods and vitamins in anticipation
of long-projected economic or political collapse.
Latest Guise: Educated Citizens of _ _ _
Concerned Citizens of _ _ _

Some Specifics on Wisconsin
The Posse-declared township of Tigerton Dells, Wisconsin
poses a special problem for law enforcement, both in that
local police are faced with superior firepower which has
created a reluctance to enforce laws, but also in the creation
of a dual system of justice in Wisconsin.
As long as Posse members can use intimidation to escape
prosecution, even on petty offenses, there will be a diminution of respect for law and its equal application. The message
is clear- White racists don't have to obey the same laws as
the rest of the citizens of Wisconsin.
And if you doubt there is an element of subtle racism here,
ask yourself how long the inhabitants of Tigerton Dells would
remain out of jail if they were Black or Puerto Rican.
Interesting note: in the past 80 years, many right-wing
groups in America have had the tacit approval of (or in some
cases the active support of) local and federal law enforcement agencies. Some examples would include: the historic
relationship be tween the Ku Klux Klan and southern police
forces; the FBI and Detroit's violent Breakthrough organization; members of the Chicago police force and the Legion
of Justice; and the FBI's role in not stopping violent attacks
by the Klan on civil rights workers.
The anti-law enforcement posture of the Posse however,
has made this type of relationship difficult if not entirely
impossible. One result of this factor is to cut all the traditional information routes from violent right-wing groups to

law enforcement agencies-in the past when right-wing
groups became too berserk, law enforcement officials knew
just who to contact to pull in the leash. This is apparently
not possible with the Posse.
I am not suggesting that greater investigative latitude be
given to law enforcement agencies. I am, however, suggesting
the traditional methods of monitoring and controlling rightwing groups will not work with the Posse.
I should hasten to add that many local law enforcement
officials in rural Wisconsin have privately expressed frustration and anger at the lack of seriousness with which the Posse
is taken by Stat~ officials. Local police need outside assistance
to deal with the Posse since local officials justifiably fear
reprisals against their family members by Posse fanatics.

The Larger Picture
Small paranoid right-wing conspiratorial groups have
formed and disbanded throughout American political history.
They usually have remained small and lacking in influence,
except during periods of economic and/or social upheaval.
The growth of the Posse Comitatus parallels a period when
legitimate grievances by farmers, ranchers and rural
Americans have been too-often ignored by the rest of society.
When I was invited to appear on NBC's Today Show, I
insisted that a farmer fighting foreclosures appear with me.
Without the crisis in agriculture, the Posse would have
remained an insignificant hate group.
As long as disparate produce and stock pricing structures,
mortgage foreclosures, excessive loan rates, unfair commodities speculation, and inequitable Federal agricultural
policies continue to tear apart the social and economic fabric
of rural America, there will be an audience for the Posse
Comitatus.

Salmon
continued from page 42

On January 11, 1984, Douglas Palmer, a Warm Springs
fisherman, was found guilty (10 to 2 jury verdict) for overfishing his permit. Palmer was the first of 13 defendants to
be tried in Oregon. 1\.vo Oregon cases were transfered to
Umatilla Tribal Court. The Tribal Court dismissed the cases
ruling that Oregon fish regulations were unconstitutional
because they violated Indian treaties. In Washington State,
ten cases have been won and two lost.
Why has the government spent a quarter of a million
dollars and enormous court costs to put a few dozen Indian
fishermen behind bars?
The defense contents that the government's true goals are:
1) to undermine the Boalt-Belloni decision by making the
public believe that Indian fishing is the cause of diminishing
salmon returns; 2) to make it clear that the government will
retaliate against anyone who stands up for treaty rights and
sovereignty by jmaking an example of David SoHappy and
his family; 3) to put a wedge between environmental activists
and Indian rights activists, and finally 4) to control Indian
tribal resources by undermining tribal sovereignty and
self-determination.
Barry Paisner, a third-year law student has been working with
attorney Jack Schwartz on tribal fishing rights issues for nearly two
years. Charlene Touchette is a member of the executive board of
Six Directions, a Native American cultural group.

46----------------------------------------------------------Desperate people will listen to desperate solutions, even
though the solutions are simplistic, scapegoating and full of
hate. No amount of law enforcement intervention will stop
the Posse; what will stop the Posse is an agricultural policy
that is fair and equitable and protects the small farmer.
And do not be fooled by the relative silence about the
Posse-it has not gone away, nor has its influence diminished.
The Posse is merely being ignored by the media-until
another violent confrontation thrusts them back into the
headlines.

What Can the Council Do?
Some Suggestions for Discussion
1) Call for the Justice Department to vigorously enforce
existing federal laws, popularly known as the Anti-Klan
Statutes.
2) Vigorously enforce existing Wisconsin laws when
applicable, especially criminal conspiracy statutes and
statutes which impose sanctions against those who interfere
with elected officials and authorized law enforcement
officials carrying out their lawful duties.

3) Seek to have the Federal Criminal Statutes on Conspiracy
Against Rights of Citizens (18 U.S.C., Section 241), and Federaly Protected Activities (18 U.S.C., Section 245), introduced into
the Wisconsin legislature; or, if similar provisions are seen
as substantially existing under Wisconsin Law, to have these
state statutes vigorously enforced.
4) Educate Wisconsin residents about the Constitutional
Rights of all citizens, and how the exercise of those rights
ends when it abuses the rights of others; and encourage a
debate on these issues in the press, electronic media, and
public schools.
5) Encourage civil litigation by the targets of the Posse and
other hate groups under the federal civil statutes protecting
Constitutional Rights (42 U.S.C., Sections 1981-1989).
Attorney Arthur Kinoy, a professor and legal authority on
Constitutional law affiliated with the Center for Constitutional Rights in New York, testified before Congress several
years ago regarding the utilization of the existing Federal
"<l?ti-Klan" statutes mentioned above. I am presenting a copy
of his testimony to the Council. Wisconsin does not need new
laws of dubious Constiutionality-it needs to enforce the laws
that already exist.

Moon Retraction
continued from page 5

the Spartacists by the attorney Rachel
H. Wolkenstein, and in noted libel
attorney Jonathan W. Lubell of the
firm of Cohn, Glickstein, Lurie,
Ostrin, Lubell & Lubell.
On December 26 , 1983 the
Washington Times printed a letter by
the Spartacists detailing their activities during the November 27,
1982 anti-Klan rally, along with an introduction by the newspaper which
included the retraction stating " We
no longer charge that the Spartacist
League/Spartacus Youth League
(SLISYL) provoked violence on that
day:'
According to Spartacist League
spokesperson Walt Senterfitt, the
lawsuit helped expose the
Washington Times as "the Moonie
Unification Church's attempt to give
a respectable, conservative cover to
Moon' s plan for theocratic
dictatorship-in the name of fighting
"the Great Satan" of Marxism, of
course." Senterfitt thought it ironic
that the "Moonie 'Lord of the Second
Advent' had to apologize to his most
hated 'Satan,' revolutionary Marxism:'
Following the anti-Klan rally, the
Washington Times had headlined an
article "Left-wing group linked to
D.C. riot," referring to some isolated
looting and disorderly activity that

had occured away from the
demonstration site. The Times
quoted several un-named sources as
charging that members of the Spartacist groups had handed out metal
bolts and other projectiles and encouraged violence.
A large part of the article was an attack on the Spartacists, their politics
and tactics with the clear implication
that police would be justified to use
any measures necessary tq protect
themselves when dealing with Spartacist members. While the Spartacists
have attracted a reputation for
disrupting rallies and engaging in
militant confrontations, the article's
allegations went far beyond this type
of criticism to actually alleging
criminal violent acts and exposing the
Spartacists to a scenario of police
over-reaction based on the Times
allegations.
According to Spartacist counsel
Wolkenstein, "This was a libel that
kills. In falsely targeting the SLISYL
as would-be cop-killers, the Moonies
were trying to set up the organization's members and supporters to be
shot first and questioned later. We
took up the suit in self-defense, to
protect not only our good name, but
the right of anyone to organize
against Klan/Nazi terror without being subject to vicious frame-ups."

Attorney Jonathan Lubell noted,
"This settlement is extremely significant in light of the fact that the media
will not generally settle cases of this
nature. The Washington Times' libels
against the SL/SYL were dangerous
as well as false. This settlement is
recognition of the essential fact that
the SLISYL were not involved in provoking violence." Lubell is nationally known as the libel lawyer who
sucessfully took the case of Herbert
v. Lando to the Supreme Court.
The SL/SYL has compiled overwhelming evidence exposing the
Moonies' libel, including a statement
submitted by FBI director William
Webster to the 1983 FBI Oversight
Hearings of the Senate Subcommittee
on Security and Terrorism. Webster's
March 10 submission included the
statement that though "a group
known as the Spartacist League (SPL)
was alleged to have been involved in
the violent portion of the anti-Klan
demonstration," in fact, "investigation by the Washington Metropolitan
Police Department and the United
States Capitol Police has not un- ·
covered any indication that the
aforementioned group did more than
urge participation in the anti-Klan
demonstration by residents of the
District of Columbia, who were and
are unsupportive of the Klan 's goals:'
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A Story of Neo-Fascist Terror

Subscribe to

The Hammer
anti-racist, anti-fascist news and analysis

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Four issues:
individuals: $5.00
libraries and institutions: $15.00
overseas or outside U.S.A.: $10.00
free to prisoners
inquiries from bookstores and
distributors welcome.

Whafs in a Name
During Biblical times, Israel was occupied by
Hellenistic invac:;lers. The Ancient Hebrews were
oppressed and exploited in their own land.
Among them arose a family known as the Maccabees who drove the Hellenists out and relieved the tyranny of oppression. The Maccabees
became a symbol of resistance for everyone. The
word Maccabee translates to Hammer. Hence,
our name. We hope to be a helpful part of the
struggle to end the tyranny of racism and
fascism.

On 2 August 1980 a bomb
hidden in a suitcase exploded at
Bologna rai lway station in Italy,
claiming the lives of 85 innocent
people and injuring over 200.
The outrage at Bologna was j ust
one more episode in what has
become known as the "Strategy
of Tension"- a campaign of terror, infiltration, provocation, and
murder (including that of anarchist Guiseppe Pinnell i) that
stretches back to the begi nning
of the 1960s and has its roots in
the cold war. But w hat exactly
are the aims of this seemingly
senseless campaign, and who
are the people behind it?
O f the five people named as
suspects by the Italian judge in-

vesti gati ng the ou trage at
Bologna, one stands out from all
the rest: Stefano Delle Chiaie.
Master organizer of neo-fascist
terror, or someone who has been
deliberately set-up as such by
other more shadowy figures, the
name of Delle Chiaie is inextricably linked w ith just about
every major right-wing scandal
and terrorist outrage to have
rocked Italy duri ng the past two
decades. The history of Delle
Chiaie is the history of nazism
in our \\Urld today. Through it we
see neo-fascist terrorist organisations in thei r true role: that of
"Plausibly Deniable" agents of
an inner oligarchic power sphere
which sets itself above all law
and morality.

"... sounds like the plot of an impossibly loaded
thriller . .. but facts exist to support the thread of the
plot . . . !'
Glasgow Herald
'~ . . a conspiratorial brew that makes Len Deighton
read like the Secret Seven." New Musical Express

STEFANO DELLE CHIAIE:
PORTRAIT OF A BLACK TERRORIST
by Stuart Christie (ISBN-0-946222-09-6.)
"Portrait of a ' Black' terrorist;' $6 (plus $1.00 postage). Enclose

a check/postal order/money order payable to Refract Publications,
BCM REFRACT, London WC1N 3XX.

published by
Institute for Research and Education on
Human Rights, Inc.
P.O. Box 6001
Kansas City, Missouri 64110
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A 104-page book that uses actual FBI documents to show
operations against Black, Puerto Rican, Native American, and
Chicano/Mexicano movements.
Details the cases of slain Black
Panther leaders Fred Hampton
and Mark Clark. Exposes the
set-up of jailed Panther leader
Geronimo Pratt. Shows how the
FBI allowed assaults on civil
rights workers.
A terrific educational tool
since the book uses the FBI's
own documents providing unchallengeable evidence of
wrongdoing.
$5.00

NCLC: Brownshlrts
of the Seventies
The first exhaustive study of
the National Caucus of Labor
Committees-U.S. Labor Party.
Now updated with several recent articles showing how the
USLP/LaRouche cult has turned
into a necrfascist threat for the
Eighties. This 24-page book
delves into the brainwashing
and psychological manipulation
inside the LaRouche cult,
examines the group's hi_story
and structure. The articles
discus-s the Fusion Energy
Foundation, National Anti-Drug
Coal ition and other front
groups.
$3.00
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Watching
the people
that are
watching you .. .

• U.S. Den1onstratiuns
-City by City Accounts
• Worldwide Dctnonstrations
- Country by Country Acco unt s
• What to Do if You Are Arrested
• Ilow to Fightllarrasstncnt & lnl"iltralion ol
Your Organization
• Analysis of th e War
- Nomn Chornsky
- Barbara Ehrenreich
the Public Eye is a civil liberties news publication sponsored
by the National Lawyers Gui ld Civi l Liberties Comm ittee &
puhlishccl hy ln vcsti!!alive News Fealures

IF YOU t;E'l' AU.l{ES'l'EU ...
Preparation for possible arrest:
Center yourself on the meaning of your
action.
Attend a nonviolent Ltaining session
wilh your affinity group if you have not
previously done so.
·, Prepare yourself for l11e experience of
jail by ta.Jking wilh those who have experienced civil disobedience and arrest.
Carry NO weapons or contraband into
the action. Prescriptions should be in
9riginal containers only. Carry prescription orders wilh you as identification and
to facilitate having prescription drugs
brought into jail.
'·· Make sure support people have necessary information about you (name, who to
contact. your birt.hdate, special needs you
have for getting l11ings into jail and jail
account, etc.)
· Keep 20 cents for a phone call in jail.
The Warning: Police order you to leave.
This is Lhe last opportunity to opt out. In
a situation of mass arrests, it is sometimes
difficult to get away at Lhis point
Tbe arrest: There are several options (up
to the individual, but aJrmity groups should
know who among them is doing what; a)
. walking with the officer in an effort to
communicate with him/her; b) going
..limp" or non-cooperating in another
nonviolent manner_
\ In either case, you may be handcuffed.
Any active resist.ance or interference with
someone else's arrest can lead to additional charges and pecsonal injury.
·. Police are not required to read you the
Miranda Rights unless they are questioning you. You have the right to remain
silent Men and women may be separated
a1 the time of arrest into separate buses.

Write down the details of your arrest as
soon as possible. Record the time and
place of the arrest for possible trial use
later, as well as the name and badge
nurnl>crs of the arresting officer. You
are a witness; what you remember may
l>c valuable to someone in courtlat.cr. '' ~
You arc also entitled to confer with a
lawyer at any time before you say anything or agree to anytJ1ing. Don't be
afraid to ask for someone on the legal
team if you are confused or need clarification on the process.
Dooking: You will probably go through
a booking procedure, either att.he arrest .,
site or at the jail. You may then be asked
to show picture 10, address, Social Security number,etc. How much information you give up is up to you. Some
activists carry no identification amVor ·
refuse toanswerobjectionable questions. ·
Refusal to supply the requested information slows the whole process down
considerably, which may or may not be
desirable for the group as a whole. At
booking you will be given a preliminary · ·
set of charges which are not final, but
may be changed at tl1e time of arraignment
Opportunity to "cite" out: Once you
are in jail waiting for arraignment, authorities may offer to let you go if you
sign a citation release form promising
that you will appear in court at the appointed time for arraignment. This is
called being released on O.R. (own recognizance.) Failure to appear results in
a bench warrant being issued on you.
Some jail systems prefer to release
prisoners on O.R. because it is less bur-
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Jan. 20, NOON Planning meeting for
Jan. 26 March & Rally, 255 Ninth St.
{above Folsom) (CA VME) 626-8053
Jan. 20, 2:30 PM Meeting of l11c Bay
Area Direct Action Network, Ashkcnaz,
13 17 San Pablo {at Gilman), Dcrkcky
{415) 464-3020
Jan. 21, 10 AM March to llonor Dr.
Martin Luther King and his stand for peace.
Assemble atlllird and Carroll, SF, march
10 a rally at noon al Civ ic Crntcr (Civic
Audi Iori urn)
Jan. 23, 12 NOON Mass tlie-in rally at
UC Berkeley (S tudrnts for Peace in the
Persian Gulf) Sproul Plaza, Telegraph &
Bancroft, Derkcley
Jan. 23, 7:30 PM Sign painting party
for Jan. 26 March at the East Day Green
Party office. 3122 Shattuck, Berkeley
(ncar Ashby BAR1) {415} 530-4935
Jun . 24, 7:00PM Torch-Light March at
UC Berkeley (Students Organizing for
Resistance and Democrulic Ernpowennent
(SOR DE), Sproul Pla£a, Telegraph & Dancroft, Oerkeley (415) 548-9252
Jan. 25, SUNDOWN Anti-War Dcach
Bonfire Party at Baker Ueach in SFw/live
music (Direct Action Network), picnic
area ncar Lincoln Blvd. & Dowlcy Road,
hus line 29 464 -3020
Jan. 25,6 PM Meet t11e Jan . 26speakers
at fund-raising reception :11 1015 f-olsom
Nightclub, San fwncisco (Jan. 26 Mobilization} 1015 Folsom (between 6l11 and
7th) $10 to $20 donation, ages 2 1 and
over. (415) 626-8053
Jan. 26, 10 AM Nationwide March and
RaJiy, march from Justin IIerman Plaza to
rallyatCiviccent.er. (C.A.V.M.E.) Gather
at Embarcadero & Market, Embarcadero
DART (415) 626-8053
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Jan. 27. I0 AM Western States Student Anti-war MeeLing (Organi£e to build
u broad student movement to bring L1le
liOOps horne now} Dwinelle llall, UC
Oerkeley (415} 626-8053/421-4617
Jan. 27, 8 PM Benefit for the Emergency Committee with Last Laugh Theatre and other nets ($5 to$10} Ashkenaz,
1317 San Pablo (at Gilman}, Berkeley
(4 15} 525-5054
Jan . 28, NOON TO 3:30PM Teachin at Oiublo Valley College (Mount
Diablo Peace Center, f-rank Lill ie Club),
Student Forum at Diablo Valley College, (415} 933-7850n98-36948
Jan. 28,4 PM ACT UP on the Day of
Disaster (Bush's St.atc of the Union Adtlress) Decentralized autonomous actions. plus raJiy at SF City l lall. (Plus
pre-action meeting/party Jan. 27, 6 PM
Ceasar's Latin Palace, 3 140 Mission
above Anny)
Jan. 29, 7 PM Showing of anti-war
videos from acmss the country: "War,
Oi l and Power" anti " Dring tJre Troops
I lome" (New American Makers) Opera
Plaza Theatre, 60 1 Van Ness Ave., SF
(4 15) 558-0320
f-ell. 2, 7:30PM The Cau'ics and Consequences of the Gulf War Lalk by Sam
March (Chainnan of Workers World
Party), The Womens' Duiltling, 3543
I Hth St., SF,$3to$5 donation requested.
(4 15) 826-482H
ON-C;OINC; ACTIVJ'I"IES:
Tuesdays & llrursdays, Noon 10
PM, vigil at S.F. Fctlcral Building (MusLardsccd Affinity Group, (415) 3392753)
Cuntiuued on Insicle Back Cuver
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Con1n1on Sense
Security For
Political Organizers
fiy Sheila O'Donnt:ll
As thc movements for stx:ial change hecome more sophisticated ,the techniques
of the swtc, corporations anti the right
wing have also become more sophisLi catC(I. ll istorically this has always been
the case; we will continue anti will be tJre
eventual victors. Caution in the face of
the concerted effort to stop us, however.
is bol1l prudent and necessary.
lltrt: art: Sollie uscru t suggc:.liuns:
Office
Never leave one copy of a document or
list behind; t.ake a minute to duplicate: an
irreplaceable document and keep L11c duplicate in a safe place.
Back up and store important compuLer disks off-site. Sensitive data and
membership list should be kept under
lock and key.
Kccp your mai ling lists, donor lbts
anti personal phone books away from
light-fingered !'l\!Opk. Always maintain
a duplicate.
Know your printer if you arc ahouttu
publbh and know your mailing house if
you contract for di:.tribution.
Know anyone you <.rre Lrusting to wurl..
on any pan of a pruject that is sensitive.
Don't hire a :.trunga as a messenger.
Sweeps for elcctron il: surveillance are
only effective for the Lime tJrcy arc being
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done, and arc only cffcl:tivc as they arc
being done if you arc sure of the person(s)
doing the sw~p .
Brid your mcmhcr:.hip tlll known or
suspected surveillance.
Assess your undcrwking from a security point of vkw; undersLand your vulnerabilities; assess your allies and your
adversaries as objectively as possibh:; do
not undcresl.imatc tJre opposition. Do not
Lake chances. Plan for the worst , hope for
the best.
Recognize you r orguni£ational and
personal sLrengths and weaknesses.
Discuss incidcnLS w1th cohorts, f<~mily
and membership. Call the prc~s if you
have hard information ubout :.urvcillo.~nce
or haras~mcn t. Discussion mal-es L1le din y
work of the intelligence agcncics anti pri·
vate spies overt.
General
ff you WISh IO have a pnvatcconvcrsalloll,
leavc your home and your oflice and gu
ouLSidc anti Luke a walk or go somewhcre
public aild nolicc who is near you.
Never say anything you don't want tn
hear repe<.~ ted whcn there is any possibility
of being rccordcd.
Don ' tuse cotlc on the phonl!. If you arc
ht!ing tapped anti the Lranscripl is uscd
again:.t you in court, tlle codctl c.:onvasalion can bo.! alleged 111 be anything.
Don't say anything on the phone you
tll)n't want to hear in O()l!ll court.
Don't gossip on the phone. Smut is
valuuble to anyone listening; it mal.cs
e veryone vulnerable.
If you arc being folluwetl, get the li c.:cns..; tag number anti de!)(;ription of the
car and descriptions of people in the car.
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Phowgraph the person(s) following you
or have a friend do so.
If you are followed or feel vulnerable,
call a friend; don't "tough it out" alone.
They are Lrying to frighten you. It is fright ening to have someone threatening your
freedom .
Debrief yourself after each incident
Writ.e details down: time, date, occasion,
incident, characteristics of the pcrson(s),
impressions, anything odd about the situation.
Keep a "weirdo" file and keep notes
from unsellling situations and see if a
pattern emerges.
Write for your government files under
the FOIA and pursue the agencies until
they give you all the documents filed under
your name.
Report thefts of mat.erials from your
office or home to the police; these arc
criminal acts.
Report incidents to the Movement
Support Network in New York at the Center
for Constitutional RighLc;.
Visits from the FBI
Don' ttalk 10 the FBI (or ally government
investigator) without your a11omey present. Information gleaned during the visit
can be used against you and your coworkers.
Get the names and addresses of the
agents and tell them you will have your
allorney gel in touch with them. 1l1ey
rarely set up an interview under those
circumstances.
Ca ll the National Lawyers Guilt.!,
American Civil Liberties Union or other
sympatltctic legal group if you need assiswnce locating a reliable local attorney.
Don't invite agents into your home.
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Spe<tk wit11 the agents uutsitle. Once inside tlley glean information about your
perspective and life style.
Don't let agents tltreaten you into
tnlking. If the FOI intends to impanel a
grand jury, a private talk with you will
not change the s!Iatcgy of tlte f-BI.
Lying 10 the FBI is a criminal act. The
best way to avoid criminal charges is to
say nothing.
Any information you give tltc f-01 can
and will be usctl against you. Don't Lry to
outwi t the f-BI. Your arrogance coultl
get you or others in serious tioublc.
FU I agents sometimes try to trick you
into giving information " to help a friend ."
Don't believe them .
Don't let them intimidate you. So
what if tltey know where you live or
work and what you do? lllis is still a
democracy and we still have constitutional rights. 1ltey intend to frighten
you; don't let them . They can only
"neutralize" you if you let them.
Remember: '11te United States prides
itself on being a democracy; we have
Constitut ional rights. Dissatisfaction
with tlte status quo anti aucmpting to
mohililc for change is protected; surveillance and harassment arc violations.
Take your rights serious ly and fight for
them. Speak out.
Originally circulatetl: 19H-t Revised :
I/X9
Sheila O'Donnell is a paralega l investigator with more than a dccatle 'sexperience 0 11 civil liberties, civil rights,
and goven11nen1 intclligenceabuse cases.
Ms. O'Donnell is a member of the
Nationul Lawyers Guild antl co-fountler
of the Public Eye Maga:tinc. She is cur-
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World-Wide
Round-Up of Anti\Var Protests
lly nory Cox and Jonathan
Franklin
Much of the following information was
compiled frorn a variety of sources and
is unconfirmed.
Despite thceffortsof t11e U.S. govcmment 10 package and market Operation
Desert Stonn, it will have 10 go down in
history as being tltc war which has tnct
the greatest oppostion before the first
shot was even fired. Since the war
started, demonstrations have mushroomed wurltl-widc in intensity and siLc,
as hundreds of thousands angry yet spirited protestors fill city streets, colkge
campuses, and town squares.
In San r:rant.:isco, the morning of the
January 15 deadline saw at least 3,000
successfully dose down tlte F~tlcral
Building and its surrounding streets.
Later that afternoon, many of tJtc sam~
people launched a sneak allat..:k on the
Oakland-S.F. llay Bridge, successfully
closing down bmh directions of the Day
Area's most vitnl tmnsportation link. A
somewhat patriotic talk-show host urgetl
those stuck on the bridge 10 roll tluwn
their windows ant.! turn up their radios
while he played "G<xl lllcss Amc.:rica."
That evening, at least I0,000 marched
from the ~lission District to Chevron 's
hcatlquartcrs in the f-inancial District,
wh~rc they adnowkdgcd the stroke of
9 PM, t11e time of tJte U.N. deadl ine.:, by
chanting "fut.:k the dc.:adlincl"
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Wednesday aftl!rnoon war bmle out,
and a contingency plan had been C!ll.Llblishcd by the Emergency Commiuee to
Stop the U.S. War in the Middle East lor
months to meet in the heanof S.F. 's shopping district. Within an hour, the throng
had grown to well over I 0,000, Strl!tt.:hing
for blocks and snaking through the city.
Despite thl! local mcdi<J claiming Lhl! nawre of tJ1e protests were violc!nt, most
people just made a lot of noise or quietly
carried c<Jndles. Some left a truil of spray
paint graffilli- pcace signs ami ami -wa r
slogans- on buildings and buses. whidt
sudtknly became moving anti-war htllboards. Neighbors, local husincss pt:upk,
and even commuters stuck in non-moving
traffic expressed tJlcirsuppon, whtk a few
dbplaycd outrage at the int.:onvcnience.
By the end of t11c evenmg, a polu:c t.:ar hatl
~n hlown up, several busines:-.es h;.~tl
their windows smashed , antl the local
Armed Forces Recruiting office had bcl!n
wmplctely ransackcll <~ftcr prute swrs
smashed thl! front windows 111, went in aruJ
ovenurnc.:d desks, scauen:tl ftles , and tlc.:stroyed a framed picture of Uncle; Sarn . " I
feel as if I' m saving at kasl a few ktds'
lives," mentioned one protesta as hc scattered a whole box-load of files filled with
young men's names up ami down Van
Ness Avenue. Dy r:ritlay,therc were ova
1,000 arrests.
In other locations:
PARIS - Saturday, Jan. 12 Ove r
I00,000 protest.
CANADA- Saturday, Jan. 12. Ova
25,()(){)dcmonstrated acmss the country in
20 cities, despite colt!, snowy conditions.
EUGENE, OR- Tues1lay. Protcster.;
staged a mock die-in, where an air raid
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siren was set off ami "soldiers" wearing
bandages soaked with thcalrical blood frm.e
in place. AfLcr the siren stopped, they fctt
to Lhe ground as if dying, while taped
sounds of warfare played over Lhe loudspeaker. After that, the Federal Building
was blocked by 2,000 people, and that
evening dcmonsLiators blocked Interstate
5, unlit they were hrokrn up with a round
of tear gas from police.
ROME- Wednesday. Sit in in front of
the lt.1lian Parliament. A group of Greenpeace aetivistsand women tlressccl in hlm:k
as a symbol of mourning entered the Parliament. Greenpeace innatable boats delayed the depanure of two Italian naval
vessels.
BERLIN-Wednesday. Wjndows of a
U.S. cultural center were smashed, while
demonstrators catted a strike to protest
plans LO treat wounded American soldiers
in Gennan hospitals.
HIROSHIMA, JAPAN- Thursday.
Survivors oflhe I945 bombing panieiapted
in an ant.i-nuclcar sit-in.
PHILADELPHIA- 1l1Ursday. 1,100
marched two miles from City llaliLO t11e
Liberty Dell and hack, tying up the afternoon commute.
AUSTIN, TX- Two dozen were arrested in a crowd blocking rush hour traffic.
PORTLAND, ME- 1l111rsday. 100
protesters chanted and held up a symbolic
body bag, a white sack sprcckled with red
paint.
ATHENS, OH- Thursday. 103 arrested in demonstrations and confrontations between t110se supporting Operation
Desert Stonn and those opposing.
DOSTON-Thunlay. 600 dernonstra-
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tors allemptell blod .ing the John F. Kennedy huilding. B4 arrested.
ST. CLOUD, MN - ll1ursday. 29 arrested while blocking entrances to a
huiltling.
IIAR'TFORD, C1' -Thursday. 120
people blocked entr.mces to the f-ederal
Building.
MELOOURNE, AUSTRALIA'Ilulrstlay. Over 200 blocked traffic,
c.:hantetl"nomore wur,"aml wept openly.
OONN, GERMANY- Thurstlay. A
Grccnpcace ship hearing a banner declaring "No war in the Gulf, away with
the ultimatum" sailed up the Rhine,
hlowing an air raid siren.
MUNICII- 11111rsday . I5,0<Xl youtJ1s
rail ied for pc<tce.
HAMBURG, GERMANY- Thursday. A demonstration left a bank's
window smashed.
GOETTIN GEN, GE RMANY Thursday. Protesters blocked uain
Liacks, halting service from this town
about 95 miles northeast of Frankfurt.
f-RANKf-URT, GERMANY Thursday. A torchlight march lights up
the front of U.S. army facilities.
I IELSINKI , f-INLAND- Saturday,
1/19. Protesl.';schctluledfor today. I,000
expected.
DOSTON- TUESDAY, Doston Com·
mons 4,500 protestors, 9 arreSL'i. WEDNESDAY, a group of 1,500 I larvard Sq.
to Govcmme111 Center, die-ins across
the city from Doston 10 Camhridge. I
arrest forharrassmentofpolice. 1'1 IURS·
DAY, from K am to 8 pm at Federal
Uuihling, 90 arrests. Storrow Drive, a
major highway closed by 2,500 protestors. Spontaneous demonstrations
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closing down llarvard S4uare and MIT.
High school ~tutlcnts across city walking out. Minimal violence by police or
demonstrators.
SPRINGFIELD, MA -WESTOVER
AFU - 5,(XXl protestors at Air Force
Base, 90 arrests.
MON11'ELIER, VT-2,(00protcstors.
20 people blocked bridge bet ween Yenno
nt and New I lampshire near Dartmouth
College.
UURLINGTON, VT-5!Xl protestors
marched.
NEW IIA YEN, CT- 100 protestms
PROVIDENCE,RI · 5CXldemonstrators, 3 people arrc~tctltaking over feder
at phua.
CONCORD, PL YMOUTII, TILTON, NH - Many Junior High and High
School Walkou ts.
ATLANTA,GA ·TUESDAY , 3,500
prme~tors 1n MLK & anti-war march,
TIIUHSDAY, 300 protestors all day
protest at f-edera l Ouilding , 3 arrests
march th mu~h dow ntown, LO recruiting
station, MLK tomb.
MICIIIGAN - Will semi 600 people
in busses to march, many more in carpoo
Is ami vans. Tl IURSDA Y I ,Om people
protested at f.~:deral Uuilding, no arrests.
Ann Arbor- TIIURSDA Y 400 people
protested . Wpsilanti, Eastern Michigan
UniversityTHURSDA Y 400protestors.
CIIICAGO, ILL - No answer
NEW YORK CITY-WEDNESDAY
5,000· 7,000 protestors in Times Square,
march to UN. Marched around Manhattan. I am on the Orooklyn Bridge, drunk
driver rams march, I K ILLEO, several
injured. WEDNESDAY · 5,000 African-American coalition against US in-
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tervcnlion, dem on:>~rat iun at UN , 12-6 pm.
Traflil: ~narled for hours. Police brutality
vidcotapcd.TIIURSDA Y · Times S4u~ue,
10,000 demonstrators marched tO wa~h·
ington S4uaK
NEW PALTL, NY- Since la:.t Saturday,daily vigil in wwn plat.a, 50-KOpco plc
-"No more Dlood for Oil" slogan.
POUGHKEEPSIE, NY -200 [lCopk
aucndcd "town meeting" 1n Episcotxllian
Church. Discussed ~oun:cs ol accurate
news information. ~1arch cd through town
to Civic.: Centcr.
WOODSTOCK, NY · 24 hour, d.1ily
vigil in town green for pa~t week . Empha
SiS Oil WOiliCII' S group:. for llo.:at:e.
IIUDSON, NY· HXI proti!Stors at h>Y.tl
center, every Satun.lay morning vig1 I.
ALUANY, NY · Tl IUHSDA Y, 2,(XXI
protestors gat11ered at Capitolman:ha l to
Federal Uuilding, 5 arrc:.ts.
WASIIINGTON, I>C - I.AFAYL::rll:
PARK, con ~tan t protc:.Ls and late ru~hl
arrcs Is, several "t:rackcd hc:.11b" 1 UES·
DAY - 7,000 gathered at National C.nhc·
dralman.:hed to White I lou ~c. TUE:.S DAY
. 3-4,000 lloward Universit y stutknts, 12
Jlllllllarchl!d 10 White I louse. WED NES·
DAY . I ,500 proh!~tors marc.: hctl th rog·
hout city, traffic snarled, few arrc:.ts.
TIIURSDAY NIGIIT- 2,000 p1 111e:.tors
gathered in park. White lluuse~urrou nc.kd
by phalanx of police cars . Pro-war suppor·
wrs given more access to ~trects. Prote:.LS
rcwictcd by police.
WITHOUT DETAILS
DURHAM,NC -WEDNESOA Y -t ,(X)O
PORTLAND, OR - 15,000 SATU H·
DAY
OLYMPIA, WA- TUESDA Y, :.tJte
capitol occupied.
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Excerpts from a National
Teach-In sponsored by lhe Campaign
for Peace in lhe Middle East on WBAI and
Paci f ica Ratlio, I/1 3J<) I

Noam Chomsky ...
' ' Iraq's invasion of K uwait evoked a
SLrong response from tlle industrial powers, in fact, two quite distinct responses.
One was economic sanctions of unprecedented severity; the second was the threat
of war Inow no longer just a threat - etl.l
llte first had wide backing; the second is
prelly much limited to the U.S . and Oritain. A s l11e leader of the two-member coal i tion, l11e U.S. moved quickly to ensure
that sanc ti ons could not be eff~tive anti to
har any diplomatic initiative. Two questions arise at once: Wh y has the response
lO I m4 's aggression been so firm aJtd harsh?
And why did lhe U.S. and Britain insist on
force rather than sanctions and diplomacy.
virtually alone apart from the family dictatorships tltal were put in place 10 rul e tlte
Gulf oil -producing states?
Now, 1here is a standard answer to that
question: " Iraq 's aggression and annexation arc unique crimes, so they meri t an
unprecedented reaction." President !lush
has declared that America stands where it
al ways has, against aggression, against
those who would usc force to replace Lhe
rule of law, and Secretary of Stmc Oaker
has orated about tltc era full of promise
that awaits us if only we stop the "new
I IiLier" before he conquers t11e world.
Many commentators have praised "the
wondrous sca·r hange at the l l nitctl Na·
tions, which is functioning as it was designed to do for vinually the firsttinte in
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its history, anti thus offering a boltl new
pattern of peacekeeping for the postCold War world" (New York Times).
The standard explanation for lhat is that
with tJte U .S. vicwry in the Colt! War,
Soviet ohstruct ion ism anti the shrill antiWestern rhetoric of the Third World no
longer render the U.N. ineffective.
None of these claims can withstand
even a momen t ' s scrutiny. Sadtlam
llusscin is a murderous gangster, exactl y as he was before August2 when he
was an amiable fricntl ami a favored
trading panner. I l is invasion of Kuwai t
is ano ther crime comparable to others,
not as terri hie as some, for cxatuple, the
Indonesian invasion and annexation of
East Timor which reached ncar-genocidal proporti ons - thanks to diplomatic support from the 1wo righteous
avengers of the Gulf.
11te trutJt was reveah.:d by former
U .N . Amba ssador Danie l Pat ri ck
Moynihan, who describes his success in
implementing State Department directives to render the U.N ., as he put it,
" uucrly inel fec tive in whatever measures it took in response 111 Indonesi a's
aggression," because the U.S. wished
things to turn out as they tlid ami worked
to hring th is about. It was stat ed with
equal frankness hy the Australian foreign mini ster who exp lain ed hi s
country 's acquiescence in tlte viol ent
annexa tion ol East Ti1uor: "The world is
a pre11y unfair place li11ered with examples of acquisitiou hy force."
Saddam llussein ' s aggression, in contrast , called fortJt tlte Austral ian prime
minister 's ringing declaration that "big
countries can nut invach.: small neighbors
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and get away with it. If Libya were to
j oin the "!lutcher of Baghdad" in exploiting Kuwait's oil riches, we would
be hearing the call to " nuke 'em." When
Australia joined thl.! " !lutcher of Jakarta"
in exploiting TimoreSc! oi l a few weeks
ago,there may have been a small item on
the business pages.
Tite United Nations has been unable
to resp()ltd to aggn:ssion,annexation and
olher violations of international l aw, because it's h~ n blocked by the great
powers, pri marily the U.S. During t11e
pa!iltwo d..:cadcs, the U .S. is far in the
lead in Security Council vetoes, wi th
Driwin second, france a distant tltiul,
and the Soviet Union fourth. The record
in lhe General Assembly is similar on
questions of aggression, annex ation,
disarmament and others.. ..
'llte U.N. was able to respond to lmq's
aggression because for once the U.S. al lowed it to. Titat is the "wontlrous SC<l change" at the U.N . The unprecedenl.l!d
severity of the U.N . sanc tions was the
result of intense U.S . pressure and threats
accompanied by much cynical posturing. As a maHer of l ogic, principles
cannot Ill.! selet:tivdy uphcltl, and as a
maHer of fact , thl.! U .S. is one of the
major violator.; of the principles now
gr;utdly proc lainlcd . We therefore conclude at once withou t ambigui ty or
equivocation that 11• ~..: United Stah:s docs
not uphold those principles. The response
to Sadtl4lm llus~i n's aggression was
unprcccd..:nted because he stepped on
the wrong toes....
Sanctions would have I had! an un ·
usually good chance of work ing for one
thing because of their unprecedented
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severity and for another tx:causc they
happened to be supported by the usual
sanctions- bu~t.ers, tl•~o.: U.S. and England
prominently among them. Nevcrtllek ~~ .
the U .S. moved at once to fur..:closc this
option by dispatching a huge CX J>cdllulnary force to the Gulf....The purpose anJ
the effect of the quick military builll·np
was to ward off the danger lhat sanctions
might force lmq out of K uwait....
lltere arc two crucial regional bsu~s .
apart from Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwait.
·n,e lir~t is the Arah·l sracli conllict ;uul
the s~..:Cond is the maHer of w~pons of
mass tkstruction. On hoth b~u..:s,thc US.
has consis tently l'x!cn opposed tu the diplomatic track, long before lhe Iraqi invasion. On the Arab·l sracli connict, thac
has llcen a broad intcmational con~ns us
for years on a political !>ell knu:nt. The
U .S. and Israel have oppose() it anti they
have been isolated in tltis rcjcctionism .
The latest U .N . vote was 15 1to3 (the U .S.,
Israel aJltl Dominica) .
...The U.S has c:onsbt..:ntl y oppo!M:tl an
international conference on the Mitldle
East. The excuse now offered i s lhat we
cannot reward aggression, bu t that can't
possibl y be tlte reason since, for one tlung,
the U.S . docs common ly reward aggression, an1l for another , i t oppo~cd thi s
international conference lung before lra4
invaded.

Barhara Ehrenreich,

w riter.

author of The Worst Y(ars of Our l.ives,
documenting the Reagan years:
' ' I f you l ook over thccvc ntssmre Au gust 2nd , the first impression lhat you get
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is of one man' s single-mindctl detennination to get us into a shooting war, and that
one man is George Bush.
111ere was, for example, the cynical
search for a rational e for war that would
appeal to the American public. First, they
tried "oil," which got generalized into
"our way of life," meaning, I suppose, our
habit of consuming about a 4uarter of all
the oi l used in the ent ire world every year,
although we account for only five percent
of the world's popul ation. And of course
this habit was beautifully exemplified hy
George Bush at Kennebunkport as he
thought about the crisis in early August
and drove around in a SfX'edhoat which
gets one mile to the gallon.
But it's hard to believe in oi l as a
rationale for war even if it were a morally
defensible one-which it isn't -because
whatever else he's done, Sadtlam H usscin
didn't threaten the world 's oil supply,
didn't raise the world'soil prices. In fact,
ifthiscountry werereallyconcemcd about
oil prices, we would have invaded Amoco
and bombed Exxon, because they are t11e
ones who have raised prices and caused
hardship all over the world.
11ten they l!ied "democracy," hut that
didn' t work at all . Kuwait was a feudal
monarchy, Saudi Arabia is the land of
gender apartheid where by law women
can' t even go out of their homes wi thout a
male relative, can't drive cars, can' t go
shopping. If you happen to believe that
women's rights arc also human righL~ and
that democracy involves two sexes, tlten
we are not defending democracy.
Then they tried "jobs." This was lhe
real low point in t11e search for a rationale.
Everyone knows that tJ1e war buildup is
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sinking our economy, already ravaged
by the speculative frenzy and rich
people'sorgy of the Eighties ami tJ1at tlle
on ly j obs that the Gulf venture is likely
to generate in this country arc for gravediggers.
·nten they tried tlte rationa le of"internat ionallaw," which soundsprelly good,
of course, until you realize tlta t only a
yem ago it was Cieorge Bush who was
invading a small country 10 his sout11,
Panama. And it was the United States
that was condemned by the United Nations for a " llagrant violation of international law....The number of civi lian
deaths result ing from the lJ.S. invasion
of Panama (whidt we don't know tlte
exact number), but if we just look at tlle
onler of magnitude, if we look at t11e
estimates, then we sec that me number of
dcat11s is in the same order of magnitude
as the nuntber of deaths - civilian and
otlterwb~ - - resulting front the Iraqi
invasion of Kuwait....
'lltey tried or her rationales; the potential Iraqi nudcar threat was prelly popular for a few days la!ltlllonth , but now the
rationale scents to have sell led down to
the oldest one in history : We have to go
to war because we're there ami we' re
armed and we're ready to fight.. ..
It wasn't that difficult for most of
thc~c U.N. countries to give (icorge l.lush
the go-ahead because their young men
and women will not be dying in the Gulf.
And it was easy enough for the U.S.
Congress and Senate also to vote for
war. Our so-called volunteer army which has in fact been drafted by pov·
crt y, j ohlessness and mcism - does not
contain the children of lawyers and
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business leaders and high-r.utking public officials. Out of 535 congresspersons
and senators only two have children in
the armed services in tlte Persian Gulf.. ..
One last eerie fact: 'Jne Pentagon has
what it has called its " nightmare scenario" for the Gulf. Now you might
think that would mean a long, bloody
war, right'! A U.S. defeat, right'! But no,
do you know what the "nightmare scenario" was, until just a few days ago,
anyway? II was an lmqi withdrawal from
Kuwai t. The nightmare was tllat there
would be no war!..,
I think we have to face anotltcr e>.planation,mayhc the scariest of all,that our
leaders are adllicted 10 war, that militarism has become our way of life.... Think
back a year ago to our leader.;' response
to the end of the Cold War. Was th~re
jubilation in Wa!>hington? Was there
danctng on the White I louse lawn'! No!
If you will recall, there was a mood of
sullenness, suspicion and withdrawal. In
fact, then there was an immediate search
for new enemies to replace the old ones,
a sca.rc.:h that let! I irstto drugs (remembu
that'!) and then to Manuel Noriega, ami
now 10 Sad!lam llussein.
Second, we have what some researchers call an economic addiction to war.
l11ink about it. We spend about 30 ()!rcen t of the federa l budget on the military, which me<1ns there is never any
money for education or health care or
housing or any kinll of safety net for the
poor or the out of work. No, we exJ>~.:CI
the military to absorb the poor- t11e
young and able-bodied poor, that is and we expect the milit.ary to generate
lillie bits of em ployment here and there
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ruanufac.:turing weapons, manufactur111g
the means of destruction .
Why do congressmen lohby !IO fero ciously for the B- 1 bomhcr orfor the F-14
to be made in their disl!icts? Because the
ahcmative is unemployment for tcn!l of
thousands of Americans, and unemployment in Republican Amcnca means poven y. hunger, even homelcssness. Why
don' t we have sncial progrJms that would
protec.:t the economically vulnerabk, suc.:h
as workers in the weapons industry'! ...
Why isn't there a safety net for tllem'!
Because the money that we might usc fur
people like tJtem has already hcen sp.:ntnn
prcpar.Hions for war .. .. This is a vicious
cycle, a dependency a11tl addt<.:tion which
we cannot seem to break even as we slide
as a nation into a major recession or
worse....
11tirdly ... what's our snlut ion to poveny? Three words: Butld More Prtson!l.
Already the U.S. kads tlle world tn tJtc
percentage of its ClliLcns IIICaJCI!rJtCd,
surpassing tlle Sovtet Union and just beating out Soutll Afnca Dccau!IC the u!ll! of
forc.:e, of guns and iron bars has bcc01ne
our rcllcxive solution whatever the problem at home or ahroad. Or drugs? Yes ,
there' s a prohleut, esrct.:ially anwng very
poor young people who arc exrx:ricncing
tkspair and alienation. But what is our
solution, a major puhltc.: health CaJli)I<Hgn,
a mobilization agamst the roots of that
despair which an~ poverty and racism and
economic decline? No. We l~d a war on
drugs, more guns, more Ioree, more racism and bnttal reprc:ssion ....
Why arc we in Saudi Arahia'! I thm't
tlunk the precipi tating event occurred on
Augu st 2 when Iraq invadctl Kuwait. It
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had alrC<Jdy occ.:urrcd two months e<~rlier,
in June, when various Democratic congressmen began to call for drastic cuts in
themilitarybudget. Weshouldhaveknown
it right then. We should have known that
that moment was the signal for war,thatan
enemy would be created if an enemy
couldn't he found ....
This is a war to justify militarism. ll1is
is a war for the sake of war.
We have to stop this war. George Dush
t.lrew his line in the sand. We have to draw
our line in the sand. And we have to say to
George nush, if you C.:Hl.'IS this line... Lhen
you will face somell1ing far more powerful than Saddam llusscin, and Lhat is an
oul!aged American public.: ....
We need an anti-war movement, because war is human sacrifice and human
sacrifice must rank with slavery as an
archaic evil ll1at humankind must finally
put aside in loathing ami disgusL Dut we
need more than an anti-war movemenL
We need a movement that is positively and
affirmatively for peace, a movement that
sl!ives to create a society and a world
based not on violence and brutality but on
peace and romiiiOII concern and mutual
assistance. We nel!d a movement that
upholds the preciousness, the miracle and
beauty of each and every human life.

STATEMENTBYTIIEAMEIUCAN FRIENDS SERVICE
COMMITTEE ON THE BEGINNING OF WARFARE IN
TilE PERSIAN (;ULF
The outbreak of war in the Gulf represents
a n1assive failure of govcrnrnenLo;, politi-
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cal kath.:rs ami international insLitUiions.
Aggression, ultimatums, deadlines,
demands for oil, and inncxibility became more significant than human lives
and the welfare of the human family.
The overwhelming, US-led miliLarization or international efforts 1.0 secure
lra4i withdrawal from Kuwait took on a
predictable logic of its own and has
propelled the world community inexorabl y i11to ac.:tiolls that bear no rdation ship to origi11al gonls.
·n,e America11 Friends Service Comlllith:e bclieve!i deeply that war could
have hccn averted, and we believe now
that it must he stopped now, before more
blood is shed. It must be ended before
the imperatives of warfare become fully
e11trem:hetl.
'Since August 2 our voice has hecn
one among many in this country and
arou11d the world that have ca lled for
Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwait and for
international economic and diplomatic
efforts to secure that end. Ours has been
one of the growing number of voices
calli11g for restraint as President Bush
has led thi scou11Lry on a relentless c.:ourse
toward the war that now names in the
Mitldle East and thrl!atens to engulf ever
more peoples nnd nations.
In t11is dire circumstance, we find
hope in the voices of people in this
coun try and nmuntl the world that demand thatll•e killing stop. The Ameri can Friends Service Commiuec is commit ted to educate, to organize and to
advocate policies toward this erul.
'Our hop•.: nlso is with those young
people who, on grounds of c.:onsc.:ience,
wi ll not panicipate in this war. This
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Quaker organiLation is com millet! to informing them of their rights and to suppaning their resistance.
As we seck an early end to the fighting, we also stand ready to provide humaniLarian assistance to the war's civilian victims, wherever we can.
As we focus on the immediate effects
of war, we are dismayed once again at
the devastating impact of warfare on
olher issues that rc!main as unmet c.:hallenges to our own sudety and govemmenl. Political imagination is rlivertcd
from addressing the disgraceful fact of
homelessness in our communities; fnun
the growing economic disparities between rich and poor, lllack and white,
men and women; from the effects of an
ever-worsening economy on the most
vulnerJble in our society. Ddieving that
the peaceful world we yearn for mu~t be
based on foundations of justice, we are
com milled to sustain and strengthen our
effons on these and other pressing issues
of social, racial and economic justice! for
our own society.
Our prayers arc with all who arc affected by this connict: the people of
lra4, of Kuwait, of lsr.tel, of Saudi Arabia, of Syria, of Jordan, the Palestinians
and others in the region who w1ll suffl!r
mo~t directly. Our prayers arc with l11e
men and worncn in l11e armies - of our
own nation and of the other nations
involved and wilh their parents and loved
ones. f-or all of their sales, we urge thilt
the call for sanity in our politicallcatkrship and for an end 10 Lhe killing be
heeded.
We call on all people of good will ami
from all religious l!aditions to choose
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n eport All Incidents to the-

Movement Support
Net,vork
The Movement Support Network (MSN)
is a project of the Center for Const it ut ~onal
Rights with cooperation from the Nauonal
Lawyers Guihl. MSN was founded in 19!!-t
to respond to increasing government sur·
veillance and harassment of people in volved in Centml America ~o lidarity wor~
and people active in the sanc.:tuary 111ovc·
men I. Since then the 11ctwor~ has cxpandl!d
10 serve as a monitllring rncchanb111 to
collect information about survcillar11:e and
harassment of persons involved in a wide
range of peace and social justice i::.sucs.
By collecting and disseminating information on specific incitkllls, MSN not
only organias opposition to such abuses,
but also raises puhlic.: awareness ol irnportant civilliherties issues, amJ helps activisLs place isolated incitknt.s in a nauonal
COillCXI.

For more information or to
report an incident, contact MSN,
666 Broadwa y, New York, N.Y.,

10012.
The MSN HOTLINE #is (212)
61~-6-'22.

life in this time or violence, and to demand
of political leaders the courage to rev~r~
tlh.:ir policies of d~atll.
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HOW DID 'I'HE FBI

COINTELPRO OPERATIONS WORK?
COI NTELPRO was t he Fni code
ac ron ym for its CO unt eriNTELligence PROgram
By Brian Glick
Excerpted hy permission from " W ar at
Home" A South End Press Pamphlet/
Booklet - A vail able from the Movement
Support Network
When congressional investigations, political trials, and other traditional lrgal
modes of repression faile£1to counter the
growing movements, nnd even helrcd to
fuel them, the f-BI and police moved outside the law. 11tey re~ortcd to the secret
aJid systematic usc
fraud and force to
sarotage constitutionally protcctC(I political activity. Their methods ranged far heyond surveill ance, amoun ting to a
ho111d10nt version of the covert action for
which the CI A has ht.!con tc infamous
throughou t the world.
I llc.1dquartcrs secret I y instmctcd
its field oflices to propose schemes to
"expose, disrupt, mistliret:t, discredit, or
othnwise ncutraliLe" spct:ific individU<tls
and groups. Close coordination with local
police ancl prosecutors was strongly encouraged. Otlter recommended col laborators included friendly news media, husiness and foundation exccut.ives, and university, church, and Uatle union officials,
as well as such "patriotic" organi Lations
as the A merican Legion.
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Final authority rested with Fill Headquarters in Washington, D.C. Top FBI
officials pressed local field offices to
step up their activity and demanded
regular progress reports. AgenL'i were
directed 10 maintain full secrecy "such
that under no circumstances should the
existence of the program he 1uade known
outside the Oureau and appropriate
within-office securi ty should be afforded
to sensitive opera tions and techniques."
A total of 2,370 of fida ll y approved
CO INTELPRO actions were adm i11ed
to the Senate lnLCIIigence Commi11ee,
and thous.uuls ntore have since been
uncovered.
f-our main methods have been re vcakd:
I. lnliltr,Jtion: Agents and informers
did ntlln1c1ely spy on political activists.
'Jlteir main purpose was to discredit and
disntpl. 'I hei r very presence served to
undermine trust and scare off potential
supporters. The FHI and pol•ccexploited
th1s fear to sntcar genuine activists as
agents.
2. Psychological Warfare From tlt e
Outside: 'Jlte FB I and pol ice used myriad other ''dirty tricks " to undermine
progressive movemen ts. They planted
false media stories and published bogus
lc<lfkts and other puhlicutions in the
na1m' of targeted groups. They forged
currespwulcnce, sell! anonymous tellers,
and made anonymous telephone calls.
They spread n1 1sinformation ahout
meetings :nul events, se t up pseudo
movement groups run by governmen t
agents, and man ipulatcd or strong ·anned
parents, employers, landlords, school offic ials and others to cause trouble for activi sts.
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3. llamssment Through the Legal System : 111e FBI an1l police abused the legal
system to harass dissidents and make
them appear tn be criminals. Officers of
the law gave rcrjured testimony and
presented fabricated evidence as a pretext for false arrc~ts and wrongful i1nprison1nen1. Thl!y discriminatorily enforced tax laws and other governmen t
regulations anti used conspicuous survei IIanee. "in vest igati ve" interviews, ami
grand jury subpoenas in an effort to
i ntimidate activists and silence their
supporters.
4. Extralegal f-orce anti Violence: Tite
FO J and police threatened, instigatC(I,
and themsel ves conducted break-ins,
vandalism, assaults, and beatings. The
ohject was to frighten dissidents and
disrupt their IIIOVelllents. In the case Of
radicallllack and Puerto Rican activists
(and later Native Americans), these at tacks- includutg poliucal assassinations- were so extensive, vicious, anti
calculated that tltey can accurately he
termed a form of official "terrorislll."
(copyright 19H9, Brian Glick)

WITNESS FOn PEACE
STATEMENT ON Til E
PERSIAN GU LF C RI SIS
January -1, IIJIJ I
The guiding principles of Witness for
Peace arc: a prayerful search for IIC<tee
with ju~tic.:e; grounded in religious faith
anti th e ~lief that we ourselves cannot
be free a~ long as anyone remains oppressed; political i ndependence; and a
commitment to c hanging ou r
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government 's unjust pol icies through
eyewitness experience and creative nonviolence.
Given these commitments, we make
the following sta temem ahout the crisis in
the Persian Gulf:
I . We deplore lratt's invasion and occupation of Kuwait and the human rights
violations its forceshavecommitted there.
We call upon Iraq to withdmw from Ku wai t
anti to find a rcaceful solution to its grievances.
2. We oppose a 111ilitary response to this
crisis anti we support a much stronger
elfort at negotiation and diplomacy, along
with a rrutge of creative, non-violent soc1al
and economic measures designed to im pact the governm ent and not tl.e rcople of
Iraq.
3. As an organi1ati on deeply involved
in Ccnual America, we recogniLe how
often our governlllcnt has intervened un justly in tlle affairs of smaller states. We
call upon our government to see this situation as an opportunity to renounce its
own policies of unjust intervention around
the world and to commi t itsel f to the (X'acefu l resol ution of such crises.
4. Wca lsocalluponourgovernment to
place human rights , social justice and
environntenwl balance in the fore of all
foreign policy decisions. srccilical ly to:
A . Reinstate pol1cies of energy conservation ami development of alternative,
safe energy re sources to reduce U.S. dependence on environmentally destructive
and pol i tically pcnlous fossil fuels.
B . In cooperatum will• the United Nations and World Court make peaceful
resolut.ion of the conll icts in tlte Middle
East a high priority.
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C. End rne world-wide arms race and
the trade which feeds upon it , that oppresses smaller nalions and JlOOr peoples
and escalates conflicts such as Lhat in Lite
Persian Gulf.

Linking Central America
with the Persian Gulf Crisis
Embarking on a deadly path
fly Vincent Cohh
WFP Mid East Consultant

On August 2, 1990 Iraq invaded Kuwait.
In response President Oush "drew a line in
the sand" and sent 200,000 U.S. troops to
the Persian Gulf region to "defendourway
oflife. "Therearenow400,000 U.S. troops
in Saudi Arabia ready to expel Iraq from
Kuwait and restore Kuwait's "ruling
family."
ANALYSIS
While WFP strongly condemns Iraq's
invasion of Kuwait (and insists that Iraq
withdraw its forces}, we must ask ourselves at Lhis criLical juncture whether Lhe
U.S. response is likely to help seule Lite
crisis and bring about a lasting peace in L11e
region. For longtime observers of U.S.
policy towards Central America it has
become increasingly cle<~r that insteatl of
providing paths to peace, U.S. policy in
the Persian Gulf is following the same
deadly trends Lhat have exacerbated and
prolonged the connicts in CentraJ America.
What About Democracy?
As in Cent.ral America, U.S. policy in
the Persian Gulf is unconcerned with
democracy. In Central America the his-
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tory of U.S. polil:y is replete with aiding
and defending dictatorships (eg. Anastacio Sornoza of Nicaragua). In sending
U.S. troops to "dl!fend" the monarchy of
Saudi Arabia and insisting on thl.! " full
restoration" of Lite "ruling family" of
Kuwait, Presilknt Oush has once again
aligned U.S. policy with aulhoritarian,
weal my elites while ignoring the disenfranchised of the region.
What Abuutl\1ullilatualism·!
As in Central America, U.S. policy
has ignor~l anti discouraged thl.! regional
institutions and organizations (such as
the Arah League) that have sought to
peacefully mcdtate th!.! Pas ian Gulf crisis. Just as U.S. policy vehemently opposed any regional, non-military solution to the conllicts in Central America
(eg. Contadora process), President Bush
has responded to Iraq 's invasion by
unilaterally I) "drawing a line in the
sand" 2) sending 200,000 U.S. troops
and, 3) reject.ing any Arab mediation.
Although the Uni ted Nations subsequently passed resolutions demanding
Iraq's withdrawal from Kuwait, presenting the fait accompli to the United Nations and then asking for afta-the-fact
approval does not constitute mululateraltsm. (Note: President Du~h has suggested mat in accorcl:.~nce with intl.!mationallaw, Lite U.N. ~houhl conttx:llratt
to pay any ll<lntagescaused hy Iraq 's tn vas ton into Kuwait. At Lite same time Lite
U.S. rejects Lite 1 9~6 vcnltct handed
down by Lhe World Court that the U.S.
pay Nicaragua war damages.)
What About North a nd Snuth?
As in Central America, thl.! current
crisis should be seen within the contex t
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of the rich anti powerful na1ions dominating the lesser developed countries.
Whether it's agricultural products in
Latin America or cheap oil from Lite
Persian Gulf, U.S. policy continues to
underscore the "right" of the U.S. to
determine the soci:.~ l, political and economic futures of developing nations.
Even in a "Post Cold War" era in which
connicLS arc no longer framed in EastWest terms, Presitle111 Dush has tlccitlctl
that the U.S. will act a~ policeman (or
mercenary) to maintain and defend Lite
established "order" and economic privileges of the i rulustr i:.~liLed nations.
Given all of the changes around the
world in Lite last I2 monllts and a shift.ing
political situation in Central America
this moment could present Lhe United
States with an opportunity for creative,
non-military responses to a series of developments. The Bush administration's
response to events in the Persian Gulf
docs not rencct new thinking or creativity, rather it reinforces old models of
relating to otlter countries. If L11is policy
goes tlltchallenged in the Gulf, it wi ll be
more diffkultto challenge it elsewhere
in Lite developing world, part icularly in
Central America.
For further information and action
suggestions ccuttacl Vincent Cobb at
Witne~s fur l'racc: {202) 797-1160.

World Peace Number One
fly SleppenLeap
It could stan with you, it cou ld
stan wi1h me,
II could stan with anyone.
II could start right here, it cou ld
swn righ t now,
World Peace Nu mber One.
There's a way we can find some
peace of mind,
And keep it rollin ' too.
ll's World Peace Number One
And it's rol lin ' to you!
There's a lot we must do to tum the
world war blues
Into World Peace Number One.
ll's the only home we've got, we
kinda like it a lot,
So fell as keep it cool, don't you let
it get hot.
Let the sun and the rain and the
eanh grow the grain,
And our love for eac h other to hea l
the pain.
Got to say no to war and to all it
stands for.
I may be crazy but I ain 't insane...
I may he lazy hu t I'm on the train.
And it's rollin'. yes it's rollin', yes
it's rollin '
Rollin' for World Peace Number
One!

.
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RIGHT WOOS LEFT
OVER GULF WAR ISSUE
Confronting Rightist Ideologies
& Anti-Jewish Bigotry is Crucial
to Full Debatt! Over Principled
Tactics
Memo by Chip Bcrlct
Political Research Associates
Revised & Updated 1/ 18/9 1
As me movement against war in the Middle
E.ist builds, a handful of far-right and antiJewish groups has begun to seek alliances
witllliberal, progressive, and left antiwar
groups, leading some acti vists to fear that
fragile coalit.ionscould lx damaged by the
presence of such forces, especially if they
press their paranoid conspiracist and
sometimes ant.i-Jewish theories in progressive coalitions where similar scnt.imenLS have not alreildy been rout.inely
confronted as a maHer of principle.
The a!lempts by the political right to
organize around antiwar issues is varied
by botlllocale and method , hut the situation is causing problems across the country, especially allempts by followers of the
dist.inctively distorted neo-Nazi Lyndon
H. LaRouche, Jr. to forge Lies with liberal
and left ant.iwar coalitions.
For the most part, the political right is
trying to build antiwar sentiment without
seeking coalition with the left. Such was
the case at Merrimack College in Massachuseus and at a downtown Duston antiwarrally where t11e ultra-conscrvat.iveJohn
Birch Society dislfibuted ant.iwar Oyers.
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Another rightist group organiting unilaterally is t11e Libeny Lohby. Persons
associated wit11 Libert y Lobby have circulated antiwar and pro-isolationist literature, inc lud ing thei r weekly
newspaJ~r Spotltglu, at several antiwar
rallies. l11c Spotlight cheers the activitiesofU.S. IIeo-Nat is and skinheads but
masks its anti -Je wish stance behind
coded phn.tscs such as "dual-loyalist."
l11e most tl isn1ptivc push, however,
is l ~ing caused by LaRouchians trying
to penetrate grassroots antiwar groups.
The LaRom:hians generally organize
untkr front groups such as Food for
Peace, Sduller ln!ltllutc, a111J Executive
Intelligence Heview. Some local groups
have admith:tl the LaRouchians, while
otllers have not. Some experienced ant.iwaract.i visLS warn that working with the
LaRouchians a11d other far-right anti
b1goted forces w1ll only tlisaedu serious work towartls J~ce in the MuJdle
East.
Jon lllllson , a scll!loned Jll!ace activist
hascd in Ohio, rcpons LaRouche organizers at events sponsored hy the Cleveland Commiltee Against War in the
Persian Gulf. At one meeting, 'Two
people went through the crowll handing
out LaRouche's New Federalist," says
I Jillson. "I was !lhockctl , hut then I realized most students had never heard of
LaRouche," says lllllson. "I would urge
pcoph! U>disavow any collahomtion with
them because of tJ u.:1r past Lies to government agencies, disruptive past, and thei r
homophobic , rac1st, sexist, and antiSemitic agenda." lllllson notes that it
wi ll take patiencc to explain to new
activist.s why a hroad-hascd coalit.ion
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should exclude anyone, butt hat the task
of educating people that coalitions with
fascists should he rejected is not one to
be ignored.
In Los Angeles several LaRouchians
were dismayed when the local antiwar
coalition JlOinLed to their principles of
unity which included a call for a sensible
non-nuclear energy policy. The LaRouchians are vocal supporters of nu clear power. In Richmond, Virginia,local
antiwar organi1.crs simply kept shout.ing
at the La Rouchians to "shut up" when
they began their binJrre spiels anti eventually t11cy stopped coming to meetings.
Chic<Jgo antiwar organizer Alynne
Ramo rcport.s their group has "asked t11e
LaRouchians not lll participate when
they have appeared at our demon!.trations." Accord ing to Ramo, "l11e La Rouche people called us several times.
l11ey told us Margaret Thatcher was
behind the situation in Iraq and that she
put George Dush up to it." Ramo adds
that "they also said they were working
with Ramsey Clark as a way to get us to
cooperate."

The En1crging
Rightist Coalition
By Chip Bcrlct
Lyndon l.aRolll:hc has picked up suppon for his rcl e<~se from a number of
right-wing extremists, including retired
Air Force Colonel and intelligence specialist f letcher Prouty, a leading light
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among ultra-right researchers. Prouty first
published "The Secret Team" in 1973
where it was among the fi rst wave of
books to lake a crit.ie<il view of lhe role of
the U.S. intelligence establishmen t in
designing the failed counterinsurgency
policies in Vietnam . Since writing the
book, Prouty has drifted far to the right. as
has anot11er CIA crit.ic, VicLOr Marcheui,
and bot.h now have allied tllemselves with
groups which suppon anti -Jewish conspimcy theories.
In 19H9 Marchctt.i presented a pa ~ r at
the NintJt lmemational Revisionist Conference held by the lnst.itute for ll istorical
Review (IIIR). Doth IIIR and lhe Revi sionist Conference promote the theory that
the llolocaust was a hoax. Tile title of
Marchett.i 's paper, reprinted in the IHR's
Journol of/ listorical Revi~ w. was "Propaganda and Disinformation: I low the CIA
Manufactures History."
Marcheui also co-publishes the <Zionist Watch> newsletter, endorsed in direct
mail appeals on Libeny Lobby stationery
by the late Lois Petersen, secretary of the
Lihcrty Lobby board of directors. The
Oc10ber 5, 1987 Spotlight reponed t11at
Mark Lane was named associate editor of
Zionist IVatch, which is housed in the
sa me small converted Capito I II i II
townhouse as Libe rty Lobby and Spotlight. Liheny Lobhy, Spotlight, the International Revisionist Conference, the Institute for Historical Review, and JHR 's
Journal of 1/istoricul Review are all projects of Will is Carta, one of America's
most inOuential peddlers of anti-Jewish
and pro-Nazi propaganda.
Not all right.ist groups adhere to obviously anti-Jewish views. The John Birch
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Society has in recent years tried to avoid
anti-Jewish rhetoric, instead b<lSing its
theories on the belief that all major world
powers are controlled by a covert group of
"Insiders," such as members of the Trilateral Commission, who are seen as
manufacturing Lhe current crisis in the
Middle East.
The LaRoucbian antiwar theories parallel many of the themes promoted by Lhc
Birch Society and Prouty, but in their
typically distorted way. Accord ing to one
flyer issued by the LaRouchians, "If war is
to come, it will be the result of deliberate
'geopoliticaJ ' plouing by British Prime
Minister Margaret Tharcher, Lord Carrington, and other London friends of Henry
Kissinger." Over the years ,LaRouchian
literature has maintained that British politicaJ leadership is reall y controlled by
Jewish banking fam ilies such as the
Rothschilds, a standard anti-Jewish theory that influenced bigots from Henry
Ford to Adolph Hitler, among others.
In LheirboolcDope,Inc: Britain' sOpium
IVar against the U.S. first published in
1978, the LaRouchians assert that the
British oligarchy is in league wilh Jewish
bankers to control drug smuggling into t11e
U.S. Arch-rightist and former U.S. intelligence operative the late Michell WerBell
said the book was of"outstanding importance," because it told "tJte history of a
political strilceagainstthe United States in
an undeclared war being waged by Great
Britain."
At the recent 35th Anniversary Liberty
Lobby convention, there was considerable antiwar sentiment expressed by speakers who tied the U.S. presence in Saudi
Arabia to pressure from Israel and its
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intelligence agency, Massad. (No mat ter what actual political involvement
forces in Israel may have in ~haping the
current situation, L11e history of Liberty
Lobby is to circulate lurid mui-Jcwish
propaganda, not principled factual cri ticisms.)
At the conference fokLChcr Prouty released a new edition of his hook on CIA
intrigue, The Secret Tt!tllll, and moderated a panel where much-decorated
Vietnam veteran " Uo" Gritz wove a
p;tranoid conspiracy theory which explained t11e U.S. coul rontation with Iraq
as a producr of the same "Secret Team"
outlined by Prouty. G1itz'scharges have
also been featured hy Birch Society
publications. The far rightists who adhere to Lhe Prouty/GriLL thesis agree
witJ• the left analysis that the CIA toleratesorencouragesdrug smuggling by its
operatives and allies, but see the situation controlled by Mossad. TI1e Israeli
connection to Iran Contm-gate was a
major reason the Prouty/GriLL crowd
condemned Oliver North 's OJ)I!ration,
another point of al liance with the left.
Other conference speakers and madera·
tors included Dick Gregory, whose amigovanment rhetoric finds fertile soil on
the far right , and auorney Mark Lane
who has drifted towanJ far-nght antiJewish conspiracy theories in recent
years.
The issue of an ti -Jewish rhetoric over
the Gulf crisis first surfaced in September as pan ol a long simmering feud
within the palitical right in the U.S.
Ultra-conservative columnist Pa t
Buchanan tired the first salvo to reach
the mainstream media when he declared
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on the Mclaughlin Group TV round!able
program that the two groups most favoring war in the Middle East were "the
Israeli Defense Ministry and its amen
chorus in the Uuited States." New York
Times columnist A.M. Rosenthal charged
those conunents rcncctcd anti-Semitism,
to which Buchanan retorted that Rosenthal had made a "contract hit" on him in
coll usion with the Anti -Dc fammion
LcagueofB'Nai B' Rith. ADLisaJcwish
human righL'i group often allied with the
nco-conservative movement, and is un
anknt and uncri tical supporter of bracli
govenuucnt pol ides.
Sara Diamond (who covered the
Buchanan/Rosenthal feud in .Z Magazine) says "the Buchanan forces have
explicitly rejected coa lition with the left
on the issue of opposing intervention in
the Gu lf," but it iselernentsoftheopportunistic right that arc seeking such coalitions. According to Diamond, "one can
only speculate that they want to recruit
people into their own organizations and
then leave the left discredited," says
Diamond. lt appears Lhat most persons in
the antiwar movement are unaware of
the backgrounds and ideology of the
several rightist groups seeking alliances,
and merely are hoping to build a broad
based alliance. Still, the issue of an
undercurrent of anti-Jewish bigotry
among a handful of pro-Palestinian,
Dlack nationalist, and other groups who
work witJtthe left has hcen under disc ussion for several years. Less well known
are the attempts by rightist groups to
forge tics with t11e left around a common
agenda of smashing the powerful center.
One danger of such an alliance is that
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the widespread conspiracism of the right
can easily find fertile ground among the
naive or uncriticaJ forces on Lhe left. Au ·
thor Holly Sklar, who has written progressive critiques of the Trilatcralists, warns
antiwar activists that"there is a big difference between understanding the innuence
of the TrilateraJ Commission on world
affairs and the paranoid right -wing fan ·
tasy that the Trilatcralists ami their allies
arc an omnipotent cabal controlling the
world. It's important for people to hasc
their political decisions 011 f;u:ts, not lat.y
catch-all conspiracy theories."
·n,e first area where the LaRoucluans
appear to have penetrated t11e left is t11e
area of covert action and Cl A miscontlucL
Tile LaRouchians were early critics of t11e
Oliver North networ1c , and in the early
19HO's, LaRouche intclligcnceopcrJtivcs
such as Jeffrey Steinberg maintained close
ties to a faction in the National Security
Council which opposed Oliver North 's
activities, while at the same Lime trading
information will• mainstream and progressive reporters. One surprising public in·
stance of this relationship surfaced when
Eugene Wheaton, an adviser to the Christic Institute, spoke at t11e December, IIJ90
LaRouche antiwar confemcc in Chicago.
According to progrt:ssive author Russ
Bcllant who wri~s investigative critiques
of New Right and far right politicaJ groups,
this is not the firs t Lime rightist groups wilh
an anti-Jewish agenda have tried to forge
alliances with left activists or researchers.
Bellant says he has been sharply criticaJ of
other authors who have recommended he
seck information from LaRouchian intcl-
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ATTENTION PEACE ACTIVISTS: TO STOP THIS
WAR, WE MUST RECOME MEDIA ACTIVISTS.

Chomsky, Erwin Knoll of The: ProKressive. Edward Sa1d and others offered
dissenting views on the Gulf cris1s. 1lteir
presence helped move these lliscussions
beyonll typical TV "debates" focusing
on tactical questions, such as " I l ow long
will it take to get thi s war over with and
bring the troops home?"

HELP GET ANTI-WAR VOICF..S IN
TilE MASS MEDIA

WHAT YOU CAN DO

A Communique by Fairness & Accuracy in Reporting
Unless the Persian Gulf debat.e is dramatically expanded, horx:s for peace will be
dashed. No matt.er how many anti-war
prot.ests there are, the plunge toward war
will be unstoppable unless the U.S. public
begins to hear anti-war perspectivesloudl y, clearly and consistently- through
the mass media. Too often, media "tiebates" are reduced to this year's secret.ary
of defense vs. last year 's secretary of defense, or Republican hawks vs. Democrats who don' t seriousl y chal lenge the
policy.
Polls show that millions of people
oppose this war. Peace vigils, teach-ins
and marches are occurring across the
country. But the national leaders of this
movement have been dramatically underrepresented in national media forums.
TilE
SITUATION
CAN
UE

CHANGED
In the wake of FAIR's recent expose of
bias and censorship against progressives
on the McNeii-Lehrer NewsHour, that
program (seen by millions every day) began opening up to people who had generally been excluded from TV; N oam
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- Phone and write national media
outlets asking them to he more professional in provitling halancetl journalism.
Good journalism rl!quires that policy
critics be quoted ulongsitle policy makers in prim stories or TV segments.
Democracy anti independent j ournalism
require full -spcctrumed tlebate- not
tweetlle-dee, tweedle·dum. When you
communicate with TV producers and
other journalists, question thei r professionalism, tJteir lack of objectivity and
balance, not L11e1r " had polit ics."
- If you are pan of an organiLation,
set up media commiuccs to lobby the
media toward the balance and inclusion.
Demand that the IC<Jder of your national
organiza tion he indutlctl in tlehates.
- Quick response: As soon as you
sec a report or TV discussion that excludes all but mcntbl!rs of the white,
male foreign policy cstahl ishmem, that 's
the tjme to call and lodge a protest.
Remember: Afri can-A111cricans, Latinos, Arab-Americans were never part of
the so-called "nal.ioual consensus" in
suppon of Dush. Women have been far
more skeptical about the policy tJtan
men. Demand L11at people of color and
women panicipatc in the national debate
over the war.
- When you conwctthe news media,
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recommend a few of the many pcclce
spokespersons whose viewpoints should
be appearing more regularly in the media,
pwple like Oanicl Ellsburg, Barbara
Ehrenreich, Rep. Maxine Waters, Rep.
Ron Ocllums, Alex Molnar (whose son
is a Marine 111 the Gulr), or any of the
dozens of other peace advocates of your
choice.
- Let FAIR know what you are doing.
Send us copies of your wrillen correspondence with the media.

Join FAIR. 130 w. 25th St.,
New York, NY 10001,(201)6336700.
In the interest of balancing the everpresent opinions of policy makers with
those of true policy critics, here arc some
of the many independent ex pens on the
Persian Gulf Cr isis:
Alex Molnar, father of Marine servic ing in Gulf; chairperson, Military r-ami lies Suppon Network. Tel: (414) ~M 5794
Daniel Ellsberg, fom1er Pentagon
strategi st. Tel: (4 15) 526-43 10
Maxine Waters, U.S. Congress , (0Cal.) Tel: (9 16) 445·23o3
Richard Barn~t. foreign policy analyst, Institute for Policy Studies (202)
234-93H2
Barbara Ehrenreich, essayis t, Time
Mag:uine; feminist activist. (5 16) ) M 9676
Noam Chomsky, foreign policy critic,
M IT . (6 17)253·7HI9
Karen Pfeifer/Joe Stork , edi tors,
Middle East Report. (413} 584 -2700
Edward Said, Palestinian-American
professor, Columbia University. (2 12}
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854-3620
Jesse Jackson, National Rainbow Cna1it ion, (202} 72H- 11 HO
Karima Bennoune, student, U. Michi gan· Ann Arbor Anti -war Coalition (31 3}
769-3072
Rashid Khalidi, Arab-Am erican professor, U of Chicago, (312) 702-3013
Eqbal Ahmed, foreign policy analyst,
llampshire College. (4 13) 549-4600
Pedro Noguera, Latino professor, UC
Dcrkeley, (415) 642- 1493
Alexantler Cockburn, colum nist, The
Nation, The Wall Street Journal , Los
Angeles Times (2 12} 242-8400 or (408)
6H5-25 11
Christopher ll iLChcns, columnist, llte
Nation; Washington editor, llarpcr's
Magazine. (202) 387-4842
Ms. Hala Madsoud, Women's Studies
professor, Georgetown U. (202) 363-4 866
Gerald Horne, Chair , Dlack Studies
Dept., UC Santa Barbara; frequent colum nist, L .A . Tim es. (805} 968-0H56 or (805)
893-3800

NATIONAL NEWS MEDIA
AB C World News Tonigh t
7 West 66th St.
New York, NY HXl23
(212) 8H7 -4(}-10
Associa ted Press
50 Rockefeller Plan
New York, NY 10020
Natiorutl Desk (2 12) 62 1- 1600
Foreign Desk (212) 621- 1663
Washington Ilureau (202} 828-6400
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CBS Evening News
524 W. 571.h SL
New York, NY 10019
(212) 975-3693
CDS This Morning
524 W. 571.h SL
New York, NY 10019
(212) 975-2824
Christian Science Moni10r
CSM Publishing Survey
One Norway SL
llos1on, MA 02115
(ROO) 225-7090
CNN
One CNN Center
Box 105366
Allanla, GA 30348
(404) 827-1500

Good Morning America
ABC News
1965 Broadway
New York, NY 10023
(2 12) 496-4800
Larry King Live TV
CNN
Ill Massachuseus Ave,
NW
Washington, DC 2000 I
(202) 898-7900
Larry King Shuw-Hadio
MuiUalllmatkasling
1755 So. Jefferson Davis
ll ighway
Arling10n, VA 22202
(703) 685-2175

Morning Edition/All
lltings Considered
National Public Radio
2025 M S1., NW
Wa~hington, DC 20036
(202) H22-2000
NUC Nightly News
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, NY 10112
(212) 661- 197 1
New York Timts
229 W. 43rll Sl.
New York, NY 10036
(2 12) 556-1234
(2 12) 556-74 15

Los Angeles Times
Times-Mirror Square
Los Angeles, CA 90053
{800) 528-4637

New York Times
Washington Bureau
1627 Eye Slr1:4!1, NW, 71.h
r;Joor
Washington, DC 20006
{202) 862-0300

MacNeil/Lehrer Newsllour
PO Box 2626
Washington, OC 20013
(703) 998-2870

Newsweek
444 Madison Ave.
New York, NY 10022
(212) 350-40<Xl

Crossfue
CNN
Ill Massachuseus Ave.
NW
Washington, DC 2000 I
(202) 898-7951

MacNeil/Lehrer Newsllour
WNET-TV
356 W. 5Hih SL
New York, NY 10019
(212) 560-3 113

Nigluhne
ABC News
47 W. 66th SL
New York, NY 10023
{212) H87-4995

Face the Nation
CBS News
2020 M Slreel, NW
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 452-4321

Mee1 lhe Pn.:ss
NBC News
4001 Nebras~a Ave. NW
Washington, DC 200 16
(202) 885-4200

Night line
Ted Koppel
AOC News
1717 DeSales S1, NW

CNN
Washington Bureau
Ill Massachuseus Ave,
NW
Washing10n, DC 2000 I
(202) 898-7900
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Washington, DC 20036
(202) 887-7364
This Week With David Brinkley
ADC News
1717 DcSales SL, NW
Washing10n, DC 20036
(202) 887-7777
Time Magazine
Time Wamer, Inc.
Time & Life Building
Rockefeller Center
New York, NY 10020
(212) 522-12 12

USA Today
1000 Wilson Blvd.
Arling10n, VA 22229
{703) 276-34()()
Wall S1tee1 Journal
200 Liberty S1.
New York, NY 1028 1
(2 12) 416-2000

Today Show
NBC News
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, NY 10112
{2 12) ~-4249

Washington Post
11 50 15th Sl. NW
Washington, DC 20071
{202) 334-6000

United Press lnlemational
1400 Eye S1., NW
Washingwn, DC 2()()()6
{202) 898 -8000

When The Story Ever Is
Told
Uy Steppenl.eap

When llte story ever is 10ld
I low Old Glory go1 cut up and sold
For a profit in crude oil and gold
While llte people went hungry anti
cold
'llten the shil will hi1 Lite fan
Anti we'll have 10 junk the plan
And slop the man
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U.S. News & World Report
2400 N S1. NW
Washington, DC 20037
(202) 955-2000

Washington Week in Review
WETA -TV
PO Box 2626
Washington, DC 200 13
(703) 998-2626

Who's got us down on the ground.
If you ask me where, when and who's
Gonna start l.hings and who 'II follow
through
Then I 'd say, my friend, i1's all up1o
you,
' Cause we're all called 10 be on l.he
crew.
And we're gonna make the grade,
Life on earth will never fa!le,
Oon'l be afraid
ll's just our Lime comin' ' round.
@Stephen Leiper
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The Great Nation
lly Steven Jonas, M.D.
Once upon a time there was a Great Nation. Its territory siietched across several
time zonesofthecontinenton which it lay.
Assembled in part by seulement, in part by
conquest, it had a large, mulli -ethnic
population speaking many languages.
There was one national tongue.
It came to pass that it found itself in
connict with a distant adversary. TI1e
object of the connict was a territory rich in
natural resources anti strategic in location .
While close to the boundaries of the adversary, the territory in question Jay far from
Lhe Great Nation· s home base.
Although the Great Nation had a legislative assembly, in matt.ers of foreign policy
and war its chief executive paid liule attention to that body. Although the Great
Nation previously had had friendly relations with its foreign adver.;ary, at this
juncture in history the chief executive
decided that war wus the only solution to
the conOict over resources that had arisen.
Also, il happened that the chief executive
faced many domestic problems. His popularity was declining. I le thought that a
touch of war, and a magnificent victory,
would be just the thing to distract the
people at home and bring them to rally
round once more.
The Gre<~t Nation had a might mililllry
force. While its adversary had assembled
what also seemed to be s1rong military
powcr,the Great Nation bcliulcd it. In any
case, the adversary was thought to be of an
inferior race, incapable of slllnding up in
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any way to the Gre<ll Nation.
And so, on his own initiative, the
chief executive dispatched a large expeditionary force across the sea. The dislllnce was long, many thousands of miles.
Dutthe skill of the force was thought to
he high, the quality of its C<luipmcnt
first-class, the morale of its 1roops equal
to the task.
A single baltic was fought. TI1c helutlcd adversary won, in the fight using
tactics wriucn about in the military texts
but not before seen in use on the field of
bailie. The forces of tl1e Gre<:ll Nation
took many casualties. A large part of its
expeditionary furce'scquipn1ent was destroyed. Resupply at the great distances
involved was w.ry difficull, and local
allies were not happy about tlte military
defeat. TI1c war was lost.
At home, a wave of protest ensued.
And one day, m tlle capuol of the Great
Nat ion, headed by religious figures tltere
was a march of many, unam1cd, onli nary folk on the residence of the chief
executive. The protest was angry, but
peaceful. Nevertheless, IIoops were
onJcri.!(J ou t and !>hots were lirl.!(l.
At the end of the day. over two tllOusand bodies liuered tlte snowy pavement. In tlle ensuing weeks thai! were
more outbrC<Jks of violence, hut evellluully the protests werl.! put down. Murl.!
repu:ssion followed. Nine years later,
the Great Nation found itself embroiled
in a massive foreign war which it did not
wam and which served it no purpose.
Three years after that, the chief executi ve was ovcrtltrown in a revolution
which changed the wurse of history.
·n,e Great Nation was Clarist Russia.
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The adversary was Japan. The resource
rich territory over which they fought
was Manchuria. The battle was that of
Tsushima Strait. The bloody demonSIIation was thai which set off the revolution of 1905. The rest is well known.
Altl10ugh the analogy is neither historica lly nor siiategically precise, it is
nevertllcless 100 close for comfort. Did
anyone say the S1raits of Hormuz?
Sleven Jonas, M.D. works with tlte
Department of Preventive Medicine,
State University of New York at Stony
Brook.

Resources:
Ace Investigations, PO Dox 1633, Pacifica, CA 94044, (415) 381-0734
American f-riends Service Commillee
(Mid-East Program), 2160 Lake, SF,
CA, 94121, (415)752-7766
American Friends Service Commiuee
(Youtl1 & Militarism Project), 1407
46tll Ave., Oakland, CA. 94601, 5337554
Bay Area Direc1 Ac lion Network, 2215R Markel, Sf., CA, (415) 464 -3020
Califomia Students Network Against
U.S. Intervention in the Middle East,
1083 ~lission, Sr. CA 94 103, (415)
431 -4617
CAV~IE (Commillce Against a Vietnam War in the Middle East), 255 91h
St., sr. 94 103, (415) 626-8053
Central Comm illcc for Conscientious
Objection, Berkeley (415) 474-3002
Covert Action Jnfom1ation Bulletin, PO
Box 34583, Washington, D.C. 20043,
(202) 331-9763
DAGGER (Dykes and Gay Guys Emcr-
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gency Response). 3543 18th St., 1126,
SF, CA, 94110, (415) 558-8671
Earth Action Network/Community Aclion Network, 1711 Marlin Luther King
Jr. Way, Berkeley,CA 94709,(4 15)&434306/843-8788
Emergency Commiuee to Stop the U.S.
War in the Middle East, 2489 Mission,
Rm. 28, SF, 94110, (415) 821-6545.
Fairness and Accuracy in Reporting
(FAIR), 130 W. 25th St., New York,
NY 10001, (212) 633 -6700
Fellowship of Reconciliation (Middle East
Task Force), 515 Droadway,Santa Cruz,
CA 95060, (408) 423-1626.
Food Not nombs, 3145 Geary 1112, S.r .•
CA 94118, (415) 330-5030.
Frank Little Club, 5134 Red Oak Dr.,
Concord, CA 94521, (415) 7948-3698.
Global Exchange, 214 1 Mission Rill . 202,
S.F., CA 94 11 0 (415) 255-7296
Greenpe.ace, Fort Mason, Building E, San
Francisco, CA 94123, (415) 474 -6767
llaighi/Ashbury Neighborhood Council,
1750 Waller, Rm. 202, SF, CA 94117,
(415) 566-1767
In These Times. 1912 Debs Ave., Mt.
Morris, JL 61054
January 26th Mobilization to Bring tl1e
Troops !lome Now. 255 9th St., Sr. CA
94 I 03, (415) 626-8053
KPFA, 2207 Shalluck Ave .. Bcrkclcy,CA
94704
Media Alliance, Building D. Fort Mason,
San Francisco, CA 9-tl23 (415) 4412557
Middle East Peace Action, 2 14 0 Shauuclc
11207, Berkeley, CA (415) 548-0542
Military Family Support Network, 4350
Heights, Pittsburg, CA 94565 (415) 4320961
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Mount Diablo Peace Center, 65 Eddcy
Ln., Walnut Creek, CA 94596 (4 15)
933-7850
Mustard Seed Affinity Group, 6022
Thornhill, Oakland, CA 9461 1, (415)
339-2753
NAJDA (Women Concerned About the
Middle Ellst), PO Dux 7 152, Berkeley,
CA 94611
Palestine Aid Society, PO Dox 1190, Daly
City, CA 94107, (4 15) 59 1-20 10
Pah.:stine Solitarily Commiucc, PO Box
27462, SF, CA 94 127, (4 15) H61- 1552.
Palestinian American Youth, PO Dox
2756 1, San Francisco, CA 941 27
Parents Against the War, (4 15) 665-6572
PeaccNct (4 15) n3·0900
Peninsula PeaceCemcr,(4 1~)32 -PEACE,
555 Waverl y, Palo Alto, CA 94301,
(415) 326-HH37
Physicians for Social Responsibility, 22!!H
Fulton 11307, Berkeley, CA 94704, (415)
845-!B95
Pledge of Resistancl.!, 422H Telegraph,
Oakland, CA 94610, (4 15) 655- 1177
Propaganda Review, c/o Media Alliance,
Building D, Fort Mason, San Francisco,
CA 94 123 (4 15) 441-2556
the Public Eye (4 15) 332-H369
Continued from page 21
ligence sources or persons dose to the
Liberty Lobby or other far right groups. " I
think you discredit yourself when you
work with these bigoted forces," says
Bellant, "and the mere association Lends 10
lend credence 10 these righ tist groups
because people figure the group can' t be
that bad if a respl!ctcd figure on the ld t is
associated with thl.!m."
While the concept of broad-based anti-
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Resourt.:e Cl.!nlcr lor Notl\·iulcnt.:e
(Mithllc East Wune~~>. 515 Rroadway, Santa Cntt., CA ~511611, (40H)
423-1626.
Roots Against War, (4 15) 54!!·0425.
SANE/FreCLe, 347 Dolores 11335, San
Fr..anciS~.:o,CA 94 110,(4 15)62 1-7770.
Seeds of Peace, 2440 16th St., Uox 24 I,
San Francisco, CA 941 03, (4 15) 4201799
Speak Out (4 15) Ht>-1 -45ol
Stop the U.S. War Mat:htne At.:l ton
Network, (415) 273-2427
Tri -City Pcctt:c Acllun, -t 127 Bay, Box
224, Fremont, CA 94538, (4 15) 8HH2130
Unih.:ll Llay Area Veterans Against War
in the Mitlllle East, PO Uox 40755,
SF, CA, (4 15) 255-733 1
Veterans Peace Action Te<uns, PO Box
170670, SF, CA 94 117, (4 15} 7532130
Women Against Imperialism, 3543 Ilith,
S.F., CA 94110 (415) 995 -4735
Women Fur Pcat.:e, 2302 El lsworth,
Berkeley, CA (4 15) H49-J020
\Volllen 's Peace 0 1fice/Women 's Imernational Le<~guc for Peace and Freedom, 50 Oak, R111. 503, SF, CA 9-t 102,
(4 15) o2 1-137 1/H63-7146
war coalitions rl.!mains desirable, seaswh:d activists cuntinul.! 10 warn thai
coalitions ~honld he very cardul 10
cxatninc I hi.! badg10und of groups wuh
whtch they heculllc al filiated.
Chip llalct is an an:tly~l for Political
Rescan:h Associates in Cambridge, Massat:huscus.
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Continued rrom Inside Front
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densome on Lhe jail system,
. cially and in terms of .....··.-...,,,.,., ~~i~"-~~~~~~
_;: cause the option or'citing:olii ;t:
wealcen group solidarity'and_
_
··-·-··
and-time offenders, more . visible,
decision to cite out should),e· ·· ·
constdered. Fwtherrnore,JrOI.eslels
' cite out may )>e·wigned. · ...·..'""'IH'
small group Cotm,dates'~ In .;._.,,...__AA
. . their arraignment5'wlll t>e separate
,. : those who remain iri jail. ,;,~L·
·· · Arraignment: This is an appearanCe
•court authority.) ·.These me~s.:sUI'c.:~
; ;:· before Lhe judge in which the charges
be carefully considered bec8use they
~~will be read to you, and you will be asked
result in contempt of couit charge!. ,,.
enter a plea to them. You will not be
If you are being held in custody on
(.~~ alone in the courtroom. Other protesters
charges, you have a right to be arraigned
. ,;-'[ (or maybe atJ of them) will be there with
within 48 hours of your arrest. not includ.(~ you, and lawyers for Lhe action will be
ing weekends or holidays.
r
.~i present You are ent.itled to legal coun-
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Wednesdays, 5:30 to 6:30PM, leaflet
Rockridge & other East Bay BART
stations (Mustardseed Affinity Group,
(4 15) 339-2753)
Wednesdays, 5:30 to 7:30 PM,Ieaflet
at Walnut Creek and Concord BART
stations (Mount Diablo Peace Center,
(415) 933-7850)

:at

~"'

. !
. ... t

#

• •
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Thursdays, Noon to 1 PM, vigil at 14th
and Broadway, Oakland, near 12th SL
BART (Parents Against the War, (415)
658~572)

.. _

Fridays, 5:30 to 7:30PM, vigil at Concord Anny Recrui ting Station, 1812 Gal~
indo at Concord Blvd., Concad (Mount
Diablo Peace Center, (415) 933-7850.) ;.,·
Saturdays, 5:30 to 6:30 PM, vigil .81 '
Petaluma Blvd. & Washington Si.. Peta;~ .
luma (Petaluma Peace Group {707)
·'
1325.) .• :
.

::~.,• .r~:;;;~~t:;·~
.)·~
..·.>~~&-J
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CALENDAR
Jan. 20, NOON Planning meeting for
Jan. 26 March & RaUy, 255 Ninth St
(above Folsom) (CAVME) 626-8053
Jan. 20, 2:30PM Meeting of the Bay
Area Direct Action Network, Ashkenaz,
1317 San Pablo (at Gilman), Berkeley
(415) 464-3020
Jan. 21, 10 AM March to Honor Dr.
Martin Luther King and his stand for peace.
Assemble at Third and CarroU, SF, march
to a rally at noon at Civic Center (Civic
Auditorium)
Jan. 23, 12 NOON Mass die-in rally at
UC Berkeley (Students for Peace in the
Persian Gulf) Sproul Plaza, Telegraph &
Bancroft, Berkeley
Jan. 23, 7:30PM Sign painting party
for Jan. 26 March at the East Bay Green
Party office. 3122 Shattuck, Berkeley
(near Ashby BART) (415) 530-4935
Jan. 24,7:00 PM Torch-Light March at
UC Berkeley (Students Organizing for
Resistance and Democratic Empowerment
(SORDE), Sproul Plaza, Telegraph & Bancroft, Berkeley (415) 548-9252
Jan. 25, SUNDOWN Anti-War Beach
Bonfire Party at Baker Beach in SF w/live
music (Direct Action Network), picnic
area near Lincoln Blvd. & Bowley Road,
bus line 29 464-3020
Jan.25,6PM MeettheJan.26speakers
at fund-raising reception at 1015 Folsom
Nightclub, San Francisco (Jan. 26 MobilizaLion) 1015 Folsom (between 6th and
7th) $10 to $20 donation, ages 21 and
over. (4 15) 626-8053
Jan. 26, 10 AM Nationwide March and
Ral Iy, march from Justin Herman Plaza to
rally at Civiccenter. (C.A.V.M.E.) Gather
at Embarcadero & Market, Embarcadero
BART (415) 626-8053
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Jan. 27, 10 AM Western States StudentAnti-war Meeting (Organize to build
a broad student movement to bring the
troops home now) Dwinelle Hall, UC
Berkeley (415) 626-8053/421-4617
Jan. 27, 8 PM Benefit for the Emergency Committee with Last Laugh Theatre and other acts ($5to $1 0) Ashkenaz,
1317 San Pablo (at Gilman), Berkeley
(4 15) 525-5054
Jan. 28, NOON TO 3:30PM Teachin at Diablo Valley College (Mount
Diablo Peace Center, Frank Lillie Club),
Student Forum at Diablo Valley College, (415) 933-7850!798-36948
Jan. 28,4 PM ACT UP on the Day of
Disaster (Bush's State of the Union Address) Decentralized autonomous actions, plus rally at SF City Hall. (Plus
pre-action meeting/party Jan. 27, 6 PM
Ceasar's Latin Palace, 3140 Mission
above Anny)
Jan. 29, 7 PM Showing of anti-war
videos from across the country: "War,
Oil and Power" and "Bring the Troops
Home" (New American Makers) Opera
Plaza Theatre, 601 Van Ness Ave., SF
(415) 558-0320
Jan. 31, 8 PM " Is Truth the First
Casualty of the War?" a forum on media
coverage of the war in the Gulf and the
dissent back home. Jeff Cohen (FAIR),
Tome De Vries (KRON), Judy Coburn
(UC Berkely), Bill Wallace (SF Chronicle) New College, 777 Valencia (near
18th), SF. Sponsored by Media Alliance
441-2557,$5.
Feb. 2, 7:30PM The Causes and Consequences of the Gulf War talk by Sam
March (Chairman of Workers World
Continued on Inside Back Cover
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Common Sense
Security For
Political Organizers
By Sheila O'Donnell
As the movements for social change become more sophisticated, the techniques
of the state, corporations and the right
wing have also become more sophisticated. Historically this has always been
the case; we will continue and will be the
eventual victors. Caution in the face of
the concerted effort to stop us, however,
is both prudent and necessary.

Here are some useful suggestions:
Office
Never leave one copy of a document or
list behind; take a minute to duplicate an
irreplaceable document and keep the duplicate in a safe place.
Back up and store important computer disks off-site. Sensitive data and
membership list should be kept under
lock and key.
Keep your mailing lists, donor lists
and personal phone books away from
light-fingered people. Always maintain
a duplicate.
Know your printer if you are about to
publish and know your mailing house if
you contract for distribution.
Know anyone you are trusting to work
on any part of a project that is sensitive.
Don't hire a stranger as a messenger.
Sweeps for electronic surveillance are
only effective for the time they are being
done, and are only effective as lhey are
being done if you aresureofthe person(s)
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doing the sweep.
Brief your membership on known or
suspected surveillance.
Assess your undertaking from a security point of view; understand your vulnerabilities; assess your allies and your
adversaries as objectively as possible; do
not underestimate the opposition. Do not
take chances. Plan for the worst, hope for
the best.
Recognize your organizational and
personal strengths and weaknesses.
Discuss incidents with cohorts, family
and membership. Call the press if you
have hard information about surveillance
or harassment. Discussion makes the dirty
work of the intelligence agencies and private spies overt.
General
If you wish to have a private conversation,
leave your home and your office and go
outside and lake a walk or go somewhere
public and notice who is near you.
Never say anything you don't want to
hear repeated when there is any possibi Iity
of being recorded.
Don't use code on the phone. If you arc
being tapped and the transcript is used
against you in court, the coded conversation can be alleged to be anything.
Don't say anything on the phone you
don't want to hear in open court.
Don't gossip on the phone. Smut is
valuable to anyone listening; it makes
everyone vulnerable.
If you are being followed, get the license tag number and description of the
car and descriptions of people in the car.
Photograph the person(s) following you
or have a friend do so.
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If you arc followed or feel vulnerable,
call a friend ; don' t " tough it out" alone.
They are trying to frighten you.ll is fri ghtening to have someone threatening your
freedom .
Debrief yoursel f after each incident.
Write details down: time, date, occasion,
incident, characteristics of the pcrson(s),
impressions, anything odd about the situntion.
Keep a "weirdo" file and keep notes
from unsettling situations and see i f a
pauern emerges.
Write for your government files under
the FOil\ and pursue the agencies until
they gi ve you all the documents filed under
your nan1e.
Report thefts of materials from your
office or home to the police; these are
criminal acts.
Report incidents to the Movement
Support Network in New York at the Center
for Consti tutional Rights.
Visits from the FDI
Don' t talk to the FBI (or any government
investigator) without your allorney presen t. Information gleaned during lhe visit
can be used against you and your coworkers.
Get the names and addresses of the
agents and tell them you will have your
auorney get in touch with them. They
rarely set up an interview under those
circumstances.
Call the Nati onal Lawyers Guild,
American Civil Liberties Union or other
sympathetic legal group if you need assistance locating a reliable local attorney.
Don't invite agents into your home.
Speak with the agents outside. Once inside they glean information abou t your
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perspective nnd life style.
Don· t let agents uneaten you into
talking. If the FBI intends to impanel a
grand jury, a private talk with you will
not change the strategy of tlte FBI.
Lying to t11e FB I is a criminal act. Tile
bes t way to avoid criminal charges i s to
say notlting.
Any information you give the FB I can
and will be used ngainst you. Don 'ttry to
ou twi t the f-BI. Your arrogance could
get you or others in serious trouble.
FB I agents sometimes try to trick you
into giving information " to help a friend."
Don't believe th em.
Don't let tltem intimidntc you. So
what if tltey know where you live or
work and what you do? TI!is is sti ll a
democracy and we still have constitutional right~. They intend to frighten
you; don't let them. They can only
" neutralize" you if you let them.
Remember: Tite United States prides
itself on being a democracy; we have
Constituti onal rights. Dissatisfaction
witll tlle status quo and auempting to
mobilize for change i s protected; surveillance and harassment are viol ations.
Take your rights seriously and fight for
them. Speak out.
Orig. circulated: 1984 Revised: 1/89
Sheil a O'Donnell is a paralegal investigator witll more tllan a decade's experience on civil liberties, civil rights.
and government intclligenceabusccases.
Ms. O'Donnell i s a member of tlle
National Lawyers Guild and co-founder
of t11e Public Eye Magazine. She is curren tly a private investigator on the staff
of Ace Inves ti gations in Pacifica, California.
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National Round-Up
of Anti-,var Protests
MASSIVE RALLI ES
COAST TO COAST
Dy COALITION TO STOP U.S. INTERVENTION IN THE MIDDLE
EAST
36 East 12tlt Street, 6th Floor, New
York, NY 10003 Phone (212) 254-2295
Fax (212) 979- 1583

100,000 MAR C il IN WASHINGTON, DC; 200,000 IN SAN
FRANCISCO
Hundreds of t110usands of people took
to tlte streets across tlte country Jan. 19
to demand tllal President Bush stop his
murderous war. Capitol Police estimated
75,000 marched in Washington; march
organizers counted I 00,000.
The San Francisco outpouring was
the largest anti-war march since 197 1,
the heigh t of opposition to the U.S. war
in VieUlam. TI1e San f-rancisco Examiner quoted the organ it.crs' estimate of
between 150,000 and 200,000 protesters.
Tens of thousands more marched in
Scau le, Houston, DesMoines, Shreveport, Phoenix nnd llonolulu. Anti -war
throngs also fi lied the streets of London,
Paris and Berlin. Gigantic crowds came
ou t in the major cities of North Africa,
topped by 300,000 in Algiers. in Australia, tlle five major cities all saw large
rallies, witlt a combined total of more
th:tn I 00,000.
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The main message of the demonstrations in the U.S., organized by tlle National Coalition toSto U.S. Intervention in
the Middle East, was a condemnation of
the bombing of Iraq and a caJI to bring the
troops home. "The $2 billion a day being
used in U .S. colonial war against the Arab
people should be used for j obs, housing,
education and AIDS research," declared
Coalition leader Teresa Gu tierrez.
Well over 400 buses came to Washington, DC, including 175 from the New
York metropolitan area. Tens of t110usands of other people came by trains, cars
and vans. The demonstrati on also had a
strong turnou t from the African- American community in Washington, DC. The
demonstrators overnowed Lafayeue Pmk
and spilled into tlle streets surrounding tlle
White House.
The march from Lafayclle Park to tlte
mall across from the Capitol was led by
the African American Coalition to Stop
U.S. Intervention. There was a large Latino
delegation, plus contingents of K oreans.
Pa lestinians, and the American Indian
Movement. Labor representation included
Local 11 99 of the Health and Hospi tnl
Workers, AFGE, AFSCME, and strikers
from Greyhound and tlle Daily News.
There was a lesbian and gay delegation.
and a student contingent.
"The massive turnout and the multiracial and multi-national composition of
the crowd renects the diversity of tlle new
anti-war movement," said Sahu Barron, a
coordinator o f the National Coalition to
Stop U.S. Intervention in the Middle East.
"The Coalition believes that today' s
demonstrations, from Wash ington, DC, to
San Francisco, show thattltemedia'spulllic
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opinion polls have been absolutely false."
Barron added lhat " we know the majority of people in this country are opposed to
the war against Iraq. It is a war for Lhe oil
companies and big banks, an attempt by
the U.S. government to gain total control
over the resources of Lhc Middle East.
Today isjust the beginning of a movement
that will become an explosive force. "

WORLD-WIDE
ROUND-UP OF
ANTI-WAR ACTIONS
Jnn 22, 199 1
The first demonstrations against the Gulf
war began minutes after it was confirmed
that US warplanes had bombed Baghdad.
In the USA, spontaneous protests began
ouL-;ide tlle White House, \Vac;hington DC,
and the United Nations building, New
York City, as well as in several other
ritir~.

Lnl ayette Park {also known as Peace
Park) in Washington has had a continuous
pt'are presence since the night of 16 Januarr. On Saturday 19 January between
30.CXXl and 100,000 attended a demonstration which had been - prior to tlle
outbreak of war - amajor bone of contention between rival groups with in tlle peace
movement. In Bos10n, 200 supporters of
the war attacked anti -war demonstrators,
''bile in Los Angeles, San Francisco, and
Birminghan1, Alaban1a there were mass
arrests. In San Francisco, the Bay Bridge
has bee n blocked twice by protesters.
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The scale of protest in GERMANY
has been massive, with opinion polls
suggesting that 70-80 per cent of the
population oppose the war. All major
German uni versities, with the exception
of Munich, arc either occupied or on
strike. Students have rallied to the slogan " It's war time. Boycott your usual
routine", and have set up blockades on
streets. roads, and at airports to draw
auent ion to the war. In nerlin , demonstrators rolled barrels of paint from the
Iraqi diplomatic mission to US army
headquarters, leaving a blood-red trail
between the two buildings.
Media coverage in Germany has been
very supportive. In the state of Lower
Saxony, the prime minister, a Social
Democrat, called for mass public participation in anti-war demonstrations.
Die Grnen have called for resistance to
military service as a response to t11e
outbreak of war, and groups throughout
the country have offered s;mctuary, both
to soldiers deserting from belligerent
armies and to 1\rah residents of Germany who arc being vil:timised by the
police and others.
In PARIS, a demonstmtion was annQunccd for the evening of the 17th but
was banned by the city' s chief of police.
After urgent interventions by British
CND and the Finnish peace movement,
the ban was rescinded, and despite t11e
lack of notice I 00,000 turned out. The
CGT trade union federation asked workers to start assemblies, debates, consultations, and strikes in response to t11e
outbreak of war. Demonstrations have
continued in all major French ci ties.
In BELGIUM, Forum voor Vrcde-
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saktie (the renamed Flemish WRI section) held adailyvigil,demanding "active
diplomacy" , at the Foreign Affairs
Ministry in Brussels from 10-16 January. Since then, the Coalition to Prevent
War in the Middle East has held vigils at
the US and Iraqi Embassy and a 30,000strong demonstration on Sunday, 20
January.
IRISH peace acti vists have picketed
Shannon Airport since December, demanding an end to landing ri ghts for
Gulf-based US mil itary nights (there
have been 88 refuelling stops since
August). On 17 January 1200 people
attended an all-day rally in Dublin, and
additional rallies have been held outside
the US and British embassies, as well as
the foreign ministry. Irish CND is pressing the I rish government to go to the
International Court in the Hague to seck
an Advisory Opinion on UN Resolution
678. They argue that this violates Articles 41 and 42 of the UN charter.
Meanwhile, the Irish government refuses to impose the press censorship
rules for Gulf coverage adopted by the
USA, the UK, and France.
In BELFAST, Santa Claus took a
lelter to t11e US consulate t11e day tlle
bombing began: " in December it's peace
and goodwill, in January it's obliterate
them". A daily vigil is being held at City
Hall and Mairead Maguire (ne Corrigan) , Nobel Peace Prizewinner, has
begun a 40-day fast for peace.
In CATALONIA, people have been
placi ng white sheeL'i with black ribbons
in t11eir windows as a protest against t11e
war. Demonstrationsthroughout the state
of Spain the previous weekend had at-
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tracted close to two million.
NORWAY has one ship in the Gulf,
and has sent missiles "on loan" to Turkey.
Demonstrations have been low-key, due
to the death of the king on 17 January, but
there have been small demonstrations in
front of parliament and tlle US embassy.
An anti-war organisation in SWITZERLAND has declared Geneva to be a protection zone for military deserters. There
were demonstrations in tlle Square of
Nalions on the Thursday and Saturday.
In AUSTRALIA, news of the war
brought people out on to the streets in
Sydney and Melbourne, blockin g traffic;
on Saturday there were large demonstrations in all major cities, witJ1 60,000 in
Sydney and I 5,000 in Adelaide. Conslant
vigils have been maintained in Sydney
and Melbourne. On 21 January demonstrators converged on Canberra for tlle
reconvening of pari iamenL (Australia has
two frigates and a supply ship in tlle Gulf.)
A national day of women's protest was
held on the 18th in CANADA. A fast for
peace has been swrted in Montreal. Impromptu mllics were held in small and
large cities across the country , whi le in
other centres organising efforts for 26
January. the previously-designated international day of action, have continued.
Groups in INDIA have held actions
calling for an immediate ceasefire. l11ere
have been clashes between groups of
protesters in BANG LADESH, while in
PAKISTAN, pro-Iraq i demonstrations
have taken on an anti-governm ent tone.
The Iraqi press attache in Islan1abad has
been declared personanon grata after being
suspected of organising proSaddam dem-
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Excerp ts from a National
Teach-In sponsored by Lhe Campaign
for Peace i n LheMiddleEast on WBAI an d
Pacifica Radio, 1/13/91

Noarn Chomsky . ..
' ' I raq ' s in vas ion of Kuwait evoked a
strong response from the industrial powers, in fact, two quite distinct responses.
One was economic sanctions o f unprecedented severity; Lhe second was the Lhreat
o f war [now no longer j ust a threat - ed. ]
Tile firs t had wide back ing; Lhe second is
pretty much l imited to Lhe U .S . and Britain. As t11e leader o f the two-member coal ition, t11e U .S. moved quickl y to ensure
that sancl..ionscould not bceffccti veand to
bar any diplomatic initi ative. Two questions arise at once: W hy has the response
to I rnq 's aggression been so firm and harsh?
A nd why did the U.S. and Britain insist on
forcc rather tllan sanctionsand diplomacy,
virtually alone apart from the famil y dictatorships that were put i n place to rule Lhe
Gul f oil-producing sLates?
Now, there is a standard answer to that
question: " I raq 's aggression and annexation arc unique cri mes, so they merit an
unprecedented reaction." President Bush
has declared Lhat Ameri ca stands where it
always has, against aggression, against
those who would use force to replace Lhe
rule of law, and Secretary o f State Baker
has orated about tlte era full of promi se
that awaits us if only we stop Lhe " new
!Iiller" before he conquers Lhe world.
Many commentators have praised "Lhc
wondrous sea-change at tlle U nited Nations, which is functioning as it was designed to do for virtual l y the first time in

8
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i L<> history, ami thus offering n bold new
pallem of peacekeeping for the postCold War world" (New York T imes).
The standard explanal..ion for Lhat is that
wilh the U .S. victory in the Cold W ar,
Soviet obstruct ion ism and the shri II antiWestern rhetoric of the Titi nJ World no
longer render the U.N. ineffecti ve.
None o f these claims can w ithstand
even a momcnr' s scruti ny. Saudam
Hussein is n murderous gangster, ex ac tly as he was be fore A ugust 2 when he
was an amiable fri end and a favored
trading partn er. I l is i nvasion o f Ku wait
is another crime comparable to others,
not as terri ble as some, for example, tltc
Indonesian invasion and annexation of
East Timor which reached ncar-geno cidal proporti ons - thanks to diplomatic support from tlte two righteous
avengers of Lhe Gulf.
The truth was revealed by fonner
U .N . Am bassad or Daniel Pa t ri ck
M oyni han, who descri bes his success in
implementing State Departmen t di recti ves to renuer the U .N ., as he put it,
" utterly ineffec ti ve in whatever measures i t took in response to Indonesia's
a!!gression," because the U.S . wished
th ings to turn out as Lhey did and worked
to bring this about. ll wa<> stated wi th
equal frankness by the A ustralian foreign m in i ste r w ho exp l ained his
country 's acquiescence in Lhc violent
annexation o f East T i mor: " The world is
a prelly unfair place lillered wilh examples of acquisi tion by force."
Saddam llussein's aggression, i n contrast, ca lled fort11 Lhe A ustralian prime
minister's ringing declaration Lhat "big
countries cannot i nvade small neighbors
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and get away with it. If Libya were to
j oin th e " Butcher o f Baghdad" in exploiting Kuwait's oil riches, we woul d
be hearing the call to " nuke ' em." When
A ustral ia joined the "B utcher o f Jakar ta"
in exploiting T i morese oil a few weeks
ago, there may havebccn asmal l item on
the bu siness pages.
lne United N ations has been unable
to respond to aggression, annexation and
otlter vi olations of intem ati onallaw, because it 's been blocked by the great
powers, primari l y the U .S. D uri ng tltc
past two deca des, Lhe U .S. is far in the
lead i n Security Council vetoes, w ith
Britain second , France a distan t t11ird,
and the Soviet Union fourth. The record
in the General A ssembly is si mi lar on
questi ons o f aggression , annexati on,
disarmament and others....
The U .N . was able to respond to I raq 's
aggression because for once the U .S. allowed it to. TI1 at is the "wondrous sea cha nge" at the U .N . The unprecedented
severity of the U .N. sanctions was t11c
result of intense U.S . pressure and Lh rcaL'\
accompanied b y much cynical posturing. A s a maller of logic, pri nc iples
cannot be sclcclivcl y upheld, ami as a
mauer o f fact, Lhc U .S. is one of tlte
major violators of the principles now
grandly proclai med. We therefore conclude at once wi thout ambigui ty or
equivocat ion that Lhe U ni ted States docs
not uphold t110se principles. The response
to Saddam Hussein's aggression was
unprecedented because he stepped on
the wrong toes ....
Sanctions would have !had] an unusually good chance of working for one
thing because o f their unprecedented
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severi ty and for another because they
happened to be supported by the usual
sanctions- busters, Lhc U .S. and England
prominently among tllc m. Nevertlteless,
the U .S. moved at once to foreclose th is
option by dispatching a huge expeditionary force to the Gul f... .The purpose and
Lhe effect o f the quick military bui ld-up
was to ward o ff the danger Lhat sancti ons
might force Iraq out o f Kuwait. ...
There arc two cruci al regional issues,
apart from Iraqi w ithdrawal from Ku wait.
The first is the A rab-I sraeli con nict and
the second is the matter of weapons o f
mass destruction. On both i ssues, the U .S.
has consistentl y been opposed to Lhe dipl omatic track, long before Lhe I raqi i nvasion. On the Arab- Israeli connict, there
has been a bro ad i nternational consensus
for years on a pol i tical selllemenl. The
U .S. and Israel have opposed it and Lhey
have been i solated in Lhis rejectionism.
The latest U .N. vote was 151 to3 (the U.S .,
I srael and Dominica).
...T he U.S has cons istently opposed an
internati onal conference on the Middle
East. The exc use now offered i s Lhat we
cannot reward aggressi on, but that can ' t
possibl y be tltc reason since , for one t11ing,
the U .S. does commonly reward aggression, and for ano ther, it opposed this
international conference long before Iraq
invaded.

lla rbara Ehrenreich,

wr iter,

author of The Worst Years of Our Lives,
document.ing the Reagan years:
' ' I f you look over th e events since Au gust 2nd, the first im pression tltat you get
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is o f one man's single-minded dctcnnination to get us into a shooting war, and that
one man is George Bush.
There was, for eJt am plc, the cynical
search for a rationale for war th at would
appeal to the American public. First, they
tried "oil," which got generalized i nto
"our way of life," meaning, I suppose, our
habi t o f consuming about a quarter o f all
the oi I used in the entire world every year,
nit hough we account for only fi ve percent
of the world 's population. And o f course
thic; habi t was beautifully eJtemplificd by
George Bush at Kennebunkport as he
thought about the cri sis i n early A ugust
and drove around i n a speedboat which
getc; one mil e to the gallon.
Bu t it's hard to bel ieve in oi l ao; a
rationale for war even if i t were a morally
defensible one - which i t isn ' t -because
whatever else he's done, Saddam Hussein
didn' t threaten t11e world 's oil supply,
didn' t raise the world 's oil prices. In fact,
ifthiscountry were rea lly concerned about
oil rrices, we would have invaded A moco
nnd hom bed Euon, because t11ey are t11c
ones who have raisetl prices and caused
hnrdshi p all o ver the world.
Then they tried " democracy," but that
didn' t work at all. K uwai t was a feudal
monarchy, Saudi Arabia i s the l and o f
gender apartheid where by Jaw women
can' t even go out of their homes w it11ou t a
male rela ti ve, can' t drive cars, can ' t go
shopping. If you happen to believe that
women· s rights arc al so human rights and
that democracy invol ves two scJtes. t11en
we arc not defendi ng democracy.
Th en t11ey trietl "jobs." T his was the
rea l tow point in the search for a rationale.
Everyone knows that t11c war bui ldup is
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sinki ng our econom y, alread y ravaged
by the speculati ve f rcn1.y and r ich
people's orgy of the Eighties aud t11at t11e
only jobs that t11c Gulf ven ture is likely
to generate in t11is country arc for gravediggers.
Then they tried tJJc ralionalc of"i nternationallaw," which sounds pretty good,
o f course, unti l you rcali1.e th at onl y a
year ago il was George Bush who was
i nvad ing a small country to his sout11 ,
Panama. And i t was t11c United States
that was condemned by the United N ations for a " nngrant violnlion of international Jaw .... The number o f ci vi l i an
deaths resultin g from the U.S. invac;ion
of Panama (which we don ' t know t11e
cJtact number), bu t if we just look at t11e
order of magnitude, if we look at t11e
estimates, then we sec t11at the number of
deat11s is in the same order o f magnitude
as the number of deaths- civilian and
ot11erwise - resul ting from tlle Iraqi
invasion of Ku wai t. ...
They tried other rati onales; the potential Iraqi nuclear t11rcat was rrctty popu lar for a few days last montJ1, but now the
rationale seems to have settled clown to
the oldest one i n history: We have to go
to war because we' re there and we' re
anned and we're ready to f ight.. ..
It wasn' t th at difficult for most o f
tJ1cse U .N . cow1tries to gi ve George Bush
the go-ahead because their young men
and women will not be dying in the Gulf.
And i t was easy enough for the U.S.
Congress and Senate also to vote for
war. Our so-catt ed volunteer army wh ich has in fact been drafted by poverty ,jobl essness and racism - docs not
con tain the children of lawyers and
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business leatlcrs and high-ranking pub1ic officia ls. Ou t o f 535 congresspersons
and senntors onl y two have children i n
the armed services in t11e Persian Gulf.. ..
One last eerie fact: The Pentagon has
what it has called its "nightmare scenari o" for the Gul f. Now you might
thi nk t11 at would mean a long, bloody
war, right? A U .S. defeat, right? But no,
do you know wha t the " nightmare scenario" was, until just a few days ago,
anyway? It was an Iraq i wi t11 drawal from
Kuwait. T he nightmare was tJ1at there
would be no war! ...
I think we have to faceano tllercxplanation, maybe tllc scariest o f all ,that our
leaders arc addicted to war, that militarism has becomc our wayof lifc.. .. Think
back a yea r ngo to our leaders' response
to the end of t11e Cold War. W as there
j ubilation in W ashington? W as there
dancing on the Whi te House lawn? No!
If you wi ll recall, there was a mood of
sullenness, suspicion and w i tJ1drawal. l n
fact, thcntherc was an immediate search
for new enern ics to replace the old ones,
a search that k u I irst to drugs (remember
that?) and then to Manuel Noriega, and
now to Sadtlam ll ussein.
Second, we have what some researchers call nn economic addiction to war.
TI1i nk about i t. We spend about 30 percen t o f the federa l budget on the mil i tary, w hich means there is never any
money for educa tion or healt11 care or
housing or any kind o f safety net for t11e
poor or the out o f work. No, we eJt pcct
the mi litary to absorb the poor- t11c
young and abl e-bodi ed poor, that is and we cJt pcc t tJ1e mi l itary to generate
l i ttle hits o f empl oymen t here and there
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manufacturing weapons, manufacturi ng
the means o f destruction.
Why do congressmen lobby so ferociousl y forthe B-1 bomber or for t11e F- 14
to be made in their tlistricts? Because the
alternative is unemployment for tens of
thousands of A mericans, and unempl oyment in Republican America means poverty, hunger, even homelessness. Wh y
don ' t we have social programs that would
protect the economica lly vulnerable, such
as workers in the weapons industry? ...
Wh y isn' t t11cre a safety net for t11cm'!
Because the money t11at we m ight usc for
people l ike tllem has already been spent on
prepamtions for war .... T his i s a vidous
cycle, a dependency anti addiction which
we cannot seem to break even as we sl ide
as a nation into a major recession or
worse....
Thirdl y ... what's our solution to JX>vcrt y? Three words: Build M ore Prisons.
Alreatly the U.S. leads t11c world i n the
percentage o f its citizens incarcerated,
surpassing t11c Sovi et Union and just be ati ng out Soutll Africa Because the usc.! of
force, o f guns and iron bars has bcco111e
our rcncxive solut ion w hatever the prob l em at home or abroad. O r drugs? Yes,
there's a problem, especiall y among very
poor young people who arc cJtperienci ng
despair and al ienation. But what is ou r
solution, a major publ ic health campaign.
a rnobili7..ation against the roots of th at
despair which arc poverty a11d racism and
econom ic decline? N o. We had a war on
dru gs, more guns, more force, more ra c ism and brutal repression ....
W hy arc we in Sautli Arabia? I don ' t
think the precipitating event occurred on
A ugust 2 w hen Iraq invaded K uwa it. It
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had already occurred two months earlier,
in June, when various Democratic congressmen began to call for drastic cuts in
the military budget. Weshouldhaveknown
i t right then . We should have known that
that moment was the signal for war, that an
enemy wou ld be created if an enemy
couldn' t be found ....
Thi s is a war to justify militarism. This
is a wnr for the sake of war.
We have to stop this war. George Bush
drew his line in the sand. We have to dra w
our line in the sand. And we have to say to
Cieorge Dush, if you cross this line ... then
you will face something far more powerful than Saddarn llusscin, and that is an
ou traged American public ....
We need an anti-war movement, bet·:lllsc war is human sacrifice and human
~ncrifice must rank with slavery as an
archaic evil that humankind must finally
put a~ide in loathing and disgust. But we
need more than an anti-war movement.
We need a movement that is positively and
affirmatively for peace, a movement that
strives to create a society and a world
based not on violence and brutality but on
peace and common conce rn and mutual
a~sistance. We need a movement that
upholds the preciousness, the miracle and
beau ty of each and every human life.

TATEl\tENTBYTII EAMERICAN FR IENDS SERV ICE
COl\l MITTEE ON THE BEGINN ING OF WA RFARE IN
Til E PERSIAN GU LF
The outbreak o f war i n the Gul f represents
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a massive l ailurc of governmcnLc;, political leaders and intcmational institutions.
Aggression, ultimatums, deadlines,
demands for oil, and inncxibility becarne more significant than human lives
and t11e welfare of the human family.
The overwhelming, US-led militarization of internati onal efforts to secure
Iraqi withdrawa l from Kuwait took on a
predictable logic of it<~ own and has
propelled the world community inexorably into actions that bear no relationship to original goals.
The American Friends Service Commince believes deeply tl1:tt wa r cou ld
have been averted, and we believe now
that it must be stopped now, before more
blood is shed. It must be ended before
the imperatives of warfare become fully
entrenched.
'Since August 2 our voice ha-; been
one among many in this country and
around the world that have called for
Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwait and for
internati onal economic and diplomatic
efforts to secure that end. Ours has been
one of the growing number o f voices
calling for restraint as President Dush
has led thi s country on a relentless course
toward the war tllat now names in tlle
Middle East and threatens to engu lf ever
more peoples and nations.
In t11is dire circumstance, we find
hope in the voices o f people i n this
counLry and around the world that demand that the kill ing stop. The American Friends Service Committee is commit ted to educa te, to organize and to
ad vocate policies toward thi s end.
'Our hope also is with those young
people who, on grounds of conscience,
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will not partic ipate in this war. This
Quaker organization is committed to informing them o f their rights and to supporting tl1cir resistance.
A s we seck an early end to the fighting, we also stand ready to provide humanitarian assistance to tl1e war's civilian victim s, wherever we can.
As we focus on the im mediate effects
of war, we are dismayed once again at
the devastating im pnct o f warfare on
otl1er issues thnt rema in as unmct challenges to our own society and government. Political imagination is diverted
from addressing the disgrace ful fact of
homclcssncss in our communities; f rom
the growing economic disparities between rich and poor, Dlack and white,
men and wome n; from the effects o f an
ever- worseni ng economy on tl1e most
vulnerable in our society. Believing that
the peaceful world we yearn for must be
based on foundutions o f justice, we arc
committed to sustain and strengthen our
efforts on t hesr and o ther pressing issues
o f social, rm.: wl ;mel economic justi ce for
ou r own socit.:t)'.
Our prayers arc with all who arc affec ted by this con flict: the people of
Iraq, of Kuwai t, of Israel, o f Saudi Ara bia, of Syri a. of Jurdan, the Palestinians
and ot11crs in the region who wi ll suffer
most directl y. Our prayers are wi th t11c
men and women in the armics-<>f our
own nation and of the other naLions
involved and wit11 tl1ci rparentsand loved
ones. For al l o f their sakes, we urge that
the ca ll for sanity in our poli tica l leadership and for an end ll.> the killing be
heeded.
We call on all people of good wi ll and
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Repor t All Incidents to the-

Move ment S uppo rt
Network
llle Movement Support Network (MSN)
i s a project of the Center for Constitutional
Rights with cooperation from the National
Lawyers Guild. MSN was founded in I 984
to respond to increasing government survei llance and harassment of people invol vcd i n Central A merica solidarity work
and people acti ve in tl1c sanctuary movement. Since then t11e network has expanded
to serve as a monitoring mechanism to
collect infonnation abou t surveillance and
harassment of persons involved in a wide
range o f peace and social justice issues.
By collecting and disseminating information on speci fic incidents, MSN not
only organizes opposition to such abuses,
but also raises public awareness of important civil liberties issues, ;md helps m:tiv·
ists place isolated inciden t ~ in a nntional
con text.

For more in for ma ti on or to
report a n in ci dent , co nt a ct MSN.
666 Broadway, New Yor k, N.Y..

10012.
The MSN II OTLINE # is (212 )
614-6422.
from all rel igious traditions to choose life
in this time o f violence, and to demand of
pol itical leaders t11e courage to reverse
their policies o f dea th.
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HOW DID THE FBI
COINTELPRO OPERATIONS WORK?
COINTELPRO was the FBI code
acronym for its COunter INTELligence PROgram
Jly

Jlrian Glick

Excerpted by permission from "War at
llome" A South End Press Pamphlet/
13ooklet- Available from the Movement
Support Network
When congressional investigations, political trials, and other traditional legal
modes of repression fai led to counter the
growing movements, and even helped to
fuel them, the FBI and police moved oul-:idc the law. They resorted to the secret
ami systematic usc of fraud and force to
.;abotagc constitutionally protected politil al nctivity. Their method" ranged far be)Ond surveillance. amoun t ing to a
home front version of the covert action for
which the CIA has become infamous
throughout the world.
FBI Headquarters secret I y instructed
iL" field offices to propose schemes to
"expose, disrupt, misdirect, discredit, or
otJ1erwise neutralize" specific individuals
and groups. Cl ose coordination wi tll local
police and prosecutors was strongl y encouraged. Other recommended collaborators included fri endly news media, business and foundation executives, and un i "ersity. church, and trade union officials,
as well as such "patriotic" organizations
a~ the American Legion.
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Final authority rested wi th FBI Headquarters in Washington, D.C. Top FBI
officials pressed local field offices to
step up their activi ty and demanded
regular progress reports. Agents were
directed to maintain full secrecy "such
that under no circumstances should the
ex istcnceo f tl1c program be made known
outside the Bureau and appropriate
wi thin-office securi ty should be afforded
to sensitive operations and techniques."
A total of 2,370 ofricially approved
COINTELPRO actions were admiued
to · tl1c Sennte Intelligence Committee,
and thousands more have since been
uncovered.
Four main methods have been revealed:
I . Infil tration: Agents and informers
did not merel y spy 011political activists.
ll1eir main purpose was to discredit and
disrupt. Their very presence served to
undermine trust anti scare off potential
supportcrs.l he FUI and police exploited
tllis fcc.1r to "rnear J!Cnuinc activi sts as
agents.
2. Psychological Warfare From the
Outside: lllc FBI and police used myriad other "dirty tricks" to undermine
progrcssi vc movements. ll1ey plan ted
false media stories and publ ished bogus
tca nets and other publications in the
name of targeted groups. They forged
correspondence. sent anonymous lelters,
and made anonymous telephone calls.
They spread misin for mation about
meetings and even ts, set up pseudo
movement groups run by government
agents, and manipulated or strong-anned
parents, employers, landlords, school officials and others to cause trouble for acti vists.
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3. Harassmcntl hrough tl1c LegalS ystcm: The FBI and police abused the legal
system to harass dissidents and make
them appear to be criminals. Officers of
the law gave perjured testimony and
presented fabricated evidence as a pretext for false arrests and wrongful imprisonment They discriminatorily enforced La~ laws and other government
regulations and used conspicuous survei Hance, "investigative" i ntcrviews, and
grand jury subpoenas in an effort to
intimidate activists and si lence their
supporters.
4. Extralegal Forceaml Violence: The
FBI and police threatened, instigated,
and themselves conducted break-ins.
vandalism, assaults, and beatings. The
object was to frighten dissidents ancl
disrupt their movements. In the cct~e of
radical Black and Puerto Rican activisL"
(and later Native Americans), these :Ittacks-including political assassinations-were so extensive, vicious. and
calculated that tl1ey can accurately
tern1cd a form of official "terrorism:·
[copyright 1989, Urian Glil:kl
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WITNESS FOR PEACE
STATE M ENT O N T H E
PE RSI AN G ULF C RISIS

l
1

January 4 , 199 1
The guiding principles of W i tness for
Peace arc: a prayerful search for peace
wit11 justice: grounded in religious fai th
and the belief t11at we oursel ves cannot
be free as long as anyone remains op·
pressed: political independence; and a
comm itm ent to c hang ing ou r
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government's unjust policies through
eyewitness experience and creative nonv iolence.
Given these commitments, we make
the following statement about the cri sis in
the Persian Gulf:
I. We deplore Iraq's invasion and occupation of Kuwait and the human rights
violations its forces havecommiucd there.
We call upon Iraq to withdraw from Kuwait
and to find a peaceful solution to i ts grievances.
2. Weopposeamilitary response to th is
crisis and we support a much stronger
effort at negotiation and diplomacy, along
with a range of creative, non-violent social
and econom ic measures designed to impact the government and not the people of
Iraq.
3. As an organization deeply involved
in Central America, we recognize how
orten our government has intervened unjustly in the affairs of smaller states. We
call upon our government to see this situation as an opportunity to renounce its
own policies of unjust intervention around
the world and to commit itself to the peaceful resolution of such crises.
4. We also call upon our government to
place human rights, social justice and
environmental balance in the fore of all
foreign policy decisions, specifically to:
A. Reinstate policies of energy conservation and development of alternative,
safe energy resources to reduce U.S. dependence on environmentally destructi ve
and politically per ilous fossil fuels.
B. In cooperation with tl1e United Nations and World Court make peaceful
resolution of the connicts in the Middle
East a high priority.
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C. End tlle world -wide arms race and
the trade wh ich feeds upon it , that oppresses smaller nations and poor peoples
and escalates conflicts such as that in tllc
Persian Gulf.

When The Story
Ever Is Told
lly SteppcnLeap

When the story ever is told
I low Old Gl ory got cut up and

Continued from page 7
onstralions. (Pakistan has troops in tlle
soutllwest and northeast o f Saudi Arabia,
under Saudi command .)
There have been mass meetings in
TIJRKEY, now tlle base for tlle U S-led
alliance 's "second front" against Iraq. A
young woman, arrested for pulling up a
poster reading " No to War! " at her school,
spoke to a meeting in Istanbul, following
her release from prison w here she spent
two montlls on remand. She faced a tenyear sentence for her " offence".
In the UK, 5-6000 marched down
Whitehall to hold a "people' s assembly"
against tlle Gul f war in Parliament Square
on the night tlle UN deadline expired . T wo
days later, a similar number returned to
protest against the start of hostilities, hut
were forced to tum back. On the 19 tll,
demonstrations were held in L ondon,
Oxford, Brighton, Leeds, Y ork , and
Glasgow, but turnout was much lighter
than on tlle previ ous Saturday, when about
50,000 had demonstrated in London and
10- 12,000 in Glasgow.

From Peace News 2338. Information
gatheredfrom PNB (World Peace Council, Helsinki), IPCC (Vredeshuis, /Jrussels), and GreenNet.
For updates, see Mideast.action cotrference on Peacenet (415) 923 -0900.

sold
For a profit in crude oil and gold
While the people went hungry
and cold
Then the shit will hit the fan
And we'll have to junk th e plan
And stop the man
Who's got us down on the ground.
If you ask me where, when and
who 's
Genna start thin gs and who 'll follow through
Then I'd say, my friend , it's all up
to you,
'Cause we' re all called to be on
the crew.
And we' re gonna make the grade,
Li fe on ea nh will never fade,
Don' t be afraid
It's just our time comin ' 'round.
© Stephen Leiper

Continu ed from page Hi
Despi te the efforts o f t11e U.S. government to pack age ami market Operation
Desert Stonn , it will have to go down in
history as being the war which has met
t11e greatest oppostion before the fi rst
shot was even fired. Si nce the war
started, demonstrati ons have mushroomed world-wide in intensity and size,
as hundreds of thousands angry yet spirited pro testors fill city streets, college
campuses, and town squares.
In San Franci sco, tlle morning o f t11e
Januar y I 5 deadline saw at l east 3,000
successfull y close down t11e Federal
Buildi ng and its surrounding streets.
Later that afternoon, many of tlle same
peopl e l aunched a snenk attack on t11e
Oakl nnd-S.F. B ay Dridge, successfully
closing down both directions of the Dny
Area's most vital transportation Iink.
That evening, at least 10,000 marched
from the Mission District to Chevron 's
headquarters in the Finnncial District,
where they acknowledged t11e stroke o f
9 PM, tlle time o f t11e U.N. deadl ine. h y
chanting " fuck t11e deadline! "
Wednesday afternoon war broke out,
and a contingency pl an had been est.a blished by the Emergency Committee to
Stop the U.S. W ar in the Middle Eas t for
months to meet in the heart o f S.F. 's
shopping district. Within an hour, th e
throng had grown to well over 10,000,
stretching for blocksandsnakjng tllrough
tllecity. Despite the local mecliaclaimin g
the nature o f the protests were violent,
most peopl e just made a l ot of noise or
quietl y carried candles.
- Rory Cox
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By Stepp enLeap
It could start with you, it could
start with me,
It could start with anyone.
It could start ri ght here, it could
start right now,
World Peace Number One.
There's a way we can find some
peace of mind,
And keep it rollin ' too.
It 's World Peace Number One,
And it's rollin' to you!
There 's a lot we must do to tum the
world war blues
Into World Peace Number One.
It's the only home we' ve got, we
kinda like it a lot,
So fellas keep it cool, don ' t you let
it get hot.
Let the sun and the rain and the
earth grow the grain,
And our love for each other to he a I
the pain.
Got to say no to war and to all it
stands for.
I may be crazy but I ain 't insane...
I may be lazy but I'm on the train.
And it's rollin ', yes it's rollin', yes
it's rollin'
Rollin' for World Peace Number
One!
© Stephen Leiper

Continued on page 17
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RIGHT WOOS LEFT
OVER GULF WAR ISSUE
Confronting Rightist Ideologies
& Anti-Jen·ish Bigotry is Crucial
to Full Debate Over Principled
Tnctics
Memo by Chip llerlet
Political Research Associates
Revised & Updated

1/1 8/9 1

1\s the movement against war in the Middle
East builds, a handful of far-right and antiJewish groups has begun to seck alliances
with liberal, progressive, and left antiwar
groups, leading some acti vists to fear that
fr:~gilccoalil.ionscould be damaged by the
presence of such forces , especially if they
press their paranoid conspiracist and
sometimes anti -Jewish theories in progressive coalitions where similar sentiments have not already been routinely
confronted as a matter of principle.
The attempts by the political ri ght to
organize around antiwar i ssues is varied
by both l ocale and method , bu t the situation is causing problems across the country. cspcciall y attempts by followers of the
distinctively distorted nco-Nazi Lyndon
H. LaRouche, Jr. to forge Lies with liberal
and left antiwar coalitions.
For the most part, the political right is
trying to build anti war sentiment withou t
~ecking coali tion with the left. Such was
the ca<;e at Merrimack College in Massachusetts and at a downtown Boston anti war rllll y w here the ultra-conservati ve John
0 irch Society distribu ted antiwar n ycrs.
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Another rightist group organizing unilaterally is the Liberty Lobby. Persons
associated with Liberty Lobby have circ~l ated antiwar and pro-isolationist literature, inc luding th ei r weekl y
newspaper Spotlight, at several antiwar
rallies. 1l1e Spotlight cheers the activities of U.S. nco-Nazis and skinheads but
masks its anti-Jewish stance behind
coded phrases such as "dual -loyalist."
The mos t disruptive push, however,
is being caused by LaRouchians trying
to penetrate grassroots antiwar groups.
The LaRouchiClnS generally organiz.e
under front groups such as Food for
Peace, Schiller Institute, and Executive
In telligence Review. Some l ocal groups
have admitted the LaRouchians, while
others have not. Some ex perienced antiwar activists warn that working with the
LaRouchians and other far-right and
bigoted forces will only discredit serious work towards peace in the Middle
East.
Jon Hillson, a seasoned peace activist
based in Ohio, reports LaRouche organizers at events sponsored by the Cleveland Comm ittee Against War in th e
Persian Gulf. At one meeting, 'Two
peopl e went through the crowd handing
out LaRouche's New Federalist," says
Hillson. " I was shocked, bu t then I realized most students had never heard of
LaRouche," says Hillson. " I would urge
people to disavow any collaboration with
them because of their past Lies to govern- ·
mentagencies, disrupti ve past, and their
homophobic, racist, sexist, and antiSemitic agenda." Hillson notes tlmt it
will take patience to expl ain to new
ac ti vists why a broad-based coalition
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should exclude anyone, but that the l:lsk
of educating people tl1at coalitions with
fascists should be rejected i s not one to
be ignored.
In Los Angeles several LaRouchians
were dismayed when the local antiwar
coalition pointed to their principles of
unity wh ich included a call f or a sensible
non-nuclear energy policy. The LaRouchians arc vocal supporters of nuclear power. In Richmond, Virginia, local
antiwar organiz.ers simply kept shouting
at tl1e LnRouchians to "shut up" when
they began their bi1arre spiels and eventually they stopped coming to meetings.
Chicago antiwar organizer Alynne
Romo reports their group has "asked the
LaRouchians not to participate when
they have appeared at our demonstrations." According to Romo, " The LaRouche people called us several times.
They told us Margaret Thatcher was
behind the situation in Iraq and that she
put George Bush up to it." Romo adds
that " they also said they were working
with R<lmsey Clark as a way to get us to
cooperate."

The Emerging
Rightist Coalition
By Chip Bcrl et
Lyndon LaRouche has picked up support for his release from a number of
right-wing extremists, including retired
Air f-orce Colonel and intelligence special ist Fletcher Prouty, a leading light
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among ultra-right researchers. Prouty first
published "The Secret Team" in 1973
where it was among the first wave of
books to take a critical view of the role of
the U.S. intelligence establishment in
designing the failed counterinsurgency
policies in Vietnam. Since writing the
book, Prouty has drifted far to the right, as
has another CIA critic, Victor Marchetti,
and both now have allied themselves with
groups which support anti-Jewish conspiracy tl1eorics.
In 1989 Marchetti presented a paper at
the N inth International Revisionist Conference held by the Institute for Historical
Review (I HR). Both IHR and the Rev isionist Conference promote the theory that
the Holocaust was a hoax. The title of
Marchetti' s paper, reprinted in the I HR 's
Journal ofllistorical Review, was"Propaganda and Disinformation: How the CIA
Manufactures History."
Marchetti also co-publishes the <Zionist Watch> newsletter, endorsed in direct
mail appeals on Liberty Lobby stationery
by the late Lois Petersen, secretary of tl1e
Liberty Lobby board of directors. The
October 5, 1987 Spotlight reported tllat
Mark Lane was named associate editor of
Zionist Watch, which is housed in the
same sma ll converted Capitol Hill
townhouse as Liberty L obby and Spotlight. Liberty Lobby, Spotlight, the International Revisionist Conference, the Institute for Historical Review, and IHR 's
Journal of 1/istorical Review are all projects of Willis Carto, one of America 's
most innuential peddlers of anti-Jewish
and pro-Nazi propaganda.
Not all rightist groups adhere to obviousl y anti-Jewish vi ews. The John Birch
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Society has in recent years tried to avoid
anti -Jewish rhetoric, instead basing ilS
theories on the belief that all major world
powers arc conlrolled by a covert group of
" Insiders," such as members of the Trilateral Comm ission, who are seen as
man ufacturing the current cri sis in the
Middle East.
TI1e LaRouchian antiwar theories parallel many of the themes promoted uy the
Elirch Society and Prouty, but in their
typically distorted way. According toone
llyeri ssued by the LaRouchians, "If war is
to come, it will be the result of deliberate
'geopolitical' plouing by Elritish Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher, Lord Carrington, and other London friends of Henry
Ki ssinger." Over the years LaRouchian
literature has maintained that British political leadership i s really conlrolled by
Jewish banking families such as the
Rothschilds, a standard anti-Jewish Llleor)' that influenced bigots from Henry
f-ord to Adolph Hitler, among others.
In their book Dope, Inc: Britain' sOpium
\\'or against the U.S. first published in
1'.J78, the LaRouchians assert th at the
British oligarchy is in league with Jewish
hankers to conLrol drug smuggling into th e
U.S. Arch-ri ghtist and former U .S. intelli~t:nce operative the late Michell WerBell
~11d the book was of"ou tstanding importance," because it told "the history of a
poli tical strike against the United States in
an undeclared war being waged by Great
Britain."
A t the recent 35th Anniversary Liberty
Lobby convention, there was considerable antiwarsen timcnt ex pressed by speak rrs who tied the U .S. presence in Snudi
Arabin to pressure from I srnel and i Ls
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intelligence agency, M ossad. (No matter what ac tual political involvement
forces in Israel may have in shaping the
current situation, the history of Liberty
Lobby is to circulate lurid anti-Jewish
propaganda, not principled factual criticisms.)
At the con ference f-letcher Prouty released a new edition of his book on CIA
i ntrigue, The Secret Tram, and moderated a pnnel where much-decorated
Vietnam veternn "Elo" Gritz wove a
paranoid conspiracy Llreory which explained the U.S. confrontation with Iraq
as a product of the same "Secret Team"
outlined by Prouty. Gritz's charges have
also been featured by Birch Society
publications. TI1c far ri ghtislS who adhere to t11e Prouty/Gril7. thesis agree
~ith the left analysis th at the CIA toleratesor encourages drug smuggling by ilS
operatives and allies, but sec the situation conlrolled by M ossad. The Israeli
connection to Iran Contra-gate was a
major reason the Prou ty/Gritz crowd
condemned O li ver North' s operation,
another point of alliance wi th the left.
Other con ference spcal-.ers and moderators included Dick Gregory, whose anti government rhetoric finds fertile soil on
the far right, and auorncy Mark Lane
who has drifted toward far-r ight antiJewish conspiracy theories in recent
years.
The issue of anti-Jewish rhetoric over
the Gulf crisis first surfaced in September as part of a long simmering feud
within the political right in the U.S.
U ltra -conser va ti ve co lumni st Pat
Buchanan fired Ll1c first sal vo to reach
the mainstream media when he declared
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on the McLaughlin Group TV roundtable
program that the two groups most favoring war in the Middle East were " the
Israeli Defense Ministry ami ilS amen
chorus in the United States ." New York
Times columnist A .M. Rosen thal charged
thosccomrnenlS rcnected anti-Semitism,
to which Duchanan retorted that Rosenthal had made a "con lract hit" on him in
collusi on with the Anti-Defamation
LcagucofO 'Nai O'Rith. ADL is a Jewish
human righlS group often allied with the
nco-conservati ve movement, and is an
ardent and uncritical supporler of Israeli
governmclll policies.
Sara Diamond (who covered th e
Buchanan/Rosenthal feud in Z Magazine) says " the Eluchanan forces have
explici tl y rejected coalition with Ll1e left
on Ll1c issue of opposing intervention in
the Gulf," but it is clernenlS of the opportunistic ri ght thnt arc seeking such coalitions. According to Diamond, "one can
only speculate thm they wan t to recruit
people into their own organizations and
then leave the left discredited," says
Diamond.lt appe<Hs that most persons in
the an tiwar movement are unaware of
the backgrounds and ideology of the
several righli ~l groups seeking alliances,
and merely arc hoping to bu ild a broad
based alliance. Still, the issue of an
undercurrent of ami -J ew ish bigotry
among a handful of pro-Palestinian ,
Black nationalist, and other groups who
work w ill11he left has been under discussion for several years. L ess well known
are the auempLo; by rightist groups to
forge lies with Ll1e left around a common
agenda of smashing the powerful center.
One danger of such an alliance is that
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the widespread conspiracism of the right
can easily find fertile ground among the
naive or uncritical forces on the left. Author H olly Sklar, who has written progressi ve critiques of the TrilateraJislS, warns
antiwar activists that "thcre is a big difference between understanding the innuence
of the Trilateral Commission on world
affairs and the paranoid right-wing fantasy that thr TrilatcralisLc; and their allies
arc an omnipotent cabal conlrolling the
world. It's important for people to base
their political decisions on faclS, not lazy
catch-all conspiracy theories."
TI1c first area where the LaRouchians
appear to have penetrated Ll1e left is t11e
area of covert action and C IA misconduct.
The LaRouchians were early critics of the
Oliver North network, and in the early
1980's, LaRouche intelligence operatives
such as Jeffrey Steinberg maintained close
tics to a faction in the National Security
Council which opposed Oliver North 's
activities, while at the same time Lrading
information with mainstream and progressive reporters. One surprising public instance of this relationship surfaced when
Eugene Wheaton, an adviser to the Christic Institute, spoke at the December, 1990
LaRouche antiwar confemcc in Chicago.
According to progressive author Russ
Bcllant who wri tes investigative crit iques
of New Right and far right political groups.
this is not the first time rightist groups with
an anti-Jewish agenda have tried to forge
alliances will1left activists or researchers.
Bellant says he has been sharply critical of
other authors who have recommended he
seek information from LaRouchian intel-
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ATTENTION PEACE ACTIVISTS: TO STOP THIS
\VAR, WE MUST BECOME MEDIA ACTIVISTS.
IIELP GET ANTI-WAR VOI CES IN
TilE MASS MEDIA
A Communique by Fairness & Accuracy in Reporting
Unless the Persian Gulf debate is dramatically expanded, hopes for peace will be
dashed. No matter how many anti-war
protests there arc, the plunge toward war
will be unstoppable unless the U.S. public
begins to hear anti-war perspectivesloudly, clear Iy and consistently-through
the mass media. Too often , media "debates" arc reduced to this year's secretary
of defense vs. last year's secretary of defense, or Republican hawks vs. Democrats who don't serious!y challenge the
policy.
Poll s show that mi llions of people
oppose this war. Peace vigils, teach-ins
and marches arc occu rring across the
country. But the national leaders of this
movement have been dramaticall y underrepresented in national media fomms.
TilE SITUATION C AN DE
CHANGED
In the wake of FAIR's recent expose of
bias and censorship against progressives
on the McNeii -Lehrer NcwsHour, that
program (seen by mi llions every day) began opening up to people who had generall y been excluded from TV; Noam
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Chomsky, Erwin Knoll of711e Progressive. Edward Said and otlters offered
dissenting views on the Gulfcrisis. Their
presence helped move these discussions
beyond typical TV "debates" focusing
on tactical questions, such as "How long
will it take to get tltis war over with and
bring the troops home?"
WHAT YOU CAN DO
- Phone and write national media
outlets aski ng them to be more professional in providing balanced journalism .
Good journalism requires that policy
critics be quoted alongside policy makers in print stories or TV segments.
Democracy and independentjournalism
require full -spec trumed debate-not
twccdle-dee, twecdle-dum. When you
communicate with TV producers and
other journalists, question their professionalism, t11eir lack of objectivity and
balance, not their "bad politics."
- If you are part of an organi1.ation,
set up media committees to lobby the
media toward the balance and inclusion.
Demand that tlte leader of your national
organization be included in debates.
-Quick response: As soon as you
see a report or TV discussion that excludes all but members of the white,
male foreign policy establishmen t, that's
the Lime to call and lodge a protest.
Remember: African-Americans, Latinos, Arab-Americans were never pan of
the so-called "national consensus" in
support of Bush. Women have been far
more skeptical about the policy than
men. Demand that people of color and
women participate in the national debate
o:ver the war.
-When you contact the news media,
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recommend a few of the many peace
spokespersons whose viewpoints should
be appearing more regularly in the media,
people like Daniel Ellsburg, Barbara
Ehrenreich, Rep. MaJtinc Waters, Rep.
Ron Dcllums, Alex Molnar (whose son
is a Marine in the Gulf), or any of the
dozens of otlter peace advocates of your
choice.
- Let r 1\ IRknow what you a redoing.
Send us copies of your wriucn correspondence with tlte media.

Join FAIR. 130 w. 25th St.,
New York, NY 10001, (201 ) 6336700.
In t11e interest of balancing the everpresent opinions of policy makers with
those of true policy critics, here are some
of the many independent experts on the
Persian Gulf Crisis:
/\lex ~1olnar, fatherofMarineservicing in Gulf; chairperson, Military Fami lies Support Network. Tel: (4 14) 9645794
Daniel El lsberg, former Pentagon
strategist. Tel: (4 15) 526-43 10
Maxine Waters, U.S . Congress, (DCal.) Tel: (916) 445-2363
Richard Barnet, foreign policy analyst, Institute for Policy Studies (202)
234-9382
Barbara Ehrenreich, essayist, Time
Magazine; feminist activist. (516) 3649676
Noarn Chomsky, foreign policy critic,
MIT. (617)253-78 19
Karen Pfeifer/Joe Stork, ed itors,
Middle East Report. (4 13) 584-2700
Edward Said, Palestinian-American
professor, Columbia Un iversity. (2 12)
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854-3620
Jesse Jackson, National Rainbow Coalition, (202) 728-1180
Karima Bennoune, student, U. Michigan-Ann Arbor Anli-war Coali tion (313)
769-3072
Rashid Khalidi, Arab-American professor, U of Chicago, (312) 702-3013
Eqbal Ahmed, foreign policy analyst,
Hampshire College. (41 3) 549-4600
Pedro Noguera, Latino professor, UC
Berkeley, (4 15) 642-1493
Alexander Cockburn, columnist, The
Nation, The Wall Street Journal, Los
Angeles Times (212) 242-8400 or (408)
685-25 11
Christopher Hitchens, columnist, The
Nation; Washington editor, Harper's
Magazine. (202) 387-4842
Ms. Hala Madsoud, Women's Studies
professor, Georgetown U. (202) 363-4866
Gerald Home, Chair, Black Studies
Dept., UC Santa Barbara; frequent columnist, L.A. Times. (805) 968-0856 or (805)
X93-3800
NATIONAL NEWS MEDIA
ABC World News Tonight
7 West 66th St.
New York, NY 10023
(212) 887-4040
Associated Press
50 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, NY 10020
National Desk (2 12) 621-1600
Foreign Desk (212) 621- 1663
Washington Bureau (202) 828-6400
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CBS Evening News
524 W. 57th St.
New York, NY 10019
(2 I 2) 97 5-3693
COS This Morning
524 W. 57th St.
New York, NY 10019
(2 12) 975-2824
Christian Science Monitor
CSM Publishing Survey
One Norway St.
Boston, MA 02 I I 5
(800) 225-7090
CNN
One CNN Center
Box 105366
Atlanla, GA 30348
(404) 827- 1500
CNN
Washington Bureau
I I I Massachusetts Ave,

Good Morning America
ABC News
1965 Broadway
New York, NY 10023
(212) 496-4800
Larry King Live TV
CNN
1 I I Massachusetts Ave,
NW
WashingLOn, DC 2000 I
(202) 898-7900
Larry King Show-Radio
Mutual Broadcasting
1755 So. Jefferson Davis
Highway
Arlington, VA 22202
(703) 685-2175
Los Angeles Times
Times-Minur Square
Los Angeles, Ci) 90053
(800) 528-4637

NW

MacNeil/Lehrer News Hour

Washington, DC 2000 1
(202) 898-7900

PO Box 2626

Morning Edition/A ll
Things Considered
National Public Radio
2025 M St., NW
Washington , DC 20036
(202) 822-2000
NBC Nightly News
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, NY 101 12
(2 12) 66 1- I 97 1
New York Times
229 W . 43rd St.
New York, NY 10036
(2 I 2) 556- 1234
(2 I 2) 556-74 I 5
New York Times
Washington Bureau
1627 Eye SLreet, NW, 7th
Washington, DC 20006
(202) 862-0300

Washington, DC 20013
(703) 998-2870

Ill Massachusetts Ave.
NW
Washington, DC 2000 I
(202) 898-7951

MacNeil/Lehrer News Hour
WNET-TV
356 W. 58th St.
New York, NY 10019
(212) 560-3113

Nightline
ABC News
47 W. 66th St.
New York, NY 10023
(2 12) 887-4995

Face the Nation
CBS News
2020 M SLrect, NW
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 452-4321

Meet the Press
NBC News
400 1 Nebraska Ave. NW
Washington, DC 200 16
(202) 885-4200

Nightline
Ted Koppel
AOC News
1717 DeSales St, NW

Crossfire
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This Week With David Brinkley
ABC News
I 717 DeS ales St., NW
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 887.7777
Time Magazine
Time Warner, Inc.
Time & Life Building
Rockefeller Center
New York, NY 10020
(212) 522- I 2 I 2
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USA Today
1000 Wilson Bl vd.
Arlington, VA 22229
(703) 276-3400

Washington Post
1150 15th St. NW
Washington, DC 20071
(202) 334-6000

Today Show
NOC News
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, NY 10112
(2 12) 664-4249
United Press International
1400 Eye St., NW
Washington, DC 20006
(202) 898-8000

WEEKLY ACTIONS
AGAINST MEDIA
DISINFORMATION
A coalition of writers ami artists invite
you to join them every Tuesday at 5:30
prn to protest media bias against the antiwar movement and insufficient coverage
and analysis of the Gulf War. The first
action was on January 22 at KGO TV
and radio. for more information, call
885-4749.
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U.S. News & World Report
2400 N St. NW
Washington, DC20037
(202) 955-2000

Wall SLreet Journal
200 Liberty St.
New York, NY 10281
(2 12) 416-2000

Floor

Newsweek
444 Madison Ave.
New York, NY 10022
(212) 350-4000

CNN

Washington, DC 20036
(202) 8R7-7364

Washington Week in Review
WETA-TV
PO Box 2626
Washington, DC 200 13
(703) 998-2626

Further Actions:
1/29/9 1 · KPIX TV
855 Ballery St., San Francisco(nc.ar Broadway)
2/5/91 • KRON TV
1001 Van Ness Ave., San Francisco
2/12/91 • KTVU TV
Two Jack London Square, Oakland
2/19/91 • KQED TV & Radio
500 Eighth St. , San Francisco
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The Great Nation
Oy Steven Jonas, M.D.
Once upon a time there was a Great Nation. Its territory stretched across several
time zoncs ofthe continenton which it lay.
Assembled in part by seulement, in part by
conquest, it had a large, multi -ethnic
population speaking many languages.
There was one national tongue.
It cume to pass that it found itself in
connict with a distant adversary. The
object of the conflict was a territory rich in
natural resources and strategic in location.
While close to the boundaries of the adversary, the territory in question lay far from
the Great Nation's home base.
Although the Great Nation had a legislativeasscmbly, in matters of foreign policy
and war its chief executive paid little at·
tcntion to that body. Although the Great
Nation previously had had friendly relations with its foreign adversary, at this
juncture in history the chief e;r;eculive
decided t11at war was the onl y solution to
the conflict over resources that had arisen.
A l ~o . it happened that tlle chief e;r;ccutive
faced many domestic problems. His popularity was decl ining. He thought that a
touch of war, and a magnificent victory,
would be just the thing to distract the
people at home and bring them to rall y
round once more.
The Great Nation had a might military
force. While its adversary had assembled
what also seemed to be strong mili tary
power, theGreat Nation belittled it. In any
case, the adversary was thought to be of an
inferior race, incapable of standing up in
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any way to the Great Nation.
And so, on his own initiative, the
chief e;r;ecutive dispatched a large e;r;peditionary force across the sea. The dista nce was long, many thousands of miles:
But the skill of the force was thought to
be high, the quality of its equipment
first-class, the morale of its troops equal
to the task.
A single bail ie was fought. The belittled adversary won, in the fight using
tactics wrillen about in the mil itary te;r;ts
but not before seen in u<;e on the field of
battle. The forces of the Great Nation
took many casualties. A large part of its
e;r;pcditionary force'sequipment was destroyed. Resupply at the great distances
involved was very difficult, and local
allies were not hnppy nbout t11e military
defeat. l11e war was lost.
At home, a wave of protest ensued.
And one day. in the capitol of the Great
Nation, headed by religious figures there
was a march of many, unarmed, ordinary folk on the residence of the chief
e;r;ecutive. The protest was angry, but
peaceful. Nevertheless. troops were
ordered out and shots were fired.
At the end of the day, over two thousand bodies lillered tlle snowy pavement. In the ensuing weeks there were
more out breaks of violence, but eventually the protests were put t.lown. More
repression followed. Nine years later,
the Great Nation found itself embroiled
in a massive foreign war which it did not
want and which served it no purpose.
Three years after that, the chief e;r;ecuiive was overthrown in a revolution
which changed the course of history.
The Great Nation was Czarist Russia.
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'The adversary was Japan. The resource
rich territory over which they fought
was Manchuria. The battle was that of
Tsushima Strait. The bloody demonstration was that wh ich set off the revolution of 1905. l11e rest is well known.
Although the analogy is neither historically nor strategically precise, it is
nevertheless too close for comfort. Did
anyone say the Strai L<; of Hormuz?
Steven Jonas, M.D. work s with the
Department of Preventive Medicine,
State University of New York at Stony
Brook.

Resources:
Ace Investigations, PO Do;r; 1633, Pacifica, CA 94044, (4 15) 38 1-0734
American Friends Service Committee
(Mid-East Program}, 2 160 Lake, SF,
CA, 94121, (415)752-7766
American Friends Service Committee
(Yout11 & Militarism Project), 1407
46th Ave., Oak land, CA , 94601, 5337554
Bay Area Direct Action Net work, 2215R Market, SF, CA. (415) 464-3020
California StudenLc; Network Against
U.S. Intervention in the Middle East,
1083 Mission, SF, CA 94103, (415)
431-46 17
CA VM E (Commillcc Against a Vietnam War in the Middle East), 255 9th
St. , SF, 94103, (415) 626-8053
Central Committee for Conscientious
Objection, Berkeley (415) 474-3002
Covert Action Information Bulletin, PO
Bo;r; 34583, Washington, D.C. 20043,
(202) 33 1-9 763
DAGGER (Dykes and Gay Guys Emer-
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gency Response), 3543 18th St, ##26,
SF, CA, 94110, (415) 558-8671
Earth Action Network/Community Action Network, 1711 Martin Luther King
Jr. Way,Berkeley,CA94709,(415)8434306/843-8788
Emergency Committee to Stop the U.S .
War in the Middle East, 2489 Mission,
Rm. 28 , SF, 94110, (415) 821 -6545.
Fairness and Accuracy in Reporting
(FAIR), 130 W. 25th St., New York,
NY 1000 1, (21 2) 633-6700
Fellowship ofReconciliation (Middle East
Task Force), 515 Broadway,SantaCruz,
CA 95060, (408) 423-1626.
Food Not Bombs, 3145 Geary #12, S.F.,
CA 94118, (415) 330-5030.
Frank LitLlc Club, 5134 Red Oak Dr..
Concord, CA 94521, (415) 7948-3698.
Global E;r;change, 2141 Mission Rm. 202,
S.F., CA 941 10 (415) 255-7296
Green peace, Fort Mason, Building E, San
Francisco, CA 94123, (415) 474-6767
Haighl/Ashbury Neighborhood Counci l,
1750 Waller, Rm. 202, SF, CA 94117,
(4 15) 566-1767
In These Times, 1912 Debs Ave., Mt.
Morris, IL 61054
January 26th Mobilization to Bring the
Troops Home Now, 255 9th St., SF, CA
94103, (415) 626-8053
KPFA, 2207 Shattuck Ave., Berkeley, CA
94704
Media Alliance, Building D, Fort Mason,
San Francisco, CA 94123 (415) 4412557
Midd le East Peace Action, 2140 Shattuck
11207 , Berkeley, CA (4 15) 548-0542
Military Family Support Network, 4350
Heights, Piusburg, CA94565 (415)4320961
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\hmnt l>1ahlo Peace Center. o5 Eckley
l.n .. Walnut Creek. CA 94596 (415)
lJ33- 7X50
\l u\lard Seed Allinity Group. 6022
lhomlull. O.tkland. CA 9~6 11 , (~151
~ 9-2753
;\,\J[),\ (\\'omen Concerned Ahout the
\lidtlk Eastl. PO 13m 7152. ncrkelcy.
(':\

f)~(l ll

l'.tlc,tinc Aitl Socie ty, PO llo.~ 11 90. Daly
City. Ct\ 9~ 107, (·11 5) 59 1-20 10
l'alco;;tme Sol itarily Comm itt ~e. 1'0 IJo.'<
27-162, SF. CA 9~ 127. (415) Xo l -1552.
1'.111.'\tlllian American You th, PO IJo"<
275(11. San r=rancJ<;co. C/\ 9-1127
I',Hl'nt<; Again"! thl! War. (-115) (i(>5-(>572
PaJ'Cr .llgcrTV 14 15) 558-lll:!l)
1\·a.-ei"et (~ 151 Cl23-0l)l)()
1\•nm<;ul:l Peace Center. ( 41 51 ~2-I'E/\CE.
555 Waverly, Palo Alto, CA 94\0 I,
1~ 15) 326-R837
Phy,ician" for Soctal Respon ~ ibi l i ty, 2288
Fulton 11307.13crkcley. CA 9~ 70-1. (~ 15)
' ~5-8395

Pledge of Resistance, 4228 Telegraph ,
Oak laml. Ct\ 946 10, (4 15) (i55-1177
Propaganda Re,·iew, c/o 1\lcdia Alliance.
Bui ldmg D, Fort 1\ la<;on, San Francisco,
<. :\ lJ.l I 23 (~ 15 J +I I · 255o
thl.' Public Eye (.l 15) 3 '2-RJ(lf.)

I ·on I inued from page 2 I
IJ;;c~Jlt'C <;()lJrCC~

or rerson~; cJoo;e to the
I 1h:'rt~ Lobby or other far nght groupe;. "I
tlunk ~ou d1scredit )llUI .d f 11hcn you
·.\ 111 k with thcc;e b1gotL'd forccc;." ~a)"
lkllant. "and the mrre ao;<;cx i:ltlontcnd-; to
knd uedcnce 10 the<;c righti <;t group-;
l •··t au~e people l1gurc the group can' t hl'
that Pad If a rC <;pected figure on the Jclt jc;
a"<'l lillt'd with the111."
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Resource Cen ter for Nonvio lence
(/\Iiddle Ea<;t Wi tneso;), 515 13roadway. Sama Cn11, CA 95060, (40R)
~ 23-1 62(}.
Root-; Again~t War.(~ 15) 5~8-0-125.
SANE/Freete, 47 lJolore-; H335. San
Fmncic;co.CA ll-l1 10.(-1 15J(>21-7T/U.
Seeds ol 1\·ace. 2-1-10 1(lth St.. llo:< 2-11 ,
San FraiK' I~cn. (',\ t}-1lfH, (~ IS )-1 201799
Speak Out~~ I 5J H61--15r> I
Stnp the U.S. War /\lachine Action
\.' tiiOik, (4 15) 27\-2-127
'lri -Ci ty J>earc Anion,~ 127 flay , Bo:<
22-1. Fremont. C,\ 9 1) \X. !-I I )l RHR 21 \()
Unitt•d 13ay Area \'ctt'Jan~ Against \\'ar
in the l uldle Fast, 1'0 flo:< -10755,
SF. Ct\. (~ 15) 255-7\ ~I
Ve terans Peace Action Teams. PO Box
170670, Sr:, CA ()4 11 7. (4 15) 7532130
Woml·n Again~tlmpenalism , 3543 1Hth,
S.F., CA 9~ 110 (4 15) 995-47 35
Women For Peace. 2302 Ellsworth,
Berkeley. CA (-1 15) 8-19-3020
Wom en's PcnceOf l ice/Womcn's Inter·
nationa l League for Peace and Freedom. 50 0ak, Rm . 5111. SF, CA 9~ I 02.
c<~ISJ62 1 - 1 37 1 /HoJ-7 1-I(i

While theconcept of hrnad-hac;ccl ant i''"r coa lition~ remain s dec;1rahlc. seao;;oncd activio;t~ continue to warn that
coalltum<; \hould he 1cry carefu l to
r.~nminc lhC rarkg11111nd of groups With
11hich they become aff1llatcd.
Clup lk1 kt "an :111al) \ I lor l'olitiral
A ~;qlt' iat cc; in Camb1 it!ge,l\ lns-
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• Worldwide Demonstrations
- Country by Country Accounts
• Students Call for National Action-Feb. 21
• How to Fight Harrassment & Infiltration
of Your Organization
• Analysis of the War & Media Coverage
-Michael Parenti
.I .
-· Norman Solomon
• Interview with U.N. Ambassador from
Cuba on Manipulation of the U.N.
• Did Iraq Reali y G as the Kurds?
the Public Eye is a civil liberties news publication sponsored by the National Lawye rs Guild C ivil L iberties
Comm ittee & published by Investigative News Features
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CAL.ENDAJ{
Feb 14 (Hursday)
Protest at Food Not Bombs Hearing
"War and Hunger are the Real Crimes"
(Food Not Bombs 350-5030)
8:30 AM on the steps of S.F. City Hall
(Polk SLreet side) (Keith McHenry's hearing is at 9:30)
Teach-In on Mtdia Coverage of the
War (llaight/Ashbury Neighborhood
Council566-1767 or 863-5498)
7 PM at All Saints Episcopal Church,
1350 Waller Street (near Ashbury), SF
Mid-East Teach-In in Mill Valley
(Marin Sane[Free1.e 459-1530)
7:30 PM at MiU Valley City Hall, 26
Corte Madera Ave. (near Throckmorton),
downtown Mill Valley
Deceotraliztd Actions Across the Nation
called by the Mobilization to Bring the
Troops Home Now coalition (626-8053)
Feb. 15 (Friday) student organizing and
actions, and Feb. 16 (Saturday) community organizing and actions.
Feb. 15 through Feb. 17 (friday - sunday)Western Regional Organizing
Conference (WROC) "Stop the war at
home and the war abroad" ($10 advance;
SIS at door) at SF State University (Simone 655-3154; Rhcxlney 653 -5442;
Hatem 338-2324)
Feb. 15 (friday) Teach-In with Media
Analyst Eduardo Cohen plus Iraqi , Palestinian, and Israeli speakers (info. 3392625) 7:00pm at the Ca.lif001ia CoUege
of Arts and Crafts (CCAC), 5212 Broadway (at 52nd) in Oakland
Feb. 16 (Saturday) March for Peace in
Walnut Crttk (Mount Diablo Peace
Center 933-7850) 11:00 AM, meet at the
Walnut Creek BART station
Feb. 16 (Saturday)
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Rally in Golden Gate Park (Mobilization to Bring the Troops Home Now
626-8053) 12:00 noon to 5:00 pm in
Sharon Meadow near the Northeast
comer of Golden Gate Pruk in S.F.
Feb. 18 (Mon.) Panel on Peace: Larry
Bensky (Pacifica radio) and Micb~l
Krasny (KGO-AM). 7 PM College of
Marin (Olney Hall) in Kentfield .
Feb. 19 (Tuesday) Media Picket at
KQED TV (channel9) & Radio (Art·
ists and WritersEncampment885-4749;
Media Alliance 441-2257 5:30 pm at
500 Eighth Street in S.F.
Feb. 21 (Thursday) International Day
of Student and Youth Mobilization
Against the War Contacts: l<;tte Morris
415-327- 1003 Rhodney Ward 415 -6535442

Feb. 21 (Thursday) Forum on the War
in the Gulr: Unanswered Questions
(speakers recently returned from Iraq
and Jordan) 7:00 pm at 1151 Mission
Street (between 7!11 and Rth) in SF (Global
Exchange 431-6911 or 255-7269)
Feb. 23 (Saturday) War Tax Resistance Conference "LivesofResistance/
Communities of Support (No. CA war
T;u Resistance 843-9877) 9:30 AM to
5:00PM at UC Berlteley School of Journalism (Northgate Hall)
Feb. 23 (Satwday) Marin County Peace
March (Marin Center for Peace and
Justice 459-5676) I 1:00 AM, starting
location unset, probably march to Albert
Park in San Rafael
Feb. 23 Media & the War Conrereoce
at New CoUege, 777 Valencia. 12-6 pm,
in SF.-Media Alliance, FAIR, KPFA,
648-3193,282-1629
Continued on page 25
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WOHLD\.VIDE ANTJ-\VAR ACTION ROUNU-UP
•Algeria: Over 500,000 people protested several times against US-led
striJces on Iraq. 5000 doctors and nurses
from Algeria, Tunisia, Mauretania,
Yemen and Sudan are trying to enter
Iraq via Iran. They are bringing blood
and plasma witJ1 them .
•Argentina: On 24 January, 5,00010,000 protesters gathered outside the
parliament building to protest their
country's involvement in the war while
representatives voted to allow
Argentina's navy to support the allied
forces in UIC Gulf.
•Australia: In all major cities huge
anti war rallies took place, including
10,000 who gathered on 19 January at
the US and Israeli consulates in Sydney.
Protests have been against the war, and
have demanded Lhe withdrawal of Australian support. It is the biggest peace
movement in AustraJia since the Vietnam protests.
•Austria: 15..500 people have protested in ciLies throughout the country
since hostilities began, and larger demonstrations are expected. The Austrian
Students Union declared a resolution
against the war.
•Bangladesh: 500,000 Moslems,
gathered after the Haj pilgrimage, voiced
support for Saddam Hussein. Students
in Dacca (Dhaka) staged a peace protest
which drew 3,000 supporters on the 24
January. 1be Bangladesh government
has protested the Iraqi embassy 's alleged involvement in organiring demonstrations. Like in Pakistan thousands
of people volunteer to fight for Iraq
against t.he US.
•Belgium: About IO,OOOpeopledem-
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onstrated in Brusse ls on 20 January to
demand the withdrawal or Belgian sup- •
port for the war. Protests continued on
Saturday. 26th and another rail y is planned
for Saturday, 16th of February.
•Brazil: 2,000 anti-war protesters gath·
ered in Sao Paulo to protest the war.
•Canada: Thousands of protesters, led
by students, have protested across the
country to demand an end to the war and
tliC withdrawal of Canadian forces and
support. The movement against the war
seems to be growing steadily.
•China: Arab students were refused a
penn it to hold an anti- American protest in
Beijing.
•Czechoslovakia: In Prague, 150 anti war demonstrators organized by Palestinian students called for withdrawal of Czech
support for the war.
•Denmark: There have been several
peace vigils at the US embassy. In the
biggest one 1500 people participated. In
general, the Danish peace movement is
beginning to pick up momentum.
•Djibouti: The Interior Ministry said
protests which took place on 19 January
were "prejudicial to the security and peace
of the Republic" and banned all further
demonstrations over the war.
•Ecuador: In the capital city of Quito,
students protesting the war threw a makeshin bomb at a branch of a British bank.
•Egypt: The government imposed a
visa requirement for citizens of Tunisia,
Algeria, and Morocco because of the mass
protests in those countries against Egypt's
role in the war. The government also extended the mid-year holiday for university
students in an apparent auernpt to prevent
student led protests against the war. Still
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the opposition of fundamentalists and in tellectual!! agai nst the government is getling stronger. The media coverage of the
war is glorifying Egypt and its troops and
misinfonning the people.
•Finland: Thece have been several
demonstrations supporting the Baltic
States. Recently thcrehavealso been peace
vigils in front of the US embassy.
•Franc~: 30,000 anti-war protesters
includi ng peace activists, workers from
communist-led unions, and Green Party
members marched in Paris on 18th and
19th January, although protesL'l were restricted by the police authorities, with
several tl1ousand also protesting in other
cities. The protesters also called for an
international conference to solve the problems of the Middle East. Many Arabs
living in France for years, including studenLc; and mecnbers of civil rights groups,
have been arrested and expelled from the
country overnighL A rising harassment of
France's Arab population (more than
600.000) by Le Pen's nationalist groups
keeps children away from schools. The
French minister of defence resigned, because "the conflict is threatening to involve French troops in war actions that
have nothing to do with the futrilling oft.he
UN resolutions".
· G~rmany: Hundreds of thousands of
Germans have protested across the country since the war began, expressing antiwar, anti-German involvement, and some
anti-American sentiment; smaller concurrent demonstrations have been held by
pro-Israel groups. In Be~ lin on 18 January,
more than 10,000 school children with
candles crammed the main shopping avenue, bringing traffic to a standstill . More
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th.111 200,000 participated in an anti-war
rally in Bonn on 26 January. All major
universities have been on st.rike. Students, pupils, unions, churches, the
German Greens and the Social Democrats are baclting up tJ1e strongest peace
movement in Europe. Lots of background
material is analyzed to support Lhc media
and to inform the population about
German war indust.ries, it.s relation to the
government and it.s involvement in the
world 's wars.
•Grttce: More tl•:u• 10,000 people
marched through Athens to the US
Emhassyon24 January topro(est tJ1e US
and Greek involvement in the Gulf, and
to call for an end to t.he war. Student.s
have occupied universities and 80% of
the high-schools since November protesting new education laws. The Greek
students are therefore probably too exhausted to build the backbone of the
Greek peace movemenL
•India: 1,000 anti-war demonstrators
outside the US Embassy in New Delhi
were dispersed by police using tear gas
on 18January. ln De lhi's old city, police
wielding long canes charged to prevent
pro-Iraqi Moslems from halting t.raffic.
•Iran: At Tehran Universi ty, antiAmerican and pro-uaqi demonstrations
were held by 2,000 students, who "reflected the mixed feelings of many Iranians, who hate the Iraqi leadership but
will not tolerate Western forces killing
fellow Moslems."
•Ireland: lllousands of people were
protesting against the war in Dublin. In
Limerick a two thirds majority of tJ1e
students decided, not to support the peace
Con tinu td on pnge 20
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Intcr vic\v Michael Parenti
on KPF A radio (Pacifica,
Berkeley) January 30, 1991
Q: Can you discuss your reactions to
last week'sSuper Bowl, with the masses
of people waving nags and singing patriotic songs? It seemed to resemble
Nazi Germany.
Michael Parenti: Sports events are
often used as hype for patriotism. I've
j1Lc;t written an article on how sports and
tJ~e weather arc very political things, the
way they're reported, and certain ly in
sporting events you see that I saw a
football game, last week's Conference
Championship when tl1e Buffalo Bills
slaughtered the L.A. Raiders. It began
with Army, Navy, Marine and Air Force
in parade dress uniform with flags,
marching down the field, and people all
shouting "USA, USA", "Nuke Iraq,"
and otl•er enlightened kind of things like
thnL
By the way, we shouldn' t typify all
the fans in the st.ands as being like that,
the camera comes in on t11e noisy jingos
who are most militaristic, but certainly
t.hatltind of thing is whipped up in sporting event.s very consciously. War imagery is often used in sports, 'we hit
Lhcm hard with our aericl offensive,' and
vice versa, you can hear the milit.ary saying 'we've got all our players in place.'
The milit.ary also uses, and the mainstream media often picks up on it, a lot
of euphemisms, 'we're going to neutralize t.argets,' and things of t.hat sort. collatoral damage.
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Q : What arc your observations of Lhe
way tl1e peace movement is being portrayed in this country, and how that contributes to the patriotism?
MP: The peace movement is being
portrayed the same way every peace and
anti-war movement has been. The num bers of demonst.rators are being undercounted, whole demonstrations are being
ignored nnd simply not being reponed, the
massive demonstrations in Europe have
been given scant attention, and in some
rcport.s none at all.
·n,e counter-demonstrators arc given
disproportionate exposure, there' ll be
100,000 of us and I 00 of them and they ' II
get 40% of the coverage. In fact, NBC
N~s on Saturday night did a special on
the pro-war demonstrators who were all of
a hundred. It said, 'while groups of protestors moved across the Capitol grounds ... '
and it showed just a few stragglers, and we
had a massive crowd there, and they tal ked
about pro-Awn inistration people, and they
showed all thesesound-bit.es, sho wed them
walking down tJ1e street to Lafayette Park,
interviewed them, it was rather remar kable that here we had over 100,000 people
and this special report was on tl•is I 00
people.
These are some of the gimmicks they
use. They preface every report on the
demonstrations by saying 'but the majority of the American people support the Administration.' When they report on the
compulsary pregnancy demonstrations, the
anti-abortion parades, t.hey never preface
it by saying 'but the majority of the people
are for safe and legal atxmjons. ' They
don' t Lake the t.rouble to do thaL The news
media trivialize, marginalize, undercou nt,
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treat the peace movement as a small thing.
What's impressive is that here we are in
barely the second week of the war and we
have masses of people out there marching
and demonstrating with a variety of issues
saying a great many intelligent things, I
started writing down what all the different
signs were saying, and they were rather
remarkable things. People are speaking
back.
Q: So why is the media doing this,
George Bush is not calling everybody up
and saying 'keep it quiet?'
MP: They sure dodo that. that's one of
the things that happens every day, the
net works are called every day by the White
House and asked what their two or three
lead stories are for the evening, they have
conferences, they have dinners together,
they hring pressure on them quite regularly, but in any case you don' t have to
pressure them, it 's a built in pressure.
Baker gets up and says, ' this is the policy,
A,B,C' all the reporters write ' this is the
policy, A,B,C.' They've become the
mouthpieces, so it doesn't have to be any
big conspiracy.
If you oppose too often then you get cut
out of the news pool, you get fed misinformation, you get starved out on stories. And
in any case,the people who own the giant
networks are the same people whose interests are being defended by this giant global
military machine. NBC is a subsidiary of
General Eleelric, General Electric is one
of the biggest military-industrial contractors in the world, one of the biggest corporations. George Bush does good things for
General Electric. So there's a community
of interest between those who own the
world and those who own media. They're
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the same people.
Q: I talked to a White House correspondent recently, and his job is toreport what the President said that day.
Since the President says or does something just about every day , there 's no
time to go around and get alternative
responses, there's no time to investigate
whether what the President is saying is
true or false, it's just his job to report
what the guy had to say that day.
MP: It's very refreshing that he said
lt1aL Then he's saying 'I am a shill, I am
a mouthpiece, I am an amplifier of the
White House.' But then don't come
back and try to give us this jive about
how we try to give you both sides of Lhe
stOf)', we are free and independent and
objective, you're not free, you 're not
independent, you're not objective.
If you cannot also look at alternative
sources, if you cannot note that this guy
is contrndicting himself, that yesterday
he said A, today he's saying B, and
tomorrow he'ssaying C, and you cannot
mauer of fact.ly just point those things
out. then don't tell us IJ1at you are looking at the reality of the subject from all
its dimensions. Then teU us what you
are, you are an extension of the White
House propagandaCOfJJS, or White House
publicity machine.
Q: What chance have we, in a situation of war, of rinding out the truth
about anything?
MP: In this war we're going to have
less than ever, in the wars I rememberWorld War II, Korea, and Vietnamthere were joumalisLc; at the scene of the
war reporting the actual fighting. In this
war journalists are going to be banned
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and they will not be allowed to report the
war, they will not be allowed to report
pain or suffering scenes, like any
wounded coming back on stretchers.
Now, why is that. there's no security
reason for that,that isn't teUing the Iraqis
something.
TI1e reason is to control or shortcircuit democracy, to deny the public
any sense of reality of the costs of that
war so as to not undermine support for
the war. A democracy is supposed to be
able to make up its mind. If the people
decide that they don' t like this war and
they don't want this war, it should be
t11eir right not to have it. So what you
have is the government malting sure
they have no basis for turning against the
war.
Q: Last night Peter Amet of CNN got
an interview wilh Saddam Hussein, and
among the many things he had to say
was that he took sustenance from the
world-wide outrage at the war, citing
demonstrations around the wortd and
here in the United States. This has the
impact of making it appear that every
anti-war demonstrator is serving the purposes of Saddam Hussein.
In other reportS of people who were
against the war in Vietnam who now
support the war in the Middle East, they
say, 'Saddam Hussein is not a Ho Chi
Minh,' that this man is a brutal, terrible
dictator, a man guilty of war-crimes,
poison-gassing his own people.' They
were against the war in Vietnam but this
is a war that needs to be fought, beller to
fight him now t11an five years from now.
MP: Let me point out that they said
the same things about Ho Chi Minh, that
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he was a brutal, horrible dictator lhat we
have to bomb and kill and all that sort of
thing. The fact thatlhis man is so terrible
and such a dictaior and victimized his
people does not give us license to victimize his people. You see the fact that he is
such a terrible dictator. because of this
dictator and a coterie of militarists, let's
say that's what they really are, how does
that give us license to go in and terrorbomb his people? Saturation bombing is
what we're doing. We're now hjtting
villages, we're hitting townships, we're
running out of targets.
Q: What about the surgical strike notion, that we only hit military targets, we
have smart bombs, they've only hit the
target that they're set to, pilots are told not
to drop the bomb if they don'thave a clear
target, and they have minimized collateral
damage?
MP: You know what you can do with
that statement By their own propaganda,
the very ftrst day, the euphoric day, the
great celebration of high technological
fascism, where the proficiency or the
weapons seemed to be their own justification, even that day they said 80% of our
targets were hiL Where did the other 20%
of the missiles go7 20% of2,000 is a lot of
bombs, a lot of sorties that were hitting not
the precise targets that they wanted to hit,
but that were hitting the buildings next
•
door.
Michael Parenti received his Ph.D.
from Yale in 1962, and has taught at major
universities across the country. His books
include Democracy for the Few, The Anti Communist Impulse, Power and the Powerless, and Inventing Reality: the Politics
of the Mass Media.
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ANTI-\Vi\.1{

MEDIA WORK
Dy Norman Solomon
Anti-war aclivists across the U ruled States,
angry about media coverage, can do a lot
about it.
TV news has focused on Persian Gulf
events with lenses controlled by the PenL"'gon. Military censorship and media
biases have been framing what the American people see, hear and read within tight
consLraints.
News accounts of l11ccontinuous bombing attacks on Iraq have an abstract. sanitized quality. Correspondents mouth the
euphemistic language of the Pentagon,
with the human impacts rarely even mentioned .
Air Force omcers have described the
bombing runs in computer tenns- "I just
see blips on the screen." And we see this
war's human devastation reported as blips
on our TV screens.
As a placard at a Jan. 19 march pointed
out.. "Behind the CNN Light Show, the
Innocent are BLOWN to Pieces." Another
sign was more concise: "TV Sells War."
Meanwhile, anti-war protests get short
shrifL Peace demonslnltions are often ignored, trivialized or stereotyped as violenL Media are apt to lower the numbers
and downgrade the significance.
These patterns should not surprise us,
or discourage us. The mass medja reflect
the dominant range of views within the
ruling circles of this country . Ever since
Congress voted to go to war on Jan. 12,
that range has narrowed dramatically.
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All but a few members of Congress
have opted to close ranks behind the
war. So have the mass media. Right now
there is no place on powerful poUtical
agendas for grassroots democracy and
anti-war activism.
As a corollary to the famous aJtiom
that war is the continuation of diplomacy by other means, we could add thaJ
war reporting is the continuation of
pencetime propaganda by other me."'ns.
To stop this war we must challenge t11e
media bias t11at is so vital to sustaining iL
Busy with urgent task.<; of building the
anti-war movement. activ ists may be inclined to give media work a low priority.
That would be a big mistake.
Opponents of the war machinery
should fight for space everywhere. Effective media work is crucial for creating a broad and militant anti-war movement in thjs country. 11le obstacles we
face in breaking through the propaganda
walls ~uire that we be methodical and
detennined in doing media outreach.
Some suggestions:
• Consistently articulate a strong antiwar position. Don' t water it down. Doo ' t
be rhetorical. Strive to be direct and
clear.
• Develop ongoing communication
with local newspaper, radio and TV
journalists. It doesn't pay to be hostile.
Show that you can provide timely and
reliable infonnation, as weU as articulate comments. Provide phone numbers
and names of spokespeople who can be
reached around the clock.
• Press releases should be well-written and tidy. Remember: The news biz is
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a business, and staff time is shorter than
ever because of corporate cutbacks.
Sometimes we have to virtually do jour' nalists' jobs for them if we're going to
get decent coverage.
• Notify all media about scheduled
events. If possible, maintajn a list of
media faJt numbers and use them frequently . Don ' t assume that sending
written material will be sufficienL Follow up by phone.
• Advance publicity for dcmonslnltions should NOT include numerical
estimates of how many people will participate. Specific predictions have resulted in news repon.s that crowds were
"smaller t11an eJtpected."
• Don't forget to stay in touch with the
I nearest Assoc iat.ed Press and U niled
Press International bureaus. Keep them
posted about upcoming events, and ask
that they infonn all the region's media
outlets ahead of time.
• When possible, give themediasome
prepared teJtts of speeches and other
public statements. This increases the
chances that speakers wiU be quoted
accurately. Typed releases should be
given to reporters at all protest actions.
• Don't eJtaggerate the turnouL Inflating the numbers hurts credibility, and
also makes it harder for future demonstrations to come across as bigger actions that reflect a growing movemenL
• Immediately after an event. provide
written press releases to AP, UPJ and
any major media that ilidn 't show up.
Also, if you call radio staLions right
away. some may tape statements or do
interviews over tlle phone.
• Remember that timeliness is key.
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Have a media commillee functiooing that
can confer on shon notice and issue a
public statemenL Rush news releases to
wireservices,daHy newspapers and broadcast outlets.
• Submit commentary articles to local
dajJy and weekly newspapers. If anti-war
pieces are turned down , inquire why. If
they're repeatedly rejected, ask for a
meeting with relevant editors. If you live
in the paper's circula1ioo area, your articles should get favored treatment since
you're a local writer. f-irmly assert your
right to be published.
• Encourage peace suprorters to senti
letters to the ec.JiLOr. Even if they aren' t
printed, the leuers may make it easier for
others with similar views to get into prinL
• Develop rapport with producers of
local radio and TV talk shows. Represen tatives of activist groups and others with
special perspectives on the Persian Gulf
war should be offered as guests on a regular basis. Be polite but pushy!
• Call talk shows regularly to speak on
the air.
• Keep utilizing alternative media such
as progressive weeklies and noncommercial radio stations- to provide anti-war
analysis of the news, to promote upcoming events and to critique the failings of
majnstream media.
• If a local dajJy paper or news station
refuses to balance its coverage, consider
putting up an informational picket line
around the offending media outlet Don't
forget to invite other media to send a
reporter- they might , if only to make a
competitor look bad. Print media may be
especially open to criticizing electronic
media, and vice versa.
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• Insist that local papers print information about upcoming protest activities,
including elUlct times and locations, along
with the phone nwn bers ofanti- war groups.
Similar listings should be carried in broadcasts. These ought to be regular news
items, since many people in the community want access to such information on a
continuous basi~. Likewise, radio and TV
stations should be pressured to include
spots for ~peace activities among their
"public service announcements."
• Don't forget that listener-funded radio
stations and cable outlets are reaching
core constituencies that should constantJ y
receive detailed updates about past and
future anti-war activities. Moreupper-<:rust
PBS and NPR aHitiates should be compelled to air strong anti-war views and
information on a regular basis.
• Promote the bulk dislribulion of peri·
odicals serving the anti-war movement
locally and nationally. It's imponant for
people to be reminded that their organizing for local actions is part of a vigorous
national movemcnL
• Demand that the daily half-hour news
feed from Pacifica NatiC'n:ll lb rlio News
(ba~ in D.C.) be aired by noncommercial radio stations in your area. At this
point, National Public Radio's "All Things
Considered" and "Morning Edition" news
shows are very strongly tilted in pro-war
directions. Any station carrying those
programs should at minimum carry Paciftea news for purposes of balance. If station managen refuse, picket lines and listetler boycotts at pledge-time may prove
persuasive.
• Even the best radio stations in the
counLry wiU be under pressures to revert to
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usual fonnats . Urge - and if necessary,
insist - that regular programming be
suspended. Since we're now living in
wartime, progressive radio stations
should implement new priorities that
will promote peace.
Any attempts to create a sense of
normalcy about this war must be challenged.
The masters of war need the news
media in their arsenal as much as any
other weapon. The peace movement must
undermine their propaganda fuepower.

NormtJn Solomon is co-author of
Unreliable Sources: A Guide to Detect·
ing Bias in News Media (Lylt Stuart,
1990).
For media activism resources, contact FAIR. 130 W.25tb St.. New York,
NY 10001; (212) 633-6700.
CALENDAR continued rrom p. 25
Fridays8:00to9:00prn, vigilal1ackson
& Mission StreeU in Hayward (Hay-

ward Area Peace Fellowship 582-701 1)

North Bay:
Mondays6:00to9:30pm, vigi l at Lytton
Square Plaza, downtown Mill Valley
(Marin Sane/Freeze 459-1530)
T uesday through Friday 8:00 to 9:00
am & 4:30 to 5:30 pm, vigil at Tam
Junction on Mill Valley Shoreline Highway (Marin Sane/Freeze 459-1530)
Wedntsdays 6:30 to 7:30pm, vigil 81
Petaluma Blvd. & Washington SL in
Petaluma (Pelaluma Peace Group (707)
762-1325)
Saturdays 5:15 pm, vigil at Old Redwood Highway &Diablo in Novato(883Conti nued on page 22
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InterviewRicardo Alarcon,
U.N. Security Council
Ambassador from Cuba
with Eduardo Collen
ror KPFA radio (Pacifica, Derkeley)
on January 17, 1991
EC: Ambassador Alarcon, Cuba was
one ofonly two nations in the United Nations Security Council to vote against
the useofforceconceming Iraq. I would
like to ask you some questions about
those votes.
First of all, 1 would like to ask you
about the first vote. After the United
Nations passed an embargo, the United
States wanted to use military force to
enforce the embargo. There seemed to
be considerable resistance in the United
Nations and in the Security Council.
President Bush then said lhat he had
consulted with heads ofstate-1 believe
he mentioned Margaret Thatcher, Helmut
Kohl, Francois Miuerand, also I believe
the Prime Minister or Japan- and said
that he felt he had enough authority to
use military force to enforce the U.N.
embargo.
Then lhe Security Council seemed to
change its mind and agreed to incorporate language that would authorize military force. What happened to change the
minds or people on the Security Council
to authorize the use or military force at
that time?
RA: I think that the e,;planation is
really the level of pressure that the United
States has e,;ercised over the members
or the Security Council, talting advan-
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tage also of the changes that have taken
place in Eastern Europe and the very severe difficulties lhatthe Soviet Union has
been facing in the last months.
U.S. diplomacy has been acting as if the
U.S. were really the master of the entire
world and been able to take decisions by
its own. The fact of the mauer is that every
step taken by the Security Council was
traiting what the U.S. has already been
doing. For e,;ample, on August the 2d,
immediately after Iraq invaded KuwaiL,
the U.S., Britain, and ot.her countries
imposed an economic embargo against
Iraq. That was before the U.N. Security
Council adopted lhe economic sanctions
resolution. And on the very day that we
adopted that resolution on the embargo,
the U.S. had already begun sending vessels to the Gulf area, like Britain did.
I remember on that day Mrs. Thatcher
was here in Washington, and I saw her and
Mr. Bush appear on TV on the very afternoon of the day that the Security Council
adopted the sanctions resolution, and bolh
or them told Lhe press that they were taking
steips in the Gulf to ensure the enforcement or lhat resolution- but nobody has
asked anybody to enforce that particular
resolution.
It was the same when we, or rather the
Council, agreed to step up its sanctions
rule, its actions against Iraq. And, finally,
it culminated with the Resolution 678 by
which the Security Council authorized the
use of any measures, which means in your
language including military force, to do
what they are doing now. I think that it
was really a very shameful situation.
EC: Ambassador, concerning Resolution 678, although the United States ad-
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ministration is saying that we are responding to the United Nationsand!;imply doing
nothing more than enforcing a U.N. resolution, we've had reports that immediately
after that vote on 678, which authorized
the use of force against Iraq to remove Iraq
from Kuwait, the Soviet Union received
large grants from Saudi Arabia, as weU as
food assistance from the United States.
China was able to get a loan from the
Wofld Oanlc - lthinkSll Omillion. which
I believe was the r11st loan from the World
Uanlc since the Tinnan'mcn Square ma.c;sacre - and also n highly placed 01inese
diplomat was received in Washington, kind
of b-ealcing the diplomatic embargo that
had been in place since Tianan 'men Square.
And I also read that Columbia was
getting some trade agreements with the
United States that it had sought for some
time. H these reports are true, doesn't this
paint a picture of a sanction that was less
a result of a spontaneoud response of the
United Nations and more like something
that wasaJmost- if I should use the word
- bought by the United States.
RA: Well, I think that that may be a
fairly accurate description of what appears to have occurred, at least in some
cases. But on the other hand, I think that
it should also be taken into account that
that particular resolution, two countries
voted against., as you recaJI - Cuba and
Yemen - and China abslained.
And explai ning his posit.ion. the Chi·
ncse foreign minister in Lhe Council made
it very clear that China did not approve the
use of military force to resolve this crisis.
I think that there has aJso been what I caU
sort of intellectuaJ terror, a massive, a
huge campaign around the world has been
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launched presenting Sad dam II us.o;cin as
Hitler, as if we were real ly facing a very
unique situation in which the world
should acl, abandoning the most elementary steps that should have been at
leac;t tried.
Let we remind you that when the economic sanctions were adopted on August 5,on that very date the Iraqi government made a formal announcementwhich wa'> repeated at the Security
Council ses.c;ion by its ambassador that Irati had decided to initiate the withdrawal of their troops fnun KuwaiL I
mean,atthat momentlra11 was not claiming that Kuwait was tJ1e nineteenth province of its country, it was pretending to
annex that territory, and on t11e contrary,
announced before the Security Council
that they were beginning their withdrawaJ.
That was also the eve of the Arab
League conference that was going to
take place in Cairo the next day. One
point that we made in the Council that
night was: what was the reason to hurry
up that very night - it was a Sunday
night, by the way - and to adopt the
most comprehensive, more rigid SatlCLions than have ever been considered at
the United Nations?
And I don't remembcc any satisfac·
tory explanation for t11at. We could have
waited for the neJtl clay, we cou ld have
waited for the resuiL'i of tJ.e Arab League
meeting, and also to ascertain if the
Iraqis were really withdrawing or noL
But every step taken at the Council had
been as if the Council were following a
pre-established line t11at was leading un·
avoidably to what has happened, is
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happening since yesterday. In other
words, to war. On tlle assumption- it
was always the rhetoric that the U.S.
disseminated around the negotiations and
so on - that it was better to put more
pressure and more pressure on Saddam
Hussein in order to force him to withdraw, thus avoid a military confrontation. And in order to placate U.S. anger,
in order to avoiding the U.S. going unilaterally to war, it was better to satisfy
their wishes and give them another
punishment againstl raa, another step in
tJ.e direction of threat and pressure
against Iraq, and ignore completely - in
this case, for the first time in the history
of the U.N.- certain steps that have
been taken time and again on every other
issue, on every other conflict.
No role was considered for the Secretary GeneraJ. for example, to mediate, to
approach the olJler side, to try to seek a
compromise, to try to - well, to begin
with, to give some time for the resolution of the crisis. We have waited more
than 40 years for South Africa to abandon t11e apartheid policy, for example.
And the Council has never established
government sanction against South
Africa. in spite of the request by the
General Assembly, by the nonaligned
countries, by the African states, and so
on . But in this particular case, it was a
different., completely different rule.
EC: Ambassador, from your unique
perspective, do you believe that the
United State was sincere about saneLions. or were sanctions simply a stepping stone for the United States in order
to eventuaJiy gain authorization to use
military force against Iraq?
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RA: As I was saying, that was precisely
our poinL We were always afraid that
every step, beginning with the economic
sanctions, was bringing uscloserandclooer
towar. Foraverysimplereason: bydoing
that they were cornering Iraq constantly ,
putting Iraq in a posil.ion that they were
less and less inclined to compromise and
to take a more fleJtible position.
We have said, we will repeat, t11at Iraq
is also responsible, particular! y because of
its intransigence, hut it mwa he recogni7 ed
that the other side has done evcrytl1 ing in
its power to play with the Iraqi intransigenceand not to facilitate fleJtibility . cornpromise, accommodation. They have
treated this country as if it were the worst
enemy of mankind since the very beginning, and that's why I do not believe that
sanctions when they were imposed were
anything but a step toward a confrontational approach, a step towards a military
intecvention in t11e area.
EC: Today on CNN it was reported
that some U.S. administration officials
had announced that Iraqi wit11drawal from
Kuwait was no longer enough to satisfy
the United States, that now only surrender
would be accepted. Later there were some
statements whereorticials were seen backpedaling, saying, " Well, we don' t want to
be hung up on language." However, asking for surrender seems to go far beyond
even the language and authority of Resolution 678.
RA: Exactl y, but I would say that this
perhaps is the most sincere statement
coming from the U.S. side. When they say
that., they are telling the truth. The moti vation of all this process, all that has been
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ll~AQ,

TilE KURDS, AND 1'IIE GAS: A CAUTIONARY l'ALE

By Alan Bickley
"When the law is against you, argue the
facts. When the facts are against you,
argue the law." Following this rule of the
lriaJ lawyer trade, anti-interventionists
have been conceding the U.S.
Government's version of the facts in the
maUer of Iraq 's use of poison gas against
lhe Kurds.
"Saddam is truly beaslly," goes the
refrain that establishes their credibility.
There follows a reference to the Iraqi use
of chemical weapons against the Kurdish
minority, in one particularly horrifying
instance kill.ing thousands in a single town.
lhe inescapable conclusion is that Saddam is thoroughly evil. Advance admission of this fact is supposed to make the
anti-interventionist argument that follows
that much more potenL Thus has llalabja
been transformed by the design of the
Stat.e Department and the sweet reasonableness of many in the antiwar movement
into theGuernicaoflhe 1980's.The trouble
with the equation is that. like much of the
pop mythology we carry in our heads, it
may not be true.
On December 17, 1990, an Associated
Press dispatch summarized a report prepared for the U.S. Army War College in
Carlisle, Pennsylvania. The main part of
lheAWCreporthadtodowith theerticacy
of Iraqi armor and fighting spirit. Of greater
interest in a time of U.S. propaganda
overkill, however, is the finding by the
report's authors that the United Stat.es
"had no conclusive evidence when it accused Iraq of using chemical weapons
against its Kurdish minority in September
1988." The report was declassified last
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summer before Iraq invaded Kuwait.
appear in some aLias somewhere, but not in
Co-author Leif Rosenberger told AP
lhe London 1"imes Comprehensive Atlas
writer Joan Mower that the State Departnor in the Encycloptdia Britannica.
ment claims "rest solely on testimony of
The means of dclivery of the lelhal
the Kurds, who have long sought autonchemicals is in dispute, with some reportomy from Iraq." The report says that "thece
ers holding out fCY bombs, othus for artilwere never any victims produced. Internalery shells, and Jim Anderson declaring
tional relief organizations who examined
that the town was sprayed. Facts On File,
the Kurds .. . failed to discoverany."The
April I , 198R, states that the town had
authors "concluded that the Kurds had j recently been entered by Iranian Revolusymptoms-such as temporary blindness
tionary Guards, most of them equipped
and skin blisters - that are more com- j with gas masks, and thus not harmed. Facts
monly associated with attack by fuel air
On Filtstates that Iranian army film apexplosives rather than chemical weapons."
pears to show the town under chemical
Then on to the nitty, the charge thatlraq
auack, covered with a whitish cloud. It
wreaked a terrible vengeance on the town
neglects to say how the cloud carne to be.
of Halabja in March, 1988, by kiJiing an
Said the War College report
undetermined number of its Kurdish resiIraq was blamed for the Halabja auack,
dents. A multitude of subsequent news
even though it was subsequently brought
reports have alluded to this event. Unfortuout that Iran too had used chemicals in this
nately for its credibility, the reports dioperation, and it seemed likely that it was
verge on important details, such as number
the Iranian bombardment that had actually
of victims, method of delivery of the chemikilled the Kurds." The report noted that
cals, and the date upon which it is supposed
pictures from Halabja showed victims with
to have happened.
blue mouths and hands, which points to a
Most of lhe reports fix the date at either
cyanide-based gas. The Iranians-not the
the 16th or 17th of March, but the United
Iraqis- are known to possess such gases
Press International on March 10, 1989,
that affect the blood
puts the date of the llalahja affair on March
The stories of Iraqi gas attacks on the
28, 1988. The number of victims varies
Kurds are shaky, at best, when it is noted
from Facts On File's "hundreds, perhaps
that the Turks were unable to find even one
thousands" to Nicaragua Network's 6,000,
case among the Kurdish refugee populacited in an antiwar flier prepared on Janution to sustain the charges. Secretary of
ary 9, 1991. Various wire service reports ; Stale George Schultz declared in the sumhave given estimates ranging from "hunmer of 1988lhat the State Department had
dreds, perhaps thousands," attributed in J' incontrovertibleevidencetoirOvethecase,
one case to the CIA, to 5,000 in lhe March
but such evidence has not been made public,
if it exists.
IOth report cited above.
UP/ United Natjons reporter Jim AnTheAP stocy was largely ignoced in the
derson gets the name of the town wrong.
daily press. The Los Angeles Times carried
He calls it KaJabaja, a spelling which may
lhe dispatch as it came from the wire. The
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Philtuklphia Inquirer and the Chicago

TribWlt carried stories on the War College
report. but ignored the conclusions about
lhe use of gas against the Kurds. The
Middle East Insider on January 31,1991,
said that the Bush Administiation has
suppressed the AWC report. A challenge
to the conventional view of the lra4is as
war criminals in Ulis limiled mauet may be
too inconvenient to talk about openly.
The book on the Iraqi use of gas agains!
the Kurds is not cloSC{J, but it is clear that
there are good reasons to doubt the stories
that have done so much to narrow the
moral difference between Saddam and
Hiller in the minds, not only of the most
fervent supporters of the war, but of its
opponents. Among these reasons are (I) a
lack of credible eyewitnesses, (2) parallel
stories- never verified or even followed
up- of thousands of gas fatalities in other
Kurdish villages, suggesting that they do
"protest too much," (3) a lack of medical
evidence of the use of gas, (4) a lack oC
forthrighlness about detail and evidence
from the St.ate Dcparunent, {5) confusion
in the mass media, typically accepting of
U.S. official versions of controversial
mauers, about specific and presumably
ascertainable details.
Critics of the government cite its failure
to pfO(est too vigocously against the allegation that Iraq gassed the Kurds, as if this
were evidence of our side's moral bl indness. Try this alternalive explanation: the
State Departmenl never put much stock in
the gassing stories, but with the wisdom
born of experience, it tucked them awa y
for use at a tjme when they might be
needed to justify an otherwise unsalable
war. Thal time came in August 1990. •
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War Protest-Related
Police Brutality
Challenged in San
Francisco
Dy Rory Cox

A rash of police brutality against protesters by the San Francisco Police Department has accompanied some of the largest
anti-war demonsu-ations in recent history.
Among the cases being pursued by the
National Lawyers Guild (NLG) is oneofa
Turkish woman who was beaten by police
and subsequently miscarried. [She was
not at the scene to demonstrate. In fact her
husband is currently serving in the army in
Saudi Arabia.] Riva Enteen, demonstration coordi nator of the NLG, says that
many of the 1,700 arrests that have been
made so far have been done in indiscriminate sweeps where neither demonstrators
nor bystanders were given the alternative
to leave. The result is that over half of
these arrests have been of people legally
demonstrating on the sidewallc, or who
just happened 10 be in the way of police at
the wrong time. She cites as examples two
15-year-oldCatholicschoolgirlswhowere
leaving a fast food restauran t in the Financial District, a Financial DL~trict bank
manager, two Hastings law professors,
and two slate public defenders.
Several incidents involving mace and
clubbing were reported, leading members
of groups such as the NLG, Grcenpeace,
Pledge of Resistance, and AIDS CoaUtion
to Unleash Power(ACTUP) to chargethat
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these are intimidation tactics used to discourage future protests. Hundreds were
detained at the remote, dilapidated Pier
40, where the police set up an area they
designated with a hand-written sign:
"Operation Desert Keep." DemonstraLOrs were held up to 10 hours , and were
denied water and resuoom facilit.ies for
se vera! hours.
"An allomey was outside, wanting to
get in," said Enteen, "and they wouldn't
lett he auomey in. 1l1e fear is that this is
a preview for marshal law tactics."
According to a Greenpcace press release, many of those arrested at one nonviolent demonstration were detained with
high bails and exaggerated charges, such
as "failing to leave the scene of a riot,"
when nothing even resembling a riot
was occuring. "Mayor Agnos said he
wants our protests to be peaceful," said
Darla Rucker of the Pledge of Resistance, "yet he sends in the police to break
up our peaceful gatherings."
Police spokesman Dave Ambrose, in
a response to criticism which appeared
in the San Francisco Chronicle, said "In
every case l'veseen t11e people have had
arnpletimeandavenuetodisperse. We're
getting complaints from people saying
we didn't do enough, or that we did too
much, and once again, police officers
are stuck right in the middle."
There's no dispute tllat the recent
announcement by the Golden GaLe Transit board imposing a fine of S I 0,000 for
blocking the Golden Gate Bridge is intended as intimidation. But what's more
of an ominous sign for demonstrators is
the recent dispatching of a Special
Operations Group (SOG) SWAT team
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to the Federal Building by U.S. Marshal
Reginald Boyd. Now carrying 9rnm
semiautomat.icpistolsand wandering t11e
hallways of the Federal Building, this
group in 1973 took part in a 71 -day
stand-off with the American Ind ian
Movement at Wounded Knee, S.D.
There they t.rained Bureau of Indian
Affairs police in the use of carbines and
shotguns, and collaborated with t11e FB I
and the Army under the approval of t11en
General Alexander Haig. This incident
efTect.ively dealt a crippling blow to the
growing Native American movement
for self-der..ecmination. Some of tJwse
arrested are st.ill incarcerated, and have
been recognized by Amnesty lntemaLional as political prisoners.
The SOG also helped quell1975 riots
in Boston over the desegregation of
schools, and last year helped extradite
Manuel Noriega to the United States.
Boyd told the Chronicle they were hired
because " they take care of business."
Meanwhile, the media's distorted
portrayal of "violent" protesters seems
to have gotten one neighborhood post
office 10 take very seriously a package
left on their counter several hours after a
non-violent march went by its front door.
Not knowing what to make of the package, the West Portal post office called
the bomb squad, who closed and evacuated the post office and aU surrounding
buildings. Two hours laler,according 10
the San Fra11cisco Examiner, tl1e bomb
squad dared to open the package, only to
find a box full of stainless steel poLS and

pans.
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Here Co mes
Presitleut Kill Again
by Andy Panridge-XTC-1989
llere comes President Kill again,
surrounded by all of his killing men.
Telling us who, why, where and
when. President Kill wants killing
again.
Hooray, ring ou t the bells, King
Conscience is dead. Hooray, now
back in your cells, we've President
Kill instead.
Here comes President Kill again.
Broadcasting from his k.illing den.
Dressed in pounds and dollars and
yen. President Kill wants killing
again.
Hooray,hangout the flags, Queen
Caring is dead. Hooray, we' ll stack
body bags, for President Kill instead.
Ain't democracy wonderful ?
Them Ru ssians can' t win! Ain 't
democracy wonderful? Let's us
vote someone like that in.
Here comes President Kill again.
From pure White House to Number
10. Taking lives with a smoking
pen.
President Kill wants killing again.
Hooray, everything's great, now
President KiU is dead.
Hooray, I'll bet you can't wait to
vote for President Kill instead.
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ALARCON continued fr~m page 13
done against Iraq- and I said !hat in !he
Council on lhe fust day of lhe crisis- is
not to achieve lhe restoration of the Kuwait independence and sovereignty and to
get lhe Iraqis out of Kuwait
The real aim is to destroy Iraq, and !hat
is why no compromise was sought with
Iraqis, no flexibility was promoted on the
lraqi side, but on the contrary, everything
was done 10 reach a point in which now
they can say !hat openly. But of course
that's to go very far beyond lhe U.N.
resolution. Suppose !hat if Iraq withdraws
from Kuwait, or if it is forced to withdraw
at that moment the original problem has
disappeared and everything should go baclc
to what was the ftiSt - but !hat is not the
intet~tion of the U.S. That has never been.
And at least through !hose statements to
the media, disclosing what I lhinlc many
people have suspected from lhe very beginning of the crisis.
EC: Ambassador, !here are any number of ways in which !his crisis may end.
One possible end of lhe crisis or direction
of the crisis would be to establish the
United States as the new imemational
police force, particularly in the Third
World, and this so-called "New World
Order." Now, prior to !his crisis, it had
appeared as if the United States Information Agencies were turning up the heat on
Cuba, and some people who are Latin
Americans in the country were speculating as to whether or not after Panama
Cuba might be the next target of U.s :
military intervention. If President Bush is
able to come out of this crisis successfully,
with a successful use of military power,
would that malce people in Cuba nervous
that perhaps your nation might be the next

.
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target of U.S. military intervention?
RA: Well, I think that if the even!J
were to develop in lhe way !hat some
people appear to hope in !his counuy,
and the U.S. to impose its will and also
using methods !hat are really barbaricit's a sort of electronic barbarism that we
are witnessing now in this merciless
elTon to annihilate an entire nation- of
course, the pnx:edem for the future of
international relations will be very, very
grave, and certainly Cuba is one of the
few countries that continues to be a
target of hostility and aggressiveness on
the part of this country. The conclusion
for us is very clear.
Butllhink that it is yet a lillie bit early
to anticipate the outcome of !his war.
The war has only staned, and I don't
have much information, but as you know
it's one of the characteristics of this war
that information is very scarce and preuy
weU controUed, but I don 'tlcnow what is
really going on in lhe area. I t11inlc that
we have to wait and see what is really
happening there and what kind of outcome will come from what has started
yesterday.
EC: Premier Fidel Castro, though
not widely respected in the United States,
is, however, widely respected in the llilld
World. He's made some recent statements concerning !his crisis. Can you
tell us anything about his recent statements?
RA: Well, he said that this is a very
sad situation. He said - let me quote
from him- "Everybody's to blame."
He expresses sentiments of pain and
shuddering for these developments and
for the loss in human life and material
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wealtll , and he said lhatlhe main responsibility lies on tlle shoulders of he who
fued the first shot and of those who
suppocted him. He added that Cuba did
all it could in the Security Council and in
direct contacts with Iraq to achieve a
political solution. He accused the United
Nations and the United States of a double
standard, and asked himself what would
have happened if Kuwait had been invaded and occupied by a country that
possessed nuclear weapons.
He insisted that the war would have
been avoided and sanctions against Iraq
would have been given more lime. The
United Nations still had an arsenal of
measures in reserve to compel Iraq to
leave Kuwait and restore the sovereignty
ofthatemirate without fuing a shot The
war, he said, will have unpredictable
consequences for mankind as a whole,
and particularly for non-oil produci ng
Thisd World countries.
And he said that the hegemonic policy of the UniLed States and lhe intransigence of Iraq are lhe main elements
responsible for the outburst of war in tlle
Gulf. That was in reswn~ what he said
yesterday, talking with some journalists
that happened to be in Havana- some
U.S. journalists. We are really very,
very concerned.
We t1l ink that this is a very sad moment
for L11e peoples involved, including tlle
people of this country. Human life will
be lost UMecessaril y. And the efTeelS in
economic terms, in ecological terms,
may be very, very severe for everybody
on l11is planet, and also l11is war may
signify a very severe blow to tl.e idea of
an international order based on certain
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principles of cx1uality, of respect for small
countries, and especial I y based oo peace
and peaceful resolutions of differences
among stat.es.
EC: Ambassador Alarcon, Ambassador from Cuba to tlle United Nations
thank you very much. I know that you ar~
incredibly busy in !his time of crisis for Lhe
United Nations, and I appreciate your
t.alcing time to speak witll us and lhe listeners of KPFA.
RA: I thank you very much, and it was
a privilege for me.
•

International Day of Student and
Youth Mobilization Against the
War- February 21, 1991
OnJanuary27, 1500studentsand youth
from over tOO campuses and high schools
met in Washington DC. Atlhe same lime
500, from over 30 campuses, met i~
Berkeley, CA. We have come together to
unify our many protests into a single day
of mobilization to stop l11e war.
Students from France and other countries are joining in, malcing l11is an internaLional day of action.
Malcolm X was assassinated February
21, 1965.
Stop the War! Bring the Troops Home
Now! No Legal or Economic Draft! Fight
Racism! Develop a sustainable and renewable energy policy. End all occupations in the Middle East
Contacts: Kale Morris 415-327-1003
Rhodney Ward 415-653-5442
for Peace in lhe Middle East, 1225 15th St
N.W. Washington DC 20005.
(202) 462-1801.
Fax: (202) 232-5210.
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DEMOS continued from page 4
movement.
•Israel: Organizersexpect30-40 people
lO take part in an anti- war vigil outside the
US Embassy oo25 January. They will caJI
for an immediate cease fire. Several antiGerman demonsLrations with lots of participants took place shouting slogans like
"German gas is killing Jews again". Arab
villages offered their homes as shelter for
Israelis living in the cities.
•Italy: 100.000younganu-wardemonsLrators marched in Rome on 19 January.
Big demonstrations also took place in
Aorence, Milan, Naples, Turin and other
cities all over the country.
•Japan: Anti-war protesters have rallied in Tokyo, Okinawa and Osaka. Students of Tokyo University participated in
demonstrations outside the US embassy.
Protests are mainly against Japanese financial support of the war.
•Jordan: Although the majority of the
population is supporting Saddam there
has also been a peace demonsLration in
Jordan. The professors of Jordan's universities marched for peace last weelc.
• Lebanon: Thousands of Lebanese and
Palestinians celebrated the Iraqi attacks
on Israel and protested the US and allied
auacks on Iraq on 18 January.
•Libya: One million people,led by Col.
Gaddafi demonsLrated against the war and
called for Kuwaiti self- determination, according lO the State News agency.
•Malaysia: The 300,000 member Pan
Malaysian Islamic Party said it expected
lO sign up thousands of Moslems for a
jihad lO relieve Iraq.
•Mauritania: Angry pro-Iraqi/antiFrance demonsLrations wue held on 17
January , and hundreds of French citizens
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took refuge in the French embassy after
local officials said they could not guarantee their safety.
•Morocco: All eight opposition parties have demanded that the government
withdraw the forces it contributed lO the
war. All sports events scheduled for this
weekend have been canceled ahead of
planned pro-Iraq demonstra tions.
Schools have aJso been closed. King
Hassan had promised lO decree a state of
siege at the ftrst sign of disordu, threatening that agitators will be tried by military tribunals.
•Nt!lherlands: Some 500 anti-war
protest.crs blocked traffic in Amstudam
on 18 January , and clashed with police
who tried lO disperse them. Some other
rallies took place in Amsterdam on saturdays.
•Nigeria: A group of demonsLrators,
mainly Shi'ite Moslems, were dispersed
by police using tear gas at a protest
against the killing of Moslems in Iraq.
•Norway: There has been a peace
vigil of 1500 people at the US embassy.
In general the Scandinavian people are
rathu more moved by what's happening
in the Baltic states.
•Pakistan: Severcil thousand pro-Iraq/
anu-American demonstrators rallied
across the country, and police in Karachi
battled proteslCl'S with tear gas 8IId batons on 18 January. Palcistan has since
been the sit.e of some of the most vehement anti- US demonstrations. Millions
of Moslems have also thronged mosques
to listen to prayers for Saddam 's victory.
The radio station "DeuLSChe Welle"
reported 60.000 volunt.eei'S to fight for
Iraq against tl1e USA. The Pakistani gov-
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ernment is trying ID gamer Arab leaders
in Karachi for a peace conference.
•Philippines: On 25 January, some
70 people pi'Olested in fr001. of the US
embassy in Manila, suppooing Iraq's
annexa lion of Kuwait.
•South Korea: lllousandsof students
rallied lO protest the ruling party and US
involvement in the Gulf.
•South Africa: White extremisLS sem
a message of support to SaddaJn on 16
January, which was also echoed by hard
line black separalisLS. The leuu read in
part: "May your weapons be blessed."
On 18 January, 70 Moslems were arrested for protesting the US position in
the Gulf. Moslem groups have asked
President F.W. de Kluk for permission
lO send a force of 10,000 lO aid in the
fight against the US and allied troops.
On 25 January, several thousand people
in Johannesburg and 2,500 in Durban
protested US inlei'Vention in the Middle

Easl
•Spain: Over 300,000 anti-war protestets (mostly stu(knts) have rallied
across the country for several days.
Thousands of students skipped class on
23 January. and 10,000 marched through
tl1e streets of Barcelona to protest the
war and Spanish in volvemenL SomeantiUS/anli-NATO sentiment has been
expressed. Mear1while the catholic
church of Spain supports the peace movemenl Unions called very successfully
for a two hours strike protesting the war.
The Spanish government declared that it
would not considu an Iraqi rashness on
bomb au.acks flown from Turkey as a
NATO defence case.
•Sudan: Several thousand anti-
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Amcrican/ant.i-lsracli protesLers marched
in Khartoum on 19 January. An anti-war
march on 18 January ended in violence
outside tl1e Saudi Arabian embassy.
•Sweden: Besides demonstrations to
support the Bailie states there have been
several peace vigi ls against the Gulf War
as weU.
•Switzerland: About20,000 protesters
have come out against Lhe war across Lhe
country on January 26th. General assemblies in Swiss universiues passed resolu tions against the war.
•Tunisia: Mass rallies have been hd d
by the Moslem population in support of
Iraq, and young men are repoct.ed.Jy sign·
ing up to volunteer to fi ght for Sadtlam
Hussein.
•Turkey: Nearly 2,000 Moslen1 fundamentalists protested in lst.anbuJ on 18
January against the auack on Iraq. lhey
later issued a statement which said that
"the U.S. is trying to tarnish the beliefs and
honor of the Moslem peoples. "The majority of the miners are on suike. Their original demand for fair wages has become a
movement against the war. A march of
50.000 minus has been stopped with
massive police forces even using t.anXs.
People in Lhe east of Twicey are sLrongl y
opposing German, American and Dutch
forces in the region. Meanwhile Turkish
newspapers like "Hurriyel'' (Freedom) are
running a can1paign lO free the Turkish
minority in the nonh of lraq. AcruaiJy
these are Kurdish people, a nation that has
always been suffering under the Turkish
government as weU. Recently the Twicish
government withdrew a law banning the
Kurdish language in Turkey {aft.et 8 y~)
and calls itself prot.ector off the Kurd ish
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nation, which is now living in three different countries.
•United Kingdom: Tens of thousands
of people, including many students, protested the war and Britain's involvement
8.1 ralties across the country. Protest centers appear to be London and Scotland.
Leaders of Britain's 1.5 miUion Moslems
caJied for British withdrawal from the
war. Several Arab civil rights activist have
been imprisoned. Far reaching censorship
in the British media refuses LO give sufficient coverage of peace rallies. The BBC
direct.ors even banned songs from "Give
peace a chance" LO "Walk like an Egyptian", Lhe Sunday Times reported. The
High Court in England has ruled that a
students union can not use it's funds t.o
protest against the war. The case was
brought to the coun in a remarkably short
time considering the meniality of the case
and the action was taken by a member of
the Conservative party in the univecsity. IL
means that it is now very easy for any
student lO sLOp their union from using
money in this manner, reported by the
Guardian.
•USA: Until February l st3243 events
have been counted against the war in the
country. The biggest rally against the war
took place in WashingtOn D.C.. Organizers estimated close to 250.000 participants.
•USSR: Hundreds of pro-Hussein
demonstrators, mostly Arab, gathered in
Moscow and Leningrad on 18 January t.o
condemn US and Soviet policy in the
Gulf.
• Yemen: Two days of anll-American,
anti-war, pro-Iraq protests involved about
200,000 people in the capital of Sanaa.
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• Yugoslavia: There were big demonstrations in Beograd (Belgrade and in all
other major cities. They were au.eoded
by several thou- sand people and were
mainly auended by all members of the
public, not necessarily students or trade
unionists.
- Derod Schneider
News or ActiOilS (or Mideast Activists 4:53 aro Feb 4, 1991
This is an attempt ror an update or
the silrep 9 repOC't or Green peace US
based on different sources listed at the
end or the texl
Sources: Greenpeace USA
Situation Report (SITREP) No.9
Special Report, The Opposition to War
•NE WSLETTER-net work ,faxes,
phone calls and e-mails reaching the
office every day clo ASIA Unl Hannover (Student Council or Hannover
University) Mail: Welfengarten 2c,
W-3000 Hannover 1, Germany
Ph: +49 511 762 506l/61J63/64 (English as well!)

Thls Information ls also availabu on
PeaceNet In a conference called
<mideast.actlon>. Call PeaceNtt at
(415) 923-0900.

CALENDAR continued from p. 10
8188 or Marin Cent.er for Peace and Justice 459-5676)

South nay:
Daily 7:30 to Midnight , vigil at San
Jose Federal Building, First & San Carlos, San Jose (Peace Camp (408) 2972299)
Sundays 5:00 to 7:00pm, vigil at Plaza
Parle in San Jose (Women Opposed t.o
War (WOW) (408) 288-6320)
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ATTENTION PEACE
ACTIVISTS: TO STOP
THIS WAR, WE MUST
BECOME MEDIA
ACTIVISTS
HF.LPGIIT ANTI-WAR VOICES IN
THE MASS MEDIA
A Communiqul by Fairness & Accuracy in Reporting
Unless the Persian Gulf debate is dramaticaJiyexpanded, hopes for peace will
be dashed. No matt.er how many antiwar protests there are, the plunge toward
war will be unstoppable unless the U.S.
1
public begins to hear anti-war perspectives-loudly, clear I y and consistenll yLhrough Lhe mass media. Too often,
media "dcbat.es" are reduced LO this year's
secretary of defense vs. last year's secretary of defense, or Republican hawks vs.
Democrats who don't seriously challenge the policy.
Polls show that millions of people
oppose this war. Peace vigils,Leach-ins
and marches are occurring across the
country. But the national leaders of this
movement have been dramatically un, derrepresent.ed in national media forums.
THE SITUATION
CAN UE CHANGED
In the wake of FAIR's recent expose
of bias and censorship against progressives on the McNeil-Lehrer NewsHour,
that program (seen by millions every
day) began opening up LO people who
had generally been excluded from TV;
Noarn Chomsky, Erwin Knoll of The
1
Progressive. Edward Said and othus
offered dissenting views on the Gulf
crisis. Their presence helped move these
1
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discussions beyond typical TV "debates"
focusing on tactical questions, such as
.. How long will it lake 10 get this war over
with and bring tJ1e troops home?"
WHAT YOU CAN DO
-Phone and write national media outlets asking them to be more professional in
providing balanced journalism. Good
journalism requires that policy critics be
qu()(ed alongside policy makers in print
stories or TV segments. Democracy and
independent journalism require fuU -spectrumed debate-flO( tweedle-dee,t weedledum. When you communicate with TV
producers and other journalists, question
their professionalism, their lack of objectivity and balance, not their "bad polilks."
- If you are part of an ()(ganizat.ion, ~
up media commiuecs to lobby the media
toward the balance and inclusion. Demand that the leader of yow national Ofganization be included in debat.es.
-Quick response: As soon as you see
a repon or TV discussion that excludes aU
but members of the white, male foceign
policy establishment, that's the Lime to
call and lodge a pr()(esL Remember:
African-Americans, Latinos, Arab-Americans were never part of the so-called
"national consensus" in support of Bush.
Women have been farmOfeskepticaJaboot
the policy than men. Demand that people
of color and women participate in the
national debaLe over the war.
-Let FAIR know what you are doing.
Send us copies of your writt.en correspondence with the media.

JoinFAIR. 130W.2SihSt.,New
York, NY 10001, (201) 633-6700.
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RESOUHCES Cuu tiuucd from page 28
Miliuuy Families Suppon Network, Box II 098,
Milwaukee, WI 53211 (414) 964-5794
Mustard Seed Affinity Group. 6022 Thornhill,
Oakland, CA 94611. (415) 339-2753
NAJDA(WomenConcemedAbouttheMiddle
East), PO Box 7152, Berkeley, CA 94611
National AssociaJion of Blade Veterans, Box
432, Milwaukee, WE 53211 (800) 842-4597
National Campaign for Peace in the Middle
Ea.st. 104 Fulton St., Rm 303, NY,NY 10038
(212) n1.0221
National Lawyers Guild IIOTUNE for men
and women in Lhemilitary, Lheir families, and
those concerned about the draft. (800) 86 NO-WAK
National Student 11nd Youth Curnpaign fur
Puce iu the Middle East c/o USSA, 1012
14th St., N.W., Suite 200, Washington, DC
20005 (202) 462-180 I
New England War Tax Resistance, Box 174,
M.I.T. Branch Pos t Office, Cambridge, MA
02139 (617) 859-0662 (617) 859.0662
New Jewish Agenda, 64 Fulton St., N1100,
NY, NY 10038 (212) 227-5885
Operation Real Security, 2076 Ea.st Alameda
Dr., Tempe, AZ. 85282 (602) 921-3090
Palestine Aid Society, PO Box 1190, Daly
City, CA 94107, (415) 591 -2010
Palestine Solidarity Conuniuee. PO Box 27462.
SF, CA 94127, (415) 861 -1552
PalestineSolidariry Committee, Box 372, Peck
Slip St.ation, NY. NY 10272 (212) 964-7299
Palestinian American Youth, PO Box 27561,
San fr&ncisco, CA 94127
Parents Against the War, (415) 665-6572
PaperTigerTV/GulfCrisis Project. 339 Lafayelle St., NY, NY 10012 (212) 228-6370
Paper Tiger TV (4 15) 558 0320
PeaceNet (415) 923-0900
Peninsula Peace Center, (415)32-PEACE,555
Waverly, Palo Alto, CA 94301, {415) 3268837
Physicians for Social Responsibility, 2288
FultonN307, Berkeley, CA 94704, {415)8458395
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CA I. ENDAH
Pledge of Resistance, 4228 Tet.:graph.
Oakland, CA 94610, {415) 655-1177
Propaganda Review, c/o Media Alliance.
Building D. Fon MaS{)n, San Francisco,
CA 94123 {415) 332-8369
the Public Eye (415) 332-8369
Resource Cmter for Nonviolence (Middle
Ea.st Witness), 515 Broadway, Santa Cruz.
CA 95060, (408) 423-1626.
Roots Against War, (415) 548-0425.
SANE/Freez.e., 347 Dolores 11335, San Francisco, CA 94110, (4t5) 621 -7770
Seatlle Coalition for Peace in the Middl.e
East, 4554 12th Ave. NE, Seaule, WA
98105 (206) 632 7207
Socd.s of Peace, 2441lllith St., Uox 241. San
fra.nciM:o, CA 94103, (415) 420-1799
Southan Rainbow Education Project, 46 E.
Patton Ave., Montgomery, AL 36 105 (205)
288-5754
Speak Out (progressive speakers bureau)
(415) 864-4561
Stop the U.S. War Machine Action Network.
(415)273-2427
Tri-City Peace Action, 4127 Bay, Box 22A,
Fremont. CA 94538, (4 15) 8!18-2130
United Bay Area Veterans Against War in
the Middle East, 1'0 Box 40755. SF, CA,
(415) 255 -7331
Veterans Peace Action Teams, PO Box
170670, SF, CA 94117, (·tl5) 753-2130
War Resisters League, 339 l.afaye11e St.,
NY, NY 10012 (212) 228-0450
Washington Area Labor Committee Against
War in the Middle East c/o SEIU Local
722, 1673 Columbia Rd., NW, Wa.shington
DC 20009 (202) 483-6221
WornmAgairutlmperialism, 3543 18th. S.F..
CA 94110 (415) 995-4135
Women For Peace. 2302 Ellswo•lh. Berkeley,
CA (415) 849-3020
Women's Peace Office/Women's International League for Peace and Freedom, 50
Oak. Rm. 503, SF, CA 94 102, (415) 6211371/863-7146
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from pagr 2

Feb. 2J (Saturday) March & Rally in
Santa Rosa to bring our troops home
now (Action CoaliLion on the Mid-East
(707) .57.5-8902) meetl :OO PM at Santa
Rosa Jr. College ( 1501 Menocino Ave.);
rally at 2:00 at Old Counhouse Square
Feb.24 (Sunday) Black Voices Against
theW ar speakeTS include conscient.ious
objector reservists Farcia de Toles &
Azania Howse 4:00 PM (for locaLion
and other info call Freedom Socialist
Party/Radical Women at 864 -1278}
Mar. 2 (Saturday) Racism In Wartime
l'anel Uiscus.sion speakers include Arab
coollnullity rcprescm.aLives and black
Vietnam vets 7:30PM at the Women's
Building, 3543 18th St, SF (John Brown
Anti-Klan Commiuee 330-5363)
Mar. 8 (Friday) Wall or Women
Against the War demonst.raLion on lnt.ernational Women 's Day (Women Against
Imperialism 995-4735) 5:00PM,gather
at JusLin Herman Plaza (Market & Embarcadero in S.F., at Embarcadero
BARl)

ON-GOING ACTIVITIES:
San Francisco:
24 Hour vigil at SF Civic Center plaza
(Homeless Vets Against the War, Food
not Bombs 330-5030, SF Peace Camp)
, Mondays 8:00 pm, Gulf War Video
Prtest Update on Viacom Cable Channel
25 in SF (Paper Tiger TV 695-0931 or
558-{)320)
Wednesdays 7:00AM, rush-hour bannering; meet in S.F. a1 10.50 South Van
Ness (at 21st) (Pledge of Resistance
665-1177)
Fridays 12:30 pm, vigil at SF City Hall
(Polk Street)(S.F. Women In Black 755-

2708-wcar black; women & men welcome)
Saturdays 8:00 to 9:00pm, "Sound Ofr
call-in TV show on KRON Channel 4
(.56 1-8000; during show; 1-800-464-3090)
Tuesdays & Thursdays, Noon Lo I PM,
vigil at S.F. FederaJ Building (Mustardseed Affinity Group, (415) 339-2753)
Paper Tiger TV's Gulf War UpdateSF Cable 25 - 8PM every Mon. night
PCTV in East Day- 7:30PM every Wed .,
3:30 every Thur. aftemoon,7:30 every
Mon. night 558-0320

East llay:
2411our vigil at Concord Naval Weapons
Station (Nuremberg Actions 689-9620:
training info 825-8335- Victor)
Daily 12:00 noon, vigil at the Fruitvale
BART (Fruitvale & 14111-L..at.inos to Bring
the Troops Home Now 534 -0078)
Thursdays, Noon lO 1 PM, vigil aJ 14th
and Broadway, Oilland, near 12th SL
BART (Parents Against the War, (415)
658-6572)
Fridays, 5:30 LO 7:30 PM, vigil at Concord Anny Recruiling Stalion, 1812 Galindo at Concord Blvd., Concord (Mount
Diablo Peace Center, (415) 933-7850.)
Saturdays, 5:30 lO 6:30PM, vigil at Petalwna Blvd. & Washington St., PeUlluma
(Petaluma Peace Group (707) 762-1325.)
Wednesdays 7:00 am, rush-hour banering; meet in Oaklandat4228Telegraph (at
43rd) (Pledge of Resistance 655-1177)
Thursdays 5:00 to 6:30 pm, vigil a1
Chevron station a1 Lakeshore & Mac
Arthur, Oakland (NE comer of Lake
Merriu) (Lake Merriu Neighbors Organized for Peace-LMNOP 465-7568)
Continued on page tO
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By Brian Glick
Excerpted by pennission from "War at
Home" A South End Press Pamphlel/
Booklet - Avail able from the Movement
Support Network
When congressional investigations, political trials, and other traditional legal
modes of repression failed to counter the
growing movements, and even helped to
fuel them, the FBI and police moved outside the law. They resorted to the secret
and systematic use of fraud and force to
sabotage constitutionally protected political activity. lbeir methods ranged far beyond surveillance, amounting to a
homefront version of the covert action for
which the CIA has become infamous
throughout the world.
FBI Headquarters secret.l y instructed
its field offices to propose schemes to
"expose, disrupt, misdirect, discredit, or
otherwise neutralize" specific individuals
and groups. Close coordination with local
police and prosecutors was strongly encouraged. Other recommended collaborators included friendly news media, business and foundation executives, and universi ty, church, and trade union officials,
as well as such "patriotic" organizations
as the American Legion.
Final authority rested with FBI Headquarters in Washington. D.C. Top FBI
officials pressed local field offices to step
up their activity and demanded regular
progress reports. Agents were directed to
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maintain full secrecy "such that under
no circumslances should Lhe eJdstence
of the program be made known outside
the Bureau and appropria te within·office security should be afforded to sensitive operations and techniques." A tol.al
of 2,370 officially approved COLNlELPRO actions were admitted to the
Senate lnteUigence Committee, and
thousands more have since been uncovered.
Four main methods have been
revealed:
l.lnfillratioo: Agents and infonners
did not merely spy on political activists.
Their main purpose was to discredit and
disrupt. Their very presence served to
undennine trust and scare off potential
supporters. The FBI and police exploited
this fear to smear genuine activists as
agents.
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2. Psychological Warrare: From the
Outside: The FBI and police used myriad other "dirty tricks" to undermine
progressive movements. They planted
false media stories and published bogus
leaflets and olher publications in the
name of t.argel.ed groups. They forged
correspondence, sent anonymous letters,
and made anonymous telephone calls.
They spread misinformation about
meetings and events, set up pseudo
movement groups run by government
agents, and manipulated or sl.rong-armed
parents, employers, landlords, school officials and others to cause trouble for activists.
3. Harassment Through the Legal System: The FBI and police abused the legal
syst.em to harass dissidents and make
them appear to be criminals. Officers of
the law gave perjured testimony and pre-

sen ted fabricated evidence as a pretext for
false arrests and wrongful imprisonmenL
They discriminal.Q(ily enforced L:U: law3
and other government regulations and used
conspicuous surveillance, "investigali ve"
interviews. and grand jury subpoenas in
aneffon to intimidate ac tivists and silence
their supporters.
4. Extralegal Force and Violence: The
FBI and police threat.ened, instigal.ed. and
themselves conducl.ed break-ins, vandalism, assaults, and beatings. The object
was to frighten dissidents and disrupt Lheir
movements. In the case of railical Black
and Puerto Rican activists (and later Native Americans) . these aLLacks-including political assassinations- were so ex tensive, vicious, and calculaJ.ed t.halthey
can accurat.ely be tenned a fonn of official
"terrorism."
(copyright 1989, Brian Glick)

Report All Incidents to the-

Movement Support
Net,vork
The Movement Suppon Network (MSN)
is a project of the Center for Constitutional Rights with cooperation from the
National Lawyers Guild. MSN was
founded in 198410 respond to increasing
government surveillance and harassment
of people involved in Cenl.ral America
solidarity work and people active in the
sanctuary movement. Since then the network has expanded to serve as a monitoring mechanism to collect infonnation
about surveillance and harassment of
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persons involved in a wide range of peace
and social justice issues.
By collecting and disseminating information on specific incidents, MSN not
only organizes opposition to such abuses,
but also raises public awareness of imporl.ant civil liberties issues, and helps acti vists place isolal.ed incidents in a national
context.

For more information or to
report an incident, contact MSN,
666 Broadway, New York, N.Y.,
10012.
The MSN IIOTLINE#is (212 )
614-6422.
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Resources
Ace Investigations, PO Boll 1633, l'adfica,
CA940-+4, (415)31!1 -0734
American Friends Service Committee (Mid EIISt Program), 2160 Lale, SF. CA. 94121.
(415)752-7766
Amt!rican Fric:nJs Sc.:rvice Commiuee (Youth
& Militarism Pll.lject), 1407 46th Ave.,
Oakland, CA. 94601.533-7554
American Friends Service Committee, 1501
Cherry St., Philadelphia, PA 19102 (215)
241 -7165
Arab -American Artti· Discrimination CommitLt:e, 42lll Connecticut Ave., NW, Suite 500,
W11Shington, OC 20008, (202) 2M -2990
Bay Area Direct Action Network, 221 5-H
Market, SF, CA. (415) 464-3020
CaliforniM Students Nctwod' Against U.S.
Intervention in the Middle E~t. 101!3 Mis sion, SF, CA 94 103, (415) 43 1-4617
CA VME (Commiuee Against a Viemam War
in the Middle East). 255 9th St., SF, 94 103,
(4 15) 626-8053
CenLral Cornmiuee for Conscientious Objection. Berkeley (415) 474-3002
CenLral Commi uee for Conscientious Objectors, 2208 South St., Philadelphia, PA 19146
(215) 545 -4626
Clergy and Laity Concerned, 17 North State
St., Room 1530, Chicago, IL 60602 (3 12)
899-1800
Coalition 10 Stop U.S. Lllervention in the Middle
East, 36 East 12th St., New York. NY I 0003
(212) 777 -1246
Covert Action Jnfonnation Bulletin, PO Box
34583, Washington, D.C. 20043, (202) 331 9763
DAGGER (Dykes and Gay Guys Emc:rgo1cy
Response),3543 18th St., N26, SF, CA. 94110.
(4 15) 558-8671
Dallas Coalition for Middle East Peace c/o Tite
PeaceCemcr,3 1()()Martin Luther King Blvd.,
Dallas, TX 75215, (214) 421 -4082
Earth Action Nctwork/ConmtUnity Action
Network, 1711 Martin Luther King Jr. Way,
Berkeley, CA 94709, (415)1!43-4306/843 -

871!1!
Emergcncy Commiuc:c w Stop l11e U.S. War
in the Middle East, Ul!9 Mission, Rm . 28,
SF,94110, (415)1!21 -6545 .
Fairness and Accuracy in Reponing (FAIR),
130 W. 25th St., New Yotk, NY 10001,
(212) 633-6700
Fellowship of Re cun~:i li uti on, Bnx 271.
Nyack, NY 10960, (9 14) 358-4601
Fellowship of Reconciliation (MidlUe East
Task Force), 515 Bwadw ay, Santa Cruz.
CA 95060. (408) 423 -1626.
Food Nut Bombs, 3 145 Go.:ary N1'2, S.F., CA
94 111! , {4 15) 330-5(1)0.
Frauk Liulc Club, 5134 Red Oak Dr., Con cord, CA 94521, ( 41 5) 7948 -3691!.
Global Ex~.-h1111ge. 2141 Mission Km . 201,
S.F., CA 94110 (415) 255-7296
Grecnpeace, Fort Mason, Building E. San
Francisco, CA 94123, (415) 474-6767
Gulf Peace Action Team, Box 598, Pu1ney,
05346, {802> 387 -2600
llaighi/Ashbury Ne1ghborhood Council.
1750 Waller, Rm. 202, SF, CA 94 117,
(415) 566-1767
!lands 0£0, Ill East 14th St., Room 132,
New York, NY 10003 {212) 353-2445
In These Times, 191 2 Oc:bs Ave., M 1. Morri s, IL 61054
January 26th Mobili£atiun w Bring the Troops
!lome Now, 255 9th St., SF, CA 94 103,
(415) 626-8053
KPFA, 2207 Shauuck Ave., Berkeley, CA
94704
Los Angeles Coalition Against U.S. lmervention in the Middle East8 124 West3rd
SL, Los Angeles, CA 90048 {213) 6553721!
Media Alliance, Building IJ, Fort Mason,
San Francisco, CA 94 123 (41 5) 441 -2557
Middle Ea51 Peace Action, 2 140 Shuuuck
/1 207, Berkeley, CA (41 5) 54!!-0542
Military Family Support Network, 4350
Heights, Pittsburg, CA 94565 (415) 432096 1
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